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PREFACE

For more than forty years my research has focused on the eastern Mediter-
ranean and dealt with various facets of its meeting and interaction with the
West from the eleventh to the late fifteenth century. While proceeding with
my work I have become increasingly convinced that a better understanding
of political, social, economic, institutional and cultural developments in
Byzantium, the crusader states established in the Levant around 1100, and
neighbouring Muslim countries requires a truly Mediterranean perspective
and a comparative approach. In other words, these developments must be
examined both within the broadest possible contemporary context as well
as in successive periods. This approach is already reflected to some extent
in the four previous volumes of my collected studies published in the
Variorum Collected Studies Series, respectively in 1975, 1979, 1989 and
1997. It is also present in the studies reproduced in the present volume, the
choice of which has been largely determined by my interest in phenomena
of continuity and change (incidentally, the subtitle of article no. VIII) in
the Iong-term evolution of specific social groups and societies at large, of
local, regional and inter-regional economic relations and evolution, as well
as of institutional structures and legal rules.

At first glance the studies in this volume may appear to be narrowly
focused, both with respect to the geographic area and the topics they cover.
They deal primarily with the Byzantine area or Romania from the tenth to
the fifteenth century. Several of them are concerned, whether entirely or
partially, with the Empire in general or, more specifically, with its capital,
Asia Minor or Crete (nos. I-V, VIII, X-XI). Others explore the Byzantine
territories conquered by the Latins in the early thirteenth century (nos.
V-X). Yet these articles also provide information on, and insights into
Romania's relations with the West, the crusader states, and Egypt. Several
of them illustrate the close links and interaction existing between develop-
ments in various fields, whether in Byzantine or former Byzantine areas:
demographic and social mobility resulting from political, military and
economic factors (nos. I, III-IX); economic processes, such as the intensi-
fication of trade and industrial production, changes in navigation routes,
and the existence since the eleventh century of a triangular trade network
linking the West with the various regions of the eastern Mediterranean and
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each of these to the others (nos. I-II, V-XI); institutional and legal issues,
such as the status of individuals and, on the other hand, collective privi-
leges granted to the major maritime nations (11-111, VI-IX). Viewed in the
perspective of continuity and change, there can be no doubt that the Fourth
Crusade was a crucial event in the evolution of Romania. It resulted in
major political and territorial changes affecting the Empire. itself and the
eastern Mediterranean region in general. It also contributed decisively to
western demographic and commercial expansion and to the imposition of
western political regimes, institutional structures and legal principles upon
the territories conquered by the Latins. In various fields, however, the west-
ern impact was rather limited and there was a large degree of continuity
(nos. VI-IX).

The last two articles (nos. X-XI) are concerned with silk econom-
ics, a field of inquiry almost completely neglected until recently. They ex-
plore silk production and trade within their proper historical and economic
context, subjects that partly intersect with those mentioned above. These
studies complement two previous articles on silk, already published in my
1997 Variorums volume, and announce further studies on that topic. Five
articles in this volume (nos. I, III-V, XI) are partially or entirely devoted to
Jews who, admittedly, were a marginal factor in the Empire and in Latin
Romania. While the emphasis on this ethnic-cultural group partly derives
from a personal choice, it is also justified by the fact that many relevant
Jewish sources have not been exploited until now. Their examination and
their confrontation with Byzantine, western and Arabic evidence reveal hith-
erto unknown facts and enable a better exploration of wider issues.

The studies in the present volume are largely based on published
primary sources. Most of them, however, also rely on unpublished docu-
ments, which for the period preceding the fourteenth century are far more
abundant than generally assumed. The Venetian and Genoese archives and
the Cairo Genizah, which is the most important medieval depository of Jew-
ish documents, are still largely unexplored and yield a large amount of
information. The new reading of published evidence, in addition to its com-
bination and confrontation with unpublished sources of variegated origin
reveal misunderstood or overlooked aspects and suggest novel interpreta-
tions of the documentation. They also shed new light on various processes
and general phenomena.

I wish to thank the following editors, publishers and institutions for
granting permission to reproduce the studies included in this volume, which
originally appeared in periodicals or collective volumes, the latter often
difficult to find: the late Prof. Nikolas Oikonomides, Institute for Byzan-
tine Research, National Hellenic Foundation, Athens (I); Prof. Laura
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Balletto, editor of Studi in onore di Geo Pistarino (II); the Goulandri-Horn
Foundation, Athens (III); Prof. G.G. Litavrin, chief editor of Vizantijskij
Vreinennik (V); the Osterreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, publisher
of Jahrbuch der Osterreichischen Byzantinistik (VI); Prof. Chryssa
A. Maltezou, director of the Istituto ellenico di Studi bizantini e postbizantini
di Venezia (VII); Frank Cass, publishers of Mediterranean Historical
Review (VIII); Historisches Kolleg, Munich (IX); Prof. Gabriella Airaldi,
editor of the Collana dell'Istituto di storia del medioevo e della espansione
europea, Istituto di Storia del Medioevo, University of Genoa (X). Article
XI is unpublished and appears here for the first time.

Some mistakes have been corrected in the text and notes of the stud-
ies reproduced below, while others as well as omissions and additions are
listed in the Addenda et corrigenda preceding the index at the end of this
volume.

DAVID JACOBY
The Hebrew University, Jerusalem



PUBLISHER'S NOTE

The articles in this volume, as in all others in the Variorum Collected Studies
Series, have not been given a new, continuous pagination. In order to avoid
confusion, and to facilitate their use where these same studies have been re-
ferred to elsewhere, the original pagination has been maintained whereverpos-
sible.

Each article has been given a Roman number in order of appearance, as listed
in the Contents. This number is repeated on each page and is quoted in the index
entries.

Corrections noted in the Addenda and Corrigenda have been marked by an
asterisk in the margin corresponding to the relevant text to be amended.



I

WHAT DO WE LEARN ABOUT BYZANTINE ASIA MINOR FROM
THE DOCUMENTS OF THE CAIRO GENIZAH?

The so-called Cairo Genizah requires a short presentation. According to
Jewish custom, writings containing the name of God should not be destroyed or
discarded, but orderly buried or stored. The Genizah was the repository of such
material in a room attached to a synagogue in Fustat or Old Cairo. Discovered
in the late nineteenth century, it has yielded pieces ranging from small fragments
of parchment or paper to entire books and from private letters and commercial
documents to liturgical texts and literary works, totalling more than 250,000
leaves, which include about 10,000 documents of some length mostly from the
eleventh to the thirteenth century. The Genizah sources have been widely
exploited for the reconstruction of Jewish social, economic, intellectual and re-
ligious life, especially in Egyptl. They are written in Hebrew or Arabic, a small
number being in Greek, and often present a mixture of languages. However,
regardless of their nature and the languages used, the Genizah texts with few
exceptions only have one feature in common: they are in Hebrew script2. The
languages and script used, as well as the fact that most of them have neither
been published nor translated explains why they have been virtually overlooked
in Byzantine studies dealing with topics other than the Empire's Jews.

Among the known Genizah texts some have been written by Greek-
speaking Jews living in the Empire or beyond its borders, while others refer to
members of these two groups. Several of them are interspersed with Greek
words, phrases and sentences. The precise dating and origin of these documents
cannot always be determined, yet many of them belong to the eleventh or

1. See S. D. Goitein, A Mediterranean Society. The Jewish Communities of the Arab World as

Portrayed in the Documents of the Cairo Geniza, Berkeley - Los Angeles, 1967-1993, 5 vols. and
index vol.; on the Genizah itself, see ibid., 1, 1-28.

2. One may wonder how a fragment apparently containing Christian hymns in minuscule
Greek hand found its way to the Genizah (Cambridge, University Library, Taylor-Schechter
Collection, K24.270), unless in possession of a Jew preparing for a theological disputation with
Christians: briefly mentioned in N. R. M. De Lange. "Two Genizah Fragments in Hebrew and
Greek", in J. A. Emerton - S. C. Reif (eds.), Interpreting the Hebrew Bible. Essays in Honour of E.

J. J. Rosenthal, Cambridge 1982, 61.
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twelfth century3. They offer precious, though scattered and fragmentary evi-
dence about the Empire itself and, as implied by their preservation in Old Cairo,
provide a particular insight into the Empire's relations with Egypt. In view of its
geographic position, Byzantine Asia Minor was necessarily involved in these
relations, whether directly or indirectly. The aim of this paper is to illustrate the
value and implications of some Genizah sources for the evolution of Asia Minor
from the late tenth to the mid-twelfth century, once they are inserted within
their proper context.

The earliest Genizah source examined here is a kettubah or Jewish mar-
riage document drafted in 1022 at Mastaura, a small town located on a tributary
of the Maeander river in Lydia4. It contains interesting economic, social and
cultural data, and is a noteworthy addition to the small number of roughly
contemporary and especially later Byzantine documents listing dowry items,
wedding gifts and household equipment5. The mother of the bride, obviously a
widow, granted her daughter the lower storey of the family house and half the
ownership of its well, which the bride and her brother were to share. No other
real estate is mentioned. The movable objects belonging or offered to the bride
included pieces of kitchenware, jewelry, clothing, belts, as well as bathing
articles6. As usual each item was evaluated in common currency, except for some
pieces of jewelry mentioned by weight7. The mohar or obligatory marriage gift,
which according to Jewish law the bridegroom undertook to make to the bride,
amounted to 8 1/2 gold dinars only, the strict minimum according to `Jerusalem'
custom8. The bridegroom added a voluntary marriage gift that in our case may
be estimated at 6 nomismata or gold coins9. The total obtained from the addition

3. A collection of such sources has recently been edited by N. De Lange, Greek Jewish Texts
from the Cairo Genizah (Texte and Studien zum Antiken Judentum, 51),Tubingen 1996. It includes
a Greek translation of Ecclesiastes in Hebrew script (no. 9).

4. New ed. and trans., ibid., 1-10.

5. For which see N. Oikonomides, "The Contents of the Byzantine House from the Eleventh
to the Fifteenth Century", DOP 44 (1990), 205-214; G. Weiss, "Vermogensbildung der Byzantiner in

Privathand: Methodische Fragen einer quantitativen Analyse", Bvl-avrtvd 11 (1982), 88-92. Many
such Jewish documents mainly bearing on Egypt have been found in the Genizah: see Goitein, A
Mediterranean Society, esp. 111, 363-422, and IV, 314-344.

6. The translation by De Lange, Greek Jewish Texts from the Cairo Genizah, 4,1.21, should be

slightly emended as follows: "a woman's dress and a bag for the bath". It would seem, therefore, that

all the three items listed, including the small mesalin, translated as `tablecloth', were bathing articles.
7. They probably accounted for somewhat more than two nomismata, considering that two

armbands weighing 18 shekels were worth 2 gold pieces: ibid., 7,11.26-27.

8. See Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, 111, 118-123, and M. A. Friedman, Jewish Marriage in

Palestine. A Cairo Genizah Study, Tel Aviv - New York 1980-1981,1, 238-262. On the implications of

the evaluation of the mohar in dinars, see below.
9. On this payment, see Friedman, Jewish Marriage in Palestine, I, 267-271.
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of all the individual items was 35 1/3 nontismata, rather a small sum10. The
Jewish marriage deed of Mastaura thus gives us a rare insight into the modest
economic standing of two urban households living in a small inland city of
western Asia Minor. Their condition contrasted sharply with that of a prospe-
rous Jewish physician from Egypt settled in the port of Seleucia about a century
later, whose fortune will be examined below.

Some pieces of clothing listed in the marriage document of 1022 are of
particular interest, since they must have been considered luxury items in the
bride's and bridegroom's social milieu, despite their fairly low value. The
kerchiefs worth 2 nomismata each seem to have been similar to the Rumi or
Byzantine mandil frequently appearing among dowry items of Jewish brides
listed in Genizah documents from the tenth to the twelfth century. The price of
these kerchiefs widely varied according to the yarn used, the quality of their
weaving and their designs11. Many of the expensive silk kerchiefs recorded in
Egypt were presumably imported from the Empire, while cheaper ones were
apparently local imitations; in addition, kerchiefs made of linen were produced
in TinnislL. It is unclear which material was used for those of Mastaura, although
silk seems most likely. Indeed, there is good reason to believe that sericulture
was being practiced on a large scale in western Asia Minor at that time, although
extant sources attest it for a somewhat later period13. Moreover, the µavbl xLa
mentioned in our document were more expensive than another piece of silk
clothing worth 1 1/2 nontisma, which the mother gave to the bride. The `double
red koukoularikon garment' was made of a low-grade silk fabric, woven with the
short fibers of waste and floss silk spun into a yarn of a rough and uneven
quality. The testimony offered by our marriage deed in this respect is a valuable
addition to the otherwise poorly documented use of the koukoulariko silk cloth,
which seems to have been increasingly in demand in the Empire since the early

10. This total is reached only if we assume that each of the dresses mentioned in De Lange,
Greek Jewish Texts from the Cairo Genizah, 5, II. 18-19, was worth 1 nontisma, and each of the two

additional kerchiefs on 1. 20, two nomismata, to which the value of the jewelry items mentioned
above should be added.

11. For the latter, see Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, 1, 46; IV, 167, 191, 315, 320, 329-330.

Goitein wrongly assumed that Arabic tnandil derived from a Latin root, like Spanish mantilla, and
that Rumi mandil was a western product or a replica of it. He was not aware that the Arabic word
came from Greek µavbtjXwv and that Rumi applied in this case to a genuinely Byzantine or an
imitation of a Byzantine kerchief. On the use of the term Rum, see below, p. 93.

12. For the latter, see Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, IV, 167,191.

13. This evidence will be presented in my study on the Byzantine silk industry, in progress.
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eleventh century, like half-silks combining silk with cotton14. The red silk dress
apparently had a cotton lining15, like some cotton garments with linen, a feature
known from the tenth century 'Eirapxtxov BtpkLov or Book of the Prefect that
would further emphasize the modest value of this dowry item.

The Jewish marriage deed of 1022 provides some indirect evidence about
earlier population movements. Its formula follows a-model common in Iraq at
that time, yet the evaluation of the minimum rnohar or comp ulsry marriage gift
in gold dinars, to the amount of 8 1/2 units, as well as the Greek word aqolytos
at the end of the operative section of the contract reflect Jewishcustom in
Palestine16. Despite the hybrid nature of the document, there is good reason to
believe that the ancestors of the Jews living at Mastaura in the early eleventh
century, or some of them at least, had come from Palestine or Syria. However,
by 1022 the families of the bride and the bridegroom, as well as those of the
witnesses appear to have been fully immersed in their Greek milieu. This is
already conveyed by some of their names. Byzantine Jews used either Hebrew
or Greek names and sometimes both concurrently. Most names mentioned in
our document are Hebrew, although one of them, Namer, appears to be the
equivalent of a Greek name, Pardoleon17. On the other hand, the bride and the
father of one of the witnesses bore common Greek names, Evdokia and Leon
respectively. Another noteworthy feature is the language of the marriage
contract, obviously familiar to all those present at the ceremony. In addition to

14. See D. Jacoby, "Silk in Western Byzantium before the Fourth Crusade", BZ 84/85 (1991-
1992), 474-475, 496 and n. 254, repr. in idem, Trade, Commodities and Shipping in the Medieval
Mediterranean, Aldershot, Hampshire 1997, no. V11.

15. De Lange, Greek Jewish Texts from the Cairo Genizah, p. 6, line 30, translates 'double-
faced red dress of silk', and explains it, 5, commentary to 1.18, as made of a cloth with a double-faced

weave having two different patterns, one above the other. This is rather unlikely, in view of the
complexity of the weaving process involved, which contrasts with the low cost of the garment. A
lined garment appears more likely. For the lining of cotton garments with linen, see J. Koder (ed.),
Das Eparchenbuch Leons des Weisen (CFHB, XXXIII), Wien 1991, chap. 9, par. 1. A similar lining
may be assumed for silks.

16. The version'aqolytos' is preferable to'aqolutos', adopted by De Lange, Greek Jewish Texts
from the Cairo Genizah, 9, 1. 10. The debate about this term is summarized by Friedman, Jewish
Marriage in Palestine, 1, 479-480 and n. 123, and by De Lange, ibid., 8, commentary to 1. 10. The
possible meanings are'in good order','without impediment','no obj ection','unhinde red'. The use of
this Greek term must clearly go back to the period preceding the seventh-century Muslim conquest
of Palestine.

17. As suggested by S. B. Bowman, The Jews of Byzantium, 1204-1453, University of Alabama,

1985, 249, n. 4, who adduces further examples of 'Namer' among Greek-speaking Jews; for Greeks,
see E. Trapp, Prosopographisches Lexikon der Palaiologenzeit, Vienna 1976-1996,1/9, nos. 21,918-

21,920, s. v. IIapbokewv.
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a mixture of Hebrew and Aramaic, common to Jewish marriage documents, the
deed contains more than a dozen Greek words for movable objects, even when
Hebrew words were availablels. While some of the Greek words are attested
elsewhere, others appear exclusively in our document and may well reflect a
specific regional vocabulary. Whatever the case, their phonetic Hebrew tran-
scription offers a faithful rendition of their pronunciation in western Asia Minor
in the early eleventh centuryl9.

Both the Greek names and words appearing in the document of Mastaura
illustrate a process of acculturation extending over many years. It would seem
that the forefathers of those present at the marriage of 1022 had been estab-
lished in Byzantine Asia Minor for two or three generations, yet presumably not
more. This would explain why they still retained the evaluation of the com-
pulsory marriage gift in dinars, whereas other marriage deeds of Byzantine Jews
refer to zehubim kostantini or `Constantinopolitan gold coins'20. In any event,
two or three generations before 1022 bring us back to the second half of the
tenth century. This period witnessed a large-scale migration from Syria into Asia
Minor in the wake of the Byzantine conquests of the 960s and 970s by Nicepho-
rus II Phocas and John I Tzimiskes. The population movement was enhanced by
religious persecutions in Fatimid territories in the early eleventh century, during
the reign of the Egyptian caliph al-Hakim, unstable conditions in Syria and
Palestine, and the prospects of security and economic expansion in the Empire.
In addition to large numbers of Syrians and Armenians, Jewish immigrants from
Muslim countries settled then in Asia Minor, as suggested by our marriage deed
and various other Genizah documents21.

One of these is a letter of 1028, almost contemporary with the marriage
deed of Mastaura. It reveals the arrival of Jewish immigrants from Muslim
countries and their settlement in Attaleia within the preceding decades, and the
existence of a stable and well organized Jewish community in that city, with
elders at its head. The letter mentions four Rabbanites and three Karaites

18. Translation and notes in De Lange, as above, n. 4, yet see my reservations above, n. 6,15.

19. Hebrew uses consonants only, although some of these acquired over time the value of
vowels. Nevertheless, scribes added points serving as vowels to most Greek words in order to ensure
their correct reading.

20. Text of such a model in A. Gulak, Otsar ha-shetaroth ha-nehugim be-Yisrael, Jerusalem
1926, 35-36 [Hebrew]. Another model is preserved in Paris, BibliothOque Nationale, heb. 188, f. 132

v., a manuscript in Byzantine Hebrew hand dated 1432-1433. It obviously reflects earlier practice.

21. See D. Jacoby, "The Jews of Constantinople and their Demographic Hinterland", in C.
Mango and G. Dagron (eds.), Constantinople and its Hinterland. Papers from the Ttiventy-Seventh

Spring Symposium of Byzantine Studies, Oxford, April 1993, Aldershot, Hampshire 1995, 223-225.
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among seven Jewish merchants from Attaleia captured by Muslim pirates22. The
Rabbanites belonged to the mainstream of Judaism relying on Rabbinic oral law
as exposed in the Talmud, while the Karaites rejected it and advocated the literal
exegesis of the Hebrew Bible. The Karaites first established their own congre-
gations in the Arabic-speaking Muslim East. The one existing in Attaleia in 1028
is the first to be directly documented in the Empire23, yet from other Genizah
evidence it appears that some Karaite Jews were already established in
Constantinople around the year 1000. It may be assumed that several of them,
like Syrians and Armenians, had first settled for some time in Asia Minor before
proceeding to the Empire's capita1224.

A further large-scale migration occured in the wake of the Seljuks' victory
at Mantzikert in 1071 and their expansion in Asia Minor25. A letter written by a
Jewish scholar around 1089 offers a personal testimony reflecting the general
political climate that prompted this movement. The author of the letter first
emigrated from his native Old Cairo around 1064. After staying for some time
in Jerusalem, as well as at various places in Syria, he crossed with his family into
Byzantine Asia Minor, yet does not specify where he settled. In or shortly after
1071 he fled westward and eventually reached Thessalonica26. However, not all
Jews fleeing the Seldjuks proceeded to territories remaining under Byzantine
rule. Some of them sought refuge in Fatimid territory, a rather unlikely alterna-
tive for Greeks, Syrians or Armenians. Various Genizah sources refer to re-
fugees from the Empire obtaining financial assistance from the Jewish commu-
nity of Alexandria. A cantor is attested in that city around 1075, thus shortly
after the battle of Mantzikert. Some fifty Byzantine Jews. many with depend-
ents, are registered as aid recipients in 1107, and others sometime between 1100

22. A. Cowley (ed.), "Bodleian Genizah Fragments, IV", Jewish Quarterly Review 19 (1906),
251-254; partial trans. by J. Starr, The Jews in the Byzantine Empire, 641-1204 (Texte and
Forschungen zur byzantinisch-neugriechischen Philologie, 30), Athens 1939, 190-191, no. 132.

23. See Z. Ankori, Karaites in Byzantium. The Formative Years, 970-1100, New York -
Jerusalem 1959, 46-49.

24. See above, n. 21.

25. On the background, see Sp. Vryonis Jr., The Decline of Medieval Hellenism in Asia Minor

and the Process of Islamization from the Eleventh through the Fifteenth Century Berkeley 1971, 110-
194; idem, "Patterns of Population Movement in Byzantine Asia Minor, 1071-1261 ", XVe Congres

international d'etudes byzantines (Athenes 1976), Rapports et co-rapports, 1/2, Athens 1976,1-10.

26. Ed. by S. D. Goitein, "The Jewish Communities of Saloniki and Thebes in Ancient
Documents from the Cairo Geniza", Sefunot, Annual for Research on the Jewish Communities in the

East 11 (1971-1977),11-22 [Hebrew, with English summary]; trans. and commentary by Goitein, A
Mediterranean Society, V, 438-443, yet see also Jacoby, "The Jews of Constantinople", 226-227, 231.
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and 114027. We do not know when they left the Empire. Among them we find
dyers, tailors, cobblers, goldsmiths and scribes. The precise origin of these
Byzantine Jews is stated in few cases only. One of them is registered as hailing
from Asia Minor, while another came from Melitene, an important crossroad in
eastern Cappadocia on the way to Iraq captured by the Seljuks in 107128. It is
likely that several other refugees listed as Rum also emigrated from Asia Minor.

Whether directly or indirectly, the Genizah sources, including those exam-
ined so far, provide some useful evidence, not found elsewhere, regarding the
role of Asia Minor in Mediterranean trade and shipping. Since the late tenth
century unstable conditions in the region of the Persian Gulf generated a shift
in the westward trade route followed by Asian spices, perfumes and colorants.
Instead of proceeding through Iran and Iraq toward Trebizond, they increas-
ingly crossed the Red Sea and reached Alexandria, which became the main
western outlet of these oriental goods29. In turn this shift stimulated commercial
exchanges between Fatimid Egypt and the Empire. The differing and comple-
mentary nature of the economies of these two states called for trade in a broad
range of wares, in addition to luxury items. The maritime route linking their
main emporia steadily gained in importance, to the benefit of ports located
along the southern and western seaboard of Asia Minor. These ports served as
outlets for commodities of their own hinterland and neighboring islands, and at
the same time offered logistical support to ships and merchants in transit. It may
be assumed, therefore, that in the late tenth and in the eleventh century many
Jewish and other immigrants arriving from Muslim territories were attracted by
the expanding economies of these ports. Genizah letters, some dated and others
datable within a decade or so, illustrate these developments.

In the first half of the eleventh century shipping and trade along the coast
of Asia Minor were adversely affected by several factors. In 1016 Emperor Basil
II decreed a ban on trade with and travel to Muslim countries, from which only

27. See Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, 1,51,54,56-57;11,443, nos. 19-23,447, no. 32. The lists

of recipients can only be dated approximately. It is unlikely that the Rum mentioned in them were

`European' Jews fleeing the lands captured by the crusaders, as suggested by Goitein, ibid., 11, 127,
130, 442, no. 17, and 443, no. 23. Note that several lists, including an earlier one from the years 1040-

1060 referred to ibid., II, 441, no. 8, mention the precise origin of individuals from cities under
Muslim rule, yet register separately the Rum.

28. Ibid., 11, 447, no. 32.

29. On Trebizond and its trade routes in the late ninth and in the tenth century, see R. S. Lopez,

"Silk Industry in the Byzantine Empire", Speculuin 20 (1945), p. 29 and 30, n. 1, repr. in idem,
Byzantium and the World around it: Economic and Institutional Relations, London 1978, no. 111;
Vryonis, The Decline of Medieval Hellenistn in Asia Minor, 15-20; on the shift in favor of Egypt, see

J.-C. Garcin, "Transport des epices et espace egyptien entre le XIe et le XVe siecle", Annales de
Bretagne et des pays de l'Ouest 85 (1978), 305-309.
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Aleppo was excluded. This ban lasted until 1027, when Emperor Constantine
VIII concluded an agreement with the Fatimid caliph al-Zahir30. Yet one may
wonder whether anyhow it had been very effective, judging by some Genizah
letters that will soon be adduced. Far more troublesome were naval warfare
between Byzantine and Muslim forces and especially piracy, an unavoidable
corollary of commercial shipping31. A landing carried out by Muslim pirates in
Lycia in 1034 resulted in their temporary seizure of Myra, the famous pilgrimage
center situated at some distance from the coast37. About that time a Genizah let-
ter reports the capture of five Jewish youths from Strobilos, a port to the west of
Bodrum33. It is unlikely that these youths were merchants sailing on business
and we may surmise, therefore, that they were seized on land in the same
Muslim raid or a similar one34. It is noteworthy that Strobilos appears in con-
nection with a measure taken by the Byzantine authorities to prevent similar
operations. In 1035 a number of Muslims captured after the defeat of their fleet
in the battle of the Cyclades were impaled on the shore or drowned along the
coast extending from Adramyttion to Strobilos, apparently a region witnessing
intensive maritime traffic and, therefore, particularly affected by piratical
attacks35

30. On the ban, see G. Schlumberger, L'epopee byzantine a In fin du dixieme siecle, Paris 1896-

1905,11,452-454, and 111, 23;W. Felix, Byzanz and die islamische Welt im friheren 11. Jahrhundert.

Geschichte der politischen Beziehungen von 1001 his 1055, Vienna 1981, 68, 80-81, whose dating is

more precise.
31. On Muslim piracy in that period, see H. Ahrweiler, Byzance et la mer. La marine de guerre,

la politique et les institutions maritimes de Byzance aux Vlle-XVe siecles, Paris 1966, 130-134.

32. Ibid., Byzance et la mer, 134; for the date, see Felix, Byzanz and die islamische Welt im

fruheren 1l. Jahrhundert, 203.
33. Ed. by Starr, The Jews in the Byzantine Empire, 245, and see 186, no. 128, commentary, yet

the correct reading of the Hebrew place name is ASTSVILO, which more or less reflects the
medieval Greek pronunciation. On the location of Strobilos and its Jews, see C. Foss, "Strobilos and
Related Sites", AnSt 38 (1988), 147-159, 164-168, repr. in idem, History and Archaeology of
Byzantine Asia Minor, London 1990, no. XI I.

34. Later evidence about the Jews of Strobilos appears in a chrysobull of 1153 issued by
Emperor Manuel I in favor of the church of Hagia Sophia in Constantinople, cited by Theodore
Balsamon; regardless of their residence, the Jews of Strobilos were liable to a tax: K. Rhalles - M.

Potles, Xvvraypa rtv Beiwv xai iepwv xavovwv, Athens 1852-1859,11,605-608;J. and P. Zepos, Jus
graecoromanum,Athens 1931,1,380; trans. of the passage in Starr, The Jews in the Byzantine Empire,

228, no. 181. Dating in F. Dolger, Regesten der Kaiserurkunden des ostrontischen Reiches von 565-

1453, 1I, 2nd ed., Munich 1994, no. 1390.

35. See W. Felix, Byzanz and die islamische Welt im fruheren 11. Jahrhundert, 203-204; see also

above, n. 31. On the fate of the Muslims, see E. Eickhoff, Seekrieg and Seepolitik zwischen Islam and

Abendland, Berlin 1966,384; the stretch of coast chosen contradicts this author's assumption that the

raids may have been directed toward Thrace.
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Three other Genizah letters, one of which has already been mentioned,
illustrate piracy and maritime trade somewhat to the east of that region between
1020 and 1035. Each of them deals with a particular group of Jewish merchants
from Attaleia ransomed and freed in Egypt, after being captured and robbed of
their money and goods by Muslim pirates36. The original destination of these
merchants is not stated. It is obvious, though, that Greek and other merchants
from Attaleia and additional ports of southern Asia Minor were engaging in
similar ventures. In any event, these and other Genizah letters attest to the
importance of Attaleia as a commercial center in that period37. Muslim pirates
pursued their activity in Byzantine waters in the second half of the eleventh
century38. Some of them repeatedly sailed along the coast of Asia Minor, as
explicitly mentioned in a Genizah letter written between 1065 and 108039. Yet
Byzantine pirates too operated in the vicinity of Asia Minor in the eleventh
century. A Genizah letter written around 1050 records that a ship apparently
from the southern Italian city of Amalfi was prevented from sailing westward
through the Aegean and pursued by a Byzantine vessel almost as far as Constan-
tinople40. Somewhat later three Jewish merchants from Egypt captured by By-
zantine pirates were brought by Amalfitan merchants from an undisclosed place
to Alexandria and freed there in return for a ransom41. In short, these sources
imply a lively commercial and maritime activity in which the ports of western

36. Ed. J. Mann, The Jews in Egypt and in Palestine under the Fatimid Caliphs, Oxford 1920, 11,

87, no. 12, and 91, no. 16, summarized in 1, 90 and 92, respectively; partial trans. in Starr, The Jews in

the Byzantine Empire, 186, no. 128, and 191, no. 133.

37. On Attaleia in the late tenth and early eleventh century, see C. Foss, "The Cities of
Pamphylia in the Byzantine Age", 8-10, in idem, Cities, Fortresses and Villages of Byzantine Asia
Minor, Aldershot, Hampshire 1996, no. IV. The Jewish community of Attaleia is again attested in
1148, when it was involved in a lawsuit: see Starr, The Jews in the Byzantine Empire, 219, 221-222,
nos. 167, 171; E. Patlagean, "Contribution juridique a I'histoire des Juifs dans la Mediterranee
medievale: les formules grecques de serment", Revue des etudes juives, 4e serie, 4 (1965), 143-146,

repr. in eadem, Structure sociale, farnille, chretiente o Byzance, London 1981, no. XI.

38. Contrary to Ahrweiler, Byzance et la mer,163,165, 169,171.

39. Mann, The Jews in Egypt, 11, 363-365, dating in 1, 207; partial trans. by Starr, The Jews in the

Byzantine Empire, 201, no. 148.

40. S. D. Goitein (trans.), Letters of Medieval Jewish Traders, Princeton 1973, 44-45, no. 5, and

see D. Jacoby, "Byzantine Crete in the Navigation and Trade Networks of Venice and Genoa", in L.
Balletto (ed.), Oriente e Occidente fra medioevo ed eta moderna. Studi in onore di Geo Pistarino,
Genoa 1997, 523-524.

41. See Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, 1, 329 and 484, n. 14. The letter reporting the case
was addressed to Nahray b. Nissim, a prominent merchant banker active in Egypt between 1049 and

1097: see M. R. Cohen, Jewish Self-Government in Medieval Egypt. The Origins of the Office of
Head of the Jews, ca. 1065-1126, Princeton, N. J. 1980,102-104.
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and southern Asia Minor participated, either as destinations or as transit
stations.

This traffic is further reflected throughout the eleventh and the first half of
the twelfth century by the constant two-way movement of Jews and Jewish let-
ters between Fatimid Egypt and Jerusalem on the one hand, the Empire and
particularly Constantinople, on the other42. The author of the letter of 1089 who
eventually settled in Thessalonica, mentioned earlier43, may have crossed the
land border between Muslim and Byzantine territories, yet most Jews travelling
from Egypt or Palestine to the Empire or in the opposite direction must have
depended on maritime transportation along the coast of Asia Minor. Similarly,
letters exchanged between these regions were mostly conveyed by ship. Thus, for
instance, between 1092 and August 1096 an Egyptian Jew recently settled in
Constantinople entrusted a letter addressed to his brother, who had remained in
Old Cairo, to an Amalfitan merchant about to sail to Egypt44.

Some eleventh and twelfth century Genizah letters illustrate directly or
indirectly the function of Asia Minor in the commercial exchanges between
Egypt and the Empire. Asia Minor itself shipped some of its cheese to Ale-
xandria45, as well as medicinal plants and drugs46. In 1137 a Jewish physician
from Egypt settled in Seleucia refers in a letter written in Arabic to the earlier
dispatch of precious drugs to his native country and orders seeds of medical
herbs not available in Asia Minor47. Chios sent to Egypt its mastic, used in the
manufacturing of perfumes and in pastries, as attested in 1050 and in the second
half of the eleventh century48. Trade in these commodities clearly implies com-
merce in a much broader range of goods passing through the ports of Asia Mi-
nor. The Genizah letters also document the presence of Byzantine merchants in
Egypt. One of these letters sent from Alexandria to Old Cairo in the 1060s or

42. Some further examples in Jacoby, "The Jews of Constantinople", 224-226.

43. See above, p. 88.

44. Ed. J. Mann, Texts and Studies in Jewish History and Literature, Cincinnati - Philadelphia

1931-1935, 1, 48-51, and see 11, 1458; partial trans. and discussion in Starr, The Jews in the Byzantine

Empire, 182-184, no. 125. For the dating of the letter and the location of its writer, see D. Jacoby, "The

Jewish Community of Constantinople from the Komnenian to the Palaeologan Period", VizVrem

55/2 (1998), 31-40.

45. See Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, 1, 46,124.

46. Ibid., 1, 402, n. 35.

47. Ed. and Hebrew trans. by S. D. Goitein, "A Letter of Historical Importance from Seleucia
(Selefke), Cilicia, dated 21 July 1137", Tarbis 27 (1958), 528-535; English trans. and commentary by

idem, "A Letter from Seleucia (Cilicia), dated 21 July 1137", Speculum 39 (1964), 298-303, and for

the information mentioned here, 299, 301.
48. See Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, 1, 268 and 154, and for the dating of the second

letter, 153.
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early 1070s refers "to the merchants from Constantinople [who] have already
agreed upon prices"49. Genizah documents often apply the term Runt to both
Byzantines and Latins50, like Arabic-speaking geographers and travellers as late
as the second half of the twelfth century51. In many instances, however, circum-
stantial evidence enables us to determine the precise identity of the merchants
and ships involved. Such is the case with a letter of the late eleventh century sent
from Alexandria to Old Cairo, which contains precious information about
wares: "Please take notice that no pepper, cinnamon or ginger are available in
Alexandria. If you have any of these commodities, keep them, for the Rum are
keen solely on them. All the Rum are about to leave for Old Cairo. They are
only waiting for the arrival of two additional ships from Constantinople"52. It
follows that Byzantine merchants were then exporting oriental commodities
from Egypt to the imperial capital, obviously via the ports of Asia Minor.

Most merchants, travellers and emigrants mentioned so far sailed between
the Empire and Egypt either on board Byzantine or Muslim ships. No attention
has been paid, however, to the eleventh century participation of Amalfitan
merchants in maritime traffic along this itinerary. At first the Amalfitans traded
separately with the Empire and with Egypt. They are attested in Constantinople
since 944 and in Cairo since 976, although they presumably began to trade
earlier in both cities53. They progressively extended the geographic range of
their commerce and shipping along the coasts of the eastern Mediterranean. In
Tripoli, Syria, the Persian traveller Nasir-i Khusrau noted in 1047 Rum ships
from the West, which most likely were Amalfitan vessels54. This assumption is
enhanced by Genizah letters. As noted earlier, one of them dated to around the
mid-eleventh century records the voyage of an apparently Amalfitan ship that
sailed from Alexandria along the Levantine coast on its way to Amalfi, while
another refers to Amalfitan merchants bringing Jewish captives to Alexandria

49. Ibid., IV, 168.

50. Ibid., 1, 43.

51. For instance, in the 1180s lbn Jubayr refers both to the Rum of Constantinople and to the

Genoese Rumi captain of a ship on which he sailed: R. J. C. Broadhurst (trans.), The Travels of Ibn
Jubayr, London 1951, 267, 327.

52. Quoted by Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, 1, 44.

53. See M. Balard, "Amalfi et Byzance (Xe-XIIe siecles)", TM 6 (1976), 87-92; P. Magdalino,

Constantinople rnedievale. Etudes sur l'evolution des structures urbaines, Paris 1996,85-88; D. Jacoby,

"Les Italiens en Egypte aux Xlle et XIIIe siecles: du comptoir a la colonie?", in M. Balard - A.
Ducellier (eds.), Coloniser au Moyen Age, Paris 1995, 76-77.

54. Naser-i Khusrau, Sefernkmeh, ed. and French trans. Ch. Schefer, Relation du voyage de
Nassiri Khosrau en Syrie, en Palestine, en Egypte, en Arabic et en Perse pendant les annees de l'hegire

437-444 (/035-1042), Paris 1881, 41, 113; Naser-e Khosraw, Book of Travels (Safarnarna), English

trans. W. M. Thackson, Jr., Albany, N. Y. 1986, 13.
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somewhat later, whether from Constantinople or from a port along the water-
way joining both cities. The imminent departure of an Amalfitan from the By-
zantine capital for Egypt in the 1090s, on what appears to be a routine voyage,
further implies that by the second half of the eleventh century the Amalfitans
were not only sailing regularly between Amalfi and Constantinople or Ale-
xandria, but also between these two cities55. In fact, cumulatively they had
established a triangular trade and shipping pattern within the Eastern Mediter-
ranean, in the framework of which the ports of Byzantine Asia Minor served as
transit stations. This is also suggested by the hospice for pilgrims which Amalfi-
tan merchants established in Byzantine Antioch, presumably in the 1070s56. In
the late eleventh century Venetian merchants similarly extended their activity
along the maritime route linking Constantinople and Egypt. Indeed, the chry-
sobull granted by Alexios I Komnenos to Venice in 1082 suggests that Venetian
traders and ships had expanded their operations beyond the western provinces
of the Empire and Constantinople and were reaching Antioch, as well as the
Syrian port of Laodikeia or Lattakia under Muslim rule57. On the other hand,
the merchants from Bari who in 1087 seized the remains of St. Nicholas pre-
served at Myra do not appear to have traded along the coast of Asia Minor
beyond Lycia58.

The First Crusade created turmoil in Asia Minor for a short period. Soon
afterwards, however, the establishment of the Latin states in the Levant resulted
in the consolidation of the triangular trade and shipping pattern joining Italy
with the Empire and Egypt. Within this pattern there was a progressive rise in
maritime trade between the two countries, as well as between the West, the
crusader Levant and Egypt. The two networks converged along the southern
shore of Asia Minor, to the benefit of the ports of this region59. Indirect evi-

55. See above, 91-92.

56. On Amalfitan trade in the Levant and pilgrimage to Jerusalem, see Figliuolo, "Amalfi e it

Levante", 581-593, 609-611, and on the hospice in Antioch, R. Hiestand, "Die Anfange der
Johanniter", in J. Fleckenstein - M. Hellmann (eds.), Die geistlichen Ritterorden Europas (Vortrage
and Forschungen, 26), Sigmaringen 1980, 33-37.

57. G. L. Fr. Tafel - G. M. Thomas (eds.), Urkunden zur alteren Handels- and Staatsgeschichte

der Republik Venedig, Wien 1856-1857, 1, 51-54, and new ed. by M. Pozza - G. Ravegnani (eds.), I
trattati con Bisanzio, 992-1198 (Pacta veneta, 4), Venice 1993, 35-45; see D. Jacoby, "Italian Privileges

and Trade in Byzantium before the Fourth Crusade: A Reconsideration", Anuario de estudios
medievales 24 (1994), 352, repr. in idem, Trade, Commodities and Shipping, no. It.

58. On their operation, see C. Foss, "The Lycian Coast in the Byzantine Age", DOP 48 (1994),

34-35, repr. in idem, Cities, Fortresses and Villages of Byzantine Asia Minor, no. II.

59. On maritime routes between Italy and Egypt, see J. H. Pryor, Geography, Technology and
War. Studies in the Maritime History of the Mediterranean, 649-1571, Cambridge 1988,94-97, yet see

my reservations about the role of Crete in Jacoby, "Byzantine Crete", above, n. 40.
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dence in this respect is found in the letter of 1137, noted earlier, which a Jewish
physician from Egypt settled in Seleucia sent to his relatives who had remained
in his native land60. The writer was frankly optimistic about economic prospects
in the Empire. He mentions by name eleven other Egyptian Jews who either had
settled in Seleucia or in Constantinople and urged his in-laws to join him. The
physician had apparently arrived some twelve years earlier in Seleucia, married
a local Jewish woman, and rapidly prospered. He had built a house worth 200
gold coins. In addition to his medical practice he was engaging in trade. He had
in store 400 barrels of wine prepared according to rabbinical prescriptions and,
therefore, fit for Jewish consumption. Much of this wine was presumably
intended for export to other Jewish communities. To his son-in-law the physician
had provided a marriage gift consisting of 324 gold coins, a pound of silver, one
brocade and two silk robes, a bed with a canopy, as well as other valuable
objects, the total value of which amounted to some 200 gold coins. He com-
plained that dowries were far more expensive in Asia Minor than in Egypt. Yet
his gifts were rather small compared with those a high-ranking Byzantine
official such as Michael Psellos had offered to the future husband of his adoptive
daughter about a century earlier, in 1053. These gifts amounted to 3,600
nonzisniata, including 2,160 in cash6l.

The few Genizah sources we have examined offer some new insights into
migration, settlement, daily life, the common language and the economy in
Byzantine Asia Minor, as well as into trade and shipping along its coast in the
eleventh and first half of the twelfth century. These sources are especially
valuable for the reconstruction of economic relations between the Empire and
Egypt, although most of them fail to provide any data about commodities,
volume or prices. A comprehensive list of Genizah material bearing on Byzan-
tium is highly desirable. Once it has been established, more information about
the Empire will become available, including about Asia Minor.

60. See Goitein, "A Letter from Seleucia (Cilicia)", 298-303, esp. 299-300.

61. G. Weiss, Ostromische Beamte im Spiegel der Schriften des Michael Psellos, Munich 1973,
130. On other data, see above, n. 5.
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Byzantine Crete in the Navigation and Trade
Networks of Venice and Genoa

It is commonly believed that throughout the Middle Ages Crete
occupied a strategic location at the crossing of the major maritime
lanes of the Mediterranean and was one of the keys to sea power
and the control of navigation in the region. The island, therefore,
was of particular importance in the late eleventh and the twelfth
century, a period witnessing a substantial expansion of western sea-
borne trade in the Eastern Mediterranean'. This proposition, largely
based on evidence from the twelfth century onwards, may be ques-
tioned. To be sure, cyclic natural conditions such as winds, as well
as the configuration of coastlines, offshore dangers and havens de-
termined the seasonal pattern and the basic long-term network of
navigation and trade in the Mediterranean. Yet the course of mari-
time routes was far from constant. Economic interests and favorable
trading conditions prompted merchants to shift their activity from
one area to another or to expand into new areas. Conversely, secu-

' See F. THIRIET, La Romanie venitienne an Moyen Age. Le developpement et 1'ex-
ploitation du domaine colonial venitien (XIP-XVe siecles), Bibliotheque des Ecoles
francaises d'Athenes et de Rome, 193, Paris, 1959, p. 124; J.H. PRYOR, Geography,
Technology and War. Studies in the Maritime History of the Mediterranean, 649-1571,
Cambridge, 1988, esp. pp. 7-8, 24, 70- 71, 94-95; E. MALAMUT, Les lies de 1'Empire by-
zantin, VIP-XII` siecles, Paris, 1988, esp. pp. 171-175, 438-446, 546-561, and maps on
pp. 652-653, 656-663; S. BORSARI, Venezia e Bisanzio nel XII secolo. I rapporti econorni-
ci, Deputazione di storia patria per le Venezie, Miscellanea di studi e memorie, 26,
Venezia, 1988, p. 20. Crete's lute in the framework of maritime trade in this period
has been overlooked by D. TSOUGARAKIS, Byzantine Crete From the 5th Century to
the Venetian Conquest, Athens, 1988, except for some brief remarks about Italian in-
terests in the island, pp. 289-290. The views presented below differ from those of
previous authors.
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rity risks deriving from adverse political circumstances and from the
activity of corsairs and pirates resulted in the deflection of naviga-
tion routes from their previous course. All these factors evolved over
time and were occasionally subject to sudden changes'

The interplay between them is illustrated by the function of By-
zantine Crete on the west-east axis of trans-Mediterranean navigation
and trade from the eleventh to the early thirteenth century, when
the island was conquered by Venice. Only gradually was Crete inte-
grated in that period within the shipping and commercial networks
of Venice and Genoa, the two western maritime powers displaying
interest in the island. The present study attempts to
reconstruct the successive stages of this process and to determine
the factors that promoted it. It is dedicated to Geo Pistarino, a dear
friend and colleague, who by his sustained interest in the wide
expanses of the Mediterranean has enriched our understanding of
this sea's history.

By the ninth century Venice was already conducting fairly regu-
lar trade with both Byzantium or Romania and the Islamic Levant'.
At first this trade was essentially limited to the shipping of goods
between Italy and the Eastern Mediterranean. Since the eleventh
century, however, if not earlier, Venetian merchants and ship opera-
tors took increasingly advantage of economic opportunities along
their sailing routes and conveyed agricultural, pastoral and indu-
strial commodities, as well as raw materials between ports of call
within the Eastern Mediterranean itself, as between the Byzantine
provinces and Constantinople'. Venetian ships bound for this city
hugged the coast much of the way, while those sailing to Alexandria

2 See J.H. PRYOR cit., esp. pp. 12-24, 38-39. On the permanence of wind systems
through the centuries, see W.M. MURRAY, Do Modern Winds Equal Ancient Winds?, in
uMediterranean Historical Review)), 2, 1987, pp. 139-167.

' See G. ORTALLI, 11 mercante e lo stato: structure dells Venezia altomedievale, in
«Mercati e mercanti nell'alto medieovo: l'area euroasiatica e 1'area mediterranea»,
Settimane di studio del centro italiano sull'alto medioevo, 40, Spoleto, 1993, pp. 95-
107, 123-135.

' For details, see below.
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relied on a string of Aegean islands to cross over from the Pelopon-
nese to Rhodes, from where they proceeded toward their destina-
tion. For a long period Crete was not included in their itineraries.

Economic, rather than navigational considerations appear to
have been the major factor generating a change in this respect. It is
appropriate, therefore, to briefly consider the evidence on Crete's
economy in the period extending from the Byzantine reconquest of
961, at the expense of the Muslims, to the Venetian occupation of
the island in the early thirteenth century. In view of the paucity of
this evidence, it is tempting to complement it with the more abund-
ant Venetian documentation of the thirteenth century 5. Backward
projection is always hazardous, and this appears to be especially the
case with respect to the Cretan economy of the Byzantine period.
Indeed, the Venetian sources of the second half of the thirteenth
century suggest that growing foreign demand, an easier access of
exporters to producers, and more transportation facilities stimulated
an increase in Crete's production of export commodities 6. Since all
these developments belong to the Venetian era, they severely restrict
the validity of later sources for the period examined here and, in any
event, call for utmost circumspection in their use.

Contemporary sources, to which a Greek petition of 1224 or
1225 to the Venetian government may be added, nevertheless offer
some valuable information'. They describe Crete as fertile and sug-
gest that the island was basically self-sufficient. One of its riches
was livestock, consisting of large herds of sheep, goats and cattle, at-
tested for the period immediately preceding the Venetian occupa-
tion. Crete produced a surplus of cheese, which it exported in addi-

As done by D. TSOUGARAKIS cit., pp. 271-289.

6 See D. JACOBY, La Venezia d'oltrernare nel secondo Duecento, in G. CRACco-G.
ORTALLI (eds.), Storia di Venezia, 11, Roma, 1995, pp. 271-272; ID., Cretan Cheese - a
Neglected Aspect of Venetian Medieval Trade, in ((Venice: Society and Crusade. Studies #
in Honor of Donald E. Queller» [in press].

' Text of the petition in G. CERVELLINI (ed.), Documento inedito veneto-cretese
del Dugento, Padova, 1906, pp. 13-18, esp. 14-16. The substantial round figures appear-
ing in this document should not be taken at face value. The Greeks undoubtedly in-
flated them in order to impress upon Venice the magnitude of their losses in the pre-
ceding years. For the dating of this document, see S. BORSARI, Il dorninio veneziano a
Creta nel X111 secolo, Napoli, 1963, pp. 32-33 and esp. n. 17.
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tion to wool, grain, wine, honey, as well as medicinal and aromatic
herbs, yet for lack of adequate sources it is impossible to assess the
volume of this trade. The island also had some mineral resources 8. A
demographic growth and an extension of cultivation apparently
took place since the early eleventh century. Archeological and espe-
cially numismatic evidence suggest a ruralized society and an under-
developed urban life, except in Chandax or Candia, the main Cre-
tan port, exchanges in kind as well as in return for cash, and a con-
centration of wealth in few hands 9. The largest landholders were the
emperor, a small group of powerful local archontes, whose wealth is
also attested by thirteenth century Venetian sources, finally, monas-
teries and episcopal churches'°.

The great landlords either sold the island's surpluses to export-
ers or were themselves involved in export through their agents and
employees, who like elsewhere in the Empire may have taken advan-
tage of their functions to conduct business for their own profit. The
Cretan archontes fulfilled an important role in the marketing of local
products, as suggested by evidence bearing on their peers elsewhere
in the Empire before the Fourth Crusade and in Crete proper in the

8 See D. TSOUGARAKIS cit., as above, n. 5; E. MALAMUT cit., pp. 385-396, 407-410,
429. Additional sources are adduced below.

9 D. TSOUGARAKIS cit., pp. 150-154, 265-269, 271, 300; E. MALAMUT cit., pp. 125-
126, 134-136, 144-146, 155, 193-196, 262- 266, 467-468, 491-494, and 514-533, pas-
sim. This last author's estimate of the total Cretan population about 1200, ibid., pp.
125-126, is extrapolated from the figure provided for Chandax and its district by the
Greek petition mentioned above, n. 7. The estimate is highly speculative, since this fi-
gure is certainly inflated and the assumption that it represents between half and one
third of the island's population arbitrary.

10 D. TsoUGARAKIS cit., pp. 241-243, 247-248, 282, 291-298; E. MALAMUT cit., pp.
415-417, 421-424; J.-C. CHEYNET, Potivoir et contestations a Byzance (963-1210), Paris,
1990, pp. 238-240, 242, 409-410, 416; P. MAGDALINO, The Empire offMarutel I Konne-
nos, 1143-1180, Cambridge, 1993, pp. 165, 170-171, 259-260. The archontes apparent-
ly took advantage of the turmoil preceding the imposition of Venetian rule to expand
their property by annexing land they held from the emperor, as well as imperial es-
tates: see D. JACOBY, Les etats latins en Romanie: plxenoinenes sociaux et economiques
(1204-1350 environ), in «XV° Congres international d'Etudes byzantines (Athenes,
1976)», Rapports et co-rapports, 1/3, Athenes, 1976, pp. 4-11, repr. in ID., Recherches
stir la Mediterranee orientale dti X11` an XV` siecle. Petiples, societes, economies, Lon-
don, 1979, no. 1; also ID., Social Evolution in Latin Greece, in K. M. SETTON (ed.), A
History of the Crusades, Madison, Wisconsin, 1969-1989, VI, pp. 180-185.
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Venetian period ". In the late eleventh and the twelfth century the
monastery of Patmos, which had estates in Crete, shipped various
commodities on board the small crafts it operated in the Aegean as
far as the Dardanelles and most likely also Constantinople 12. Part of
this traffic went thus beyond self-supply and was of a commercial
nature. A Jewish letter written in Alexandria in the 1060s or early
1070s, found in the Cairo Genizah or synagogue archive, records the
presence of merchants coming from Crete ". These merchants presu-
mably sailed on board Cretan or other Byzantine ships and brought
Cretan products to the Egyptian port. It is likely, therefore, that they
also reached Constantinople with them. Byzantine trade and ship-
ping are unfortunately underrepresented in the extant documenta-
tion 11, and this is especially the case with respect to Crete.

Commercial interests, then, rather than navigational incentives
induced Venetian merchants to reach Crete. Their acquaintance
with Cretan products in the Byzantine capital, elsewhere in the Em-
pire, and in Egypt, as well as the prospects of profitable trade in them
provided the main stimulus to this effect. A notarial charter of the
early eleventh century possibly offers the earliest extant evidence
about Venetian trade in the island. In 1022 or somewhat earlier the
Venetian Leone da Molin, who appears to have travelled to Constant-
inople with some frequency, brought to this city six milliaria or at
least 2,860 kg. of cheese. One half of this quantity belonged to
another Venetian, who had entrusted his cheese to him under the
terms of a rogadia contract. In the Byzantine capital Leone delivered
the proceeds from the sale of the cheese belonging to the other mer-

11 M.F. HENDY, 'Byzantium, 1081-1204': the Economy revisited Twenty Years on,
p. 22, in ID., The Economy, Fiscal Administration and Coinage of Byzantium,
Northampton, 1989, no. III; D. JACOBY, Silk in Western Byzantium before the Fourth
Crusade, in «Byzantinische Zeitschrift», 84/85, 1991-1992, pp. 477-480; A.E. LAIOU,
Byzantine Traders and Seafarers, in S. VRYONIS, Jr., The Greeks and the Sea, New Ro-
chelle, N. Y., 1993, pp. 84-85; P. MAGDALINO cit., pp. 144, 147, 156-159, 170, n. 243; D.
JACOBY, Cretan Cheese cit.

12 E. MALAMUT cit., pp. 414-416, 447-451.
13 S.D. GOITEIN, A Mediterranean Society. The Jewish Communities of the Arab

World as Portrayed in the Documents of the Cairo Geniza, Berkeley and Los Angeles,
1967-1988, IV, p. 168.

13 This has again been rightly stressed by A.E. LAIOU, Byzantine Traders cit., pp.
79-83, 87-90, who adduces some overlooked evidence bearing on their role.
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chant, who had died in the meantime 15. There is no indication about
the itinerary of the ship on which he travelled, nor about the prove-
nance of the cheese. We may safely assume, though, that the latter
originated in a Byzantine province located along the maritime route
joining Venice to Constantinople. Twelfth century sources, examined
below, point to the sale of Vlach and Cretan cheese in the Byzantine
capital. At first glance it would seem more plausible that the cheese
mentioned in 1022 came from Thessaly, where the inferior Vlach
cheese was produced 16. Crete, however, should not be excluded
since the Venetians were later involved in the export of cheese from
this island 17. The extremely sparse documentation regarding both
Crete and Venetian trade in the Eastern Mediterranean in the
eleventh century prevents us from determining whether this was
already the case in 1022.

Another tantalizing piece of information is contained in the let-
ter from the Cairo Genizah dated to the 1060s or early 1070s, men-
tioned above. It reports that merchants from Venice and Constanti-
nople were active alongside those from Crete in Alexandria 18. Yet,
surprisingly, the latter shared with the Venetians the same business
approach, while differing from their Constantinopolitan counter-
parts who had already agreed upon prices with the local merchants.
It is quite plausible, therefore, that the interests of the merchants
belonging to the first two groups coincided because they exported
the same Cretan agricultural and pastoral products and possibly
even conducted joint business ventures. This would imply that Vene-
tian ships were then calling in the ports of Crete on their way to
other destinations. From the proceedings of a Jewish lawsuit con-

15 R. Moaozzo DELLA ROCCA - A. LOMBARDO (eds.), Documenti del commercio ve-
neziano nei secoli X1-XIII, Torino, 1940 [hereafter: D. C. V.], no. 2. In 1030 (?) Leone
da Molin was in Venice and in 1031 (?) again in Constantinople, where he sold four
pieces of cloth entrusted to him: ibidem, nos. 4 and 7, respectively. We do not know
whether the weight of the cheese was established according to the Venetian millia-
rium or that of Candia, equivalent to 477 and about 512 kg., respectively. The latter
milliarium would have been used if the cheese was purchased in Crete. For these
weights, see D. JACOBY, Cretan Cheese cit.

is On this cheese, see A. HARVEY, Economic Expansion in the Byzantine Empire,
900-1200, Cambridge, 1989, pp. 156-157, and below, n. 36.

17

1s

See below.

See above, n. 13.
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ducted in Cairo in 1097-1098, found in the Genizah, we learn that
the high-quality Cretan epithymon or dodder of thyme, a medicinal
plant, was available in Egypt and reexported from there to the In-
dian Ocean ". The presence of this plant supposes trade in additional
commodities between Crete and Egypt, yet we do not know whether
it was carried out with the help of Byzantine, Venetian or Muslim
ships.

In the absence of information, it is also impossible to determine
whether these crafts sailed from Crete to Alexandria on a direct
course or travelled along the longer, safer route via Rhodes. The se-
cond itinerary seems nevertheless more plausible in the light of
another Genizah letter from about the mid-eleventh century 2°. The
Jewish author of this letter records the tribulations he endured on
his journey from Alexandria to Amalfi 21. Since the ship he had board-
ed sailed for some time along the coast of Asia Minor, it may have
been Amalfitan 222. The Amalfitans were then active both in By-
zantium and Egypt as well as in shipping between these countries, and
this itinerary was thus familiar to them Z3. However, instead of sail-
ing westward through the Aegean, the vessel on which the Jewish
merchant travelled was compelled to pursue its voyage further north
along the coast of Asia Minor, because of pirates, and reached a
point close to Constantinople. Still under threat, the ship then chan-
ged course and crossed the Aegean toward Crete, yet after leaving

19 S.D. GoITEIN, Front the Mediterranean to India: Documents on the Trade to In-
dia, South Arabia, and East Africa from the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries, in aSpecu-
lum», 29, 1954, p. 192; ID., A Mediterranean Society cit., p. 47. #

20 On maritime routes between Italy and Egypt, see J.H. PRYOR cit., pp. 94-97,
yet see below my reservations about the role of Crete in this framework.

21 S.D. GOITEIN (trans.), Letters of Medieval Jewish Traders, Princeton, 1973,
pp. 44-45.

22 A Muslim vessel would have sailed along the African coast in a westward di-
rection after leaving Egypt: see below, n. 53.

23 See M. BALARD, Amalfi et Byzance (X`-X11` siecles), in «Travaux et memoires» ,

6, 1976, pp. 87-92; S. BORSARI, Venezia e Bisanzio cit., pp. 7-8; B. FIGLIUOLO, Amalfi e it
Levante nel medioevo, in G. AIRALDI e B.Z. KEDAR (eds.), I comuni italiani nel Regno
crociato di Gerusalemme, Collana storica di fonti e studi, diretta da Geo Pistarino, 48,
Genova, 1986, pp. 581-600, 609-611; D. JACOBY, The Jewish Community of Constanti-
nople from the Contnenian to the Palaeologan Period, in «Vizantijskij Vremennik», 55,
1994 [in press].
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the island returned to it, apparently for provisioning. Finally, when
the pirates, most likely Byzantine subjects, were on their way to the
Muslim coast, the vessel proceeded to Amalfi along an unspecified
route. It follows that, originally, no direct sailing from Alexandria to
Crete had been contemplated.

The chrysobull issued by Emperor Alexios I Komnenos in favor
of Venice in 1082 granted extensive privileges, primarily freedom of
trade in all commodities and total exemption from commercial and
shipping taxes throughout the Empire. It is noteworthy that all the
cities and islands listed in it were either situated along the waterway
linking Venice to Constantinople and this city to northern Syria, or
close to it, except Adrianople 21. The Venetians already conducted
trade in some of them, as in Thebes and Dyrrachion or Durazzo,
and were presumably envisaging the extension of their activity to
others in the near future -5. Crete is conspicuously absent from the
charter of 1082, as well as from the chrysobull of 1126 issued by
Emperor John II Komnenos, which reproduced its text 26. This ab-
sence supposedly implies that the Venetians did not enjoy their pri-
vileges in Crete and that the emperors possibly even intended to pre-
vent them from trading in the island 227. Whatever the case, it is clear
that the volume of Venetian trade with Crete was still quite small at
that time and the prospects of its development rather slim, compa-
red with Venetian activity and expectations elsewhere in the Em-
pire. Indeed, there is no evidence whatsoever that in 1082 Venetian

24 G.L.F. TAFEL and G.M. THOMAS (eds.), Urkunden zur alteren Handels-und
Staatsgeschichte der Republik Venedig, Wien, 1856-1857, 1, pp. 51-54 [hereafter: T.
TH.]; new ed. by M. POZZA e G. RAVEGNANI (eds.), I trattati con Bisanzio, 992-1198,
Pacta veneta, 4, Venezia, 1993, pp. 35-45.

25 On Venetian trade in Thebes before 1082, see D. JACOBY, Silk cit., pp. 479,
494-495. On Durazzo, see A. DUCELLIER, La facade maritime de 1'Albanie au Moyen Age.
Durazzo et Valona du XI` an XVe siecle, Thessaloniki, 1981, pp. 70-72, yet instead of
1084 read 1082.

26 T. TH. cit., 1, pp. 95-98; new ed. POZZA e RAVEGNANI cit., pp. 51-56.
27 See R.-J. LILIE, Handel and Politik zvvischen dent byzantinischen Reich and den

italienischen Konnnunen Venedig, Pisa and Genua in der Epoche der Komnenen and
der Angeloi (1081-1204), Amsterdam, 1984, pp. 11, 15-16; S. BORSARI, Venezia e Bisan-
zio cit., pp. 19-20; D. TsoUGARAKIS cit., p. 290. For a different approach, see D.
JACOBY, Italian Privileges and Trade in Byzantium before the Fourth Crusade: A Reconsi-
deration, in «Anuario de estudios medievales», 24, 1994, pp. 351-354.
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vessels bound for Constantinople or Egypt regularly called in the
island's ports or sailed along its coasts. The navigational considera-
tions revealed by the mid-eleventh century Genizah letter examined
above were apparently still valid, and the visits of Venetian mer-
chants in Crete rather limited in number. Largely similar conditions
prevailed even in 1126, despite an apparent increase in Venetian trade,
examined below, in the years preceding the delivery of the new
imperial charter in that year 2221. Significantly, the Venetian war fleet
dispatched in 1122 to the Holy Land, which was not involved in sea-
borne trade, sailed along what must have been the common mari-
time route from Corfu to Rhodes through the Aegean. On its return
voyage in 1125 it took more or less the same route, plundering Rho-
des, several other islands, and Modon in the southwestern Pelopon-
nese 29. Both times Crete was entirely left out.

The detour of a voyage via Crete became profitable only if sus-
tained by trade. This was increasingly the case in the twelfth centu-
ry. The growing Venetian interest in the island arose against the
background of two important developments, one of them particular
to Venice and the other to Byzantium. The progressive integration
of Venetian seaborne trade within the internal Byzantine commer-
cial and transportation systems has already been mentioned. This
process was furthered by the economic and social evolution in the
Empire. In the eleventh century the social elite and the urban mid-
dle stratum, primarily in Constantinople, shared a growth in pur-
chasing power, changing consumption patterns, and a greater inclina-
tion toward the display of luxury in dress, food and other spheres of
life. These developments are illustrated by their growing demand for
agricultural and pastoral commodities and for finished goods, such
as silk textiles, brought in from distant provinces 30. Under these
circumstances, the shipping and marketing of Cretan products ap-
peared to be increasingly attractive.

The earliest explicit evidence about Venetian trade in Crete after
1082 appears in 1110 or 1111. Pietro Orio and Michele Titino had
apparently left Venice on a vessel bound for the island on its way to

28 Contrary to S. BORSARI, Venezia e Bisanzio cit., p. 20, Crete was thus not an
indispensable stopover in 1111.

29

30

On its itinerary, see R.-J. LILIE, Handel cit., pp. 370- 372.

D. JACOBY, Silk cit., pp. 472-473, 493-495.
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Constantinople. They either concluded their compagna contract
before reaching Crete or, rather, in the island itself, where they went
around buying agrarian, a reference to agricultural and pastoral
products. In April 1111 Michele Titino delivered in Constantinople
the proceeds from the sale of the merchandise belonging to his de-
ceased partner to the latter's brothers ". The shipment from Crete
must have included cheese and possibly also wine''-. Cheese seems
all the more likely because in 1121 Domenico Titino, a brother of
Michele, sold this commodity in Constantinople to two other Vene-
tians 33. The journey of 1110 or 1111 via Crete does not seem to have
been unusual and Venetian trade in the island was presumably on
the rise. However, Venetian activity in Crete was hampered by By-
zantine customs officials. The growing Venetian involvement in Cre-
tan trade most likely accounts for Venice's request to Emperor John
II, made about 1136, to ensure that the Venetians trading in Crete
enjoy the same freedom of trade and tax exemptions as elsewhere in
the Empire. At Venice's insistence, Manuel I Komnenos explicitly re-
ferred to this injunction in 1147 34. There is good reason to believe
that from then on the Venetian merchants benefited in Crete from
improved trading conditions and that their activity in the island
expanded until 12 March 1171, when they and their possessions
were seized on the orders of Manuel I, unless they had managed to
escape 31.

31 D. C. V. cit., no. 33: cornpagnia magna vel pan'a quae to fecisti et habuisti [...]
quando insimul ambulastis in Creti cum agrario. Giovanni Aurius or Orio, one of the
brothers of the deceased merchant, was also present in Constantinople in the pre-
vious year and left the city on board the ship that transported the relics of St. Stephen
the Martyr to Venice: see the list of passengers in S. BORSARI, Venezia e Bisanzio cit.,
p. 66, n. 11, and the background pp. 65-67. The analysis of the charter of 1111 by E.
MALAMUT cit., pp. 171, 442-444, is incorrect and leads to unwarranted conclusions,
namely that the Venetians were already settled at that time in Crete and that the
island was then an indispensable stopover on the way from Venice to the Crusader
states and Alexandria, which was clearly not the case.

32 On wine, see below, n. 40.
33 D. C. V. cit., no. 46.
33 T. TH. cit, I, pp. 113-124, esp. 124; new ed. by POZZA e RAVEGNANI cit., pp. 60-

65. For the dating of the emperor's instructions to about 1136, see R.-J. LILIE, Handel
cit. pp. 374- 375.

35 See below, n. 38.
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By 1147 Cretan cheese was well known and appreciated in Con-
stantinople. The Byzantine writer Michael Italikos must have tasted
it before leaving the city in 1143 to serve as metropolitan of Philip-
popolis in northern Thrace. He considered it superior to Vlach
cheese36. Significantly, a Greek satyrical poem by the so-called Ptocho-
prodromos refers to the Venetian quarter in Constantinople as the
place where good-quality cheese can be bought. The poem does not
mention the provenance of this cheese, yet it is a fair guess that it
originated in Crete. Cretan cheese appears elsewhere in the poem as
available in Constantinople and we have already noted somewhat
earlier evidence suggesting that Venetian merchants exported it to
the capital". The work of Ptochoprodromos should be dated before
12 March 1171, when the forceful action of Emperor Manuel I
against the Venetians entailed the loss of their quarter for some
twelve years 38. We may thus safely assume that the Venetians ac-
quired a dominant role in the import of Cretan cheese to Constanti-
nople prior to this event, presumably as early as the first half of the
twelfth century. Since they resumed their activity in the Empire on a
small scale a few years after March 1171, they presumably engaged
anew in the shipping of Cretan cheese to the capital". It is not ex-

36 p GAUTIER (ed.), Michel Italikos. Lettres et discours, ((Archives de I'Orient
chretien», 14, Paris, 1972, pp. 237-238, esp. 42.

37 H. EIDENEIER (ed. and trans.), Ptochoprodromos, in (,Neograeca medii nevi)),
V, Koln, 1991, p. 145, IV, vv. 109, 120-122 (Eftt TOUS BEVETIKOUS, in a geographical
context clearly pointing to the Venetian quarter), and v. 210, pp. 145, 150; German
trans. pp. 202 and 204. On the author and dating of the poems, see ibid., pp. 30-34,
38-40, yet the dating must be corrected: see below. Though Cretan cheese was
generally considered a delicacy, the cheese appearing in the first of these instances
was of poor quality.

38 On Venetian trade in the Empire between 1171 and 1192, see R.-J. LILIE,
Handel cit., pp. 226-228; S. BORSARI, Venezia e Bisanzio cit., pp. 22-27, 39-60, 98-99,
112-115, 127; D. JACOBY, Conrad, Marquis of Montferrat, and the Kingdom of Jerusalem
(1187-1192), in L. BALLETTO (ed.), Atti del Congresso Inteniazionale aDai feudi n7onfer-
rini e dal Pientonte ai nuovi mondi oltre gli Oceani», Alessandria, 1993, p. 221. In any
event, a dating of the relevant passage after the autumn of 1183, when the Venetians
resettled their quarter, is excluded if we identify the author with Theodore Prodro-
mos, who died about 1170. On the latter, see The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium,
Oxford, 1991, III, pp. 1726-1727.

39 On Venetian trade in Constantinople between 1171 and 1183, see previous
note. Venetian activity within this period, for instance in 1175, is attested for Thebes
and was apparently resumed earlier: see D. JACOBY, Silk cit., pp. 495-496.
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cluded that in the twelfth century the Venetians also exported sweet
Cretan wine to Constantinople, where it was highly appreciated
along other good-quality wines 10. It is noteworthy that Venetian
merchants conveyed Peloponnesian olive oil to the capital'.

It appears likely that the Venetians were also exporting Cretan
products to the Levant as early as the eleventh century. We have al-
ready hinted at this possibility in our analysis of the Genizah letter
of the 1060s or early 1070s 12. Cheese was a staple food in high de-
mand in Egypt. The Arab historian al-Musabbilii, who died in 1029,
mentions a dar al-jubn in Misr or Cairo, a fitnduq or fondaco where
imported cheeses were traded under state supervision 13. Cretan
cheese was presumably among the `Rum' cheeses reaching Egypt in
this period, in addition to the produce of Sicily and Asia Minor".
An eleventh or twelfth century letter written in Alexandria deals
with the production of cheese fit for Jewish consumption, appar-
ently in Crete". Between 1139 and 1154 the Arab geographer
al-Idrisi praised Cretan cheese, exported to many countries, and re-

40 H. EIDENEDER Cit., IV, vv. 332-333, p. 157, trans. p. 208. Though possible, Ve-
netian trade in Cretan wine in this period is not directly documented and, in any
event, should not be deduced from evidence bearing on later centuries, as done by A.
HARVEY cit., pp. 146-147 and esp. 175. For the later period, see J. CHRYSOSTOMIDES, Ve-
netian Commercial privileges under the Palaeologi, in «Studi veneziani», 12, 1970, pp.
298-311, and D. JACOBY, Les Venitiens naturalises Bans 1'Empire byzantin: till aspect de
1'expansion de Venise en Romanie du XII1r all milieu du XVe siecle, in aTravaux et me-
moires', 8, 1981, pp. 225-226, repr. in ID., Studies on the Crusader States and on Vene-
tian Ecpansion, Northampton, 1989, no. IX.

41 A. LOMBARDO e R. MOROZzo DELLA ROCCA (eds.), Nuovi docuntenti del commer-
cio veneto dei sec. X1-X111, Venezia, 1953, no. 11, issued in 1151, yet with a reference
to the expedition of King Roger II of Sicily to Greece in 1147; the same deal is men-
tioned in no. 9, drafted in 1150; also D. C. V. cit., nos. 316, 320, 338, 358, 360 and
361, with references to Sparta and the arrest of the Venetians in the Empire in
March 1171.

42 See above, n. 13.
43 T. BIANQUIS, Le fonctionnement des Divan financiers d'apres al-Musabbihl, in

Annales islamologiques», 26, 1992, p. 58, and dating, p. 49.
44 S.D. GOITEIN, A Mediterranean Society cit., 1, pp. 46, 124.

a' Ibidem, 1, p. 429, n. 66. 1 wish to thank hereby Dr. Stefan C. Reif, who has
kindly informed me that the letter, which probably belonged to the Cairo Genizah, is
now at the Cambridge University Library and listed there as Or. 2116.10.
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ferred to Rabd-el-jubn, the `cheese hamlet', most likely Chandaxa6. His
contemporary the Arab geographer al-Zuhri was more specific, sin-
ce he reported between 1137 and 1154 that dry Cretan cheese was
sold in Misr, possibly in the funduq attested more than a century
earlier;'. The shipping of Cretan cheese to Alexandria is further illu-
strated by the taxation treatise compiled about 1170 by al-Makhzumi.
This author mentions convoys or a large number of ships, pre-
sumably of small tonnage, arriving from Crete to Alexandria and
lists Cretan cheese among the commodities they brought along a8. It
is likely that Venetian merchants visiting Crete were involved in this
trade, since they also exported oil from the Peloponnese to Egypt, as
attested in 113519.

More evidence on Venetian trade in Crete is offered by notarial
charters. Otto Falier sailed in 1129 or 1130 from Venice via Crete to
Syria and apparently pursued his voyage elsewhere before returning
to Venice. Some time before 1161 Giacomo Venier travelled from
Constantinople via Crete to Alexandria with horsehair, yet undoubtedly
took advantage of the stopover in the island to acquire local
commodities. In 1165 Romano Mairano envisaged a journey from
Acre to Crete and from there either to Acre, Antioch or Alexandria.
One of the purposes of this voyage was clearly the purchase of Cre-
tan products 50. Acre imported cheese from Apulia in the thirteenth
century''. It is quite possible that it also received Cretan cheese in

46 P.-A. JAUBERT (trans.), La geographic d'Edrisi, Paris, 1836-1840, II, p. 126. The
identification with Chandax is the most plausible. Under Venetian rule Candia was an
important center of cheese production: see D. JACOBY, Cretan Cheese cit. This may
already have been the case in the Byzantine period.

47 H. HADJ-SADOK (ed.), Kitab al-Dja'rafiyya. Mappenionde du calife al-Ma'rnun,
reproduite par Fazari (III'/IX' s.), reeditee et commentee par Zuhri (VI'/X11` s.), in
«Bulletin d'etudes orientales», 21, 1968, pp. 175-176, par. 358 (Arabic text), and for
the dating, p. 25. On the other hand, about 1140 a large quantity of Sicilian cheese
was traded in a dar wakala or warehouse of a representative of the merchants: S. D.
GOITEIN, A Mediterranean Society cit., I, p. 380, no. 51, and see ibidem, pp. 186-189.

48 C. CAHEN, Douanes et commerce dans les ports nrediterraneens de 1'Egypte me-
dievale d'apres le Minhadj dal- Makhzume, Leiden, 1964, pp. 235, 286, n. 2, 308-309.

49 D. C. V. cit., no. 65.
so D. C. V. cit., nos. 56-57, 149, 159, 167.

'1 FRANCESCO BALDUCCI PEGOLOTTI, La pratica della mercatura, ed. A. EVANS,
Cambridge, Mass., 1936, p. 66.
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the twelfth century, like Egypt, an assumption apparently supported
by an Arabic source that will soon be adduced. In any event, it ap-
pears that by the second half of the twelfth century the volume of
Venetian trade with Crete had increased. Moreover, by then the
island was fully inserted within the Venetian commercial and navi-
gation networks and served as a station on one of the alternative
sailing routes of Venetian ships in the Eastern Mediterranean.

In comparison with Venice, Genoa was a latecomer in the East-
ern Mediterranean. Its seaborne trade expanded to this region only
about the middle of the eleventh century. By the 1060s Genoese tra-
ders were already sailing for some time to Egypt, yet a Jewish mer-
chant writing then from Alexandria wondered at their lack of expe-
rience with oriental wares. It was thus only fairly recently that the
Genoese had extended their activity beyond the limits of the mari-
time space in which they had previously traded and had discovered
the potential benefit to be reaped further east. Since the 1060s some
Genoese ships were also pursuing their voyage from Egypt further
north along the Levantine coast 52. There is no indication about the
itinerary they followed on their way from Genoa to Alexandria, yet
we may assume that they sailed from Sicily to Egypt along the
North African coast, like Muslim vessels, despite the inconveniences
and dangers of this route 53. Byzantine waters apparently remained
beyond their reach until the First Crusade.

The first fleet to leave Genoa in support of the Crusade sailed
through the Aegean and arrived in northern Syria in 1097. Others
travelled later to the Levant along the same maritime lane, common

52 B.Z. KEDAR, Mercanti genovesi in Alessandria d'Egitto negli anni sessanta del
secolo XI, in ((Miscellanea di studi storici 11)), Collana storica di fonti e studi, diretta
da Geo Pistarino, 38, Genova, 1983, pp. 19-30.

53 On the sailing route of Muslim ships, see S.D. GOITEIN, A Mediterranean So-
ciety cit., I, pp. 211-213, 317-325; A.L. UDOVITCH, Time, the Sea and Society: Duration
of Connnercial Voyages on the Southern Shores of the Mediterranean during the High
Middle Ages, in ((La navigazione nell'alto medioevo. Settimane di studio del Centro
italiano di studi sull'alto medioevo, XXV» , Spoleto, 1978, pp. 503-546; J.H. PRYOR cit.,
pp. 21-22, 38. This was also the route followed by some western pilgrims until the be-
ginning of the eleventh century: F. MICHEAU, Les itineraires tnaitinres et continentaux
des pelerinages vers Jerusalem, in ((Occident et Orient au X` siecle. Actes du IX° Con-
gres de la Societe des Historiens Medievistes de l'Enseignement Superieur Public
(Dijon, juin 1978)», Publications de l'Universite de Dijon, 57, Paris, 1979, pp.
81-85, 90.
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to all western ships bound for this region in the following years 54.
Fatimid naval activity excluded sailing along the southern waterway
off the Egyptian coast. In the first half of the twelfth century the
growing seaborne commerce with the newly established Crusader
states of the Levant presumably led Genoese merchants to engage
occasionally in trade in some of the islands situated along their navi-
gation route to Syria. Yet only since the 1130s do we find evidence
that they ventured northward of the west-east route and reached
Constantinople. Two letters apparently written in this period and
preserved in a stylised version in an Ars dictandi reveal that two Ge-
noese partners were travelling between Genoa, Egypt and Constanti-
nople on what appear to have been rather common journeys 55. One
of them planned to leave Egypt for the Byzantine capital on a ship
carrying Italian merchants and the ambassadors of the Egyptian ru-
ler 56. The presence of the merchants on board suggests that the ves-
sel was Italian, though not necessarily Genoese 57. Whatever the case,
the ship must have sailed along the coasts of the Levant and Asia
Minor toward the Byzantine capital 58. Significantly, the other Ge-
noese merchant mentioned in the letters, one G. Embriaco, intended
to travel to Constantinople via Bari on a local ship, which must have
crossed the Adriatic, run through the Corfu Channel and proceeded
around the Peloponnese to the Byzantine capital". The boarding of
a foreign ship seems to imply that in the 11 30s Genoese vessels were
not yet reaching Constantinople, or rarely did so. It is quite possible,
then, that the first stage of Genoa's commercial expansion as far as

54 M.-L. FAVREAU-LILIE, Die Italiener im Heiligen Land vom ersten Kreuzzug
his zuln Tode Heinrichs von Champagne (1098-1197), Amsterdam, 1989, pp. 43-125,
passirn.

55 Published by W. WATTENBACH, Iter austriacum, 1853, in «Archiv fur Kunde
osterreichischer Geschichtsquellen», 24, 1855, pp. 79-80, nos. XIX- XX. On the relia-
bility of the information they contain, see D. ABULAFIA, The Two Italies. Economic Re-
lations between the Norman Kingdom of Sicily and the Northern Communes, Cambridge,
1977, pp. 74-76.

56 W WATTENBACH cit., p. 80, no. XX.

57 His partner travelled on a foreign ship: see below. In the twelfth century it
was not uncommon for Muslims to sail on Italian vessels. See below, pp. 535-537.

58 On this course, see J.H. PRYOR cit., pp. 89-90, 97-98.
59 See ibiden2, pp. 92-93.
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this city was restricted to merchants, without the participation of
Genoese ships.

In 1142 Genoa sent two ambassadors to Emperor John II, who
was then near Antioch, yet since we have no record about the nature
of their talks it is a matter of speculation whether they discussed the
granting of privileges to Genoese merchants 60. In any event, the ac-
count of this mission does not refer to Genoese shipping in Byzant-
ine waters which, however, is illustrated by other contemporary
sources. The consuls Lanfranco Piper and Ansaldo Mallone, in office
from 1136 to February 1139, decreed that vessels returning from
Romania should pay a tax in kind amounting to one mina of grain
to an officer of the Commune, the cintraco. This rule, confirmed in
1142, may hint at grain imports from Crete, Macedonia, Thessaly or
Thrace 61. An entry of the following year in the Registruin curiae ar-
chiepiscopalis Januae mentions tithes and taxes imposed upon ves-
sels arriving from Romania, and in 1147 the archbishop of Genoa
requested a payment from Bonifacio de Ranfredo after his return
from a naval expedition in this region 62.

The peace treaty concluded in 1149 between Genoa and Pisa
seems to offer more precise evidence about the range of Genoese
shipping 63. Since it was to be valid in the entire Mediterranean ((as
far as Constantinople)), it suggests that by then the sailing of ships
from Genoa to the Byzantine capital had become more common.
The itinerary of these ships can be reconstructed from a reference
found in the Genoese letters mentioned above. The merchant who
had left Egypt for Constantinople was asked by his wife to purchase

60 See G.W. DAY, Genoa's Response to Byzantium, 1155-1204. Commercial Ex-
pansion and Factionalism in a Medieval City, Urbana and Chicago, 1988, p. 24.

61 C. IMPERIALE DI SANT'ANGELO (ed.), Codice diplomatico della repubblica di Ge-

nova dal MCLXIII al MCLXXXX, Roma, 1936- 1942, 1, p. 142 [hereafter: C. D. G.]. Wit-
nesses called to testify in a case involving trade with another region and entailing the
same tax referred to the two consuls, on whose terms of office see ibid., pp. 93-94 and
115. On grain exports from Crete, see above, n. 8, and from the other regions, A.
HARVEY Cit., pp. 139, 222.

62 L.T. BELGRANO (ed.), Il registro della curia arcivescovile di Genova, in (Atti del-
la Society Ligure di Storia Patria» , 11/2, 1862, p. 9, cap. XVI, and p. 118.

63 C. D. G. cit., I, p. 244.
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silk fabrics produced in Andros. This island served as a stopover on
one of the maritime routes linking the Byzantine capital to Italy via
Chios, the Cyclades and the Peloponnese 6{. Further evidence on Ge-
noese trade in the Empire, yet without information about specific
ports, is provided by the Genoese chronicler Caffaro, who mentions
the full rate of the konzrnerkion or customs due before it was re-
duced in October 1155, as a result of Genoa's treaty with Emperor Ma-
nuel I61. In 1175 Genoa requested compensations for damage in-
flicted upon Genoese merchants in the Empire ante conventionervr De-
nietrii, a reference to Demetrios Makrembolites, the envoy of Ma-
nuel I who signed the treaty of 1155 16. Lack of evidence prevents us
from assessing the volume or importance of Genoese trade and ship-
ping in Romania from the 1130s to 1155. It is obvious, though, that
only a marked increase in the interest displayed by Genoese mer-
chants and ship operators in this region would explain the negotia-
tions leading to the grant of privileges by Manuel I.

The sources of the first half of the twelfth century documenting
the activity of Genoese merchants and the sailing of Genoese vessels
in Romania do not include a single reference to Crete. It is impos-
sible to determine whether this reflects the pattern of their activity or,
rather, is due to the paucity of the surviving documentation. In any
event, only with the intensification of Genoese activity in the Byzant-
ine Empire, particularly in Constantinople, could there be any pros-
pects of profitable trade in Crete, the island serving as a stopover on
the way. Such conditions may have already existed before the sign-
ing of the treaty of 1155 with Manuel I. This is suggested by the
geographical surname of Guglielmo de Candida, attested in Genoa in
1157, which implies that this individual either had resided for some
time in Chandax or Candia, or possibly was still living there. It is
noteworthy that he invested in Genoa a sum of money in a trade ven-
ture directed toward Constantinople, presumably with a call in the

64 See J.H. PRYOR cit., p. 97; E. MALAMUT cit., pp. 444-445.
6' L.T. BELGRANO-C. IMPERIALE DI SANTANGELO (eds.), Annali genovesi di Caffaro

e de' suoi continuatori dal MXCIX al MCCXCIII, Roma, 1890-1929 [henceforth: An:ali
Genovesi], 1, p. 42.

66 C. D. G. cit., II, pp. 216-217, and the treaty of 1155, ibid., 1, pp. 327-330. On
these requests, see also below.
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port of Candia on the way 67. By 1160 it was apparently not unusual
for Genoese vessels to change the course of their voyages in order to
stop in a Cretan port. A Genoese merchant leaving then Constanti-
nople for Alexandria was offered the choice to sail either directly to
Egypt or make a detour via Crete 68. The charters of 1157 and 1160
just mentioned imply that for Genoese merchants and ships trade in
Crete could be profitable, provided it was integrated into a pattern
of trans-Mediterranean sailings. They also illustrate the fact that the
island was not an indispensable stopover for Genoese ships bound
to or from Constantinople. It is likely that most of these vessels con-
tinued to sail from the Byzantine capital to Genoa along the Greek
mainland, as hinted by the burning of a Genoese vessel in the port
of Halmyros and the seizure of another in the port of Euripos, the
capital of Euboea, both at the hands of Venetians 69. The two inci-
dents occured in 1171, in the framework of the Venetian retaliation
for the action of Manuel I against them on 12 March of that year.

Unfortunately, the Genoese notarial documents of 1157 and
1160 are the only ones to refer to Crete in the second half of the
twelfth century. One should remember, though, that for this period
the Genoese notarial evidence is fragmentary and concentrated
within a small number of years. Moreover, the parties involved in
commercial and maritime ventures generally referred to their desti-
nations, rather than to ports of call on the way. Yet other sources of

that period offer some evidence regarding the visits of Genoese ships
in Cretan ports and the involvement of Genoese merchants in the
export of Cretan products. In 1175 Genoa demanded from Emperor
Manuel I compensations for damages inflicted by his officials and
subjects upon Genoese merchants in previous years. Except in one
case, it is impossible to determine the dating of the incidents related

67 M. CHIAUDANO - M. MORESCO (eds.), I1 cartolare di Giovanni Scriba, Torino,

1935, no. 219. The following year Guglielmo, this time called de Candea, provided to-
gether with a partner a loan to two individuals bound for Sicily and the Crusader
Levant; in 1163 he appeared in another deal, without reference to a specific destination:

ibidenz, nos. 422 and 1103.

68 Ibidem, no. 752.
69 C. D. G., 11, p. 213 and n. 1; p. 215 and n. 2. The second vessel was sub fiducia

sacri imperii et in eiars tutainine; at Halmyros the Genoese participated in the defense

of the city.
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to the island". In one of them the cargo of a ship anchoring in
Chandax or Candia had been robbed by the crew of an imperial galley.
There is no indication about the navigation course of the Ge-
noese vessel". A kofnmerkiarios or customs official stationed in the
island had confiscated various commodities from another Genoese
ship on her way from Constantinople to Genoa, although the lcom-
merkion for the merchandise had already been paid earlier. The
duke of Crete had seized 300 hyperpers from a third Genoese ship
sailing to Adramyttion 7'-. According to a confused passage, John
Straboromanos, who governed Crete for some time, took wool appar-
ently originating in the island from a Genoese ship that later sunk
close to Rhodes 73. The ship's loss in this area implies that she was on
her way to the Crusader Levant". A certain Apokaukos, appointed
by Constantine Angelos to the governorship of Crete, had confisca-
ted various objects and commodities from another ship on her way
from Constantinople to Genoa. The cargo included grain bought in
the Empire's capital, as well as six tilliaria or 3,072 kg. of cheese
and four milliaria of honey, both in all likelihood produced in the
island 75. The large quantity of cheese was far more than needed for
the feeding of the crew 76. Consequently, we may assume that it was
partly intended for sale on board the ship. This was apparently cus-
tomary, as we learn from the Arab traveller Ibn Jubayr. In 1184 he

7° I will deal elsewhere with this dating. The list of claims was handed over to
the Genoese ambassador Grimaldi in December 1174 and submitted by him to the
emperor in the following year: C. D. G. cit., 11, pp. 206-222.

71 C. D. G. cit., II, p. 217, note, col. 2.
72 C. D. G. cit., 11, p. 218, note, col. 1.

73 C. D. G. cit., II, pp. 216-217, note: et abstulit sibi pro lava que aped Constanti-
nopolim cuidarn de Creta ablata flit, de quibus omnibus coram irnperatore lamentatio
facta fiat. A more satisfactory reading is obtained by transferring aped Constantino-
polim after coram imperatore. On Straboromanos, see E. MALAMUT cit., pp. 489-490,
and P. MAGDALINO cit., pp. 220-221.

74 See above, p. 523.
75 C. D. G. cit., II, p. 218, note, col. 1. For the Cretan milliarium of cheese, see D.

JACOBY, Cretan Cheese cit. On the production of honey in Crete, see G. CERVELLINI cit.,
p. 14, and D. TsouGARAKIS cit., p. 287. On Apokaukos, see P. MAGDALINO cit., pp.
220-221, and 208.

76 On the daily consumption of cheese by crews, see D. JACOBY, Cretan
Cheese cit.
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sailed from Acre to Sicily on a Genoese vessel, the captain of which
sold victuals to the passengers, including cheese".

Further evidence on Genoese trade in Crete appears in the taxa-
tion treatise of al-Makhzumi, compiled about 1170. An example of
tax registration in Alexandria cites the name of Guglielmo the Ge-
noese in connection with the arrival of merchandise from Crete which,
as we have noted, occasionally included cheese 78. The Arab chro-
nicler al-Magrizi reports that the Egyptian fleet seized in the year
587 A. H., i. e. between 29 January 1191 and 17 January 1192, a fo-
reign vessel loaded with ((twenty-two thousand cheeses, each cheese
the size of a hand mill and beyond a man's lifting)) 79. The last detail
in this colorful description should perhaps not be taken at face va-
lue, yet if we assume that the information about the quantity of
cheese is more or less correct, its total weight may have reached
some 180 metric tons °. In all likelihood the merchandise was in-
tended for the supply of the sizeable Christian army assembled in the
Holy Land during the siege of Acre, which ended on 12 July 1191, as
well as in the following year. Long-distance seaborne trade with this
region was then basically geared to the war economy". The prove-
nance of the large consignment of cheese is not stated, yet there is
good reason to believe that it originated in Crete, since the island
was then an important producer of this commodity, closer to the
Holy Land than other regions exporting cheese, and visited by mer-
chants and vessels on their way to the Levant. The ship transporting
the cheese must have either been Venetian or Genoese, since only
these vessels are known to have been involved at that time in the ex-
port of Cretan products to foreign countries.

In addition to Genoese ships using Crete as a stopover, others
sailed along the island's coasts on their way to and from Romania,
the Crusader Levant and Muslim countries. Such was the case with

" R.J.C. BROADHURST (trans.), The Travels of fbn Jubayr, London, 1951, p. 329;
on the ship's identity, see p. 327.

78 See above, p. 529.

79 R.J.C. BROADHURST (trans.), A History of the Ayyubid Sultans of Egypt, transla-
ted from the Arabic of al-Maqrizi, Boston, 1980, p. 95.

8° The largest pieces of cheese documented in thirteenth century Crete weighed
8.2 kg. each: see D. JACOBY, Cretan Cheese cit.

81 On the nature of this trade, see D. JACOBY, Conrad cit., pp. 217-221.
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those boarded by the Muslim traveller Ibn Jubayr, the first on his
way from Sicily to Alexandria in 1183 and the other from Acre to
Sicily in the following year. They passed along the southern coast of
Crete 82. Similarly, the Genoese ships hired by King Philip II Au-
gustus of France proceeded in 1191 from Sicily south of Crete to
Rhodes on their way to Acre 83. On his return from the Levant in
1200 or 1201 the Genoese Enrico Grillo was robbed of his ship and
her cargo by the Greeks of Candia 8a. In 1204 Genoese vessels under
the corsair Alamanno da Costa cruising close to Crete met Genoese
crafts returning from commercial ventures in the Crusader Levant
and in Egypt 85. A marked change in maritime routes had taken place
since the first half of the twelfth century. Two of the four itineraries
implied by the geographic treatise of al-Idrisi, compiled between
1139 and 1154, led from the Peloponnese to Crete and from there to
Cyprus 86. By contrast, the Genoese vessel on which Ibn Jubayr tra-
velled eastwards proceeded from the vicinity of Crete to Alexandria
on a straight course, without anchoring on the way. The ship on
which he returned to the West crossed the high seas from Acre and
after sailing for twenty-six days reached an Aegean island close to
Crete. She pursued her westward voyage and arrived in Calabria
after twenty-one days, again without anchoring on the way 87.

It has been claimed that there was collusion between the Vene-
tians, imperial officials and the indigenous social elite in the Byzant-
ine islands against the Genoese. This would explain the latter's harass-
ment, some cases of which have been noted above. As a result,
the development of Genoese trade is supposed to have been severely

8' R.J.C. BROADHURST, The Travels of Ibn Jubayr cit., pp. 29, 330-332.
83 Somewhat earlier King Richard Coeur de Lion's fleet touched the southern

coast of Crete on its way to the Crusader Levant: see J.H. PRYOR cit., pp. 37, 70-71, 74.
On this itinerary, see also B.R. MOTZO (ed.), 11 Compasso da Navigare. Opera italiana
della meta del secolo XIII, Cagliari, 1947, pp. 50-51, 114-123.

8a C. D. G. cit., 111, p. 198: the robbery took place cum [...J pervenisset ad Candi-
dam ad Sanctum Georgiaun. One should presumably read de sancto Georgio, a locality
on the northeastern coast of Melos, an island close to Crete: B.R. MOTZO cit.,
pp. 48, 50.

85 Annali Genovesi cit., 11, p. 91.
86 P.-A. JAUBERT cit., 11, p. 126-130; see the maps in E. MALAMUT cit., pp. 661-662.
87 R.J.C. BROADHURST, The Travels of Ibn Jubayr cit., pp. 28-29, 326-335.
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hampered". This sweeping statement, also applying to Crete, is to-
tally unwarranted. The chance survival of the Genoese claims pre-
sented in 1175 and the absence of similar Venetian claims for that
period should not lead us astray. There is no evidence, whether di-
rect or indirect, to support the allegation of collusion, nor any rea-
son to suppose that it ever occured, considering the shifting nature
and evolution of the Empire's relations with both Venice and Genoa
in the twelfth century. Moreover, it was in the best interest of the
Cretans selling local surpluses to stimulate competition between Ge-
noese and Venetian merchants. And, finally, the latter occasionally
suffered as much as the Genoese from the unilateral actions of By-
zantine officials, as in Crete itself in the first half of the twelfth cen-
tury ". The infringement of privileges by imperial officials was so
common throughout the Empire that in 1169 Manuel I devised a
procedure for the handling of Genoese requests for redress five
years later 9°. Similar infringements occurred in periods of the
thirteenth century in which the Empire's relations with Venice and
Genoa were supposedly normal. Venice in 1278 and Genoa in 1290
and 1294 submitted long lists of grievances". Occasionally, vexations
could be averted by the bribing of the koinmerkiarioi, their scribes
and their interpreters, a common practice in Constantinople attes-
ted by the fourteenth century Pegolotti 92.

While the Genoese were not the victims of a conspiracy, they
faced serious obstacles in their trade with Crete. When they entered
the local market, presumably about 1150, the Venetians had already
ensured themselves a portion of it. In addition, the Genoese benefi-
ted from a reduction in the rate of one due only, the kommerkion,

88 See E. MALAMUT cit., pp. 172-173, 445-446.
89 See D. JACOBY, Italian Privileges cit., as above, n. 27.

90 C. D. G. cit., 11, p. 113. Numerous cases were submitted in 1175: see ibidemr,
11, pp. 217-220.

91 Venice: T. TH. Cit., III, pp. 159-281, and see G. MORGAN, The Venetian Claims
Commission of 1278, in «Byzantinische Zeitschrift», 69, 1976, pp. 411-438. Genoa: G.
BERTOLOTTO (ed.), Nuova serie di docunzenti sidle relazioni di Genova con l7mpero bi-
zantino, in «Atti della Society Ligure di Storia Patria» , 28, 1897, pp. 511-545, and see
A.E. LAIOU, Constantinople and the Latrns. The Foreign Policy of Andronicus 11, 1282-
1328, Cambridge (Mass.), 1972, pp. 70-73.

92 FRANCESCO BALDUCCI PEGOLOTTI cit., p. 42.
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whereas their Venetian competitors enjoyed the advantage of being
fully exempted from all imperial taxation on trade and shipping 13.
For the Cretans the sale of domestic surpluses to the Venetians was
particularly attractive, since the latter could offer higher purchase
prices without losing their competitive edge over Byzantine or other
western merchants. Transactions with them were even more advan-
tageous than deals with Byzantines subjects entailing the payment
of full dues 94. The sources we have adduced nevertheless imply an
increase in the volume of Genoese trade in Crete in the second half
of the twelfth century. This upward trend must have been halted
between 1182 and 1192. In this period Genoese commerce in the
Empire was rather intermittent and was resumed on a large scale
for short periods only, each time in close relation to diplomatic mis-
sions and high expectations in Genoa for a renewal of full trading.
Some Genoese nevertheless visited Constantinople in these years
and even stayed there for some time 15. These general conditions must
have also affected Genoese trade in Crete. In any event, by the se-
cond half of the twelfth century the island had clearly become a
logistic base on the sailing route of Genoese ships, as illustrated by
the purchase of local provisions for the crew and passengers of one
of them, mentioned above. By then Crete was firmly integrated
within the Mediterranean trade and navigation sytems of Genoa.

There is good reason to believe that the Italian merchants ex-
panded their handling and shipping of Cretan products at the ex-
pense of local and other Byzantine merchants and ship operators. One
should nevertheless not overestimate the Venetian and Genoese im-
pact on the economy of Byzantine Crete in the twelfth century. Ex-
cept possibly for Guglielmo de Candida in the 1150s, there is no evi-
dence of Genoese settlers in the island, which is not surprising since
Constantinople was the only Byzantine city in which these were to be
found". The Venetians, on the other hand, also settled temporarily

J3 On this and other disadvantages, see D. JACOBY, Italian Privileges cit., as abo-
ve, n. 27.

94 On these considerations, see A.E. LAIOU, Byzantine Traders cit., pp. 84-87.
Y.9 See D. JACOBY, Conrad cit., pp. 222-223.
96 See M. BALARD, La Ronianie genoise (X110 - debut du XV" siecle), Bibliotheque

des Ecoles francaises d'Athenes et de Rome, 235, Rome, 1978, pp. 105-112.
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or permanently in provincial cities". It is highly significant, there-
fore, that this was not the case in Crete until the beginning of the
Venetian conquest in the first decade of the thirteenth century. It
follows that even for the Venetians the island remained until then of
minor importance, compared with their commercial outposts in the
Empire.

The fragmentary evidence we have examined reveals that Crete
was definitely not located on the navigation routes of Venetian or
other western ships engaged in trans-Mediterranean sailing in the
period extending from the Byzantine reconquest of 961 until the ele-
venth century. Commercial, rather than navigational factors appa-
rently provided the initial incentive for Venetian ships to reach Crete
on their way to various trading stations. The island was progres-
sively integrated within the commercial and maritime networks of Ve-
nice, a process that presumably began in the early twelfth century. A
similar process occurred with respect to Genoa in the second half of
that century. An increase in the size of ships enabling the storage of
larger quantities of sweet water on board and some advances in na-
vigation techniques in this period may have encouraged merchants
and ship operators to cross the high seas more often, in order to
shorten navigation times. These developments made it more attrac-
tive for them to reach Crete and take advantage of the products and
logistic support it offered. Sailing on the high seas remained nev-
ertheless fairly risky, as revealed by two authors of that period, Ro-
ger of Hoveden with respect to galleys and Ibn Jubayr with respect
to round ships". It should be emphasized that even then Crete was
not an indispensable stopover and there were alternative navigation
routes bypassing the island. It is clear, though, that by the early
thirteenth century the strategic value of Crete had risen. This factor
combined with the interest displayed by Venice and Genoa in the
economic and fiscal exploitation of the island, and, together, they
provided the background for the struggle of the two maritime
powers over the possession of Crete soon after the Fourth Crusade.

y' See S. BORSARI, Venezia e Bisanzio cit., pp. 31-61; R.- J. LILIE, Die lateinische
Kirche in der Romania vor derv vierten Kreuzzug. Versuch einer Bestandaufizahme, in

Byzantinische Zeitschrift», 82, 1989, pp. 202-206, 209-211.
1' ROGER OF HOVEDEN, Chronica, ed. W. STUBBs, Rerum Britannicarum medii

aevi scriptores, 51, London, 1868-1871, 111, p. 160; for Ibn Jubayr, see above, n. 82.
On ships and their navigation course, see also J.H. PRYOR cit., pp. 29-38.
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LES JUIFS DE BYZANCE:
UNE COMMUNAUTE MARGINALISEE

L'objet de cette bre've etude est d'examiner la margina-
lisation des Juifs dans 1'Empire byzantin.l Il s'agit de de-
terminer les facteurs qui ont contribue a ce processus, de
definir les etapes de ce dernier, d'en circonscrire les mani-
festations, enfin, d'evaluer la nature specifique du phe'no-
mene. La documentation dont nous disposons est fragmen-
taire, disperse'e, partiellement tendancieuse et souvent d'in-
terpretation difficile; en outre, la proble'matique du sujet est
extremement complexe. Darts le cadre de Byzance, Rat chre-
tien, 1'Eglise joue un role majeur. C'est elle qui constitue
le facteur primordial de la marginalisation juive. A ses yeux,
l'existence du judaisme, des Juifs et de l'ethnie juive com-
porte une dimension the'ologique et symbolique, qui trouve
son prolongement dans l'ideologie et Faction de 1'Etat. Ce-
pendant, ce dernier obe'it egalement a d'autres considerations:
it y a en effet une dimension reelle, quotidienne de la pre-
sence juive, qui se manifeste dans le domaine juridique, so-
cial et e'conomique. Entre la dimension theologique et sym-
bolique et la dimension reelle, it existe un rapport dialectique
continu tout au long de 1'histoire de Byzance, rapport dont

1. Mon but n'est pas de retraces ici l'histoire des Juifs de Byzance.
C'est pourquoi je me contente de fournir un nombre restreint de refe-
rences a des sources et des problemes specifiques, avec I'accent sur les
publications recentes dans lesquelles le lecteur trouvera la bibliogra-
phic anterieure. La presentation du sujet an colloque est basee sur un
travail plus ample, en tours de preparation.
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1'intensite' et la nature varient selon les circonstances. C'est
dans ce cadre que s'effectue le passage de l'anti-judaisme
a l'antisemitisme.2 La marginalisation juive commence done
par le haut: elle est amorcee, poursuivie et appliquee par
les representants de 1'autorite spirituelle et les de'tenteurs du
pouvoir politique. Mais, en outre, elle opere e'galement a un
autre niveau. Une fois proclamee et concretisee par 1'Eglise
et 1'Etat, elle filtre a travers les strates sociales, faronne dans
une grande mesure leurs attitudes et s'exprime dans la men-
talite populaire par des stereotypes et des phantasmes col-
lectifs.

Afin de degager les caracteres particuliers de la margi-
nalisation juive dans l'Empire, une double approche com-
parative s'impose: d'une part, cette marginalisation doit titre
examine'e face a celle d'autres groupes ethno-religieux mino-
ritaires dans le cadre de la socie'te byzantine; en outre, it
faut s'interroger sur les phenomenes de marginalisation juive
dans la societe chre'tienne medievale de l'Occident, dont les
racines theologiques sont identiques a celles de Byzance.
Cette double demarche s'ave're indispensable pour notre pro-
pos, mais, dans le cadre du temps imparti, nous pourrons a
peine 1'esquisser.3

2. Qu'il ne faut pas confondre, ce qui est precisement le cas dans
le recent article ((Anti-semitism)) in ODB, I, pp. 122-123.

3. On pent consulter trois collections de sources, traduites on an-
glais, commentees et precedees d'exposes synthetiques: A. Linder, The
Jews in Roman Imperial Legislation, Detroit-Jerusalem, 1987; J. Starr,
The Jews in the Byzantine Empire, 641-1204, Athens, 1939; S. B. Bowman
The Jews of Byzantium, 1204-1453, University of Alabama, 1985. Les
deux dernieres collections no sont pas exhaustives. De nombreuses
etudes traitent de la litterature polemique anti-juive, dont recemment
H. Schreckenberg, Die christlichen Adversus-Judaeos-Texte and ihr lite-
rarisches and historisches Umfeld (1.- 11. Jh.), 2., iiberarbeitete Auflage,
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Il semble teme'raire de vouloir suivre la marginalisation
des Juifs tout au long de l'histoire plus que millenaire de
Byzance. L'entreprise est pourtant justifie'e: le phenomene
se poursuit sans solution de continuite, bien qu'il se mani-
feste sous des formes diverses. Encore faut-il distinguer entre
deux tranches chronologiques. La condition et 1'evolution de
la communaute juive dans 1'Empire et des individus qui la
composent sont determine'es de manie're decisive a la haute
epoque byzantine. L'attitude et la politique de l'Eglise at
du pouvoir a leur egard ne sont pas fonction de leur nombre,
mais s'inscrivent dans le cadre d'un affrontement triangu-
laire entre le paganisme, le judaisme et le christianisme,
amorce des 1'epoque des ap6tres. Cette premiere periode, qui
s'acheve vers le milieu du Vile siecle, voit la mise en place
des structures theologiques, juridiques, sociales et mentales
de la marginalisation juive: les Pe'res et les conciles de 1'E-
glise, la legislation imperiale, inspire'e directement ou indi-
rectement par cette derniere, enfin, la polemique et l'apolo-
getique anti-judaiques et anti-juives contribuent a ce pro-
cessus. La seconde periode commence avec 1'expansion arabe
du Vile siecle, qui detache de l'Empire les provinces orien-
tales habitees par le plus important groupement juif, con-
centre en Palestine et en particulier en Galilee, majoritaire
dans cette region pendant une partie de la periode byzan-

Frankfurt, 1990, et idem, Die christlichen Adversus-Judaeos-Texte and
ihr literarisches and historisches Umfeld (11.- 13. Jh.), mit einer Ikonogra-
phie des Judenthemas bis zum 4. Laterankonzil, Frankfurt, 1988; ces
deux ouvrages presentent toutefois de serieuses lacunes pour le do-
maine byzantin. A. Sharf, Byzantine Jewry from Justinian to the Fourth
Crusade, London, 1971, contient malheureusement de nombreuses er-
reurs de faits et d'analyse et des affirmations fantaisistes; it faut done
utiliser cet ouvrage avec prudence. Cf. mon compte-rendu dans BZ
66 (1973), pp. 403-406.
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tine.4 Desormais, l'Empire ne_ comprend plus que de petites
communautes juives eparpillees, denuees d'une structure com-
munautaire d'ensemble. Les Juifs cessent de participer a la vie
publique, comme ils l'avaient fait clans le cadre des e'meutes
urbaines des VIe et Vile siecles.5 Le temps des Brands af-
frontements de 1'Eglise avec le judaisme est revolu, la victoire
du christianisme dans 1'Empire acquise, et la condition juive
strictement define. Pourtant, la marginalisation juive se
poursuit dans les sie'cles suivants sous Peffet d'une virulente
propagande eccle'siastique dirige'e contre le judaisme et les
Juifs, dans le contexte des bouleversements politiques du
Vile siecle, de la crise iconoclaste, enfin, do la lutte perma-
nente de l'Eglise imperiale contre les heresies et de son hos-
tilite a 1'egard des non-Chretiens.

Le passage de 1'Empire romain d'un pluralisme religieux
de fait, malgre' 1'existence d'une religion officielle, a un re-
gime de religion unique s'accomplit en deux temps.6 La pro-
clamation du christianisme en tant que religion licite par
Constantin Ier, premier empereur chre'tien (324-337), lui con-
fe're un statut prioritaire parmi les religions pratiquees. Sortie
d'une pe'riode de vie clandestine et de persecutions, l'Eglise
agit au grand jour et jouit de l'appui de l'Etat, sauf pendant
le bref regne de 1'empereur Julien (361-363), dont la politique
religieuse traumatise profondement les Chretiens. La procla-
mation du christianisme en tant que religion d'Etat en 380

4. L'evolution des communautes juives de Palestine jusqu'a la
conquete arabe releve d'une problematique complexe, en partie dif-
ferente de cello d'autres regions, et exige un traitement particulier.

5. Sur celles-ci, cf. Sharf, Byzantine Jewry, pp. 44-45, 47-48; G.
Dagron et V. Deroche, «Juifs et Chretiens dans 1'Orient du Vile siecle»,
TM 11 (1991), pp. 18-22.

6. Pour ('evolution de 1'Eglise byzantine et le contexte general
dans laquelle elle se situe, cf. J. Herrin, The Formation of Christendom,
Princeton, N. J., 1987.
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ouvre une ere nouvelle. La place de l'individu dans la societe
se definit desormais par son identite religieuse, qui prend
le pas sur l'identite culturelle, et l'unicite religieuse quo
1'Eglise et 1'Etat s'efforcent d'etablir par la christianisation
engendre 1'intolerance a 1'egard de ceux qui refusent de se
conformer a leurs voeux. Probleme crucial, puisque les pre-
miers siecles de Byzance constituent une periode de grande
fermentation spirituelle. L'Eglise est secouee par d'apres con-
troverses theologiques. En outre, dans les provinces orien-
tales de Syrie et d'Egypte, a majorites ethno-religieuses he-
terodoxes, on assiste a un trouble profond quant aux valeurs
religieuses et a l'identite ethnique et culturelle. Bref, jusque
vers le milieu du Vile siecle l'Eglise byzantine traverse une
veritable crise permanente, que le pouvoir imperial tente de

surmonter en imposant ses propres conceptions doctrinales
et en consolidant l'autorite de l'Eglise de Constantinople, au
besoin par la coercition. II vise done a la conformite des

croyances et des pratiques religieuses et A. la centralisation
ecclesiastique, complements indispensables, a ses yeux, de

l'unite et de la centralisation sur le plan politique.
La presence et la condition des Juifs dans l'Empire posent

toutefois a l'Eglise un probleme particulier, fondamental, dont
1'importance decoule de 1'attitude ambivalente du christia-
nisme a 1'egard du judaisme. L'agressivite des Chretiens di-
rigee contre les Juifs et lour religion, manifestee des 1'epoque
de l'apotre Paul et accentuee par une polemique intense des
le lie siecle, traduit un trouble profond, tant doctrinal que
psychologique. En effet, 1'Eglise chretienne est issue du mo-
notheisme juif, ses racines profondes plongent dans la tra-
dition juive, et ce sont les prophetes d'Israel qui, selon 1'exe-
gese chretienne, annoncent la venue du Christ. L'Eglise non
seulement reconnait cot heritage, mais affirme 1'avoir recu-
pere a son profit: apres la revelation du Christ, c'est elle qui
represente le vrai Israel. En consequence, 1'Eglise rejette le
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judaisme, s'en detache et de'finit avec force son identite propre
face a lui. De'ja 1'Evangile selon St. Mathieu presence les
Juifs en tant que complices de la mise a mort du Christ,
theme developpe' vers 160 par Melito de Sardes dans un
langage acerbe. Des le debut du Ille siecle les polemistes
chretiens, dont Tertullien, disculpent de'finitivement les Ro-
mains du crime de deicide, dans le but de se rapprocher du
pouvoir, et en transferent la responsabilite entiere aux Juifs
contemporains de Jesus, ainsi qu'a' leurs descendants.' Dans
les premiers siecles de son existence, l'Eglise affronte donc
un probleme juif autrement plus complexe que celui du pa-
ganisme et de l'heterodoxie, parce qu'il constitue pour elle
un veritable probleme existentiel.

La presence des Juifs dans 1'Bmpire se differencie ega-
lement a d'autres egards de celle des payens et des groupes
heterodoxes. Les payens sont des individus qui se definissent
en fontion de leurs croyances religieuses, sans pour autant
constituer une communaute structure'e. En revanche, certaines
grandes heresies se manifestent dans le cadre de communautes
caracte'risees a la fois par leur specificite ethnique, culturelle
et religieuse: it en est ainsi dans les premiers siecles de By-
zance, jusqu'a 1'expansion arahe, quand 1'Empire comprend
la Syrie et l'Egypte, ainsi que plus tard, a la fin du Xe et
au XIe siecle, quand des Syriens et des Armeniens immigrent
en territoire byzantin.8 Quant aux Juifs, As ne sont pas

7. Cf. S. G. Wilson, ((Melito and Israel)), in idem (ed.), Anti-Jud-
aism in Early Christianity, 2. Separation and Polemic, Waterloo, Onta-
rio, 1986, pp. 81-102; L. Cracco Ruggini, ((Pagani, ebrei e cristiani:
odio sociologico e odio teologico nel mondo antico)), in Gli Ebrei nell'alto
medioevo [= Settimane di studio del centro italiano sull'alto medioevo,
XXVI], Spoleto, 1980, I, pp. 48-50.

8. Cf. J. Gouillard, aL'heresie dans I'Empire byzantin des origines
au XIIe siecles, TIM (1965), pp. 299-324; G. Dagron, uMinorites eth-
niques et religieuses dans 1'Orient byzantin a la fin du Xe et an XIe
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seulement conside'res comme des individus porteurs d'une
tradition religieuse particuliere, mais aussi, collectivement,
comme une ethnie. C'est ainsi que les Juifs eux-memes se
pergoivent, et c'est en tant que collectivite ethno-religieuse
bien definie, la natio judaica, qu'ils sont reconnus dans le
cadre de l'Etat romain depuis Jules Cesar. L'Eglise reprend
cette definition, parce qu'elle convient a la theologie qu'elle
developpe sur le role providential des Juifs dans la societe
chretienne. Encore faut-il souligner que 1'ethnie juive se dis-
tingue nettement des autres par un trait singulier: la base
territoriale de sa religion, que nous examinerons bientot.

A priori, it semblerait que la survie du judalsine et de
la communaute juive constitue un defi, puisqu'elle implique
la negation meme du message chretien. En reaction, l'Eglise
assigne a 1'ethnie religieuse juive le role de te'moin de la vic-
toire du christianisme: par leur existence meme les Juifs,
disperses an sein du peuple chretien, prives de leur ville
sainte, Jerusalem, et de leur independance politique, expient
collectivement le peche d'avoir renie et crucifie le Christ.
Les Juifs doivent donc titre deprecie's et humilie's, n'exercer
aucun controle sur les Chretiens, titre soumis a ceux-ci et
vivre dans un regime soulignant leur inferiorite. Ainsi four-
nissent-ils la preuve vivante de leur decheance et confirment-
ils la verite du message chretien. Cette conception est claire-
ment exprime'e dans la formule d'abjuration recitee par les
Juifs qui s'appretent an bapteme.9 Aux yeux de 1'Eglise, les

siecle: l'immigration syriennen, Till 6 (1976), pp. 177-216, repr. in idem,
La Romanite chretienne en Orient. Heritages et mutations, London, 1984,
no X.

9. Version du debut du XIe siecle, conservee dans une copie de
1027: ed. V. N. Benesevic, aK istorii evreeev v Vizantii VI-X vekovn
[Sur 1'histoire des Juifs It Byzance, VIe-Xe siecles], Evreiskaja Alysl'
2 (1926), Prilozenija, pp. 308-316; trad. et notes in Starr, The Jenw,
pp. 173-180, doe. 121. An sujet du rituel, cf. G. Dagron, «Le traite de
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Juifs constituent. done une composante indispensable de la
societe, a condition d'etre marginalises en tant que collecti-
vite et en tant qu'individus. Cette veritable ideologie de
marginalisation n'est pourtant pas denuee de paradoxe: alors
que l'Eglise considere la survie de l'ethnie juive jusqu'a la
veille du Jugement Dernier comme indispensable a son sche-
ma theologique, elle tente de convertir les membres de cette
communaute au christianisme.lo

La particularite du probleme pose par l'existence de la
communaute ethno-religieuse juive ressort egalement d'une
autre dimension, qui lui est propre: contrairement aux re-
ligions payennes ou aux divers courants chretiens, le ju-
daisme a des racines territoriales profondes. Jerusalem est
a la fois le centre religieux et le centre politique des Juifs
jusqu'a sa conquete par les Romains en 70 de l'ere. Apres
la seconde revolte juive de 132-135 de l'ere, l'empereur Ha-
drien remplace le nom de Jerusalem par celui d'Aelia Capi-
tolina, et la province de Judee se mue en Syrie-Palestine:
par ce geste a la fois politique et symbolique, Rome tente
de detruire les attaches territoriales des Juifs et du judaisme.
L'Eglise est toutefois consciente de leur perennite at tente
a son tour de les abolir, pour des raisons theologiques, avec
1'appui du pouvoir imperial. Certes, dans la hierarchie eccle-

Gregoire de Nick sur le bapteme des Juifs» , TM 11 (1991), pp. 354-356.
10. Sur les Juifs en tant qu'ethnie dans les ecrits ecclesiastiques,

cf. G. Dagron, ((Judaiser)), TM 11 (1991), pp. 360-364, et Dagron,
((Le traite)), pp. 346-353, et ibid., n. 183. Dans les representations
byzantines du Jugement Dernier, les Pharisiens et les douze tribus
d'Israel symbolisent l'ethnie juive, alors que les autres condamnes
sont des individus. A partir du XVe siecle, les Juifs apparaissent en
tete de la procession des peuples damnes: cf. M. Garidis, ((La repre-
sentation des Nations dans la peinture post-byzantine)), Byzantion 39
(1969), pp. 86, 90-91; A. Grabar, ((La representation des Peuples dans
les images du Jugement Dernier en Europe orientale», Byzantion 50
(1980), p. 186.
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siastique Jerusalem reste d'abord subordonnee a Cesaree ma-
ritime, et it faut attendre le concile de Chalcedoine (451)
pour qu'elle soit erigee en patriarcat. N'empeche que, des
1'epoque de Constantin Ier, 1'Eglise impose son empreinte
sur la ville. Elle lui rend son nom ancien, et on assiste au
bouleversement et a la restructuration de la geographie sainte
de Jerusalem, avec pour corollaire un deplacement des axes
religieux a l'interieur et dans la peripherie de la ville. Ce
developpement, consciemment voulu par 1'Eglise et les em-
pereurs, est dirige contre les payens et les Juifs, mais surtout
contre ces derniers. Le Saint-Sepulere est erige sur 1'em-
placement des temples payens consacres a Venus et Jupiter,
apres la destruction de ceux-ci. Mais, en outre, l'esplanade
du Temple est totalement abandonnee et son etat de de-
labrement a 1'epoque byzantine symbolise la decheance du
judaisme. Les grandes constructions executees a Jerusalem
sur l'initiative d'Helene, mere de Constantin Ier, et plus tard
de Justinien ler, temoignent de l'importance que ceux-ci
attachent a la christianisation de Jerusalem, manifestation
du triomphe de leur foi. Eusebe, eveque de Cesaree de 325
a 340 et proche conseiller de l'empereur Constantin Ier, pro-
clame d'ailleurs que Jerusalem a cesse d'etre juive a cause
du crime de deicide perpetre par les Juifs. Apres 1'echec en
135 de l'ere de la seconde revolte juive, l'empereur Hadrien
interdit aux Juifs la residence it Jerusalem et faeces de la
ville. Ces interdictions, imparfaitement appliquees puisque le
pelerinage juif continue, sont dictees par des considerations
d'ordre politique. Sous 1'influence de l'Eglise le pouvoir by-
zantin les maintient, mais en vertu de considerations reli-
gieuses. L'entree des Juifs a Jerusalem n'est permise que le
9e jour du mois juif de Ab, quand selon leur propre calendrier
les Juifs pleurent la destruction de leurs deux temples, res-
pectivement par les Babyloniens et par les Romains. La
christianisation de Jerusalem se prolonge dans une perspec-
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tive eschatologique par la localisation de la deuxieme pa-
rousie dans la ville.

Parallelement a ce developpement, nous assistons a la
christianisation de la Terre Sainte. Eusebe de Cesaree redige
l'Onomastikon, un repertoire des localites mentionnees dans
1'Ancien et dans le Nouveau Testament, qui poursuit un but
pratique: en identifiant les lieux saints et en precisant la
distance qui les separe, l'ouvrage doit servir de guide aux
pelerins chretiens visitant la Palestine.1' Mais, au-dela, l'Ono-
mastikon s'insere dans le contexte de la confrontation qui
oppose 1'Eglise au judaisme et a la communaute juive. A
travers ce qu'on pourrait appeler la «territorialisation» du
christianisme, it confere une empreinte proprement chretienne
a la Palestine. Malgre certaines reticences dans le milieu ec-
clesiastique, la Terre Promise des Juifs se mue en Terre Sainte
des Chretiens. La prise de possession spirituelle des lieux
saints du pays, au detriment du judaisme et des Juifs, re-
presente egalement une affirmation du triomphe du chris-
tianisme. Cette veritable conquete symbolique s'amplifie par
une intensification du pelerinage chretien et de l'implantation
physique sur le terrain, illustree par le monachisme dans le
desert de Judee et surtout par 1'edification d'un grand nom-
bre d'eglises et de monasteres. La campagne de construction
se poursuit du IVe siecle jusqu'a la conquete arabe du
VIIe, grace au financement massif du tresor imperial et a la
generosite des fideles, qu'ils soient Chretiens de 1'etranger,
pelerins ou habitants du pays.12 L'implantation territoriale

11. Eusebius, Das Onom,astikon der biblischen Ortsnamen, ed. E.
HIostermann [Die griechischen christliche Schrifsteller der ersten drei
Jahrhunderte, XI. Eusebius Werke, III/1], Leipzig, 1904. Sur le pele-
rinage, cf. E. D. Hunt, Holy Land Pilgrimage in the Later Roman Emp-
ire, A. D. 312-460, Oxford, 1982.

12. Ce dont tkmoignent les nombreux vestiges archeologiques d6-
converts pendant les quarante dernieres annees.
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de l'Eglise a egalement pour objet la christianisation pro-
gressive des populations locales, payenne, samaritaine et juive.
Des 1'epoque de Theodose II, les Chretiens sont majoritaires
en Palestine. Sur le plan local, la communaute juive est de
plus en plus isolee; elle est egalement affaiblie vers 429 par
la perte de ses structures communautaires d'ensemble re-
connues par le pouvoir. Mais, au-dela, l'Eglise vise a depos-
seder les Juifs de leur pays, a les deraciner, a consacrer leur
statut d'apatrides, dont le sort, a ses yeux, decoule de leur
refus de reconnaitre la Write' chretienne. La double demarche
de l'Eglise, a la fois sur le plan symbolique et sur le plan
physique, s'insere done dans un cadre plus vaste, celui du
developpement de la doctrine de 1'Eglise relative aux Juifs
et de la definition de la condition juive dans 1'Empire.

Ce developpement est etroitement lie au contexte social
daps lequel l'Eglise evolue et auquel elle doit faire face pen-
dant les premiers siecles de son existence: la coexistence des
Chretiens, des payens et des Juifs. L'epoque de Constantin
Ier constitue un tournant dans son action. Soutenue par le
pouvoir imperial, elle se lance dans une vaste activite de
propagande, dont le but est double: la conversion des Juifs
et des payens au christianisme et, par ailleurs, la creation
d'un profond clivage religieux et social entre les Chretiens
et les «autresD. Le proselytisme de l'Eglise, qui constitue un
aspect fondamental dans la formation de l'identite chretienne,
se heurte toutefois a deux obstacles: la resistance des Juifs
et l'attrait du judaisme. Faute de pouvoir convertir 1'en-
semble des Juifs, l'Eglise est obligee de les affronter, tant
sur le plan doctrinal que dans le cadre de la societe. Mais,
en outre, les payens et les Chretiens, en particulier des
milieux populaires, sont attires par le judaisme, ou du moms
par certaines de ses croyances et pratiques. Vers la fin du
We et au Ve siecle, le phenomene se manifeste en particulier
dans la Syrie du Nord, on les communautes juives font preuve
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d'une grande vitalite, et conduit a l'eclosion de certaines
formes de syncre'tisme religieux. A partir de 380 environ,
1'Eglise manifeste une intolerance et une agressivite crois-
santes contre les Juifs et les ajudaisantsn, auxquels Jean
Chrysostome reproche de frequenter les synagogues, de par-
ticiper a des fetes juives et de s'adresser aux tribunaux juifs.
Meme s'il n'y a pas eu de proselytisme juif actif comparable
a celui de 1'Eglise, it est indeniable que les communaute's
juives se sont ouvertes a des adhesions spontanees et ont
exerce une pression sur des dependants, tels que les esclaves.
La violence du discours de l'Eglise est a la mesure des diffi-
cultes qu'elle rencontre dans son grand effort d'evangelisa-
tion.13 Le climat religieux tendu se traduit egalement par
]'extension de la legislation imperiale concernant les Juifs et
par une recrudescence de 1'hostilite populaire a leur egard,
phe'nome'nes dont it sera question plus loin.

L'identification du judaisme et des Juifs avec la negation
de la foi chretienne constitue un theme permanent de la
polemique et de l'apologetique anti-juives. A partir du Ve
siecle, cette identification acquiert egalement une importance

13. Cf. Cracco Ruggini, «Pagani, ebrei e cristianin, pp. 13-101;
J. Lieu, J. North & T. Rajak (ed.), The Jews among Pagans and Chris-
tians in the Roman Empire, London, 1992, en particulier F. Millar, ((The
Jews of the Graeco-Roman Diaspora between Paganism and Chris-
tianity, AD 312-438n, ibid., pp. 112-121, et H. Drijvers, ((Syrian Chris-
tianity and Judaism)), ibid., pp. 138-143; R. L. Wilken, John Chryso-
stonz and the Jews. Rhetoric and Reality in the Late 4th Century, Berkeley
1983; Dagron, «Judaisern, pp. 364-365. Le phenomene de rapproche-
ment, ainsi que le passage de Juifs au christianisme expliquent un
processus de transmission dans le domaine des pratiques religieuses: cf.
E. Werner The Sacred Bridge. The Interdependence of Liturgy and Music
in Synagogue and Church during the First Milleniunz, II, New York, 1984.
Les sources juridiques et la litterature chretienne ne presentent qu'un
tableau incomplet et partial de l'affrontement entre les Juifs et l'Eglise
a cette epoque.
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croissante dans l'offensive de 1'Eglise impe'riale contre les
ujudaisantsn et dans la lutte opposant les divers courants
chretiens entre eux. Le uJuif» devient une abstraction, le
symbole de l'incroyance, et ujudalser» constitue une tare
religieuse, sociale et mentale, qui acquiert egalement une
dimension politique. Les deux termes se transforment en slo-
gans et en insultes, lances frequemment a 1'encontre d'indi-
vidus et de groupes sociaux, ethniques on religieux, accuses
d'adherer au judaisme, de se soumettre a l'influence des Juifs,
d'etre associes ou de s'identifier a eux, et de menacer ainsi
l'integrite de la foi et de la societe' chre'tiennes. Le discours
eccle'siastique traduit une crainte obsessive de la subversion.
Les partisans des diverses tendances christologiques accusent
leurs adversaires d'etre des Juifs ou des ((judaisants)), et it
en est de meme des iconodoules dans leurs attaques contre
les iconoclastes.14 L'empereur Constantin V (741-745), fervent
de'tracteur des icones, est qualifie de ioudaiophron, et Michel
II (820-829) est suppose titre favorable aux Juifs et aux
sectes he'retiques.15 Bien que les termes «Juifs» et ujudaisants»
soient d'usage courant dans la polemique chretienne interne,
ils marquent les Juifs d'une empreinte resolument negative
qui, on le verra plus loin, contribue a leur marginalisation
sociale dans l'Empire.

Les developpements politiques de la premiere moitie du
VIIe siecle, dont la conquete de Jerusalem par l'Islam, ebran-
lent dans une certaine mesure la doctrine du triomphe du

14. Exemples dans J. Parkes, The Conflict of the Church and the
Synagogue, London, 1934, pp. 300-303; pour 1'ensemble du sujet, cf.
Dagron, uJudaIser», pp. 359-380.

15. Theophanes, Chronographia, ed. C. de Boor, Leipzig, 1883-1885,
I, p. 404; Theophanes Continuatus, ed. I. Bekker, Bonn, 1838, pp. 48-49
(II, 8); J.- B. Chabot (ed. et trad.), Ch.ronique de Michel le Syrien, pa-
triarche jacobite d'Antioche, 1166-1199, Paris, 1899-1924, III, p. 72
(XII, 15).
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christianisme et, de la perennite de l'Empire, qui constitue
un des piliers de l'ideologie byzantine. Si la perte des pro-
vinces orientales de Syrie et d'Egypte, peuple'es en majorite
de communaute's ethno-religieuses heterodoxes, permet enfin
l'hellenisation de Byzance, l'unite' religieuse de celle-ci n'est
pas acquise pour autant. Les reactions de l'Eglise face aux
nouvelles re'alite's n'affectent pourtant pas son attitude fon-
damentale a 1'e'gard du judaisme et des Juifs. La perte de
Jerusalem est compensee par la substitution de la Jerusalem
celeste a la ville terrestre: elle ne contredit done pas la chris-
tianisation de la ville poursuivie des le IVe siecle au de-
triment des Juifs, manifestation probante de la victoire du
christianisme. Dans une veine plus «populaire», le Temple
est recupe're au profit de Sainte-Sophie de Constantinople,
sensee remplacer l'edifice construit par Salomon.l° Par ail-
leurs, la polemique anti-judaique et anti-juive connait une
recrudescence marquee, mais se situe partiellement dans une
perspective nouvelle. Tout en etant dirigee contre les Juifs,
accuses de collaboration avec les Perses et, par extension,
avec les Arabes, elle vise surtout a sauvegarder dans leur
foi les Chretiens passes sous le joug arabe, desorientes par
la parente supposee des messages religieux de l'Eglise et de
l'Islam, et a empecher leur defection. Un de ses themes ma-
jeurs est l'apologie des images chretiennes et leur defense
contre les accusations d'idolatrie formulees par les Juifs, les
Musulmans et plus tard les iconoclastes chretiens. La lutte
contre les heresies «judaisantesn a l'interieur de l'Empire

16. Cf. A. Linder, «Ecclesia and Synagoga in the Medieval Myth
of Constantine the Great)), Revue beige de philologie et d'histoire 54
(1976), pp. 1024-1040; J. Prawer, ((Jerusalem in the Christian and Jewish
Perspectives of the Early Middle Ages)), in Gli Ebrei, II, pp. 750-774;
G. Dagron, Constantinople ilnaginaire. Etudes sur le recited des fPatriau,
Paris, 1984, pp. 300-306: ]a recuperation du Temple atteint son point
culminant an IXe siecle.
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constitue le second theme important du discours de l'Eglise
imperiale a partir du Vile siecle. Alors qu'auparavant la
tendance ((judalsante)) semble avoir ete le fait d'individus,
des cette epoque elle se manifeste a plusieurs reprises a 1'e-
chelle de communaute's entieres et suscite de serieuses in-
quietudes an sein de l'Eglise imperiale. En re'alite, la mar-
ginalisation poussee de la communaute juive reduit pratique-
ment a ne'ant 1'attrait que celle-ci peut exercer sur la societe
chretienne, et les adhesions individuelles dont elle beneficie
sont pen nombreuses.17

Alors que 1'Eglise e'labore les fondements theologiques et
sociaux de la marginalisation juive, 1'Etat institutionalise
celle-ci en la codifiant et en lui fournissant ses structures et
ses modalites.18 Nous nous trouvons ici an croisement de deux
conceptions, Tune eccle'siastique, l'autre e'tatique, et de deux
politiques qui en decoulent. Bien que celle du pouvoir soit

17. Cf. supra, pp. 110-112, an sujet de Jerusalem; B. Flusin, ((De-
mons et Sarrasins. L'auteur et le propos des Dieglnata steriktika d'Anas-
tase le Sinaiten, TM11 (1991), pp. 400-409; A. Cameron, ((The Eastern
Provinces in the 7th Century A. D. Hellenism and the Emergence of
Islam)), in S. Said (ed.), Hellenismos. Quelques jalons pour une histoire de
l'identite grecque, Leiden, 1991, pp. 287-313; V. Deroche, uL'authenti-
cite de 1'"Apologie contre les Juifs" de Leontios de Neapolis», BCH
110 (1986), pp. 655-669; Gouillard, uL'heresie dans 1'Empire byzantinn,
pp. 306-312; Dagron, ((Judaiser)), pp. 359-380.

18. Pour ce qui suit, avec plus de details, cf. A. M. Rabello, ((The
Legal Condition of the Jews in the Roman Empire)), in Aufstieg and
Niedergang der romischen Welt. Geschichte and Kultur Rorns im Spiegel
der neueren Forschung, herausgegeben von H. Temporini and W. Haase.
II, Principat, XIII, Berlin-New York, 1972- (en tours), pp. 662-762;
Linder, The Jews, pp. 67-90; Starr, The Jews, pp. 1-26 et 144-147,
doc. 83, avec les correspondances entre les Basiliques et les autres textes
juridiques byzantins; S. W. Baron, A Social and Religious History of the
Jews, Second edition, Philadelphia, 1952- (en cours), III, pp. 185-190.
Les vues d'ensemble exprimees par ces auteurs doivent titre quelque
peu nuancees et sont replacees ici dans le contexte general byzantin.
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fortement impregnee des attitudes de 1'Eglise, elle reste fi-
dele a la tradition juridique romaine et repose egalement sur
des considerations pragmatiques. Nous avons deja entrevn
certains aspects de la legislation imperiale concernant le ju-
daisme, la communaute juive et les individus qui la com-
posent. Fait capital, 1'Etat byzantin reconnait lui aussi 1'exis-
tence de la collectivite ethno-religieuse juive et assure sa
continuite, ainsi que celle du judaisme. Dans l'Empire romain
la religion juive etait licite et sa pratique toleree, bien que
la circoncision des non-Juifs et le proselytisme aient ete in-
terdits. Aux lie et Tile siecles les Juifs jouissent meme de
ce qu'on pourrait considerer- une discrimination positive,
puisqu'ils sont dispenses de 1'exercice de fonctions publiques
portant atteinte a leurs pratiques religieuses. Leur commu-
naute beneficie d'une autonomie juridique en matiere civile
et commerciale, peut-titre meme dans d'autres domaines, sons
l'autorite supreme du patriarche juif installe en Palestine et
reconnu par Rome, puis par Byzance.

Sous les empereurs chretiens la pratique du judaisme reste
licite, le culte et les synagogues sont proteges. La commu-
naute juive est reconnue et continue a jouir de son auto-
nomie, le statut de ses chefs etant dans une certaine mesure
comparable a celui des pretres chretiens. La politique de
1'Etat est cependant ambivalente: si, d'une part, e]le tend
a preserver la communaute juive, de 1'autre elle appuie les
efforts de 1'Eglise visant a l'affaiblir. A partir de 380 environ,
la legislation concernant les Juifs s'etend rapidement et de-
vient plus restrictive et discriminatoire. L'intervention du
pouvoir dans la liturgie juive atteint son point culminant
avec la Novelle 146 de Justinien Ier, promulguee en 553,
qui impose 1'usage d'une traduction grecque de la Bible s'ac-
cordant avec 1'exegese chretienne.19 Depuis 398, on assiste

19. Linder, The Jews, pp. 402-411; J. Mann, ((Changes in the Div-
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a une reduction progressive de la juridiction exercee par les
juges juifs, limitee en fin de compte aux affaires proprement
religieuses et a l'arbitrage en matiere civile entre des parties
juives. Vers 429 la fonction du patriarche juif, hereditaire,
disparait faute de descendants males. L'interdiction de con-
struire de nouvelles synagogues, promulguee en 415, 423 et
438, n'est pas appliquee avec rigueur: ni la vie des anciennes
communautes, ni celle de nouveaux groupements trees an
tours des siecles suivants n'aurait ete possible sans lieux de
priere. Par ailleurs, la legislation imperiale encourage le bap-
teme, interdit le proselytisme juif et punit severement la
conversion an judaisme. La possession d'esclaves payens on
catechumenes, menaces par cette conversion, est prohibee.
Il est vrai qu'une serie de lois dans ce sens, entre 527 et
535, concerne non seulement les Juifs, mais egalement d'autres
groupes sociaux marginalises, notamment les payees, les he-
retiques et les Samaritains. La repetition de ces lois demontre
toutefois que la legislation concernant les Juifs n'a pas tou-
jours 1'effet escompte et que son effet restrictif est parfois
sensiblement attenue dans la pratique. Malgre l'attitude am-
bivalente du pouvoir et 1'erosion progressive des prerogatives
de la communaute juive, cette derniere jouit paradoxalement
d'une condition privilegiee par rapport aux Samaritains, aux
payens et aux communautes heterodoxes, sauf a certaines
epoques de conversion forcee, que nous examinerons bient0t.
C'est d'ailleurs bien ce qu'exprime Elisha bar Shinaya, chef
spirituel des Nestoriens de Perse de 1008 a 1046. Il reproche
a 1'Empire sa mansuetude a 1'egard des Juifs: ils sont nom-
breux, peuvent ouvertement proclamer leur identite, prati-
quer le judaisme et construire des synagogues; ils peuvent

ine Service of the Synagogue due to Religious Persecution)), Hebrew
Union College Annual 4 (1927), pp. 241-282, 301-302.
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meme entrer dans les eglises.20 Bien que cette derniere af-
firmation soit certainement fausse, le tableau qui se degage
est celui d'une protection et d'une tolerance officielles des
Juifs, malgre les restrictions imposees a ces derniers. Etablis
des 1'epoque de Justinien ler, les parametres juridiques de
leur condition sont maintenus dans l'ensemble, ainsi qu'en
temoignent la legislation imperiale et les recueils juridiques
posterieurs. N'empeche que certaines mesures restrictives et
vexatoires nouvelles soient introduites plus tard dans des
contextes politiques, economiques ou ecologiques particu-
liers.21 Soulignons egalement que la legislation imperiale de
caractere general n'est pas toujours appliquee dans l'ensemble
de I'Empire, ni partout de maniere uniforme.

Une evolution parallele se dessine dans la legislation im-
periale concernant 1'individu juif et son application pratique.
Les Juifs sont citoyens romains de condition libre et, comme
les autres citoyens, soumis directement a la juridiction de
1'Etat en vertu de la Constitutio Antoniana de civitate, pro-
mulguee par Caracalla en 212. Ce principe est maintenu pen-
dant toute l'existence de 1'Empire, ainsi qu'en temoigne entre
autres le privilege imperial de 1319 en faveur de Ioannina.22
A partir de 380 environ, les Juifs font toutefois l'objet d'une
legislation discriminatoire et restrictive, qui porte atteinte
a leur droits civils et concretise leur inferiorite sociale. On
a vu que le proselytisme leur est interdit, et it en est de
meme de la polygamie, celle-ci etant contraire aux loin de
l'Empire. Aux lois deja mentionnees on pent ajouter Pex-

20. Elisha bar Shinaya, Al-burhan 'ala sahih al-irnan, ms. arabe
inedit; trad. L. Horst, Des Metropoliten Elias con Nisibis Buch vom Be-
weis der Wahrheit des Glaubens, Colmar, 1886, pp. 42, 103; cf. Sharf,
Byzantine Jewry, pp. 109-110.

21. Pour les details, cf. infra, pp. 129-133.
22. MM, V, pp. 77-84, en particulier p. 83; cf. Bowman, The Jews,

pp. 25-26.
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elusion de l'armee, de l'administration et des charges pu-
bliques a partir du debut du Ve siecle. En 531 les Juifs sont
disqualifies en tant que temoins contre des chretiens ortho-
doxes, a nouveau dans le cadre de mesures touchant egale-
ment d'autres groupes marginalises. A partir du XIe siecle,
la liberte de mouvement de certains Juifs est restreinte pour
des raisons fiscales, sans que leur condition personnelle en
soit affectee.23 La legislation imperiale limite la socialisation
entre Juifs et Chretiens, parce qu'elle risque de favoriser la
propagation de croyances et de pratiques juives, de pertur-
ber la foi des Chretiens, sujet d'une anxiete permanente et
profonde au sein de 1'Eglise, et de troubler ainsi la paix
sociale.

L'examen des divers domaines dans lesquels se manifeste
la presence et 1'intervention de 1'Etat fait ressortir que, dans
1'ensemble, le pouvoir imperial adopte une attitude a forte
coloration ecclesiastique, empreinte d'hostilite a 1'egard des
Juifs, mais pragmatique.24 Les sources legislatives ne rap-
portent toutefois pas tous les aspects de l'abaissement social
des Juifs impose par l'Etat. Il en est ainsi de la segregation
residentielle, examinee plus loin. Diverses mesures imperiales
illustrent un profond mepris envers les Juifs et une volonte
deliberee de manifester publiquement leur depreciation so-
ciale. Le voyageur Benjamin de Tudele, qui visite Byzance
vers 1160, rapporte que le medecin de l'empereur Manuel
Ier Comnene est le seul Juif autorise a circuler a cheval.25
Une formule de serment imposee aux Juifs anterieurement
a 1148 implique la reconnaissance de la specificite juive,

23. Details infra, pp. 128-129.
24. On en verra d'autres exemples plus loin.
25. M. N. Adler (ed. et trad.), The Itinerary of Benjamin of Tudela

London, 1907 [ci-apres: BT], texte hebralque, p. 16; trad. anglaise,
p. 14.
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mais est nettement injurieuse dans les paroles comme dans
le ceremonial qui les accompagne.26 Des Juifs sont contraints
de servir de bourreaux dans des circonstances particulieres:
ainsi en 1073, quand Michel VII Doukas leur ordonne d'a-
veugler l'ex-empereur Romanos IV, et a nouveau en 1296,
quand le general Philanthropenos subit un sort identique.27
En 1.185 Andronic Ier Comnene fait empaler Andronic Dou-
kas, parent et garant d'Isaac Comnene qui tient Chypre,
dans le cimetiere juif situe' a Pera.28 Dans ces trois cas isoles,
1'association de 1'element juif aux peines infligees vise egale-
ment a humilier profondement les victimes.

A premiere vue, on aurait pu s'attendre a des attitudes
concordantes et, par consequent, a une action concertee de
1'Eglise et de 1'Etat face aux Juifs. 11 en est ge'neralement
ainsi a partir du IVe siecle. N'empeche qu'il existe parfois
des divergences profondes entre l'Eglise et les empereurs. Le
zele religieux excessif de certains ecclesiastiques suscite a
l'echelle locale des e'meutes et des attaques a main armee
contre les synagogues et les Juifs eux-memes, ou encore pro-
voque la fuite ou 1'expulsion de ces derniers, comme a An-

26. Cf. B. Patlagean, ((Contribution juridique a l'histoire des Juifs
dans la Mediterranee medievale: les formules grecques de serment)),
Revue des etudes juives 4e serie, 4 (1965), pp. 138-139, 143-147, repr.
in eadem, Structure sociale, famille, chretiente a Byzance, London, 1981,
no XI.

27. Michael Attaleiates, Historia, ed. I. Bekker, Bonn, 1853, p. 178,
qui se refere au Juif en tant que ((descendant de deicide)); Georgios
Pachymeres, De Andronico Palaeologo, ed. I. Bekker, Bonn, 1835, pp.
228-229.

28. I. A. Van Dieten (ed.), Nicetae Choniatae historia (CFHB, XI/
1), Berlin-New York, 1975, p. 294. Pour la localisation du cimetiere, cf.
D. Jacoby, ((Les quartiers juifs de Constantinople a 1'epoque byzanti-
ne)), Byzantion 37 (1967), p. 177, repr. in idem, Societe et demographic
a Byzance et en Romanie latine, London, 1975, no II, oft it y a lieu de
corriger les details de la mort de Doukas.
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tioche au Ve siecle, a Sparte vers 985 et a Chonae vers 1150.29
De leur tote, les empereurs se considerent les garants de la
legalite romaine et de la paix publique et, du moins jusqu'a
la fin du regne de Theodose II, reagissent aux manifestations
anti-juives, meme an prix de mesures a 1'encontre des Chre-
tiens. Leur politique pragmatique dans ces circonstances est
egalement dictee en partie par la crainte d'une agitation ou
d'une insurrection des Juifs, dont les communautes bien
structurees a 1'interieur de l'Empire sont presumees jouir de
l'appui des Juifs de Perse, la solidarite juive transgressant
les frontieres politiques. En consequence, la politique des
premiers empereurs se situe parfois nettement en retrait par
rapport a celle de 1'Eglise, bien que celle-ci exerce une pres-
sion constante sur le pouvoir. Ainsi en 423 Theodose II veut-
il rendre aux Juifs d'Antioche leur synagogue, detruite par
les Chretiens, mais finalement renonce a cette mesure devant
la violente opposition de Symeon le Stylite.38

Cependant, par la suite, le zele des empereurs depasse a
certaines periodes celui de 1'Eglise et le pouvoir exerce la
contrainte afin d'obtenir la conversion des Juifs au christia-
nisme. Les recours a cette mesure extreme semblent parfois
constituer une reaction a 1'attitude des Juifs; dans Pensemble,
ils sont cependant motives par des considerations religieuses
et politiques plus generales, qui ne sont pas toujours le fruit
d'une politique rationnelle. Il existe des cas isoles de con-
version forcee, de caractere local, comme a Borion, en Cy-

29. Cf. infra, respectivement pp. 123 et 143-144, 147, 149.
30. Sur cette Realpolitik, cf. B. S. Bachrach, ((The Jewish Com-

munity of the Later Roman Empire as Seen in the Codex Theodosianus)),
in J. Neusner - E. S. Frerichs (ed.), ((To See Ourselves as Others See Us)).
Christians, Jews, ((Others)) in Late Antiquity, Chico, California, 1985, pp.
399-421; Wilken, John Chrysostom, pp. 52-54; A. M. Rabello, ((La pre-
miere loi de Theodose II, C. Th. XVI, 8, 18, et la fete de Pourim)),
Revue historique de droit frangais et etranger 55 (1977), p. 555.
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renaIque, on la mesure semble liee a la resistance acharnee
de la population locale, dont les Juifs, lors de la conquete
byzantine sous Justinien Ier.31 La premiere tentative syste-
matique de bapteme force a 1'e'chelle de l'Empire intervient
pres d'un siecle plus tard, en 630-632. L'empereur Heraclius,
ebranle par l'occupation passagere de Jerusalem par les Per
ses, veut affirmer la victoire du christianisme dans une lutte
historique et apocalyptique contre les mecreants, assurer
l'unite' politique et la cohesion sociale de l'Empire et eliminer
une fois pour toutes la communaute juive, qui a tente de
reconstituer son centre religieux et de regagner son auto-
nomie territoriale avec l'appui des Perses.32 Sous Leon III,
en 721-722, l'initiative impe'riale s'insere dans le cadre d'une
politique generale visant a renforcer l'unite' religieuse de By-
zance: les Juifs ainsi que les membres des sectes adualistes»
et ((judalsantes)), fortement ancrees en Asie Mineure, ont a
choisir entre le bapteme et 1'exil. En 873-874, quand Basile
Ier tente a son tour de convertir les Juifs, en particulier ceux
de la capitale et des grandes villes, semble-t-il, c'est dans
le contexte d'une poussee economique et peut-titre en rapport
avec l'adoption du judaisme par certains milieux dans le
royaume des Khazars. Afin de promouvoir sa politique de
bapteme, it soumet les Juifs a une forte pression, tout en
leur promettant de l'argent, des exemptions fiscales et une
promotion sociale. Son fils Leon VI va plus loin: apres son
accession an pouvoir en 886, it promulgue une loi interdisant

31. Procopius Caesarensis, Opera omnia, Heel XTL6,adrotlv libri VI, sive
De Aedificiis (Biblioteca scriptorum graecorum et romanorum Teubne-
riana), VI, 2, ed. J. Haury, Lipsiae, 1913, p. 175.

32. Sur le cadre et le climat eschatologique de 1'epoque, cf. G.
Dagron et V. Deroche, «Juifs et Chretiens dans 1'Orient du VIIe siecle»,
TM 11 (1991), pp. 18-34, 37-43, 263-267, et note suivante; C. Laga,
((Judaism and Jews in Maximus Confessor's Works. Theoretical Con-
troversy and Practical Attitude)), Bsl 51 (1990), pp. 183-188.
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aux Juifs baptises sous Basile Ier la pratique du judaisme,
dans laquelle la plupart d'entre eux persistent secretement.33
La persecution religieuse sous Romain ler Lecapene, amorcee
vers 930, s'etend non seulement aux Juifs, mais aussi aux
Armeniens et aux prisonniers musulmans. De nombreux Juifs
opposes au bapteme semblent toutefois titre autorises a quitter
l'Empire et se refugient dans le royaume des Khazars. Le
bapteme force est impose pour la dernie're fois en 1254, par
Theodore II Laskaris, empereur de Nicee, la mesure e'tant
revoquee cinq ans plus tard par Michel VIII Paleologue apres
son accession au pouvoir.34 Ces persecutions tranchent nette-
ment sur la politique generale de tolerance religieuse a 1'egard
des Juifs de 1'Empire.

L'Eglise considere le bapteme un rite d'initiation indivi-
duel et spontane. C'est pourquoi la politique imperiale de
conversion forcee appliquee aux Juifs suscite en son sein de
fortes resistances. Celles-ci s'appuyent a la fois sur une atti-
tude doctrinale, des decisions conciliaires et des considerations
pragmatiques, dont la crainte que les Juifs baptises sous la
contrainte ne profitent de leurs rapports suivis avec les Chre-
tiens pour faire du proselytisme. Ces considerations sont illus-
trees par une lettre de St. Maxime, redigee apres le bap-
teme force des Juifs d'Afrique en 632, par le canon 8 du
deuxieme concile de Nick, re'uni en 787, ainsi que par Gre-
goire Asbestas dans son Traite star le baptetne des Juifs, datant
vraisemblablement de 878-879. Asbestas s'eleve contre le
bapteme massif ordonne par Basile ler, qui est anticanonique;
on ne peut d'ailleurs pas faire confiance aux Juifs, dont la
conversion n'est pas sincere parce qu'ils voient dans celle-ci
le moyen d'ameliorer leur condition materielle et sociale.35

33. Cf. Dagron of. Deroche, «Juifs of. Chretiensn, pp. 43-45; Dagron,
aLe traite», pp. 348-349.

34. Cf. Starr, The Jews, p. 7; Bowman, The Jews, pp. '17-19.
RK. Cf. R._ Tlevreesse «T,n fin inarlite d'nne lettre H taint Maximec
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En outre, a partir du IXe siecle, certains milieux ecclesia-
stiques s'opposent a une intervention du pouvoir temporel
dans un domaine considers comme e'tant du ressort exclusif
de l'Eglise.36 L'essentiel pour notre propos est cependant ail-
leurs. Les conversions forcees sont rares, de courte duree et
se soldent par des echecs, la grande majorite des Juifs re-
venant ouvertement au judaisme apres les persecutions, sans
pour autant encourir les peines prevues par la loi.37 N'em-
peche que ces tentatives avortees de bapteme laissent des
traces profondes au niveau des reactions ecclesiastiques et
contribuent a la formation de 1'image du Juif dans la menta-
lite populaire byzantine, dont it sera question plus loin. Avant
d'aborder cc domaine, it y a lieu de verifier les divers aspects
de la marginalisation dans la vie quotidienne des Juifs de
1'Empire.

La fondation de diverses communautes juives d'Anatolie,

un bapteme force de Juifs et de Samaritains a Carthage en 632», Revue
des sciences religieuses 17 (1937), pp. 131-135, et le texte de Gregoire
Asbestas dans Dagron, ((Le trait, p. 319, § 3; sur cet auteur et la
date de son traits, ibid., pp. 340-347, 352. Entrains par sa polsmique
contre Basile Ier, Asbestas trace un tableau excessif des mesures prises
par I'empereur en faveur des Juifs baptises, qu'il faut se garder de
prendre a la lettre. Il est en effet invraisemblable que des tanneurs
juifs ayant quitte leur lustier aient beneficie de dignites impsriales.
Si celles-ci ont jamais sts octroyses, ce serait tout au plus a quelques
chefs de communautes, dans le but d'entrainer les membres de celles-ci
au bapteme. Le temoignage tardif attribu6 a Constantin VII Porphy-
rog6nete pourrait bien s'appuyer sur des polsmistes tel qu'Asbestas, et
it nest done pas sur qu'il constitue une source indspendante confir-
mant les dires de ce dernier.

36. Cf. Dagron, ((Le traits)), pp. 353-357.
37. C'est le cas apres la conversion sous Basile Ier: cf. N. Oikono-

mides, ((La brebis 6garee et retrouvse: I'apostat et son retour)), in Re-
ligiose Devianz. Untersuchungen zu sozialen, rechtlichen and theologischen
Reaktionen auf religiose Abweichungen im ivestlichen and ostlichen Mittel-
alter, herausgegeben von D. Simon, Frankfurt am Main, 1990, p. 147.
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de Grece, dont celle de Thessalonique, de Chypre et de Rhodes
remonte a 1'e'poque pre-chretienne; celle de Constantinople
existe depuis 1'epoque de Theodose II au plus tard, alors que
les groupements juifs d'Italie meridionale remontent au We
siecle de l'ere, sinon plus tot. Il n'est gunre possible de re-
tracer l'evolution de l'implantation juive dans l'Empire: l'etat
fragmentaire de la documentation voue toute tentative de
ce genre a 1'echec. Cependant, trois phenomenes sautent aux
yeux: la continuite' de la presence juive dans 1'Empire, bien
qu'elle ne se manifeste pas toujours sur le plan local,38 le
large deploiement geographique des communautes juives et
l'existence d'un flot migratoire juif continu dans 1'espace
byzantin.39 Dans l'ensemble, it n'existe aucune entrave a la
liberte de mouvement des Juifs, que ce soit a l'inte'rieur de
1'Empire ou a ses frontie'res, ni a leur e'tablissement provisoire
ou permanent dans son cadre.40 C'est bien ce que reve'lent,
entre autres, les documents de la Gueniza du Caire. Aux XIe
et XIIe sie'cles des courants migratoires relient les commu-
nautes juives de Byzance avec celles de l'Egypte et d'autres
pays de 1'Islam. La migration juive a partir de 1'Egypte vers
Byzance et a l'inte'rieur de 1'Empire au XIe siecle est illus-
tree par un cas individuel, fort significatif, qui merite d'etre

38. Dans diverses villes de l'empire romain cette presence remonte
a une epoque anterieure a Constantin Ier et contribue de maniere de-
cisive a la creation des premieres communautes chretiennes.

39. Cf. Sharf, Byzantine Jewry, pp. 107-162, mais l'existence de
petites communautes dispersees (pp. 145-146) n'a aucun rapport avec
les incursions des Croises et des Normands; E. Malamut, Les lies de
l'Empire byzantin, VIIe-XIIe siecles, Paris, 1988, I, pp. 165-170; Bow-
man, The Jecvs, pp. 49-96; sur Chio, cf. infra.

40. Notons cependant une tradition monastique slave, selon laquelle
l'empereur (Alexis Ier Comnene?) aurait expulse les Juifs de Cherson
a cause des mefaits commis par certains d'entre eux et parce qu'ils
possedaient des esclaves, a 1'encontre de la legislation imperiale.: cf.
Starr, The Jews, pp. 9, 209-211, doe. 155.
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signale. Un Juif egyptien s'installe vers 1065 en Anatolie,
mais, comme beaucoup d'autres habitants de la region, prend
la fuite vers 1'ouest apres la defaite byzantine de Mantzikert
en 1071; it finit par s'e'tablir a Thessalonique.41 Des la fin du
XIVe sie'cle on assiste a 1'arrivee de Juifs d'Espagne en Ro-
manie; leur migration massive ne commence toutefois qu'en
1492.42

La migration du Juif egyptien du XIe siecle que nous
venons d'evoquer est plus ou moms contemporaine d'un chry-
sobulle imperial delivre en 1062 par Constantin X Doukas
en faveur du monastere de la Ma Mone' de Chio. Dans cet
acte,l'empereur confirme le transfert de quinze families juives
au monastere, effectue' par Constantin IX Monomaque en
1049, et etend la concession a leurs descendants; it reaffirme
que ces Juifs remettront au monastere une taxe generalement
payee au fist imperial; enfin, ii interdit l'installation d'im-
migrants juifs dans 1'ile. On en a conclu que les Juifs de
Chio sont attaches a la terre et ont le statut de pare'ques;
en outre, que l'empereur limite leur liberte et celle des Juifs
d'autres localites. Selon certains, cet acte illustrerait 1'exis-
tence d'entraves au mouvement des Juifs dans l'ensemble
de l'Empire. En realite, le proble'me traite est uniquement
d'ordre fiscal, de caractere local et sans aucune portee gene-
rale. Les mesures restrictives de 1062 visent, d'une part, a

41. Cf. S. D. Goitein, A Mediterranean Society. The Jewish Commu-
nities of the Arab World as Portrayed in the Documents of the Cairo Geniza,
Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1967-1988, I, pp. 49, 52-53, 57-58, et V,
pp. 438-443; idem, ((The Jewish Communities of Saloniki and Thebes
in Ancient Documents from the Cairo Geniza)), Sefunot, Annual for Re-
search on the Jewish Communities in the East 11 (1967), pp. 11-12 [en
hebreu, avec resume anglais]; ce Juif ne s' etablit pas provisoirement
a Constantinople, comme 1'auteur semble le suggerer. Cf. egalement
Sharf, Byzantine Jewry, pp. 110-112, 119.

U. Cf. Jacoby, «Les quartiers juifs», pp. 213-214.
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garantir au monastere les revenus provenant des Juifs de
Chio en maintenant ceux-ci et leurs descendants dans file
et, par ailleurs, a preserver les interets du fisc imperial, puisque
de nouveaux residents juifs risquent d'etre assimiles par le
monastere aux Juifs deja installes a Chio.43 Pres d'un siecle
plus tard, vers 1160, Benjamin de Tudele avance le chiffre
de 400 Juifs pour Chio.44 Meme s'il s'agit d'individus, l'aug-
mentation considerable de la population juive de 1'ile ne pout
pas s'expliquer uniquement par la natalite et suppose une
immigration libre, pout-etre encouragee par des conditions
economiques locales particulierement favorables. 11 est en
tout cas evident que les restrictions impose'es a l'immigration
a Chio en 1062 ont cesse d'etre observees bien avant la visite
du voyageur juif. La ((possession)) de trois Juifs de Ioannina
par l'eglise metropolitaine de la ville, confirmee par 1'empe-
reur Andronic II en 1321, decoule egalement de considera-
tions fiscales.45 Elle garantit a cette institution certains re-
venus, sans pour autant soustraire les Juifs concernes par
cette mesure a la juridiction imperiale ou les subordonner
soit a des individus, soit a des communautes ecclesiastiques.

Ceci nous ame'ne au probleme de 1'habitat juif. Sauf en
Palestine pendant les premiers siecles de Byzance, la majo-
rite des Juifs de l'Empire sont des citadins. L'existence do
quartiers juifs particuliers ne fait pas de doute. La concen-
tration spatiale spontanee d'un groupe ethnique on religieux

43. Cf. Ph. P. Argenti, The Religious Minorities of Chios. Jews and
Roman Catholics, Cambridge, 1970, pp. 63-92, qui resume egalement
les opinions anterieures, et mon compte-rendu negatif de ses pages
dans BZ 66 (1973), pp. 108-109.

44. BT, p. 17; trad. p. 14. Ce chiffre eleve serait-il dft a 1'erreur
d'un copiste, on reflete-t-il une realite? La question ne pent pas Ure
tranchee.

45. MM, V, pp. 84-87, en particulier p. 86; cf. Bowman, The Jews,
pp. 26-27.
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minoritaire dans le cadre de l'espace urbain est un pheno-
mene courant: elle renforce la solidarite sociale et religieuse
et repond aux besoins psychiques de ses membres. Ce phe-
nomene s'expliquerait done aisement dans le cas particulier
des Juifs, d'autant plus qu'ils constituent une communaute
marginalisee dans l'Empire. II Taut cependant egalement en-
visager une segregation iinposee par les autorite's impe'riales.
Des quartiers juifs sont atteste's en Italie me'ridionale, a Oria
an milieu du IXe siecle et a Bari en 1051, sans qu'on puisse
determiner s'il sont ne's de groupements spontanes on de la
contrainte.46 Il en est de meme a Chalkoprateia, le «marche
du cuivre», quartier de Constantinople situe a 1'ouest de
l'emplacement sur lequel s'elevera plus tard 1'eglise Sainte-
Sophie. Ce quartier est habits par des Juifs, peut-etre des
l'epoque de Theodose II, sinon avant.47 Nous sommes mieux

46. A Oria, porta hebraica: ((De S. Barsanuphio Solitario)l, in
Acta Sanctorum, Aril II, 26; le quartier juif de Bari est signals dans
1'«Anonymi Barensis Chronicon», du XIIe siecle, in Muratori, Rerum
italicarum scriptores, V, p. 151, et on taut que judeca peu apres la
conquete normande, dans un acte considers comme un faux, mais base
sur une charte authentique: L.- R. Menager, Recueil des actes des dues
normands d'Italie (1046-1127). I, Les premiers dues (1046-1087), Bari,
1980, p. 143, n° 44. Un quartier juif entoure d'un mur existe a At-
taleia en 1331-1332: Ibn Batoutah, Voyages, ed. et trad. C. Defremery
et B. R. Sanguinetti, Paris, 1853-1859, II, pp. 258-259. Scion Starr,
The Jews, p. 44, it pourrait remonter a 1'epoque byzantine, mais comme
les marchands latins et les Grecs habitent egalement lour quartier res-
pectif delimits par une enceinte, it faut croire que ce regime urbain
est postsrieur a la conquete seldjugide de 1207. Sur l'isolement des
marchands latins en pays musulman, cf. D. Jacoby, «Les Italiens en
Egypte aux XIIe et XIIIe siecles: du comptoir a la colonie?», in M.
Balard et A. Ducellier (ed.), Methodes d'expansion et techniques de do-
mination dons le monde mediterra.neen (Xleme-XVIeme siecles), Paris,
1994 [sous presse].

47. Cf. Th. Preger, Scriptores originum Constantinopolinarum, Leip-
zig, 1901-1907, II, pp. 226-227, § 32; R. Janin, La geographie ecclesias-
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informes pour une periode posterieure.48 Au XIe siecle, les
Juifs resident tous le long de la Come d'Or, dans la region
reservee aux marchands strangers, ou ils sont soumis au
meme regime restrictif que ces derniers. Leur groupement
obligatoire dans une region urbaine de'terminee rappelle en
particulier celui des marchands musulmans, parce que dans
ces deux cas precis la segregation frappe des communau-
tes religieuses non-chretiennes. Selon toute vraisemblance,
en 1044 les Juifs installes dans la Ebraike de la ville sont
transferes dans le quartier de Pera, de l'autre tote de la
Come d'Or, oil ils vivent groupes a l'ecart de la population
grecque jusqu'a 1'incendie de leur quartier en 1203. A partir
du re'gne de Michel VIII Palsologue, on retrouve les Juifs a
Constantinople meme, cette fois dans le quartier de Vlanga,
situe sur la Propontide, on leur residence est determinee par
les autorites imperiales. Fait significatif, le quartier juif est
entoure d'un mur d'enceinte dote de portes, qu'on ferme
chaque soir. La segregation sociale est done accentue'e par
un rempart materiel, qui a egalement une portee symbolique.
A proprement parler, it s'agit d'un ghetto, et it en est de
meme du quartier reserve aux Musulmans. Mais alors que
ceux-ci sont des strangers, les Juifs de Vlanga sont des sujets
byzantins, parmi lesquels figurent de nombreux tanneurs.
L'isolement de ces artisans dans le cadre on a 1'exte'rieur de
l'espace urbain est une mesure frequemment adoptee par les
autorites locales au moyen age. L'installation des Juifs a
Vlanga, au bord de la mer, loin des quartiers les plus peu-
ples de Constantinople, semble repondre a des considerations

tique de l'Empire byzantin. Premiere partie: Le siege de Constantinople et
le patriarcat oecumenique. Tome III: Les eglises et les ,nonasteres, 2e ed.,
Paris, 1969, pp. 237-242; A. Berger, Untersuchungen zu den Patria
Konstantinopouleos (Poikila Byzantina, 8), Bonn, 1988, pp. 411-414;
Jacoby, «Les quartiers juifs», pp. 168-169.

48. Pour cc qui suit, cf. ibid., pp. 169-205, 220-221.
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ecologiques.49 Nous verrons bient6t l'apport de ce facteur a
la marginalisation juive.

La politique imperiale de concentration et de segrega-
tion residentielles applique'e aux Juifs de Constantinople est
documentse au tours de quatre siecles. Elle s'insere dans une
politique d'ensemble, dictse par la mefiance a 1'egard des
«autres» . Que ce soit pour des raisons politiques, economiques
ou religieuses, les sujets strangers et en general tous ceux
qui ne sont pas d'obedience orthodoxe sont isoles afin d'etre
mieux surveilles. Des troubles a Constantinople, attribuees
a 1'afflux d'Armeniens, d'Arabes et de Juifs, done de membres
de trois groupes ethno-religieux, induisent Constantin IX a
expulser en 1044 tous les strangers installes dans la ville
pendant les trente dernieres annees.50 Les memes groupes
sont vises entre 1230 et 1234 par Demetrios Cho^matianos,
metropolite d'Ohrid, et par le patriarche de Constantinople
Athanase ler en 1305-1306.51 Le premier d'entre eux affirme
que les strangers de langue ou de religion, tels que les Juifs,
les Armeniens et les Musulmans ont obtenu depuis longtemps
la permission d'habiter les pays des Chretiens, a condition
de vivre sspare's. Its ne peuvent construire leurs maisons de
prieres que dans les quartiers restreints qui leur sont reserves.
La composante religieuse de cette politique se retrouve au

49. Analogie frappante avec Dermata, le quartier des Juifs de
Candie situe hors de 1'enceinte urbaine an XIIIe siecle et rernontant
par consequent a 1'epoque byzantine.

50. En realite les ((Arabes)) sont des Musulmans dont l'origine varie,
mais qui neanmoins constituent un groupe ethno-religieux aux yeux
des Byzantins.

51. Cf. Jacoby, ((Les quartiers juifs)), pp. 181-182; A.- M. Maffry
Talbot (ed. et trad.), The Correspondence of Athanasius I, Patriarch of
Constantinople (CFHB, VII), Washington, D. C., 1975, pp. 52, 329-331
(n° 23); pp. 76, 345 (n° 36); pp. 82 et 84, 348-350 (n° 41). Ce prelat
demande 1'eviction totale des Juifs et des Armeniens de la capitale.
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XIIe siecle a Thessalonique, oil 1'archeveque Eustathe se
plaint de 1'extension de la residence juive au-dela des limites
prescrites. Le principe de l'isolement residentiel des Juifs
semble donc valable pour tout 1'Empire depuis un temps
recule, mais, faute de sources, nous ignorons depuis quand
ou dans quelle mesure it est strictement applique hors de
Constantinople.52 Notons que dans cette ville les Juifs sont
les seuls sujets de l'Empire a etre soumis a cette segregation
collective, qui acquiert par consequent un caracte're nettement
discriminatoire et vexatoire. C'est d'ailleurs ainsi que les Juifs
eux-memes la percoivent.53

Y a-t-il eu limitation ou discrimination des Juifs dans
le domaine economique? En de'pit des restrictions qui leur
sont imposees sur le plan legal et social, les Juifs participent
pleinement a la vie economique de 1'Empire. Leur possession
ou detention de biens fonciers et de biens meubles est docu-
mentee tout au long de 1'histoire de Byzance.54 Apre's la perte
de la Palestine au Vile siecle, on rencontre rarement des
paysans juifs dans l'Empire: c'est pourtant le cas, fort pro-
bablement, dans les Pouilles dans la premiere moitie du IXe
siecle et dans le voisinage de Krisa, en Bootie, vers 1160.55
Leur presence dans la capitale, les carrefours routiers, les
centres industriels, les ports et les files est lie'e a leur activito
dans l'artisanat et le commerce. Les artisans juifs jouent un
role important dans les industries textiles, en particulier celle
de la soie a Thebes, Constantinople et Thessalonique au XIIe
siecle: ils travaillent dans le tissage, la broderie et la con-
fection d'habits. On constate leur grande concentration dans

52. C'est sgalement le cas pour 1'isolement des marchands strangers
dans les villes provinciales.

53. Nous y reviendrons plus loin.
54. Starr, The Jews, p. 27; la seule restriction concerne un terrain

sur lequel une sglise est situse.
55. Ibid., pp. 27-28; BT, p. 12, et trad. p. 10.
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la teinture de la soie et d'autres textiles, ainsi que dans le
traitement des peaux et des fourrures. On a evoque, a ce
propos, une marginalisation professionnelle, puisque la tein-
ture et la tannerie etaient considerees comme des occupations
avilissantes et situaient les artisans qui les pratiquaient au
has de l'echelle sociale; en d'autres termes, les Juifs auraient
ete contraints d'exercer ces occupations, afin de manifester
et d'accentuer publiquement la depreciation de leur condi-
tion. Cette hypothese s'avere sans fondement. La pratique
de la teinture et du tannage est fort repandue parmi les Juifs
sur le pourtour de la Mediterranee medievale, dans 1'Empire
byzantin, en Occident et dans les pays islamiques, soit dans
des regions dont le regime social est fort varie; en outre,
a Byzance on trouve egalement des teinturiers et des tan-
neurs chretiens; enfin, on peut evoquer le large eventail des
occupations poursuivies parallelement par les Juifs.56 La stra-
tification sociale et economique de la communaute juive de
Constantinople vers 1160, evoquee par le voyageur juif Ben-
jamin de Tudele, presente une certaine analogie avec celle de
la ((bourgeoisie)) chretienne de la capitale a la meme epoque.57

Les Juifs de l'Empire participent egalement au commerce
local et maritime, ainsi qu'a' celui de 1'argent. I1 existe deux
temoignages pour la premiere moitie du Vile siecle. La Doc-
trina Jacobi nuper baptizati se refere a l'activite de marchands
et d'agents juifs entre Constantinople et Carthage, voire
jusqu'en Espagne et en Gaule.58 Selon la legende de Theodore
et d'Abraham, le Juif accorde un pret a un marchand grec

56. Cf. Starr, The Jews, pp. 29, 136-138, doc. 74; Dagron, ((Le
traite)), pp. 350-352.

57. BT, pp. 16-17; trad. p. 14.
58. Doctrina Jacobi nuper baptizati, ed. et trad. V. Deroche, in TM

11 (1991), pp. 213-219 (V, 19-20); cf. egalement Dagron et Deroche,
))Juifs et Chretiens)), pp. 235, 237-240, et pour la datation de ce texte,
pp. 246-247.
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proprietaire de navire.59 Les documents de la Gueniza du
Caire mentionnent le trafic entre Byzance et 1'Egypte aux
XIe et XIIe siecles.60 Enfin, les comptes du marchand venitien
Giacomo Badoer, re'diges a Constantinople de 1436 a 1440,
font etat de Juifs aux noms et surnoms grecs, sans qu'on
puisse determiner s'ils sont de nationalite byzantine; it en
est de meme d'un preteur juif actif dans la ville vers 1400.°'
Pourtant, a deux reprises au tours du Xe sie'cle, les Juifs
implique's dans le commerce sont frappes d'exclusion. Le Livre
de l'Eparque, dont une copie du Xe siecle est pre'serve'e,
reglemente diverses activite's industrielles et commerciales
dans la capitale et e'nonce des re'gles, dont certaines e'taient
sans nul doute en vigueur auparavant. Afin d'assurer un
ravitaillement abondant en matieres premieres a l'industrie
de la soie de Constantinople, les autorites interdisent la vente
de la soie gre'ge importe'e dans la ville ua des Juifs ou a des
marchands», susceptibles de la revendre a 1'exterieur.62 Con-
trairement aux marchands, les Juifs sont de'finis dans ce
contexte par leur appartenance a un groupe ethno-religieux,
et non par leur activite economique. S'agit-il de discrimina-

59. M. Hoferer (ed.), Ioannis Monachi Liber de Miraculis, Wiirzburg,
1884, pp. 7-41; cf. B. Nelson and J. Starr, ((The Legend of the Divine
Surety and the Jewish Moneylender)), Annuaire de l'Institut de philologie
et d'histoire orientales et slaves 7 (1939-1944), pp. 289-304, avec liste
des manuscrits p. 293, n. 1.

60. Cf. supra, n. 41.
61. U. Dorini e T. Bertele (ed.), Il libro dei conti di Giacomo Badoer

(Costantinopoli 1436-1440), Roma, 1956; cf. Jacoby, «Les quartiers
juifsn, pp. 212-213; MM, II, pp. 313-314, doe. DXXX, et cf. N. Oiko-
nomides, Hommes d'affaires grecs et latins a Constantinople (XIIIe-XVe
siecles), Montreal-Paris, 1979, p. 58. Pour d'autres sources, cf. men
compte-rendu signale supra, n. 3, p. 404.

62. J. Koder (ed. et trad.), Das Eparchenbuch des Leons des Weisen.
Einfiihrung, Edition, Ubersetzung and Indices (CFHB, XXXII), Wien,
1991, p. 100, VI, 16, et pour ]a date presumee, pp. 20-41.
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tion? On Pa avance, compte tenu de la politique de con-
version massive impose'e aux Juifs vers la meme e'poque par
les premiers empereurs de la dynastie macedonienne et la
mefiance de ceux-ci a l'egard des neophytes.83 Il semble toute-
fois que la reponse reside ailleurs. Il faut mettre l'interdiction
en rapport avec l'activite des marchands juifs appeles Ra-
dhanites, dont le commerce et les itineraires sont decrits par
le maitre de poste bagdadien Ibn Khurdadhbeh dans un traite
de ge'ographie compose en 846-847 et complete vers 885. Entre
autres langues les Radhanites parlent le grec, et a leur retour
d'Extreme-Orient certains d'entre eux passent par Constanti-
nople avant de poursuivre leur voyage vers 1'Occident. L'ou-
vrage d'un autre auteur persan, Ibn al-Faqih, redige vers
903, subsiste uniquement dans une version abregee: it ne se
refere qu'a la connaissance du grec, mais on peut supposer
a bon droit que la version originale reprenait les propos d'Ibn
Khurdadhbeh au sujet des Radhanites. Il est donc vraisem-
blable que 1'activite' de ces derniers se poursuit a Constanti-
nople au debut du Xe siecle, soit peu de temps avant 1'exe-
cution de la copie de 912 du Livre de l'Eparque, et que ces
marchands y achetent la soie grege, soit directement aux
metaxoprates, soit a des intermediaires locaux familiarises
avec le marche' de la capitale et actifs dans la contrebande.64

63. Cf. R. S. Lopez, ((Silk Industry in the Byzantine Empire)),
Speculum 20 (1945), pp. 23-24, et cf. supra, pp. 124-125.

64. Ibn Khordadhbeh, Kitab al-Masalik wa'l-mamalik (Liber viarumn
et regnorum), ed. et trad. M. J. de Goeje, Lugduni-Batavorum, 1889,
pp. 153-154, et trad. pp. 114-115; Ibn al-Fakih al-Hamadhani, Com-
pendium libri Kitab al-Boldan, ed. M. J. de Goeje, Lugduni-Batavorum,
1885, p. 270. Sur ces deux ouvrages et les Radhanites, cf. T. Lewicki,
((Les commerrants juifs daps l'Orient islamique non mediterraneen au
IXe-XIe siecle)), in Gli Ebrei, I, pp. 381-383. Le rapport avec les Ra-
dhanites a deja ete suggere par Starr, The Jews, pp. 19, 33, qui ne con-
naissait toutefois pas le second texte. Pour plus de details, cf. mon
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Cette mesure est done dictee uniquement par des conside-
rations economiques, mais les rapports etroits entre les Ra-
dhanites et leurs coreligionaires byzantins conduisent les auto-
rites a mentionner explicitement ces derniers aux totes des
autres marchands. Le second cas d'exclusion apparait dans
un chrysobulle delivre en 992 aux Venitiens, auxquels les
empereurs Basile II et Constantin VIII confirment certains
avantages fiscaux, commerciaux et juridiques. L'acte specifie
entre autres que les Amalfitains, les Juifs et les Lombards
ou Latins de Bari et d'ailleurs voyageant a bord des navires
venitiens ne jouiront pas des privileges octroyes aux Veni-
tiens; en revanche, les Grecs d'Italie meridionale ne sont pas
compris dans cette enumeration. Voila qui implique qu'a
l'exception des Venitiens, la restriction vise l'ensemble des
non-orthodoxes, y compris les Juifs, que 1'Empire soumet
an regime des strangers visitant la capitale, bien que certains
d'entre eux resident dans sa province d'Italie.65 A nouveau,
it n'est pas question de discrimination economique dirigee
specifiquement contre les Juifs.

On ne pourrait guere retracer le processus de marginali-
sation des Juifs de 1'Empire sans tenir compte d'un facteur
qui a souvent exerce une influence plus puissante que les
attitudes de 1'Eglise et de 1'Etat a leur egard, les mesures
discriminatoires et vexatoires imposees par ces institutions,
ou encore les realites quotidiennes: 1'image des Juifs aux
yeux de la societe chretienne de 1'Empire. En effet, la margi-
nalisation sociale se traduit, entre autres, dans la perception
de la minorite elaboree par la societe majoritaire, ainsi que

etude ((Silk Economics in Tenth Century Constantinople)) [en voie de
preparation].

65. Ed. A. Pertusi, ((Venezia e Bisanzio nel secolo XI», in La Ve-
nezia del Mille [= Storia della civilta veneziana, X], Firenze, 1965, pp.
155-160.
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dans les tournures d'esprit et.les reflexes emotifs et psychiques
que cette perception suscite. Celle-ci s'articule a plusieurs
niveaux. Il y a d'abord le reflet de la realite objective, empi-
rique, percu grace au contact direct avec les Juifs. Le parti-
cularisme de ces derniers, exprime par leur appartenance
religieuse, leur cohesion sociale, leur tendance spontane'e a
vivre groupe's et leur mode de vie, renforce 1'ecart social
entre eux et leurs voisins chretiens. L'alterite percue ou sup-
posee est ge'ne'ratrice de soupgons, d'inquie'tudes, de craintes
et de jalousies. Elle contribue a la generalisation abusive de
caracte'ristiques particulie'res observees chez certains Juifs ou
qui leur sont attribuees, ou encore a la transformation de
l'ensemble des Juifs en symbole et personnification de 1'in-
croyance et d'une opposition fondamentale au christianisme,
Le Juif, au singulier, devient une abstraction.66 Cette deuxie-
me etapede' bouche sur des stereotypes sociaux partiaux et
negatifs, de nature xenophobe; dans le cas particulier des
Juifs, la demarche engendre un glissement de 1'anti-judaisme
vers l'antisemitisme, deux attitudes diffe'rentes qu'il faut se
garder de confondre, mais qui s'identifient souvent dans
l'Empire. Au-dela, dans un troisie'me temps, se situent l'ima-
ginaire et les phantasmes collectifs: avec la deshumanisation
et la demonisation des Juifs, nous entrons dans le domaine
du subconscient.67

Le milieu eccle'siastique joue un role determinant dans

66. Nous l'avons deja constate: cf. supra, pp. 114-115.
67. Je m'appuie ici sur l'analyse suggestive de G. Langmuir, Toward

a Definition of Antiseinitism, Los Angeles, 1990, pp. 311-352, et en
particulier pp. 326-340. Cf. aussi M. Lazar, ((The Lamb and the Scape-
goat: the Dehumanization of the Jews in Medieval Propaganda Imag-
ery)), in S. L. Gilman and S. T. Katz (ed.), Antisemitism in Times of
Crisis, New York, 1991, pp. 38-80, dont le traitement de la demoni-
sation dans les premiers siecles chretiens est utile, mais insuffisant;
cette etude couvre surtout 1'Occident.
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l'elaboration de 1'image du Juif dans 1'Empire. Ce processus,
qui commence avant meme l'epoque de Constantin Ier, est
etroitement lie aux preoccupations theologiques de 1'Eglise
et a son combat contre le judaisme et les Juifs, les «judai-
santsn et les heterodoxes. La representation du Juif s'exprime
en premier lieu dans un syste'me doctrinal bien structure,
formule dans le cadre des conciles et des ecrits theologiques,
ainsi que daps la rhetorique anti-judaique et anti-juive des
grands codes legislatifs. Formulee dans un langage savant,
qui n'est pleinement accessible qu'aux lettres, elle est diffu-
see a des fins didactiques a tous les echelons de la societe
byzantine par la predication, les recits hagiographiques et
la litterature polemique. Cette demarche poursuit un but
precis: discrediter le judaisme aux yeux des Chretiens, afin
de valoriser la doctrine et les pratiques de 1'Eglise et, a cet
effet, deshumaniser et demoniser le Juif.68 D'emble'e, l'Eglise
s'engage dans le portrait collectif et la generalisation abusive.
En effet, une des composantes majeures de son image du
Juif est le crime de deicide, impute a l'ensemble des Juifs
a partir de 1'epoque de la crucifixion.69 Ce crime, ainsi que
le refus de la verite chretienne et de la redemption dans l'au-
dela illustrent la nature differente des Juifs et leur inferiorite
par rapport aux croyants. La pratique ouverte du judaisme

68. Notons que 1'Eglise adopte la meme demarche face a 1'Islam:
cf. Flusin, ((Demons et Sarrasins;l, pp. 400-409.

69. Cf. supra, p. 108. La permanence du theme dans le discours
ecclesiastique est illustree par le patriarche Athanase Ier, vers 1305,
in Maffry Talbot, The Correspondence, p. 82 (n° 41), et p. 349. L'im-
portance du crime aux yeux de 1'Eglise ressort indirectement d'un
recit apocryphe de Michel le Syrien, dirige contre les Chalcedoniens.
Afin de se moquer des Chretiens, les Juifs auraient affiche sur la voie
publique, apres le concile de Chalcedoine, un ecrit demandant leur
absolution du crime de deicide en arguant que leurs peres n'avaient
attente qu'a la nature humaine du Christ: Chronique de Michel le Syrien
(cf. supra, n. 15), II, p. 91 (VIII, 12).
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par les Juifs ou clandestine par les Juifs baptises de force,
ainsi que l'incapacite des uns et des autres a la conversion
sincere suppose l'entetement, la duplicite, la perfidie et la
collusion avec les demons, qui siegent dans les times et les
synagogues des Juifs. C'est pourquoi l'adoption du judaisme
par un Chretien ne s'explique que par l'intervention de Satan.
Les caracteristiques psychologiques des Juifs les marquent
forcement en tant qu'elements subversifs et menagants, adon-
nes aux pratiques secretes et conspirant a troubler la serenite
et la paix de la societe chretienne.70 Ces traits se retrouvent
dans le rituel d'abjuration impose aux Juifs baptises au de-
but du XIe siecle et conserve dans une copie de 1027,71 qui
ne fait donc que reprendre des vues courantes depuis la haute
epoque byzantine.

Le portrait collectif des Juifs de Byzance trace par le
milieu ecclesiastique ne se limite pas a leur psychologie; it
s'etend egalement a lour caractere moral et a leur comporte-
ment. Au We siecle Jean Chrysostome accuse les Juifs d'ex-
travagance, de gloutonnerie et de debauche.72 11 est suivi par
Anastase le Sinaite, dont les Erotapocriseis ou ((Questions et
Reponses)) sont redigees dans les annees 690 .73 La question
94 de ce recueil aborde la question de savoir pourquoi it y a
plus de malades chroniques et d'infirmes chez les Chretiens
que chez les incroyants. La question reflete manifestement

70. Jean Chrysostome, Adversus Iudaeos orationes, I, § 6, et VIII,
§ 8, in PG, XLVIII, col. 852-853, 940. Sur les ujudaisantsn et la demo-
nologie, cf. Dagron, uJudaiser», pp. 371-376, et Dagron et Deroche,
uJuifs et Chretiens», pp. 261, 263. En tant que jeune homme, le heros
de la Doctrina Jacobi agit de maniere a attiser la haine et la dissension
au sein de la population chretienne: cf. ibid., pp. 235-237.

71. Cf. Benesevic, ((K istorii evreeev», en particulier p. 312; cf.
aussi supra, n. 9.

72. Jean Chrysostome, Adversus Iudaeos orationes, I, § 4, in PG,
XLVIII, col. 848.

73. Datation par Flusin, ((Demons et Sarrasins», pp. 390-396,409.
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une preoccupation reelle, largement repandue a tous les eche-
lons de la societe byzantine, au sujet de la validite de la foi
chretienne. La reponse d'Anastase le Sinalte se refere a 1'in-
fluence comparee du climat, de la race et du regime alimen-
taire dans 1'apparition des maladies. Le propos est illustre
par les Juifs qui, s'adonnent plus que d'autres aux plaisirs
de la table et consomment beaucoup de viandes, de sauces
et de vins, mais, en raison du climat desertique de leur pays
d'origine et de la constitution se'che de leur race, souffrent
moins de la goutte et d'autres maladies.74 Cette reponse se
veut rationnelle, puisque fondee sur la science medicale. Mais,
en outre, elle sous-entend un double stereotype social, qui
justifie et avive l'animosite des couches populaires et con-
firme leurs prejuges a 1'egard des Juifs. Elle attribue collec-
tivement aux Juifs non seulement la gloutonnerie, compor-
tement contraire a l'ide'al de mesure et d'harmonie prone par
1'Eglise, mais implique aussi que les Juifs peuvent s'adonner
a leurs plaisirs de table parce qu'ils sont plus aises que les
Chretiens.75

La distortion de preceptes religieux juifs en vices est un
des procedes favoris employe's dans le milieu ecclesiastique
pour la creation de stereotypes anti-juifs, qui rejoignent les
conceptions populaires. Pour Anastase le Sinaite, les Juifs
ne s'abstiennent pas de manger du pore parce que 1'animal
est impur, mais a cause de leur appat du gain. Its prefe'rent
manger les animaux qui leur rapportent egalement d'autres
benefices, tels que des oeufs, du lait, du fromage ou de la

74. PG, LXXXIX, col. 732-733; G. Dagron, aLe saint, le savant,
l'astrologue. Etude de themes hagiographiques a travers quelques
recueils de "Questions et reponses" des Ve-VIIe sieclesn, in Hagio-
graphic, cultures et societes (IVe-VIIe s.), Etudes Augustiniennes, Paris,
1981, pp. 144-145, repr. in idem, La Romanite chretienne, n° IV.

75. Gregoire Asbestas accuse Iui-aussi les Juifs d'hedonisme: of.
Dagron, ((Le traite)), p. 354.
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lane, alors que le pore ne contribue que sa propre chair."
Le meme raisonnement est utilise dans la vie anonyme de
St. Constantin, redigee par un moine au debut du Xe siecle.
Elle traite d'un Juif de Synnada, en Phrygie, converti au
christianisme pres d'un demi siecle plus tot. Apres la mort
de sa mere, les parents du jeune homme veulent le marier
parce que, selon la coutume des Juifs, it n'y a pas d'acte
plus honorable et vertueux que de s'adonner a la chair et
de procreer." L'hagiographe est manifestement conscient de
l'importance attachee par la tradition juive au precepte bi-
blique amultipliez-vousu (Genese, I. 28), mais, dans une per-
spective monastique, le deforme a dessein en vice juif.

Le milieu ecclesiastique etablit egalement les caracteri-
stiques physiques des Juifs, manifestation concrete et visible
de leur inferiorite morale. Dans son Tratte sur le bapteme des
Juifs, deja mentionne plus haut, Gregoire Asbestas affirme
que le Juif baptise de force reste ((attache' aux vanites ju-
daiques, tannant son cuir, tout souille de crottes de chiens
et de vomissures de toutes sortes))78. L'allusion au metier de
tanneur est evidente. Notons a ce propos qu'on utilisait a
Constantinople les crottes de chien pour la teinture des cuirs
et la preparation des parchemins. Ailleurs dans son traite
l'auteur emprunte a 1'Evangile selon St. Mathieu (VII, 6)
les paroles du Christ: uNe donnez pas aux chiens ce qui est
saint et ne jetez pas vos perles aux cochonsn, qu'il y a lieu
de rapprocher du passage cite ci-dessus. Au-dela de son sens
litteral, ce dernier implique une generalisation evidente, le
metier de tanneur devenant synonyme de Juif et la religion

76. PG, LXXXIX, col. 1271.
77. Acta Sanctorum, Novembre, IV, pp. 630-631, Appendix, Vita

Constantini, § 8; Starr, The Jews, pp. 119-121, doe. 54.
78. Texte dans Dagron, «Le traite», p. 319, § 3, lignes 6-8, trad.

avec commentaire du passage, p. 318.
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juive synonyme de salete et de souillure. Le meme rapproche-
ment se retrouve dans le aJugement Dernier» de la Vie de
St. Basile le Jeune, oeuvre de la premiere moitie du Xe sie'cle:
les Juifs sont d'une salete repoussante, avec aun visage qui
semble enduit d'un melange de pus et de crottes de chien>r,
et meme Moise vient injurier leur communaute' sale et puan-
te.79 De son tote, le metropolite d'Athenes Michel Choniate
loue Niketas, metropolite de Chonai, qui vers 1150 a chasse'
les Juifs de la ville, qui ont ete contraints d'aller ailleurs
ucomme des chiens affame's rongeant leur cuir, pour exercer
leur metier de tanneurs et de teinturiersn.60 Ti ne manque
pas d'ajouter un jeu de mots a propos du judaisme: ainsi
Niketas les a-t-il empeche de contaminer l'habit du Christ
en le teignant de leur blaspheme.81 Peu apre's 1296, l'huma-
niste Maximos Planoudes associe lui-aussi le judaisme a 1'odeur
de la tannerie.82

Compte tenu du role de l'Eglise dans la vie de la societe'
byzantine, it n'est guere surprenant que la deshumanisation
et la demonisation des Juifs, elaboree dans le milieu eccle-
siastique, ait marque les esprits et ait engendre' des phan-
tasmes collectifs au niveau de la mentalite' populaire. La
predisposition psychologique explique la cre'dulite manifeste'e
par la population chretienne de la region d'Antioche a 1'egard
de l'accusation de meurtre rituel, lancee en 415 a l'encontre

79. Trad. Dagron, ((Le traite)), p. 319, n. 30; cf. idem, uJudalsern,
p. 374.

80. Trad. Dagron, ((Le traiten, p. 351, et cf. Addendum.
81. Michael Choniates, ed. Sp. P. Lampros, MtxanA'Axo.uvdrov roil

Xwvidrov ra aw 1879-1880, I, p. 53; pour la date de
1'eulogie, vers 1200, cf. G. Stadtmuller, ((Michael Choniates, Metropolit
von Athen (ca. 1138-ca. 1222))), Orientalia Christiana, XXXIIII/2, 0°. 91
(1934), p. 118.

82. M. Treu (ed.), Maxirni m.onachi Planudis epistulae, Breslau, 1890,
pp. 51-52, n° 31.
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des Juifs d'Inmestar. Les Juifs de cette localite, on des emeutes
les opposent aux Chretiens, sont supposes avoir crucifie un
enfant chretien, tout en se moquant du christianisme au
tours d'une de leurs fetes.83 11 s'agit manifestement de celle
de Pourim, qui commemore par des manifestations joyeuses
la defaite du ministre Hamman, execute sur l'ordre du Poi
Assuerus pour avoir voulu exterminer les Juifs de Perse;
1'episode est rapporte par le Livre d' Esther. Alors que le
recit biblique parle de pendaison, une loi edictee par Theodose
II en 408, soit quelques annees a peine avant les evenements
d'Inmestar, revele que les Juifs de l'Empire brulent l'effigie
de Hamman, fixee sur une croix. Cette crucifixion est men-
tionnee dans la Vulgate, oeuvre redigee vers 400 sons le
regne du meme empereur, dans laquelle St. Jerome se base
a plusieurs reprises sur une exegese juive de la Bible ;84 elle
est egalement rapportee par des sources juives posterieures.
La coutume semble remonter a 1'epoque pre-byzantine et
presente une analogie avec le mimus, la caricature du Christ
representee par les payens aux lie et Me siecles. Elle a
visiblement survecu pendant plusieurs siecles, malgre son
interdiction par Theodose II, puisqu'elle apparait au debut
du XIe siecle dans la formule d'abjuration des Juifs avant
leur bapteme.85

La crucifixion symbolique d'une effigie, brulee ensuite,
constitue une expression virulente de 1'hostilite des Juifs a
l'egard du christianisme. Elle engendre du tote chretien 1'ac-
cusation de meurtre d'un enfant symbolisant Jesus, qui se
situe dans le prolongement direct du crime collectif de dei-

83. Pour ce qui suit, cf. Linder, The Jews, pp. 236-238, doe. 36;
Rabello, ((La premiere loi de Theodose IN, pp. 545-556, en particulier
p. 552, n. 25; Dagron, «Judalsern, pp. 364-365.

84. Cf. J. N. D. Kelly, Jerome. His Life, Writings and Controversies,
London, 1975, pp. 134, 141-167.

85. Benesevic, ((K istorii evreeevn, p. 311.
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tide, impute aux Juifs, et trahit une grande anxiete quant
a la veracite du message chretien.86 Cette accusation est
vraisemblablement formulee dans le milieu ecclesiastique, a
une epoque et dans une region oil l'Eglise craint l'attrait du
judaisme et de la communaute juive et on la tension entre
Juifs et Chretiens est parfois particulierement vive.87 Elle a
sans nul doute pour but de mettre fin au comportement «ju-
daisant» de certains Chretiens et d'approfondir le clivage
social entre Juifs et Chretiens. Le theme du meurtre rituel
figure plus tard dans une tradition monastique slave, selon
laquelle un Juif de Cherson aurait crucifie St. Eustratios et
l'aurait perce d'une lance avant la Paque juive vers la fin
du XIe siecle.88

La grande controverse des images engendre un autre type
d'accusations contre les Juifs, consideres par les iconodoules
comme les instigateurs de la politique poursuivie par leurs
adversaires: les Juifs se moquent des icones, les profanent
ou les detruisent; parfois ils les attaquent brutalement et
les font saigner. Tel est le cas de l'icone du Christ conservee
au Saint Puits de Sainte-Sophie, qu'un Juif aurait poignar-
dee.119 Le Juif figurant dans ce type de recits renouvelle et
perpetue le deicide qui est a l'origine de sa decheance. Aux
yeux de la societe chretienne byzantine, l'enormite de son
crime marque de manie're permanente 1'ensemble de sa com-
munaute, bien que lui-meme finisse par se faire baptiser,

86. L'analyse du meurtre rituel impute aux Juifs en Occident,
proposee par Langmuir, Towards a Definition of Antisemitism, pp. 209-
236, est egalement valable pour Byzance.

87. Cf. supra, pp. 113-114, 123.
88. Cf. supra, n. 40.
89. La tradition est rapportee par un texte tardif: cf. K. N. Ciggaar,

uUne description de Constantinople traduite par un pelerin anglais»,
REB 34 (1976), pp. 248-249. Pour d'autres recits, cf. Parkes, The
Conflict, pp. 292-293.
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grace a l'intervention divine. Son mefait se transforme ainsi
en demonstration eclatante de la verite chretienne.90 Le sang
verse du Christ vient rassurer la foi vacillante de ceux qui
doutent de la puissance miraculeuse des icones et eprouvent
un certain trouble quant a la re'alite de la Passion. Le culte
des icones en est rehausse'.

Les e'crits ecclesiastiques byzantins offrent quelques rares
portraits de abons» Juifs. En accordant un pret a Theodore,
Abraham se montre plus ge'ne'reux que les amis du marchand
chretien; des Juifs admirent la souffrance et la piete chre-
tiennes, et le patriarche de Constantinople Athanase ler
s'exclame que meme les Juifs verseraient des larmes en voyant
la detresse de ceux qui sont demunis a cause des agissements
des agents fiscaux, des Turcs et des Italiens.91 Cependant,
vu de pres, ces references apparemment flatteuses ont un
but bien precis: elles annoncent la conversion des Juifs con-
cernes, soulignent la superiorite de la foi chretienne on font
ressortir l'ignominie des mauvais Chre'tiens, dont le com-
portement est violemment condamne. Le portrait positif du
Juif n'illustre done pas une approche plus nuancee, indivi-
duelle, ni l'abandon des generalisations abusives. 11 s'inse're
dans un schema general d'education religieuse et morale du
peuple chretien.

Jusqu'ici nous avons examine les divers aspects de la
marginalisation sociale institutionalisee, et l'image collective
stereotypee des Juifs, elaboree principalement dans le milieu
ecclesiastique. Sur ces facteurs se greffent les doutes et les
anxietes profondes de la societe chretienne, projetees sur les
Juifs. Quel est l'impact de ces elements sur le comportement

90. Cf. Langmuir, Towards a Definition of Antisemitism, pp. 263-
281, sur les Juifs d'Occident accuses d'attaquer les hosties.

91. Cf. supra, pp. 134-135; Parkes, The Conflict of the Church,
p. 306; Maffry Talbot, The Correspondence, p. 96 (n° 46).
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de la societe laique chretienne et sur la mentalite populaire
en general? Les temoignages semblent contradictoires. Il
existe une dimension locale et quotidienne de coexistence,
de socialisation et de cooperation economique entre Juifs et
Chretiens; encore faut-il en circonscrire soigneusement la na-
ture et les limites. A la haute epoque byzantine, on trouve
entre eux des contacts suivis et parfois intenses, comme
a Antioche, que l'Eglise et l'Etat reprouvent et tentent
d'entraver.92 La participation des Juifs aux emeutes des
factions de cirque constitue une forme de socialisation avec
les Chretiens. Par ailleurs, l'intolerance et l'hostilite popu-
laires, alimentees par 1'Eglise, font parfois irruption sous
forme de manifestations violentes. Les emeutes et les perse-
cutions dirigees contre les Juifs, les baptemes forces et les
expulsions a 1'echelle locale sont plutot rares et de courte
duree. Ces initiatives locales ne sont d'ailleurs pas toujours
appuyees par 1'ensemble de la population chretienne: on le
constate a Sparte vers 985.93 Dans la premiere moitie du
Vile siecle, la legende de Theodore et Abraham rapporte que
ces deux personnages s'accordent entre eux, mais, en re-
vanche, les amis chretiens du marchand refusent de se porter
garants du pret accorde par un Juif.94 Nous ne savons pas
si les artisans juifs travaillant dans les industries textiles a
Sparte au IXe et a Thebes au XIIe siecle ont leurs propres
ateliers, ou s'ils travaillent de concert avec les artisans chre-
tiens. Leur integration dans le circuit de production indu-
strielle exige en tout cas une etroite cooperation entre les uns
et les autres. Il n'est guere possible de savoir si les Juifs

92. Cf. supra, pp. 113-114, 145.
93. D. F. Sullivan (ed. et trad.), The Life of Saint Nikon, Brookline,

Mass., 1987, pp. 110-125, §§ 37-39. La vita date vraisemblable ment du
milieu du XIe siecle.

94. Cf. supra, n. 59.
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sont membres des corporations byzantines, controlees par
1'Etat. Il est en tout cas certain qu' ils ne participent pas aux
fonctions religieuses exercees par ces institutions.9b Sur la
foi d'une formule de serment juif, attestee en 1148,96 on a
suggere l'existence de corporations juives a Constantinople;
on n'en trouve cependant aucune trace directe.97 Certes, les
rapports sociaux et la cooperation dans le domaine econo-
mique rapprochent certains Juifs de leurs voisins chretiens.
Le contact suivi avec les medecins juifs, qui soignent les
Chretiens de toutes les strates sociales, jusqu'aux empe-
reurs,98 a le meme effet. Cette socialisation entre individus
reste toutefois limitee et n'altere ni la vision et la perception
des Juifs refletees par la mentalite populaire, ni les attitudes
collectives fondamentales de la societe byzantine chretienne
a leur egard. Benjamin de Tudele en temoigne pour Con-
stantinople.99

Des les premiers siecles de Byzance, ces attitudes sont
empreintes d'une hostilite latente a tous les niveaux de la
societe chretienne Byzantine. En consequence, les Juifs sont

95. Sur les fonctions religieuses des corporations, cf. S. Vryonis,
Jr., ((Byzantine AHMOKPATIA and the Guilds in the Eleventh Centu-
ry)), DOP 17 (1963), pp. 297-300, 302 et n. 47, 303-305, repr. in idem,
Byzantium: its Internal History and Relations with the Muslim World,
London, 1971, no III.

96. Cf. Patlagean, ((Contribution juridique a 1'histoire des Juifs)),
pp. 139-140, 143-147.

97. La survie des corporations a Constantinople an Xlie siecle a
donne lieu a de vives controverses. Sur 1'ensemble du sujet, en rap-
port avec l'industrie de la soie, cf. men etude ((Silk in Western Byzan-
tium before the Fourth Crusade)), BZ 84-85 (1991-1992) [sous presse].

98. Pour Justin II: P. van de Ven (ed. et trad.), La vie ancienne de
S. Simeon Stylite le Jeune, Bruxelles, 1962-1970, I, p. 179, § 208 (texte) ;
II, pp. 204-206 (trad.); le medecin est qualifie de serviteur des demons,
adonne a la sorcellerie. Pour Manuel Ier, cf. supra, p. 121.

99. Cf. infra, p. 150.
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particulie'rement vulnerables et susceptibles d'etre soumis
aux pressions, tracasseries et exactions des officiers impe'-
riaux, ainsi qu'a' celles de la population ambiance, malgre
la protection de 1'E tat. Sous le regne d'He'raclius, Jacob risque
d'etre aapprehende' et malmene comme Juif» en Afrique, et
c'est pourquoi son patron constantinopolitain lui remet un
sauf-conduit.100 Benjamin de Tudele souligne vers 1160 que
le medecin juif de Manuel ler Comne'ne intervient aupres de
1'empereur on faveur de sa communaute.101 Sous le regne
d'Andronic II, les Juifs s'assurent la protection de Kokalas,
dignitaire de la cour impe'riale, grace a des pots-de-vin.102
L'ambiance populaire pout etre illustree par de nombreux
exemples. Parmi ceux-ci on pout titer les e'meutes anti-juives,
comme celles d'Inmestar en 415, ou le ralliement du gros
de la population de Sparte a l'expulsion des Juifs, exigee
par St. Nikon vers 985. Selon le Nestorien Elisha de Nisibe,
auteur de la premiere moitie' du XIe sie'cle, les Juifs « endu-
rent l'humiliation et la haine)) de la population chretienne
de Byzance.103 Une lettre relatant les espoirs messianiques
des communautes juives de I'Empire, re'dige'e en 1096, sou-
ligne qu'a Thessalonique les Chretiens ont toujours hal les
Juifs intensement, et ceux-ci craignent d'etre massacres par
leurs voisins.104 Un pamphlet anonyme intitule Anacharsis
on Ananias, redige probablement peu apres 1158, exprime
dans une veine satirique le mepris et 1'animosite' de la societe
laique a l'egard des Juifs.105 Afin de prouver ses connais-

100. Doctrina Jacobi, p. 215 (V, 20, lignes 5-6), et Dagron et De-
roche, «Juifs et Chretiens», p. 239.

101. Cf. supra, n. 25.
102. Cf. Maffry Talbot, The Correspondence, p. 82 (n° 41), et p. 349.
103. Cf. supra, n. 20.
104. Trad. Starr, The Jews, pp. 203-208, doc. 153.
105. D. A. Chrestides, Maeytavd dv&xOora. 'Avdxaeets ,j 'Avavias. 2. #

'EYntaT.oAE'c-stytAAto, OECaaAov(xr), pp. 259-260, 264-265, 271, 283. #
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sances linguistiques, le porte contemporain Jean Tzetzes rap-
porte la manie're dent it s'adresse a des strangers: alors qu'il
adopte un language courtois envers les Latins, les Russes
et les Arabes, it salue les Juifs avec des invectives faisant
allusion a leurs pratiques magiques et les maudit.106 Un ta-
bleau eloquent est trace par Benjamin de Tudele, qui vers
la meme e'poque visite Pera, quartier a population mixte,
les Juifs y e'tant toutefois se'pares des Grecs. 11 affirme que
c'est a cause des tanneurs juifs, qui deversent dans la rue
les eaux sales et naussabondes provenant du traitement des
peaux, que les Grecs haissent, oppriment et rouent de coups
en public tous les Juifs, sans distinction aucune.107 Notons
toutefois qu'a Byzance, contrairement a l'Occident a partir
du XIe siecle, on ne trouve pas d'assimilation entre Juif et
usurier. Dans le cadre de 1'economie monetaire byzantine,
dent 1'existence est continue, le pret a interet constitue un
instrument indispensable que les consiles de 1'Eglise ne con-
damnent pas, comme en Occident. Par consequent, dans
l'Empire le pret a interet reste licite dans la limite des taux
prescrits par 1'Etat, it est pleinement pratique' par les Chre'-
tiens et ne constitue pas un secteur de 1'e'conomie dans lequell
les Juifs jouent un role important.108

106. Ed. H. Hunger, ((Zum Epilog der Theogonie des Johannes
Tzetzes)), in idem, Byzantinische Grundlagenforschung, London, 1973,
n° XVIII, pp. 304-305; sur la signification exacte du texte ((hebralque)),
cf. H. and R. Kahane, ((Christian and un-Christian Etymologies)), Har-
vard Theological Review 57 (1964), pp. 28-33, repr. in H. and R. Kahane,
Graeca et Romanica Scripta Selecta, I, Amsterdam, 1979, n° 37.

107. Cf. supra, n. 57.
108. Angeliki Laiou, ((God and Mammon: Credit, Trade, Profit and

the Canonists)) in N. Oikonomides (ed.), To BmMvrto xazd toy 1°o aith-
va. Kavovcxo dixato, xedzos xal xoivwvla, 'AOi1va, 1991, pp. 261-300. Les
Juifs ne sont pas mentionnes dans les ecrits polemiques traitant de
l'usure. Pour un exemple du XIVe siecle, cf. R. Guilland, «Le traits
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En realite, les propos de Benjamin de Tude'le illustrent
parfaitement le processus mental decrit plus haut. Dans
une premiere phase, it y a identification de la salete et de
la puanteur avec les artisans juifs qui en sont responsables
et, dans la seconde, avec l'ensemble des Juifs en tant que
tels, quelle que soit leur occupation. On assiste donc a un
glissement de la realite objective, spe'cifique et individuelle
au stereotype collectif xenophobe et antise'mite, qui se con-
fondent. Ce processus est facilite et encourage par les pre-
juge's et la haine a l'encontre des Juifs, cultives par le milieu
ecclesiastique et dont la societe laique est fortement im-
pregnee. 11 s'avere d'ailleurs que la tannerie, ainsi que la
teinture refletent dans une certaine mesure les attitudes des
divers secteurs de la societe byzantine a 1'egard du judaisme
et des Juifs. L'approche du pouvoir imperial, en rapport
avec la residence des Juifs a Constantinople, decoule partiel-
lement de considerations pragmatiques gene'rales, telles que
l'ecologie. Celle du milieu ecclesiastique, de caracte're didac-
tique et de nature agressive, assimile le judaisme a la tan-
nerie et les Juifs a des occupations considerees comme avi-
lissantes et, an moyen d'analogies grossie'res et d'un langa-
ge acerbe, tree des stereotypes collectifs negatifs. Ceux-ci
ne manquent pas de filtrer a travers les strates de la
societe byzantine et de s'incruster dans la mentalite po-
pulaire, oA ils rejoignent les stereotypes courants concernant
les Juifs.

La vie culturelle des Juifs byzantins, profondement liee
a leur vie religieuse, evolue en rapport etroit avec celle des
centres rabbiniques de Palestine et de Babylonie.109 Elle se

inedit 'Sur l'usure' de Nicolas Cabasilasn, in Eig 1cv4Fcijv Znvei&ovoc
Aa,u7r0ov, 'Ev 'AOr;vcctS, 1935, pp. 269-277.

109. Pour ce qui suit, cf. Starr, The Jews, pp. 65-79; Sharf, By-
zantine Jewry, pp. 178-181; Z. Ankori, Karaites in Byzantium. The
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distingue toutefois par certains traits originaux de celle des
groupements juifs e'tablis dans les pays de l'Islam ou de la
Chretiente occidentale. Les Juifs de Byzance, appeles uRo-
maniotesn vers la fin du moyen age (((Romania)) etant sy-
nonyme de Byzance), ainsi que les immigrants qui s'installent
dans l'Empire subissent Pinfluence du milieu ambiant. Its
parlent le grec, non seulement avec leurs voisins chretiens,
mais egalement entre eux, et des mots grecs parsement leur
correspondance.110 Les livres d'exegese biblique et les traite's
doctrinaux des Karaltes, membres d'une secte juive nee en
terre d'Islam et etablis dans l'Empire a partir du Xe siecle,
revelent une certaine connaissance de la socie'te, de la philo-
sophie et de la langue grecque. Les Juifs byzantins develop-
pent egalement leur propre liturgie et coutume, qui comprend
la lecture de traductions grecques de la Bible dans les syna-
gogues, introduite parce que les fideles preferent la langue
courante a 1'he'breu biblique litteraire, qu'ils comprennent
mal; c'est dans ce cadre que se place l'intervention de Jus-
tinien Ier en 553.111 Its redigent des glossaires hebraiques-
grecs pour faciliter l'etude de la Bible et de la Michnah. En
outre, de nombreux Juifs byzantins portent des noms ou
surnoms grecs. Ces traits distinctifs se maintiennent dans
les communautes romaniotes passees sous domination occi-
dentale apre's la We croisade, comme en Crete, on sous le
joug turc. Dans l'Empire, le processus acculturatif est surtout
d'ordre linguistique, au niveau du quotidien, et ne suffit

Formative Years, 970-1100, New York - Jerusalem, 1959, en parti-
culier pp. 193-200; Bowman, The Jecvs, pp. 129-170, en particulier pp.
164-170.

110. Comme les surnoms d'origine geographique se transmettent,
Salomon l'Egyptien, medecin juif de Manuel Ier Comnene, nest pas
necessairement un nouvel immigrant. Sa fonction exigeait evidemment
la connaissance du grec.

111. Cf. supra, p. 118.
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pas a rompre les barrieres sociales entre Juifs et Chretiens.
11 n'engendre pas une symbiose judeo-grecque.

II reste a percevoir et a evaluer brievement la margina-
lisation telle qu'elle est vecue subjectivement par les Juifs
byzantins eux-memes. Quatre types de manifestations so-
ciales la revelent: 1'observation directe de la realite, la re-
action face a la pression sociale et psychologique de la societe
chretienne, les ecrits et mouvements eschatologiques, enfin,
la conversion. 11 a deja ete question des propos de Benjamin
de Tudele sur les sevices infliges aux Juifs de Constantinople,
dont it rapporte les sentiments: ails se trouvent dans un dur
exiln.112 La crucifixion de Hamman, a Inmestar et ailleurs,
est manifestement un reflexe interiorise d'auto-defense d'une
communaute durement agressee par le milieu ambiant. Les
espoirs eschatologiques des Juifs de Palestine a 1'epoque de
1'expansion perse et celle des Arabes au Vile siecle, ainsi
que le mouvement messianique qui bouleverse les commu-
nautes juives des provinces balkaniques a l'epoque de la
premiere croisade refletent l'amertume face aux realites, ainsi
que 1'espoir d'une liberation prochaine du joug chretien et
du retour vers la Terre Promise.113 La pression constante
exercee par la societe ambiante, d'une part, le desir d'assi-
milation a la majorite et de promotion sociale, de I'autre,
engendrent la defection de certains individus, pressures a se
faire baptiser ou acceptant volontairement la conversion. Tel
n'est cependant pas le cas de la plupart des Juifs. Le repli
collectif sur soi-meme, reflexe d'une minorite marginalisee et
assiegee, mais farouchement determinee a assurer sa survie,
se traduit par la solidarite du groupe et le maintien de sa

112. BT, p. 16; la traduction anglaise, p. 14, manque de precision.
113. Cf. Dagron et Deroche, uJuifs et Chretiensn, pp. 41-42, 264-

265; Starr, The Jews, pp. 203-208, doc. 153.
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tradition ethno-religieuse tout au long de 1'histoire plus que
millenaire de Byzance.

En definitive, dans 1'Empire byzantin, etat chretien, 1'al-
legeance religieuse constitue le crite're primordial de diffe-
rentiation et de stratification sociales. Le Juif n'est pas
marginalise a la suite d'une atteinte au corps social, de la
violation du code moral ou parce qu'il est afflige d'un mal
physique ou mental. II est marginalise d'office, des sa nais-
sance. Par la suite, it reste cloisonne dans sa propre commu-
naute, qui constitue le cadre social exclusif dans lequel it
evolue. Il ne peut gue're s'integrer a la communaute majo-
ritaire et jouir d'une promotion sociale au sein de celle-ci,
a moms de renier sa propre identite religieuse, ethnique et
culturelle, accepter le bapteme et, par extension, partager
les valeurs et les attitudes de la majorite. Il doit done s'arra-
cher au corps social auquel it appartient, mais, des ce mo-
ment, it cesse d'etre juif.

ADDENDUM

Suite de la n° 80: P. Magdalino, ((Enlightment and Repression in
Twelfth-Century Byzantium. The Evidence of the Canonists)), N. Oi-
konomides (ed.), To xard rov 12o aicuva. Kavovtxo dixato, xod-
ro; xai xocvcovia, 'AO'voc 1991, p. 368, sur la foi d'une interpretation
erronee du texte, suggere qu'il y aurait eu une expulsion generale des
Juifs des villes de l'Empire, dont Chonai. Les sources du milieu du
XIIe siecle concernant les communautes juives contredisent clairement
cette hypothese et font ressortir le caractere local des evenements.
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The Jews of Constantinople and their
demographic hinterland

Migration played an important role in Constantinople's evolution as an urban
centre. The city's centrality in the political, ecclesiastical and economic life
of the Byzantine world assured it of an almost constant flow of immigrants.
Only in the period immediately following its fall to the Latins in 1204 did
Constantinople witness a massive exodus of its inhabitants. Despite their
importance, these complex demographic phenomena have hardly been
examined and still await a thorough investigation. The same holds true of
those bearing on the Jewish community of the city, which during most of
the Byzantine period constituted a permanent, though marginal component
of the latter's population mosaic. Both immigration and emigration affected
its numerical strength, social composition, economic profile and location
within the urban space. The investigation of these movements is arduous,
since the meagre data at our disposal consist of isolated pieces of evidence.
It should be noted, though, that once inserted in their proper Byzantine
context, these sources are highly instructive about migration trends and
their motivations. This is even the case with documents from the Genizah
or synagogue archive of Cairo that at first glance seem to yield only
information about specific individuals. In sum, the combination of Greek
and Hebrew sources of Byzantine origin, the Genizah documents and
western testimonies enables to some extent a reconstruction of Jewish
mobility between Constantinople and its demographic hinterland and of
its impact on the city's Jewish community.

The presence of Jews in Constantinople is first attested in the quarter of
Challcoprateia, or Copper Market, west of the church of St Sophia. According
to the Patria Konstantinoupoleos, Jews lived in this quarter since the reign
of Constantine I, yet from another, more reliable source, we learn that they
were established there by the time of Theodosius II. Upon his return from
Asia Minor in 443, the emperor discovered that during his absence from
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Constantinople these Jews had built a synagogue with the authorization
of the city's prefect, despite the decrees of 415, 423 and 438 prohibiting the
construction of new Jewish places of worship.1 Their initiative implies that
they were already established for some time in this urban area and had the
means to erect a synagogue. There is no indication, however, about their
precise origin nor that of their forebears, nor do we know whether all the
Jews of Constantinople were concentrated in Chalkoprateia at that time.

The earliest direct testimonies about Jewish migration to the city appear
in the Doctrina Jacobi nuper baptizati. The hero of this hagiographic work,
Jacob, was a young man when in 602 or 603 he left Ptolemais-Akko in
Palestine on his first journey to Constantinople, where for a few years he
led an adventurous life. He returned to the city in his early forties and after
some time entered the service of a rich Greek merchant, who was involved
in the illegal export of precious silk textiles from Constantinople. Presumably
in 632 Jacob undertook a year-long commercial journey to the province Africa
on behalf of this merchant. His employer gave him a letter in order to prevent
that he should be 'arrested and mistreated as a Jew', which appears to hint
at the persecutions against the Jews and their forcible baptism ordered by
Emperor Heraclius.2 It would be unwise to draw any general conclusions
from this particular case, yet two aspects of Jacob's migrations to Con-
stantinople warrant our attention. First, the tumultuous life and riches of
the city and the economic prospects it seemed to offer clearly exerted their
attraction on the inhabitants of the provinces, including Jews. Second,
Jacob's story reveals the wide geographical range of Jewish migration to
Constantinople in the early seventh century. There is good reason to believe
that he was not the only Jew emigrating in this period from Palestine or
another distant province to the empire's capital.

Political circumstances also generated Jewish migration. Throughout
the centuries the Jews enjoyed the status of a protected minority in the
empire, except for short periods of religious persecutions. We have no
precise indications about the demographic impact of the measures decreed

t Th. Preger, Scriptores origintan Constantinopolitanarum (Leipzig, 1901-7) II, 226-7, §32;
Janin, Les Eglises, 237; A. Berger, Unterst.tchungen zit den Patria Konstantinopouleos, Poikila
Byzantina 8 (Bonn, 1988), 411-4. Legislation about synagogues in A. Linder, The Jews in
Roman Imperial Legislation (Detroit-Jerusalem, 1987), 267-72, 287-9, 295-301, 323-7, nos.41,
47, 49, 54, respectively.

2 Doctrina Jacobi nuper baptizati, ed. and trans. V. Deroche in TM 11 (1991), 72, 127-9, 215-9
(1.3 and 40-41; V.20); also commentary by G. Dagron, 'Juifs et Chretiens dans l'Orient du VIIe
siecle', 234-46, and for the dating of the work, 246-7. Jacob's return voyage was delayed until
an envoy sent from Constantinople enabled his sailing, previously prevented by the authorities,
on 13 July 634, which brings us back to the previous year for the dating of his intended departure.
As Jacob was paid a yearly salary, he must have left Constantinople in 632, while the perse-
cutions were still going on (see below). This explains the tenor of the letter he was given by
his employer.
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against the Jews by Heraclius in 630-32, Leo III in 721-22, Basil I in 873-74,
and his son Leo VI, after 886. In all these instances the authorities clearly
exerted strong pressure on the Jews of Constantinople, as explicitly stated
by the sources referring to the Jewish policy of Basil I. It may be assumed,
therefore, that the Jews of the capital who during his reign had submitted
to baptism under duress, yet secretly upheld their Judaism, felt particu-
larly threatened and sought refuge elsewhere. One of their possible
destinations was the Khazar kingdom, in which Judaism had begun to spread
within the ruling elite since 864. When, around 930, Romanus I Lecapenus
sought to impose baptism on Jews, a large number of them who refused
to abjure their faith were apparently allowed to leave the empire and
emigrated precisely to the Khazar territories.3 Constantinopolitan Jews
were most likely to be found among the expatriates. In all these cases
emigration and conversion to Christianity clearly reduced the number of
Jews in the capital, despite the return of some fugitives once the persecu-
tions had ceased.

In the wake of the Byzantine expansion under Nicephorus II Phocas and
John I Tzimisces in the 960s and 970s, large numbers of Syrians and par-
ticularly of Armenians emigrated into Byzantine Asia Minor, a process that
continued in the eleventh century. From sources discussed below we may
gather that the Jews were affected by the general political climate and the
population movement in this region. A more direct incentive to Jewish
migration appeared after 1009, when the Fatimid Caliph al-Hakim initiated
a new policy against Jews and Christians. Many of them emigrated from
Fatimid territory to Antioch, Laodicea and other Byzantine cities .4 According
to the chronicler Bar Hebraeus, the Christian fugitives returned from
Byzantine territory once the persecutions ended about 1020. One may
wonder, however, whether this general statement should be taken at face
value.5 At any rate, Jews are not mentioned in this context, and somewhat
later sources reveal a westward drift of Armenians and Jews in Asia Minor,
which reached Constantinople since the early eleventh century. The influx
of 'many aliens, Armenians and Arabs and Jews' was held responsible for

s On imperial policy and persecutions, with references to previous works, see D. Jacoby,'Les
JuifsdeByzance:unecommunautemarginalisee',inCh.A.Maltezou,ed.,OL uEPLeWpLaKol OTO
BuCQVTLO (Marginality in Byzantinm), Idryma Goulandri-Horn (Athens, 1993), 117-25; see also
0. Pritsak, 'The Khazar Kingdom's Conversion to Judaism', Harvard Ukrainian Studies 2
(1978), 261-81.

4 G. Dagron, 'Minorites ethniques et religieuses dans I'Orient byzantin a la fin du Xe et an
XIe siecle: l'immigration syrienne', TM 6 (1976), 177-216, repr. in Dagron, La Rotnanite
chretienne en Orient. Heritages et mutations (London, 1984), X.

5 E.A.W. Budge (tr.), The Chronography of Gregory Abu'l-Faraj, 1225-1286, the Son of Aaron,
the Hebrew Physician commonly knozon as Bar Hebraens, being the First Part of his Political History
of the World (London, 1932), I, 185. Another of his assertions also lacks credibility: see next
note.
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the severe riots that erupted in the.capital in 1044. Consequently, Emperor
Constantine IX ordered the expulsion of all those among them who had
settled in the city in the preceding thirty years, which brings us back to 1014.6
The origin of these immigrants is not stated, yet the association of the three
ethno-religious groups blamed for the disorders clearly points to Syria and
Asia Minor. The unstable conditions in Syria and the prospects of security
in the empire were the primary factors that generated the population
movement into Byzantine Asia Minor.' Yet the later stages of migration
towards Constantinople appear to have been related to the economic
expansion occurring in that period in the empire and particularly in its
capital.8 There is no information about the specific occupations of the
immigrants, yet there is good reason to believe that craftsmen were included
among them.9 It is highly doubtful that all those targeted by the expulsion
decree of 1044 indeed left Constantinople. Moreover, there is even evidence
that Jews continued to settle in the city shortly after that date. The story of
Israel ben Nathan is a case in point. This merchant first left his native city,
Qayrawan, for Fustat, Old Cairo, and later on, about 1045, settled in the
empire's capital, where he married a local Jewish woman. After being
imprisoned for some time and suffering other mishaps he decided in 1049
to leave for Jerusalem, with no intention to return. His wife refused to follow
him to an Arabic-speaking country, and he divorced her before his
departure.10 Israel ben Nathan's emigration from Constantinople, after a
sojourn lasting a few years only, must not have been exceptional among

6 The Chronography of Gregory, I, 203. 'Arabs' stands here for Muslims in general, regardless
of their origin. According to this author, 100,000 people left the city, clearly an absurdly inflated
figure.

7 On conditions in Syria, see M. Gil, A Histonj of Palestine, 634-1099 (Cambridge, 1992),373-81.
8 On which see A. Harvey, Economic Expansion in the Byzantine Empire 900-1200 (Cambridge,

1989), esp. 120-243; M.F. Hendy, Studies in the Byzantine Monetary Economny, c. 300-1450
(Cambridge, 1985), 570-582; also, 'Byzantium, 1081-1204: the Economy revisited Twenty
Years on', in Hendy, The Economy, Fiscal Administration and Coinage of Byzantium (Northampton,
1989), III, 21-3; on the social background in Constantinople: H. Ahrweiler, 'Recherches sur
la societe byzantine au XIe siecle: nouvelles hierarchies et nouvelles solidarites', TM 6 (1976),
99-124.

9 It is rather unlikely that the immigrants should have exclusively been merchants, as
claimed by Z. Ankori, Karaites in Byzantium. The Formative Years, 970-1100 (New York-
Jerusalem, 1959), 138-9. On craftsmen, see below.

10 Israel's letters from Jerusalem dated 22 September 1051 and 11 January 1052, in M. Gil,
ed. and trans., Eretz-Israel ba-tekufa ha-muslemith ha-rishona (634-1099) (Palestine during the first
Muslim Period (634-1099]) (Tel Aviv, 1983), II, 120-23, 127-32, nos.465 and 467; references in
N. de Lange, 'Byzantium in the Cairo Genizah', BMGS 16 (1992), 45-6. Gil, A History of
Palestine, 264-5, reconstructs Israel's career, yet errs with respect to the Byzantine episode.
Israel's references to a deceased son and an infant daughter imply that his arrival in Con-
stantinople and marriage there were fairly recent. The first letter was written twenty months
after his departure from Constantinople, which consequently was not connected with the
expulsion ordered in 1044, as claimed by Gil, Eretz Israel, 267 n.42.
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the Jews reaching the city. Incidentally, the riots of 1044 may have directly
prompted the imperial authorities to transfer the Jewish community from
its quarter within the city walls to a new site at Pera, across the Golden
Horn.11

Internally this community was already split by that time into two con-
gregations. The Rabbanites belonged to the mainstream of Judaism relying
on the Rabbinic oral law exposed in the Talmud, while the Karaites rejected
it and advocated the literal exegesis of the Hebrew Bible.12 The Karaites
first established their own congregations in the Arabic-speaking Islamic East.
The early phase of their settlement in Constantinople was the outcome of
the progressive migratory movement across Asia Minor of the late tenth
and eleventh century, examined above. The Karaite congregation in Attaleia
in 1028 is the first to be directly documented in the empire, yet from
evidence bearing on Tobias ben Moses we may infer that the one of Con-
stantinople already existed about the year 1000. Tobias was apparently born
in the city at that time.13 From Jerusalem, where he resided in 1040-41, he
wrote in Arabic to his daughter by a Byzantine Christian woman, both of
whom had remained in Constantinople. The use of Arabic implies the
presence in the empire's capital of Karaites capable of conveying the content
of the letter to Tobias's daughter. These were thus either immigrants from
Arabic-speaking countries, or the offspring of such immigrants using
Arabic among themselves.14 Most likely Tobias belonged to such a family.

In addition to Jewish immigration from Islamic lands to the empire, and
Constantinople in particular, common to Karaites and Rabbanites, there
also was a movement in the opposite direction. One aspect of the latter was
the flow of Greek-speaking students from Constantinople to Jewish centres
of learning in the Middle East. Rabbanite students are attested between 1000
and 1038 at the Talmudic academy of Pumbeditha, in Mesopotamia, where
some of them were questioned about a Greek loan-word appearing in the
Talmud.15 On the other hand, Byzantine Karaites studied at their own
academy in Jerusalem between the 1030s and the 1060s.16 Some of these
students failed to return to Constantinople after completing their scholarly
training, either because they had found employment abroad or for other

11 D. Jacoby, 'Les quartiers juifs de Constantinople a 1'epoque byzantine, Byz 37 (1967),168-83,
repr. in Jacoby, Societe et demographic a Byzance et en Romanie latine (London, 1975), II.

12 Ankori, Karaites in Byzantium, the only general work on the Karaites in the empire,
requires serious emendations.

13 Ankori, Karaites in Byzantium, 46-51.
14 Tobias's letters (with Hebrew translation of the one written in Arabic) in Gil, Palestine

during the first Muslim Period, II, 521-30, nos. 293-6; English summaries by de Lange, Byzantium
in the Cairo Genizah', 39-40.

15 J. Starr, The Jews in the Byzantine Empire, 641-1204 (Texte and Forschungen zur byzanti-
nisch-neugriechische Philologie 30) (Athens, 1939), 61 and 180-81, no.122 (trans.).

16 Ankori, Karaites in Byzantium, 49-50, 186-9.
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reasons. Among the latter we find Tobias ben Moses, already mentioned
above. His wife, a former Christian who had converted to Judaism, returned
to her original faith apparently after he had departed for Jerusalem and
left her and their common daughter in Constantinople. Later she again
switched her allegiance, and the hardships she endured then prompted her
to join her husband about 1050. Under these circumstances, it is rather
puzzling that Tobias should have returned to Constantinople and become
one of the leaders of the Byzantine Karaites, as suggested by a later source,
unless his wife had died in the meantime.17 Tobias's story points to a
particular factor that warrants our attention, namely conversion to Judaism.
It is impossible to determine whether conversion added many members
to the Jewish community of Constantinople. In any event, the pressure
exerted by the Church, the imperial authorities and particularly family
members induced proselytes to leave Constantinople and seek a safe haven
beyond the boundaries of the empire.18 One of these converts was the
archbishop of Bari, Andreas, who in 1066 left his see for Constantinople,
where he embraced Judaism. Not surprisingly, after some time he felt
threatened and fled to Egypt, presumably with the help of the Rabbanite
congregation.19

The Seljuq advance in Asia Minor following the battle of Manzikert in
1071 generated a massive exodus.20 Jews participated in this movement,
as illustrated by the letter an Egyptian Jew wrote about 1089. Before 1071

17 Gil, A History of Palestine, 814-8, reconstructs Tobias's career in the Islamic East and suggests
that his migration to Jerusalem may have also been related to the pressure exerted upon him
in connection with his wife's first conversion to Judaism. His return to the empire is implied
by a query addressed by Constantinopolitan Karaites led by Tobias to their brethren in
Jerusalem: source quoted by Z. Ankori, 'Some Aspects of Karaite-Rabbanite Relations on the
Eve of the First Crusade', Proceedings of the American Academy for Jewish Research 24 (1955),31-2,

18 Other cases of emigration from the empire related to conversion, without indication of
place of origin: Z. Falk, ed., 'From the Cairo Genizah', Sinai 85 (1979), 147-8 (Hebrew),
summary by de Lange, 'Byzantium in the Cairo Genizah', 40, no.20, and S.D. Goitein, AMediter-
ranean Society. The Jezoish Communities of the Arab World as Portrayed in the Documents of the Cairo
Geniza (Berkeley-Los Angeles, 1967-88), II, 305, about a case in 1121.

19 Andreas's conversion deeply impressed a Norman of the same region, who reported it:
trans. by J. Prawer, 'The Autobiography of Obadyah the Norman, a Convert to Judaism at
the Time of the First Crusade', in I. Twersky, ed., Studies in Medieval Jewish History and
Literature (Cambridge, Mass., 1979), 114-5. For the dating of Andreas's departure from Bari,
however, see V. von Falkenhausen, 'Bari bizantina: profilo di un capoluogo di provincia (secoli
IX-XI)', in G. Rossetti, ed., Spazio, societa, potere nell'Italia dei Comuni (Europa mediterranea,
Quaderni, 1) (Napoli, 1986), 221-3. There is no reason to doubt the authenticity of the story,
as suggested by von Falkenhausen, in view of other Byzantine conversions to Judaism, a few
of which are noted above. The total silence of Byzantine and western sources about Andreas's
fate after 1066 may be ascribed to their reluctance to report the archbishop's conversion.

20 S. Vryonis Jr., The Decline of Medieval Hellenism in Asia Minor and the Process of Islamiza-
tion from the Eleventh through the Fifteenth Century (Berkeley, 1971), 110-71.
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he had been living in eastern Asia Minor, yet after the Seljuq victory he fled
westwards with his family and eventually settled in Thessalonica.21 Other
Jews surely reached Constantinople. Individual Jewish migration from
Egypt to this city continued at a later period. Thus, for instance, between
1093 and 1096 an Egyptian Jew sent a letter from this city to his brother #
living in Egypt, in which he described a local feud between the Rabbanites
and Karaites.22 The Jewish traveller Benjamin of Tudela, who visited Con-
stantinople in the early 1160s, mentions the Jewish physician of Emperor
Manuel I, Salomon the Egyptian.23 To be sure, toponymic surnames were
inherited and, therefore, reveal neither the identity of the individual who
migrated, nor the timing or itinerary of his migration. The surname of the
physician nevertheless provides a useful testimony in this respect for the
first half of the twelfth century.

As noted above, economic developments partly explain Jewish migration
to Constantinople in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. In 1137 a successful
and prosperous Jewish physician established for some time in Seleucia
encouraged his relatives in Egypt to join him. We may assume that similar
letters were sent from the capital. Not all newcomers to this city had a pro-
fessional training. Thus, for instance, from the letter of 1137 we learn that
a scholar hailing from Baghdad, who had studied in Jerusalem, made
pancakes for a living in Constantinople.24 Tanning was a widespread
occupation among Jews around the Mediterranean, including the empire,
to the extent that it was used in Byzantine anti-Jewish polemics as a simile
for Judaism. The origin of the tanners whom Benjamin of Tudela encountered
in Pera cannot be determined, as they may have come from any region of
the empire. It is noteworthy that around 1150, thus shortly before Benjamin's
visit, the bishop of Chonae in Phrygia had compelled the Jews, among them
apparently many tanners, to leave his city.25 The skills required for the
manufacture of silk fabrics and garments were not so common. From the
'Book of the Prefect' we may infer that Jewish silk weavers operated in Con-
stantinople in the tenth, and possibly even in the ninth century,26 while

21 Trans. and commentary of his letter by Goitein, AMeditennnean Society, V, 438-43. There
is no evidence that this Jew resided for some time in Constantinople, as suggested in Goitein,
I, 58.

22 For the relocation and redating of this letter, see D. Jacoby, 'The Jewish Community of
Constantinople from the Comnenian to the Palaeologan Period', VV 55 (1994) (forthcoming)..7F

13 M. N. Adler, ed. and trans., The Itinerary of Benjamin of Tttdela (London, 1907), Hebrew
text, 16; English trans., 14.

24 S.D. Goitein, trans., 'A Letter from Seleucia (Cilicia), dated 21 July 1137', Speculum 39 (1964),
299-303, with commentary.

25 Jacoby, 'Les Juifs de Byzance', 133-4, 142-3, 150-51.
26 See D. Jacoby, 'The Jews and the Silk Industry of Constantinople', in A. Lambropoulou,

ed., H Eppaltci rrapova(a cTov EXXGSLK6 Xt; po (The Jewish Presence in the Greek Space, 4th-19th
Centuries) (Athens, 1995) (forthcoming). '
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Jewish silk dyers are attested since the eleventh century.27 Genizah sources
reveal that the unstable conditions in eleventh- and twelfth-century Syria
and Palestine induced Jewish silk weavers and dyers to leave for Egypt,
while circumstantial evidence suggests that some artisans plying the same
trades emigrated from these three countries to Thebes. We may postulate
a similar movement towards Constantinople, also an important silk centre.
On the other hand, Thebes apparently attracted silk workers from other
Byzantine silk centres, including Constantinople, in order to replace those
of its artisans who had been deported by the Normans to Sicily in 1147.28
A further wave of professional emigration followed the Latin conquest of
Constantinople in 1204, when Greek and Jewish silk workers seem to have
left the city to join the silk industry in the Greek state of Nicaea. Their
successors continued to ply their trade in western Asia Minor after the
Byzantine recovery of Constantinople in 1261.29

Several years ago I assumed, on the basis of western evidence, that Jews
had been absent from Constantinople during the Latin period.30 In fact, an
overlooked source points to their presence within the city walls in 1205 or
1206.31 It is impossible, however, to locate them up to the reign of Michael
VIII, when they were settled in the region of Vlanga extending along the
southern shore of Constantinople. This Jewry included tanners, like the one
of Pera visited by Benjamin of Tudela about a century earlier,32 yet this occu-
pational continuity does not imply that the exercise of the craft was restricted
to local Jews. Michael VIII encouraged the repopulation of Constantino-
ple after recovering the city in 1261.33 Too little attention has been hitherto
devoted to the economic aspect of this policy, the purpose of which was
to further both trade and industrial activity in the capital. The encomium
of Nicaea delivered by Theodore Metochites, presumably in 1290, mentions
the transfer of various crafts from the territories of the former empire of
Nicaea to Constantinople after 1261.34 The encomium does not specifi-
cally refer to Jews, yet it is not excluded that Michael VIII also promoted

27 D. Jacoby, 'Silk in Western Byzantium before the Fourth Crusade', BZ 84/85 (1991-92),
482 n.169, and 486.

28 Jacoby, 'Silk in Western Byzantium', 485-6.
29 See above, n.26.
30 Jacoby, 'Les quartiers juifs de Constantinople', 188-9.
31 Jacoby, 'The Jewish Community of Constantinople' (as above, n.22).
32 Jacoby, 'Les quartiers juifs de Constantinople', 189-96.
33 On repopulation, see D.G. Geanakoplos, Emperor Michael Palaeologus and the West,

1258-1282. A Study in Byzantine-Latin Relations (Cambridge, Mass., 1959),122-3,131-7; Ki.-
P. Matschke, 'Grund- and Hauseigentum in and um Konstantinopel in spatbyzantinischer
Zeit', Jahrbuch fiir Wirtschaftsgeschichte 1984/IV, 106-9.

* 34 K.N. Sathas, Mesaionike- bibliotheke (Venice-Athens-Paris, 1872-94), I,152. For the dating,
see I. Sevicenko, Etudes stir la polemique entre Theodore Metochite et Nicephore Choumnos (Brussels,
1962),137-40.
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the migration of Jewish craftsmen from the provinces. In any event, later
sources that will soon be adduced confirm such a movement.

The extensive privileges granted to Venice and Genoa, the virtual extra-
territorial status enjoyed by their respective quarters, and the growing
economic activity of their nationals in Constantinople since the reign of
Michael VIII introduced a new factor, which enhanced Jewish immigration
to the city throughout the Palaeologan period. Economic and fiscal con-
siderations induced both maritime powers to grant their protection to
Byzantine subjects, including Jews, engaged in various occupations. The
grant of Venetian or Genoese nationality extended the exemption from
Byzantine taxation and jurisdiction to these imperial subjects, to the benefit
of their employers.35 Sometime before 1319 Venetian Jewish workers were
exercising jointly with Byzantine Jews the tanning of hides and the dressing
of furs imported from the Black Sea. Emperor Andronicus II complained
that numerous Venetian Jewish craftsmen were in fact imperial subjects
from the provinces who, after settling in the city, had obtained Venetian
status there.36

The commercial and maritime links between the respective outposts of
Venice and Genoa in the Mediterranean and the Black Sea also furthered
migration to and from Constantinople. Between 1300 and 1330 a Venetian
Jew fled from Negroponte to Constantinople and presumably joined the
local community of Venetian Jews settled in the Judaica of Venice's quarter.37
Somewhat later, in 1343, a Catalan Jew appears among Romaniote Jews from
Venetian Crete established in this Judaica.38 The contratta Judeorum located
within Genoa's quarter at Pera also attracted immigrants. In 1389 Romaniote

35 On this policy, see D. Jacoby, 'Les Venitiens naturalises dans 1'Empire byzantin: un
aspect de l'expansion de Venise en Romanie du XIIIe au milieu du XVe siecle', TM 8 (1981),
217-35, repr. in Jacoby, Studies on the Crusader States and on Venetian Expansion (Northampton,
1989), lX; also, 'Les Genois dans 1'Empire byzantin: citoyens, sujets et proteges (1261-1453)',
La Storia dei Genovesi 9 (1989), 245-84.

36 Jacoby, 'Les quartiers juifs de Constantinople', 196-205; also, 'Venice and the Venetian
Jews in the Eastern Mediterranean', in G. Cozzi, ed., Gli Elrrei e Venezia (secoli XTV-XVIII) (Milan,
1987), 38-9, repr. in Jacoby, Studies, X.

37 According to a Hebrew letter ed. by C. Bernheimer, 'Document relatif aux Juifs de
Negropont', Revue des etudes juives 65 (1913),224-8; tr. by S.B. Bowman, The Jews of Byzantium,
1204-1453 (University of Alabama, 1985), 234-8, esp. 235 (no. 30); for the dating, see 238, 240,
and Jacoby, 'Venice and the Venetian Jews', 55, n.52. On the community and Judaica of the
Venetian Jews, see Jacoby, 'Les quartiers juifs de Constantinople', 205-12; and 'Les Juifs
venitiens de Constantinople et leur communaute du XIIIe au XVe siecle', Revue des etudes juives
131 (1972),397-410, repr. in Jacoby, Recherches stir la Mediterranee orientate du XIIe au XVe siecle.
Peoples, societes, economies (London, 1979), XII.

38 Jacoby, 'Les quartiers juifs de Constantinople', 206, 208, 213-4, and 221-3, doc. I. A
Venetian Jew bearing a Greek surname, attested in 1350, appears to have come from Crete:
M. Balard, A.E. Laiou and C. Otten-Froux, eds., Les Italiens a Byzance, Byzantina Sorbonensia
6 (Paris, 1987), 125-66, no.27.
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Jews, among them from Genoese Chios, and a western Jew resided there,
and by 1391 they had been joined by a Catalan Jew.39 Larger numbers of
Catalan Jews apparently arrived in Constantinople after the anti-Jewish riots
of that year in Barcelona. The account book of the Venetian merchant
Giacomo Badoer, who resided in Constantinople from 1436. to 1440, refers
to some of them.40 In 1331-32 the Arab traveller Ibn Battuta encountered
at the imperial court a Syrian Jew who served as interpreter.41 Jews bearing
Arabic names appear in 1390 in the Genoese quarter and later in the account
book of Giacomo Badoer.42 In short, the presence of Venice and Genoa in
Constantinople generated some important developments. Instead of a con-
centration of all the Jews of the city within a single urban area, as attested
in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, we witness in the Palaeologan period
the existence of three distinct Jewish communities, one in the imperial
section of the city and another in each of the respective quarters of the two
maritime powers. Each of these communities was subjected to a different
jurisdiction. Furthermore, it would seem that a shift in immigration currents
occurred in this period. Up to the Fourth Crusade most Jews settling in Con-
stantinople seem to have come from the eastern provinces of the empire
and from Islamic countries. By contrast, the privileged status of Venice and
Genoa in the empire's capital reinforced the movement of Jews from
western Romania and the West proper, in larger numbers than ever before. 43

Greek-speaking Romaniote Jews nevertheless remained the dominant
group within the Jewish community of Constantinople up to the massive
arrival of Spanish Jews in the late fifteenth century.

We may now attempt to draw some general conclusions from the scattered
and incomplete evidence presented above. Jewish migration related to
Constantinople was prompted by political, military, economic, social or
cultural incentives. Yet these did not necessarily coincide with the factors
and developments inducing or conditioning members of other ethnic,
religious or social groups to migrate to, or from the empire's capital. Indeed,

39 Jacoby, 'Les quartiers juifs de Constantinople', 215-6; M. Balard, La Rommnie g noise (XIIe
- debit du XVe siecle) (Rome, 1978), 1, 277-9, 350, yet contrary to this author there was no
continuity between the pre-1204 Jewish quarter and the contratta Judeorum in Pera: see Jacoby,
'The Jewish Community of Constantinople' (as above, n.22).

40 Jacoby, 'Les quartiers juifs de Constantinople', 213-4; U. Dorini and T. Bertelc, eds., 11
libro dei coati di Giacomo Badoer (Costantinopoli 1436-1440) (Rome, 1956), 54-5, 214, 636-7:
Leonin and Signorin, once coupled with a Greek surname, which points to intermarriage
between Romaniote and Spanish Jews.

41 C. Defremery and B.R. Sanguinetti, eds. and trans., Voyages d'Ilm Batoutali (Paris, 1914-26),
11, 428-9.

42 Balard, La Romanie genoise 1, 278: Saluchan; Dorini and Bertele,11 libro dei coati di Giaconio
Badoer, 164: Salaiman Zudio.

43 I believe that this picture is not just the outcome of a shift in documentation resulting
from the absence of relevant sources from the Genizah since the thirteenth century.
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Jewish mobility also responded to particular motivations and, therefore,
its nature, dynamics, pattern and network differed to some extent, and at
times even substantially, from those of non-Jewish mobility.44 This was
definitely the case with migration caused by religious persecutions, whether
of a local or a general nature, or by the pressure on converts to Judaism.
The same holds true with respect to intellectual pursuits, which acted as
a powerful stimulus to individual mobility along particular itineraries,
differing from those conditioning migration related to economic factors.45
Such was the case with migration towards Jerusalem. It is noteworthy that
Constantinople was not necessarily the final, nor the most desired destination
in the empire of every enterprising Jewish merchant or craftsman. This is
well illustrated, for instance, by the migration of the Egyptian Jew who after
1071 settled in Thessalonica, rather than in the capital, and by the currents
of professional emigration from Constantinople, despite the city's major
role as an economic centre.

With the exception of Palestine before the Arab conquest, a notable
feature of medieval Jewish society was its overwhelmingly urban character.
Consequently, Jewish migration was essentially an inter-urban phenomenon.
It is well known that city dwellers are more prone to move than peasants.
Yet this would not be sufficient by itself to explain why Jews constituted
such a highly mobile element in the empire's population, nor the wide geo-
graphical range of their migrations. An important factor furthering these
features, both to the benefit and the loss of the Jewry of Constantinople,
was the tightly-knit internal organization of the individual Rabbanite and
Karaite congregations, essential for the collective survival of their members'
religious and ethnic identity. The congregation attended not only to the
religious and judicial requirements of its members, but also fulfilled
important social functions. It was highly supportive of needy individuals,
scholars, captives to be ransomed, refugees, immigrants, pilgrims and
proselytes, who could expect to be taken care of upon their arrival. This
explains the presence of Byzantine Jews, among them possibly a number
from Constantinople, recorded in Egypt among the beneficiaries of
communal help.46 Moreover, strong links existed between the various

44 For examples and references, see above.
45 See also Goitein, A Mediterranean Society I, 51-4. To be sure, similar phenomena existed

within Christian minority groups in the empire, and one should also take into account the
solidarity existing within the monastic community. Yet their networks were different and among
Jews study appears to have been a more potent factor of migration than in Christian society.

46 The communal organization is best documented for Egypt by the sources of the Genizah:
Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, I, 327, 329-30; II, 55, 79, 91-143,153-4,169-70, 306-8; V, 36.
Ransoming of Egyptian Jews brought as slaves to Constantinople, in an undated letter: S. Assaf,
Mekorot u-rechkarim be-toldoth Yisrael (Sources and Studies in the History of Israel) (Jerusalem,
1945) (Hebrew), 145 n.12. In an undated, twelfth-century letter an Egyptian Jewess praised
the Byzantine Jews for ransoming their relatives: trans. by Starr, The Jews in the Byzantine Empire,
214, no.162.
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Rabbanite and Karaite congregations, respectively, which were fostered by
a constant movement of visitors, messengers, official and private corre-
spondence, religious requirements, such as the supply of ritually prepared
food and wine, queries addressed to renowned masters, and the flow of
those eager to study under their guidance. The brotherhood of Jewish
scholarship thrived on the use of Hebrew. Women lacked similar bonds
and, therefore, were far less inclined to abandon their social and cultural
milieu and to integrate within a foreign environment, the language of
which they did not speak.47

There can be no doubt that the existence of the intercongregational
network had a strong impact on the channelling of Jewish migration.
Except for short periods of persecutions, the Jews enjoyed both within and
outside the empire the status of a tolerated minority. On the whole there
were no political, religious or cultural impediments to their mobility, and
they moved across political and cultural boundaries more easily than
members of any other ethnic or religious groups. The geographical expanse
over which the Jewish communities were dispersed was unique in its
dimensions. It explains the considerable range of Jewish migration and the
vast extent of Constantinople's demographic hinterland.

17 See above, 224; also Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, III, 177; V, 439.
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THE JEWISH COMMUNITY OF CONSTANTINOPLE
FROM THE KOMNENAN TO THE PALAIOLOGAN PERIOD

The Jewish traveller Benjamin of Tudela has left us a brief, yet invaluable account of the
thriving Jewish community he encountered in Constantinople in the early 1160s I. Some forty
years later, in 1203-1204, the Latin armies participating in the Fourth Crusade besieged and
eventually captured the Byzantine capital, which suffered severe hardship. Large sections of the
city were burned down, including the Jewish quarter, and the Latin conquest was followed by a
massive exodus of the Greek population2. The fate of the Jews of Constantinople in the follow-
ing decades has hitherto remained unknown. However, an overlooked testimony in an anti-
Jewish work sheds some light on their presence in the city during the period of Latin rule, which
lasted from 1204 to 1261. It is imperative to consider it within the context of Constantinople's
evolution from the Komnenan to the Palaiologan period.

Jews resided in the Empire's capital since the fifth century and, despite fragmentary evidence,
appear to have continuously lived there up to the Fourth Crusade. At an unknown date before
the eleventh century, the imperial authorities began to enforce upon them a policy of residential
segregation motivated by religious considerations. About 1044 they tightened this policy by
removing the Jews from their quarter, located within the city walls, to the suburb of Galata or
Pera across the Golden Horn, where they still resided at the time of Benjamin of Tudela's visit3.
Pera had then a semi-rural character, which it still retained by the early fourteenth century4. Yet
the Jewish quarter appears to have been densely covered with wooden houses, as implied by the
swift spreading of the fire that destroyed it in 12035. The quarter extended on the slope of Pera
facing Constantinople, in the vicinity of the tower on the shore to which the chain dosing the
Golden Horn was attached6. This location is indirectly confirmed by the activity of the Jewish
tanners mentioned by Benjamin. Since they needed water for the exercise of their craft, they
must have resided in the lower section of the suburb. Benjamin ascribed the animosity of the
Greeks of Pera toward the Jews to these tanners, who by spilling into the streets the malodorous

I wish to thank the Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung for a Forschungspreir enabling me to carry out research for this
study, and my friend and colleague Peter Schreiner for inviting me to the Byzantine Department, University of
Cologne.
M. N. Adler (ed.), The Itinerary of Benjamin of Tudela, (London, 1907) [hereafter: BT], Hebrew text pp. 14-17; trans.,
pp. 1-14. The dating of Benjamin's travels within the Empire to the early 1160s will be discussed elsewhere.

2 For details, see below.
3 See D.Jacoby, "Les quartiersjuifs de Constantinople A I'epoque byzantine," Byzantion, 37 (1967), pp. 168-189, repr. in

idem, Sociftl el demographie a Byzance et en Romanie latine, (London, 1975), no. 2.
4 See G. I. Br$tianu, Recherches sur le commercegenois daps la merNoire an Mile siicle, (Paris, 1929), pp. 92-93; M. Balard, La

Romanie genoise (XIIe - debut du XVe siLcle), (Rome, 1978), vol. 1, pp. 184-185; Jacoby, "Les quartiers juifs," p. 186; idem,
"Les Genois dans I'Empire byzantin: citoyens, sujets et proteges (1261-1453)," La Staria dei Genovesi, 9 (1989), pp. 268
and 284, n. 120.

5 On this fire, see Jacoby, "Les quartiersjuifs," pp. 176, 178, 188 and n. 4. An earlier fire, in 1077, had also inflicted
heavy damage upon the Jewish quarter: ibid., p. 178.

6 SeeJacoby, "Les quartiersjuifs," pp. 175-178, 185-187, and the plan of Pera in Balard, la Romaniegenoite, vol. 1, p. 189,
on which the tower is marked as "chateau de Galata."
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liquids deriving from the processing of the hides incommodated their neighbors7. Benjamin
also referred to other occupational groups within the Jewish community, namelyJewish silk
workers and merchants, some of whom were wealthy. He singled out the Jewish physician of
Manuel I Komnenos, Solomon the Egyptian, because of his privileged status and his interces-
sions with the emperor on behalf of the Jews of the Empire.

Several documents preserved in the Cairo Geniza or synagogue archive provide addition-
al information about the Jewish community of Constantinople in the Komnenan period. A
noteworthy feature of this community since the early eleventh century was the coexistence in
its midst of two congregations. The Rabbanites belonged to the mainstream of Judaism,
which relied on rabbinical tradition based on the Talmud, while the Karaites rejected this
tradition and advocated the literal exegesis of the Hebrew Bible. The Karaite movement
developed at first in the Muslim East, where its main congregations were located. Karaite
immigrants apparently began to settle in Constantinople about the year 100011. The existence
of two distinct congregations in the city, each with its own institutions, is confirmed by a let-
ter sent to both of them in the second decade of the twelfth century9. At the time of
Benjamin's visit, the Karaite group numbered some 500 individuals, compared to some
2,000 Rabbanites, and thus represented about one fifth of the total Jewish population of the
city. The two congregations resided then side by side in Pera, a wall separating the residences
of their respective members. The events leading to the building of this partition are appar-
ently recorded in an undated eleventh-centuryJewish letter, which provides a wealth of infor-
mation on the Jewish community of Constantinople in the early Komnenan period I (I. The
issues this letter raises warrant a close examination, since they offer an insight into the inter-
nal development of the community, the latter's connections with other Jewish communities,
its insertion within the networks of long-distance trade and shipping and, finally, the imper-
ial policy to which it was subjected.

The author of the epistle, a recent immigrant from Egypt, belonged to the Rabbanite con-
gregation. He sent his eyewitness account of the events from an unspecified location in the
Empire to his brother, who had remained in Fustat or Old Cairo. In the past, a severe ongoing
dispute between Rabbanites and Karaites about the Jewish festival calendar had repeatedly gen-
erated severe tension between the two congregations. In the year preceding the writing of the let-
ter, the Karaites had again relied on information received from Erets-Israel, the Land of Israel,
to determine the date of the Passover festival. On the other hand, the Rabbanites maintained
their own stand on the strength of letters received from Egypt, and Jewish merchants from Russia

7 There is good reason to believe, however, that the Greek animosity was more deeply ingrained and of a more gener-
al nature: see D. Jacoby, "Les Juifs de Byzance: une communaute marginalisee," in Oi nept&optaKoL OTO Bu[dvn.o,
ed. Ch. A. Maltezou, (Athens, 1993), pp. 142-143, on the use of tanning as a simile forJudaism in anti-Jewish eccle-
siastical polemics in the Empire.

8 Z. Ankori, Karaites in Byzantium. The Formative Years, 970-1100, (New York,Jerusalem, 1959), remains the only compre-
hensive study on the Karaites in the Empire, yet requires substantial emendations on several important issues. On# Karaite immigration to Constantinople, see D. Jacoby, "The Jews of Constantinople and their Demographic
Hinterland," in C. Mango and G. Dagron (eds.), Constantinople and its Hinterland. Papers from the Twenty-seventh Spring
Symposium of Byzantine Studies, Oxford, April 1993, (Aldershot, Hampshire, 1995), p. 225.

9 Ed. A. Neubauer, "Egyptian Fragments," Jewish Quarterly Reviets, 9 (1896-1897), p. 32; partial trans. by J. Starr, The
Jews in dw Byzantine Empire, 641-1204 (Texte and Forschungen zur byzantinisch-neugriechische Philologie, 30), (Athens,
1939), pp. 214-215, no. 163. The letter was sent "to the holy congregations" of Constantinople; note the plural. For
the dating after 1 1 1 2, see S. D. Goitein, A Mediterranean Society. The Jewish Communities of the Arab World as Portrayed in the
Documents of the Cairo Geniza, (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1967-1993), vol. 2, p. 281.

10 Ed. J. Mann, Tats and Studies in Jewish History and Literature, (Cincinnati, Philadelphia, 1931-1935), vol. 1, pp. 48-51, and
see vol. 2, p. 1458; trans. and discussion in Starr, The Jews in the Byzantine Empire, pp. 182-184, no. 125; further discus-
sion and new dating by Ankori, Karaites in Byzantium, pp. 148-150, 322-334, and A. Sharf, Byzantine Jewry from Justinian
to the Fourth Crusade, (London, 197 1), pp. 120-12 1. Yet see below, for a revised dating.
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who happened to be at the site of the dispute concurred with them. The strain between the two
congregations intensified to the extent that the Rabbanites assaulted the Karaites, who filed a
charge against their opponents with the Byzantine authorities11. These held the Rabbanite con-
gregation responsible for the disturbances and imposed upon it a huge fine of about 1,000
"dinars hyperpyra"12.

The feud within the Jewish community described in the letter has been located by some histo-
rians in Thessalonike and by others in Constantinople. For several reasons, this last attribution
appears definitely more plausible. First, the sheer size of the fine, discussed below, points to a large
Jewish Rabbanite congregation, which would fit the one existing in Constantinople. According to
Benjamin of Tudela, in the early 1 I60s the Rabbanite group in Constantinople consisted of some
2,000 individuals, whereas in Thessalonike the total number of Jews did not exceed the 500 mark.
We may safely assume that the Rabbanite congregation in the capital had always been the largest
in the Empire. Secondly, the intensity of the feud described in the letter implies the existence of a
sizeable Karaite congregation challenging its Rabbanite opponent. Since the beginning of their
settlement in the Empire the Karaites were undoubtedly more numerous in Constantinople than
in any other Byzantine city. Their congregation in Thessalonike is not mentioned by Benjamin, nor
by other sources before the early thirteenth century 13. In any event, it must have been rather small.
The numerical strength of the Karaites in Constantinople, long before the 1160s, would have
clearly warranted the construction of the partition in the midst of the Jewish quarter of Pera some
time after the calendar feud described in the epistle14.

The suggested dating of this dispute to the 1060s or 1070s must be revised15. We have already
noted that the author of the letter mentions a fine of 1,000 "dinars hyperpyra." The hyperpy-
ron was introduced by Alexios I Komnenos in 1092, in the framework of his monetary reform.
To be sure, the name of this gold coin had occasionally been applied to the nomisma earlier in
the eleventh century, yet the reference to it in connection with the fine implies that the imperial
authorities had stated the amount to be paid in this denomination and that the hyperperon was
already in circulation16. We may thus safely assume that the letter was written after 1092. The
reference to the letters from the Land of Israel upon which the Karaites of Constantinople relied
offers an additional clue for the dating of the calendar feud in this city. About 1078 the Karaite
academy of learning in Jerusalem was transferred to Tyre, which harboured an important
Karaite congregation. At that time there was also a significant Karaite group in Ascalon. Yet
since neither of these cities was considered by Jews to be within the boundaries of the biblical
Land of Israel, the Karaite letters dealing with the calendar must after all have been dispatched
from Jerusalem. To be sure, the religious authority of the Karaites' center in this city had been
weakened by the removal of the academy to Tyre, yet Karaite scholarly activity is attested in the
Holy City as late as 109517. The crusader conquest of Jerusalem in 1099 put an abrupt end to
the existence of the city'sJewish congregations 113. In view of the severe disruption of communal

The language of the letter points to a physical assault, and the building of a partition between the two groups, aimed
at preventing such clashes, supports this interpretation; on the partition, see also below.

12 I have checked the reading of the word Ibllowing "dinar," which clearly is iperpir, or "hyperpyron," and not iperniir as
in Mann, Text and Studies, vol. 1, p. 50, line 37.

et See below, pp. 8-9.
''LFurther arguments in favor of Constantinople are adduced below.
1S 1 correct here the dating adopted injacoby, "Les quartiers juifs," p. 178.
1i' See M. E Hendy, Coinage and Many in the Byzantine Empire, 1081-1261, (Washington, 1969), pp. 14, 34-37; idem, Studies

in the /iyzantine Monetary Economy, c 300-14.50, (Cambridge, 19135), pp. 513-517.
17 On the Karaite congregations of Tyrc and Ascalon since the capture of Jerusalem by the Seljuqs in 1071, see M. Gil,

A History of Palestine, 6.94-1099, (Cambridge, 1992), pp. 416-418, 744-774, and on Jerusalem in 1095, ibid., pp. 417,
1102, 1120.

11' Sec J. Prawer, The History of the Jews in the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem, (Oxford, 1988), pp. 19-34.
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life caused by this event, it is difficult to imagine that in the following years Karaite refugees from
Jerusalem should have been in a position to advise their brethren in Constantinople on religious
matters19. We may thus consider 1099 a terminus ad quern for the calendar feud described in the
letter.

An even more precise dating appears possible. Significantly, the writer of the letter fails to
refer to the western contingents of the First Crusade arriving in Constantinople since the 1st of
August 1096, nor does he record the messianic movement that this expedition generated in sev-
eral Jewish communities of the Empire, including that of Thessalonike. Moreover, he fails to
mention another instance, datable to September 1096, in which Rabbanites and Karaites in
Constantinople differed as to the date of the Jewish New Year20. It follows that the events he
reports must have occured between 1092 and August 1096, at the latest. This dating is further
supported by the peculiar way in which he records the fine imposed by the imperial authorities
upon the Rabbanite Jews. After mentioning gold dinars, with which his brother living in Egypt
was acquainted, he refers to hyperpyra, the Byzantine gold coins in which the penalty was actu-
ally stated. The brother was apparently not yet familiar with these coins, the circulation of which
had begun only a short time earlier. This would explain why the author of the letter deemed it
necessary to quote jointly the two denominations.

The epistle of the Egyptian Jew contains yet another piece of information enhancing the loca-
tion of the calendar feud in Constantinople and the dating of the events surrounding it to the years
1092-1096. The writer entrusted his letter to a Christian merchant from Amalfi who was about to
sail from the Empire to Alexandria and with whom anotherJew was acquainted21. Amalfitans had
traded in both Constantinople and Egypt since the tenth century. They are attested in the
Byzantine capital in 944. An Amalfitan colony was established along the Golden Horn before
1053, and Amalfitan ergasteria are mentioned in the same urban area in the charter which Alexios
I Komnenos issued in favor of Venice in 1082. Naval assistance provided in 969 to the Fatinud con-
quest of Egypt ensured the Amalfitans of friendly relations and favorable trading conditions in this
country in the following period22. By the mid-eleventh century they had extended the geographic
range of their maritime trade in the eastern Mediterranean and were regularly sailing between
Constantinople and Alexandria. About 1060 some Amalfitans brought three Jews captured by
Byzantine pirates to the Jewish community of Alexandria and freed them in return for the sum
they had paid as ransom23. Egyptian Jews appear to have entertained friendly relations with
Amalfitan merchants and occasionally travelled on board Amalfitan ships. Our epistle implies that
this was also the case in the 1090s24. Incidentally, the regular sailing of Amalfitan craft between
Constantinople and Alexandria in the second half of the eleventh century goes far to explain the

19 On these refugees, see S. D. Goitein, "Geniza Sources for the Crusader Period: a Survey," in B. Z. Kedar, H. E. Mayer,
R. C. Smail (eds.), Outremer. Studies in the History of the Crusading Kingdom of Jerusalem, Presented to Joshua Framer, (Jerusalem,
1982), pp. 311-314.

20 These events are reported in a letter and a Karaite treatise, respectively: ed. Neubauer, "Egyptian Fragments,"
pp. 27-29, and Aaron ben Elijah, Can `Eden, ed. J. Savsakan, (Eupatoria, 1866), I. 8, p. 8d; trans. and discussion by
Starr, The Jews in the Byzantine Empire, pp. 203-206, 208-209, nos. 153-154. The case reported in the treatise occured
at the time the "Ashkenazim" or Latins participating in the First Crusade came to Constantinople, thus since early
August 1096. On the meaning of "Ashkenazim," see also Goitein, "Geniza Sources," p. 312.

21 Mulfuianin: this word is identified here for the first time.
22 See M. Balard, "Amalfi et Byzance (Xe-XIIe siccles)," Travaux et mtmoires, 6 (1976), pp. 87-92, yet the presence of

Amalfitans in Constantinople in 944 does not point to the existence of a colony; S. Borsari, Venezia e Buanzio nel XI1
secolo. I rapporti economics (Deputazione di storia patria per le Venezie, Miscellanea di studi e memorie, 26), (Venice,
1988), pp. 7-8; B. Figliuolo, 'Amalfi e II Levante nel medioevo," in G. Airaldi e B. Z. Kedar (eds.), I Comuni italiani net
Regno crociato di Gerusalemme (Collana storica di fonts c studi, diretta da Geo Pistarino, 48), (Genoa, 1986), pp. 582-588.

23 See Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, vol. 1, p. 329.
24. For an earlier period, see S. D. Goitein (trans.), letters of MedievalJewish Traders, (Princeton, NJ, 1973), pp. 42-45, no. 5:

in the mid-eleventh century ajew travels on an Amalfitan ship from Alexandria to Amalfi.
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establishment of Amalfitan hospices in Antioch and Jerusalem, presumably in the 1070s, as well as
Amalfitan pilgrimages to the Holy City before the First Crusade25. In our specific context, though,
it is important to stress that there is no evidence for Amalfitan activity in Thessalonike, which pro-
vides yet another argument against the location of the calendar feud in this city.

As mentioned above, our epistle includes an allusion to Jewish merchants from Russia. A
Jewish Rabbanite congregation is documented in Kiev as early as the first half of the tenth cen-
tur26. About the year 1000, a Jew from Russia, who spoke his native Russian tongue, yet knew
neither Hebrew, Greek nor Arabic, arrived in Thessalonike, where he met his relative who had
just returned from Jerusalem27. On the basis of this piece of evidence it has been suggested that
Russian Jews came to Thessalonike to attend the annual fair of St. Demetrios and that, conse-
quently, the calendar feud should be located in this city rather than in Constantinople. One
should note, however, that Timarion, a work composed about 1110 and thus reflecting later con-
ditions, clearly stresses that while most commodities arrived directly at the fair of St. Demetrios,
those of the Black Sea were first shipped to Constantinople and carried from there by land28. It
would seem, then, that Russian merchants did not proceed beyond the Empire's capital to attend
the fair of St. Demetrios. In addition, it appears excluded that they should have travelled by land
from a Black Sea port to Thessalonike and bypassed Constantinople, because of the long dis-
tance involved in such a journey29. In any event, the temporary presence of the two Russian Jews
in Thessalonike about the year 1000 does not imply that Russian merchants orJews regularly vis-
ited the city at that time30. We are on safer ground with respect to Russian trade with
Constantinople, stimulated by the tenth-century treaties concluded between the princes of Kiev
and the Empire31. Russian merchants continued to appear in Constantinople in the following
centur32. This was apparently also the case with Jewish merchants from Russia. A Rabbinic

25 On Amalfitan trade in the Levant and pilgrimage to Jerusalem, see Figliuolo, "Amalfi a it Levante," pp. 589-593, 609-
610, and on the hospices, R. Hiestand, "Die AnPdnge derJohanniter," inJ. Fleckenstein and M. Hellmann (eds.), Die
geistlichen Ritterorden Europas (Vortrage and Forschungen, 26), (Sigmaringen, 1980), pp. 33-37.

26 See N. Golb and O. Pritsak, Khazarian-Hebrew Documents of the Tenth Century, (Ithaca, London, 1982), pp. 5-15, 20-32.
27 Ed. J. Mann, The,]ews in Egypt and Palestine under the Fatimid Caliphs, (London, 1920-1922), vol. 2, p. 192, and see vol. 1,

pp. 165-166; trans. and discussion by Stair, The, Jews in the Byzantine Empire, pp. 171-172, no. 119.
28 R. Romano (ed.), Pseudo-Luia o, Tunarione. Testo critico, introduzione, traduziane, commentario e lessico, (Naples, 1974), pp. 54-

55, lines 147-157. Romano's translation on pp. 96-97 is erroneous and misses the main point concerning the Black
Sea merchants. Sound arguments for the re-dating of the text by E. Th. Tsolakes, Ttµdptov. Mia via Avdyvmarl,
in Mv4uq Eraµdrrt Kapar[d (Thessalonike, 1990), pp. 109-117.

29 This route has recently been suggested by N. Oikonomides, "Le marchand byzantin des provinces (IXe-XIe s.)," in
Mercati e mercanti nell' alto medieouo: Parea euroasiatica e l'area mediterranea (Settimane di studio del centro italiano sull'alto
medioevo, 40), (Spoleto, 1993), p. 649. The author points to the absence of Constantinopolitan intermediaries in this
context, yet it should be stressed that Timarion is concerned with the origin of the commodities arriving at the fair,
and not with the merchants bringing them. Thus, for instance, there is a fair chance that the goods originating in
Egypt and "Phoenicia," i. e. the crusader Levant, were shipped to Thessalonike by Venetian merchants, who about
that time conducted trade between the Empire and the Eastern Mediterranean lands: see Borsari, Venezia a Bisanzio nel
XII secolo, p. 17.

30 While Bulgarian merchants did so: see N. Oikonomides, "Le kommerkion d'Abydos, Thessalonique et le commerce
bulgare au IXe si&cle," in V. Kravari, J. Lefort et C. Morrisson (eds.), Hommes el richesses dons !'Empire byzantin, (Paris,
1989-1991), vol. 2, pp. 244-248, esp. 247.

31 See their recent analysis by M. Hellmann, "Die Handelsvertrage zwischen Kiev and Byzanz," in Untersuchungen zu
Handel and Verkehr der uor- and friingeschichtlihen Zeit in Mittel- and Nordeuropa, Tell IV Der Handel der Karolinger- and
W'i/dngerzeit, ed. Kl. Dowel et al. (Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Gottingen, Philol: histor. KI.,
Dritte Folge, 156), (Gottingen, 1987), pp. 644-666. See also J. Ferluga, "Der byzantinische Handel nach dem Norden
ink 9. and 10. Jahrhundert," in the same volume, pp. 629-642; G. G. Litavrin, "Die Kiever Rus' and Byzanz im 9. and
10. Jahrhundert," Byzantinische Forschungen, 18 (1992), pp. 43-59.

32 For 1043, see G. Cedreni, Histonarum compendium, ed. B. G. Niebuhr, (Bonn 1839), vol. 2, p. 551, lines 1-7; Litavrin,
"Die Kiever Rus' and Byzanz," pp. 46-47. See also N. Oikonomides, P6oot Eµnopot KaL arpaTtUTES GT41v
KmvaravrtvotitroXrl, in Xiata Xpdvta Edlgvicpou - Pwaaiac. Hellos-Russia. One Thousand Years of Bonds, (Athens,
1994), pp. 41-51.
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responsum dated to 1031-1040 refers to a Jew who arrived in Constantinople, presumably from
Russia, after having been ransomed by a Byzantine or a Russian Jew33. Our epistle adds yet
another testimony, this time for the 1090s34. One may wonder whether the Jewish merchants
from Kievan Russia visiting Constantinople were subject to the same residential restrictions as
the other Russian merchants35, or whether they were allowed to stay in the Jewish quarter of
Pera for an unlimited period, like the local Jews.

Our epistle of the 1090s reveals some aspects of the imperial policy applied to the Jews of the
Empire. The authorities clearly considered each community a single body, regardless of its inter-
nal division between Rabbanites and Karaites. This is illustrated by the removal of the entire
Jewish population from Constantinople proper to Pera about 1044 and by the residential segre-
gation imposed on both congregations in the same urban area, where they lived side by side36.
In addition, in Constantinople the Eparch of the city either appointed a single Jewish official or
confirmed him in his function as head of the entire community, a procedure applied in
Thessalonike. A Greek satirical work composed in Constantinople shortly after 1158, thus
approximately at the time of Benjamin of Tudela's visit, refers to the and `rile cruvay-
myilg 6 rrpu)TtaTOg37. From Benjamin we may gather that he belonged to the Rabbanite con-
gregation, because it was larger than its Karaite counterpart38. This official was surely entrusted
with the levy of the collective taxes imposed upon the entire Jewish community and their order-
ly delivery to the imperial treasury. The division of the fiscal burden between Rabbanites and
Karaites was an internal Jewish matter, which obviously required some degree of cooperation
between them, even in times of tension. Such collaboration was anyhow common in matters
such as the ransoming of captives and the extension of financial support to the Jewish commu-
nity of Jerusalem39. As a rule the Jewish communities of the Empire enjoyed a large degree of
autonomy, and the authorities abstained from interfering in their internal life or in religious con-
troversies. However, the serious disturbances generated by the calendar feud in Constantinople
had clearly amounted to a breach of public law and order, which prompted the government to
depart from its traditional policy in two ways. First, it imposed a fine on a section only of the
localJewish community. Secondly, since the tension between Rabbanites and Karaites ran high,
it appears most unlikely that they should have reached by themselves an agreement about the
construction of a wall separating their respective residences. Rather, it would seem that, excep-
tionally, the imperial authorities intervened in the affairs of the community and imposed the
building of the partition. This step conformed with their general policy, aimed at the preserva-
tion of peace and tranquillity in the Empire's capital.

The concentration of all theJews of Constantinople in Pera accounts for the magnitude of
the catastrophe that befell them at the time of the Fourth Crusade. After capturing the tower

33 Trans. and discussion in Starr; The Jews in the Byzantine Empire, pp. 192-193, no. 136.
34 Russian merchants also visited Constantinople later, in the I I 60s, according to Benjamin of Tudela: BT, Hebrew,

p. 14; trans., p. 12.
35 On these restrictions in time, place and movement in the city, see above, it. 31.
36 See above, n. 3.
37 D. A. Chrestides (ed.), MapKtavd dVEK8oTa. 'AvdXapatg rj 'Avaviag. 2. 'EmoTOXtg - EryLXAto, (Thessalonike,

1984), p. 259, lines 938-939; for the dating, see pp. 45-47.
38 BT, Hebrew, pp. 13 and 16; trans, pp. I 1 and 14. Benjamin had high regard for the parnar in Constantinople, which

implies that the latter was indeed a Rabbanite. See also Jacoby, "Les quartiers juifs," p. 184. Jewish taxation in
Byzantium remains a vexed question; see the latest treatment by S. B. Bowman, The Jews of Byzantium, 1204-1453,
(University of Alabama, 1985), pp. 41-48.

39 Letter of 1028 from both congregations in Alexandria about captives from Byzantine Attaleia: ed. A. Cowley,
"Bodleian Genizah Fragments, N," Jewish Quarterly Revietg 19 (1906), pp. 251-254, and trans. by Starr, The Jews in the
Byzantine Empire, pp. 190-191, no. 132; common campaign forJerusalem: Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, vol. 2, pp. 96,
472.
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of Pera in July 1203, the crusaders set fire to the suburb. The Jewish quarter was entirely
destroyed40, and there is good reason to believe that the surviving Jews left the area and set-
tled elsewhere41. Pera was still sparsely populated in the early 1260s, and this surely facilitat-
ed its partial grant to Genoa by Emperor Michael VIII Palaeologos in 1267 and the settle-
ment of the new Genoese quarter, which began shortly afterwards. In 1303 Andronikos II
bestowed an additional section of Pera upon Genoa42. At the request of the Genoese, Michael
VIII was supposed to remove to Constantinople all the Greeks residing in the territory he had
allotted, yet some of them remained there43. There is no evidence of a similar removal of Jews
from the site, nor are Jews attested in Pera up to the 1390s, although the Genoese quarter
included the area in which the Jews had lived prior to the Fourth Crusade. It is impossible to
determine since when a contratlajudeorum existed within the Genoese quarter. Yet itsJewish res-
idents either were newcomers or the descendants of immigrants attracted by the intense eco-
nomic activity of this quarter and wishing to enjoy the benefits deriving from settlement in it.
As implied by their Greek names, some of these Jews, if not most of them, hailed from
Byzantine or from former Byzantine territories such as Chios44. In short, there was no Jewish
residential continuity in Pera from the early thirteenth to the late, or at any rate to the mid-
fourteenth century45.

One of the Western chroniclers recording the destruction of the Jewish quarter of Pera in
1203 claimed that the Jews had perished in the fire of 120346. This is clearly an overstatement.
It is flatly contradicted by the overlooked testimony mentioned at the beginning of this paper,
at present the only known one bearing on the Jews of Constantinople in the Latin period47.
Soon after the Latin conquest of the city, Pope Innocent III sent Benedict Cardinal of Santa
Susanna as his legate to conduct talks and reach an. accomodation with the Greek Church.
Benedict left Rome for Constantinople late in May or early in June 1205, and apparently
returned there by the summer of 1207. His stay in Constantinople lasted from November
1205 to January 1207. Either on his journey to the city, on his return voyage, or on both occa-
sions he stopped for some time at Athens, Thebes and Thessalonike, three cities in which he
held disputations with Greek clerics and theologians. Benedict was accompanied by Nicholas
of Otranto, who served as his interpreter and may already have been then a monk at the
Greek monastery of Casole (Terra d'Otranto), subject to papal authority48. Nicholas became
abbot of this monastery in 1219 or 122049. Some years later, between 1220 and 1223, he com-
pleted a long polemical work entitled &tdXE'L9 KaTa Iou8alwv, or "Discourse against the

40 See above, n. 5.
41 This last point is discussed below.
42 On the quarter, see Balard, La Romanieginoise, vol. I, pp. 50-51, 113-114, 181-198.
43 See Jacoby, "Les Genois dans l'Empire byzantin," p. 253.
44 See Balard, La Romanie gfnoise, vol. 1, pp. 277-279, 350, who lists Jewish men and women with Greek names; also

Jacoby, "Les quartiers juifs,".pp. 215-216. On economic motivation to settlement in Constantinople, see Jacoby, "Les
Genois dans I'Empire byzantin," pp. 260-261, and 278, n. 73.

45 Contra Balard, La Romanieglnoise, vol. 1, pp. 277-278; see alsojacoby, "Les Genois dans l'Empire byzantin," p. 278,
n. 72. Bowman, The Jews of Byzantium, p. 52, wrongly assumes the existence of a Genoese quarter in Pera at the time
of the Fourth Crusade, when it was still located within the city proper: see Balard, ibid., vol. I, pp. 108-112.

46 L. de Mas Latrie( ed.), Chronique d'Ernoul et de Bernard It Treorie, (Paris, 1871), p. 366: there "the Jews lived, before they
were burned" (1i3uis manaient decant qu'ilsfussent an).

47 In a previous study, I mistakenly assumed that no such source existed: see Jacoby, "Les quartiers juifs," pp. 188-189.
Bowman, The Jews of Byzantium, pp. 52, 60, has followed me in this respect, although he used the anti Jewish work in
which the testimony appears in another context, without being aware of its important implications for the issue dis-
cussed here: see ibid., pp. 32-33.

48 See J. M. Hoeck and R. J. Loenertz, .Nrkolaos-Nektarios von Otranto AN von Casok. Beitrdge zur Geschichle der osbmeslCuhen
Beziehungen unier Innozenz M. and Friedrich II., (Ettal, 1965), pp. 30-35, 52-54.

49 Ibid., p. 28.
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Jews"50. In it he claims to have gained considerable knowledge about the Jews and their creed
by conducting with them disputations, in which his knowledge of Hebrew served him well51.
Nicholas reports that in Constantinople, Thessalonike and Thebes (fol. 22v, 85v) he debated
theological questions with both parts of the Jewry, in other words with Rabbanites and
Karaites: E'L60V K&V (sic) EV KOVQTaVTLVOUTTOXEL T6 dji4xu )1.Ep0US BLaXE'Y6REVa KaL EV
eEQ(7axoVLK7,1 Kai. BOLWTLq. At one point he asked a Jewish opponent whether he belonged
to the "heresy".of the Rabbanites or that of the Karaites, TLJV paf(iavLTC0V ij Twv XEy0µEV-
WV KappaVLTWWV (sic). He illustrates the distinction between the two groups by some points of
contention between them (fol. 22v).

The information which Nicholas of Otranto incidentally offers about these groups in three
major Byzantine cities is trustworthy. Indeed, the reference to the two congregations and the ten-
sion between them recalls Benjamin of Tudela's description of the Jewry of Constantinople52.
The evidence supplied by Nicholas is also of particular importance because it reflects the exis-
tence of ajewish community in this city in the years 1205-1207, thus shortly after the destruc-
tion of the Jewish quarter of Pera. It is hardly plausible that Byzantine Jews should have immi-
grated to Constantinople from the provinces soon after the Latin conquest of 1204. They would
have refrained from taking this step due to the widespread destruction in the city, its depopula-
tion, and the severe economic contraction generated by the combination of these two factors.
Moreover, the prospect that, as Jews, they would be subjected to harsher conditions under Latin
rule than under Byzantine dominion must have also served as a deterrent. We may safely assume,
therefore, that the Rabbanites and Karaites whom Nicholas encountered in Constantinople were
not newcomers, but localJews who had outlived the destruction of their quarter in 1203 and had
decided to remain in the city53. The coexistence of the two congregations clearly perpetuated
the situation existing in the Komnenan period. Yet the physical continuity of the Jewish com-
munity and its two groups in Constantinople in the period of transition from Byzantine to Latin
rule did not necessarily entail residential continuity. Unfortunately, Nicholas of Otranto does not
reveal whether all the Jews of Constantinople were concentrated within a specific urban area,
which seems likely, nor does he record where they lived at the time of his sojourn in the city from
1205 to 1207. Several factors, though, suggest that they had left Pera for Constantinople proper.

The fire which destroyed the Jewish quarter of Pera must have also inflicted heavy damage
upon Greek houses in the vicinity. It appears rather unlikely, though, that the suburb should have
been rebuilt in the period of Latin rule54. In addition to Pera, Constantinople proper also suf-
fered from depopulation, since the large Greek exodus that followed the city's conquest in 1204
was not compensated by the rather limited influx of Latin immigrants55. Despite the heavy

50 Preserved in a fourteenth century copy: ms. Paris, Bibliotheque Nationals, gr. 1255. On dating and content, see Hoeck
and Loenertz, Nrkolaos-Nektarios von Otranto, pp. 82-88, and E. Patlagean, "La 'Dispute avec its Juifs' de Nicolas
d'Otrante (vers 1220) et la question du Messie," in M. G. Muzzarelli, G. Todeschini (eds.), La sloria dgli Ebrei nell'Italia
meridionak: lraftlologia e metodologia, Istiluto per i beni culturali naturali delta region Emilia-Romagna, Documenti/29, (1990),
pp. 19-27.

51 On which see Hoeck and Loenertz, Nckolaos :Nektarios von Otranto, pp. 23, 87; Patlagean, "La 'Dispute avec les Juifs,"'
p. 22.

52 Nicholas is the only source documenting the presence of Karaites in Thessalonike and Thebes, if the calendar feud
examined above indeed occured in Constantinople, as I firmly believe.

53 On others who apparently left the city, see below, n. 59
54 This would also explain why it was sparsely inhabited in the 1260s: see above, p. 7.
55 Nicetas Choniates, Historia, ed. I. A. van Dieten, (Berlin 1975), pp. 593-594, on the bad reception given to refugees in

Thrace. On those at Nicaea, in Paphlagonia and in the Turkish territories of Anatolia, see M. Angold, A Byzantine
Government in Exile. Government and Society under the Laskarids of Mcaea (1204-1261), (Oxford, 1975), pp. 10-11; idem,
"The Establishment of the Latin Church in the Empire of Constantinople (1204-1227)," ibid., p. 46, on the flight of
the Greek clergy. The last two studies are reproduced in B. Arbel, B. Hamilton and D.Jacoby (eds.), Latins and Greeks
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destruction caused by the fires of 1203 and 120456, there were surely numerous abandoned
houses in the city in which those who had lost their homes could resettle. The Jews appear to
have adopted this solution, an assumption supported to some extent by the location of the Jewish
quarter in the city proper in the early Palaiologan period. The Arab chronicler al-Jazari is the
first to mention this new Jewish quarter. In 1293 he met in Damascus an Arab merchant who
had lived in Constantinople for twelve years and reported the existence of aJewish and a Muslim
quarter, each of which was enclosed by a wall57. The chronicler failed to specify, though, whether
the Jewish quarter already existed in 1281, at the time of the merchant's arrival in the city. In
any event, from a letter written by the humanist Maximos Planoudes shortly after 1296 and other
sources we may gather that it was situated at Vlanga, an area in the southern part of the city
close to the harbor of Kontoskalion58. Planoudes explicitely refers to the Jewish tanners estab-
lished in this quarter, who recall those whom Benjamin of Tudela had encountered in Pera in
the early 1160s59.

In the absence of reliable evidence, the date at which the Jews of Pera or their descendants
settled in Vlanga remains a matter of speculation. This move may have already taken place
spontaneously shortly after the events of 1203-1204. It appears more likely, though, that it was
Michael VIII who established the Jewish tanners in this area. After recovering Constantinople in
1261, he allowed the Genoese, the Pisans and the Venetians to resettle in their old quarters and,
in 1267, enforced the relocation of the Genoese in Pera6O. It stands to reason, therefore, that he
also resumed the traditional imperial policy of residential segregation imposed upon the Jews
and the Muslims and assigned to each of these groups a specific quarter, which was later sur-
rounded by a wall. It is a fair guess that ecological considerations determined his choice of
Vlanga for the Jews. Because of the evil smell deriving from tanning, it was customary in the
Middle Ages to remove the exercise of the craft beyond the city wall or, at any rate, to sparsely
populated urban areas. Vlanga was an appropriate location in this respect, particularly since the
neighboring harbor of Kontoskalion could serve as a sewer for the dirty waters which the tan-
ners spilled61. The settlement of the Jewish tanners eventually determined the site at which all
the Byzantine Jews of Constantinople would live in the Palaiologan period. Such an imperial ini-

in the Eastern Mediterranean after 1204, (London, 1989), with identical pagination. On repopulation after 1261, see
D. G. Geanakoplos, Emperor Michael Palaeologus and the West, 1258-1282. A Study in Byzantine-Latin Relations, (Cambridge,
Mass., 1959), pp. 114, 122-123, 131-135; K.-P. Matschke, "Grund- and Hauseigentum in and um Konstantinopel in
spatbyzantinischer Zeit," Jahrbuch fur Wirtschaftsgeschichle, 1984, vol. 4, pp. 106-109. The number of Latins settling in
Constantinople after 1204 cannot be established, yet it must have remained small. In 1261 some 3,000 Latins fled the
city, a figure that presumably included a majority of the settlers as well as travelling merchants who happened to be
there at the time of the Byzantine reconquest.

56 On which see T. E. Madden, "The Fires of the Fourth Crusade in Constantinople, 1203-1204: a Damage Assessment,"
Byzantinische ,Zeitschnf! 84/85 (1991/1992), pp. 72-93.

57 Trans. by M. Izzedin, "Un texte arabe in@dit sur Constantinople byzantine," Journal asialique, 246 (1958), pp. 454-455.
58 P A. M. Leone (ed.), Maximi monachi Planudir epistulae, (Amsterdam, 1991), p. 64, lines 10-18, no. 31, and see Jacoby,

"Les quartiers juifs," pp. 189-196. On the harbor, see R. Guilland, "Les ports de Byzance sur la Propontide,"
Byzantion, 23 (1953), pp. 196-202, reps in idem, Etudes de lopographie de Constantinople byzantine, (Berlin, Amsterdam,
1969), vol. 2, pp. 88-91.

59 The presence of these craftsmen in Constantinople both in the Komnenan and the Palaiologan period does not nec-
essarily point to a continuous Jewish presence in the city, since some of them may have arrived there after 1261: see
below. It is noteworthy that, by contrast to the tanners, the Jewish silk workers mentioned by Benjamin of Tudela are
not attested later. An explanation for their absence from the city is offered in D. Jacoby, "The Jews and the Silk
Industry of Constantinople," in A. Lambropoulou (ed.),'H 'EpptiiKi napouala (TOV EUa8LK0 Xa'po, 4o'-19o'
aihvac, (Athens, 1995) (in press). #

60 See Geanakoplos, Emperor Michael Palaeolagus and the West, pp. 133-134. Venice resumed authority over its quarter only
after the ratification of its treaty of 1268 with the Empire: see ibid., pp. 214-216. On the background of the Genoese
relocation, see Balard, La Romanieginoise, vol. 1, pp. 49-51.

61 As suggested by Bowman, The Jews of Byzantium, p. 55. This harbor was restored by Emperor Michael VIII: see
Guilland, as above, n. 58.
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tiative would have also conformed with the emperor's general demographic and economic poli-
cy. Indeed, Michael VIII took various measures to repopulate the city and enhance its econom-
ic activity. It is quite possible, therefore, that he also promoted Jewish migration from the
provinces, in particular that of craftsmen62. In any event, a spontaneous migration of that type
took place at a later period63.

Our latest considerations further narrow the chronological gap between Nicholas of
Otranto's testimony and al Jazari's description, which at best hints at the existence of the Jewish
quarter in 1281. We are still left with a period of several decades, from 1205-1207 to the 1260s,
for which we lack both direct and indirect information about the Jews of Constantinople. We
may nevertheless conclude that while the city's Jewish community was severely affected by the
Fourth Crusade, it survived through the years of Latin rule, and the same holds true of the
Rabbanite and Karaite congregations in its midst. Yet the presence of Venice and Genoa in
Constantinople in the Palaiologan period introduced an additional division of the Jewish popu-
lation, along "national" lines. It generated the emergence of two more Jewish communities and
residential areas, located in the respective quarters of these maritime powers64.

62 On repopulation, see above, n. 55. On the economic aspect of this policy, see Jacoby, "The Jews of Constantinople
and their Demographic Hinterland," pp. 2211-229.

63 Sec D, Jacoby, "Lcs Vcnitiens naturalises dans I'Empirc byzantin: un aspect de l'expansion de Venise en Romanie du
X111c au milieu du XVc siccle," Trauaux el m(moires, 8 (1981), pp. 227-228, 230-231, repr in idem, Studies on the Crusader
States and an Venetian Expansion, (Northampton, 1989), no. 9; also idem, "Les Genois dans l'Empire byzantin," p. 260.

64 On this development, which is beyond the scope of the present study, see Jacoby, "The Jews of Constantinople and
their Demographic Hinterland," pp. 229-230.
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THE VENETIAN PRESENCE IN THE LATIN EMPIRE OF
CONSTANTINOPLE (1204-1261): THE CHALLENGE OF
FEUDALISM AND THE BYZANTINE INHERITANCE

Venice played a decisive role in the Fourth Crusade and in the estab-
lishment of the Latin Empire of Constantinople'. It provided maritime
transportation and naval support for the crusader armies, and its forces
actively participated in the conquest of the Byzantine capital. During the
crusade, in the purely military phase of the association between Venice
and the "French" crusaders, each large contingent operated indepen-
dently under its own commander, yet decisions regarding common politi-
cal and military issues were reached by the assembled leaders'-'. However,
in March 1204, a month or so before the final conquest of the Byzantine

' The latest scholarly work exclusively devoted to the Fourth Crusade, with an exten-
sive listing of previous studies, is by D. E. QUELLER, The Fourth Crusade. The Conquest of
Constantinople, 1201-1204. Philadelphia 1977. On the crusade and the Latin Empire, see
J. LONGNON, L'Empire latin de Constantinople et la principaute de More'e. Paris 1949,
with abundant references to the sources; E. H. M0NEAL and R. L. WOLFF, The Fourth
Crusade, in: K. M. SETTON (ed.), A History of the Crusades. Madison, Wisconsin 1969-
1990, II 153-185, and R. L. WOLFF, The Latin Empire of Constantinople, 1204-1261,
ibid., 11 187-233, the latter repr. in idem, Studies in the Latin Empire of Constantinople.
London 1976, no. I; D. M. NICOL, The Fourth Crusade and the Greek and Latin Empires,
1204-1261, in: J. M. HussEY (ed.), The Cambridge Medieval History, IV/1, The Byzantine
Empire. Cambridge 1966, 275-330; idem, Byzantium and Venice. A Study in Diplomatic
and Cultural Relations. Cambridge 1988, 124-187. A. CARRLE, Per una storia dell'Impero
Latino di Costantinopoli (1204-1261). Seconda edizione ampliata. Bologna 1978, does not
proceed beyond 1208 in his survey of the political and ecclesiatical history of the Empire,
yet deals extensively with social aspects. On the Venetians in particular in the Latin
Empire, see S. BORSARI, Studi sulle colonie veneziane in Romania nel XIII secolo. Napoli
1966, passim; L. BuENGER ROBBERT, Venice and the Crusades, in: SETTON, A History of
the Crusades, V 432-438. For the general background and specific events the reader should
consult these works, to which I shall refer only when absolutely necessary. For the docu-
mentary evidence, see also B. HENDRICKX, Regestes des empereurs latins de Constanti-
nople (1204-1261/1272). Byzantina 14 (1988), 7-221, also published as a separate volume
by the KLvrpov Bu1;avtrvmv 'Epsuvcuv. OsaaaXovfxil 1988.

The French chronicles speak of Frans and the Latin sources of Franci and Franci-
geni, despite the participation of crusaders hailing from areas other than the Capetian
Kingdom.
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capital, the leaders' relations reached a critical turning-point: they had to
devise the transition from a military force on the move to a political body
resting upon a territorial base and a settled population. The five major
issues raised in the treaty they signed at this juncture were the election of
the Latin emperor, the political regime of the Empire, the partition of
Romania's territory, the military service owed by fiefholders to the
emperor and, finally, the election of the Latin Patriarch of Constanti-
nople as well as other ecclesiastical matters3.

Venice's involvement in the crusade was prompted by economic
interests and generated territorial, political, commercial and ecclesiastical
benefits, which have been repeatedly explored. However, various impor-
tant aspects of the Venetian presence in the Latin Empire have been
neglected. The election of the emperor entailed Venice's subordination to
a feudal leader in the Empire's framework. It also led to the integration
of the Venetian state and its dependents within a feudal institutional
network totally alien to Venice's own social structure, political system
and mentality. How, then, did Venice respond to these challenges, which
involved both conceptual and structural adjustments on its part, and
what were the practical solutions it adopted? How did it deal with its
portion of the Empire, and what was its attitude toward the Byzantine
inheritance it encountered? The answers to these questions are crucial for
an understanding of Venice's position and policies in the Latin Empire
and the Commune's relationship with its own fiefholders. All these sub-
jects will be examined, with the help of unpublished notarial documents,
in the larger context of Venice's expansion in the eastern Mediterranean`.

The Venetians in the Latin Empire: the political and constitutional context

The treaty of March 1204 virtually constituted the foundation charter
of the Latin Empire, as it determined the procedure to be followed for the
election of the Latin emperor. Venice named six of the twelve members of

a The five issues are not enumerated here in the same order as in the charters; the last
one does not concern us in this study. Each of the parties issued a charter to the other:
G. L. FR. TAFEL and G. M. THOMAS (eds.), Urkunden zur alteren Handels- and Staatsge-
schichte der Republik Venedig. Wien 1856-1857 [hereafter: TTH], I 445-452; critical edi-
tion of the charter of the crusader leaders by W. PREVENIER, De oorkonden der graven van
Vlaanderen (1191 - aanvang 1206) (Academie Royale de Belgique, Commission Royale
d'Histoire, Recueil des actes des princes belges, 5). Bruxelles 1964-1971, II, Uitgave
553-559, No. 267, repr. in CARILE, Per una storia 265-268. I shall refer below to the more
easily available edition by TTH.

' The documents are preserved at the Archivio di Stato in Venice [hereafter: ASV].
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the electoral commission. Theoretically the doge could also be elected
emperor, yet there is every reason to believe that the Venetians never
contemplated such an outcome, because of the heavy drain on their resour-
ces that the emperorship and the defence of the Empire would have entail-
ed. Instead, they preferred to secure the election of a Venetian as Patri-
arch of Constantinople by introducing in the treaty a clause enabling them
to achieve this goal. In the emperor's election, therefore, the Venetian
electors cast their decisive vote in favour of a baron: Baldwin IX of
Flanders, and VI of Hainaut, was elected emperor on 9 May 12045. At his
coronation, which took place a week later, various trappings recalling
Byzantine coronations appeared. The Byzantine imprint in the Latin
Empire was also reflected later by the use of titles, the court ceremonial, as
well as by documents and coins issued by the Latin emperors'. The adop-
tion of these features partly derived from the Latins' desire to emphasize
the continuity of imperial tradition and to lend thereby legitimacy to their
own rule. More pronounced continuity is illustrated by the survival in the
Latin Empire of Byzantine administrative and fiscal institutions and
practices, as well as by the persistence of Byzantine law and social structu-
res both in the rural world in general and in cities ruled by Greeks, in
particular'.

See WOLFF, The Latin Empire 189, n. 2, for another, later Venetian tradition accord-
ing to which the Venetians first voted for the doge, yet on the second ballot one of them
elected Baldwin, precisely in order to save Venice from assuming the defence of the Empire
on her own.

' On the mixture of Byzantine and western elements, see LoNGNON, L'Empire latin
51-53, 129-130; B. HENDRICKX, O1 1Co?,mTlxoi xai atpaTloTlxoi 3Falioi t715 Aannvtxf q
Autoxpatopiaq Tflq Kovvtavttvoun6Xsoq xatd to6s rzplhrouq xpovouq tf15 ttlc.
Thessalonike, 1970; idem, Les institutions de l'Empire latin de Constantinople (1204-1261):
le pouvoir imperial (L'empereur, les regents, l'imperatrice). Byzantina 6 (1974) 85-154; and,
more convincingly, CARILE, Per una storia 324-361, but his remark that the adoption of
Byzantine "external" elements by the "boorish" Latins amounted to kitsch (p. 343) is
rather odd. See lately W. PREVENIER, La chancellerie de 1'Empire latin de Constantinople
(1204-1261), in V. D. VAN AALST/K. N. CIGGAAR (eds.), The Latin Empire. Some Contribu-
tions. Hernen [The Netherlands] 1990, 63-81, on the charters of the Latin emperors; the
author argues against the presence of Greeks in the chancery, which nevertheless is all the
more likely because Greek officers also served in the fiscal administration established by the
Latins: see below, 171. On the adoption of Byzantine elements by the Venetians, see below.

' For Latin Romania in general, see D. JACOBY, From Byzantium to Latin Romania:
Continuity and Change. Mediterranean Historical Review 4 (1989) 6-23; this issue of the
journal has also been published as a separate volume, with identical pagination: B. ARBEL,
B. HAMILTON, D. JACOBY (eds.), Latins and Greeks in the Eastern Mediterranean after 1204.
London 1989. On cities, see for example the case of Adrianople, ruled by Theodore Branas
since 1206: below, 151.
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It has been argued that, in fact, Byzantium had already become
"feudalized" prior to the Fourth Crusade8. This would imply that the
political and social fabric of the regions of Romania conquered and subse-
quently ruled by western knights, including the Latin Empire, remained
basically unaffected by the events of 1204, except for the imposition of a
feudal "superstructure" and the substitution of the Byzantine elite by a
Latin elite. One may detect, however, some fundamental changes follow-
ing the importation of the western feudal regime based on a hierarchy of
vassal ties and fiefs entailing military service, the decentralization of
political authority and, finally, the overall privatization of state preroga-
tives in judicial and fiscal matters. The last two processes in particular
had far reaching social implications for the indigenous society9.

The provisions adopted in March 1204 moulded to a large extent the
Latin Empire's political and social regime10. The western traditions
brought to Romania by the leaders of non-Venetian contingents as well
as pressing military needs were dominant factors in this respect, and a
strong link was established at the outset between the holding of fiefs and
the obligation of military service, sanctioned by an oath of fealty to the
lord. In the Latin Empire, specifically, each fiefholder would swear to
render service to the emperor". For the "French" knights among the
crusaders the transition deriving from the treaty, the conquest and the
distribution of fiefs must have been rather smooth: it merely implied the
territorialization and geographical extension of the personal hierarchy
based on vassal ties that already existed during the crusade, and the
recognition of the emperor as supreme lord. For Venice, on the other
hand, this transition implied some important concessions and created a
permanent association with unlikely partners. Admittedly, Doge Enrico
Dandolo had no choice but to consent to the creation in the Latin Empire
of a feudal network headed by the emperor, which the leaders of the
"French" crusader contingents considered as self-evident. Yet, surpri-

8 Most recently by J. HALDON, The Feudalism Debate Once More: The Case of Byzan-
tium. Journal of Peasant Studies 17/1 (October 1989) 5-40. The debate has been partly
fueled by controversy about the precise meaning of the concept "feudalism" and by the
Marxist interpretation of the western feudal regime as a mere "superstructure". For a view
to the contrary, see next note.

° See JACOBY, From Byzantium, especially 2-6, with reference to previous work on
the subject.

For their text, see above, n. 3.
" This oath should not be confused with another one that all those remaining in the

Latin Empire after the end of March 1205 would take, promising to uphold the treaty of
March 1204.
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singly, he also accepted the insertion within this network of Venice's
fiefholders and of Venetian officers representing the state, who would
swear to render to the emperor all the service owed by the portion allot-
ted to Venice. Dandolo, however, was personally exempt from this oath'.
The doge's acquiescence was a matter of both necessity and convenience.

Feudal institutions, practices and terminology were unknown in the
political and social fabric of Venice, a city ruled by a non-feudal elite
imbued with a firm sense of statehood. Yet in the century preceding the
Fourth Crusade Venice had become acquainted elsewhere with these feu-
dal-elements. Some Venetian individuals held feudal and other types of
real estate on the Italian mainland or Terraferma, in the territories of
Venice's neighbours, and their number was to increase substantially in
the following century13. In the Kingdom of Jerusalem, on the other hand,
it was the Commune's own portion of the city and countryside of Tyre,
obtained in 1124 or somewhat later, that was firmly integrated within the
feudal and military network created by the Frankish nobility after the
First Crusade. In return for this property Venice owed the kings of Jeru-
salem the service of a number of horsemen. The Commune ensured this
service by enfeoffing about half of its rural holdings in the area to Ve-
netian individuals". We shall see that Venice's adaptation to the feudal
milieu in the lordship of Tyre in the period preceding the Fourth Crusade
was particularly relevant to our inquiry.

It has been claimed that the Latin Empire was a "French"-Venetian
condominium, yet this description does not reveal the complexity of

12 TTH I 448-449, 452: the doge would not ad abiqua servitia facienda iuramentum
prestare propter aliquod datum vel feodum sive honorificenciam que vobis debeat assignari;
tamen illi vel ille, quem vel quos loco vestro [Dandolo] stabueritis super hijs que vobis fuerint
asignata [sic], debeant iuramento teneri ad omne servitium imperatori at imperio faciendum.
The issue is obviously not fiefs given personally to the doge or to Venetian officers.

13 Recent studies for this period are by M. POZZA, Mercanti e proprietari. II possesso
fondiario veneziano in terraferma (secc. XIII-XIV). Tesi di laurea, Facolty di Lettere e
Filosofia dell'Universita di Venezia, 1979-80, esp. I 58-236; idem, I Badoer. Una famiglia
veneziana dal X al XIII secolo. Abano Terme 1982, esp. 60-68; I. FEES, Reichtum and
Macht im mittelalterlichen Venedig. Die Familie Ziani (Bibliothek des Deutschen Histori-
sches Instituts in Rom 68). Tiibingen 1988, 176-193; G. Roscw, La nobilty veneziana nel
duecento tra Venezia e ]a Marca, in: G. ORTALM e M. KNAPTON (eds.), Istituzioni, society e
potere nella marca trevigiana e veronese (secoli XIII-XIV). Sulle tracce di G. B. VERcT
(Istituto storico italiano per it media evo, Studi storici 199-200). Roma 1988 263-270; L. A.
LING, La presenza fondiaria veneziana nel padovano (secoli XII-XIV), ibid. 305-310.

1° See J. PRAWER, Crusader Institutions. Oxford 1980, 146-150; 0. BERGGoTZ, Der
Bericht des Marsilio Zorzi. Codex Querini-Stampalia IV 3 (1064) (Kieler Werkstiicke,
Reihe C: Beitreige zur europdischen Geschichte des friihen and hohen Mittelalters, herausgege-
ben von H. E. MAYER 2). Frankfurt am Main 1990, 71-75, and see 52-54.
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Venice's position in the Empire, which combined elements of subordina-
tion and equality. Formally Venice's insertion within the feudal system
of government of the Latin Empire entailed subordination to the empe-
ror at two different levels, one collectively as a political body and the
other individually, with respect to Venice's fiefholders. Yet, on the other
hand, the decisive Venetian contribution to the crusade ensured Doge
Enrico Dandolo, as representative of the Venetian Commune, a standing
equal to that of the feudal lords heading the main "French" contingents
prior to the conquest of Constantinople. This standing was translated
into parity between Venice and the barons in the joint commission
appointed in March 1204, which dealt with the political and social struc-
ture of the Latin Empire and determined the general principles of its
territorial division, and again in the electoral body that chose the empe-
ror. Venice's economic and maritime power, indispensable for the sur-
vival of the Latin Empire, ensured the perpetuation of parity between
the Commune and the emperors in subsequent years. Significantly, as
late as 1231 the documents recording the various agreements between
them were not issued in the form of imperial concessions, but as bi-lateral
treaties between parties of equal standing swearing to each other to
uphold their mutual obligations'.

In the years 1204-1.207 Doge Enrico Dandolo and his successor in the
Empire, the Venetian podesta at Constantinople Marino Zeno, also
managed to consolidate the principle of parity within the institutional
fabric of the Latin Empire and in the operation of the latter's decision-
making bodies, as illustrated by the successive joint commissions that
were created. One of these devised in the autumn of 1204 the detailed
partition of several Byzantine provinces; in August 1206 or somewhat
later another one attributed disputed villages in the Gallipoli peninsula'.

'5 CARILE, Per la storia 349-351, has rightly drawn attention to this last point. Appa-
rently no treaties between the two parties were concluded between 1231 and 1261.

10 The text of the partition of 1204 was first edited in TTH I 464-488, but see the new
edition with introduction and extensive commentary by A. CARILE, Partitio terrarum
imperii Romanie. Studi veneziani 7 (1965-1966) 125-305. N. OixoNOMIDES, La decomposi-
tion de ]'Empire byzantin de 1204 et les origines de ]'Empire de Nicee: a propos de la
"Partitio Romaniae", in: XVe Congres international d'etudes byzantines (Athenes, 1976).
Athenes 1976, Rapports et co-rapports, I/1, 3-22, has suggested a new dating in April or
May 1204, which is not convincing and has been criticized by CARILE, Per la storia 322-
324. The charter dealing with the Gallipoli peninsula appears in J. LONGNON, Recherches
sur la vie de Geoffroy de Villehardouin suivies du catalogue des actes des Villehardouin.
Paris 1939, 201-202, no. 83. Note the following: ista casalia (...) debeant dominari a Venetis
tenentibus Gallipoli et ejus pertinentia, and similar formulae for other groups of villages
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These commissions, which fulfilled important functions and whose de-
cisions affected the long-range development of the Latin Empire, were
dissolved once they had carried out their mandate. Such was not the case,
however, with the mixed council established in October 1205 by Henry of
Hainaut, acting as regent of the Empire, and Marino Zeno, representing
the Venetian party. This council, composed of the barons on the one
hand, the podesta and his six councillors, on the other, was to advise the
emperor on all matters pertaining to the military service to which he was
entitled and appoint mixed courts to settle disputes between him and the
fiefholders". In March 1207 the same joint council established another
mixed court in charge of disputes between Venetians and non-Venetians
concerning movable property's. From a Venetian perspective, the crea-
tion of the permanent joint council in October 1205 was a decisive
achievement: in fact, though not in name, it was a feudal court headed by
the emperor, of which the Venetian component was an integral part. The
institutionalization of Venetian participation in the deliberations of this
body sanctioned both Venice's constitutional role in the government of
the Empire and its collective integration, as a state, within the latter's
feudal fabric. There was no precedent for such an accomodation, and its
novelty must have struck Venetians and feudal lords alike. Both parties,
yet Venice in particular, demonstrated thereby a remarkable degree of
pragmatism in dealing with their mutual relations. In the Kingdom of
Jerusalem, where the Commune's property was inserted within the feudal
network, as noted above, neither Venice nor any other maritime power
ever achieved a similar standing in the High Court".

The combination of subordination and parity achieved by Venice
within the institutional framework of the Empire was extended and
amplified on a symbolic level. Since his election in June 1205 Marino
Zeno assumed the title Dei gratia Venetorum potestas in Romania, ejusdem
imperii quarte partis et dimidie dominator, which defined the territorial

ascribed either to Venetian or "French" fiefholders; for the geographical distribution of the
villages, see the map in CARTLE, Partitio, opposite 160.

17 TTH 1571-574. On the functions of the podesta and his council, the latter modelled
on the Minor Consiglio assisting the doge in Venice, see R. L. WOLFF, A New Document
from the Period of the Latin Empire of Constantinople: The Oath of the Venetian Podesta.
Annuaire de l7nstitut de philologie at d'histoire orientales at slaves 12 (1952) (Melanges Henri
Gregoire, IV) 553-556, repr. in idem, Studies in the Latin Empire, no. VI.

TTH II 49-52. On another, formal aspect of imperial-Venetian parity, see below.
19 See D. JACOBY, The Kingdom of Jerusalem and the Collapse of Hohenstaufen Power

in the Levant. DOP 40 (1986) 99-100, repr. in idem, Studies on the Crusader States and on
Venetian Expansion. Northampton 1989, no. III.
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extent of his authority. Particular attention has been devoted to Zeno's
use of dominator, equivalent to the Byzantine title despotes, which was
also used by Zeno's successors, and to his agreement of October 1205 with
Henry of Hainaut, to which like Henry he apposed his own signature in
red ink. The use of these regalian elements has been explained as an
assertion of autonomy vis-a-vis the doge, enhanced by the podesta's inte-
gration within the hierarchy of the Empire, from which he derived his
title of dominator or despotes20. These arguments may be safely dismissed
in view of two considerations. First, there is no evidence that either of
these titles was ever conferred upon Marino Zeno by Henry of Hainaut,
nor is it plausible that this should have been the case; the same holds true
with regard to their respective successors. Secondly, the contemporary
use of despotes was somewhat ambiguous. Once synonym in Byzantium
with the imperial title basileus, it began some time before 1163 to de-
signate the highest ranks in the imperial hierarchy, second only to the
emperor himself or the co-emperor, and was granted to the heir presump-
tive to the throne or some of the emperor's close relatives, like their
sons-in-law`-''. Nevertheless, it continued after that date to appear in
imperial letters and on imperial seals, in conformity with a long-standing
Byzantine tradition. Such was the case both prior to the Fourth Crusade,
as on the seals of Alexios III Angelus, and after the disappearance of the
Latin Empire, as on those of Michael VIII Palaeologus22. Similarly, in the
Latin Empire despotes served as an imperial title on the seals of Bald-
win I, Henry of Hainaut, Robert of Courtenay and Baldwin 1121 . This
fact sheds a particular light on Zeno's own use of the title. It suggests a
formal affirmation of parity or quasi-parity directed toward the holder of
the imperial office in the Latin Empire, rather than an expression of
autonomy with respect to the doge. A similar picture emerges from

10 TTH 1559, 567, 571, respectively 29 June, 29 September and October 1205, and see
above, 147. On the use of despotes by Zeno's successors, see in particular BORSARI, Studi,
p. 89, n. 14.

21 See R. GUrLLAND, Etudes sur 1'histoire administrative de 1'Empire byzantin. Le
despote, o &6notllc. REB 17 (1959) 52-89, repr. in idem, Recherches sur les institutions
byzantines. Berlin-Amsterdam 1967, 11 1-24; B. FERJANW, Despoti u Vizantiji i juznoslo-
venskim zemljama (= Die Despoten in Byzanz and den sildslavischen Landern). Beograd
1960, 3-48 [German summary on pp. 209-212]; A. FAILLER, Les insignes et la signature du
despote. REB 40 (1982) 171-186; The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, ed. A. P. KAZHDAN
et al. Oxford 1991 [hereafter: ODB], s. v. "Despotes".

22 See G. ZACos and A. VEGLERY, Byzantine Lead Seals. Basel 1972, I/1, 98-100, nos.
109-110; 111-113, nos. 120-121 bis.

21 See ibid. 102-104, nos. 112-114, and G. SCHLUMBERGER, F. CHALANDON, A. BLAN-
CHET, Sigillographie de l'Orient latin. Paris 1943, 165-169, nos. 1-8; 170-172, nos. 11-16.
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Zeno's signing of the agreement of October 1205 in red ink, like Henry of
Hainaut, and from the wearing of a red kampagion or sandal on his right
foot. According to Byzantine tradition, the use of kampagia on both feet
was an exclusive imperial prerogative; this tradition was adopted by the
Latin emperor24.

The Venetian portion of the Empire

The treaty of March 1204 determined the portions of Byzantium allo-
cated respectively to the emperor, the members of the feudal armies and
Venice, which was to receive three-eighths of Constantinople and the
territories of Romania'. The detailed division was devised in the follow-
ing autumn by a new joint Venetian-"French" commission. This body
relied on registers found in Constantinople, which listed the revenues
accruing from yearly taxes apparently collected in September 1203 by
the Byzantine imperial fisc. On the other hand, it omitted other areas
from the document which it produced, the Partitio terrarum imperii
Romaniae221. The commission's decisions did not prevent some important
territorial changes in the distribution of land at a later stage, such as the

2' The wearing of a red sandal is reported in R. CESSi/F. BENNATO (eds.), Venetiarum
Historia vulgo Petro Tustiniano lustiniani filio adiudicata. Venezia 1964, 145: Et quia
imperator Constantinopolitanus gerebat in pedibus stivalos rubeos secundum morem Grecorum
antiquitus observatum, sic iste primus potestas pro parte imperii tangente ducatui Venetorum
stivalum unum, rubeum in pede dextro incepit gerere cum honore. The reference is to 1205; we
do not know, however, whether Zeno's successors followed his example. The chronicle just
mentioned, dated to 1358, is an abbreviated version of a thirteenth century work: see
A. CARILE, La chronachistica veneziana (secoli XIII-XVI) di fronte alla spartizione della
Romania nel 1204. Firenze 1969, 38-45. The function of the red sandals as imperial in-
signia was well illustrated in 989: Emperor Basil II refused to accept the submission of
Bardas Skleros, who had revolted against him, until the latter had taken off the red
sandals he wore; MICHEL PSELLOS, Chronographie ou histoire d'un siecle de Byzance (976-
1077), ed. E. RENAULD. Paris 1926,1 16-17, para. XXVII.

25 See above, n. 3.
2' This new title has been suggested by CARILE, instead of the customary Partitio

Romaniae; for the text, see above, n. 16. According to OIKONOMIDES, La decomposition
3-22, the commission used the fiscal returns of September 1203 which did not cover dissi-
dent provinces. This hypothesis does not explain, however, the omission of Constantinople
and Crete, as noted by CARILE, Per la storia 323; on the other hand, I am not convinced by
Carile's contention that the taxes of September 1203 could not have been properly re-
corded in Constantinople by the following spring because of the confused situation existing
in the Empire. On the portions, see CARILE, ibid. 200-218, 383-392; for Venice in particu-
lar, see also BORSARI, Studi 15-17, 20-25, yet for the relations between Venice and the
Venetian fiefholders, see below.
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acquisition of Crete by Venice27. The actual division of Constantinople,
which was already in Latin hands, was carried out in the autumn of 1204,
and Venice acquired then its full share of the city. It would be mistaken
to assume, however, that henceforth the Commune's officers would exclu-
sively or mostly be concerned with the government and administration of
the Venetian quarter in Constantinople. The developments in the pre-
ceding seven months had enabled Venice to regain the political standing
as well as the secular and ecclesiastical privileges it had enjoyed in
Byzantium prior to the Fourth Crusade. Outside Constantinople, how-
ever, the recovery of Venetian assets had not yet been completed, as it
depended on actual conquests still to be carried out28. Venice's extensive
interests called for vigorous action and permanent supervision by Doge
Enrico Dandolo and the Venetian officers who succeeded him in Constan-
tinople.

In Thrace the partition agreement of 1204 assigned to Venice the city
of Adrianople and a strip of land linking it to the coastline running from
Heraclea along the sea of Marmara almost as far as the southern tip of
the Gallipoli peninsula's. Venice took hold of Adrianople, occupied by
Boniface of Montferrat, after reaching an agreement with him on
12 August 1204, yet lost the city in March of the following year, when its
Greek inhabitants rebelled against Latin rule30. Along the coast Venice
obtained an area of major importance for the safeguard of navigation
between the Mediterranean and Constantinople, which included the port
of Rhaidestos or Rodosto, as the Italians called it. Until the arrest and
expulsion of the Venetians by Emperor Manuel I Comnenus in 1171,
Rodosto had been a major Venetian trading station both for passing
vessels and the shipping of Thracian grain. It had then a permanent

27 See On{oNOMIDES, La decomposition 5-8; S. BORSARI, Il dominio veneziano a Creta
nel XIII secolo. Napoli 1963 11-13; idem, Studi 32-34.

28 This recovery, whether on the basis of written documents or not, was explicitely
mentioned in March 1204, confirmed in October 1205 and implicitely reiterated in August
1206: TTH 1446, 450, 573, and II 34-35. On Venice's standing in the Empire prior to the
Fourth Crusade, see R.-J. LILIE, Handel and Politik zwischen dem byzantinischen Reich
and den italienischen Kommunen Venedig, Pisa and Genua in der Epoche der Komnenen
and der Angeloi (1081-1204). Amsterdam 1984 1-68, 103-115, and 325-612, passim; a
more synthetic view is offered by S. BORSARI, Venezia e Bisanzio nel XII secolo. I rapporti
economici. Venezia 1988.

21 See CARILE, Partitio 160, and the map on the opposite page; 218-219, lines 26-43
(text), and 247-255 (commentary).

30 TTH I 513-515: Venice acquired Crete by this agreement; on the Venetians in
Adrianople, see VILLEHARDOUrN, La conquete de Constantinople, ed. E. FARAL. Deuxieme
edition. Paris 1961, II, paras. 335-336.
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nucleus of Venetian population and two churches belonging to the Bene-
dictine monastery of San Giorgio Maggiore in Venice, one of which served
as administrative center for the Venetian outpost31. We have no direct
evidence that the Venetians settled anew in the city between 1171 and
1204, although this is likely to have been the case32. At any rate, it is
obvious that at the time of the Fourth Crusade they were well acquainted
with the coastal area, where their presence is recorded soon after the
conquest of this region by Henry of Hainaut in November 1204. Venice
held Rodosto by April 1205, yet abandoned the city in February 1206
under the pressure of the Vlacho-Bulgarian armies led by Tsar Ioannitsa,
who had invaded the Latin Empire in the previous year33. These forces
and their Greek allies occupied virtually all the Venetian property in
Thrace. After their withdrawal in the course of the same year Venice
recovered most of its assets, yet ceded Adrianople to Theodore Branas, a
powerful Greek archon who recognized Venetian lordship over the city
while ensuring the latter's autonomy34. In the Gallipoli peninsula imperial
and Venetian officers could not agree about the precise boundaries of
Venice's portion. The problem was eventually settled, in August 1206 or
somewhat later, by a joint commission that collected oral evidence from
the local population of the disputed villages35.

It appears that the practical arrangements worked out between
Venice and Emperor Baldwin of Flanders or his successor Henry of Hai-
naut were more complex than reflected by the Partitio. Indeed, Venice's
portion in the Latin Empire did not only consist of territories registered
in this document, but also included income from another source not men-

" See LrLIE, Handel 209-210; BORSARI, Venezia e Bisanzio 40 and 55, n. 115.
12 Giovanni Bon, formerly a resident of Rodosto, lived in Constantinople in October

1206: TTH II 43-45; ASV, Mensa Patriarcale, b. 9, C, nos. 13-14. It is impossible to
determine whether he resided at Rodosto prior to 1204 or briefly in 1204-1205, before the
Latins evacuated the city; on this event, see below.

13 For the itinerary and dating of Henry's campaign, see VILLEHARDOUIN, La con-
quote, II, para. 310; NICETAS CHONIATES, Historia, ed. I.-A. VAN DIETEN (CFHB, XI/1).
Berlin-New York 1975, 601-602.

csa On the Bulgarian occupation and the recovery of Venetian territory, see LONGNON,
L'Empire latin 77-87, and esp. BORSARI, Studi 32-34. On Adrianople, see TTH II, 18-19.
The Branas had strong influence in the area and Theodore claimed to have inherited his
position at the head of the city; his marriage to Agnes of France, formerly Byzantine
empress (1180-1185), strengthened his standing: see J.-Cl. CHEYNET, Pouvoir et contesta-
tion a Byzance (963-1210). Paris 1990 435-440, 442, 470-471; M. ANGOLD, Archons and
Dynasts: Local Aristocracies and the Cities of the Later Byzantine Empire, in idem (ed.),
The Byzantine Aristocracy (B. A. R. International Series, 221). Oxford 1984, 244-245.

` See above, n. 16.
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tioned in it and which, therefore, has practically remained unnoticed. In
later years Venice and the emperor jointly held several undivided vil-
lages, the Commune receiving three-eighths of their income, in confor-
mity with the treaty of March 1204. We have no information about the
localities in which this arrangement was implemented, for about the pre-
cise date at which it began to function. At any rate, it was still in opera-
tion in 1231, as attested by the agreement reached between Venice and
the future emperor John of Brienne. It was obviously mentioned then
because Venice sought reassurances that it would be maintained, which
must indeed have been the case. The agreement of 1231 specified that the
peasants of certain villages, known from other sources as casalia monetae,
were to fulfill their obligation toward each of the two parties by paying
the moneta caragii customary in the Byzantine period. Such villages also
appear in Latin Romania since 1206 in another context, namely the re-
lations between the feudal lords and the Church. They were submitted to
a particular taxation system, the exact nature of which remains unclear.
There is no Byzantine evidence about specific villages in which it was in
existence prior to 1204. However, the moneta caragii mentioned in 1231
recalls the Byzantine xapayf or xapayµa. It may be conjectured, there-
fore, that the peasants of these villages were required to deliver jointly
their taxes in gold coins, and in order to ensure such payments large
groups of tax-payers were maintained. This arrangement prevented the
partition of the estates on which they were settled, in contrast to other
estates that had been enfeoffed to several holders. From the testimony of
1231 we may gather that the payment assigned to Venice was delivered
by specific peasants". Incidentally, Venice was accustomed to sha-
ring the income of undivided villages in another area of the eastern Medi-
terranean: in the countryside of Tyre it collected one third of the income
of several such villages since 1124 or 112531.

The treaty of March 1204, which determined the principle to be
applied in the division of the Latin Empire, was negotiated by Doge
Enrico Dandolo on behalf of Venice. The doge was present in Constanti-

38 The treaty of 1231 stipulated ut rustici de casalibus qui debent servire monetam caragii
(...) faciant omnia servitia monete caragii sicut soliti erant facere tempore Grecorum at nunc
faciunt: TTH II 283-284 and 292. On the Byzantine terms in the twelfth century, see N. G.
SvoROxos, Recherches sur le cadastre byzantin et la fiscalite aux XIe et X.IIe siecles: le
cadastre de Thebes. BCH 83 (1959) 110-116. The connection with the Church appears in
1206, 1219 and 1222: see TTH II 32; R. L. WOLFF, Politics in the Latin Patriarchate of
Constantinople, 1204-1261. DOP 8 (1954) 256-257, 267-271 and 300, repr. in idem, Stu-
dies, no. IX. The text of 1222 refers to the casalia monetae that could not be divided.

37 See above, n. 14.
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nople when the Partitio was compiled in the autumn of 1204. He was thus
the recipient of the Venetian portion on behalf of the Commune, as
implied by the text of the Partitio, in which the property allocated to
Venice was introduced by the heading Pars domini duds et comunis Vene-
tiae3s. We have noted that Venice got hold of real property in Constanti-
nople and specific localities of Thrace in the second half of 1204. Unfortu-
nately, we have no clues as to which specific sections of this property,
held under its exclusive authority, were considered feudal and which not,
although it is likely that all assets acquired by the Commune before the
Fourth Crusade belonged to this last category. Evidently, Venice could
freely administer and dispose of non-feudal state property and rights.
Some time before July 1206 the Venetian podesta in Romania, Marino
Zeno, granted such property in Halmyros and in other places to the
monastery of San Giorgio Maggiore in Venice39. In February 1208 this
same institution was allowed to engage in fishing along a section of the
shore of the Golden Horn that had been added to the pre-1204 Venetian
quarter in Constantinople. In February 1207 Zeno transferred to the
patriarch of Grado, Benedetto Falier, land, houses and wharves of the
Commune in Constantinople within an area apparently identical with the
Venetian quarter existing before 1204°0. The condition of feudal land held
by Venice was more complex, because it was inserted within the overall
network of feudal tenures and services headed by the emperor. As all
fiefholders in the Empire were liable to military service to the emperor, it
is important to clarify how and by whom the fiefs belonging to Venice's

:` This heading must have appeared, therefore, in the original version of the text and
is not a late interpolation, as suggested by BORSARI, Studi 18, who relied on the dating of
the Liber Pactorunz I to the late thirteenth century without being aware that this manu-
script had been redated to the first decades of that century: see below, n. 103.

" TTH II 15-17. San Giorgio already held property in Halmyros prior to 1204: see
LILTS, Handel 189.

i0 TTH 11 47-49 and 4-8, respectively; these documents are dated February 1207 and
February 1206 according to Venetian style, and thus were in fact drafted in 1208 and in
1207, respectively, as confirmed by the indiction cycle they mention. Doge Ranieri Zeno
refers to all these documents in 1256: ibid. III 23-24. Note in the second charter the 9E
references to the tower of the Blachernae palace and to the new wall built by Marino Zeno.
On the Venetian quarter, see H. F. BROWN, The Venetians and the Venetian Quarter in
Constantinople to the close of the Twelfth Century. JHSt 40 (1920) 74-80; R. JANIN,
Constantinople byzantine. Deuxieme edition. Paris 1964, 247-249, 291-292; idem, La geo-
graphic ecclesiastique de l'Empire byzantin. Premiere partie: Le siege de Constantinople
et le patriarcat oecumenique, tome III: Les eglises et les monasteres. Paris 1969, 571-573.
On property within the pre-1204 quarter, see BORSART, Venezia e Bisanzio 31-39. Neither
of these studies locates in a satisfactory way the boundaries of the pre-1204 Venetian
quarter or those of the enlarged one existing between 1204 and 1261.
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portion were actually distributed, the precise status of these tenures and
their holders and, finally, the group identity of the latter.

We have seen that the treaty of March 1204 called for the creation of
a mixed commission, composed of an equal number of Venetians and
"French" crusaders, which would distribute fiefs and assign to each of
them the service owed in return. The treaty also stipulated that all those
holding fiefs in the Empire would offer military service at the request of
the emperor and swear to fulfill this obligation; the Venetians were obvi-
ously included, although not explicitely mentioned. At first glance it
would thus seem that the mixed commission also allotted the fiefs belong-
ing to Venice's portion and that an imperial body issued the appropriate
documents to the recipients'. Such a procedure would have implied that
Venice itself had no particular standing with respect to the Venetian fiefs
or their holders. However, two statements issued by the podesta Marino
Zeno dispel this impression. The first one, made public shortly after
Zeno's election on 29 June 1205, speaks of "the people of Venice and the
other people to whom we gave [tenures] from our assets in fief and whom
we received in. the service of the doge of Venice"}'. The second statement,
dated October of the same year, refers to "the time at which we divided"
Venice's portion of the Empire "among ourselves, Venetians and other
men who had entered into the fealty and service of the lord doge of
Venice"13. It follows that Venice first received the territories to which it
was entitled to, and that its own officers later apportioned the fiefs. The
grant of the fief of Lampsakos in 1214, which will be examined in detail
below, illustrates the implementation of this procedure.

A close look at the events occuring at Rodosto in April 1205 further
confirms the strong link existing between the doge, the Venetian fiefs and
their holders. When Rodosto was threatened by the Vlacho-Bulgarian
forces of Tsar Ioannitsa, it was Doge Enrico Dandolo who ordered a

'" Text in TTH I 447-448, 451-452. CARILE, Per la storia 352-354, deals with the
delivery of the documents. BORSARI, Studi 17-20, 91-92, does not explicitely state, yet
implies that the Venetian fiefs were handed out by the joint commission.

'`' TTH I 558-561 (misdated by the editors). The relevant passage is incomprehensible,
unless slightly emended: cum (...) conlaudatu [sic] populi Veneti,e et de aliis gentibus, quibus
[instead of quod] dedimus de nostrls bonis infeodo et quos [my addition] recepimus in servitio
domini duds, and further, de hiis quod datum habemus vel darentur, nulius homo audeat
alienandurn, nisi Venetico.

1 TTH I 569-571: quod in divisione jam dicte nostre quarte partis et dimid-ie eiusdenque
imperii Romanie, que nobis nostroque comuni habere contingebat, tempore quo dividebamus
inter nos Venetos et alios homines qui venerant in fldelitate et servitio domini Venecie duds. We
shall return below to the inclusion of the "other men" among the fiefholders of Venice,
mentioned in both documents of 1205.
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Venetian garrison to be stationed in the city, which as we have seen
belonged to Venice's portion of the Empir'. This garrison was most
likely composed of individuals established in the region and holding
Venetian fiefs, who could easily be assembled to defend the city. It fol-
lows that even after having been settled these fiefholders remained a
separate contingent under the direct command of the loge. Furthermore,
although each of them had individually assumed a military obligation
toward the emperor in return for his fief, it was the doge who was respon-
sible for the collective rendering of the service owed by the Venetian
portion of the Empire. The same principle is expressed some time later in
the previously mentioned statements of the podesta Marino Zeno, issued
on 29 June and in October 1205: both of them mention that the Venetian
fiefs in the Empire had been granted in return for their holder's service to
the doge, without referring to the emperor. According to the podesta's
conception, then, the beneficiaries of these fiefs were subject to the au-
thority of Venice and owed it military service'. The apparent contra-
diction with the treaties stipulating that they were liable to service to the
emperor can be resolved if we assume that Marino Zeno, like Doge Enrico
Dandolo before him, considered that as representative of Venice he was
answerable for the entire amount of service to be rendered to the emperor
by the fiefholders of the Venetian portion. In fact, this view conformed
with a specific clause of the treaty of March 1204, according to which this
responsibility rested with Doge Enrico Dandolo and after him with
Venice's representatives". A similar arrangement was in force in the
Kingdom of Jerusalem, where Venice was accountable to the kings for
the collective discharge of military service owed by its share of the lord-
ship of Tyre; in practice this service was performed by Venetian individ-
uals who held fiefs granted by the Commune''. One may wonder whether
this case served as a precedent when the relationship between the emper-
or, Venice and its fiefliolders in the Latin Empire was devised.

Our tentative conclusions with respect to this relationship are rein-
forced by other considerations. Marino Zeno's decree of 29 June 1205,
mentioned above, stipulated that property belonging to the Venetian
portion and granted in fief, whether in Constantinople or elsewhere in the
Latin Empire, should be transferred to Venetians only; alienation in

44 VILLEIHARDOIIIN, La conquete, 11, paras. 386, 415-416.
This is precisely illustrated in the early 1220's by the case of Gerard of Stroem,

examined below, 163.
is See above, 145, and n. 12.
17 See above, 145.
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favour of foreigners was prohibited and illegal and would be punished by
heavy fines. Zeno restated the same principles three months later, on
29 September, in a proclamation requested by the envoys sent by the
vice-doge, Raniero Dandolo` 8. The podesta and the vice-doge were ob-
viously anxious to preserve Venice's portion of the Empire, yet they may
also have been prompted to issue these statements because Venice had
experienced in the last year or so the loss of one or several fiefs. Inciden-
tally, such a loss had occured in the past in the Kingdom of Jerusalem:
around the mid-twelfth century a fief belonging to the Venetian portion
of the lordship of Tyre had been transferred to the king of Jerusalem by
the widow of a Venetian fiefholder, and in 1205 Venice still maintained
its claim to this property". The treaty of October 1205, concluded be-
tween Henry of Hainaut and Marino Zeno, also had a bearing on Venice's
hold on its portion of the Latin Empire. It confirmed the provision of
March 1204 regarding active military service: all fiefholders were liable to
it when summoned by the emperor, who would be advised on this matter
by a mixed council representing both parties. The new treaty also deter-
mined the specific circumstances in which the service was to be rendered
and the amount of it required in each emergency. Finally, disputes be-
tween the emperor and fiefholders about the implementation of their
mutual obligations would not entail any confiscation of fiefs by the em-
peror and be settled by a mixed judicial commission appointed by the
emperor's council".

The sources examined so far reveal the existence of a complex tripar-
tite relationship involving the emperor, the Venetian state or its repre-
sentatives, and the Venetian fiefholders. This pattern obviously favoured
the interests of Venice, which insisted upon its role as intermediary be-
tween the other two parties. The decree of Marino Zeno of June and the
judicial clause of October 1205, both mentioned above, preserved
Venice's authority over its own fiefholders and territorial portion and
prevented the latter's diminution, whether at the hands of individuals or
the emperor. The exercise of the Commune's authority in this respect was
displayed in 1206 by Zeno's cession of Adrianople to Theodore Branas,
who assumed various military and financial obligations toward Venice
and more specifically toward the doge, and thus recognized the Com-

See above, n. 42, and TTH I 566-568 (misdated by the editors).
d0 Its claim was reiterated in 1242 by the Venetian bailo in the Levant, Marsilio Zorzi:

see PRAWER, Crusader Institutions 147, 149. A fief in this region is mentioned in a charter
of 1206: TTH 11 11-13.

so See above, 147.
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mune's authority over himself and the city''. As for the fiefholders within
the Empire, all of them were liable to the same type of service, in pro-
portion to their fiefs' revenue, yet whereas the "French" fiefholders were
subject to the supreme authority of the emperor, such was not the case
with those of the Venetian portion. Though individually responsible for
their military service toward the emperor, these fiefholders, who had
been granted property belonging to the Venetian state, remained a sepa-
rate contingent under the command of the podesta, who exercised his
authority on behalf of the Commune over their person as well as their
fief.-In turn, the podesta was accountable to the emperor for the collec-
tive delivery of the service to which the Venetian portion was liable. The
explicit reference to the military obligation of the Venetians appearing in
the treaty of October 1205 may have been a reassurance sought by Henry
of Hainaut that the Commune's representative would not take advantage
of his position as intermediary to curtail the Venetian service to which
the emperor was entitled52.

The Venetian fiefholders in the Latin Empire

The perpetuation of the intricate tripartite relationship we have just
reconstructed was fostered by the enfeoffment policy implemented by
Venice within its portion of the Latin Empire. Two factors explain this
policy. The absence of an adequate Venetian state apparatus prevented
Venice from maintaining and directly exploiting a state domain in its
rural territories of Latin Romania, similar to the imperial domain that
had existed in them under Byzantine rule. In addition, Venice had to
uphold a military contingent, which not only bolstered the Empire's
defence, but also reinforced the Commune's political standing with
respect to the emperor. Venice, therefore, transferred sections of its por-
tion of the Empire to individuals who held them in fief and who, in return
for the revenue they collected from their respective tenures, assumed
both military and fiscal obligations toward the Commune and swore
fealty to the doge53.

'' See above, 151; the doge is mentioned twice.
52 BORSARI, Studi 17-20, has not perceived this tripartite relationship and erroneously

claims that the Commune had no authority over the Venetian fiefholders in the years
1204-1205; this in turn leads him to far-reaching conclusions about the "autonomy" of the
Venetian fiefholders in the Latin Empire with respect to the Commune and the latter's
representatives.

" The absence of a state domain and the same enfeoffment policy were to be found in
Corfu in 1207 and in Crete since 1211: see BORSARI, Studi 27-28, 95-96, and below, n. 55.
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A letter sent by the podesta Giacomo Tiepolo to Dcge Pietro Ziani in
December 1219 faithfully reflects the Venetian enfeoffinent policy. This
letter records the changes introduced by the podesta in the government
of Rodosto, which as noted above belonged to Venice's portion of the
Empire. We find in it a reference to sestieri, from which we may gather
that the Venetian fiefliolders living permanently in the city were organ-
ized in groups according to the respective sestiere or quarter of Venice
from which they originated". Such an organization is attested in Crete
since 1211 and it may prove useful, therefore, to briefly examine its
function in this island. When Venice began to settle Crete, it divided its
territory into six sections, except for the island's capital, Candia, and a
specific area around this city which the Commune retained. Each of these
sections corresponded to one of the six sestieri of Venice and was awarded
to the latter's military contingent, which was composed of two distinct
groups: members of prominent Venetian families, who for the most part
appear as milites or horsemen and later as feudati owing mounted mili-
tary service, and pedites or foot soldiers mostly coming from lower ranks
of Venetian society. These settlers were granted property in the country-
side, part of which had still to be conquered, as well as a house in Candia.
Those belonging to the first group received tenures called militie, cavalle-
rie or feuda, which were much larger than the serventarie or sergeantries
allotted to the others. The distribution of the tenures, which could be
transferred exclusively to other Venetians, was carried out by the Vene-
tian duke and his councillors governing the island. The beneficiaries had
to be properly equipped, according to their military function, and pro-
vide military service when required. They were exempt from individual
payments, yet after the initial four years the settlers of each sestiere in
the island would collectively deliver a yearly sum of 500 hyperpers to the
state treasury in Venice. Finally, each of the settlers was expected to take
an oath of allegiance to the Commune55. The whole arrangement was

'` TTH 11 218: a militibus sextariorum.
°' TTH 11 129-145, and for the oath, 131, 133-134; on later arrivals, see ibid. 234-249;

also E. GERLAND, Das Archiv des Herzogs von Kandia. Strassburg 1899, 76-81, and for
the oath 77. In addition, see D. JACOBY, Social Evolution in Latin Greece, in: SUTTON,
History of the Crusades, VI 192-193, with reference to previous work on the subject.
G. Rosex, Der venezianische Adel bis zur SchlieBung des GroBen Rats. Zur Genese einer
Fuhrungsschicht (Kieler Historische Studien 33). Sigmaringen 1989, 123, n. 66, points to the
presence of members of old families among the sergeants. On the rules applying to military
tenures in Crete, see E. SANTSCxi, La notion de "feudum" en Crete venitienne (XIIe-
XIVe siecle). Montreux 1976, 52-167, and on the oath in particular, 65-69. This study
should be used with extreme caution; in particular the conclusion, 185-212, according to
which Venice introduced feudalism in Crete, may be safely rejected, as one of the basic
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devised for military purposes, so as to enable the imposition and preser-
vation of Venetian rule in Crete. Both the grouping of the settlers in
military contingents and their settlement according to their sestiere of
origin were imposed by the Venetian government, and not spontaneous.
From later sources we learn that as a rule the Latin settlers of Crete lived
in cities, where they felt more secure than in the countryside and from
where they controlled their respective rural tenures5'.

The language, formulae and obligations, as well as the grant of land
connected with the settlement process in Crete were largely borrowed
from a feudal milieu and strongly reminiscent of those appearing in the
twin ceremonies of vassalage and investiture performed in the feudalized
areas of the West. One important component, however, was missing:
there was no rite of homage, by which the future vassal placed himself in
the dependence and under the protection of his future lord and created
between them an everlasting personal bond57. In other words, in Crete the
fiefholder solemnly promised by an oath of fealty to fulfill his obligations
toward the state and follow the instructions of the latter's representati-
ves, yet Venice refrained from adopting the strictly personal relationship
of subordination deriving from homage. This crucial difference between
Venice's regime in Crete and that existing in the feudalized areas of the
West clearly reflected the Commune's distinctive political and legal
system, based on the notion of statehood and devoid of a hierarchic social
structure sanctioned by custom or by law.

The Cretan case, which is fairly well documented, enables us to draw
some important conclusions with respect to the pattern of Venetian en-
feoffinent and settlement in the early years of the Latin Empire. It is true
that the organization of Venetian fiefholders in Rodosto according to
sestieri is recorded in 1219. Nevertheless, there is good reason to believe
that it perpetuated an institutional pattern imposed by the Venetian
authorities, as in Crete, at the outset of the settlement process in the
Empire, when Venice took hold of Rodosto in 1204. The military contin-
gent on which Doge Enrico Dandolo relied in April 1205 for the defence
of this city was most likely based on the sestieri58. At the latest this
arrangement must have been implemented when Venice reoccupied

characteristics of such a regime, namely the privatization of state prerogatives, was totally
missing in the island. Note cavalarie below, n. 175.

" See JACOBY, Social Evolution 194-197.
M. BLOCH, Feudal Society, trans. L. A. MANYON. Chicago 1970, I 145-147, insists on

the distinction between homage and fealty, both in form and content, and on the existence
of fealty without homage even in the feudalized areas of the West.

58 See above. 155.
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Rodosto in 1206. It should be stressed that when the podesta Giacomo
Tiepolo reasserted his authority over the city in October 1219, he ob-
jected to the fact that the fiefholders had created an autonomous com-
mune: they had usurped and exploited without proper state control pro-
perty and sources of income belonging to Venice, which he recovered, and
had elected to urban offices individuals, whom he replaced by others who
were elected under his own supervision, were therefore more willing to
comply with his orders, and swore fealty to the doge51. On the other hand,
there is not even the slightest hint that the podesta opposed the grouping
of the fiefholders according to sestieri or that he abolished it. As in Crete,
this grouping was motivated by military needs and linked to the distribu-
tion of fiefs. It follows that Venice alone had decided how and to whom
these fiefs, carved out of its own portion of the Latin Empire, should be
distributed. We may safely conjecture that the urban and rural territory
of Rodosto had been divided into sections corresponding to the sestieri of
Venice, and that this pattern had also been applied elsewhere in the
Venetian portion of the Empire. Significantly, in 1207 and 1208 Leo-
nardo Vendilino and Domenico Signolo did not refer to the Venetian
parish, but to the sestiere of Cannaregio from which they originated,
which seems to imply that they belonged to one the contingents men-
tioned above. This did not prevent them from holding in Constantinople
property owned by the patriarchate of Grado, as mentioned in two un-
published documents60. It is noteworthy that the fiefholders of Rodosto
lived in the city while enjoying tenures in the countryside. The same
picture emerges from the enumeration of the property recovered by
Venice in the Gallipoli peninsula, presumably in 1206. Each group of
villages appears under the heading of a city in which Venice's fiefholders
resided, while holding cavallerie or fiefs in these villages, as they had done
in 1204-1205 before the arrival of loannitsa's troops in the area61.

These considerations seem to offer new insights into the origin of the
grouping of the fiefholders according to sestieri and its use at the be-
ginning of the Venetian settlement process both in the Latin Empire and
in Crete. First, it may well be that the grouping applied in the Latin
Empire merely reflected and preserved the basic organization of the
Venetian contingents leaving Venice for the crusade in 1202, in the same

TTH TI 218-219.
ASV, Mensa Patriarcale, b. 9, C, nos. 19-20; see also R. MOROZZO DELLA ROCCA -

A. LOMBARDO (eds.), Documenti del commercio veneziano nei secoli XI-XIII [hereafter:
DCV]. Torino 1940, 11 42-43, no. 502.

61 For the text, see above, n. 16; for cavallerie, see below, n. 175.
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way as in 1211 the grouping of the settlers bound for Crete had been
established prior to their departure for the island. We may postulate that
in the first case, as in the second, there was a division between milites and
pedites, largely reflecting the social stratification existing in Venice. Fur-
thermore, we may consider the successful implementation in the Latin
Empire of the organizational device based on the sestieri as a precedent
that was revived a few years later when the military colonization of Crete
was contemplated. We know very little about the military organization
existing in Venice proper before the second half of the thirteenth cen-
tury°', yet the experience gathered in the two cases just mentioned may
have prompted the Commune to use the sestiere as its basic unit. It is
noteworthy that during the war fought by Venice against Bologna in
1270-1273 Doge Lorenzo Tiepolo mobilized contingents from the sestieri
of Santa Croce and Dorsoduro and sent them into battle along the river
Pob3

Venetian citizens organized in contingents according to their respec-
tive sestiere seem thus to have constituted the core of the Venetian
fighting force in the Fourth Crusade and in the first years of the Latin
Empire. It appears, however, that these citizens were not available in
sufficient numbers to go on the crusade, nor to take hold of all the fiefs
Venice intended to distribute out of its portion of the Empire. The state-
ments of the podesta Marino Zeno on 29 June and in October 1205 are
eloquent in this respect: not only Venetians, but also "other men who had
entered into the fealty and service of the lord doge of Venice" had re-
ceived fiefs from the Commune". In other words, there were non-Ve-
netians among Venice's fiefholders, who in all likelihood were formally
integrated into the sestieri's contingents. This is hardly surprising, in
view of Venice's still limited demographic resources in the early thir-
teenth century. Its small population could not supply all the manpower
needed for the manning of its huge fleet sailing to the east, nor for the
creation of a well trained military force. Consequently, the Commune had
to enlist foreign crew and men°'. A few years later a similar process occur-

''" See G. BELLONI - M. POZZA, Sei testi veneti antichi. Roma 1987, 77-80.
"' MARTIN DA CANAL, Les estoires de Venise. Cronaca veneziana in lingua francese

dalle origini al 1275, ed. A. LIMENTANI. Firenze 1972, 312, Parte seconda, pal-as. CXLI-
CXLII.

See above, 154.
It follows that the size of Venice's population cannot be extrapolated from figures

referring to the Venetian contingent participating in the Fourth Crusade. The numbers for
the "French" crusader host and the Venetian crew suggested by CARILE are certainly too
large. For the host, see his Per la storia 80-92, 376-381, and idem, Alle origini dell'impero
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ed in Crete, precisely for the same reasons. In 1211 the Venetian authori-
ties planned the move of 540 families or some 2,500 inhabitants from
Venice to the island, yet realized that the actual emigration would sub-
stantially fall short of their expectations and envisaged, therefore, the
adjunction of Venetian as well as non-Venetian settlers. Indeed, later
data reveal the presence in Crete of foreign settlers and military tenants
from Istria, the Veneto, as well as more remote areas of north and central
Italy, alongside Venetian milites and sergeants"'

The foreigners who joined the Venetian contingent during the Fourth
Crusade or in the Latin Empire undertook by oath to serve under the
doge, and after April 1204 a number of them settled as fiefholders in the
Venetian portion of the Empire. Both they and their fiefs were required
to remain under the sole authority and protection of the Commune. They
were later joined by other men of arms, who either had belonged to one of
the feudal contingents or were newcomers in Romania. For instance,
Gerard of Stroem, possibly a Flemish nobleman, held a Venetian fief in
1222-1223. In 1231 a clause of Venice's treaty with the future emperor
John of Brienne refers to the Commune's fiefholders without specifying

latino d'Oriente. Analisi quantitativa dell'esercito crociato e ripartizione dei feudi. Nuova
rivista storica 56 (1972) 288-314, briefly criticized by D. E. QUELLER, TH. K. C1OMPTON,
D. A. CAMPBELL, The Fourth Crusade: the Neglected Majority. Speculum 49 (1974).446,
n. 24. CARILE, Per la storia 103-111, 375-376, estimates at some 17,000 men the crew of
the Venetian fleet and with the help of other data collected from contemporary chroniclers
arrives at a figure of some 70,000 inhabitants in Venice in the early thirteenth century,
even higher than the one of 50,000 suggested by F. THIRIET, La Romanie venitienne an
Moyen Age. Le developpement et 1'exploitation du domaine colonial venitien (XIIe-XVe
siecle). Paris 1959, 66, for which there is no sounder basis. In this context CARILE also
mentions a census supposedly made in 1152, which recorded some 160,000 inhabitants;
however, as I have shown elsewhere, this census has been misdated and was in fact carried
out four centuries later, in 1552: see D. JACOBY, Les Juifs de Venise du XIVe an milieu du
XVle siecle, in: H.-G. BECK, M. MANOUSSACAS, A. PERTUST (eds.). Venezia centro di
mediazione tra Oriente e Occidente (secoli XV-XVI): aspetti e problemi. Atti del IT Con-
vegno internazionale di storia della civilta veneziana (Venezia, 1973). Firenze 1977, I
163-164, repr. in JACOBY, Recherches, no. VIII. The size of Venice's population around
1200 is a vexed question that cannot be resolved for lack of reliable sources. It was most
likely far below the 50,000 mark. The actual number of emigrants leaving Venice for Crete
around 1211 also points to a lower figure than those suggested hitherto: see below.

66 See above 158, and for the size and character of emigration to Crete, D. JACOBY, Les
"tats latins en Romanie: phenomenes sociaux et economiques (1204-1350 environ), in:
XPe Congres international d'etudes byzantines, Rapports et co-rapports, 1/3, 22, repr. in
idem, Recherches, no. 1; BoRSARr, 11 dominio 29, 75-7, has collected evidence on foreigners
in Crete, to which we may add a contract of 1224 by which three individuals from Oderzo
undertook to remain for six years in Crete as sergeants with military obligations in the
service of a Venetian: GERLAND, Das Archiv 115-116.
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that these would necessarily be Venetians. They were to swear to uphold
the agreement between the two parties, which entailed the discharge of
their personal military obligation, evidently under the supervision of the
Commune's authority`''. There is good reason to believe that these for-
eigners were inserted within the organizational structure of the sestieri,
both for military and fiscal reasons, as in Crete in the course of the
thirteenth century. In this way they shared the full burden of armed
service and other obligations imposed on each of these units.

Foreigners who persisted in their function as fiefholders in Venice's
portion of the Empire for a number of years may have become Venetian
nationals, as suggested by the case of Gerard of Stroem, whom we just
mentioned. He precisely relied on this function to request Venetian na-
tionality from the podesta Marino Storlato in 1222-1223, and again in
1224 after the arrival in Constantinople of the latter's successor, Giacomo
Tiepolo°5. Later sources confirm that Venice indeed naturalized foreigners
in the Latin Empire. Its political standing in the early years of the Latin
Empire was closely connected with its enfeoffinent policy and strengthen-
ed by the presence of a large number of settlers, who held land in its own
portion and performed military service under its supervision. Among
these settlers we thus find Venetian citizens, naturalized foreigners, as
well as foreigners who had submitted to the Commune's authority". The
presence of foreigners, whether naturalized or not, was also conspicuous
among the holders of real estate in the Venetian quarter of Constanti-
nople since the first decade after the Latin conquest of 1204. We find

"' On Gerard of Stroem, see next note. The text of 1231 reads omnes qui ex parte
Venetorwm infeudabuntur de novo: TTH II 286 and 295.

According to a rubric of 1224 in the Liber Plegioruin, published by R. CEssr (ed.),
Deliberazioni del Maggior Consiglio di Venezia. Bologna 1931-1950 [hereafter: DMC], I 66,
no. 69: de Girardo de Streu, qui hominem esse cupit domini ducis ex terra quam habet, de quo
capitulo interrogabitis dominion, 111arinum Storlato, who had served as podesta in the pre-
vious two years: see below, 168. On Gerard, see WOLFF, A New Document (above, n. 17)
561, n. 3, who believes that the rubric expresses his wish "to be a vassal of the doge for the
land he held". This interpretation may be safely rejected: the grantees' fealty to the doge
preceded the actual transfer of the fiefs, and was not sworn afterwards at their request; in
addition, I have already stressed above the absence of vassalage in the relationship be-
tween the doge and his fiefholders in the Latin Empire. Consequently, the issue here is not
vassalage, but nationality. On Giacomo Tiepolo, see below.

04 See D. JACOBY. Les Venitiens naturalises dans ]'Empire byzantin: un aspect de
]'expansion de Venise en Romanie du XIIIe au milieu du XVe siecle. 71 118 (1981) (Hom-
mage a M. Paul Lemerle) 218-221, repr. in idem, Studies, no. IX. Venetian naturalizations
in Constantinople from 1.261 to 1453, however, were prompted by political, economic and
fiscal considerations: see ibid. 232-235.
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among them, for instance, Armanno Ferbitore, Enrico Allemano, Mega-
lotto Becani, Alessio and Teodoro da Durazzo, next to the Venetians
Giovanni Barbadico or Barbarigo, Michele Venier, Giovanni Barastro,
who originated in the parish of Santa Margherita in Venice, as well as
Leonardo Vendilino and Domenico Signolo, both from the sestiere of Can-
naregio". We have seen that these two were apparently fiefholders be-
longing to the contingent of their sestiere".

The fief of Lampsakos and the Byzantine inheritance

Unfortunately, we have no direct evidence for the early years of the
Latin Empire, similar to that bearing on Crete, about the procedure
involved in the actual settlement of Venetians or foreigners by the Com-
mune's officers, the identity of the fiefholders, their enfeoffinent, the
sources of revenue and yield of their fiefs, or the service to which these
were liable. Somewhat later sources, however, provide precious informa-
tion in this respect: they concern the city and countryside of Lampsakos,
situated on the Asian shore of the Hellespont or straits of the Dardanel-
les. The fate of Lampsakos between 1204 and 1261, therefore, appears to
be of major importance for our understanding of the Venetian position,
policies and enfeoffment pattern in the Latin Empire.

After occupying the Gallipoli peninsula in November 1204 Henry of
Hainaut crossed the Hellespont to Abydos in Anatolia, advanced toward
Adramyttion and captured this city; he had received it in fief from his
brother, Emperor Baldwin, in whose portion it was situated'``. It may be
safely assumed that in the course of this expedition his troops also cap-
tured the port and rural territory of Lampsakos. In March 1205, how-
ever, Henry abandoned all his conquests in western Anatolia and rushed
back with his troops to Thrace to support his brother against the in-

"' ASV, Mensa Patriarcale, b. 9, C, nos. 11-12, 15 [= TTH 11 52-54], 18-20. Note
Ugolino di Parma, habitator in confinio Sancti Bartholonmei in Venice, who received land in
Constantinople in 1206: DCV 11 21-22, no. 481. The use of habitator clearly indicates that
he had formerly been a permanent resident in Venice, yet had remained a foreigner with-
out the benefit of Venetian citizenship before emigrating to Romania; on habitator, see
JACOBY, Les Venitiens naturalises, 219. The documents mentioned above have been sum-
marized, yet without references to the individuals' origin, by CH. MALTEZOU, Il quartiere
veneziano di Costantinopoli (Scali marittimi), Thesanrisnaata 15 (1978) 47-51, nos. 19-21,
25, 29-31.

71 See above, 160.
72 VILLEHARDOUIN, La conquete 11, paras. 310, 321-323; ROBERT DE CLARI, La con-

quete de Constantinople, ed. PH. LAUER. Paris 1956, 105, para. CXI; CARTLE, Partitio 218,
line 20 (text), and 243 (commentary).
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vading VIacho-Bulgarian forcesi3. Some six years elapsed before a Latin
army reappeared in western Anatolia. The decisive victory of Emperor
Henry of Hainaut over Emperor Theodore I Laskaris of Nicaea on
15 October 1211 resulted in the renewal of Latin rule in this area, in-
cluding the entire coastline stretching from Nikomedeia to Adramyttion.
The treaty signed between the two states, presumably in the following
year", sanctioned the Latin gains and ensured peace between them until
1224. In this year Lampsakos served as a base for the launching of a
short Latin offensive in Anatolia, yet was afterwards occupied by the
Nicaean forces of John III Vatatzes. The emperor constructed a small
fleet at the neighbouring shipyard of Olkos, situated in a bay to the
northeast of Lampsakos; somewhat later, however, he was compelled to
burn it lest it should fall prey to the Latins. Later John III Vatatzes
turned Lampsakos into an important naval base ensuring with Gallipoli
the Nicaean lines of communications and logistical support from Anatolia
to Thrace. By 1225 all Latin conquests in Anatolia except for Nikome-
deia and a strip of land opposite Constantinople had been lost. In 1233
the Latin emperor John of Brienne landed at Olkos and managed to
recapture Lampsakos, yet returned to Constantinople after a campaign
lasting four months only. Lampsakos remained thereafter under Nicaea's
rule75.

Neither the Partitio nor other sources offer any information regarding
the attribution of Lampsakos in 1204'. In all likelihood Henry of Hai-
naut considered his conquests of October 1211 as part of the imperial
estate. However, less than three years later, in April 1214, Lampsakos
belonged to the Venetian state and remained in its hands in the following
years, as attested by two Venetian documents: the first is an unpublished
notarial charter of 4 November 1252, which records that the Commune
granted Lampsakos to three Venetian citizens in April 1214; the second
document consists of two closely related sections, an undated fiscal sur-

VILLEHARDOUIN, La conquete II, paras. 340, 380.
"' For this dating, more convincing than 1214, see F. DoLGER, Regesten der Kaiser-

urkunden des ostromischen Reiches, 3. Teil, Zweite Auflage, bearbeitet von P. Wirth.
Mrinchen 1977, no. 1684.

'' See LoNGNON, L'Empire latin 126-128, 161-162, 172; H. AHRwEILER, Byzance et la
mer. La marine de guerre, la politique et les institutions maritimes de Byzance aux VIIe-
XVe siecle. Paris 1966, 315-320, 323-325, 329, 436-437. For the location of Olkos, see
W. TOMASCHEK, Zur historischen Topographie von Kleinasien im Mittelalter, in: Sitzungs-
berichte der kaiserlichen Akadenie der Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-historisehe Classe 124
L/8 (1891) 15.

711 See the map in OncoxoMIDES, La decomposition 15.
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vey of this estate and a statement formulated on behalf of the Venetian
podesta at Constantinople, which lack any reference to the year of their
drafting. The editors of this source have ascribed it to 1219 by relying on
its location in three Venetian chancery registers". This dating may now
be considered definitive, as the unpublished charter just mentioned re-
veals that the second document was issued sometime between 1214 and
1224, the year in which Lampsakos was lost by the Latins.

We have no information about the fate of Lampsakos between its
second conquest by the Latins in the autumn of 1211 and April 1214, nor
about its holder or holders in this period. It has been suggested that
Venice received the estate in compensation for the losses it had suffered
when the Vlacho-Bulgarian armies overran Thrace in 1.205-120678. This
assumption may be safely rejected. We have seen that Henry of Hainaut
was compelled to abandon Anatolia in the spring of 1205, and when he
returned there in 1211 Venice had for several years already recovered
most of its assets in Thrace. Pending the discovery of new evidence,
therefore, we remain in the dark about the circumstances in which Venice
got hold of Lampsakos. On the other hand, it is easy to guess why Venice
was eager to obtain this port, located on the Asian shore of the Helles-
pont opposite the Gallipoli peninsula. Most of the peninsula was in Vene-
tian hands since 1206, and the holding of positions on both sides of the
straits enabled a more efficient Venetian control of the vital waterway
linking the Mediterranean to Constantinople. Significantly, in 1219
Emperor Theodore I Laskaris of Nicaea promised the podesta Giacomo
Tiepolo that for the duration of his treaty with Venice, valid for five
years, he would abstain from sending naval forces through the Hellespont
to Constantinople, unless by agreement with Venice79. The Venetians
may have occasionally used Lampsakos as a naval base and taken advan-
tage of the neighbouring shipyard at Olkos, which apparently was in
operation when John III Vatatzes occupied it in 1224, as implied by the
construction of a fleet there shortly afterwards80. Venice's interest in the

17 The charter of 1252 is ASV, Cancelleria inferiore, Notai, b. 8, no. 11. The other
document was first published by TTH II 208-210, and is newly edited below, in Appendix
A and B. Its second section bears an incomplete date mentioning September in the seventh
indiction.

See BORSARI, Studi 32.
TTH 11 207: nec galee neque currentia lip ?a imperij mnei debeant habere licentiana

transire da, [sic] C'onstantinopoli, nisi hoc fuerit de vobuntate tue dominationis.
"" See above. 165,
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rural area of Lampsakos, though, must have been rather limited, in view
of the small revenue yielded by this portion of the estate87 .

The unpublished notarial charter to which we have alluded was draf-
ted in Venice on 4 November 1252 by the notary Bartolomeo, priest of
Sant' Apostoli in this city, at the request of Giberto Querini, who hailed
from the parish of San Polo2. As we shall soon discover, Giberto Querini
was one of the holders of Lampsakos in 1214 and 1219. In 1252 he trans-
ferred his rights to landed property to his two sons, Niccolo who resided
in Constantinople8r, and Pietro who lived in the parish of San Polo in
Venice; the two brothers were to hold this property jointly". Some of it
was situated "in the bishopric of Lanipsakos (...) on [the shore of] the
Dardanelles" (in episcopate Lapsaci (...) supra Avidum), a wording most
likely copied from Giberto's title to his portion of the estate85. Lampsakos
was then under the rule of Nicaea, as noted above, yet Giberto Querini
apparently still hoped that it would be recovered by the Latins and, in
any event, maintained his claim to his share of the estate. From his
charter we learn that sometime before April 1214 Doge Pietro Ziani order-
ed the grant of Lampsakos to three Venetians: Giberto Querini himself,
his brother Paolo, like him living in the parish of San Polo in Venice
before his departure for Romania and, finally, Johannes or Giovanni Suc-
cugullo, from the parish of San Stae in Venice. The three would jointly
hold the estate as partners (sotii). In view of their social standing and
their obligation to discharge a specific "service" to the Commune, the
nature of which will soon be discussed, it is obvious that the grantees
received Lampsakos in fief. This conclusion is confirmed by the stipula-
tion that the estate was transferable to both male and female heirs, an
inheritance clause mentioned in this context only because it applied to
fiefs, according to the treaty of March 1204 between Venice and the
leaders of the feudal armies8". The three envoys of the doge, Giacomo da

" On which see below.
82 See above, n. 77.

His place of residence is stated in another unpublished charter, examined below.
Many cases of brothers jointly holding property are recorded in Venice around that

time: see e. g. DCV 1 437-438, no. 446 (January 1200).
' The bishopric is mentioned in the Provinciale Romanum of c. 1210: R. L. WOLFF,

The Organization of the Latin Patriarchate of Constantinople, 1204-1261. Social and
Administrative Consequences of the Latin Conquest. Traditio 6 (1948) 48 (dating) and 52
(name), repr. in idem, Studies, no. VIII. On Avidum for Dardanelles, see CARILE, Parti-
tio 239.

"0 TTH I 448, 451. Had Lampsakos been a non-feudal tenure, the inheritance to all
heirs would have been self-evident and the reference to the clause superfluous.
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Molin from the parish of San Stae, Ranieri Dolfin from San Cancian and
Marino Storlato from San Toma, must have left Venice for Constantino-
ple with the maritime convoy sailing in the spring of 121487. Upon their
arrival in the capital of the Latin Empire, presumably in April, they
delivered the doge's injunction concerning Lampsakos to Marino Dan-
dolo, who was then Venetian podesta at Constantinople88. The three
attended the ceremony, performed the same month, at which the podesta
bestowed Lampsakos upon the grantees; the ceremony itself is not descri-
bed.

As noted above, the document of 1219 regarding Lampsakos is di-
vided into two sections. The first one enumerates the types of taxes,
duties and revenues customarily collected and the labour services perfor-
med, whether in the city or in the countryside, and in each case provides
an estimate of their amount, as well as an assessment of the total yield
expected from the estate. This list, which has repeatedly been exam-
ined", is similar in content, disposition and terminology to fiscal invento-
ries of specific estates known as praktika, in particular those compiled in
Byzantium since the eleventh century and in the fourteenth century
Frankish principality of Morea, the latter being clearly based on twelfth
century Byzantine models. More precisely, the survey of Lampsakos
recalls the final sections of these praktilca, in which the peasant's obliga-
tions were summarized". The second section of our source is a statement

87 The first among them had served as judex in Constantinople in May 1206 and thus
was acquainted with conditions in the Latin Empire: DCV 11 19-20, no. 479. By February
1215 Marino Storlato was back in Venice: see FEES, Reichtum and Macht 369, doc. 254. In
1222-1223 he served as podesta at Constantinople; on this and other functions he held, see
WOLFF, A New Document 561 and n. 2 and 3.

88 This is the only chronological evidence we have for his term of office, which is
mentioned without a date in an entry of 1224 in the Liber Plegiorum: CESSr, DMC 1 9,
no. 24; for the other functions he held, see WOLFF, A New Document 560, end of n. 3 of the
preceding page.

8D First by F. UsrExsIIJ, Sledi piscovich knig v Vizantij. III. Okladnoj list goroda
Lampsaka. ZMNP 231 (1884) 289-335; later studies by BoRSARr, Studi 114-123; CARILE,
Per la storia 243-247; G. LJTAVRIN, Provincial'nyj vizantijskij gorod na rubeze XII-XIII
vv. (po materialam nalogovoi opisi Lampsaka). VV 37 (1976) 17-29. Several other studies
refer to the list in general terms or to specific items in it. All of them leave several fiscal
terms unexplained.

°° On these inventories, see JACOBY, From Byzantium 10-14. BORSART, Studi 115,
n. 30, objects to the comparison of the list with the praktika on the ground that it does not
mention individual peasant holdings, which anyhow was not always the case, judging by
some of the surviving praktika. BoRSARI's objection is also related to the purpose of the
survey, which was drafted in order to impose a fiscal burden on the holders of Lampsakos,
rather than to grant them the benefit of the fiscal income from the estate, whether in part
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formulated in September 1219 by a notary following the instructions of
the Venetian podesta at Constantinople, whose name is not mentioned.
This statement reflects the decisions reached by the podesta Giacomo
Tiepolo and the majority of his council°1. When considered jointly the
two sections of our source reveal the sequence of events that led to their
drafting.

In the autumn of 1218 the city and rural territory of Lampsakos were
jointly held by three Venetians: G. Querini, J. Succugullo and J. son of
P. Querini, only mentioned by the initials of their first names. The precise
identity of the first, the second and the father of the third holder as well
as their relationship is revealed by the unpublished charter of 1252. It
should be noted that though still alive one of the three grantees of 1214,
Paolo Querini, had been succeeded in his share of Lampsakos by his son
Jacobus or Giacomo°'. The three Venetians abstained from delivering in
cash the service they owed to the Commune. After several injunctions to
this effect had failed to produce any result, the podesta in office at Con-
stantinople, presumably Giacomo Tiepolo, decided to lodge a complaint
against them with Doge Pietro Ziani, possibly in the autumn of 1218.
Apparently in the spring of 1219 the doge ordered the podesta to carry
out a fiscal survey of the estate of Lampsakos, in order to determine its
total revenue. The podesta was later to make appropriate arrangements
to ensure that the three Venetians fulfill their obligations toward the
Commune: their yearly payments would henceforth be based on the esti-
mate produced by the survey. In September 1219 at the latest the podes-
ta sent to Lampsakos one of his officers, who conducted a field survey of
the estate, in the course of which he assembled three types of data°3.

or entirely. This argument seems to me irrelevant: the fiscal character and disposition of
the material, which follow Byzantine practice, definitely warrant the comparison. See also
niy arguments below.

"' See below, Appendix B: Scripsi ex precepto domini potestatis et maioris partis sui
consilii. Giacomo Tiepolo was in Constantinople in August 1219, and presumably even
since the autumn 1218: see my dating below. On his first term of office as podesta, which
lasted beyond June 1220 and probably beyond January 1221, see WOLFF, A New Docu-
ment 560, and below, n. 179. On the function of the podesta and his council, see above,
n. 17.

92 On these two individuals, see below.
" The dating of the various steps taken is important for the discussion of the survey,

as we shall see below. The dates suggested here derive from several assumptions. As the
statement of the podesta's chancery was drafted in September 1219, the survey must have
been made at the latest in the same month; the doge's instructions were sent at least about
a month and a half earlier, in view of the duration of voyages from Venice to Constanti-
nople, and most likely arrived in April by the spring convoy linking these two cities. This
suggests that the podesta forwarded his complaint to Venice by the previous convoy, in
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First, he drew his basic information about the revenue of Lampsakos
from a praktikon which he had brought along from Constantinople; the
origin of this document, which he mentions twice, will be discussed below.
Secondly, he collected oral evidence from the local inhabitants, deter-
mined their respective tax burden and divided them in fiscal categories,
summarizing the revenues to be expected from each of the latter. Occa-
sionally he questioned the peasants under oath about some of their obli-
gations9r. He also reviewed other urban and rural sources of revenue,
which will soon be identified. Finally, he used his own judgment to assess
the revenue accruing from certain dues for which reliable evidence was
lacking or about which he did not trust the testimony of the local popula-
tion'. The praktikon at his disposal apparently provided no information
about the angarie or unspecified labour services, nor about the angaria de
castellis or "castles labour service" (A, 34)99. In sum, the surveyor's goal
was to update the information found in the praktikon on which he relied.
The procedures and registration techniques he used conformed with
Byzantine practice and were applied in contemporary and later fiscal
inquiries carried out in other areas of Romania97.

The surveyor sent by the podesta to Lampsakos either must have
been a Greek, or else been assisted by a Greek individual familiar with the
language and fiscal terminology used in the praktikon and capable of
conversing with the local peasants in their own tongue. The extensive use
of Byzantine terminology in the report is hardly surprising, yet there is
evidence to suggest that the original draft of the latter was entirely in
Greek, of which the version that has come down to us still retains some
traces. Thus, for instance, the word practico reflects the Greek 7cpuwrtxo(v)
(A, 10, 27), and so does the ending in -o of numerous fiscal terms; simi-
larly, vivaro (A, 11) is clearly a phonetic transcription of the Greek (31(36-
pio(v), as pronounced in the early thirteenth century, distinct from the
Latin vivarium99. We may safely assume that in 1219, the year in which

the autumn of 1218. His identification with Giacomo Tiepolo is most likely, in view of the
firm policy the latter implemented, on which see below. On the length of voyages accord-
ing to later data, see THIRILT, La Romanie venitienne 187-188. We have rioted that the
instructions for the grant of Lampsakos also arrived in Constantinople by a spring convoy,
in 1214: see above, 168.

91 As conveyed by dixerunt per eorum sacramentum, 7nanifestaverunt per eoruma sacra-
mentum (Appendix A, 34).

95 His assessments are introduced by ponumus [sic], dames music, rnisimus finem, the
latter meaning "we imposed a due", and valent (A, 8, 28, 29, 35, 37).

9° The nature of these angarie is discussed below.
°7 See JACOBY, From Byzantium 10-14, and BORSARI, Studi 22, n. 18.
98 See below, n. 198.
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the report was compiled, few Venetian officers serving in the Latin
Empire, if any, were capable of understanding a fiscal document drafted
in Greek. A translation accessible to them and in particular to the state
authorities in Venice, to which the report was to be forwarded, proved
therefore indispensable. This translation was most likely carried out in
Constantinople at the chancery of the podesta, yet we do not know whe-
ther its text or rather a copy of it was sent to Venice. It should be noted
that the employment of Greek officers and the use of the Greek language
in fiscal surveys, as well as the execution of translations for western use
were common in other areas of Latin Romania as late as the second half
of the fourteenth century'".

Once in possession of the new survey the podesta Giacomo Tiepolo
convened his council in order to determine the obligations of the three
Venetians holding Lampsakos. According to the resolution adopted by
the majority of the council members, the amount of service to which the
three would jointly be liable in the future was to be based on the revenue
of 1,670 hyperpers expected from the estate (Appendix B)10°. There was
no need to specify the nature of this service, which was known to the
parties concerned. It should be stressed, however, that only payments in
cash were mentioned in this context, and the absence of any reference to
military service requires an explanation, suggested below. With respect
to the past, the holders of Lampsakos were to pay arrears amounting to
1,000 hyperpers in three installments, two until Easter 1220 and the third
one somewhat later. The arrears were obviously also based on the revised
assessment of the estate's revenue, and there is good reason to believe
that they covered the five years that had elapsed since the grant of
Lampsakos in April 1214. If so, they amounted to 200 hyperpers per year
or approximately 12% of the expected yearly revenue of the fiefholders,
each of them paying 66 hyperpers and being left with 490 out of a total of
556 hyperpers. This share of their revenue would have apparently
covered the expenses incurred by effective military service and was con-
sidered as sufficient to replace it. The issue seems to have been solved
once and for all in September 1219. This would account for the fact that
Giberto Querini maintained as late as 1252 what he considered a valid
claim to his share of Lampsakos and transferred it then to his sons,
without referring to any legal or other problem. The report as well as the
statement issued by the podesta's chancery - the latter drafted, as noted,
in September 1219 - were soon sent to Venice and shortly afterwards

See JACOBY, as above, n. 97.
100 The council rounded off the sum by substracting 1 hyperper and 6 keratia.
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transcribed there in the Liber Pactorum I by a copyist working in the
ducal chancery101. This copyist apparently encountered serious difficulties
in his reading of the survey, illustrated by unresolved abbreviations,
omissions, mistaken numbers, the erroneous reproduction of Byzantine
technical terms, and the garbled version of certain passages, as the one
dealing with vineyards, examined below. The text that has come down to
us is couched in a defective Latin reflecting the Greek original survey, as
well as the Italian dialect spoken by the copyist who, judging by the
definite articles he used, may have been of Dalmatian origin102. It is note-
worthy that the copyist did not encounter any difficulty in the reading of
the podesta's statement, which was entirely drafted in Latin (Appen-
dix B). The text of both the survey and the statement in the Liber Pacto-
rum I served as models for later copies, one in the late thirteenth or early
fourteenth century Liber Pactorum II and the other in the Liber Albus,
presumably executed after 1345'03

It is obvious that when Lampsakos was granted in April 1214, the
podesta determined the nature and amount of the service burdening the
estate, which depended on the latter's revenue. Why, then, was it at all
necessary to carry out a new survey in 1219, only five years later? The
arrears the three grantees of Lampsakos were ordered to pay after the
execution of the survey in 1219 point to the answer. After holding Lamp-
sakos for some time, the three apparently discovered to their dismay that
the revenue it yielded was lower than expected and in their view insuffi-
cient to cover the service they owed to the Commune, while at the same

"" The podesta mentioned his sending of letters to Venice in September 1219 in an-
other letter which he forwarded some three months later: TTH II 216.

"'" The definite articles are ht, li, la and le. They provide an important clue for the
reading of the report, as they clearly introduce Byzantine fiscal terms. The first article
points to a notary hailing from central or southern Italy, Sicily, or the Dalmatian coast,
which appears more likely considering Venice's links with this region: see G. FOLENA,
Introduzione al veneziano "de la da mar". Bollettino dell' Atlante linguistico mediterraneo
10-12 (1968-1970) 351, 370-371; B. MIGLIORINI - G. FOLENA, Testi non toscani del Tre-
cento. Modena 1952, 18. (I wish to thank hereby ALFREDO STUSSI, Scuola Normale Supe-
riore at Pisa, who kindly offered me his advice on Italian dialects.) The likelihood that the
notary was Dalmatian is heightened by the misreading of a fiscal term on line 23: see
below, n. 123. It is not excluded, however, that the "Dalmatian" element was introduced
by a notary who copied the translated survey in Constantinople.

"" L. LANFRAxcxi (ed.), Famiglia Zusto (Fonti per la storia di Venezia, sez. IV, Archivi
privati). Venezia, 1955, 66-67, has convincingly redated the Liber Pactorum I to the first
twenty years or so of the thirteenth century on the basis of paleographic evidence; he has
done the same for the second register. For the dating of the Liber Albus, see CARILE,
Partitio 179-180. There are some insignificant differences between the extant versions: see
my edition below, Appendix A.
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time leaving them with a reasonable profit. This prompted them to with-
hold from the podesta, the yearly service to which they had agreed. The
most plausible explanation for the discrepancy between the expected and
the actual revenue is that no survey of Lampsakos had been carried out
in the years immediately preceding its grant in April 1214 and that the
podesta relied then on an old praktikon, presumably the Greek document
one of his successors supplied to the officer entrusted with the survey in
1219. We have no indication about the origin or dating of this praktikon.
It may have been based upon a register found in a Byzantine provincial
archive in western Anatolia in 1204, after the first conquest of the area
by Henry of Hainaut, as no such register had been found in Constanti-
nople by the commission in charge of the partition of the Empire in the
autumn of 12041° . On the other hand, it is possible that the fiscal register
was compiled by the Nicaean administration after 1204 and found by
officers of the Latin Empire following the second Latin conquest of
western Anatolia in 1211. Whatever the case, the assumption that the
praktikon used in the survey of 1219 was an extract of a Byzantine regis-
ter is enhanced by two factors: the reference to the labour services perfor-
med by the peasants "at the time of their masters" (in tempore de dominis
suis: A, 34), which points to the Byzantine period' °', and the existence of
another Greek praktikon, presumably also copied for a Latin chancery in
the thirteenth century, namely the one bearing on the region of Athens of
which two folios only have survived106 The copy of the praktikon stating
the estimated revenue of Lampsakos must have been executed before
Emperor Henry of Hainaut transferred the estate to the Venetian pode-
sta, and at this occasion the two parties agreed about the service it owed
to the emperor. The preceding considerations imply that already before
1204 the city and countryside of Lampsakos constituted a separate fiscal
unit, which survived under the Latins. This would conform with the
evidence provided by the Partitio: the distribution of fiefs in Latin
Romania not only relied on the Byzantine fiscal pattern, but also perpe-
tuated to some extent its territorial units107.

The more the Greek praktikon used by the surveyor antedated the

" This would explain why the Partitio did not deal with the area of Lampsakos: see
above, 149.

10' These masters were obviously Greek, and not Latin lords holding Lampsakos be-
tween 1211 or 1212 and April 1214.

100 E. GRANSTREM, 1. MEDVEDEV ET D. PAPACHRYSSANTHOU (eds.), Fragment d'un
praktikon de la region d'Athenes (avant 1204). REB 34 (1976) 5-44, but for the dating
after 1204, see JACOBY, From Byzantium 13, and 37, n. 37.

107 See BoRSART, Studi 22, n. 18.
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grant of Lampsakos in April 1214, the more likely it became that the
fiscal revenue of the estate registered in this document would not match
the actual yield obtained by the three Venetian grantees after that date.
The turmoil caused by the events of 1204 and the ensuing warfare in
western Anatolia, which lasted intermittently until Henry of Hainaut
defeated Theodore I Laskaris in October 1211, caused considerable hard-
ship to the population, disrupted its economic life, and generated peasant
migration. The treaty signed by the two rulers determined for several
years the new borders between the respective territories of the Latin
Empire and the Empire of Nicaea and acted as a stabilizing factor, which
apparently was not yet perceptible in Lampsakos in 1219. At that time
the impact of the previous years was reflected on the estate in two ways,
namely by the composition of the population and by the surveyor's expli-
cit statements that some revenues had sharply declined. In 1219 the
surveyor registered in Lampsakos and its countryside 113 fiscal units
divided into four fiscal categories, which he enumerated in descending
order according to the animal labour force owned by the peasants of each
category: 21 ceugarati, 52 voidati, 18 actimones and 22 apori (A, 2-6).
These terms phonetically reproduce those known from Byzantine sources
dealing with paroikoi or dependent peasants, namely ccuyapatot, (3oi5dtr1,
axil>µovsS and anopoi. These were, respectively, peasants owning two
oxen, one ox, or none, the latter literally "propertyless", and, finally,
"poverty-stricken men". Before arriving at his summaries the surveyor
had evidently recorded the heads of the fiscal units and the content of
their respective stasis, which in most cases consisted of land, beasts of
labour, other means of production and houses, yet this detailed listing
has not survived. The average telos or tax delivered by the staseis in each
of the categories reflected their relative economic standing: the zeugaratoi
paid somewhat more than double the amount of the boidatoi, these in
turn slightly less than the double of the telos of the aktemones, while the
latter's tax was somewhat higher than twice the one delivered by the
aporoi10S. The ratio between the first three categories corresponded more
or less to the one reflected by a calculation made in 1.104 by a tax-asses-
sor who inspected the property of the Athonite monastery of Lavra: one
zeugaratos = two boidatoi = four aktemones10°

108 On the peasant categories, the 6zavts and the tieXo5, see A. E. LAIOU-THOMADAKIS,
Peasant Society in the Late Byzantine Empire. A Social and Demographic Study. Prince-
ton, N. J. 1977.

10° The average telos paid by the four categories as expressed in keratia (a denomination
equivalent to 1/24 of the hyperpyron) was 237.71, 115.84, 64.66 and 24.54, respectively;
calculation by CARILE, Per la storia 245. The relevant passage in the Lavra document
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In 1219 the surveyor of Lampsakos also found 60 homines who, in
contrast to the former peasants, were newcomers on the estate and not
yet registered as fiscal units. Such peasants were known elsewhere in
Latin Romania as exteri homines, "foreign men", or agrafi, "non-inscrib-
ed" villeins, and paid very low taxes as in Lampsakos10. The presence in
Lampsakos of these homines, who are also attested in the Nicaean territo-
ries of Anatolia"', is in itself not surprising in view of the flight of pea-
sants seeking refuge and livelihood in relatively safe places. Significant,
though, is their unusually high proportion, which may be roughly esti-
mated at close to one fifth of the total population of the estate. We may
postulate, therefore, a reduction in revenue between the pre-1204 period
and 1219 due to the disappearance of formerly well established house-
holds and their partial replacement by newcomers, several of whom were
presumably single. Moreover, these newcomers lacked a tenure, beasts of
labour and other means of production. There were apparently also aban-
doned fiscal units in Lampsakos, which would imply an additional

2decrease in population"
From the language of the survey of 1219 we may gather that, until its

compilation, neither the labour services nor the unspecified "gifts" re-
corded with them (A, 34-36) had been commuted into cash payments, as
generally assumed. The surveyor used valent (A, 37) for the summary of
these obligations, which points to an estimate of their value, instead of
the verb reddent introducing the peasants' regular payments in cash
(A, 2); the two types of calculations are clearly different' 3. As the sur-

appears in P. LEMERLE, A. GUILLOU, N. SVORONOS, D. PAPACHRYSSANTOU (eds.), Actes de
Lavra, I. Paris 1970, 293-294, no. 56, lines 48-51.

10 For the homines, whose status in this document has hitherto been misunderstood,
see D. JACOBY, Une classe fiscale a Byzance et en Romanie latine: les inconnus du fist,
eleutheres on etrangers, in: Actes du XJVe Congres international des etudes byzantines
(Bucarest 1971), II. Bucarest 1975, 139-152, repr. in idem, Recherches sur la Mediterra-
nee orientale du XIIe an XVe siecle. Peuples, societes, economies. London 1979, no. III.

"' Though not under that name: see M. ANGOLD, A Byzantine Government in Exile.
Government and Society under the Laskarids of Nicaea (1204-1261). Oxford 1975, 104.

112 Any population estimate is necessarily conjectural. If representing nuclear house-
holds, the 113 fiscal units would have accounted for some 450 inhabitants; the 60 homines,
several of whom single, possibly represented about 100 newcomers, or around 18% of the
total population. The items in A, 27-29, appear to refer to abandoned fiscal units: see
below, n. 133.

13 On the "gifts", see below. The claim that labour services at Lampsakos were com-
muted in the Byzantine period has most recently been repeated by A. HARVEY, Economic
Expansion in the Byzantine Empire, 900-1200. Cambridge 1989, 110. On commutation in
Byzantium prior to the Fourth crusade, see ibid. 108-113. In fourteenth century Frankish
Morea we find both effective labour service and commutation, the choice between the two
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veyor hints to the Byzantine lords of the peasants with respect to labour
services, it is not excluded that before the survey of 1219 the fiefholders
of Lampsakos did not take advantage of the latter, because they appar-
ently were absentee landlords"'. Yet after the survey, which included
labour services in the general assessment of the estate's revenue, they
may have adopted commutation, which was particularly advantageous
because it saved both administrative costs and the need to use coercion
to ensure the strict performance of these services. Labour services were
directly related to the animal labour force available in each fiscal unit
and, consequently, the load was heavier on zeugaratoi and boidatoi, who
owned oxen, than on other peasants.

We have noted that the survey of 1219 distinguished between an
unspecified angaria and angaria de castellis (A, 34). Originally, the Byzan-
tine ayyapsia constituted a public labour service owed to the state, which
occasionally transferred it to landlords and was then used for the cultiva-
tion of their domain land. According to the Byzantine praktika the load
was calculated per month and thus amounted to twelve or a multiple of
twelve days per year or, exceptionally, to a day per week' a. The zeugara-
toi and boidatoi of Lampsakos claimed that each year they owed only
twelve days of angaria (A, 34)"s The survey of 1219 does not separately
record the number of days owed by the peasants on account of the anga-
ria de castellis, the Byzantine xaarpoxnaia exacted by the state from the
peasants of Lampsakos prior to 1204. In Byzantium this public service
involved participation in the building and maintenance of fortresses and
fortifications, yet was sometimes commuted into a cash payment"'. Sur-
prisingly, however, after combining the two types of angareia the sur-

apparently depending, as in Byzantium, on the specific conditions existing on the estate:
see J. LONGNON - P. TOPPING, Documents sur le regime des terres dans la principaute de
Moree an XIVe sickle. Paris - La Haye 1969, 271-272, s. v. servicium personale.

"* See below, 178-179, 190-191.
"' See A. STAURTDOU-ZAPHRAKA, `H ayyapcia ar6 Bucavno. Byzantina 11 (1982) 23-

54. The public nature of the Byzantine ayyapcia, at the rate of twelve days a year, was
preserved under Venetian rule in southern Messenia in the district of Coron; curiously, in
the neighbouring district of Modon the state paroikoi owed 13 days a year: see D. JACOBY,
Un aspect de la fiscalite venitienne dans le Peloponnese aux XIVe et XVe siecles: le
"zovaticum". TM 1 (1965) 408, repr. in idem, Societe et demographie a Byzance et en
Romanie latine. London 1975, no. IV.

"' I have corrected the number "VII", obviously a misreading for "XII" due to a
scribe in Constantinople or the copyist of Liber Pactorum I, who was followed by those of
the Liber Pactorum II and the Liber Albus.

"' See S. TROJANOS, Kaa'rpoxnaia. Einige Bemerkungen fiber die finanziellen Grundla-
gen des Festungsbaues im byzantinischen Reich. Byzantina 1 (1969) 39-57.
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veyor imposed the same burden on zeugaratoi and boidatoi, namely forty-
eight days per year or four days per month, and estimated it as having
the same value, despite the fact that according to Byzantine practice the
work performed by the zeugaratoi should have been worth twice as much
as that of the boidatoi. On the other hand, the 2:1 ratio between the
number of days imposed on boidatoi and aktemones, respectively, con-
formed with Byzantine custom, and so did the fourfold value of the work
performed by the zeugaratoi in comparison with that of the aktemones.
Indeed, in the Lampsakos survey each day of work offered by the former
was estimated at 4 hyperpers, while the latter's day was valued at one
hyperper only. In all cases, though, the estimate also included the equi-
valent in cash of the "gifts" delivered in kind, which will soon be exam-
ined. The ratio between zeugaratoi and aktemones corresponded to those
expressed by the Lavra document we have mentioned"'. It should be
noted that the homines of Lampsakos were exempt of labour services,
because they lacked the necessary means to perform them. The sur-
veyor's estimates of labour services prove that he was familiar with the
Byzantine fiscal system, yet it should be stressed that he also introduced
a significant change which reflected the process of feudalization gener-
ated by the Latin conquest. All public taxes and services were privatized
and assimilated to the payments and labour services previously dis-
charged by the peasants to their landlord, in conformity with the feudal
practice imported by the western barons into the Latin Empire. Venice
followed suit in this respect in its own portion of the Empire, while in the
territories of Romania under its direct rule it adopted a different policy:
the public nature of Byzantine taxation and angareia as exclusive prero-
gatives of the state were upheld, even when temporarily or permanently
ceded to an individual or an ecclesiastical institution1 ).

The survey of 1219 mentions sources of income other than those
directly deriving from the peasants' labour force. These sources may be
divided into three categories, similar to those found in the same year at
Rodosto, another Venetian city in Romania, where they were labeled
schale, commerclia and redditus, i. e. wharf taxes, customs and sales
duties, and other income from diverse origin, respectively 120. It should be

1e See above, 175.
See JACOBY, From Byzantium 15, 19, 21-22; idem, Un aspect de ]a fiscalite veni-

tienne 417-420.
1211 In a letter of the podesta Giacomo Tiepolo to Doge Pietro Ziani: TTH II 218. I

adhere here to this division in order to emphasize both the parallelism and differences
between Lampsakos and Rodosto, on which see below. In the survey of 1219 the division
of the revenues into groups is very odd, to say the least, and apart from those related to
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stressed that some of these sources of revenue, like the labour services
just mentioned, had belonged to the state in the Byzantine period, yet
were privatized under Latin rule. Such was the case with the first two
categories of taxes. The scala (A, 25) corresponded to the Byzantine
ax'Xka or oxaXiailxov, a tax paid for the mooring of ships along the
wharf, the unloading of their cargo and the use of the neighbouring ware-
houses in the city's harbour'`''. The commercial duties at the forum or
general market and those accruing from meat delivery, presumably by
the butchers (A, 26), fall under the heading xoµµpxia'"'. The total
receipts deriving from these three taxes amounted to 160 hyperpers only,
somewhat less than one tenth of the total revenue from the estate, esti-
mated by the surveyor at 1,671 and 1/4 hyperpers, or a larger share if we
disregard the assessment of the labour services owed by the peasants. The
three taxes constituted the most substantial item in the list of revenues
produced by Lampsakos, except for the taxes paid by the peasants' sta-
seis. However, considering Lampsakos' location on the Hellespont, the
income from its harbour and market was rather small and implies that in
the second decade of the thirteenth century commercial activity there
had declined: it was basically serving the needs of the area's population
and not geared to large-scale maritime commerce. The third category of
revenue, called redditus in Rodosto, was gathered from various sources,
some formerly public and others private. The holders of Lampsakos bene-
fited from the proceeds deriving from judicial payments and fines (le
forfacte et iura et iustitie: A, 20), yet as they apparently were absent from
Lampsakos and did not exercise justice there the local inhabitants were
required to pay collectively a fixed yearly amount in cash. The same
holds true of deliveries in kind of lamb, poultry'23, fish, meat and grain
(A, 21-23, 26, 31), the last three originally intended for the supply of the

fishing (see below, nn. 128-130) defies any logical classification according to legal or eco-
nomic criteria.

121 See H. ANTONTADis-BTBicou, Recherches sur les douanes a Byzance. Paris 1963,
134-135.

'" On the various types of Byzantine kommerkia attested in Latin Romania and in-
herited from Byzantium, one of which on the butchers, see JACOBY, From Byzan-
tium 14-15.

123 The reference to galline precedes the definite article in introducinga Byzantine fiscal
term, which has been misread as carlassare by a copyist (A, 23) in Constantinople or, more
likely, in Venice, who associated it with a locality called Carlasar in Dalmatia. Micha de
Carlasar appears in the treaty of 1247 between Venice and Zadra as an inhabitant of the
latter city: TTH 11 443. In our survey, however, carlassare is definitely not a name, as
suggested by LTTAVRIN, Provincial'nyj vizantijskij gorod 19, 22.
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Byzantine army 124. The landlords also received the "gifts" previously
mentioned, which must have been identical with, or similar to the xavia-
xta often mentioned in Byzantine praktika: these consisted of compulsory
deliveries in kind, sometimes commuted into cash payments, originally
offered by the peasants to tax collectors, yet more often found as `gifts'
presented three times a year to their landlords125.

In addition, we find dues for the right to exploit various installations
and localities: mills (molenee: A, 8), for which the puk6naxTov was paid 121;
salt pans (saline: A, 9)'27; a sea-water fishery (vivaro: A, 11) at 01kos,
obviously close to the shipyard located in the vicinity of Lampsakos,
which required the discharge of the (3l(3ap6icaxiov if the fishery was rent-
ed, or the a?,Eia in return for the right to fish '21; the piscaria "of Jeru-
salem" (A, 14), possibly a fresh-water fishery, for which similar payments
were owed 721; a tax (grippovoli: A, 12) connected with the use of small
boats of a type known as gripo, engaged in fishing"(); others related to

121 In two instances we find psuni (A, 22 and 26: In psuni de lit, piste and psuni de
carnibus), which in middle Greek appears as yriuvt: see N. P. ANDRIOTES, 'Eiupokoylxo

r 1 xolvf q vcocXXrlvtxT q, Thessalonike 1967, s. v. It is derived from the Byzantine
owtilvtov; on this tax, see ODB, s. v. "Opsonion". The dimodeo (A, 31) is the Byzantine
StpoStov or StµoSaiov, which according to F. DOLGER, Aus den Schatzkammern des Heili-
gen Berges. Miinchen 1948, 109, commentary to no. 37, line 52, was identical to the 6tiap-
xia, on which see ibid. 338.

125 For the meaning of cum salute villanorum (A, 35), see Ch. Du FRESNE Du CANOE,
Glossarium mediae et infimae latinitatis. 1883-1887, s. v. "Sales", para. 4, salutes, supple-
mentary gifts or xenia. On the xaviaxtov, see HARVEY, Economic Expansion 105-106, 109;
G. OSTROGORSxza, Pour l'histoire de la feodalite byzantine. Bruxelles 1954, 359-360;
LAIOU-THOMADAKIS, Peasant Society 181-182. In the praktika the kaniskia were generally
mentioned immediately after the angareia, as in the survey of Lampsakos. We also find the
exenium in Frankish Morea: see LONGNON - TOPPING. Documents 269.

126 See D6LGER. Aus den Schatzkammern 191.
'°-' See ODB, s. v. "Salt", and, for the survival of Byzantine practice in Frankish Morea,

LONGNON - TOPPING, Documents 322, Index rerurn, s. v. "Sal", "Salina".
128 See DoLGER, Aus den Schatzkammern 191, and ODB, s. v. "Fishing" ands"Viva-

rion". Olkos in this context has been identified by U5PENSKIJ, Sledi piscovich knig 329.
"" "Piscaria", the western equivalent of (3t(3aptov, was also used in Frankish Morea: see

LONGNON - TOPPING, Documents 321, Index rerum, s. v. "Pescheria". The agreement of
March 1206 between Henry of Hainaut and the Church mentions piscaria in ?nari et in
aqua dulci, salt and fresh-water fisheries: TTH II 32.

"0 For gripo, see H. and R. KAHANE, Abendland and Byzanz: Sprache, in: P. WIRTII
(ed.), Reallexikon der Byzantinistik. Amsterdam 1969-, I, col. 414, no. 164, s. v. ypinoc;
MM, IV 54, no. XIII: xetpoypunov, a fishing bark, in the early thirteenth century; TTH
III 214: de (...) uno grippo et suis retibus. The term nasgidio (A, 12) remains unidentified.
As A, 11, 12 and 14, refer to fish and fishing, lu vatlai (A, 13) may also be connected to these
subjects.
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landings used for ships sailing downstream (catavolo) and upstream (ana-
volo: A, 32)131. The peasants also paid various sums for the lease of
domain land not included in their staseis or fiscal units, which they culti-
vated under special terms. Such was the case with waste or barren land
called chersochorio (A, 10)131. Other pieces, possibly including the land of
abandoned staseis, were cultivated by sharecroppers, as implied by the
twice mentioned combination of labour and morti, the fee for the lease or
a tithe; some of these peasants were boidatoi (A, 27-29)133. Furthermore,
360 modioi of vineyards were held under avaxaµyns (A, 16-19), a long-
term emphyteusis contract which provided for a division of the produce in
equal parts between landlords and cultivators 13'. Finally, the holders of

13' On catavolo or xat&(3oXoc, which also appears as a place-name, see E. SCHILBACH
(ed.), Byzantinische metrologische Quellen (Byzantine Texts and Studies, 19). Thessalo-
nike 1982, 159-160; in our survey it must be a noun, as it is preceded by a definite article.
See also USPENSKIJ, Sledi piscovich knig 334.

132 This composite word recalls, for instance, xcpaot6inov, as in a document dated
1110: LEMERLE et al., Actes de Lavra, I 308, no. 59, line 26. The preceding skillofacto
(A, 10) is also apparently a composite word, the second part of which may reflect the
Byzantine n&xtov, as in dpmk6naxtov. Skillofacto cannot be identified, but must also have
been a payment for the cultivation of domain land under the terms of a specific contract.
Note 6xtkkoxp6gpuov, wild onion, in Ch. Du FRESNE Du CANaE, Glossarium ad scriptores
mediae et infimae graecitatis. Lugduni 1688, s. v.

133 Each of the two references is somewhat faulty, as the text should read computatis
suis laboribus in hac quantitate at morti; see also below, 181. The term disertis refers to
abandoned land; USPENSKIJ, Sledi piscovich knig 318, suggests that plenis is identical to
planum, terra arabilis; voidate is obviously the transcription of Goth&tot. On µopttj, see
P. LEMERLE, The Agrarian History of Byzantium from the Origins to the Twelfth Century.
The Sources and Problems. Galway 1979, 38-39; H. F. SCHMID, Byzantinisches Zehntwe-
sen. JOBG 6 (1957) 55-67, 96-99; LAIOU-THOMADAKIS, Peasant Society 216-221; ODB,
s. v. "Morte". In this context labour was not related to the peasant's stasis and therefore
not included in the compulsory service on domain land.

13' The nXty&iov (A, 16, 18) was a Byzantine land measure equal to 3 modioi applied to
vineyards: see SCHILBACH, Byzantinische metrologische Quellen 114, lines 1-23. On ana-
capsi, see D. A. ZAKYTHINOS, Le despotat grec de Moree. II. Vie et institutions, ed. revue
et augmentee par Ch. Maltezou. London 1975, 183-187; I. MEDVEDEv, Une espece mal
etudiee du bail a long terme: &v&xaµy tq. Byzantiaka 10 (1990) 105-113. The paragraph
referring to vineyards (A, 16-19) is marred by misreadings and the relation between the
numbers mentioned in it is erroneous. Thus, for instance, the sum of 14 hyperpers on line
17 should have been smaller than the one on line 16, from which it was to be substracted,
as the text reads de quibus habent. We may thus conjecture that the first sum originally
was "XXVIII" hyperpers, which would leave half of it to the landlords, as found in many
contracts dealing with the cultivation of vineyards: see LEMERLE, The Agrarian History
38-39. The summary of 36 hyperpers and 3 keratia on A, 19, is obviously faulty, as it does
not relate to the other data found on A, 16-18; in fact, it should have been 38 hyperpers
and 12 keratia, if we take into account the summary on line 26, on which the total on line
29 and the grand total on line 34 are based. The errors have been made by a copyist
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Lampsakos received payments for the exploitation of four localities,
Macricampo, Damaskinea, Cranea and Carea (A, 32) 135. In three instances
the surveyor of Lampsakos compared his estimates with the data re-
gistered in the Greek praktikon he had brought along. In the first one he
stated that the revenue from the exploitation of two types of domain
land, one of which was chersochorio, conformed with the estimate found in
this document (et tantum fait positum per practico), while in the other two
instances, which deal with sharecroppers, his own estimate was half that
of the praktikon (A, 10, 27-29)138. The sharp decline in revenue from
sharecroppers is yet another confirmation of the decrease in the working
force, peasants as well as beasts of labour, in the years preceding 1219137.

There was a striking contrast in 1219 between Lampsakos and Rodo-
sto, which reflected the diverse functions fulfilled by small and medium-
sized Byzantine cities under Latin occupation. We have seen that the
total income produced by the city and countryside of Lampsakos was
estimated at 1,671 and 1/4 hyperpers, a rather meagre sum shared by
three grantees only. There is no information about the revenue of Rodo-
sto in the same year, yet the grouping of its fiefholders according to
sestieri implies that their number must have been considerably larger,
and consequently also the revenue supporting them. The volume of trade
and economic activity in the harbour and at the local market of Rodosto,
fostered by the favourable location of this city, as well as the size and
yield of its rural hinterland undoubtedly produced a total income by far
exceeding that of Lampsakos. From the way in which the revenue of

working in Constantinople or, more likely, in Venice, and not by the surveyor himself,
whose other numbers and calculations are correct.

135 The absence of a definite article preceding these four words rules out the suggestion
made by LITAVxix, Provincial'nyj vizantijskij gorod 20, that these were payments in kind.
Nor is his interpretation of Macricampo (Maxpuxanto) as referring to silk warranted. The
ending in -o clearly points to a neutral or masculine word, such as xaµnoc, and not to
xaµntl or xaµma, caterpillar in modern Greek; Macricampo is thus a place called "Long
field" or "Long plain". However, the names of the other localities may hint at their
principal produce, Damaskinea (Aaµaaxtvaia) and Cranea (Kpav&ia) being related to the
growing of plums and dogberries, respectively. Carea may be identical to Kapua, nut tree,
yet more likely to Kapia, a place-name also appearing in the vicinity of Miletos: see
TOMASOaEK, Zur historischen Topographie 37.

136 The introduction of a full stop after iuribus (A, 26) reveals the parallel wording of
the following two items on A 27-28 and 29, respectively. In the first case it is que fuerunt
date per practico [followed by a sum], dames nunc [followed by a sum half the previous
one], videlicet pro medietate que fait sibi data; in the other case only the second half of this
formula is quoted. Consequently, the lacuna on line 27 should be filled with a sum twice as
large as the estimate of the surveyor on line 28.

137 See above, 175.
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Rodosto was presented in 121.9 we may gather that the ranking of its
components also differed from that found in Lampsakos: schale or port
duties provided the main income, followed in descending order by com-
merclia or market taxes and by redditus or other payments, including the
peasants' contribution. It is noteworthy that in Lampsakos the peasants'
payments constituted the largest item: those directly deriving from their
fiscal units were estimated at about one third of the total revenue
(34,78%), while combined with the value of the labour services and the
unspecified "gifts" in kind delivered by the peasants they amounted to
more than half (53,33%). On the other hand, the receipts from the har-
bour of Lampsakos did not even reach one tenth of the total. This city
was thus definitely more rural in character than Rodosto and presumably
served as residence to some of the peasants of the estate, if not to most of
them131.

The Latin Empire and the patterns of Venetian migration

The Fourth Crusade generated a demographic phenomenon, to which
little attention has been devoted: it opened the way to Latin settlement,
essentially urban in character, in the conquered lands of Byzantium in
general, and the Latin Empire in particular139. The first wave of settlers
came from the ranks of the participants in the Fourth Crusade. Noble-
men hailing from feudalized regions of the West were awarded fiefs in
rural areas, as well as houses in Constantinople or in other cities. Commo-
ners from feudal regions as well as residents of western commercial cen-
ters, such as Venice, also established themselves in cities, where they
pursued various economic activities, some of them being awarded fiefs.
We have already encountered the "French" and Venetian fiefholders of
the Gallipoli peninsula140. Our knowledge about settlers belonging to the
nobility is mostly drawn from chronicles 141. The data regarding the other
settlers primarily derives from notarial documents, overwhelmingly of
Venetian origin, many of which have remained unnoticed. They yield
information about the fate of Venetian settlers and their descendants in

"A On the revenues of Lampsakos and Rodosto and the important function of the
latter's harbour, see above, 181-182.

13" For the latter, see CARTLE, Per la storia 110-113, 363-381, whose figures for Venice's
population, however, are much too high: see above, n. 65. On the urban character of
settlement in other regions of Latin Romania: see JACOBY, Social Evolution 194-196.

10 See above, n. 16.
For example, see J. LONGNON, Les compagnons de Villehardouin. Recherches sur les

croises de la quatrieme croisade. Geneve 1978.
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the Latin Empire, their links with Venice, their occupations and, finally,
their urban and rural property. The whole subject calls for an extensive
study, which will be presented elsewhere. Here we shall restrict ourselves
to fiefholders in the Venetian portion of the Empire and focus on the
grantees of Lampsakos.

The charter of 4 November 1252 dealing with Lampsakos, mentioned
above at several occasions, reveals that two of the grantees of 1214, Paolo
and Giberto Querini, were brothers. They belonged to a prominent Vene-
tian family, whose standing markedly rose in the course of the thirteenth
century, when several of its members became high-ranking state officers
and church dignitaries'". More specifically, the brothers belonged to the
branch of the Querini family residing in Venice in the parish of San Polo,
located in the sestiere bearing the same name'43. From 1238 until his
death on 28 August 1250 their brother Leonardo served as Patriarch of
Grado, the highest office in the Venetian ecclesiastical hierarchy''. We
have no information regarding Paolo and Giberto in the period preceding
the Latin conquest of Constantinople, nor do we know whether they had
engaged then in trade with Romania. From the statement of September
1219, drafted in the podesta's name some five years after the grant of
Lampsakos (Appendix B), we learn that one of the brothers, Paolo,
though still alive, had been succeeded in his portion of the estate by his
son, whose name is only mentioned by the initial J., yet may be safely
identified as Johannes or Giovanni on the basis of a charter that will soon

112 See G. CRACCO, Society e state nel medioevo veneziano. Firenze 1967, 85-86, 121-
122, 126-127; BoRSARZ, Il dominio, 167, Indice, s. v. "Querini", "Giovanni" and "Paolo";
ROSCH, Der venezianische Adel 273-274, Namenregister, s. v. "Querini", and next note.
Unfortunately, the latter study does not provide comprehensive information about office-
holders and emissaries sent abroad by the doges, which would have considerably enriched
the evidence on the families of the Venetian elite. In our specific case, for instance, another
Paolo Querini was temporarily in Constantinople in September 1205 as one of five envoys
sent by the vice-doge Ranieri Dandolo: TTH I 567-568; he may be identical with the one
who in 1205-1206, 1207-1208 and 1212-1213 served as conciliator or member of the Minor
Consiglio of Doge Pietro Ziani in Venice: see Roscx, Per venezianische Adel 209. He or a
namesake was duke of Crete in 1223-1224.

'*'' Other Querini resided in the parish of San Matteo included in the same sestiere of
San Polo and elsewhere in Venice: see CESSr, DMC I 269-362, passim; R. FULIN, La Casa
grande dei tre fratelli Quirini. Archivio veneto 11 (1876) 147-156; R.-J. LOENERTZ, Marino
Dandolo, seigneur d'Andros, et son conflit aver 1'eveque Jean, 1225-1238, in: idem,
Byzantina et Franco-graeca. Roma 1970, 412-413 and 415-419, for later members.

i++ See C. EUBEL, Hierarchia catholica medii aevi, 2. Auflage. Munster 1913-1914, I
265-266. The kinship is mentioned in two unpublished charters: ASV, Mensa Patriarcale,
b. 9, C, nos. 28 and 30.
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be adduced'"5. When Paolo Querini received his portion of Lampsakos in
April 1214, he must have been at least forty years old. Indeed, some three
years later, in January 1217, his son Giovanni was an adult legally en-
titled to act on behalf of his own father. Father and son met then in
Candia, the capital of Venetian Crete '41. They were presumably engaged
in a trading venture and intended to travel in opposite directions. Paolo
appeared at that juncture as resident of San Polo in Venice, and it would
seem that somewhat earlier he had returned from Romania to his native
city in order to live there permanently. If he ever resided thereafter in
Constantinople, it would have been temporarily and for business pur-
poses only. Indeed, in Candia Paolo gave his son Giovanni full power of
attorney to deal for an unlimited period of time with all his assets in
Romania. Paolo was thus heading toward Venice. On the other hand,
Giovanni appears to have resided permanently in Constantinople, where
we find him some nine months later. The charter conferring him power of
attorney contained a passage alluding to Lampsakos: Paolo mentioned in
it all the property he held in Romania "jointly with other persons" and
authorized his son Giovanni to take hold of his portion of these assets in
his name''. Paolo may thus have transferred his right to his own portion
of Lampsakos to Giovanni in January 1217. In October of the same year
Giovanni ordered a copy of the charter to be made in Constantinople and
had it authenticated by Luca, the chancellor of the Venetian podesta'48,
presumably in anticipation of the legal transfer of his father's assets,
including the latter's right to the third of Lampsakos. We may thus
conclude that this transfer occured between October 1217 and September
1219. We have no additional information about Paolo, nor about his son
Giovanni.

The evidence concerning Giberto Querini, brother of Paolo, and his
sons Niccolo and Pietro is more abundant'''. In March 1209 Giberto ser-
ved in this city as one of the consiliatores, the highest office under the
podesta in the Venetian administration established in the Latin

" TTH II 209, who follow the Liber Albus, list the son as Ja., which is erroneous.
Indirect evidence adduced below supports the reading of Liber Pactorum I.

146 DCV II 109-109, no. 565. As the son must have been at least twenty years old, the
father was born in 1177 at the latest. In the statement of 1219 Paolo's name is not
preceded by quondam, used for deceased persons, which proves that he was still alive.

14' The relevant passage reads: omnes possessiones quas habeo in Romania, quas commu-
nes cum aliis personas habeo, et partem de ipsis pro me et ad meum nomen suscipiendi.

14" See above, n. 146.
1A namesake of Giberto was among the ten men to whom Doge Pietro Ziani trans-

ferred Corfu in 1207: TTH II 55-59.
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Empire1a11. He must have still been a resident of Constantinople when he
received his share of Lampsakos in April 1214. Giberto is again attested
in Constantinople several years after the loss of this estate to the Greeks
of Nicaea in 1224. As noted above, this brother Leonardo Querini was
elected Patriarch of Grado in 1238. In May of the following year Leo-
nardo entrusted Giberto with the administration of the extensive pro-
perty which his church owned in Constantinople; this property had been
considerably enlarged by the podesta Marino Zeno in February 1207151.
At several occasions between March 1240 and January 1242 Giberto dealt
with plots of land, houses and wharves in this city in his capacity as legal
representative of the Patriarch of Grado152. He may have continued to
fulfill the same function until the death of Leonardo on 28 August
1250153. This was obviously not his only activity and source of income
between 1238 and 1250. By 1252 he had become prosperous and owned
several houses in Constantinople, as we shall see below. Giberto's resi-
dence in this city did not prevent him from owning property in Venice in
the parish of San Polo, from which he originated"'. We do not know
whether Giberto already held these assets when he left his native city for
Romania, prior to 1209, or whether he inherited them at a later date
while living in Constantinople, which seems more likely. Whatever the

1nI F. CORNELIUS [CORNER] (ed.), Ecclesiae Veletae antiquis monumentis nuns etiam
illustratae, Venezia, 1749-1753, XIV, Ecclesiae Torcellanae 219, and see WOLFF, A New
Document 573, for the function. Giberto's son Pietro cannot be identical with his name-
sake mentioned in 1205 and 1207 (TTH 1558, and 11 4), because at that time he either had #
not yet been born or was too young to hold an office.

" On Leonardo, see above, 183. Zeno's grant is misdated in TTH II 4-8: see above,
n. 40. The appointment of Giberto is mentioned in ASV, Mensa Patriarcale, b. 9, C, no. 30.
On the property of the patriarchate of Grado in Constantinople in the twelfth century and
on the appointment in 1184 of a lay agent who also was a close relative of the patriarch,
see BORSARI, Venezia e Bisanzio 43-45. The same occured after the Latin conquest: in
October 1206 Giovanni Bono served as agent of his uncle Patriarch Benedetto Falier; in
March 1207 Patriarch Angelo Barozzi appointed his brother Pangrazio as his agent in
Constantinople: TTH II, pp. 43-45, 52-54, 59-61; DCV II 42-43, no. 502. ASV, Mensa
Patriarcale, b. 9, C, no. 2, is an undated cadastre of the first half of the thirteenth century
entitled Scripture de Sancto Achindano de Constantinopoli pertinente al patriarchado de Vene-
xia, which according to cross-references found in notarial documents was established about
1240. The published text (TTH 11 8-11) is marred by numerous misreadings. For many of
the documents dealing with the patriarchate's property in Latin Constantinople, see MAr.-
TEZOU, II quartiere veneziano 30-61.

15=' AS17,1Ylensa Patriarcale, b. 9, C, nos. 28-32.
153 Another agent represented one of Leonardo's successors as Patriarch of Grado on

4 September 1253: TTH II 493, 494, 496.
151 See the charter above, n. 77.
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case, the owning of property in Venice undoubtedly stimulated him to
maintain with his kinsmen in San Polo close relations, the multiple pur-
poses of which will soon be explored. Sometime between 1242 and 1252
Giberto returned to Venice, where he retired to the monastery of San
Felice on the island of Ammiana, situated in the Venetian lagoon; by
then he was an old man and a widower 155.

Three unpublished charters from 1252 inform us about Giberto's
assets in Constantinople and Venice. The first one, drafted in Constanti-
nople on 28 March 1252, records a transaction between his two sons:
Niccolo, who resided in Constantinople, bought for 60 hyperpers a large
house and two pieces of land in this city from his brother Pietro, a resi-
dent of San Polo in Venice. This document was subscribed about a month
later, on 24 April, by Luca, chancellor of the Venetian podesta, whom we
have already encountered in 1217''6. In the second charter, dated 15 Oc-
tober 1252, Giberto offered his son Niccolo two plots of land and houses
situated in the parish of San Polo in Venice15i. Some three weeks later, on
4 November, Giberto granted his portion of Lampsakos to both his sons;
it was to be either held jointly or divided in equal shares15B. It seems
likely, therefore, that the two brothers also received equal portions of the
other assets their father owned in Romania and Venice. The three known
transactions within this family in 1252 must thus have been preceded and
followed by others, which can be partly reconstructed, although no direct
testimony about them apparently survives.

It should be noted that although Niccolo lived in Constantinople, he
received from his father assets in the Venetian parish of San Polo. We may
safely assume that Pietro, who resided in Venice, similarly received prop-
erty there. Pietro's residence in Venice accounts for his willingness to sell
some of the assets he held in Constantinople to his brother. The large house

15' When he held the office of conciliator in 1206 he must have been at least some 25
years old and thus born around 1190 at the latest; note the age of his brother above,
n. 146. By 1252, therefore, he was sixty or more years old. Already by 1240 his signature
was very shaky: ASV, Mensa Patriarcale, b. 9, C, no. 30. In 1252 he divided his assets
between his sons without referring to his wife, which implies that she was dead by then.

15E ASV, Cancelleria inferiore, Notai, b. 8, no. 19; for 1217, see above, 184. Luca also
appears in December 1231, as well as in April, March and May 1240: DCV 11 195-196,
no. 658, and ASV, Mensa Patriareale, b. 9, C, nos. 28-30. Niccolo Querini (the same or a
namesake?) appears in the undated cadastre mentioned above, n. 151, among the holders
of property close to the church of St. Akindynos, in the Venetian quarter existing before
1204; on this church, see JANIN, La geographic ecclesiastique, p. 571. The erroneous
published version of the text in TTH 11 10, reads "Nicolaus Christi".

1 ASV, Cancelleria inferiore, Notai, b. 65, no. 2.
158 See above, n. 77, for the document. There is no hint to portions differing in size.
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involved in this transaction was contiguous to two additional pieces of real
estate which he held, one of which was owned by the Commune of Venice.
There is good reason to believe that the property sold by Pietro Querini in
Constantinople or, at least, part of it had previously belonged to his father
Giberto, and that the latter had also granted some of his property in this
city to his other son, Niccolo. It is impossible to ascertain whether Pietro
left Constantinople in order to settle permanently in Venice shortly before
March 1252, after receiving property from his father in this city as we have
assumed, or established himself in Venice earlier. In any event, Pietro was
temporarily in Constantinople when he concluded the agreement with his
brother in March 1252, and in all likelihood took advantage of his journey
to this city to engage in trading.

Significantly, both Giberto Querini and his son Pietro returned to
Venice after living for many years in Constantinople, while Niccolo
remained in this city. We have noted a similar pattern with respect to
Paolo Querini and his son Giacomo. In August 1222 the widow of Gia-
como Gradenigo, a fiefholder in Gallipoli, was living in Venice. It is
impossible to ascertain whether she had always resided in this city or had
returned there after the death of her husband in the previous year; at any
rate, one of her daughters married to Giacomo Michiel lived in Venice'''.

The dispersion of members of the same nuclear family, father and sons or
brothers, and the return of some of them to Venice after a long period of
residence overseas appears to have been fairly common within the Vene-
tian social elite since the early thirteenth century. The retention of real
estate in Venice, in particular in the parish from which they originated,
fostered close relations of those residing overseas with kinsmen of the
same family branch living in Venice. These relations were valued for two
reasons: they enhanced economic activity and enabled the gathering of
political and other support in Venice when necessary1U0. In the specific
case of the Querini brothers and their sons, this may have involved
attempts at creating within the governing elite some kind of pressure
group promoting their interests in Romania and supporting the existence
of the Latin Empire.

Giovanni Succugullo from San Stae, a parish in the sestiere of Santa

TTH II 249-250.
160 See D. JACOBY, L'expansion occidentale dans le Levant: les Venitiens a Acre dans la

seconde moitie du treizieme siecle. Journal of Medieval History 3 (1977) 239-245, repr. in
idem, Recherches, no. VII; D. JACOBY, The Rise of a New Emporium in the Eastern
Mediterranean: Famagusta in the Late Thirteenth Century. -15puµa &pxtentaxorzou Maxa-
piou F'. MaXEtat xai `Tnopvrlµata 1 (1984) 168, repr. in idem, Studies, no. VIII.
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Croce in Venice, was the partner of the two Querini brothers in Lampsa-
kos in 1214 and retained his portion there in 1219. He belonged to an
ancient Venetian family of more modest standing than the Querini's' A
few members of his family are attested in the second half of the twelfth
century, two of whom as residents of the parish of San Stae from which
Giacomo originated. In 1164 Stefano was among the signatories of a con-
cession of the Commune's revenues from the Rialto market to a group of
individuals, in return for their loan to the state' s2. By 1171 he was dead,
and so was his son Marco who had been involved in trade in Thebes"3. In
June 1185 Leonardo Succugullo was one of the guarantors to the reim-
bursement of another loan to the Commune; thirteen years later he
appeared among the witnesses to an undertaking made by a ship captain
to Doge Enrico Dandolo114. His son Giovanni resided in 1201 in England,
where he held a large fief in the county of Norfolk165. One may wonder
whether Giovanni, the holder of a third of Lampsakos, remained in
Romania or returned to Venice after the loss of the estate to the Greeks
of Nicaea in 1224, and whether it was he or a namesake who was sent by
Doge Giacomo Tiepolo on two missions, one in 1229 to the Sultan of
Aleppo and the other in 1231-1232 to Crete. His long residence in the
eastern Mediterranean and the experience he had gathered in this region
may have prompted the doge to entrust him with these assignments"'. In
1252 Pantaleone Sucugullo held in Constantinople property adjacent to
the house transferred by Pietro Querini to his brother Niccol6167. Unfor-
tunately, we do not know in what way Giovanni Succugullo, one of the

1f1 See Roscn, Der venezianische Adel 69, 131; for the second half of the thirteenth
century, ibid. 225, and members of the Maggior Consiglio in CEssi, DMC I 280, 284, 291,
310, 317-318, 300, 306, 322, 324, 330, 345.

162 See G. LuZZATTO (ed.), I prestiti della Repubblica di Venezia (Sec. XIII-XV). Intro-
duzione e documenti. Padova 1929, Documenti 5.

163 DCV I, 237, no. 243: Marcus Succugullo quondam filius Stephani Sucugullo de confinio
Sancti Eustadii.

16+ LUZZATTO, I prestiti. Documenti 15; A. LOMBARDO e R. Moxozzo DELLA ROCCA
(eds.), Nuovi documenti del commercio veneto dei s. XI-XIII. Venezia 1953, 51-52, no. 45.

165 See A. SCHAUBE, Handelsgeschichte der romanischen Volker des Mittelmeergebiets
his zum Ende der Kreuzziige. Miinchen 1906, 412, para. 321, who suggests that he was
identical with the holder of Lampsakos, which seems most unlikely as this would imply
that he abandoned his English fief and emigrated to Constantinople.

166 TTH II 274-277, new ed. by M. POZZA, I trattati con Aleppo 1207-1254 (Pacta
veneta 2). Venezia 1990, 49-54; GERLAND, Das Archiv 77-78. As podesta in Constantino-
ple Giacomo Tiepolo must have met the co-holders of Lampsakos, including Giovanni
Succugullo. Other examples of Venetians residing overseas and sent on diplomatic missions
in JACOBY, L'expansion occidentale 239.

167 See above, 186.
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holders of Lampsakos, was related to these members of his family. The
only piece of information vaguely relevant to our subject is the presence
of one of them in Romania some thirty years before the Fourth Crusade
and the residence of another one in Constantinople in the mid-thirteenth
century.

The exercise of Venice's authority in the Latin Empire

When the partition of the Latin Empire was devised in 1204, the
basic unit adopted for a knight's fief was land producing a yearly revenue
of 300 livres of Anjou"'. This sum was supposed to cover both the ex-
penditure involved in mounted military service and the subsistence fit-
ting the social standing of the knight and his household. It must have
been more or less equivalent to the 1,000 hyperpers mentioned in the
agreement concluded in 1269 between Emperor Baldwin II of Constanti-
nople and Count Thibaud of Champagne, for which a knight's service was
required"'. In 1219 each of the three grantees sharing Lampsakos was
expected to enjoy a substantially lower income, barely 556 hyperpers,
out of which he was ordered to pay 66 hyperpers to cover his military
service1i0. We may safely assume that when the podesta Marino Dandolo
granted Lampsakos in 1214, he was convinced that the yield of the estate
would be larger, possibly by some fifty percent171. Yet even if we increase
the surveyor's estimate of 1219 by this percentage, the total revenue
would have reached no more than 2,500 hyperpers, still below the income

108 ROBERT DE CLARI, La conquete 102-103, para. CVII.
'a0 TTH III 90-92: pro quibuslibet iperperatis mille terre, ad communem extimationem

Romanie seu Romani iniperii (...) unum militem; this document was issued in 1269, yet is
dated 1268 according to Old Style: see D. JACOBY, Les archontes grecs et la feodalite en
Moree franque. TN1 2 (1967) 449-450, repr. in idem, Societe et demographie, no. VI; see
also D. JACOBY, The Encounter of Two Societies: Western Conquerors and Byzantines in
the Peloponnesus after the Fourth Crusade. American Historical Review 78 (1973) 895-896,
repr. in idem, Recherches, no. II. CARILE, Per la storia 203 and n. 121, suggests a yearly
yield of some 1,300 hyperpers for the standard fief on the basis of the ratio between gold
and silver apparently existing in 1204, yet there is no evidence for such a large revenue.

10 See above, 171.
"' We have seen above that the revenue from some sources declined by half, yet the

total reduction may have been smaller. Some additional calculations may offer a better
understanding of the refusal of the holders of Lampsakos to render the service they owed.
As in 1214 the podesta assumed a higher revenue than the actual one, let say by 50%, each
of the three grantees would have been requested to pay more, i. e. 100 out of 834 hyper-
pers, his remaining receipts reaching 734 hyperpers. The sum they actually collected since
1214 was substantially lower, and by paying 100 out of 556 they would have been left with
456 hyperpers only.
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of three standard knight's fiefs. Under these circumstances the effective
performance of mandatory mounted military service would have been
rather cumbersome, two out of the three grantees rendering it personally
while some arrangement would still have to be found to cover the rest of
the obligation burdening the estate 112. A payment replacing the service
was apparently more convenient to both the Commune and the indi-
vidual grantees, and therefore adopted. The commutation of military
service enabled the hiring of mercenaries in the service of the emperor,
widely practiced in the Latin Empire13. It would seem, though, that the
main reason that prompted the podesta to impose a cash payment on the
Venetian grantees of Lampsakos was their reluctance to perform military
service. The meagre information we have about them will soon enable us
to confirm this hypothesis.

There is no evidence that any of the Venetian holders of Lampsakos
ever established himself on the estate. The social standing and occupa-
tions of the Querini strongly suggest that the grantees permanently re-
sided in Constantinople, where they engaged in lucrative ventures and
from where they occasionally sailed on maritime voyages. There is every
reason to believe that they never delivered the mounted military service
owed for Lampsakos; they presumably lacked the adequate training and
inclination to do so. The podesta's statement of September 1219 regard-
ing Lampsakos exclusively mentioned cash, namely arrears totalling
1,000 hyperpers. The absence of any reference to active military service,
whether in the past or in the future, leads to the conclusion that this
obligation had been commuted into a payment. This was a striking
departure from the rules set down by Venice in 1204. The main reason
must have been the reluctance of Venetian individuals to settle in Lamp-
sakos, a somewhat outlying and isolated locality providing an income for
a small number of fiefholders. Venetian fiefholders certainly felt more
secure when living in large numbers in cities such as Rodosto" '. The
concessions made by the Commune to the holders of Lampsakos may
have neither been the only nor the first such case, which suggests that the
original Venetian enfeoffinent system had progressively been eroded.
Another case in point is that of Giacomo Gradenigo, who also belonged to
a prominent Venetian family. Since 1205 at the latest he resided in Con-
stantinople and in 1207 held there the office of conciliator, like Giberto

"'- The revenue of 1,670 hyperpers would have entailed the service of approximately
one and a half fief.

" See LoicuNON, L'Empire latin 133, 135.
".' See above, 182.
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Querini two years later. At the time of his death in 1221 he was registered
as a fiefholder of Gallipoli, and in addition held real property in Constan-
tinople and elsewhere in Romania. One may wonder whether he ever
settled in Gallipoli or, rather, remained in Constantinople' 15.

One may wonder, therefore, why the Commune bestowed Lampsakos
upon three grantees who were neither willing to live on this estate nor to
perform the military service that burdened it. The answers to these ques-
tions are related to Venice's overall policy with respect to landholding
and enfeoffment in the Latin Empire. The main Venetian incentive for the
acquisition of Lampsakos was undoubtedly connected to maritime acti-
vity in the Dardanelles. Yet once Venice had obtained the estate, which
included agricultural land, it had to find ways to retain it under its own
authority. Only by transferring estates to Venetian nationals or, if these
were unavailable, to foreigners swearing fealty to the doge, could Vene-
tian jurisdiction over them be maintained and their usurpation by the
imperial administration be prevented. The successful implementation of
this policy also reinforced the Commune's standing with respect to the
emperor. The commutation of military service into a payment, as the
least of evils, remained fully in line with these interests of the Commune.
While the issue was primarily of a political nature, the fiscal benefits
deriving from the exercise of territorial authority were not neglected. The
Venetian podesta at Constantinople presumably deducted a certain sum
from the amount he collected from the three fiefholders, before passing
on the remainder to the imperial treasury to compensate it for the miss-
ing military service"'. As for the fiefholders, in fact though not formally,
they served as the Commune's agents in Lampsakos: the holding of the
estate required some form of supervision and presence, whether person-
ally or by sending agents. Lampsakos constituted for the grantees no
more than an additional source of income, which they presumably sought
to maximize by increasing the output of the estate and by reducing as far
as possible the costs of the latter's administration.

The consolidation and preservation of Venice's authority within its
portion of the Latin Empire was not only a major Venetian concern with
respect to the Latin emperor. It also was an important issue in the frame-

15 For 1205, see TTH I 558. His widow claimed his assets in 1222, a year after his
death; they included eavalarias et possessiones (. . .) et bona omnia et habere mobilia et immo-
bilia (...) tan in Galipoli et ejus pertinentiis quam in Constantinopoli et alibi per totam
Romaniam: TTH II 249-250. The reference to the city of Gallipoli and its dependencies
recalls the wording of the document dealing with disputed villages in this area: see above,
n. 16.

"" Though not documented, this arrangement seems quite plausible.
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work of its relations with its own fiefholders. In practical terms, the
survey of Lampsakos and the decision reached by the podesta Giacomo
Tiepolo and his council in September 1219 were related to the renewal of
the yearly payments owed by the grantees of the estate, yet beyond these
fiscal aspects there was a re-affirmation of the Commune's jurisdiction
both over this territory and its beneficiaries. The same holds true of the
podesta's intervention in Rodosto, which took place about a month later,
although in this case the challenge to Venice's authority was far more
serious. The establishment of an autonomous commune by the fiefholders
of Rodosto not only deprived the podesta of state income, but also sever-
ely curtailed the exercise of his political authority in a city that was vital
for the maintenance of Venetian control over maritime traffic and, in
general, for Venice's standing in the Empire. The measures implemented
by Giacomo Tiepolo in the territories of Lampsakos and Rodosto during
his first term of office as podesta at Constantinople, which extended from
1218 to 1220 or 1221"', constituted a determined return to a highly cen-
tralized system of supervision over Venetian interests and nationals in
the Latin Empire, after several years of laxity and mismanagement by
some of his predecessors. These measures were primarily motivated by
internal considerations and related to the specific policy implemented by
Tiepolo. We may thus safely reject the suggestion that Venice took
advantage of the severe crisis in imperial rule following the death of
emperor Henry in 1216 to impose its authority over Lampsakos and
Rodosto18. There was no connection whatsoever between this crisis and
the measures devised in 1219 with respect to Lampsakos, for the simple
reason that the latter were related, as we have seen, to the holding of the
estate by Venice since 1214 at the latest, two years before the emperor's
death. Neither was there a link between the crisis in imperial rule and the
reaffirmation of Venice's authority in Rodosto. The Latin emperors never
exercised any jurisdiction over this city, which belonged to Venice's por-
tion of the Empire, nor did they ever attempt to wrest it from Venetian
control.

We have seen that in all likelihood Giacomo Tiepolo was the podesta
who complained to Doge Pietro Ziani, possibly in the autumn of 1218,
about the refusal of the holders of Lampsakos to hand in their yearly
payments, and thereby set in motion the whole procedure that generated
the arrangement of September 1219. In Rodosto, on the other hand,
Tiepolo apparently took action without waiting for instructions, and this

I" See above, n. 91.
171 As claimed by BORSARI, Studi 92, n. 22.
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also seems to have been the case with his seizure of land belonging to the
Patriarch of Grado in Constantinople, on which he began to build a new
fundicium or public warehouse shortly before June 1220". The future
doge pursued even more vigorously the same policy during his second
term of office as podesta, which presumably began in the autumn of 1223
and lasted in 1224. He diligently reported to Venice about the state of the
Commune's affairs in the Latin Empire and )apparently suggested a whole
series of measures, that were subsequently adopted by the doge and his
council. Shortly after his arrival in Constantinople Giacomo Tiepolo
voiced his suspicion that public funds had been embezzled while Marino
Dandolo was serving as podesta, thus around 1214. In February 1224 the
doge ordered Tiepolo to conduct a thorough inquiry into the matter180. A
few months later, in July of the same year, the doge and his council dealt
with other important issues: the redress of past judicial grievances and
financial excesses committed by Giacomo Tiepolo's predecessors in Cons-
tantinople; the choice of the captains of Rodosto and Gallipoli by electors
appointed by the podesta, which implies a reform in the government of
these two cities; finally, property in Constantinople as well as other mat-
ters181. The podesta's policy of centralization in Romania heralded his
later energetic assertion of the Commune's authority when serving as
doge from 1229 to 124918'.

It has been claimed that while recognizing the nominal authority of
the doge, the Venetian officers serving as podesta in Constantinople after
the death of Enrico Dandolo in 1205 enjoyed a strong standing in relation
to the government in Venice until about 1225. Moreover, some of these
officers are considered to have harboured autonomous or even separatist
aspirations, in particular Marino Zeno and Giacomo Tiepolo who, ac-

19 CORNELIUS, Ecclesiae venetae III 99: letter by Giacomo Tiepolo, dated June 1220.
He is attested in Contantinople as late as January 1221: TTH 11 225-226.

19" CEssI, DMC I 9, no. 24. To be sure, this text refers in general terms only to suspi-
cions (dicebatur), yet the information must have come from Constantinople, which
explains the instructions sent to Giacomo Tiepolo. As these were adopted in February
1220, the podesta arrived in Romania several months earlier. On his presence in Constanti-
nople in 1224, see WOLFF, A New Document, 561, and see above, n. 68. Marino Dandolo
was the podesta who granted Lampsakos in April 1214: see above, 168.

191 CEssi, DMC 1 66-67, no. 69, in the Liber Plegiorum: de capitaneo [sic, to be read
capitaneis] Rodisto et Oalipobi, ut elegi debeant per electores potestatis. The language is
somewhat ambiguous, yet it certainly refers to electors appointed in Romania by the
podesta himself, whose authority extended over Rodosto and Gallipoli, and not to the
electors in Venice choosing the podesta sent to Constantinople.

192 See CRACCO, Society e stato 158-173. THIRIET, La Romanie venitienne 93-99, does
not present a satisfactory assessment of his overseas policies during this period.
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cording to this line of argument, displayed similar attitudes and used
similar political and symbolic elements to enhance their position18". There
is indeed some degree of continuity in this field, yet the circumstances
during their respective terms of office were entirely different. The condi-
tions existing in the Latin Empire at the time of Dandolo's death account
for the speed at which the Venetians and the foreigners in Venetian ser-
vice who were present in Constantinople chose Marino Zeno as podesta in
June 120518. The Latin Empire was then in the midst of a severe crisis
due to military setbacks. It was essential, therefore, for these Venetians
and those affiliated with them to retain their cohesion and maintain
thereby their collective standing as a political and military force in the
Empire, without waiting for an officer sent from Venice. Yet barely three
months later, by the end of September, the Venetian group in the Empire
agreed that in the future only such an officer would hold the office of
podesta in Constantinople. All of Zeno's successors since 1207 swore alle-
giance to the doges and fully recognized their authority18'.

While submitting to the authority of the Commune, Marino Zeno
nevertheless attempted to bolster his position. We have already noted
that since his election in June 1205 Marino Zeno assumed the title Dei
gratia Venetorum potestas in Romania, ejusdem imperil quarte partis et
dimidie dominator. This title defined the territorial extent of his autho-
rity, without any reference to the doge of Venice nor to the ruling vice-
doge Ranieri Dandolo. In October of the same year, however, Marino
Zeno yielded to the pressure of the vice-doge. He made substantial con-
cessions to the Venetian Commune, which severely curtailed the region
over which he exercised his authority, yet the very wording of his decla-
ration implied a territorial division in this respect between himself and
the central government of Venice18f . This division did clearly not amount
to an affirmation of autonomy with respect to the doge, nor was such an
assertion expressed by Zeno's use of the title dominator and other regalian
elements187.

The claims regarding the so-called autonomous policy of the podesta
Giacomo Tiepolo are largely based on two documents. In the first one,
the treaty he concluded with Nicaea in August 1219, Theodore I Laskaris

181 See in particular ibid. 79-81, 90-92, who goes so far as to claim that Tiepolo even-
tually "capitulated" under the pressure of the central government; also BORSARI, Studi
17-20, 85-91.

181 On the participation of non-Venetians, see above, 154.
185 See WOLFF, A New Document 556-558.
18'1 TTH I 569-571.
117 See above, 148.
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obviously used diplomatic language requested by Tiepolo: he referred to
the territories of the podesta's dominatio or region under his rule, without
explicitely mentioning that of Venice. The second document is a chryso-
bull issued by Tiepolo, which records his treaty with the Sultan of Konya
in March 1220; the podesta signed this document in red ink and affixed
to it his golden seal, all in true Byzantine imperial style188. Several fac-
tors, however, dispel the contention that the podesta pursued an autono-
mous course disregarding Venice's central government. First, it should be
stressed that Giacomo Tiepolo personally initiated and conducted nego-
tiations with these foreign rulers, and not envoys sent by the doge. Under
these circumstances it was important for him to boost his standing by the
use of appropriate imperial insignia and other symbolic elements. In all
his dealings, however, he appeared as the doge's representative. The chro-
nology of events reveals that his was not merely a nominal allegiance to
the Venetian head of state. The treaty with Nicaea was signed in the
period extending between Giacomo Tiepolo's letter to Venice complaining
about the grantees of Lampsakos, and his report of September 1219 to
the doge about the fiscal survey of the estate, carried out according to the
latter's instructions. The podesta soon forwarded this letter to the doge
together with information about other matters. In addition, in December
1219 he sent him a detailed report about political and ecclesiastical devel-
opments in the Latin Empire and about his own action aiming at the
restoration of the Commune's full authority in Rodosto, some two
months earlier18'. There is no reason to believe, therefore, that his rela-
tions with Venice had radically changed by March 1220, when he con-
cluded his second treaty, and that by then he had adopted a course of his
own. Giacomo Tiepolo's subordination to the central government and the
latter's trust in him are also displayed by his election as podesta for a
second term of office, in 1223 at the latest1°0. His whole behaviour during
both his tenures in Constantinople illustrates his close and permanent
cooperation with Venice and his full recognition of the doge's supreme
authority. Finally, Tiepolo's use of imperial elements in both treaties
mentioned above should be viewed in the same perspective as Marino
Zeno's use of them. It clearly points to the projection both within and
outside the Latin Empire of a quasi-imperial standing, which did not

's. TTH II 205-207 and 221-225 (both misdated by THIRIET, La Romanie venitienne,
p. 90).

's" TTH II 216-221. On the Latin Church, see WOLFF, Politics in the Latin Patriar-
chate 264-267.

110 Set above, 193.
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challenge nor curtail the doge's rule over Venetian property and nation-
als in Romania.

Conclusion: the long-term perspective

Venice's participation in the Fourth Crusade and its subsequent
insertion within the government and institutional network of the Latin
Empire were characterized by a large degree of flexibility and pragma-
tism, as well as by a combination of continuity and adaptation on various
levels. Venice faced the challenge of western feudalism, a political and
social system fundamentally different from its own, long before the
Fourth Crusade. Since 1124 or 1125 its portion of the lordship of Tyre
was integrated within the feudal framework of the Kingdom of Jerusa-
lem, a state headed by a non-Venetian ruler. Venice introduced in this
portion, for its own use, institutions, terminology and practices borrowed
from the feudal kingdom, because they suited its political and military
needs. There is good reason to believe that the experience gathered in the
Crusader Levant facilitated Venice's implementation of such practices in
the Latin Empire, where its portion and fiefholders were similarly inser-
ted within a feudal network headed by a foreign ruler. However, losses
suffered in the Latin Empire in 1204-1205 or in the lordship of Tyre in
the twelfth century may have induced Venice to devise an original pat-
tern of relations with the emperors and Venetian nationals or dependents
in the Latin Empire, different from the one existing in the Kingdom of
Jerusalem. This pattern buttressed Venice's position as a major political
force within the Empire, ensured that its main representatives achieved
institutional and symbolic parity or quasi-parity with the emperor and,
moreover, prevented encroachements on the Commune's property, juris-
diction and interests. The Venetian enfeoffinent policy was crucial in this
respect. It apparently combined the perpetuation of the military organi-
zation based on the sestieri or quarters of Venice, devised on the eve of
the Fourth Crusade, with the requirements of the mandatory military
service owed by the Commune's fiefholders to the Latin emperor. Vene-
tians and foreigners who swore fealty to the doge were granted land
within the Venetian portion of the Empire, in return for military service
or payments replacing it. The Venetian state fulfilled a vital role as inter-
mediary between its own fiefholders and the emperor, which enabled it to
exercise its authority over its own portion of the Empire. This role is
illustrated in the peninsula of Gallipoli, as well as in the cities of Rodosto,
Lampsakos, and their countryside.

Lampsakos is the only estate belonging to the Venetian portion of the
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Empire for which it is more or less possible to reconstruct the procedure
involved in the grant of a Venetian fief in the first decades of existence of
the Latin Empire. It should be stressed, however, that the obligations of
its holders since 1214 were not typical of those imposed on the grantees of
Venetian fiefs soon after 1204. They lacked the military function origi-
nally assigned to the Venetian fiefs and did not conform with the overall
settlement policy implemented by Venice, as the grantees were liable to a
service in cash only and were apparently authorized to maintain their
permanent residence in Constantinople. The survey of Lampsakos carried
out *in 1219 reflects both the continuity of the Byzantine fiscal system
and its adaptation to the conceptions introduced by the conquering feu-
dal elite, which were largely adopted by Venice in the Latin Empire.
Indeed, in matters pertaining to peasant tenures, the exploitation of the
land and other resources as well as taxation the Venetian authorities
largely relied upon, and preserved Byzantine practices, yet like the feudal
lords settled in the Latin Empire they privatized fiscal prerogatives that
had previously belonged to the Byzantine state. It should be stressed,
however, that in the Venetian portion of the Empire the existence of
military tenures did not lead to feudalization. Venice maintained strict
control and full jurisdiction over its fiefs and fiefholders, all directly sub-
jected to its exclusive authority. The absence of homage and of a personal
hierarchy within the Venetian body of fiefholders further differentiated
this group from the feudal network composed of knights and headed by
the Latin emperor.

Venice's presence in the Empire was thus partly moulded by its past
encounters with feudal institutions, practices and terminology, particu-
larly in the eastern Mediterranean. Yet its own experience in the Empire
also served as a weighty precedent that shaped its policies in the follow-
ing years in other areas of Romania, in which different political condi-
tions existed. We have briefly noted the components of these policies as
implemented in some of the territories overseas in which Venice exercised
its direct authority, namely Corfu since 1207 and Crete since 1211. Venice
also introduced feudal elements into other territories over which it had no
direct control. Since 1209 various feudal lords of Negroponte or Euboea
acknowledged the doge's overlordship by taking an oath of fealty and
promising him yearly payments, thereby enabling Venice to intervene in
feudal disputes in the island. Venice gradually extended its authority
over Negroponte and other Aegean islands by expanding its jurisdiction
in feudal cases on the basis of the feudal law of Frankish Morea, compiled
between 1333 and 1346 and preserved in the so-called "Assizes of
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Romania""'. By the fifteenth century Venice was applying this law in all
its colonies of Romania, with the exception of Crete 11.12,

APPENDIX: SOURCES ON LAMPSAKOS IN 1219

A. Venetian fiscal survey, undated [1219, September at the latest]193

ASV, Liber Pactorum I [= LP I], fol. 159r-v (around 1220); Liber
Pactorum II [= LP II], fol. 170v-171r (late thirteenth or early fourteenth
century); Liber Albus [ = LA], 54r-v (presumably after 1345). In all three
cases the reference is to the new numbering of the folios".

First edition, entitled Tributa Lampsacenorum, by TTh II 208-209,
based on LA; late copies of LP I and II were used for the collation.
USPENSKIJ, Sledi piscovich knig, 290-291, relied on a copy made at the
ASV. Two segments have been newly edited according to LP I by BoR-
SARI, Studi 115, n. 29, and 119, n. 43. The full text has been edited twice,
based on the same manuscript, by A. CARILE, La rendita feudale nella
Morea latina del XIV secolo. Bologna 1974, 99-101, n. 296, and in Per la
storia 398-400. None of these editions is entirely satisfactory.

My own edition below is based on the copy in LP I, not only because
it is the most ancient, but also the most reliable of the three copies. The
best indication in this respect is the reference to Olkos, where the ship-
yard in the vicinity of Lampsakos was located (A, 11)'95. The reading
01co, common to LP I and II, was transformed into oleo by the copyist of
LA who was not familiar with the name of this locality. A transition in
the opposite direction, from the erroneous oleo to the correct 01co, is
simply excluded. The dependence of LA on LP I is illustrated by the
common error ponumus (A, 8).

The survey is faithfully reproduced here from LP I, even when erro-
neous from a grammatical point of view or incomprehensible. Some addi-
tions and corrections, however, have proved indispensable as they
improve the reading of the text; they appear between square brackets.

191 See D. JACOBY, La feodalite en Grece medievale. Les aAssises de Romanieu: sour-
ces, application et diffusion. Paris - La Haye 1971 187-204, and for the dating 75-82.

1112 See ibid. 204-308.
1;1a For this dating, see above, 166, 169-170.
19a For the dating of the manuscripts, see above, n. 103.
115 See above, 165, 179.
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For the sake of clarity capitals and a new punctuation have been intro-
duced, and the definite articles lit, li, la and le preceding fiscal terms are
reproduced separately, even if they are joined in the manuscript; full
stops preceding and following the numbers have been omitted, because
they are superfluous and also cumbersome from a typographical point of
view. Finally, it should be noted that the numbering of the lines below
does not correspond to the disposition of the text in the manuscript; it
refers to items and is intended to enable a better understanding of, and
convenient references to the content.

1 Anno domini [MCCXIX]'9° inveni in Lapsaco
2 Homines LX reddent perperos LI et karatos VI's'
3 et sunt eugarati XXI perperos CCVIII
4 et sunt voidati LII perperos CCLI
5 et sunt actimones XVIII perperos XLVIII
6 apori XXII perperos XXII
7 summa: perperi DLXXXI et karati VI
8 Item li molenee sunt VII, quos ponumus perperos XXXV
9 li saline perperos XXXIIIJ, que sunt

saline XVI
10 In skillofacto et chersochorio perperos XVII,

et tantum fuit positum per'"' practico
11 lu vivaro de Oleo perperos XX
12 lu grippovoli de lu nasgidio perperos XXV
13 In vathi perperos XIIII
14 la piscaria de Ierusalem perperos 1111
15 summa: perperi CXLVIIIJ
16 De CXX plinthis de vineis quas receperunt pro anacapsi

perperos [XX]VIIP`19
annuatim

17 de quibus habent ipsi annuatim perperos XIIII
13 et etiam de suprascriptis plinthi tenent p[er] eos plinthi XXIIII super

eos pro perperis VI et karatis VI

196 There is no lacuna in the manuscript, despite the omission of the year 1219.
107 The hyperpyron appears in contemporary Venetian documents in the masculine

form: see e. g. DCV II 109-110, no. 566 (April 1217).
1B8 This is the correct reading from a paleographic point of view, and not pro, as sug-

gested by previous editors who conjectured that the ending of the word practico reflected the
Latin ablative case following this preposition; in fact, the ending reflects the Greek original
irpaxrixo[vj, which remained unchanged in the accusative required after per.

1 " For the correction, see above, n. 134.
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19

20

21

22

23

24

annuatim
summa: li vigne cum anacapsi

secundum racionem per annum et cum redditibus

Le forfacte et iura et iustitias per annum
li agnelli CLIIII
In psuni de In pisce
le galline de In carlassare

summa:
25 La scala

perperi XXXVI et karati III
perperos XXXVI
perperos XXX
perperos III
perperosllll
perperos LXXI
perperos CLX

26 cum foro et cum psuni de carnibus et cum eorum iuribus
27 et disertis que fuerunt date per practico perperos [DXXII]211
28 damus nunc perperos CCLXI,

videlicet pro medietate que fuit sibi datum,
co[m]positis suis laboribus in hac quantitate et morti

29 et de illis plenis, que nunc sunt voidate, damus nunc perperos LII
videlicet pro medietate que fuerunt date sibi,
computatis suis laboribus in hac quantitate [et] morti

30 summa: perperi MCCCXV et karati VI
31 In dimodeo perperos X
32 In anavolo et In catavolo et Macricampo et Damaskinea et Cranea et

Carea
33

perperos XXXVI
summa inter omnia suprascripta:

perperi MCCCLXI et karati VI
34 Invenimus li angarie de voidati et gegariti, quod dixerunt per eorum

sacramentum quod dabant in tempore de dominis suis, pro unoquoque
angarias [XII]2201; et manifestaverunt per eorum sacramentum quod
nesciebant angarias de castellis quantas erant et quantas faciebant.

35 Unde misimus finem cum angariis de ceugariti et de voidati quod
possunt dare annuatim angarias XLVIII cum salute villanorum, pro
unoquoque villano perperos 1111

36 et actimones pro unoquoque angarias XXIIII, qui sunt pro unoquoque
[perperus I]202

37 que omnes angarias valent: perperos CCCX.

200 Lacuna in the text. The sum should be twice as large as the following one: see above,
181 and n. 136.

201 On the version `VII' in the manuscripts, see above, n. 116.
202 No lacuna in the manuscript. The addition is supported by the following calculation,

made by BORSART, Studi 119, n. 43: the angarie of the 73 Seugarati and voidati were valued at
292 hyperpers (73 x 4); as the total estimate was 310 hyperpers, the 18 actimones were
supposed to add 18 hyperpers, or one each.
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38 summa tota suprascripta racio: perperi MDCLXXI
et karati VI cum angariis.

Variants:
line 4: LP II vodati; line 8: LP II ponimus; line 11: LA oleo; line 14: LA Iherusalem;
line 17: LP II annuati; line 18: LP II p[er] eos deest; line 19: LP II rationem; line 20: LP II
iusticias; line 26: LA cum plum (instead of cum psuni); line 27: LP II fuerut; line 28: LP IT
compositis; line 37: LA angarie; line 38: LP II ratio.

B.' Statement in the name of the Venetian podesta, of Constantinople,
[Giacomo Tiepolo,] September of the seventh indiction, [1219].

ASV, LP I, fol. 159v-160r; LP II, fol. 171r; LA, fol. 54v-55r; in all
three cases the reference is to the new numbering of the folios.

Edition by TTh 11 209-210, based on LA; USPENSKIJ, Sledi piscovich
knig 291-292, relied on a copy made at the ASV.

Mense Septembris, VII indictione.
Scripsi ex precepto domini potestatis et maioris partis sui consilii,

quod ipse dominus potestas cum maiore parte sui consilii super litteras
domini nostri ducis, quas ipse dominus dux miserat ei pro facto terre de
Lapsaco inquirendo et ordinando; quam terram tenent viri nobiles
G. Quirinus, J. Succugullo et J. Quirinus filius domini P. Quirini.

Talem finem posuerunt, quod ipsi tres viri debent servire annuatim
pro eadem terra amodo in antea pro perperis eiusdem introitus
MDCLXX, et ut ipsi viri debeant solvere de debito perperorum transacti
temporis, quod dare tenentur comuni Venecie yperperos auri pensantes M
per talem ordinem, videlicet: ab hint usque ad festum Nativitatis domini
nostri Ihesu Christi perperos CCC, idem Nativitatis primi venturi, et ab
eodem festo Nativitatis usque ad Pasca resurrectionis alios perperos
aureos pensantes CCC, et alios remanentes CCCC perperos auri pensantes
ab eodem festo de Pasca in antea, per illum modum et ordinem per quem
voluerit dominus constantinopolitanus potestas per maiorem partem sui
consilii.
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VENETIAN SETTLERS
IN LATIN CONSTANTINOPLE (1204-1261)

RICH OR POOR?

The Latin siege of 1203-1204 and the conquest of Constanti-
nople in April 1204 had a considerable impact on the city's urban
development in the following decades. Extensive fires inflicted
heavy damage upon large sections of the city, as well as upon the
latter's commercial and industrial infrastructure. In addition, there
was a massive exodus of inhabitants belonging to all social strata.
The loss of population was only partly compensated by the rather
meagre flow of Latin immigration that followed, and many houses
remained empty. Neither the Latin imperial court nor the Latin
social elite could indulge in conspicuous consumption on a scale
comparable to that of their Byzantine predecessors, nor did they
invest in industrial ventures. As a result of these developments,
there was a substantial contraction in the city's economy, only
partly overcome in the course of the Latin period.'

A recent study argues that the new circumstances and the
worsering political and territorial conditions of the Latin Empire,
especially since the 1220s, generated a decline in Venetian trade
in Constantinople. Since its author found no contracts dealing with
long-distance commerce in connection with the city in the years
1233-1261, she concluded that Venetian businessmen made only
little profit in Constantinople and deserted its markets in that
period. She further claimed that declining real estate values provide
additional evidence in this respect.2 These propositions are highly
questionable. For lack of space, however, only some of their aspects

1. The economic evolution of Latin Constantinople will be extensively
treated in a forthcoming study.

2. L. B. Robbert, Rialto Businessmen and Constantinople, 1204-61, Dum-
barton Oaks Papers 49 (1995) 43-58.
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will be challenged in the present study, which is based on a new
reading of known sources and the addition of newly discovered
documents.3

It may prove useful to examine at first the economic activity
of a few Venetians who settled in Constantinople in the first years
after the Latin conquest. Zaccaria Staniario had been personally
acquainted with trade conditions in the city since 1199. He possibly
participated with his ship in the Fourth Crusade, after which the
volume of his business substantially increased. Both he and his
wife Maria or Mariota settled in Constantinople in 1206 or 1207.
In that year he served as one of the councillors to the Venetian
podesta, the representative of Venice's doge in the Latin Empire.4
From this base Zaccaria conducted trade and invested in business
ventures both in the Mediterranean and in the Black Sea. Some-
time before September 1219 he returned to Venice, where he gave
power of attorney to a fellow-Venetian to collect all the money
owed to him, as well as to rent or sell his land, houses and other
property in Constantinople.5

3. Abbreviations used in this study: DCV = R. Morozzo della Rocca - A.
Lombardo (eds.),Documenti del comrnercio veneziano nei secoli XI-XIII, Torino
1940; NDCV = A. Lombardo e R. Morozzo della Rocca (eds.), Nuovi documenti
del commercio veneto dei sec. XI-XIII, Venezia 1953; TTh = G. L. Fr. Tafel and
G. M. Thomas (eds.), Urlcunden zur alteren Handels- and Staatsgeschichte der
Republilc Venedig, Wien 1856-1857; finally, Maltezou = Chr. Maltezou, Il quar-
tiere veneziano di Costantinopoli (Scali marittimi), Thesaurismata 15 (1978) 30-
61, who quotes topographical data from a number of unpublished thirteenth-
century documents. For the sake of convenience, I refer to their respective
number in that study, yet base my arguments on their full text. Unpublished
charters are mentioned below according to their location: ASV = Archivio di
Stato, Venice, and MP = Mensa Patriarcale, a section of the latter; ASP =
Archivio di Stato, Padua.

4. On the podesta, see R. L. Wolff, A New Document from the Period
of the Latin Empire of Constantinople. The Oath of the Venetian Podesta,
Annuaire de l'Institut de philologie et d'histoire orientales et slaves 12 (1952)
(= Melanges Henri Gregoire, IV), 539-573, repr. in idem, Studies in the Latin
Empire of Constantinople, London 1976, no. VI.

5. DCV, nos. 467, 478-479, 486 (reference to his wife), 487, 490, 492-493,
517, 519, 526, 531, 541, 566, 572 and 585 (1219); TTh, II, 4-8, esp. 7. See also
S. Borsari, Venezia e Bisanzio nel XII secolo. I rapporti econoinici, Venezia
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Giovanni Martinacio, member of a high-ranking Venetian fami-
ly, was also among the early settlers.6 He is attested in Constan-
tinople in June 1205 and was there in all likelihood some time
before April 1207, when as member of a group of Venetian citizens
he loaned a large sum to the Commune. It should be noted that
the individual shares, the total of which amounted to 24,4501/3
Venetian pounds, were to be reimbursed in Constantinople within
one month after the freshly appointed Ottaviano Querini would
assume the office of Venetian podesta in that city.7 The operation
was clearly devised as a transfer of liquid capital enabling the
creditors or their representatives to invest substantial sums in
trade and real estate in Constantinople. It thus provides convincing
evidence to the resumption of commercial activity in the city on
a fairly large scale within two years after the Latin conquest.
Giovanni Martinacio must have had large resources for the conduct
of his business in and from Constantinople, beyond the 2,000
Venetian pounds which he loaned to the state. In March 1209 he
was serving there as camerarius of the Commune, and later ex-
tended a commercial loan for a round trip to Negroponte, com-
pleted by April 1211. He must have resided continuously in Con-
stantinople throughout all these years, and apparently returned to
Venice shortly before 1232. In that year he decided to sell his
stately stone mansion in Constantinople, built on land belonging
to the church of S. Nicolb dell'Embolo in the heart of the old
Venetian quarter."

1988, 113-116, who fails however to note Zaccaria's settlement in Constanti-
nople, and D. Jacoby, La dimensione demografica e sociale, in G. Cracco - G.
Ortalli (eds.), Storia di Venezia. II. L'eta del Comune, Roma 1995, 698. Zacca-
ria's wife presumably returned together with him to Venice, where she is at-
tested as a widow in 1228 and 1231: Borsari, Venezia e Bisanzio, 113 and 143-
145, nos. 7-8. On the officials assisting the podesta, see Wolff, A New Docu-
ment, 552-559, 565-573.

6. On such families mentioned in the present study, see G. Rosch, Der
venezianische Adel bis zur Schliessung des Grossen Rats. Zur Genese einer Fuh-
rungsschicht, Sigmaringen 1989.

7. TTh, I, 558-561, esp. 560; DCV, no. 485.
8. F. Cornelius [Corner] (ed.), Ecclesiae venetae antiquis mnonumentis nunc

etiam illustratae, Venezia 1749-1753, XIV, 219; DCV, nos. 530, 661. On the
location of S. Nicolb dell'Embolo, presumably constructed by the Venetians
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The third Venetian who warrants our attention at this stage
is Giberto Querini.9 He settled in Constantinople in 1209 at the
latest, at which time he served as councillor to the podesta, al-
though being presumably only in his late twenties. While continu-
ing to reside in the city he held jointly with two other Venetians
the fief of Lampsakos, on the Asian shore of the Dardanelles, from
April 1214 up to 1224, his portion of the annual yield amounting
to some 490 hyperpers.10 In Constantinople in March 1232 he em-
powered his elder son Pietro to conduct business in his name.'1
Since June 1239 at the latest he acted as agent for the patriarch
of Grado, his brother Leonardo, and as such was entrusted with
the administration of the extensive property the patriarchate owned
in Constantinople. He is attested in this capacity between March
1240 and January 1242, leasing land. and other assets to Venetians
and foreigners and collecting rents.12 On 30 April 1240 he lodged
a formal protest against a move ordered by the podesta Giovanni
Michiel with respect to some of the patriarchate's property.13 On
9 January 1242 Giberto emancipated his younger son Nicold, who
must have been then in his twenties and was thus a native of
Constantinople. 14He returned to Venice a widower sometime be-

in the twelfth century, see Borsari, Venezia e Bisanzio, 32-33. One Giovanni
Martinacio residing in Venice served as judex in September 1211 and as ad-
vocator of the Commune in March 1212: TTh, II, 129-136, 146-150, esp. 136,
149. G. Cracco, Societ¢ e stato nel medioevo veneziano, Firenze 1967, 116, iden-
tifies him with the one mentioned here, yet in view of the evidence bearing
on Constantinople, adduced above, he appears to be a namesake.

9. For what follows, see D. Jacoby, The Venetian Presence in the Latin
Empire of Constantinople (1204-1261): the Challenge of Feudalism and the
Byzantine Inheritance, Jahrbuch der Osterreichischen Byzantinistik 43 (1993)
184-187.

10. Ibid., 164-173, esp. 171.
11. Somewhat later, in July 1232, Pietro received in Venice a loan of 100

pounds for one year: A.S.V., Procuratori di S. Marco de Ultra, b. 211.
12. A.S.V., MP, b. 9, cc. 28-32 = Maltezou, nos. 41, 43-46, who, however,

mentions Giberto only in three out of five cases. Giberto was appointed agent
in May 1239, as noted in these documents, yet it took several weeks until
the news reached Constantinople.

13. A.S.V., MP, b. 9, c. 29 = Maltezou, no. 42, and for details see below,
192.

14. A.S.V., Cancelleria inferiore, Notai, b. 8.
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tween 1242 and 1252, most likely after the death of his brother
Patriarch Leonardo Querini on 28 August 1250,15 which entailed
the loss of his own function as the latter's agent. By then he had
become prosperous, owning several plots of land and houses in
Constantinople. It is noteworthy that this property was not located
on the patriarchate's land '16 yet neverthelless within the enlarged
Venetian quarter.

To be sure, some Venetian settlers left Constantinople after a
short period of residence, yet others such as the three individuals
just mentioned remained there for many years. In the thirteenth
century the return of expatriates to Venice after a long period of
absence or in old age was fairly common among Venetians operating
overseas. In 1219 Zaccaria Staniario retired from business after at
least forty-five years of activity, while Giberto Querini must have
been in his sixties when he acted likewise between 1242 and 1252
or, more likely, between 1250 and 1252. No similar information is
available for Giovanni Martinacio. In any event, there is good
reason to believe that the departure from Constantinople of these
three was not prompted by a decline in the city's economy. It
is noteworthy that Domenico Pistello, who like Giovanni Marti-
nacio had loaned a sum to the Commune prior to April 1207, was
still in Constantinople in 1240, his house being located on land
belonging to the patriarchate of Grado. He had previously con-
ducted business from Constantinople, serving as captain on a ship
sailing to Syria in July 1207 and on another one returning from
Venice to Constantinople in July 1210. 17 As for Giberto Querini,
he divided his assets in the city between his two sons. Pietro
presumably returned to Venice together with him, 18 yet NicoI6,

266.
15. C. Eubel, Hierarchia catholica medii aevi2, Munster 1913-1914, I, 265-

16. Its location will be examined in a forthcoming study: D. Jacoby,
The Venetian Quarter of Constantinople from 1082 to 1261: Topographical
Considerations, in C. Sode and S. A. Takacs (eds.), Novum Millenium, Alder-
shot, Hampshire, 1999.

17. DCV, nos. 485, 491, 520. His house is registered in area B of a ca-
daster compiled in 1240 or 1241: TTh, II, 9; on this dating, see below 192-
193.

18. In 1232 Pietro was still based in Constantinople: see document men-
tioned above, n. 11.
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who remained in Constantinople, bought on 28 March 1252 some
of his brother's property in the city, namely a mansion and two
pieces of land, for 60 hyperpers.10 He thus clearly considered the
prevailing economic conditions in Constantinople favorable to the
pursuit of his activity, most likely in conjunction with his brother
residing in Venice. Such business strategies were common in the
thirteenth century among members of Venetian families, whose
dispersion promoted commercial activity.10

Nicolo's favorable assessment of economic prospects in Con-
stantinople was shared both earlier and later by other Venetians
and explains the continuation of Venetian immigration in the last
decades of Latin rule. Marco Romano of the parish of S. Baseggio
in Venice settled in Constantinople shortly before March 1232,
when he received a loan for trade in the Black Sea.21 Paolo Navi-
gaioso and his wife Giacomina established themselves in the city
between 1223 and 1245,22 and Luca Longo left the Venetian parish
of S. Cassian in the 1230s or 1240s.23 Giovanni Venier from the
parish of Santi Apostoli was settled in Constantinople by 1232.
The following year he lost in a major business transaction most of
the 772 1/2 Venetian libre denariorum he had obtained in Venice
from nine investors. The latter refused to accept as settlement the
small sums he sent them. Giovanni's failure was a personal one

19. A.S.V., Cancelleria inferiore, Notai, b. 8, no. 19.
20. See other cases in Jacoby, The Venetian Presence, 183-184; idem,

L'expansion occidentale dans le Levant: les Venitiens a Acre dans la seconde
moitie du treiziame siecle, Journal of Medieval History 3 (1977) 239-245, repr.
in idem, Recherches sur la Mediterranee orientale du XIIe au XVe siecle. Peuples,
societes, economies, London 1979, no. VII; idem, The Rise of a New Emporium
in the Eastern Mediterranean: Famagusta in the Late Thirteenth Century,
DlsAezat xal vno1tv71uara ("ISpuµa &pxierciax67cou Maxap1ou 1 (1984) 168, repr.
in idem, Studies on the Crusader States and on Venetian Expansion, Northamp-
ton 1989, no. VIII; idem, La dimensione demografica e sociale, 703.

21. DCV, no. 662: modo vero habitatore in Constantinopoli, modo or `now'
pointing to a fairly recent arrival.

22. Ibid., no. 805 (16 March 1251): Giacomina nunc habitatrix in Constan-
tinopoli, with references to residence in Venice in 1223 and in Constantinople
in 1245.

23. He had been postmodum habitator in Constantinople, as stated there
by his widow Maria shortly after his death in 1254: A.S.V., Cancelleria in-
feriore, Notai, b. 8, no. 21.
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and, therefore, does not reflect a depressed state of Constantinople's
economy in 1233, as has been argued.24 This is confirmed by some
evidence adduced below.

The sons of Giovanni Venier remained in Constantinople. Marco
Venier is attested sometime before August 1250 in the area of
Petrion, where his brother Stefano also lived.25 This section of the
city extending along the Golden Horn had been added to the old
Venetian quarter after the Latin conquest of 1204.260n 20 February

24. A.S.P.,ArchivioDiplomatico, nos. 1400, 1419, 1424-1427; A.S.V., Santo
Stefano, b. 1 perg.; NDCV, no. 86. Relying especially on this last document,
Robbert, Rialto Businessmen and Constantinople, 45, argues that the pay-
ment was to be made in gold and that the creditor refused the offer made
by Venier because the latter had applied an unfavorable rate of exchange.
Her far-reaching conclusions are that "the markets had no confidence" in the
gold currency of Constantinople and that "the credit of the Latin Empire was
very poor". It should be stressed, however, that since Venier was based in
Constantinople, he only referred to karatos auri (...) ad pondus de Constantino-
poli as money of account to express the rate of exchange he used, that he
offered payments in Venetian currency, and that the creditors refused them
because they represented a small fraction only of the capital they had in-
vested. In the specific case mentioned in NDCV, no. 86, Venier sent 18 denarii
grossi, which at the rate of 26 denarii to the grosso amounted to no more than
1.95 percent of the initial 100 pounds denariorum venecialium, ([18 x 26 dena-
rii]: 240 denarii per pound). For the rate of the grosso, see L. B. Robbert, The
Venetian Money Market, 1150-1229, Studi Veneziani 13 (1971) 45. The reim-
bursement would have remained small even with an improved rate of ex-
change. Venier stated in some of the documents that m.eliorem rationemn eis fa-
cere non possum.

25. Injunction of Doge Marino Morosini issued on 29 August 1250 re-
garding Marco Venier residing in Constantinopoli in loco Petriis, included in a
document issued by the podesta Marco Gausoni: A.S.P., ArchivioDiplomatico,
no. 1924. Marco already acted on behalf of his father in 1233: NDCV, no. 86.
A document of 1266, thus issued after the Byzantine reconquest of Constan-
tinople, refers to Stefano Venier as ohm habitator Constantinopoli in loco Pet-
ruin: A.S.P., Archivio Diplomatico, nos. 2234-2235.

26. Location in R. Janin, Constantinople byzantine2, Paris 1964, 407-408.
Along the Golden Horn the enlarged Venetian quarter reached the Blachernae,
as implied by a grant made by the Commune to the Venetian monastery of
S. Giorgio Maggiore in February 1208: TTh, II, 47-49, and III, 23-24; new ed.
and correct dating of the first document in M. Pozza, Gli atti originali della
cancelleria veneziana. II. 1205-1227, Venezia 1996, 39-41, no. 7. Petrion had
been strongly affected by the fire of 1203: see Th. F. Madden, The Fires of
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1251 the podesta Marco Gausoni summoned Marco Venier to ap-
pear before him infra Pantogratorem, i.e. in the monastery of the
Pantokrator, where his council convened to deal with judicial mat-
ters.27 In September 1254 Marco and Stefano Venier dissolved in
Constantinople the fraterna compagna or fraternal association join-
ing them in business, yet retained the common ownership of their
paternal house in Venice,28 and on 18 August 1259, again in Con-
stantinople, Stefano ended a similar partnership binding him to his
other brother Giacomo.29 Marco and Stefano fled Constantinople
and were in Negroponte in August 1261.30 Another Venetian mer-
chant, Stefano da Niola, must have settled in Constantinople in
the last decade of Latin rule.31 He is first attested as habitator of
that city in December 1260, together with another newcomer,
Pietro de la Calcina.32 They too fled in 1261 to Negroponte, where
Stefano had several relatives.33 In sum, despite the return home of

the Fourth Crusade in Constantinople. 1203-1204: A Damage Assessment,
Byzantinische Zeitschrift 84/85 (1991/1992) 73-74, 93 (map).

27. See above, n. 25. The document offers new information about the
Pantokrator and its function as the center of Venetian administration in the
Latin period, beyond the summary of It. Janin, La geographic ecclesiastique de
l'Empire byzantin. Premiere partie: Le siege de Constantinople et le patriarcat
oecumenique, tome III: Les eglises et les monasteres, Paris 21969, 516-517. Marco
Gausoni fills a gap in the list of podesta compiled by Wolff, A New Document,
559-565.

28. Insert in a document drafted on 9 July 1266: A.S.P., Archivio Diplo-
matico, no. 2244.

29. A.S.V., Sant'Andrea de Zirada, b. 1 perg., also as insert in another do-
cument drafted in Venice on 8 February 1277: A.S.P., Archivio Diplomatico,
no. 2705.

30. NDCV, no. 104. Although the contract between them refers to the
Venetian parish from which their family originated, the loan in hyperpers of
Constantinople clearly points to their recent arrival in Negroponte.

31. His grandfather Guglielmo, who had emigrated from Provence to Ve-
nice, obtained Venetian citizenship in 1209: Pozza, Gli atti originals, 42, no. 8.
On the family's origin, see A. Stussi, Provenzali a Venezia (1258-1268), Annali
dells Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa, ser. III, 18 (1988) 953-954.

32. Insert in A.S.V., Sant'Andrea de Zirada, b. I perg., drafted in Venice
on 19 January 1267.

33. Transaction between the two on 11 February 1262 in Negroponte: ed.
by D. J. Geanakoplos, Emperor Michael Palaeologus and the West, 1258-1282.
A Study in Byzantine-Latin Relations, Cambridge (Mass.) 1959, 379-380, no. 2.
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some Venetian settlers between 1204 and 1261, the number of
those holding property and engaging in lively economic activity in
Constantinople in the last decades of Latin rule must have re-
mained fairly substantial. The Venetians were clearly the largest
group among the three thousand Latins who left the city in 1261,
when it reverted to Byzantine rule.34

Invaluable information regarding the Venetians in Latin Con-
stantinople appears in an undated cadaster entitled Scripture de
Sancto Achindano de Constantinopoli pertinente al patriarchado de
Venexia.35 This unique document is the only one of its kind to
survive for Constantinople. It lists pieces of property belonging to
the patriarchate of Grado in six urban areas, three of which were
situated on a narrow strip of land between the city wall and the
Golden Horn and the others in their vicinity within the city it-
self.36 Area A appears under the heading Iste case sunt extra, iuxta
murum civitatis Constantinopolitane, and thus included houses out-
side the city wall yet adjoining it. Area B was located Aput Dron-
garium, or close to the Drungarius gate, while area C extended
along the shore of the Golden Horn, in an area called Perama: Iste

The two witnesses were Giacomo and Arnaldo da Niola. The latter is already
attested in Negroponte in 1240 as Rainaldus, a Latin version of his Provengal
name, together with his brother Raimondo, and again in 1249: NDCV, no.
91 and below, n. 89, respectively.

34. For that figure, see Geanakoplos, Emperor Michael Palaeologus, 113-
114.

35. A.S.V., MP, b. 9, c. 2; incomplete transcription marred by misreadings
in Cornelius, Ecclesiae venetae, III, 89-90, reproduced by TTh, II, 8-11. In
order to shorten the notes I shall refer in few instances only to the latter edi-
tion and correct or complete the reading of its text whenever necessary.

36. On the Venetian quarter, see H. F. Brown, The Venetians and the
Venetian Quarter in Constantinople to the close of the Twelfth Century, Jour-
nal of Hellenic Studies 40 (1920) 74-80; Janin, Constantinople byzantine, 247-
249, 291-292; Borsari, Venezia e Bisanzio, 31-39; P. Magdalino, Constantinople
medievale. Etudes sur l'evolution des structures urbaines (Travaux et memoires
du Centre de recherche d'histoire et civilisation de Byzance, College de France.
Monographies 9), Paris 1996, 80-81. On the Venetian churches before 1204,
see also R.-J. Lilie, Die lateinische Kirche in der Romania vor dem vierten
Kreuzzug, Byzantinische Zeitschrift 82 (1989) 202-206, 209-211. None of these
studies locates in a satisfactory way the boundaries of the pre- 1204 Venetian
quarter, nor those of the enlarged one existing between 1204 and 1261.
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case sunt de ripa secus mare. The first two areas were located on
one side of the street called Longario in 1231, the third area on
the other. Area D within the city wall was close to the Venetian
church of St Akindynos, Infra civitatem apud Sanctum Akyndanum,
while area E faced the latter's portal, Ante Sanctum Akyndanum.
Area F was Apud sanctum Johannem de Cornibus, thus in the vi-
cinity of a small church located between the Drungarius and Pe-
rama gates.37 Finally, the cadaster mentions the balances, weights
and measures belonging to the Grado patriarchate,38 as well as
its two quays along the Golden Horn, the scala de Drongario and
the scaly de Perama prope scala comunis.39 In addition to these
data, the cadaster provides the names of some seventy laymen,
two clerics and an institution, as well as the sums collected from
them as rent for the property and rights they held from the Grado
patriarchate, the total amounting to some 400 hyperpers.40

The cadaster has important implications for Venetian settle-
ment and economic activity in Latin Constantinople and its dating,
therefore, is crucial for a proper understanding of developments in
these two fields. It is commonly believed that it was contempora-
neous with the grant of state property made by Doge Pietro Ziani
to Patriarch Benedetto Falier in February 1207, which resulted in
an extension of the patriarchate's territory.41 However, a con-
frontation of the items listed in the cadaster with other documents
excludes that dating. The podesta Giacomo Tiepolo apparently
arrived in Constantinople in the autumn of 1218.42 In June 1220
he acknowledged having seized land belonging to the Grado pa-

37. Location of the latter in Janin, Constantinople byzantine, 291. Area F
is explicitely mentioned in the Commune's charter of February 1207 (1206
more veneto) granting property to the patriarchate of Grado: TTh, II, 5. The
via de Longario is attested in TTh, II, 284, 292.

38. On which see below, 196-197.
39. This last section of the text is incomplete in TTh, II, 11.
40. Some pieces of property appear without any reference to leaseholders,

presumably because they were not rented out when the cadaster was compiled.
41. TTh, II, 4-8. The editors printed the cadaster immediately after the

grant. They failed to note that the latter's date is February 1206 more ve-
neto and thus February 1207. Maltezou, Il quartiere veneziano, 35, 41, re-
fers more generally to the thirteenth century.

42. See Jacohy, The Venetian Presence, 169 and nn. 91, 93.
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triarchate, on which he had begun to build a fondaco, a clear in-
dication of expanding trade in Constantinople at that time and of
expectations of further economic growth. On behalf of the Com-
mune he undertook to compensate the patriarchate for the loss of
revenue expected from the land by paying an annual rent of 20
hyperpers.43 This payment is duly registered in area F of the
cadaster: Commune Veneciarum, pp. xx.44 It follows that our docu-
ment has been compiled after June 1220. An even later terminus a
quo is suggested by charters issued in 1225 and 1234. None of the
individuals listed in them as tenants in areas A or B appears in
the cadaster,45 except for Judo Pino, also attested in May 1240.46
The sources also enable us to determine a terminus ad quem. The
cadaster was clearly drafted before April 1255, since by then several
individuals registered in it as leasing property in area C were dead
and had been succeeded by their heirs.47 Other lessees attested
from 1252 to 1255 do not appear at all in the cadaster or did not
pay the amount of rent recorded in it.48 In short, the cadaster must
precede 1252.

43. A.S.V., MP, b. 9, c. 23: captain est tantum territorium = Cornelius, Ec-
clesiae venetae, III, 99 = Maltezou, no. 36. Wolff, A New Document, 560, n. 1,
mistakenly mentions land worth 20,000 hyperpers.

44. TTh, II, 9.
45. A.S.V., MP, b. 9, cc. 25, 26 = Maltezou, nos. 38, 39, and DCV, no. 691.
46. A.S.V., MP, b. 9, c. 30 = Maltezou, no. 43.
47. Stefano da Tumba held three pieces of land in area C and his heirs

owned a house in that same area in April 1255: TTh, II, 493-495. The Greek
Basilius Sulimanus held there two pieces of land, while in September 1253 as
well as in March and April 1255 Demetrius Sulimanus, called `the Monemva-
siote' in the last instance, in all likelihood his heir, also held a house in area C:
ibid., 492-495. For the localization of super saro (strangely written stano in
this document), see Maltezou, II quartiere veneziano, 37-38.

48. For 1252, 1253 and 1255: A.S.V., MP, b. 9, c. 33 = Maltezou, no. 47;
TTh, II, 492-495. On 12 December 1253 Vitale Venier paid 9 hyperpers for
six months rent to the podesta Antonio Soranzo, which does not correspond
with his annual payment of 10 hyperpers registered in area A of the cadaster:
A.S.V., Cancelleria inferiore, Notai, b. 8, no. 19. Vitale Ferro is recorded in that
same area, while the house of Giovanni Ferro, apparently his son, is attested
in area A in 1255: TTh, II, 495-496. Super stano in this document is clearly
a notary's slip for saro. The correction Steno suggested by the editors is to be
rejected, since Stenon was the name of the Bosphorus. For the localization
of the sarum, see above, n. 47.
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A document dealing with the leases and property of Raimondo
Bello enables a more precise dating of the cadaster between 1220
or 1234 on the one hand, and 1252 on the other. In 1225 Raimondo
Bello owned a workshop (ergasterium) in area A.49 By the time of
his death, presumably within the first months of 1240, he had
accumulated many pieces of land as well as buildings in Constan-
tinople and had become wealthy. The podesta Giovanni Michiel
ordered the transfer of the land he held and the buildings he owned
to his widow Rosa, obviously in response to the latter's request.
Since the land was partly located in areas A and C, the move
entailed the Commune's usurpation of the patriarchate's rights and
the loss of some of the latter's territory. It prompted Giberto
Querini, in his capacity as the patriarchate's agent, to contest the
transfer on 30 April 1240, in all likelihood shortly after it had
taken place.50 All these events must have occured in rapid succes-
sion. Since Raimondo Bello is not registered in the cadaster, we
may safely date the latter after the usurpation. Nor does the widow
Rosa Bello appear in our document, which implies that Giberto
Querini had not yet obtained restitution of the patriarchate's land
when it was drafted.

The dating of the cadaster after 30 April 1240 is strongly sup-
ported by additional evidence. We have already noted that among
those mentioned in the documents of 1225 and 1234 only Jubo
Pino is attested later, in May 1240.51 In addition, the names of
several lessees, the location of the property they held and the rents
they paid according to the cadaster conform with the relevant
data included in various contracts of 1240. Such is the case of
Andrea Dona, who in March of that year obtained land in area D,
in the vicinity of St Akindynos, for one hyperper annually.52 The

49. A.S.V., MP, b. 9, c. 24 = Maltezou, no. 37.
50. A.S.V., MP, b. 9, c. 29 = Maltezou, no. 42. It is unclear why Giberto

Querini also contested the transfer of Bello's assets standing on other land,
including that of the Commune. The podesta Giovanni Michiel was in office
between 6 March 1240 and 6 March 1241, a period in which he fought a naval
battle: see Wolff, A New Document, 563 and n. 2.

51. A.S.V., MP, b. 9, c. 30 = Maltezou, no. 43.
52. A.S.V., MP, b. 9, c. 28 = Maltezou, no. 41; according to the cadaster,

he held an additional piece in that same area for two hyperpers.
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same holds true of Giorgio Signolo, who held land in area C for
an annual payment of 12 hyperpers, is attested there on 30 April
1240, and renewed his lease in February 1241 in return for the
same amount.53 The Greek Georgius the Monemvasiote paid in May
1240 three yearly installments totalling 21 hyperpers for land in
area B, in accordance with the cadaster's listing of a yearly rent
of 7 hyperpers.54 In September Berardo Firmano promised 4 hyper-
pers for land in area C, as recorded in our document.55 Giovanni
da Tumba is listed in area C for 6 and Pasquale Bollani for 12
hyperpers, both being attested there in February 1241.56 The latter
renewed his lease in September 1253 and had it confirmed in March
1255 for half the previous sum, a reduction he may have obtained
at that occasion.57

Two more lessees recorded in our document are attested as
residents of Constantinople around April 1240, the suggested ter-
minus a quo for its drafting. Nicolo Querini, who served as coun-
cillor to the podesta in 1207, was presumably identical with the
individual who on 4 September 1238 provided 13,134 hyperpers for
the consolidation of a number of loans previously advanced to the
leading barons governing the Latin Empire.58 Emperor Baldwin II
was then travelling in the West in a quest for aid. As surety Nicold
Querini received the Crown of Thorns supposedly worn by Christ,
which until he would be reimbursed was to be kept in the Com-
mune's treasury located in the monastery of the Pantokrator.59

53. A.S.V., MP, b. 9, cc. 29, 27 = Maltezou, nos. 42, 45. He is also attested
in 1251, in connection with the summoning of Marco Venier to appear in
court: see above, n. 25.

54. A.S.V., MP, b. 9, c. 30 = Maltezou, no. 43.
55. A.S.V., MP, b. 9, c. 31 = Maltezou, no. 44. Neighbors Donato Pietro

and Giacomo Nanni also appear in the cadaster.
56. A.S.V., MP, b. 9, c. 27 = Maltezou, no. 45. Giovanni da Tumba served

as iudex in 1243 when he confirmed a will drafted in Negroponte in May 1241:
NDCV, no. 92.

57. TTh, II, 492-493.
58. For 1207, see TTh, I, 558.
59. TTh, II, 346-349, better ed. in A. Teulet (ed.), Layettes du Tresor des

Chartes, II, Paris 1866, 391-392, no. 2744. On the Pantokrator, see above, n. 27.
There was no factor common to the previous creditors, who must have acted
separately: see below, 197-199.
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Nicold is registered in the cadaster in area D.60 The plebanus Gia-
como Viviano, recorded in area E, was presumably identical with
the priest listed without name in area C. In May 1241 he is men-
tioned by name in the will of a Venetian resident of Constantinople,
Biagio Gisberto, as plebanus qui moratur in Constantinopoli.61 By
that time Giacomo Viviano was certainly well known among the
Venetian residents of the city, where he had been acting as notary
for many years.62 Moreover, he worked for Giberto Querini, who
served as agent for the Patriarch of Grado since June 1239 at the
latest.63 Three leases he drafted at the request of Giberto Querini
between September 1240 and January 1242 have survived.64 There
is good reason to believe that both were involved in the drafting
of additional leases, as well as in the updating of the list of pro-
perty and rights belonging to the Grado patriarchate and the
revenue these yielded.

The need for a periodic updating was obvious. The patriar-
chate's land and houses were generally rented out under long-term
contracts for 29 years, yet occasionally changed hands even within
such periods, whether as a result of the tenant's death or of a
transfer.65 On the other hand, quays appear to have been leased
on a yearly basis, like the Perama quay granted in January 1242
to Vitale Bugari for one year only in return for 15 hyperpers.66

60. Instead Christi, as in the edited of TTh, II, 10, read Querini. He should
not be confused with a namesake, Nicolo son of Giberto Querini, who was
emancipated by his father some years later, in 1242, and could not hold pro-
perty in his own name until then: see above, 184.

61. NDCV, no. 92 (p. 106). Sometime earlier he had deposited with Bia-
gio Gisberto an icon as collateral for a loan of 5 hyperpers and 11 carats.

62. He was already in Constantinople by February 1228, when he drafted
two contracts regarding land rented out by the monastery of S. Tommaso di
Torcello: A.S.V., Madonna dell'Orto, b. I perg. He signed them as plebanus
sancti Johannis Decollati, a churche in Venice. In later documents he upheld
his eccle siastical title while omitting the name of the church.

63. See Jacoby, The Venetian Presence, 185, and above, n. 12.
64. A.S.V, MP., b. 9, c. 27, 31, 32 = Maltezou, nos. 44-46.
65. Note the updating in area F: Due casete Dom. Patriarche, modo est [sic]

Otonis Spadario, deva [sic] kar. XII, modo est de Otone Spadario. Modo means
`now'.

66. A.S.V., MP, b. 9, c. 32 =111altezou, no. 46.
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Further evidence for such a yearly lease comes from the cadaster,
which for the same quay records a rent of 16 hyperpers, different
from the one attested in 1242.61 The usurpation of land belonging
to the Grado patriarchate by the podesta shortly before 30 April
1240 must have seriously alarmed Giberto Querini. It presumably
prompted him to entrust Giacomo Viviano with the drafting of an
updated cadaster, which he intended to send together with other
documents to his brother Patriarch Leonardo Querini in order to
enable the latter to seek redress from the doge. In all likelihood,
then, the cadaster was compiled shortly after 30 April 1240. Its
drafting must have preceded January 1242, since as just noted the
one-year rent Vitale Bugari promised to pay then differed from
the amount stated in the cadaster.68 In short, this document may
be safely ascribed to the months following April 1240 or to the
year 1241. Its extant text is clearly not the original version, as re-
vealed by the absence of a date, but a copy presumably made in
Venice rather than in Constantinople. The Italian heading men-
tioned above appears to be a later addition. It suggests that the
Grado patriarchate kept documents recording its property and
rights in the church of St Akindynos, included in its section of
Constantinople since 1107.69

The nature and uses of the property listed in the Grade ca-
daster and other documents and the rents paid for them varied
widely. A few cases only will be adduced here to illustrate this
point. Otto Spadario paid 12 carats or half of one hyperper only
for two huts (due casete) in area F, the use of which is unclear.70
Pietro Barberio lived in a small house (domuncula in qua inanet) in
area C, for which he owed 1 1/2 hyperper. Leonardo Brissano and
Olurado Trevisano jointly held for 2 hyperpers per year a house
topped by a tower in area B, in which they presumably resided.

67. The identity of the quay mentioned in both instances will be dis-
cussed elsewhere.

68. See above, n. 66.
69. Grant of that year in TTh, I, 67-74. On the administrative function

of this church in the twelfth-century Venetian quarter, see Janin, La geogra-
phie ecclesiastique, 571, and below. On its particular ecclesiastical status, see
Borsari, Venezia e Bisanzio, 38.

70. See above, n. 65.
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They also rented vacant land in area D.71 All these leaseholders
appear to have been of rather modest economic standing. By con-
trast, others were clearly affluent. We have already noted that
Pasquale Bollani owed an annual rent of 12 hyperpers, the highest
amount registered in the cadaster, for property in area C adjoining
the scala maior along the Golden Horn.72 He also payed 72 hyper-
pers for the lease of the patriarchate's balances, weights and mea-
sures, kept in the church of St Akindynos, clearly expecting larger
revenues from their use.73 Interestingly, sometime after April 1240
Giorgio Signolo also payed 12 hyperpers per year for land in area C,
according to the cadaster. When Giberto Querini renewed his lease
in February 1241 he granted him the right to exercise money-
changing on the land he held, though Signolo still had to obtain
the Commune's authorization to this effect.74 Similar clauses sel-
dom appear in Venetian leases drafted in Constantinople.75 We
may conclude, therefore, that like Pasquale Bollani, mentioned
earlier, Signolo expected good profits in the near future. He must
have reached this positive assessment in a context of lively com-
mercial activity in the Venetian quarter in 1240.

Additional affluent individuals are listed in the Grado cadaster
of 1240-1241. One should remember, though, that despite its im-
portance this document offers only a partial view of Venetian
settlement and landholding in Constantinople around that time.
Venetian ecclesiastical institutions other than the Grado patriar-

71. Only their first names are registered in this section of the cadaster.
72. See above, n. 56. He possibly resided in the house he held in that

area.
73. TTh, II, 11. In 1107 the Commune granted the Grado patriarchate a

monopoly on their use within the entire Venetian quarter: TTh, I, 68. In 1169
the latter leased them for six years to Romano Mairano: DCV, no. 245.

74. A.S.V., MP, b. 9, c. 27 = Maltezou, no. 45. Signolo promised to pay
the same yearly amount, even si dominus potestas Constantinopolis aut Comune
Venecie non permitteret me tabulas de incambio ut dictum est tenere. Another
case illustrating the Commune's authority in this field within the entire Ve-
netian quarter, regardless of the land's owner, is provided by testimonies re-
corded on 7 June 1260: A.S.V., Procuratori di S. Marco de Supra, b. 135, proc.
287, fast. 2.

75. A case in 1206, when Benedetto de Salmaza planned to engage in
money-changing on the scala maior within that same area: TTh, II, 43-45.
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chate also owned land in the city, while the Commune retained
some territory directly under its own authority. It is not always
possible, therefore, to determine whether the lessees of the Grado
patriarchate resided on the latter's land or elsewhere in Constan-
tinople. Such is the case of Giovanni Bon, son of Marco the weigher
(pesator), who in April 1240 owned buildings both between the
city's wall and the Golden Horn and within the city itself, some
standing in area A of the patriarchate's property and others on
the Commune's land (super territorium comunis Venecie).76 At the
time of his death somewhat earlier Raimondo Bello owned wooden
and stone structures on these same territories as well as on that
of S. Marco dell'Embolo. He resided in a large mansion (palatium)
flanked by a garden, a courtyard and a vineyard, all apparently
located in the latter section of the city." The wealthy Nicold Que-
rini, who in 1238 obtained the Crown of Thorns as collateral for
the substantial loan of 13,134 hyperpers,78 must have also lived in
a stately residence, clearly not on the land in area D of the Grado
patriarchate for which he owed an annual rent of one pound of
candles only.79 Incidentally, this payment is the smallest one men-
tioned in the cadaster. It appears to have been merely symbolic
and raises some questions about the criteria used for the calcul-
ation of rents.

Two affluent Venetians living in Constantinople yet not re-

76. A.S.V., MP, b. 9, c. 29 = Maltezou, no. 42. The location in area A, also
recorded in the cadaster, is confirmed by the reference to the sarum maius next
to the land held by Angelo Correr in 1225: A.S.V., MP, b. 9, c. 24 = Maltezou,
no. 37. On the sarum, see above, n. 47. Since the name Giovanni Bon must
have been quite common, the name and function of his father were mentioned
in order to distinguish the former from contemporary namesakes in Latin
Constantinople. Two earlier ones are attested: a former resident of Rodosto
in 1206: TTh, II, 43-45, and A.S.V., MP, b. 9, c. 13 = Maltezou, no. 23; ano-
ther acting in 1206 and 1207 as agent for the Grado patriarchate: ibid. and
TTh, II, 52-54. Maltezou, Il quartiere veneziano, 58, fails to distinguish bet-
ween the three in her index.

77. A.S.V., MP, b. 9, c. 29 = Maltezou, no. 42.
78. See above, 193.
79. This regular rent differed from the payment of two pounds of candles

mentioned in a lease of 1240, in connection with the latter's renewal after 29
years: A.S.V., MP, b. 9, c. 31 = Maltezou, no. 44.
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corded in the cadaster appear among the creditors reimbursed with
the money provided by Nicolo Querini in 1238. One of them was
Nicolo Corner, who with Biagio Gisberto, another resident of Con-
stantinople, shared in May 1241 the ownership of a sandalum, a
small vessel.80 Together with Pietro Zane, not known from other
sources, Nicolo Corner was repaid 2,200 hyperpers. The podesta
Albertino Morosini, acting on behalf of the Commune, received
4,175 hyperpers, and the abbess of the richly endowed Cistercian
monastery of Perceul in Constantinople, 4,300 hyperpers.81 This
last sum is particularly impressive since it derived from the mona-
stery's revenues. The remaining 2,459 hyperpers were owed to
Genoese merchants, whose presence in Constantinople deserves
particular attention. Venice's strong position in the city since 1204
and its ongoing rivalry with Genoa had induced Genoese merchants
to avoid trading there. Despite four agreements concluded between
the two maritime powers from 1218 to 1251, there was no renewal
of Genoese official presence in Constantinople until after the By-
zantine reconquest of 1261.82 On the other hand, Genoese mer-
chants were again active in the city since the treaty of 1232. It is
noteworthy that together with the Venetians and the Pisans they
participated in the defence of Constantinople in 1236, apparently
in numbers large enough to make a meaningful contribution re-
corded by a western chronicler.83 It is impossible to determine,
however, whether there were any Genoese settlers among them. In
any event, it is against this background that some Genoese mer-

80. According to the latter's will: NDCV, no. 92 (p. 106).
81. On this monastery, see E. A. R. Brown, The Cistercians in the Latin

Empire of Constantinople and Greece, 1201-1276, Traditio 24 (1958) 91-93.
Janin, La geographic ecclesiastique, 581-582, locates it in the area of Petrion.
All the debts resulting from loans included interest, unless stated otherwise
as below, n. 89.

82. On these treaties, see S. Origone, Die Vertrage der ersten Halite des
13. Jahrhunderts zwischen Genua and Venedig, Mitteilungen des Bulgarischen
Forschungsinstitutes in Osterreich 8 (1986) 89-95, esp. 92, who rightly stresses
that all the clauses referring to a Genoese official presence in Constantinople
were formulated in the future tense and that their repetition implies that they
were never implemented.

83. [F.] de Reiffenberg (ed.), Chronique rimee de Philippe Mouskes (Collec-
tion de chroniques belges inedites), Bruxelles 1838, II, 620, vv. 29, 236-19, 243.
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chants loaned money to Baldwin II in or shortly before 1238. While
improved political conditions offered them an incentive to visit
Constantinople, only a lively economic context and good prospects
of profit would have induced them to engage in trading and money-
lending in the city over several years after 1232.54

The same picture emerges from the credit operations of some
residents of Latin Constantinople in the following decades. Accord-
ing to the cadaster Nicolb and Giovanni Scotto paid 7 and 5 hyper-
.pers respectively for land in area A in 1240-1241. In March 1257
their relative Andrea Scotto obtained from the abbot of the mo-
nastery of S. Tommaso dei Borgognoni di Torcello two pieces of
land in the ruga Allemanorutn, to the east of the ancient Venetian
quarter, for 2 hyperpers per year.85 The three individuals owed
rather modest rents. One of them must have been identical with
a resident of Constantinople called Escot `the Tuscan', whose first
name is not recorded.116 Empress Mary of Brienne owed him 550
livres tournois or about 880 hyperpers for a loan made before her
departure for the West, which presumably took place in or shortly
after October 1248.87 There is good reason to believe that the three

84. On a Genoese who apparently died there in 1250, see M. Balard, Les
Genois en Romanie entre 1204 et 1261. Recherches sur les minutiers notariaux
genois, Melanges d'archeologie et d'histoire, publies par l'Ecole Francaise de Rome
78 (1966) 484, repr. in Id., La mer Noire et la Romanie genoise (XIIIe-XVe
siecles), London 1989, no. I. The owners of a ship sailing from Genoa in the
spring of 1254, thus after the renewal of the peace treaty between Genoa and
Venice in 1251 (see above, n. 82), mentioned Constantinople as a possible des-
tination: ed. by E. H. Byrne, Genoese Shipping in the Twelfth and Thirteenth
Century, Cambridge, Mass. 1930, 125-128, no. XXXVII.

85. A.S.V., S. Tommaso dei Borgogno ni di Torcello in Madonna dell'Orto,
b. 1 perg., Rialto, 25 July 1258. Magdalino, Constantinople medievale, 80, 89,
locates the area to the west of the quarter, yet see above, n. 16.

86. Escot was the French version of Italian Scotto. Bonencontre Escot
appears among Sienese merchants involved in June 1251 in a loan to King
Louis IX of France, who was then camping next to crusader Caesarea: J. de
Laborde (ed.), Layettes du Tresor des Chartes, III, Paris 1875, 135, no. 3948.

87. Mary of Brienne wrote on 30 January 1249 from Negroponte to Queen
Blanche of France, requesting her to reimburse the loan: ibid., III, 54, no.
3737. Negroponte is not mentioned in this letter, yet in others sent around
the same time: see below, n. 89. For the dating of Mary's departure, see be-
low, n. 92. For the exchange rate between the two currencies at that time,
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individuals bearing the surname Scotto belonged to the Sienese
mercantile and banking company of the Scotti served as and its
permanent representatives in Constantinople or, in any event, con-
ducted business in close association with it.88 Mary was also in-
debted for 680 livres tournois or about 1,088 hyperpers to Bon de
Monz, another `Tuscan' living in Constantinople who, however, is
not directly attested by other sources bearing on that city.89 He too
may have belonged to a mercantile and banking company. The
two creditors were together with Mary of Brienne in Negroponte at
the end of January 1249 and later travelled to Paris, where they
were reimbursed in May 1249.90 Their journey must have been con-
nected with business at the fairs of Champagne, which were at-

see R. L. Wolff, Mortgage and Redemption of an Emperor's son: Castile and
the Latin Empire of Constantinople, Speculum 29 (1954) 53, repr. in idem,
Studies in the Latin Empire, no. V.

88. On the Scotti of Siena, not among the prominent companies of that
city, see E. D. English, Enterprise and Liability in Sienese Banking, 1230-1350,
Cambridge (Mass.) 1988, 16, 35, 46. On their activity in the crusader Levant,
see D. Jacoby, Migration, Trade and Banking in Crusader Acre, in L. Mavro-
matis (ed.), The Balkans and the Eastern Mediterranean, Athens 1998, nn. 46-49
(in press). A Scotto company also existed in Piacenza: see P. Racine in P.
Castignoli - M. A. Romanini (eds.), Storia di Piacenza, II, Dal vescovo conte alla
signoria (996-1313), Piacenza 1984, 198, 221-222, 301-346. A Scotto is docu-
mented in the Frankish Principality of Morea in the 1270s: see D. Jacoby,
Italian Migration and Settlement in Latin Greece: the Impact on the Economy,
in H. E. Mayer (ed.), Einwanderer and Minderheiten. Die Kreuzfahrerstaaten als
Multikulturelle Gesellschaft (Schriften des Historischen Kollegs, Kolloquien
Band 37), Miinchen 1997, 112. On the business pattern of Italians operating
on behalf of companies or on their own in thirteenth-century Latin Greece,
see ibid., 107-113.

89. De Laborde, Layettes, III, 55, no. 1741, letter of Mary of Brienne to
Queen Blanche of France written in Negroponte on 31 January 1249. The
French name stands for Italian Buondelmonte, presumably a surname like
Escot. It is impossible to determine wherefrom he came. The Florentine Buon-
delmonte family is not known to have engaged in banking. In Negroponte
Mary of Brienne also received in February 1249 a loan of 1,800 livres tour-
nois, yet sanz usure et sanz nul preu, from Ernaut de Nioles, whose name is
the French version of Arnaldo da Niola: ibid., III, 56, no. 3745. On the latter,
see also above, n. 33.

90. See above, n. 87 and 89, and receipts in De Laborde, Layettes, III,
nos. 3773 and 3774 respectively.
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tended by numerous merchants operating on behalf of Sienese and
other Italian companies.9' The latter's presence in Latin Constan-
tinople, not noted until now, reveals yet another facet of their acti-
vity around the eastern Mediterranean in the thirteenth century.

By October 1248 Emperor Baldwin II personally owed an un-
specified number of merchants in Constantinople a total of 24,000
hyperpers, which he empowered his wife Mary of Brienne to reim-
burse in the West.92 It is generally believed that this sum was due
for money loaned by the brothers Angelo and Giovanni Ferro,
members of a Venetian family who were established in Constanti-
nople, and that in return for this sum the emperor had mortgaged
to them his son Philip of Courtenay, who was kept on their behalf
in Venice.93 However, there is good reason to believe that the debt
of 24,000 hyperpers and the one to the brothers Ferro were se-
parate issues. Some weighty arguments have been raised against
the connection between the two,94 to which others may be added.
Indeed, when mentioning the former debt Baldwin II appears to
refer to separate loans obtained from several merchants, and not
just to one loan.95 Moreover, since he mentions a specific sum, the
latter must have included interest for a well-defined period, whereas
the mortgaging of Philip and his transfer to Venice imply that
Baldwin II could not determine in advance when he would reim-
burse the loan. These arguments are backed by the fact that,
contrary to what one would expect, the letter Baldwin II issued
to his wife in 1248 does not make the slightest reference to the
freeing of their son Philip. Finally, it is highly unlikely that the
Ferro brothers should have agreed that the large sum they had
loaned the emperor should have remained immobilized for twelve

91. On the Sienese at the fairs, see the overview by M. Tangheroni, Siena
e it commercio internazionale nel Duecendo e nel Trecento, in idem, Medioevo
Tirrenico. Sardegna, Toscana e Pisa, Pisa 1992, 142-151.

92. De Laborde, Layettes, III, 50, no. 3727: cum nous aions emprunte de
marcheanz. The emperor's letter was issued shortly before Mary's departure.

93. Wolff, Mortgage and Redemption, 45-82.
94. B. Hendrickx, Regestes des empereurs latins de Constantinople (1204-

1261/1272), Byzantina 14 (1988) 161-165, no. 261, suggests a larger sum and
a later dating. [This study has also been published separately].

95. Note the plural in the reference to the creditors, above, n. 92.
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years or more, since sometime before October 1248 until early
1261,96 unless they had been offered substantial compensations. It
follows that their loan must have been made closer to that year.

Vitale Ferro, father of the two brothers, served in June 1220
as councillor to the Venetian podesta of Constantinople.91 In the
Grado cadaster he is recorded for land in area C, which Giovanni
Ferro apparently held in 1255.98 In June 1259 Giovanni and An-
gelo were on business in Venice and involved in the transfer of
money for the upkeep of Philip of Courtenay.99 In all likelihood
they loaned a substantial sum, the amount of which is unknown,
to Baldwin II a few years before 8 January 1258, when Philip is
first attested in Venice.100 After staying there for some time the
brothers Ferro presumably returned to Constantinople and were
among those who fled the city at the time of the Byzantine re-
conquest of 1261. In Venice Giovanni later served in prestigious
state offices, which clearly point to his high social standing. He
was one of the iudices examinatorum in 1265 and 1267 and mem-
ber of the Minor Consiglio assisting Doge Lorenzo Tiepolo in 1268-
1269.101 As such he was involved in the negotiations leading to the
Venetian-Byzantine agreement of 30 June 1268.102 The experience
he had gathered over the years in Constantinople must have been
of great value in this framework.

The information offered by the Grado cadaster, its new dating
to 1240-1241 and its confrontation with other sources warrant
several observations. First, it is clear by now that Venetian as well
as foreign merchants and bankers resided in Latin Constantinople
for long periods of time, some being succeeded by their sons.
Several of them mustered substantial resources and conducted

96. As suggested by Wolff, Mortgage and Redemption, esp. 52-56.
97. A.S.V., MP, b. 9, c. 23 = Cornelius, Ecclesiae venetae, III, 99 = Malte-

zou, no. 36. He is further attested in Constantinople in 1223: TTh, II, 253-
254.

98. TTh, II, 495-496.
99. According to two documents edited by Wolff, Mortgage and Redemp-

tion, 48-49.
100. Testimony in a letter of King Louis IX of France: ibid., 49.
101. See Rosch, Der venezianische Adel, 211, 220.
102. TTh, III, 100, 101 = new ed. by Al. Pozza e G. Ravegnani, I trattati

con Bisanzio, 1265-1285 (Pacta veneta, 6), Venezia 1996, 64, 66.
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large-scale profitable business, including in the last three decades
of Latin rule until the Byzantine reconquest of 1261. It is note-
worthy, however, that even with respect to the best known cases,
those of the Venetian Nicolo Querini in 1238, the Sienese Scotti
in the 1240s, Nicolo son of Giberto Querini and the Ferro bro-
thers in the 1250s, we are offered no more than a glimpse of
their economic activity and especially of their involvement in trade.
This should remind us once more of the fragmentary nature of our
documentation. Precisely for that same reason extreme caution
must be exercised when dealing with rents and sale prices of real
estate. These do not appear to have been lower in the Latin period
than in the twelfth century. Moreover, in both periods they seem
to have been sometimes determined by considerations other than
the straight value of the property concerned.103 Some unpublished
documents strongly support this interpretation, and the whole issue
requires a renewed examination of all the relevant evidence. Finally,
several examples adduced above reveal that the available real es-
tate values do not faithfully reflect the economic standing and ac-
tivity of their tenants or owners, nor do they allow any clear-cut
conclusions about the state of the city's economy in the Latin
period.

The implications of credit should be briefly addressed in this
context. Regardless of whether it was intended for economic ven-
tures, conspicuous consumption or diplomatic and military pur-
poses, credit was closely linked in various ways to trade and ship-
ping. These were the main sources of the funds accumulated by
wealthy residents of Constantinople engaging in large-scale credit
operations.104 These were also the economic branches involved in
the import of capital since, as in the West, individual merchants
and bankers as well as companies generally preferred transfers
from one place to another in the form of goods rather than in cash
or pullion. In any event, even if not sustained continuously to
the same degree, the influx of cash and the latter's diffusion in
Latin Constantinople were bound to stimulate to some extent

103. As, for example, the rent consisting of one pound of candles paid
by Nicolo Querini: see above, n. 79.

104. The renting out of dwellings and workshops provided additional in-
come.
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various economic sectors. This is not to say that the credit opera-
tions documented above point to a thriving economy. To be sure,
the worsening political, territorial and financial condition of the
Latin Empire, practically reduced to Constantinople in the last
three decades of its existence, may have affected the urban eco-
nomy, although perhaps not as much as one would expect. In
fact, weighty evidence suggests a growth in trading in the city in
the 1240s and 1250s.105 Moreover, one should not consider the
debts incurred by Venice for the defence of Constantinople as
reflecting the state of the latter's economy, since state loans in
particular circumstances were common Venetian practice even in
cities enjoying intense economic activity such as crusader Acre.106
More importantly, it is essential to distinguish between the condi-
tion of Latin Empire or that of Constantinople on the one hand,
and the economic activity and standing of the individuals residing
in the city, on the other. In conditions similar to those of the Latin
Empire after the 1220s, late Byzantium, limited to its capital
except for its province in the Peloponnese, experienced a sharp
political and financial decline, while at the same time some of its
citizens were accumulating considerable wealth.107 In sum, then,
to put it simply, it may well be that a fair number of Venetians
settled in the city between 1204 and 1261 were rich rather than
poor.

105. For its investigation, see above, n. 1.
106. On 4 December 1259 Doge Ranieri Zeno empowered the podesta

Marco Gradenigo to raise 3,000 hyperpers: TTh, III, 24-26. The date appears
in the Italian summary of a document of 5 August 1260 dealing with Giovanni
Gausoni, who contributed 200 hyperpers to that loan: ed. by Geanakoplos,
Emperor Michael Palaeologus, 378-379, no. 1. A note by a later hand in the
manuscript containing the doge's authorization mentions an additional loan
of 4,000 hyperpers, presumably ordered in 1260 or 1261 yet not documented
otherwise: TTh, III, 24. On state loans in Acre, see R. Cessi (ed.), Deliberazioni
del Maggior Consiglio di Venezia, Bologna 1931-1950, III, 4, par. 8, with refe-
rence to the period preceding 1282.

107. See Angeliki E. Laiou-Thomadakis, The Byzantine Economy in the
Mediterranean Trade System; Thirteenth-Fifteenth Centuries, Dumbarton Oaks
Papers 34/35 (1982) 188, 204-205, 222.
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From Byzantium to Latin Romania:
Continuity and Change

The Fourth Crusade ended in April 1204 with the western or Latin
conquest of Constantinople and signalled the beginning of a new era in
the history of the Byzantine lands or Romania. Extensive areas of the
empire were conquered by western or Latin armies during and shortly
after the crusade. Some of these territories were recovered by
Byzantium, while others remained for two centuries or more under
Latin rule. Such was the case with Attica and Boeotia, most of the
Peloponnese or the Morea, as well as Crete, Euboea, and numerous
other islands of the Aegean. It is in these areas that the transition from
Byzantine to Latin rule and some of its repercussions will be examined,
though evidence bearing on other parts of Latin Romania will also be
adduced when necessary.'

Military conquest and political upheaval have always attracted the
attention of contemporaries, chroniclers sometimes recording these
fateful events in minute detail. On the other hand, they were little
interested, if at all, in the less conspicuous, almost subterranean flow of
daily life expressed in the survival of social structures, legal and
administrative institutions, or economic patterns and practices. In the
idiom of the modem mass media, continuity never made headlines. It
should be noted, however, that once the savagery of battle had
subsided, conquerors who intended to settle in their newly acquired
lands adopted a pragmatic approach. Irrespective of the new regime
they introduced in these lands, they had to deal with some urgent
practical matters such as the division of spoils, especially of real estate,
and how to ensure their daily livelihood. Their physical survival as
individuals and their collective superiority acquired by conquest were
at stake. Their first concern, therefore, was to find ways to tap the
resources of their new lands and ensure a smooth flow of revenue to
their treasuries. In order to succeed in this endeavour, they had to rely
on the administrative and fiscal institutions and practices of the past. In
this respect continuity was a matter of both necessity and convenience.

All these features appear in Latin Romania after the Fourth
Crusade. Yet the Latin occupation implied a complex and much wider
encounter between Latins and Byzantine populations, with their
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respective social structure, institutions, legal and religious traditions,
culture and mentality. In order to gauge the effects of the Latin
conquest, therefore, we have to determine, as far as possible, the
balance between continuity and change in each of these spheres. To be
more precise, it is essential to detect the factors that account for varying
degrees of continuity in some of them, change and accomodation in
others, and a break elsewhere. Unfortunately, the evidence at our
disposal is fragmentary and unevenly distributed both in time and
space. It is impossible, therefore, to shed light to the same extent on all
the aspects of transition from Byzantine to Latin rule.

The most striking and abrupt deviation from the Byzantine past
generated by the Latin conquest was of a political nature. To be sure,
the empire had begun to disintegrate in the years immediately preced-
ing the Fourth Crusade,2 yet this process was hastened and intensified
by the Latin conquest. By 1210 Romania - Latin Romania in particular
- was fragmented into numerous political and territorial entities. The
impact of the conquest differed from one territory to another. The
spheres, nature, and degree of both continuity and change in each of
them largely depended on the combination of three factors: the
existence of local or regional features prior to the Latin occupation; the
conditions in which the conquest took place; and, finally, the political
and social impact of the various groups of conquerors on their respec-
tive territories. As we shall see, the initial phase of Latin occupation
determined to a large extent the specific long-term development of
each of these territories.

Let us now briefly consider the three factors just mentioned. Largely
seen through the prisma of imperial documentation, the Byzantine
empire before 1204 appears to have been more or less uniform in
character, in numerous spheres, while in others there was diversity:
the existence of specific local or regional features in the twelfth-
century empire is illustrated by later sources, to which we shall return
in due course. As for the conditions in which the conquest occurred,
one may point, for instance, to important differences between
the Peloponnese and Crete. In the Peloponnese the Latins progres-
sively occupied one area after the other, mostly after reaching accom-
modation with their respective leaders and only seldom encountering
armed resistance. By contrast Crete was conquered by force within
a short period and maintained under Venetian rule with the help of
military might. The specific encounter between Latins and indigenous
population in each of these two territories goes far to explain their
diverging social evolution in later years.3 The most important factor in
this respect, however, was the composition and character of the
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conquering elites, the political organization and social structure
they established in conquered territories, and the particular concep-
tion of authority underlying their institutions. The Peloponnese
- save for Venetian Messenia - as well as Attica, Boeotia, and
Negroponte, were conquered and subsequently ruled by knights who
imposed a feudal superstructure on Byzantine society. The importa-
tion of western feudalism implied a marked departure from Byzantine
tradition, as it involved the disappearance of the state and the transfer
of its authority and prerogatives to private hands. Privatization was one
of the most fundamental expressions of the process of feudalization,
and had important, long-lasting social implications, to which we shall
later return.' In many Aegean islands the Italian lords instituted what
may be called a pseudo-feudal regime: they used feudal terminology
and applied rules of feudal law imported from the Morea, which
somewhat changed the social stratification of the indigenous popula-
tion, yet averted the privatization of Byzantine state rights.5

By contrast, in Crete and a section of southern Messenia around
Coron and Modon there was an almost direct transition from the
empire's rule to that of Venice, a city governed by a non-feudal elite
imbued with a firm sense of statehood. In these Venetian territories,
therefore, the measure of continuity was likely to be much greater than
in feudalized areas. Indeed, although using the feudal vocabulary,
Venice upheld the supreme authority of the state and prevented any
definitive privatization of Byzantine imperial prerogatives in judicial
or fiscal matters. Venice also inherited state lands, their peasantry, as
well as state prerogatives, and established a highly centralized bureau-
cratic system of government and supervision. In sum, it is obvious that
whatever the regime established by the conquering leaders in their
respective territories, the indigenous societies were affected by their
submission to Latin rule. Social mobility in their midst was no more
governed by the social and institutional forces at play in the empire; it
was arrested by the conquest and henceforth largely depended upon
Latin acquiesence.

Around 1200, at the time of the conquest, the differences between
Byzantine and western societies were rather striking.' In Byzantine
society all free men enjoyed equal legal status and were justiciable in
imperial courts according to the same Byzantine law, regardless of their
social and economic standing or the imperial privileges they held. Such
was also the case with members of the social elite. Byzantine society
thus lacked formal legal stratification. In the western provinces, as
elsewhere in the empire, the social elite included rich landlords,
imperial officials, and imperial dignitaries, all known as archontes.
Occasionally the great landlords enhanced their prestige and social
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ascendancy by acquiring governmental functions or honorary titles in
the imperial hierarchy. Some archontes developed in their own interest
a network of personal bonds, yet these always retained their private
nature and were never recognized by law or sanctioned by custom.
These bonds were thus basically different from western vassalage. The
chiefs of Slav groups settled in the Peloponnese, such as the Melings of
Mount Taygetus, were also considered archontes after receiving
imperial titles that strengthened their traditional authority and status.
In the western provinces the breakdown of imperial supervision shortly
before 1204 enabled some archontes to usurp imperial land and
exercise state prerogatives in military, fiscal, and judicial matters. The
Latin conquest deprived them of these short-lived benefits.

Somewhat exceptional in Byzantine society and law was the status of
the paroikos or dependent peasant. Paradoxically he was considered
free, though subject to some important personal restrictions and tied to
the state or to his lord by links of dependence of a legal nature. Yet this
did not imply the existence in the empire of an overall rigid social and
legal stratification, such as found in the feudal West in the same period.
Nor did the imperial grant of a paroikos to an individual or an
ecclesiastical institution involve a definitive alienation of state preroga-
tives or the replacement of imperial by private jurisdiction.

The issue of state prerogative around 1200 requires some elabora-
tion with regard to the pronoia. The pronoia was an imperial concession
of fiscal revenues to an individual, often in return for military service.
The peasants from whom the holder of the pronoia collected these
revenues and the imperial land they cultivated were generally trans-
ferred to the grantee for his lifetime. It has been claimed that the
pronoia was similar to the western fief; moreover, that it was the basis
of the Byzantine military system and constituted a major factor in the
so-called feudalization of the empire, which allegedly led to its
downfall; finally that the similarity between pronoia and fief sup-
posedly explains the easy adaptation of the conquering Latin knights to
local Byzantine conditions. However, neither Byzantine and Latin
sources around the time of the conquest, nor later sources yield a single
conclusive piece of evidence about the pronoia or about pronoia
holders in the conquered territories we are dealing with. Several factors
may explain the absence of such evidence. The paucity of Byzantine
sources bearing in this area should be taken into account; the diffusion
of the pronoia in the western provinces may have been more limited
than elsewhere in the empire; or the pronoia existing before 1204 may
have been assimilated to patrimonial estates and registered as such
when imperial supervision collapsed shortly before 1204. Whatever the
case, in this period the pronoia was definitely not the dominant form of
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landed property in the empire, nor the backbone of its military forces.
It was basically a fiscal grant and did not entail the transfer of imperial
prerogatives such as taxation and jurisdiction to individuals. More-
over, fundamental differences existed between the Byzantine pronoia
and the western fief with regard to inheritance, the exercise of jurisdic-
tion, as well as social, political, and military functions within Byzantium
and western Europe, respectively. In short, the use of 'feudalization' in
the Byzantine context, whether or not in connection with the pronoia,
appears to be inappropriate, is misleading and may therefore be safely
rejected.9

In contrast to Byzantine society, society in the areas of the West from
which the conquerors originated was highly stratified around 1200.
With the exception of the major Italian cities, including Venice, there
was a clear-cut distinction between noblemen, burgesses,and depend-
ent peasants. Each class was governed by its own set of laws, and social
status was virtually synonymous with legal status, both being heredi-
tary. Social promotion involving the crossing of class boundaries was
mainly restricted to the lower strata of society. Access to the nobility
was severely hampered by the development of class-consciousness
within the ranks of the feudatories, illustrated by specific rituals such as
the ceremony of dubbing, as well as by a particular social ethos, life-
style, and group mentality. It is not surprising, therefore, that the
French and Italian knights settling in continental Greece and some of
the Aegean islands brought with them various institutions such as
vassalage - bonds of a private nature constituting the foundation of
their political and social hierarchy - as well as attitudes and values
common to the feudal upper class in the West in the early thirteenth
century. In conformity with their own concepts and traditions, the
Latin leaders distinguished, as in the West, between noblemen and
non-nobles within their own society.10 It was, however, the extension of
their socio-legal stratification to the indigenous population that
generated the most important changes in the social fabric of their new
lands.

As a result of the conquest, society in Latin Romania was divided
into two distinct groups. One of these included the Latin conquerors,
the western immigrants of all ranks who joined them, and their
descendants; the other group comprised the indigenous Greeks, as well
as Slavs in the Peloponnese. The scale of penalties to be inflicted upon
those who aided Greek rebels in Crete, according to a Venetian
resolution of 1273, provides a vivid expression of stratification within
the Latin society and of the social cleavage separating the latter from
the Greek community. Help extended to Greek rebels was to be
severely punished: Latin feudatories were threatened with the loss of
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their military tenements, other Latins with the loss of non-feudal
assets, in addition to exile or imprisonment, while Greeks were to incur
physical punishment by losing a hand and a foot.1' Religious affiliation
did not constitute an important factor in daily life, yet it became a basic
criterion of social stratification and individual status; moreover, it
provided a convenient means of group identification. Those who
recognized the authority of the Roman Church were freemen; Latinus
was synonymous with Francus, a word that acquired both an ethnic and
a social connotation, as it meant `westerner' as well as `free'. On the
other hand, the Greeks and Slavs, who remained faithful to the
Byzantine Church, were relegated to the rank of villani, villeins or
dependent persons, regardless of their status prior to the Latin
conquest. Only few of them escaped this process of debasement and
levelling. Among those who remained free we find the archontes: by
their wealth, social ascendancy, life-style, and the fiscal exemptions
some of them enjoyed at the time of the conquest, they markedly
differed from the rest of the local population, like the Latin elite in the
West. Freedom was also enjoyed by some other men and women of
lesser standing, as well as by emancipated villeins and slaves.

It thus appears that the Latins translated the social realities they
found in Romania into legal terms and ascribed the socio-legal stratifi-
cation to which they were accustomed to the relatively `open' Byzantine
society, in which social mobility was more pronounced than in the
West. As a result, the archontes encountered at the time of the conquest
and their descendants became a closed socio-legal class enjoying
hereditary status and privileges. The distinction between them and the
villeins was recognized both in the feudal law of the Morea and
neighbouring feudalized areas, as well as in Venetian courts. Unless an
archon had sufficient proof of his status, he faced debasement: such was
the case with Theodoros Makrembolites, who fled from Constantinople
in 1204 and became a paroikos or dependent person in Corfu.12 In
Venetian Crete freedom was so exceptional among Greeks in rural
areas that the free Greeks who were not archontes sometimes specified
their status in documents, and emancipated villeins who lost the
privilege granting them enfranchisement reverted to their former
unfree status.13

The Latin conquest displaced the local elite from its dominant social
position. After openly or secretly resisting the Latins for some time,
several archontes fled from the Morea and Negroponte, while others
left Crete by agreement, like the 20 archontes who in 1213 joined Duke
Marco I Sanudo and settled on his island of Naxos. Some of the
remaining archontes were dispossessed: others who submitted to the
Latins without struggle or returned to their land and co-operated with
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them retained most or all of their landed property.14 In short, the fate of
the archontes under Latin rule greatly varied, yet in none of the
conquered territories did it imply a complete break with the past.
Indeed, in some fields there was continuity, while in others the
accommodation between conquerors and local archontes gradually
grew in scope in the course of the thirteenth century.

As already mentioned, Latin and Greek leaders concluded agree-
ments in several areas of the Morea.15 These agreements at first led to
the inclusion of archontes within the group of non-noble Latin feuda-
tories. Since the mid-thirteenth century, however, some archontes
achieved further social promotion: they were dubbed to knighthood
and joined the ranks of the Latin or Frankish nobility. This process of
social integration was also related to land holding. The Latin leaders
confirmed the rights of the archontes to their patrimonial estates and
dependent peasants, who were governed as before the conquest
according to Byzantine law. In addition, the Latin leaders granted
some archontes fiefs similar to those enjoyed by Latin feudatories, in
return for military service. These and other archontes also held
administrative positions entailing economic benefits. Social and
economic interests thus prompted Greeks to seek integration within
the Latin elite. On the other hand, the absence of qualified administra-
tive personnel familiar with the Byzantine tradition and the lack of
sufficient military forces account for the attitude of the princes and
barons of Frankish Morea: they gradually loosened the rigid system of
social and legal stratification initially devised by the conquerors. It is
hardly surprising that the integration of the archontes and other Greeks
proceeded after the return of the Byzantine forces to the Peloponnese
in 1262: it was then imperative for the Frankish leaders to ensure the
services and full co-operation of these Greeks.

Following the death of Prince William II of Villehardouin in 1278,
the principality was governed by bailiffs on behalf of Charles I of Anjou
and his successor Charles II, kings of Sicily, until Isabelle of Ville-
hardouin and her husband Florent of Hainault took up residence there
in 1289. During these 11 troubled years there was warfare between
Frankish and imperial forces, and some archontes in the principality
entertained hopes of a speedy Byzantine reconquest of the entire
Peloponnese. These archontes requested imperial charters granting or
confirming patrimonial estates and fiscal exemptions that would go
into effect once the grantees came under Byzantine rule.16 Yet the
Byzantine expansion was slow to proceed and was halted for extended
periods of time at several occasions.'7 Most archontes, while fully aware
of this fact, anyhow believed that their interests coincided with those of
their Latin lords. Their integration within the Latin elite enhanced
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their position with regard to their Latin peers and, in addition,
strengthened their power and social ascendancy within their own
Greek community. Intermarriage between members of the Latin and
Greek elites, however, seems to have been rare, save for political
purposes at the princely level.

By the fourteenth century integrated Greeks displayed an eagerness
to further their assimilation to the Latin elite in yet other ways. Some of
them may have adhered to the Latin Church, although most Greeks
remained faithful to the Orthodox creed and ritual. Of a more general
nature was the strong identification of many archontes and other
Greeks with the values, attitudes, and class-consciousness of the Latin
feudatories. It is for them that an anonymous Greek author, relying on
a French work, composed the fourteenth-century Greek version of the
Chronicle of Morea, an epic exalting the Latin conquest and the Latin
leaders of the Morea. Yet the acculturation of the Greek upper group
to the Latin elite was never fully achieved, save perhaps in very few
cases: thus, for instance, by 1350 Nicholas Misito was among the most
influential men of Frankish Morea, and by 1377 his son John II was
among the mightiest, which supposes a firm integration within the
upper stratum of the nobility. As for the overwhelming majority of
Greek feudatories, they also were undoubtedly bilingual, yet the
composition of the Greek version of the Chronicle of Morea illustrates
their preference for a Greek work suited to their own literary tradition
and taste. Although subdued, Greek religious and social group
consciousness come to the fore in several passages of the Greek
version. In short, there was no fusion between the Latin and Greek
elites, and both groups preserved their distinctive identity."

A process of integration also occurred in Venetian Crete, yet it was
neither progressive nor generalized as in the Morea, nor did it imply
large scale identification with Venetian attitudes and values. It took
place in stages as a response to the numerous Greek rebellions led by
archontes that shook one or several areas of the island in the thirteenth
century, and remained limited in extent. Venetian rule in Crete, as in
the Morea, was based on extensive confiscations of land previously
held by the state, the Greek Church and a number of archontes; on the
existence of a permanent garrison composed of Venetian and other
Latin settlers rendering military service in return for the property they
held from the state; and, finally, on a strong, highly centralized
administration. All these elements generated strong resentment within
the Greek population, especially among its leaders. In the Byzantine
period most Cretan archontes had presumably resided on their rural
estates in the midst of their followers and dependents, where we find
them after the conquest. It is not impossible, however, that some
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archontes were compelled to abandon the cities along the northern
coast of Crete, which the Venetians wanted to turn into military
strongholds by populating them with Latins.

In order to conciliate the leading archontes, Venice followed a policy
similar to the one adopted by the Latin lords in the Morea. She
acknowledged their property rights on their large estates; in addition
she granted them and some of their followers military tenements and
thereby assimilated these Greeks to the Latin holders of such property.
This move, initiated in 1219, enhanced the social standing of the
leading archontes, all the more so as some of them were able to obtain
the emancipation of a number of paroikoi or villeins held by Latin
masters or the Venetian state and improve the lot of others who
remained under Latin rule. Their ascendancy over the peasantry is
further illustrated by the fact that numerous villeins joined them during
their rebellions. In 1299 Venice went so far as to recognize the validity
of the sentences pronounced by Alexius Kallergis and the judges he had
appointed during his long revolt, which lasted from about 1282 until
1299. Alexius was also allowed to receive voluntary payments and
services from Greeks, other than those living on his lands. It follows
that, throughout the thirteenth century, social networks headed by
some powerful Cretan archontes survived alongside the social and legal
networks built and recognized by Venice. They rested on the exercise
of independent judicial authority and the perpetuation of Byzantine
legal, as well as fiscal institutions and practices.19

The nature, extent, and rhythm of the cumulative process of
accomodation with the archontes in the Morea was not only different
from that occurring in Crete; it also affected the Greek society of these
territories in different ways. The more generalized, continuous, and
profound integration of the archontes in the Morea deprived the local
Greek population of an elite willing to provide active support to the
Greek Church in its opposition to Latin rule, and to favour the
Byzantine expansion in the Peloponnese initiated in 1262.20 By
contrast, the slow pace at which Venice rallied the leading Cretan
archontes to her cause, as well as the latter's power, prestige, and large
estates account for the alliance of many archontes with the Greek
Church.

On the whole Venice remained suspicious of the Cretan archontes, in
spite of agreements concluded with several of them. She therefore
implemented a policy of social segregation in order to prevent inter-
marriage between members of the Latin and Greek elites. Only
exceptionally was the ban on mixed marriages lifted, as in 1272 and
1299, in the latter case in favour of Alexius Kallergis and his followers.
Yet the number of such marriages seems to have remained small, and
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the offspring of mixed parentage were mostly children of Latin fathers
and Greek women of equal or lower rank, many of them illegitimate. It
thus appears that the holding of military tenures did not lead to the
social integration of the archontes within the Latin elite of Crete, save in
few instances. The Latin feudatories strongly opposed the participa-
tion of the Greeks in their assemblies, which functioned in an advisory
capacity within the Venetian governmental system of Crete. One of the
issues closely connected with the ban on intermarriage at this social
level was the determination of Venice to prevent, as far as possible, the
transfer of military and other land to Greeks, and this policy was upheld
well into the fourteenth century.

It is noteworthy that Venice extended institutionalized segregation
to the middle and lower ranks of society in Crete. The coexistence of
Latins and Greeks in urban centres, the pursuit of identical or similar
economic activities, in addition to daily social and economic inter-
course, threatened to erode the distinctive character of the Latin
community, especially since in the Venetian colonies there was no link
between occupation and social status as in feudalized areas. Venice
nevertheless could not entirely prevent mixed marriages. Some Latin
notaries and craftsmen are known to have wedded Greek women in the
late thirteenth and early fourteenth century, and intermarriage
undoubtedly increased as time passed. Venice acted vigorously in the
1360s and 1370s to prevent peasant women from escaping villeinage by
marrying Latins.21

The social evolution examined so far has revealed that the Latins'
compromise with members of the Greek elite secured the survival of
Byzantine institutions and practices within the framework of the Greek
community. Continuity in varying degrees was to be found in land-
holding, jurisdiction, law, taxation, and administration. The perpetua-
tion of the Byzantine heritage in these closely related fields was not
limited, however, to the pattern of relations between the archontes and
other Greeks. It also extended at various levels to Greeks subjected to
Latin lords and even to Latins among themselves and, therefore,
affected the entire social and economic fabric of Latin Romania.

We have seen that one of the main concerns of the Latin conquerors
was to establish their rule on solid economic foundations. However,
having no knowledge of the language in which Byzantine documents
were couched, nor any familiarity with the intricate Byzantine fiscal
system and its operation, they depended at the outset on those among
the indigenous population who were willing to provide them with
information and services needed for the partition of the land and the
levy of taxes. The Latins indeed enlisted the help of local Greek leaders
and former members of the imperial bureaucracy. It has been rightly
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suggested that in April or May 1204 the leaders of the Fourth Crusade
relied on imperial cadastral registers and other fiscal documents found
in Constantinople when they divided the Byzantine empire.22 The
Chronicle of Morea reports that in the Peloponnese the Frankish
leaders consulted such records with the assistance of local archontes,
who may have been rich landlords, former officers in charge of the
imperial administration, or former military commanders. Although
not explicitly stated, such collaboration also occurred in other ter-
ritories of Latin Romania. In 1211 Ravano dalle Carceri, lord of the
island of Negroponte, promised to maintain his Greek subjects in the
status they had enjoyed under Manuel I Comnenus. This implied the
continuity of landholding, as well as that of the Byzantine agrarian,
legal, and fiscal regime.23 In Crete the Venetian authorities gathered
oral evidence and evidently also used cadastral registers, before taking
hold of former imperial estates and confiscating the property of
archontes and ecclesiastical institutions. Such was also the case in
Venetian Messenia, where some land was attributed by the state to
Venetian settlers.24 As in the empire, there were.always individuals,
including peasants, willing to provide information about landholding,
taxation, and the personal status of others.25

In 1312 the Great Council of Venice ordered the Venetian governors
serving in Messenia to undertake a general anagraffi, or survey for
fiscal purposes, in the territories of Coron and Modon where it had not
been carried out for a long time. The use of the Byzantine technical
term anagraphi was coupled with the injunction that `not a single
person should be omitted'. At the same occasion it was also stated that
`according to the custom of the empire, the survey used to be carried out
at the beginning of [a] thirty-year [period] 9.26 Thirty-year periodic
surveys are indeed attested in the empire prior to the Fourth Crusade,
and the injunction of 1312 indicates that this procedure had somehow
survived under Venetian rule during the thirteenth century. In
Messenia the data collected by the surveyors was listed in official
registers called catastica, like the Byzantine katasticha or cadastral
registers of the same type compiled and preserved by the imperial fisc.
These registers were updated periodically by state officers, or
occasionally following land transactions at the request of individuals.
In the Byzantine registers each entry, called stichos, or `line', cor-
responded to a fiscal unit and as a rule recorded the names of the
responsible taxpayer and the members of his family; their common
stasis, consisting of land, animals, other means of production, and
houses; and, finally, the nature and amount of the taxes, dues and
labour services they owed to the state, whether individually or collec-
tively as members of a community comprising a whole village or part of
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one. State taxes, dues, and services were occasionally awarded by the
emperor, partly or entirely, to an individual or a collective beneficiary
such as a monastery?' In Venetian Messenia the same registration
practices are implied by the survey ordered in 1312, the use of the terms
catastica and stico (from the Greek stichos), the updating of the fiscal
entries attested at several occasions, as well as by the functions of the
veterani or gerontes, village elders who dealt with, and provided
evidence on fiscal matters. Yet no cadastral registers covering this
region have survived. The transmission of Byzantine practices and the
involvement of Greeks in this process are also illustrated by the fact that
the data was recorded in Greek for more than a century after the Latin
conquest. Eventually, in 1318, the Venetian Great Council ordered the
governors in Messenia to translate their registers into Latin, yet the
Byzantine terminology remained in use.28 It also survived in Venetian
Crete, where the term catasticum was applied to various registers listing
land holdings, as well as their borders, surface, and content, including
dependent peasants.29

A parallel, though somewhat different development took place in
the principality of the Morea, the feudalized part of the Peloponnese.
The princely register, written in French and enumerating the fiefs, their
holders and the services they owed, was compiled for the first time in
1209 and later updated; it was to be accessible to the Frankish leaders,
their vassals and officers, and was occasionally used in the princely
court.30 We may safely assume that similar registers existed in the
baronial courts. Yet at the level of local and manorial administration,
conditions were different. An intimate knowledge of the Greek
language and the complex Byzantine fiscal idiom was imperative. The
co-operation of the archontes and native Greek-speaking bureaucracy,
already mentioned, was not limited to the initial phase of Latin rule. It
continued well into the second half of the fourteenth century and we
find Greeks, at times several members of the same family, at all the
levels of the princely, baronial and manorial administration, from the
highest offices to those of simple scribes. In 1287 one Vassilopoulos
appears as protovestiarius, the officer in charge of the wardrobe or
privy purse of the prince. The Greek knight Stephanus Cutrullus or
Koutroules and Johannes Murmurus or Mourmoures, who belonged
to a family of Greek officers in the Morea, served in the same capacity in
1336 and 1337, respectively. The use of the Greek term for the office,
rather than a western equivalent, is most significant. The protovestiarius
handed out fiefs on behalf of the prince, controlled their content and
revenue, and sold the produce of the princely estates. Nikolakos of
Patras, who in 1319 or 1320 was governor of the castle of St George in
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Skorta, presumably also dealt with fiscal matters.31 These Greek
officers were obviously bilingual.

As in Venetian Messenia, the participation of Greeks in the
administration, the supply of evidence and the collection of taxes in the
Morea were closely related to the survival of Byzantine practices and the
drafting of documents in Greek in this area. Twelve surveys or reports
bearing on feudal estates, compiled between 1336 and 1379, provide
important evidence in this respect.32 While lacking uniformity, these
documents use the same registration techniques and are similar in
content and disposition to contemporary Byzantine praktika, or are
based on such documents. The praktika were fiscal inventories of
specific estates copied from the imperial cadastral registers, or
compiled on location and later transcribed in such registers.33 The
striking kinship of the fourteenth-century Byzantine, Moreot, and
Venetian surveys points to their common twelfth-century Byzantine
models. Significantly, one of the Moreot surveys, compiled in 1337,
explicitly refers `to the praktikon written in Greek script' (practico in
greca scriptura scripto) drafted by Johannes Murmurus.34 Some Latins
may also have compiled surveys in Greek. Nicola de Boiano, a south
Italian officer, was sent in 1360 by Empress Mary of Bourbon to report
on her Moreot estates. While referring to several villages Nicola de
Boiano wrote at one point: `I have compiled the inventories in Greek'
(o facti li inventarii in greco).35 The continuous involvement of Greek
officers in the drafting of Greek praktika is also attested for the
thirteenth century in the island of Cephalonia and in the region of
Athens. The inventory listing the properties and income of the Latin
diocese of Cephalonia was confirmed by Count Riccardo Orsini in
1264.36 It must have updated an earlier praktikon, the prototype of
which was compiled prior to the Latin conquest. As for the praktikon
referring to the region of Athens, it was copied in a thirteenth-century
hand in a codex, and not on a roll as was then customary in Byzantine
practice, a fact that seems to point to its execution for a Latin chancery.
This hypothesis is further enhanced by the consecutive Latin numbers
appearing on the two surviving folios of this survey.37

There is no evidence to suggest that in feudal Morea there was a
definitive switch from Greek to Latin or western idioms in fiscal
surveys, similar to the one attested for Venetian Messenia. The use of
Greek continued at the registration level and the transcription of
surveys into Latin characters must have been made only when required
by the Italian fief-holders, mostly absentee landlords, who wanted a
detailed account of their feudal revenues. The replacement of Greek
by Latin or the Venetian dialect in Venetian Messenia and presumably
also in Crete, where it may have occurred even earlier than 1318, is
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easily explained. At its highest level, the centralized Venetian colonial
administration was manned by officers sent from Venice who remained
overseas for short periods only, generally two years or somewhat less.31
Upon their return to the metropolis, these officers had to provide
detailed financial reports. The adoption of western languages in the
local administration was to enable them direct access to the records and
a first-hand knowledge of their content.

The original Greek data collected in Latin Romania is abundantly
reflected in the Latin and Italian transcriptions in which they have
survived. In the Morea, for instance, a western scribe recorded in 1357
a peasant having a filius ypomasius or `nursing son'. He failed to
translate into Latin the word hypomazios and mistook it for a proper
name.39 The transcription of a Greek Moreot survey into a barbarous
mixture of Latin and south Italian dialect, executed in 1354, produced
some amusing blunders. The bilingual Greek scribe obviously recorded
the data by dictation and ascribed to the Latin letter b the phonetic
value of the medieval Greek beta, which was then pronounced v. As a
result, vacca or cow became in his text bacca, vassalus appears as
bassalus, virum as birum, and the Neapolitan da novu, `recently', as da
nobu. Other oddities resulted from the literal or phonetic transcription
of Greek words: thus baltos, `swamp', became both balto and vauldo in
the same survey of 1354.40 At times Byzantine terms are hardly
recognizable when transcribed into Latin or another western language:
thus aerikon appears in the guise of aricum, zeugaratikion as socara-
ticum, and kapnikon as capinicho.41 In Crete practically all technical
terms referring to vine-growing were of Greek origin,42 and this
vocabulary was shared elsewhere in Latin Romania by Latin land-
holders and Greek peasants. The administrative idiom and the
documents drafted by Latin notaries were thus heavily tainted by
spoken Greek and by Byzantine terms, especially when dealing with
rural taxation and landholding.

The use of the Greek language and Byzantine administrative
practices, as well as the presence of Greeks in the bureaucracy of Latin
Romania were closely related to a much wider phenomenon of
continuity, namely the survival of imperial taxation. Byzantine
commercial and maritime dues are attested in feudalized areas as well
as in Venetian territories. Shortly after 1209 or 1210 Geoffrey I of
Villehardouin, prince of Morea, granted the sum of 400 hyperpyra on
the revenue derived from the commerchium or kommerkion of Corinth
as a money-fief to his vassal Othon of La Roche.43 This commerchium
was presumably a custom due levied on imports and exports as in the
empire. It appears again in Corinth as chomerchio grande in 1365, when
the collection of this tax was farmed out `according to custom' to some
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Jews.' The chomerchio of the market, a sales tax, and those imposed
on the shoemakers, the butchers, and others mentioned in this connec-
tion were most likely also of Byzantine origin.45 The messetarius, like
the Byzantine mesites, was an official broker supervising commercial
deals and collecting the taxes imposed upon them. In the Venetian
colonies the messetarius regularly reported to the local officium
commerchi et messetarie, recorded in 1310 in Crete, which kept a
detailed record of commercial transactions and collected the revenue
gathered by the messetarii.46 The jus ligni or limena, identical to the
Byzantine limeniatikon, was a tax on ships anchoring in harbours. It is
recorded in 1338 and 1354 for the port of Navarino, situated on the
eastern coast of Frankish Messenia, when part of its revenue was held
as money-fief by Niccola Acciaiuoli.47

The survival of Byzantine commercial and maritime taxes was not
synonymous with strict continuity in fiscal matters. The rate of taxes did
not necessarily remain unchanged under Latin rule, nor was their levy
always handled in the same way as before 1204; moreover, the destina-
tion of these taxes varied. In this last respect it is essential to emphasize
a fundamental difference between Venetian and feudalized territories.
The collection of taxes in the former was generally entrusted to the state
bureaucracy, as in the empire. The office of messetarius may have been
the exception to this rule, as it was farmed out by auction for short
periods. Yet in Venetian lands taxation remained, as in the Byzantine
era, an exclusive prerogative of the state, even if temporarily granted to
an individual.4$ On the other hand, in feudalized areas former imperial
state taxes were privatized and their revenue flowed to the treasuries of
feudal lords, regardless of the way in which they were gathered. As we
have seen, these lords occasionally farmed out the collection of taxes to
individuals or groups and granted income, whether entirely or partly,
as money-fiefs to their vassals. In the field of taxation, continuity was
obviously more pronounced under Venetian rule.

Fiscal continuity, with the limitations and variations just mentioned,
is also illustrated by the taxes imposed on the peasantry. These are
attested by numerous sources and especially the fourteenth-century
cadastral surveys of Frankish Morea. It would be tedious to consider
each of them separately,49 yet not in all cases was there absolute
continuity. The adherence to the Byzantine inheritance in matters of
taxation and the way some of it was handled are revealed by the
treatment of the dependent peasants who were ordained priests. In
1219 the Latin Church reached an agreement about the fiscal obliga-
tions of these priests with Venice and the lay lords of the Latin empire.
This settlement, also adopted for the kingdom of Thessalonica, was
partly extended in 1223 to the principality of Morea and the duchy of
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Athens. All village priests, their families and servants were to be
exempted from labour services, exactions and special dues once owed
to the state, while paying to their lords the acrosticum or akrostichon, a
tax imposed on their fiscal unit, at the rate applied during the reign of
Alexius III Angelus (1195-1204); in addition they were liable to the
taxes imposed by their Latin lords. A limited number of these priests,
however, were granted total exemption, save for the acrosticum: two in
villages comprising twenty-five to seventy hearths, four in somewhat
larger villages, and so on.so

These provisions recall those issued in 1144 by Emperor Manuel I
Commenus, first in favour of the rural priests who were demosiarioi
paroikoi, or paroikoi established on state land and submitted to the
imperial fisc, then to village priests living on the estates of private
landlords and ecclesiastical institutions, and possibly to all rural
priests. The priests were exempted from extraordinary taxes and
exactions, which may have included labour, army, and fleet services to
the state or payments replacing them. Yet in order to limit the loss of
imperial revenue, Manuel I restricted the number of demosiarioi
paroikoi enjoying the exemptions to those who were specifically
registered as being entitled to them. Patriarch Luke Chrysoberges
(1157-1169) claimed in 1168 that the imperial fisc had compelled
village priests on state land in excess of the permitted number to
perform public services. The emperor agreed that the matter should be
considered by the patriarchal synod, which advocated a general
exemption for all the priests who were demosiarioi paroikoi. Emperor
Manuel's final decision is not known.5' At any rate, the agreements of
1219 and 1223 seem to have relied on the Byzantine regulations. On the
one hand they extended certain exemptions to all village priests; on the
other, they ensured the limitation of the number of exempted priests in
each village, regardless of its lord, in the spirit of Emperor Manuel's
legislation. The first provision satisfied the Latin Church, while the
second safeguarded the interests of the lay lords. The most important
conclusion to be drawn from the whole issue is that the Latins had
obtained from Greek informants precise evidence on Byzantine taxes
and ensured the latter's continuity as a matter of convenience, while
adapting them or innovating whenever it suited their own conceptions
or interests.

A similar picture emerges from the evolution of the zovadego in
Venetian Messenia.52 This tax, called zovaticum in Latin, was obviously
identical to the Byzantine zeugaratikion paid in wheat or in cash by
peasants holding land and owning oxen. Under Venetian rule the
zovadego was originally collected in the area of Modon only, yet not in
the neighbouring district of Coron. In 1384, however, the Venetian
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authorities extended this tax to peasants who held land but no plough
animals. Two years later it was the turn of the state peasants in the
district to be taxed. In 1414 the tax was further extended to landless
peasants. Contrary to Byzantine practice, it was then paid in wheat
only, except when the state officers collected overdue payments.

The specific developments connected with the zovadego enable us to
draw some further conclusions about the lack of uniformity in Byzantine
taxation. Continuity and change in fiscal matters in Messenia were not
restricted to the zovadego. They also extended to labour services
imposed on state paroikoi, those in the area of Modon owing 13 days a
year and those in the district of Coron 12 only.-13 One might argue, of
course, that the discrepancies between the two districts, each of which
had its own castellanus, were due to the Venetian authorities who
imported the zovadego from their possessions in northern Italy. Had
this been the case, however, one would expect the Venetians to have
introduced the new tax simultaneously in both closely connected
districts, and not only in one of them. It is most likely, therefore, that
after the conquest Venice found the zeugaratikion, a Byzantine tax
similar in nature to the zovadego, and applied to it the term customary
in some areas of northern Italy. We may thus assume that the different
rates of taxation applied in each of the districts originated in the period
preceding the Fourth Crusade. This would indicate that, contrary to a
widely held view, there was no fiscal uniformity in the empire, even
within the boundaries of a single horion, or large district, such as that of
Patras-Modon covering the western Peloponnese.-4 It is noteworthy
that the zeugaratikion does not appear in all the Byzantine praktika and
was therefore not necessarily levied throughout the empire. More to
the point in our context, the case of the zovadego clearly proves that
local or regional features existing prior to 1204 were perpetuated for
more than a century under Latin rule. The imposition of this tax on
categories of peasants previously exempted from it and the emphasis
on its payment in kind reflect the specific needs of the Venetian
authorities in the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries, and the
subtle combination of continuity, adaption, and innovation.

The Latin conquerors developed and adapted their legal traditions in
Romania in accordance with their specific needs and mentality, relying
on judicial precedents, borrowings, and legislation.55 They imposed
their own criminal law immediately after the conquest. In other fields,
however, the transition from Byzantine to Latin rule generated more
complex developments. The perpetuation of Byzantine administrative
and fiscal practices was necessarily related to the survival and imple-
mentation of Byzantine law, with which the Latins likewise became
acquainted.56 It is highly significant that in all the territories of Latin
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Romania the conquerors incorporated this law in their own legal
system, the nature and range of this move differing according to their
specific political and social regime. Jurisdiction being one of the
foremost expressions of political power and authority, it was inevitable
that the survival of Byzantine law should be constantly challenged and
its application restricted by Latin inroads into its realm.

We are fortunate to have a first-rate source of Moreot law: the
Assizes of Romania, a private legal treatise, the final version of which
was compiled between 1333 and 1346.57 This treatise reveals that
Byzantine private law survived in the feudal principality in numerous
fields. With the exception of feudal estates, it was applied to land held
by Greeks, which was transmitted by equal partible inheritance,
regardless of the heirs' social status or gender. This rule was equally
valid for patrimonial estates owned by the Moreot archontes and plots
of land belonging to the staseis or fiscal units of the paroikoi. It
contradicted the feudal practice of primogeniture and the precedence
of male over female governing the inheritance of fiefs, including those
granted to archontes.58 The Assizes of Romania also prove that land
exploitation was regulated by Byzantine law. Thus the contract of
hemiseia or hemisophyteusia, attested in feudal Morea as well as in
Venetian Crete and Messenia, provided for the division into equal
parts of newly planted trees and vines between the landlord and the
peasant responsible for their cultivation. It should be noted that this
and other agricultural contracts were drafted according to Byzantine
models even when they involved Latin farmers tilling small plots of
land.59 In this field, then, Byzantine law definitely maintained a strong
standing.

Other sources bearing on the personal status and obligations of the
Greek peasantry in Latin Romania also point to the survival of
Byzantine law and enable us to fill numerous gaps in our knowledge of
the pre-1204 empire.60 This is not to say that Byzantine law enjoyed a
quasi-monopoly in the realm of rural landholding and exploitation or
with regard to the status of the Greek peasantry. As indicated by the
Assizes of Romania, in feudalized areas Frankish law dealt with
vassalic relations, fiefs, Latin burgesses and their economic activities,
yet also with Greek archontes or peasants and their land, in addition to
jurisdiction, fiscal rights, and economic prerogatives exercised by the
state prior to 1204 and taken over by landlords after the conquest.61
Paradoxically, the privatization of the state's authority benefitted not
only the Latin feudal lords, but also the Greek archontes. Under Latin
rule, the latter could fully implement Byzantine law on their estates
without any state limitation or supervision.

It follows that feudal custom and Byzantine law cohabited in various
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fields. This, however, did not imply the existence of clear, stable, and
definitive boundaries between the two legal systems in feudalized
areas. The struggle between them may be illustrated here by a specific
issue: the status of the patrimonial estates owned by the Greek
archontes in the Morea. In the thirties and forties of the fourteenth
century the Latin feudatories, especially those of lower rank, seem to
have resented what they perceived as a preferential treatment of their
Greek peers, whose patrimonial land was exempted from the restric-
tive rules of primogeniture governing the inheritance of fiefs and in
many cases also from military service. The feudatories therefore urged
the imposition of these rules. Although not documented for an earlier
period, their claim was presumably first voiced in the second half of the
thirteenth century, when the number of Greek fief-holders rapidly
increased, and was expressed more forcefully when archontes began to
join the ranks of the knights. It is impossible to ascertain whether these
feudatories eventually imposed their view.62 Whatever the case, the
whole issue is indicative of the growing pressures exerted against the
application of Byzantine law and the possible limitations of the fields in
which it survived.

The developments in Venetian colonial territories were different,
largely because the basic conception of political authority underlying
Venice's legal system was similar to that of the empire. For the
Venetians - as for the Byzantines - the state enjoyed a monopoly in the
exercise of jurisdiction, especially criminal jurisdiction, and Venetian
law was enforced whenever state rights and prerogatives were at
stake.63 In addition, Venice like the empire upheld the principle that
state interests took precedence over private interests. As a result,
Venice applied Byzantine law in a wide range of fields after integrating
it into her own legal system, yet only as long as it was compatible with
her interests. Venetian law of this type covered primarily state land and
peasants settled on it, whether directly held by the state, granted as
military holding or temporarily leased, yet also covered lordless land
and peasants, as well as peasants submitted to the archontes. As a
result, there was no room for the privatization of jurisdiction as applied
in feudalized territories. Nevertheless, there was an area in which
Byzantine jurisdiction and law survived in entirety: the socio-spatial
networks headed by the archontes. The authority wielded by the
archontes within these boundaries may have been even more extensive
than in the Byzantine era as there was little state interference, save in
criminal matters. Moreover, in periods of upheaval, rebellious
archontes and the judges they appointed exercised unrestricted
jurisdiction in the territories they controlled. The operation of
Byzantine law within these same networks was further enhanced by the
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tendency of Greeks to have recourse to their own, rather than to Latin
notaries, especially when they wished to conceal from their lords or the
state private transactions or avoid the expenses involved in official
registration.` As these contracts were not recognized by Venetian
courts, conflicts between the parties concerned bolstered the influence
of archontal jurisdiction.

Continuity in such closely related fields as administration, taxation,
landholding, law, and jurisdiction does not necessarily imply that the
effects of the Latin conquest on the peasantry were limited to the
replacement of a number of Greek by Latin landlords, nor that the
Byzantine rural world remained practically unchanged. The survival of
Byzantine terminology and institutions is somewhat deceptive, and we
would fail to understand its overall implications after 1204 unless we
examine the empire's inheritance in the countryside within the specific
political, social, and legal context of Latin Romania.

The interaction between Byzantine and western legal and fiscal
traditions is particularly obvious with regard to the paroikoi, called
villani or rustici in Latin Romania. The eleventh- and twelfth-century
evidence on the condition of the Byzantine paroikoi is rather meagre
when compared with that available for the conquered territories. It is
impossible, therefore, to determine whether all the legal restrictions
enforced after 1204 on the paroikos and the exercise of his property
rights derived from Byzantine practice. It should be stressed that by the
twelfth century the Byzantine paroikos was still considered legally free.
He thus enjoyed a status different from that of the slave, although his
status was also permanent and hereditary. There were, however, some
legal and practical factors limiting his freedom, and the subjection to
his lord (an individual, an ecclesiastical institution, or the state) had
become very tight. Various sources vividly convey the perceptions of
contemporaries with respect to the condition of the paroikos. In a letter
written between 1097 and 1104, Theophylactus of Bulgaria complained
about one of his paroikoi `aspiring to more liberty and desirous to shed
the yoke of his paroikia': the issue of freedom was thus paramount to
both sides. About two centuries later, around 1228, a pronoia holder of
Thessaly used force against a paroikos who had refused to obey his
orders and accidentally killed him. He thereafter submitted to ecclesi-
astical penance for his crime, yet there is no evidence that he was
prosecuted by an imperial court.bs

In contrast to the Byzantine paroikos, the villanus of Latin Romania
was unfree: his legal and social demotion was a feature common to
areas with such different regimes as Venetian Crete, feudalized Morea
and Negroponte. While this development constituted a break with the
past, there were some Byzantine features that survived. In the twelfth-
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century empire, the dependent peasantry was divided into two groups:
demosiarioi paroikoi, or paroikoi of the state, and paroikoi of individ-
uals or ecclesiastical institutions. The same two groups are to be found
among the paroikoi or villani of Venetian Crete and Messenia. In these
territories Venice succeeded to the Byzantine state and maintained
strict supervision over the movement and distribution of the dependent
peasantry, a subject to which we shall soon return. The villani of the
state, however, seem to have enjoyed slightly better conditions than
their peers submitted to individuals or to ecclesiastical institutions. The
state control over individual peasants could not be as rigorous as that of
other landlords, who resided on their estates or visited them regularly;
on the other hand, it is true that state control was not limited by
territorial boundaries. State villeins had access to public courts and
they were more likely, under certain circumstances, to be freed from
residential restriction, benefit from tax exemptions or be emancipated.
The evolution in feudalized areas was different. The removal of
imperial supervision and the disappearance of imperial public courts
opened the way to the privatization of former state paroikoi, and to a
stronger subordination of the peasants to their lords, regardless of
whether these were Latins or Greeks. There still remains an unsolved
problem: what happened to the free Byzantine peasants who, accord-
ing to some scholars, were still to be found shortly before the Latin
conquest? The Venetians may have assimilated them to the state
paroikoi. At any rate, there is hardly any trace of free peasants in the
thirteenth century Venetian colonies, save for a few individuals, and
there seems to have been none in feudalized areas.66

The different conceptions of the ruling Latin elites with regard to the
nature of political authority also affected the fiscal obligations of the
peasantry, which closely reflected the latter's social and legal status. In
Crete and southern Messenia, Venice strictly maintained the distinc-
tion between private and public taxes and services, in conformity with
Byzantine usage. Indeed, in these territories, occupied by Venice
shortly after the collapse of imperial rule, the peasants' individual or
collective obligations towards the state were never assimilated to those
discharged to landlords, although some state taxes and labour services
were permanently ceded to holders of military tenements or temporarily
only to individuals leasing state land.67 In the territories of Coron and
Modon the transportation of lime and other building material, the
supply of grass and straw to the Venetian governors, and the service
aboard Venetian warships clearly originated in the period preceding
the Fourth Crusade. It should be noted that maritime service also
persisted in areas such as Tenos and Myconos that went through a
period of limited feudalization before being annexed by Venice in the
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course of the fourteenth century, as well as in Rhodes under the rule of
the Hospitallers.6

In spite of pronounced differences between their respective political
and social regimes, the territories of Latin Romania shared a large
number of legal and fiscal rules and procedures governing the status of
the dependent peasant. Some of these, which were inherited from the
twelfth-century empire, are unrecorded in extant Byzantine sources.
Thus, for instance, the process by which a peasant became the paroikos
of a specific landlord in the empire is revealed only by later sources from
Venetian Crete, feudal Morea, and Negroponte. The subjection of the
paroikos seems to have become binding one year after his settlement on
the land of his lord, and hereditary after a period of thirty years during
which the peasant and his descendants fulfilled their fiscal and manorial
obligations. This thirty-year prescription was obviously connected
with a similar prescription regarding land held by paroikoi.69

In the empire the paroikos who did not pay any taxes, was not
subjected to a specific landlord or the state, nor registered as paroikos
was known as anagraphos, 'non-inscribed', xenos, `foreigner', or
eleutheros,. `free', while in Latin Romania his counterpart became an
extraneus or `foreigner'. Yet their so-called freedom did not entail any
change in their legal status, as it was temporary and lasted only until
they were reintegrated within the ranks of the paroikoi or villani.
Fugitives could be claimed by their lords or the state, respectively, and
when caught, were forcibly returned to the estate from which they had
escaped if their lord or the state wished so. In Venetian territories
lordless villani belonged to the state, while in feudalized areas these
villani became subjected to feudal lords or archontes. Except for this
privatization, Latin Romania thus followed Byzantine precedents with
regard to the eleutheroi or extranei.70 There is yet another Byzantine
rule documented by later Latin sources only, which should be mentioned
here. The issue when peasants attained legal majority entailing fiscal
responsibility was raised on several occasions in Venetian Crete. Two
thirteenth-century references to paroikoi or villeins in this island point
to sixteen as the age of majority `according to the custom of this land', or
Byzantine custom.71 This rule, which has been overlooked, is of
particular importance: it may enable us to assess with greater precision
than in the past the reliability of the demographic data listed in the
cadastral surveys of the empire and Frankish Morea, and improve
thereby our quantitative interpretation of this evidence.72

Continuity was also obvious in the social fabric of the Greek
peasantry. The use of names and surnames, the kinship patterns, and
the structure and size of families and households within the Greek
peasantry of the Morea bear a strong affinity with those appearing in
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fourteenth-century Byzantium. As revealed by the Moreot sources of
this period, there were striking variations between neighbouring areas,
villages, and even portions of the same villages held by different
landlords with respect to the relative, fluctuating number of vertically
extended, laterally extended, or nuclear families. On the whole, the
kinship patterns reflect the existence of relatively stable families and
households in villages shielded from warfare for long periods of time.73
Nuclear families, however, seem to predominate, especially in newly
resettled areas along common borders with the empire.74 Extensive
migration due to various factors was facilitated by the political frag-
mentation of Latin Romania.75 The evidence on the Cretan peasantry
does not enable us to arrive at a quantitative evaluation of migration, as
for fourteenth-century Morea.76 Yet we may safely assume that on the
island the frequent revolts of the thirteenth century and their repres-
sion had a destabilizing effect on the peasantry in specific areas.
Migration mainly occurred within the island, the escape to other
territories being more difficult than in continental Greece.77

Occasionally the sources, especially those of Venetian Messenia,
offer a glimpse of the functions of the village community operating as a
fiscal entity and as a social body defending its collective rights against
the landlord or the state. Here again the affinity with the empire is
striking.78 The village elders, known as gerontes, protogerontes,
homines seniores, homines antiqui, anciani, or veterani, provided
information to surveyors on landholding and taxation, carried out
surveys of land boundaries when ordered to do so, presented the
peasants when an inquest was made, and were responsible for the
collection of certain taxes and their transfer to the landlord, or to the
state as in Venetian Messenia. They were involved in legal matters,
whether in an advisory capacity or as court agents. They also convened
their fellow peasants and represented their interests when necessary.
In short, they served as intermediaries between the villeins and the
landlord or the state. The gerontes were most likely rich peasants who
inherited their particular social standing within the village community.
In Venetian Messenia the governors annually entrusted a number of
them with specific administrative responsibilities.79

Latin rule ensured the supremacy of the Roman Church in the
conquered territories and generated important changes in the life and
organization of the Greek Church.S° Our main concern here is with the
social implications of these changes, rather than with their reflection in
the ecclesiastical body. To be sure, the Latins promised at several
occasions to maintain the Greek Church and its religious practice, yet it
was forcefully subjected to papal authority and supervision, gradually
stripped of its higher ranks, and weakened by large scale confiscations
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of its property and income. The Latin conquest of Constantinople
severely diminished the prospects of reconciliation between the Latin
and Greek churches, and the aggressive propaganda of the Dominicans
and Franciscans further antagonized the Greeks. Following a short
period of demoralization in the aftermath of the conquest, Greek
priests and monks engaged in passive resistance to Latin domination.
Some of them went even further and actively co-operated with the
Greeks of Epirus and those of Nicaea, yet without notable effects.
Latin political and ecclesiastical domination were interwoven and this
was especially true in Venetian territories.

Considering the Latin Church an instrument of government, Venice
repeatedly interfered in ecclesiastical appointments, exerting a strong
control on the activities of both Latin and Greek ecclesiastical bodies,
and preventing the Latin Church from taking any action she considered
as dangerous to peace and stability within her territories.81 Neither
Venice nor the feudal lords were eager to encourage the adhesion of
Greeks to the Latin Church, especially on a large scale by villeins. Such
a move would have disrupted the existing social order, since members
of the Roman Church were considered freemen.82 It is obvious, there-
fore, why a change in the status of the villeins was strongly opposed by
their lords. The number of Greeks joining the Roman Church in any
case remained small,83 a fact that was closely related to the evolution of
the Greek Church under Latin rule.

The evolution of the Greek Church was in a way paradoxical.
Despite the blows suffered, it displayed a remarkable vitality at the
popular level, especially in rural areas where papates or priests and
monks lived among the Greek laymen and shared their fate. As already
noted, most papates were villeins.84 In Crete, moreover, the Greek
Church enjoyed the constant support of the archontes who, as before
the conquest, exercised rights of patronage entailing economic benefits
over monasteries and churches and repeatedly intervened on behalf of
these institutions or individual monks and priests, as illustrated by their
treaties with the Venetian government. In 1299 Alexius Kallergis even
received permission to negotiate with the Roman Church in order to
ensure the consecration of a Greek bishop in Crete. Such a prelate is
mentioned in 1331 at Milopotamo.85

The attitudes within the Greek community are well reflected in the
writings of Marino Sanudo, an acute Venetian observer of Latin
Romania. Around 1330, more than a century after the imposition of
Latin rule, he described the situation in Cyprus, Rhodes, the Morea,
Euboea, Crete, and other Aegean islands in the following terms:
`Although these places are subjected to the rule of the Franks and
obedient to the Roman Church, almost all the population is Greek and
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is inclined toward this sect [namely, the Greek Church], and their
hearts are turned toward Greek matters, and when they can show this
freely, they do so. X86 Indeed, the Greek Church acted as a cultural focus
and played a major role in the crystallization of a new Greek collective
identity, in which religious and ethnic responses to Latin rule merged,
and which had long-term effects, especially in Venetian territories.
Occasionally it manifested itself openly, as noted by Marino Sanudo. In
the fifteenth century the influx of Greek clergymen from Byzantine
territories aroused religious and social unrest on several occasions.87
More indicative perhaps of the permanent mood within the Greek
community in this period are two dedicatory inscriptions painted in
1436 and 1445 respectively, and displayed in two small Cretan churches
commissioned by priests.88 Both inscriptions mention Emperor John
VIII Palaeologus in their dating and thus clearly proclaim the Byzantine
allegiance of the Greek clergy, undoubtedly shared by the majority of
Greek laymen. These Cretan inscriptions sharply contrast with those
found in thirteenth- and early fourteenth-century archontic churches in
the Morea and Negroponte, which bear no reference to emperors.89

The evolution of the Greek Church and its determinant role in the
shaping of new attitudes were also fostered by the weak standing of the
Latin Church in the conquered territories. Most Latins were settled in
urban centres along the Greek coasts. Elsewhere Latin laymen were
scattered and lived in small communities established in inland cities and
rural areas. Such was also the case with Latin monks, who remained few
in number and on the whole failed to expand in Latin Greece.91 Under
these circumstances, massive investments in ecclesiastical buildings
were neither necessary nor possible. In the thirteenth and first half of
the fourteenth century the Latins were mostly content with the enlarge-
ment and embellishment of existing Greek churches and monasteries,
and built only few new churches.92

One of the main functions assigned to the Roman Church in the
conquered territories was the promotion and preservation of Latin
solidarity and collective identity, especially important in the midst of a
much more numerous and occasionally hostile Greek population. The
Roman Church, however, was severely weakened by the lack of priests
in sufficient numbers, especially inland, and the absenteeism of the
higher clergy. As it was unable to supply ecclesiastical services to many
small, scattered Latin communities, growing numbers of Latins turned
to Greek priests and monks, received sacraments according to the
Greek rite, and mingled with Greek laymen at religious services. Such a
case occurred in Melos during a five-year vacancy in the local Latin
church, which ended in 1253 when Pope Innocent IV responded to the
appeal of the Latin population of the island and appointed a new
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bishop. In the thirteenth century there must have been similar cases
elsewhere. Religious symbiosis in Latin Romania is better documented
for the following two centuries. Although limited in scope and largely
restricted to common worship, this symbiosis, in addition to inter-
marriage, daily social and economic intercourse between Greeks and
Latins, and a growing knowledge of Greek among the latter, generated
some degree of hellenization that worried the papacy, the Latin lay
lords, and the Venetian government. They feared the assimilation of
the Latins to their Greek neighbours, and took various measures to
prevent this process, such as institutionalized ethnic segregation in
Crete.93 All these phenomena, however, did not blur the distinctive
identity of the Latin and Greek communities, which pursued their
separate existence.

The economic evolution of the western provinces of the empire
between the twelfth and the fourteenth century was also marked by
continuity, adaptation, and change. In the twelfth century the economy
of this region was largely shaped by a set of interconnected factors.94
Land was the main source of income, wealth, and taxation, large
estates constituting the major element in this context. Local archontes,
to whom many of these estates belonged, played a dominant role in
both the rural and urban economy. Their attitudes and interests were
largely responsible for the slow development of a market economy
supported by manufacture and trade in some urban centres, and by
extra-regional trade largely oriented towards Constantinople.

Let us now briefly examine these factors. Large estates owned or
held by the imperial fisc, members of the imperial and other prominent
families as well as by ecclesiastical institutions of the capital, local
archontes, churches and monasteries, are well attested for the period of
the conquest.95 There is no direct evidence about the structure,
management, or profitability of these estates. However, from
Byzantine sources referring to other provinces of the empire and later
evidence bearing on Latin Romania we may gather that they usually
consisted of small peasant holdings directly exploited by paroikoi, and
of demesne land cultivated with the help of compulsory labour services
provided by paroikoi or slaves, joined by a salaried labour force
(misthioi) and by peasants leasing small scattered tracts of land from
rich landlords.96 These estates raised livestock and mainly produced
wheat, olive oil, wine, various fruits, wool, and raw silk.

From the writings of Michael Choniates, self-exiled archbishop of
Athens, it would seem that the countryside of Attica and neighbouring
areas were severely suffering from desertion, neglect by absentee
landlords, attacks by pirates, and above all fiscal oppression by greedy
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and corrupt tax-collectors.97 It is likely, however, that this picture is
somewhat biased and mainly reflects the evils besetting ecclesiastical
estates; at best it is valid for specific small areas only. In the twelfth
century the empire enjoyed demographic stability and a flourishing
agriculture. More specifically, most archontes were presumably not
defenceless like ecclesiastical institutions when it came to taxation.
This was particularly the case with powerful archontes, who often held
positions in the administrative or military hierarchy of the empire.
These archontes must have enjoyed substantial revenues accruing from
their estates, their urban property, and their official functions or
dignities.98 These revenues go far to explain the power they wielded and
their ability to offer protection to, and muster extensive support within
the local Greek population. At the time of the conquest, power and
social standing, rather than economic development, were at the top of
the archontes' priorities and were closely related to their ideal of self-
sufficiency.99 We may therefore assume that they were willing to go to
considerable expense in order to obtain and maintain a following, as
well as to acquire and display status symbols. On .the other hand, it is
most unlikely that they should have heavily invested or innovated in
their estates, while monasteries were more willing to do so as they were
not concerned about social standing. The development of an increas-
ingly market-oriented economy in continental Greece in the course of
the twelfth century hardly affected the attitudes of lay landlords with
regard to land use, management, or marketing. The same holds true, it
seems, of ecclesiastical institutions, which for different reasons strove
to achieve self-sufficiency, a goal that could be all the more easily
attained when a monastery held land in different areas, as St John of
Patmos did on that island and in Crete.'

The growth of manufacture in the eleventh and twelfth centuries
mainly occurred in the framework of numerous small, scattered
workshops, and this was also the case with the silk and glass indus-
tries. The concentration of craftsmen remained limited to few specific
urban centres, primarily Corinth, Thebes, and Sparta.10' In con-
tinental Greece local archontes were the dominant element in the
urban economy. Their estates supplied agricultural commodities and
industrial raw materials, the most important of which was raw silk.
They owned shops and dwellings in the cities, controlled local manu-
facturing to some extent, and occasionally provided capital for
commercial ventures.102 Yet, on the other hand, their involvement in
urban life seriously hampered the development of a sizeable mercantile
group, free trade, and a full-fledged market economy. These archontes
generally lived in cities fairly close to their estates, which presumably
ensured their own supply and that of many of their urban followers and
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dependents. Moreover, archontes and monasteries often delivered the
surplus of their estates directly to regional fairs and consumer markets,
and in rather exceptional cases to large distant markets, primarily
Constantinople, by using their own agents and ships rather than
independent intermediaries."' We may safely assume that to some
extent the agents overseeing the estates of Constantinopolitan owners
acted similarly and also shipped some of their merchandise directly to
the capital.

It is within this extra-regional trade pattern, largely geared, towards
Constantinople, the main emporium of the empire, that Venetian
traders expanded their operations since the second half of the eleventh
century; they were followed by other Latins. The range and conse-
quences of their intrusion into the Byzantine market have been grossly
overestimated.104 Venetian traders were primarily attracted to western
Greece and Crete by agricultural produce and some luxury items, such
as raw silk and silken cloth, which they seem to have often purchased
from local archontes. Their exemption from Byzantine taxation, as well
as their combination of innovative commercial techniques, trade, and
shipping, gave them a definite edge over Byzantine competitors. At
first they operated between the western provinces and Constantinople,
but very soon they took advantage of their simultaneous links with the
empire and particularly its capital, Alexandria, and Venice, and from
the last quarter of the eleventh century they shipped grain, oil, Cretan
cheese, and precious wares to these destinations. 105 In the twelfth
century, Venetian and other Italian traders appear to have gradually
replaced the Byzantines on the maritime route linking Constantinople
with Alexandria. The impact of the Italians' activity on the Byzantine
economy and on urban life in the western provinces seems to have been
restricted to specific localities enjoying a modest infusion of western
capital, a growth in population, and a boom in construction. 106 The
volume of capital, shipping tonnage, and manpower invested by the
Latins in Romania was still small, compared with what it became in the
second half of the thirteenth century. It was limited by the heavy Italian
involvement in trade with Egypt and the crusader Levant and, more
generally, by a negative balance of trade with the East.107 In sum, the
western provinces fulfilled a marginal role within the framework of the
empire's economy, and this role was not basically altered by twelfth-
century developments.

The following century witnessed important changes in the economy
of the region that came under Latin rule, generated by the dismantling
of the Byzantine empire in the wake of the Fourth Crusade, amplified
by long-lasting demographic, social, and economic processes in the
West, and shaped by factors specific to Latin Romania. As a result, this
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vast area was entirely drawn into the economic orbit of the West, and its
orientation markedly changed.10$ To be sure, land remained the main
factor of its economy, the rural infrastructure was hardly affected by
the conquest, and the patterns of agricultural production on the whole
persisted. This continuity is attested by the survival of Byzantine
administrative, fiscal, and legal institutions and practices, by the
structure of the large Moreot estates described in the fourteenth-
century surveys, save for a few innovations discussed below, and by
numerous agricultural contracts dealing with the cultivation of small
plots of land and the raising of livestock.109 In the aftermath of the
conquest, however, there were some major changes in agricultural
management, production, and marketing.

As a result of expropriation, most land was transferred from Greek
to Latin landlords. This shift severely curtailed the share of the
archontes and the Greek monasteries in the rural economy as well as
their impact on cities and trade. More importantly, it established a new
pattern of interaction between these three factors. In varying degrees,
though definitely more than their predecessors, the Latin landlords
were aware of the economic benefits resulting from co-operation with
an expanding group of traders and craftsmen, which after the conquest
comprised numerous Latins established in cities involved in maritime
trade.11° This awareness was shared by the conquering knights, who
highly valued investments in social standing, and by Latin burgesses,
particularly Italians. All these new settlers originated in areas of the
West experiencing by 1200 an ever stronger interaction between the
rural world and a developed urban economy." ' It is hardly surprising
that after a short period the Greek archontes should also have adopted
the approach of their Latin peers.

We have seen that before the conquest archontes and ecclesiastical
landlords were the main source of liquid capital, albeit in small
amounts. The strictly localized infusions of additional capital provided
by Latin traders did not basically alter the nature of the Byzantine
economy, although it foreshadowed later- developments. The con-
quest, however, broke the strong hold of the landlords on the financing
of economic activities and abolished the last restrictive barriers of
Byzantine state control. It thus enabled the free flow of cash between
various sectors of the economy. Several demographic and economic
factors also contributed to this crucial mutation: the permanent settle-
ment or temporary stay of Latins in cities, especially coastal cities along
the main maritime lanes, or their presence in castles as in the Morea;
the population growth in coastal cities; the supply of goods and services
to traders and ships in transit; finally, the expanding demand for
specific agricultural commodities in Venice, the Angevin kingdom of
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Sicily, and other areas of the West. The growing volume of demand and
exchange, particularly in connection with long-distance trade,
generated an influx of cash that stimulated the economy of Latin
Romania, and so did new forms of credit and profit-sharing ventures."'

The incentives provided by the new economic pattern had a major
impact on the agricultural sector, and account for the growth in
productivity and total output. Agricultural production in the fertile
areas of Latin Romania, especially the Peloponnese and Crete,
became increasingly geared to export in the course of the thirteenth
century. The sale of Cretan wheat to Venice began in the late sixties.
Since 1281 the Venetian government occasionally guaranteed Cretan
producers and traders higher prices than on the free market, in order to
ensure a massive supply of this commodity. Wine, raisins, oil, cheese,
hides, wool, silk, honey, and kermes, a dye-material, were also in high
demand in the West. Latin landlords and Greek archontes, living on
their land or in its vicinity, enhanced security, stability, and continuity
in cultivation, and were among the main beneficiaries of growth in
output. Burgesses investing in agricultural ventures and peasants
farming their own or leased land and raising cattle also had a share in the
prosperity it generated.113

It should be noted that the increase in agricultural produce was
largely achieved within the inherited agrarian and social structures.
Eventually, however, the urge to ensure growing profits determined a
departure from Byzantine traditions in the management of large
estates. This process is documented for the fourteenth century,
although it may have begun earlier. From the Moreot surveys it appears
that the agents of some absentee Italian fief-holders increased agricul-
tural output by introducing structural changes in the organization and
exploitation of their employers' large estates, together with new types
of cultures and new agricultural techniques. They established large
farms of a kind known in southern Italy as massarie, directly exploited
by the landlord with the help of the peasants' labour services and hired
labour. In the Morea these farms were mainly devoted to intensive
cultivation based on irrigation and the use of manure. The agents also
improved the marketing process of agricultural produce by co-
operating with Italian traders active in the coastal towns of the
Peloponnese. The commercial approach of the Italian landlords to
their estates is well illustrated by the survey of the area of Corinth
compiled in 1365 for Niccolo Acciaiuoli, member of a Florentine
banking family: this survey displays registration techniques and
double-entry book-keeping similar to those used by contemporary
Italian trading and banking firms."' In spite of fluctuations in agricul-
tural production, it seems that on the whole the countryside of Latin
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Romania was more prosperous than before the conquest, except in
areas devastated and depopulated by warfare and piracy.'15

Little is known about the organization and productive capacity of
crafts and industries in Latin Romania. The greater concentration of
population in urban centers obviously enhanced the production of
wares for the local consumer market. However, there was no growth in
export industries, with the exception perhaps of tanning. The silk
industry appears to have declined. The large-scale export to the West of
raw silk and kermes is indicative in this respect, though the silk
workshops also remained active. Between 1300 and 1330 a Jewish
entrepeneur of Negroponte supplied silk and dyes to local craftsmen.
The production of samit continued, but was not sufficient to enable
sizeable exports. Significantly, neither the survey of 1365 covering
Corinth, nor sources bearing on Thebes mention the manufacture of
silk in these cities, known for their industry in the twelfth century. "6

Glass production also seems to have declined, presumably in connec-
tion with its rise in Venice in the late thirteenth and early fourteenth
century. Greek craftsmen and painters in this city were then involved in
the manufacturing of large amounts of glass vessels intended for export
to Romania."? Latin Romania increasingly became a supplier of raw
materials for industries in the West and absorbed the latter's finished
products. The economic development of the cities determined their
demographic growth and altered their relative importance. The course
of land and sea routes was gradually adjusted so as to integrate them
into the new supply system of the area. In addition to economic factors,
however, the pattern of Latin settlement as well as the foundation of
new urban centres, such as Canea in Crete and Clarence in the Morea,
were also related to political and military developments. In some cases
the latter affected the level of economic activity: in 1365 the commercium
of Corinth, a city suffering from Catalan raids in the area, was leased for
the sum of 340 hyperpyra, rather small considering the city's location
and bustling economy in the twelfth century."'

An important departure from Byzantine economic patterns
occurred in yet another field. To be sure, Greeks continued to partici-
pate in local and regional land trade, as at seasonal fairs like the one
held in 1296 at Vervena, in the region of Skorta, where a Byzantine
archon came to sell his raw silk.19 Greeks were also involved in short-
range and regional maritime trade and shipping.1° Yet Venetians and
other Latin settlers in this area participated in growing numbers in
these activities at the expense of indigenous merchants and ship
operators, and since the 1270s local Greek traders in the Aegean seem
to have increasingly relied on Latin crafts. The influx of capital derived
from long-distance commerce and transport, and the protection
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provided by Venice to its citizens and subjects settled and active in
various cities of Latin Romania. Local and regional trade and shipping
were increasingly subordinated to the requirements, course, and
rhythm of this long-distance activity, which became the almost exclu-
sive preserve of Venetian citizens acting as itinerant merchants. The
Venetian web of commercial outposts established on foreign soil and
colonies under direct state rule greatly fostered the range, variety, and
volume of Venetian maritime trade flowing within and through Latin
Romania. The overwhelming importance in this area of Venetian
coinage, which replaced that of Byzantium, is but one aspect of the
economic hegemony of Venice. Thanks to its geographical position
and to Venetian activity, Latin Romania became firmly integrated
within the triangular eastern Mediterranean trade pattern linking the
Black Sea, Constantinople, and the imperial lands, with the crusader
and Muslim Levant as well as with the West.121

The Latin conquest was followed by a definite rupture on three
different levels. First, political power became a Latin monopoly,
although its exercise differed in feudalized and non-feudalized ter-
ritories. Secondly, the new social stratification, common to all ter-
ritories regardless of their specific political and social regime, was not
only a reflection of the conquerors' social attitudes, but also an instru-
ment of domination and as such an expression of their political power.
Thirdly, the symbiotic relationship that developed between Latins and
Greeks in daily life did not conceal the persistent, only marginally
bridged rift, which existed between the two communities, nor their
contrasting orientation, with strong Latin links to the West and the
Greeks firmly rooted in the Byzantine past. It is within these parameters
that the evolution of Latin Romania took place in the first century or so
after the conquest.

Latin pragmatism and flexibility, as well as the strength inherent in
the Byzantine institutional and operational infrastucture account for
the large measure of continuity displayed by the rural world of Latin
Romania. The Greek peasantry and the rural economy constituted the
main sources of revenue of the Latin elite and the Venetian govern-
ment, who maintained the Byzantine social and economic fabric as long
as it furthered their interests, did not restrict their exercise of power and
authority, or endanger the Latins' collective survival. The continuity of
microeconomic structures, also expressed in legal and operational
terms, extended even further to crafts as well as to local and regional
trade. It is most significant that the great shift that occurred in the
economic evolution of Latin Romania only marginally affected these
structures.
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Continuity was most pronounced in the portion of the Greek
community headed by the archontes, which functioned as an aggrega-
tion of autonomous socio-spatial networks. In this framework the
archontes preserved their traditional standing, based on rural wealth in
an initially underdeveloped market economy, and to some extent acted
as heirs to the Byzantine state. In the absence of any system of power-
sharing, the exercise of their traditional authority within the Greek
community served as a safety-valve for the Latins. The co-ordination of
the Greek social networks with the political, social, and economic
superstructures instituted by the Latins was an expression of the latter's
accomodation, imperative for a small ruling minority intent on preserv-
ing its group identity in the midst of an overwhelmingly indigenous
population. The interpenetration of Byzantine and western elements
at the institutional level was of a general nature, although Byzantine
and Latin conceptions of political authority often clashed, particularly
in feudalized areas. This is yet another aspect of the Latins' attitude to
the Byzantine environment, and the measure of accomodation they
were willing to accept. In sum, continuity, adaptation, and change were
interconnecting and intersecting phenomena in Latin Romania.
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5. See Jacoby, La feodalite, pp.237-9, 242-52, 271-80, 284, and id., 'Social
Evolution', pp.191-2, 200. B.J. Slot, Archipelagus turbatus: les Cyclades entre
colonisation et occupation ottomane c.1500-1718 (Istanbul, 1982), Vol. 1,
pp.35-65, has some useful remarks relevant to our subject.

6. For a general view, see F. Thiriet, La Romanie venitienne au Moyen Age. Le
developpement et !'exploitation du domaine colonial venitien (X11°-XV° siecles),
2nd edn. (Paris, 1975), with an updated bibliography, pp.467-81, pp.73ff., and
numerous studies, several of which are now available in his Etudessur la Romanie
greco-venitienne (X'-XV" siecles) (London, 1977); see also S. Borsari, Il dominio
veneziano a Creta nel XII! secolo (Naples, 1963), which includes numerous
excerpts from unpublished sources; id., Studi sulle colonie veneziane in Romania
nel XIII secolo (Naples, 1966). On the use of feudal terminology in Venetian
Messenia and Crete see Jacoby, La feodalite, pp.225-6, 295-7, and E. Santschi, La
notion de 'feudum' en Crete venitienne, X1110-XVV siecles (Montreux, 1976), useful
on the status of military tenures in Crete, but mistaken about 'feudalism' in the
island.

7. For what follows, see n. 4 above, and Jacoby, 'Social Evolution', pp.180-82, 185.
For recent work on the Byzantine elite in general, see A.P. Kaman, Social'nyi
sostav gospodstvujuJeego klassa Vizantii XI-XII vv. (Moscow, 1974), sum-
marized by I. Sorlin, 'Bulletin byzantino-slave. Publications sovietiques sur le
XII` si6cle', Travaux et memoires du Centre de Recherche d'Histoire et Civilisation
Byzantines (hereafter Travaux et memoires), 6 (1976), 367-80; the papers of the
symposium on The Byzantine Aristocracy (BAR International Series, 221), ed. M.
Angold (Oxford, 1984), especially M. Angold, 'Archons and Dynasts: Local
Aristocracies and the Cities of the Later Byzantine Empire', ibid., pp.236-53;
A.P. Kazhdan and A.W. Epstein, Change in Byzantine Culture in the Eleventh and
Twelfth Centuries (Berkeley-Los Angeles-London, 1985), pp.56-73; see also J.
Herrin, 'Realities of Byzantine Provincial Government: Hellas and Pelopon-
nesos, 1180-1205', Dumbarton Oaks Papers, 26 (1975), 253-84, and E. Malamut,
'Les files de la mer Ege'e de la fin du XI° siecle a 1204', Byzantion, 52 (1982), 344-8.

8. On the paroikos, see pp.16-18, 20-23 below.
9. The most vigorous proponent of the 'feudalization' view was G. Ostrogorsky in

numerous works and especially in his Pour l'histoire de la feodalite byzantine
(Brussels, 1954), pp.9-61. For my criticism of his argumentation, see Jacoby, 'The
Encounter', 876-9, with bibliographical references, and id., 'Social Evolution',
pp.182-5. A. Carile, 'Sulla pronoia nel Peloponneso bizantino anteriormente alla
conquista latina', Zbornik radova, 16 (1975), 55-61, has contested my views and
asserted that the pronoia was to be found in the Morea before 1204, although he
fails to provide conclusive evidence to this effect. Moreover, his claim that there
was continuity between pronoia and fief is not convincing, as he disregards the
basic differences between the rules of succession governing the patrimonial estates
of the archontes and the fiefs granted by Frankish lords. The fiefs, also called
pronoiai in Greek sources, were transmitted solely according to primogeniture,
while the former estates were equally divided between all heirs, whether male or
female: on this subject, see D. Jacoby, 'Les archontes grecs et la feodalite en
Moree franque', Travaux et memoires, 2 (1967), 451-63, repr. in D. Jacoby,
Societe et demographie a Byzance et en Romanie latine (XIII"-XV6 siecles)
(London, 1975), No. VI. Writing around 1220, John Apocaucus, metropolitan of
Naupactus, mentions Greeks held eis pronoian by Latins: N.A. Bees, 'Unedierte
SchriftstUcke aus der Kanzlei des Johannes Apokaukos des Metropoliten vonNaupaktos (in Actiolen)', Byzantinische-neugriechische Jahrbucher, 21
(1971-74; published in 1976), 132, No. 71, 11. 66-8. It is most unlikely that he
should have used pronoia in a technical sense as equivalent to 'fief'; the term in thiscontext rather means 'provision', or else refers to the Byzantine pronoia, with
which the metropolitan was well acquainted.
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10. See n.4 above and Jacoby, `Social Evolution', pp.197-8.
11. R. Cessi (ed.), Deliberazioni del Maggior Consiglio di Venezia (Bologna,

1931-50), Vol. 2, pp.342-3, No. XV.
12. Demetrius Chomatianus, ed. J.B. Pitra, Analecta sacra et classica spicilegio

solesmensi parata, Vol. 7 (Rome, 1891), col. 228, No. L.
13. See D. Jacoby, 'Les etats latins en Romanie: phenomenes sociaux et economiques

(1204-1350 environ)', CIEB, 15, 1/3, pp.23-4, 41-2, repr. in Jacoby,
Recherches, No. I.

14. See Jacoby, `Les archontes', pp.430-32, 443; P. Magdalino, 'A Neglected
Authority for the History of the Peloponnese in the Early Thirteenth Century:
Demetrios Chomatianos, Archbishop of Bulgaria', Byzantinische Zeitschrift, 70
(1977), 316-23. The archontes of Euboea are mentioned as magnates greci in 1209
and 1216: G.L.Fr. Tafel and G.M. Thomas, Urkunden zur dlteren Handels- and
Staatsgeschichte der Republik Venedig (Vienna, 1856-57) (hereafter T Th), Vol. 2,
pp.92, 95, 183. Michael Chalkoutzes, a rich, powerful archon, abandoned this
island: see the letters of the expatriate Greek archbishop of Athens Michael
Choniates, written between 1208 and 1214: Sp. P. Lampros, Michael Akominatou
tou Choniatou to sozomena (Athens, 1879-80), Vol. 2, pp.276-80. Indirect
evidence on the archontes of Negroponte is also provided by seven small Greek
churches built and decorated between 1303 and 1311 in the region of Kyme, in
central Euboea, presumably by the same atelier; the work was most likely
commissioned by archontes, and not by wealthy free peasants as suggested by J.
Koder, Negroponte. Untersuchungen zur Topographie and Siedlungsgeschichte
der Insel Euboia wdhrend der Zeit der Venezianerherrschaft (= Osterreichische
Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philos. histor. klasse, Denkschriften, Vol. 112.)
(Vienna, 1973), p.172; on these churches, see ibid., pp.51, 159-64. The agreement
of Marco I with Venice is edited by T Th, Vol. 2, pp.159-66, and especially p.163;
for its dating, see J.K. Fotheringham, Marco Sanudo, Conqueror of the
Archipelago (Oxford, 1915), p.97, n.l.

15. For what follows on the Morea, see Jacoby, 'The Encounter', 891-903, and id.,
'Knightly Values', 163-79.

16. One case appears in a letter by Gregory of Cyprus, patriarch of Constantinople #
from 1283 to 1289, referring to two Greeks holding patrimonial land in Arcadia, a
district of the northern Morea: see S. Eustratiades (ed.), 'Tou sophotatou kai
logistotatou oikoumenikou patriarchou kyrou Gregoriou tou Kypriou epistolai',
Ekklesiastikos pharos (Alexandria), 5 (1910), pp.348-9, No. 181; the relevant
passages of this letter appear in D.A. Zakythinos, Le despotat grec de Moree. H.
Vie et institutions (2nd edn., London, 1975), p.194, n. 1. The other case, dated
1288, involved the possession of Kranidion in the Argolid although it was then
under Frankish rule: see F. Dolger, 'Ein Chrysobull des Kaisers Andronikos II.
fur Theodoros Nomikopulos aus dem Jahre 1288', Orientalia christiana periodica,
21 (1958), 58-62, repr. in id., Paraspora (Ettal, 1961), pp.189-93. On the political
situation in these years, see A. Bon, La Moree franque. Recherches historiques,
topographiques et archeologiques sur la principaute d'Achaie (1205-1403) (Paris,
1969), pp.145-6, 154, 164-6; on limited Greek revolts then and later, see n.21
below.

17. On agreements reached between Byzantines and Franks in this period, see D.
Jacoby, 'Un regime de coseigneurie greco-franque en Moree: les "casaux de
pargon"', Ecole Frangais de Rome, Melanges d'archeologie et d'histoire, 75
(1963), 189-228, repr. in id., Societe de demographie, No. VIII.

18. On the Misito family, see Jacoby, 'The Encounter', 895; on possible conversion to
the Roman creed, see the evidence provided by two Greek inscriptions dated
1244/1245 and 1354, respectively, ibid., 898; id., 'Les etats latins', pp.25-6; see n.
89 below. On the attitude of the Greek Church towards mixed marriages, see
D.M. Nicol, 'Mixed Marriages in Byzantium in the Thirteenth Century', Studies in
Church History, 1 (1964), 160-72, especially 168, n. 4, repr. in id., Byzantium: Its
Ecclesiastical History and Relations with the Western World (London, 1972), No.
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IV; H. Hunger, 'Byzantinisches Eherecht im 14. Jahrhundert: Theorie and
Praxis', Zbornik radova, 14/15 (1973), 65-79.

19. On developments in Venetian Crete, see n. 6 above; Jacoby, 'Les etats latins',
pp.26-33, especially p.28. On the villeins, id., 'Social Evolution', pp.200-5. A
petition of c.1224-25 submitted by Cretan Greeks mentions expulsions from the
city and area of Candia: G. Cervellini (ed.), Documento inedito veneto-cretese del
dugento (Padua, 1906), pp.13-18. On the standing and influence of Alexius
Kallergis in Crete, see also P. Topping, 'Co-existence of Greeks and Latins in
Frankish Morea and Venetian Crete', CIEB, 15, 1/3, pp.15-17, repr. in id.,
Studies on Latin Greece, No. XI.

20. The few instances of revolt after the return of Byzantium to the Peloponnese were
rather exceptional and did not reflect the general attitude of the archontes; see
Jacoby, 'The Encounter', 902-3.

21. See Jacoby, 'Social Evolution', pp.202-5, and especially nn. 44-5; on Marco
Venier and his Greek wife Zoe, see also a document dated 1263 published by A.
Stussi, Studi e documenti di storia della lingua e dei dialetti italiani (Bologne, 1982),
pp.115-19. See also R.I. Blachake, 'Ile diatheke tes Agnes kores tou Alexiou
Kallerge (1331) kai ho orthodoxos episkopos Makarios', in Pepragmena tou E'
diethnous kretologikou synedriou, (= Proceedings of the Fifth International
Cretological Congress) (Heraklion, 1985), Vol. 2, pp.56-8.

22. See Oikonomides, 'La decomposition de 1'empire byzantin', pp.3-22, especially
pp.11-12, 22.

23. For the Morea, see J. Longnon (ed.), Livre de la conqueste de la princee de
l'Amoree: Chronique de Moree (1204-1305) (Paris, 1911), paras. 106-7, 120, and
J. Schmitt (ed.), The Chronicle of Morea: Chronikon tou Moreos (London, 1904),
vv. 1641-50, 1830-35. On the circumstances, see Jacoby, 'Les archontes',
pp.430-32, 441-2; for Negroponte, see T Th, Vol. 2, p.95; also Jacoby, La
feodalite, p.188. Latin lords nevertheless confiscated the estates of archontes.

24. See Borsari, Il dominio veneziano, pp.17-18, especially n.26, and pp.27-30,
109-10, 124-5, and Jacoby, La feodalite, p.225, respectively.

25. See some earlier cases in D.A. Xanalatos, Beitrage zur Wirtschafts- and Sozial-
geschichte Makedoniens im Mittelaller, hauptsdchlich auf Grund der Briefe des
Erzbischofs Theophylaktos von Achrida (Munich, 1937), pp.54-5. It is note-
worthy that in the Morea the testimony of villeins was admitted in court in cases
concerning land and its boundaries: G. Recoura (ed.), Les Assises de Romanie:
edition critique avec une introduction et des notes (Paris, 1930), p.270, para. 175.

26. Text in F. Thiriet, Deliberations des assemblees venitiennes concernant la Romanie
(Paris, 1966-71), Vol. 1, p.297, No. 254 (22 Feb. 1312).

27. On the Byzantine cadastral registers and the praktika referred to below, see
N.G. Svoronos, 'Recherches sur le cadastre byzantin et la fiscalite aux XI` et XII°
si8cles: le cadastre de Thebes', Bulletin de correspondance hellenique, 83 (1959),
19-33, 57-67 (also published separately), and the review by J. Karayannopulos in
Byzantinische Zeitschrift, 56 (1963), especially 363-6. On the late Byzantine
praktika, see A.E. Laiou-Thomadakis, Peasant Society in the Late Byzantine
Empire: A Social and Demographic Study (Princeton, 1977), pp.8-13. On the
twelfth-century anagrapheus, see Herrin, 'Realities', pp.271-2.

28. R. Cessi and P. Sambin (eds.), Le deliberazioni del Consiglio dei Rogati (Senalo),
Serie mixtorum, Vol. 1, (Venice, 1960), p.190, Reg. 5, No. 160: Reducantur
catastica in linguam latinam. On the importance of these registers in Venetian
Messenia, see D. Jacoby, 'Un aspect de la fiscalite venitienne dans le Peloponnese
aux XIV° et XV° si&.cles: le "zovaticum"', Travaux et memoires, 1 (1965), 407-9,
repr. in id., Societe et demographie, No. IV; also Ch. Hodgetts, 'Land Problems in
Coron 1298-1347: A Contribution on Venetian Colonial Rule', Byzantina, 12
(1983), 149-50, 152. On the village elders, see n.79 below.

29. See E. Gerland, Das Archiv des Ilerzogs von Kandia im koniglichen Staatsarchiv
zu Venedig (Strasburg, 1899), pp.19-23, and Borsari, 11 dominio veneziano, p.7,
and pp.143-54, for excerpts of such catastica; Z.N. Tsirpanles, 'Katasticho
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ekklesion kai monasterion tou koinou (1248-1548)', Symbole ste melete ton
scheseon Politelas kai Ekklesias ste benetokratoumene Krete (Ioannina, 1985).
The listing of measurements in the catasticum is illustrated by documents dated
1317 and 1318 referring to the surface area of a plot of land situated in the city of
Candia and belonging to a military tenement: Sp. M. Theotokes (ed.), Historika
kretika eggrapha: Apophaseis meizonos symbouliou Benetias, 1255-1689
(Mnemeia des hellenikes historias, A/11) (Athens, 1933), pp.90-1, No. 39, and
p.96, No. 48. In 1309 the Venetian Minor Council agreed to the request submitted
by the holder of a military tenement in Crete that his dependent peasants should be
registered in the catasticum of the Commune: G. Giomo (ed.), 'Lettere segrete del
Collegio, rectius Minor Consiglio', in R. Depulazione di storia patria per le
Venezie, 3rd ser., 1 (1910), Miscellanea di storia veneta, No. 201; see also D.
Jacoby, 'Une classe fiscale a Byzance et en Romanie latine: les inconnus du fisc,
eleutheres ou etrangers', Actes du XIV° Congres international des etudes byzan-
tines (Bucarest, 1971), II (Bucharest, 1975), (hereafter CIEB, 14) pp.141-2, 149,
repr. in id., Recherches, No.111.

30. See Jacoby, 'Les archontes', pp.433, 449-50; id., La feodalite, pp.53-5.
31. J. Longnon and P. Topping (eds.), Documents sur le regime des terres dans la

principaute de Moree au XIV° siecle (Paris and The Hague, 1969) (hereafter LT),
p.21, 11. 11-12, and p.33, 11. 8-9 for Cutrullus and Murmurus; see also Jacoby,
'The Encounter', 895, 900, 902-3. On the protovestiarius, see P. Topping, Feudal
Institutions as Revealed in the Assizes of Romania, the Law Code of Frankish
Greece (Philadelphia, 1949), pp.123-4, repr. with some corrections in id., Studies
on Latin Greece A.D. 1205-1715 (London, 1977), No. 1; on the Byzantine officer,
see Herrin, 'Realities', 273.

32. Published by LT, pp.19-215.
33. See n.27 above.
34. LT, p.52,11. 14-15, 17, and see also p.164, 11. 5-6 (1365).
35. LT, p.147, 1. 9, and see the summary preceding this report on pp.141-4. Yet one

may wonder whether Nicola compiled the Greek survey by himself or merely
supervised its drafting.

36. Th. St. Tzannetatos (ed.), To praktikon tes latinikes episkopes Kephallenias tou
1264 kai he epitome autou (Athens, 1965). See also the extensive review by N.
Panayiotakis in Epeteris hetaireias byzantinon spoudon, 34 (1965), pp.372-84.

37. Edition, dating, and commentary by E. Granstrem, et al. 'Fragment d'un
praktikon de la region d'Athenes (avant 1204)', Revue des etudes byzantines, 34
(1976), 5-44. For the dating of the script, see 5-6, 8. The editors were not aware
that praktika were still compiled in Greek after the Latin conquest, hence their
attribution of the original survey to the twelfth century, which is not convincing.
The consecutive Latin numerals point to an orderly transcription of the data, and
not to a disorganized manuscript as claimed by the editors (p.7). Their inscription
on the verso of the two surviving folios is nevertheless puzzling.

38. See the list of dukes and rectors of Crete from 1208 to 1310, compiled by Borsari, Il
dominio veneziano, pp.127-31; for Coron and Modon, see Ch. Hopf, Chroniques
greco-romanes inedites ou peu connues (Berlin, 1873), pp.378-9; for Negroponte,
see ibid., pp.371-2.

39. So did, incidentally, the recent editors of this text: LT, p.135, 1. 33. In all the known
Byzantine praktika there is only one instance of a child explicitly mentioned as a
nursing baby: J. Lefort (ed.), Acres d'Esphigmenou (Archives de l'Athos, Vol. 6)
(Paris, 1973), p.65, No. 7, 11. 3-4. Yet others may have been recorded without
being mentioned as such: see D. Jacoby, 'Phenomenes de demographic rurale a
Byzance aux XIII°, XIV° et XV° siecles', Etudes rurales, 5-6 (1962), 166-7, repr.
in id., Societe et ddmographie, No. III.

40. For these words, see Index rerum in LT, pp.312-24; s.v. ambellonia, brivilegio,
vestia, and in the Index nominum, pp.284-309, s.v. Bauldi Calami, Blacchus and
Vlacchus, Mabrobodi and Mabroponte. Another illustration of the oral testimony
or written model in Greek is provided by the following, p.72, 1. 14, and see 1. 27:
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stasia (= fiscal unit) to (= the Greek Lou) Chinu, instead of the Latin de.
41. See Jacoby, 'Un aspect', p.406.
42. See P. Topping, 'Viticulture in Venetian Crete (XIIIth C.)', in Pepragmena tou D'

diethnous kretologikou synedriou (Heraklion, 1976, Athens, 1981), Vol. 2,
pp.509-20, and especially the glossary on pp.519-20.

43. Marino Sanudo Torsello, Istoria del Regno di Romania, fol. lv, in Ilopf, Chroni-
ques, p.100.

44. Text in LT, p.162, 11. 3-7, and commentary pp.275-6. See also S.B. Bowman, The
Jews of Byzantium, 1204-1453 (n.p., 1985), pp.84-5, 118, yet my interpretation
partly differs. The tax on imports and exports appears in 1261 on the island of
Negroponte as comerclum marls: see Jacoby, La feodalite, pp.192-3; also Borsari,
Studi, p.128, n. 71. The similar dirictus commercii vel dohane is attested in
Clarence in 1294: Ch. Perrat and J. Longnon (eds.), Actes relatifs a la principaute
de Moree, 1289-1300 (Paris, 1967), p.97, No. 94. See also Thiriet, La Romanie
venitienne, p.231. On the Byzantine komerkion, see H. Antoniadis-Bibicou,
Recherches sur les douanes a byzance (Paris, 1963), and the important review of
this work by P. Lemerle in Revue historique, 232 (1964), 225-31.

45. LT, p.162, 11. 8-25. The chomerchio del mercato must be identical with the
chomerchio on commercial transactions within the principality of the Morea,
mentioned in the Assizes of Romania: Recoura, Les Assizes de Romanie (Paris,
1930), pp.255-6, para. 152, and see Jacoby, La feodalite, p.56.

46. See Thiriet, La Romanie venitienne, p.230, and D. Jacoby, 'Venice, the Inquisi-
tion and the Jewish Communities of Crete in the Early 14th Century', Studi
veneziani, 12 (1970), 130-32, repr. in id., Recherches, No. IX.

47. LT, p.63, 1. 17; p.82, 1. 6; p.83, 1. 13. On this tax and its Byzantine prototype, see
ibid., p.63, n. 20, and Antoniadis-Bibicou, Recherches sur les douanes, pp.123, 134.

48. On such cases, see also Jacoby, 'Un aspect', pp.418-20.
49. Some of them have already been mentioned above, pp.14-15. For these and

others, see the extensive commentary in LT, pp.268-75; Thiriet, La Romanie
venitienne, p.225 (yet on the zovaticum and zeugaratikion, see below); Jacoby, La
feodalite, p.351, Index of technical terms. The dispositions of the treaty of 1219
between Venice and some Cretan archontes about taxes and labour services
imposed on the villani seem to reflect those owed by the latter's ancestors prior to
1204, with one major difference: some of the military tenements held by Latins in
1219 may have previously been state land, in which case the paroikoi would have
provided taxes and services to the imperial fisc; for these dispositions, see T Th,
Vol. 2, p.212.

50. See R.L. Wolff, 'Politics in the Latin Patriarchate of Constantinople, 1204-1261',
Dumbarton Oaks Papers, 8 (1954), pp.267-74, especially 268; also the letter of
Pope Honorius III, ibid., 298-301, especially 299; repr. in id., Studies in the Latin
Empire of Constantinople (London, 1976), No. IX. The partial exemption for all
rural priests covers angarie, perangerie, exactiones and take, rather imprecise
terms inherited from the empire, yet definitely pointing to former state dues and
labour services: see, for example, the angaria de castellis in the praktikon of 1219
for Lampsakos, where this obligation was commuted for a cash payment: new
edition by A. Carile, 'La signoria rurale nell' impero latino di Costantinopoli
(1204-1261)', CIEB, 15, Vol. 4 (Athens, 1980), p.77; also the angaria for the
maintenance of the castle of Hagios Nikolaos in Crete, mentioned in a corrupted
form (in aquariis) in 1234-35: T Th, Vol. 2, p.327; for the dating, see Borsari, 11
dominio veneziano, p.44, n. 50. On public dues and services, see also nn. 67-8
below.

51. On the whole issue, see N. Svoronos, 'Les privileges de l'Eglise a 1'epoque des
Comnenes: un rescrit inedit de Manuel I- Comnene', Travaux et memoires, 1
(1965), 356-60. On special taxes and exactions, see id., 'Recherches sur le cadastre
byzantin', pp.81-3, 93-7. On the demosiake epereia, see also P. Lemerle, The
Agrarian History of Byzantium from the Origins to the Twelfth Century (Galway,
1979), pp.167-8, 174, 208, and for service in the fleet or the army, pp.143 and 147;
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on the ploimon in the twelfth century, then a regular tax for the outfitting of the
navy included among these obligations, see H. Glykatzi, Byzance el la mer. La
marine de guerre, la politique et les institutions maritimes de Byzance aux VII° XV"
siecles (Paris, 1966), p.212 (and n.3), 276, 278; see also n.68 below.

52. For what follows, see Jacoby, 'Un aspect', pp.405-20. Yet on the derivation of the
term zovadego, see K. Ntokos, 'Zovaticum', Mneme, 1 (1971), pp.175-96,
especially 180-84, 187-9.

53. See Jacoby, 'Un aspect', p.408. On the administration of the two districts in the
thirteenth century, see Borsari, Studi, pp.96-8.

54. On which see the new edition of a crucial text by A. Carile, 'Partitio terrarum
Imperii Romanie', Studi veneziani, 7 (1965), 219, 11. 57-62, and commentary by A.
Bon, Le Peloponnese byzantin jusqu'en 1204 (Paris, 1951), pp.100-102; Glykatzi,
Byzance el la mer, pp.277-8; Jacoby, 'Les archontes', pp.423-6.

55. For the Morea, for instance, see Jacoby, La feodalite, pp.29-74.
56. A particularly revealing, though somewhat exceptional case is mentioned in the

agreement of 1234-35 between Venice and two Cretan archontes: T Th, Vol. 2,
p.327. The Venetian castellan of Hagios Nikolaos was to obtain the agreement of
these Greeks in order to exercise jurisdiction; this supposes the transmission of
information on Byzantine law and procedure.

57. See Jacoby, La feodalite, pp.75-82.
58. Ibid., pp.32-6, and Jacoby, 'Les archontes', p.451-9.
59. See Jacoby, La feodalite, pp.36-7; K. Mertzios, 'He syntheke Eneton-Kallerge

kai hoi synodeuontes auten katalogoi', Kretika chronika, 3 (1949), 272, para. 27;
Topping, 'Viticulture', pp.510-17; Hodgetts, 'Land Problems', 140-41, and the
document on 154-5.

60. These sources are discussed on pp.20-23 below.
61. For a convenient summary of issues raised in the Assizes, see Topping, Feudal

Institutions, pp.103-77, and different interpretations in Jacoby, 'Les archontes',
pp.445-76; id., La feodalite, pp.29-74, and see also the index, ibid., pp.353-6, for
individual assizes.

62. See Jacoby, 'Les archontes', pp.455-9, 475-6, and see n.58 above.
63. On the evolution in Crete in particular, see Thiriet, La Romanie venitienne,

pp.235-43. On the general principles guiding the Venetian government in the
preservation of local custom or law and the application of Venetian law, see
Jacoby, La feodalite, pp.295-9.
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IX

Italian Migration and Settlement in Latin Greece:
The Impact on the Economy

The Fourth Crusade, which ended with the conquest of Constantinople in 1204,
generated important developments in three closely related fields. First, it fur-
thered and hastened the political and territorial fragmentation of Byzantium, initi-
ated some twenty-five years earlier, and led to the establishment of new political
entities in the territories conquered by the Latins. Latin demographic expansion
into this region was yet another outgrowth of the Fourth Crusade. The conquest
opened the way to Latin migration and settlement on a scale and along patterns
unknown before in the Byzantine lands or Romania. The volume and effects of
these processes were particularly pronounced in the former western territories of
the Byzantine Empire, some of which remained for more than two centuries
under Latin rule. The Italians had a major share in both migration and settlement
and contributed decisively to the long-term economic evolution of western Ro-
mania, which is the third field that warrants our attention. The interaction be-
tween migration, settlement and economic development is particularly well docu-
mented for some areas of Latin Greece in the period extending from the early thir-
teenth century to about 1390, on which we shall focus. Yet the nature and impact
of this interaction can only be understood in the wider context of the Eastern
Mediterranean, to which frequent references will be made.

A brief survey of political developments in the region of Latin Greece with
which we are concerned is essential for an understanding of the processes we are
about to examine. Beginning in 1205 French and Italian knights occupied the Pel-
oponnese, Attica, Boeotia and the island of Euboea or Negroponte. The largest
and most important among the new states they founded was Frankish Morea,
which for a short period of fourteen years only, from 1248 to 1262, covered almost
the entire Peloponnese. In 1262, however, Byzantium regained a foothold in the
peninsula, and its continuous pressure induced Prince William II of Villehardouin
to seek in 1267 the support of Charles I of Anjou, King of Sicily. Following Wil-
liam's death in 1278 the principality came under the rule of Charles I and was ad-
ministered by his officials, those of his successors and those of the princes of the
Morea, two of whom only resided for short periods in the Peloponnese. In 1376
or 1377 the Order of the Hospitallers leased Frankish Morea for five years from
Queen Joanna of Naples, and a few years later Angevin rule in the principality
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collapsed'. Venice was the third power present in the Peloponnese. It was un-
doubtedly the main beneficiary of the Fourth Crusade, which enabled the foun-
dation of its colonial empire. From 1207 to 1500 Venice held the ports of Modon
and Coron and their rural areas in the southwest of the peninsula, and in 1388 it
acquired Nauplia, Argos and their rural territories, occupying the former city in
the folllowing year and the latter in 13942. Venice's most important colony over-
seas was Crete3. Outside the Peloponnese the lordship of Athens, which extended
over Attica and Boeotia, was governed by its Frankish lords until 1311, when it
was conquered by the so-called Catalan Company that ruled it for about seventy
years4. The island of Euboea or Negroponte was divided into three main feudal
units, except from 1208 to 1216. In 1211 Venice obtained a quarter in the city of
Negroponte, the capital of the island. In the following century it progressively ex-
tended its rule from this outpost to the whole of Euboea and some islands of the
Aegean, which were in Latin hands since shortly after the Fourth Crusade. This
second stage of Venetian expansion was completed by 13905.

The origin of the conquerors, the political regime they established in their new
territories and, finally, the political ties of the latter with western powers had a
strong bearing on the nature, composition and distribution of Latin migration and
settlement in Greece in the two centuries following the Fourth Crusade. After
1204 the knights within the conquering armies provided the first nuclei of settlers
in continental Greece and islands in its vicinity. They were later joined by their
kinsmen and other members of the knightly class from their lands of origin. The
majority of these settlers hailed from Capetian France and neighbouring lord-
ships, from which they transplanted to Greece the feudal regime with which they

' For the general historical background, see Jean Longnon, L'Empire latin de Constanti-
nople et la principaute de Moree (Paris 1949); Antoine Bon, La Moree franque. Recherches
historiques, topographiques et archeologiques sur la principaute d'Achaie (1205-1430) (Paris
1969); David Jacoby, La feodalite en Grece medievale. Les "Assises de Romanie": sources,
application et diffusion (Paris, La Haye 1971) 17-91; Denis A. Zakythinos, Le Despotat grec
de Moree, vols. I-II (London 21975); Kenneth M. Setton, The Papacy and the Levant (1204-
1571), vol. I, The Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries (Philadelphia 1976) 1-162.
2 Jacoby, La feodalite en Grece medievale, 213-236; Anthony Luttrell, The Latins of Argos
and Nauplia: 1311-1394, in: Papers of the British School at Rome 34 (n.s. 21) (1966) 34-55,
repr. in: idem, Latin Greece, the Hospitallers and the Crusades 1291-1440 (London 1982)
VIII.
3 Crete has been purposely left out of this paper because it was entirely in the Venetian orbit
and its development, therefore, differed in several ways from that of the Greek mainland and
the islands in the latter's vicinity.
4 Kenneth M. Setton, Catalan Domination of Athens, 1311-1388 (London 21975), and idern,
The Papacy and the Levant, vol. I, 405-473.
5 Jacoby, La feodalite en Grece medievale, 185-202, 210-211, 237-239, 271-81, 295-302;
Johannes Koder, Negroponte. Untersuchungen zur Topographic and Siedlungsgeschichte
der Insel Euboia wahrend der Zeit der Venezianerherrschaft (Osterreichische Akademie der
Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-historische Masse, Denkschriften 112, Wien 1973); B. J. Slot,
Archipelagus Turbatus. Les Cyclades entre colonisation latine et occupation turque, c 1500-
1718, vol. I (Nederlands historisch-archaeologisch Instituut to Istanbul 51, Istanbul 1982)
13-65.
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were familiar. Other knights came from northern and central Italy. The quest for
landed fiefs was the main incentive prompting their settlement in Latin Greece,
yet in the fourteenth century we also find in the Principality of Morea knights and
sergeants holding exclusively money-fiefs or money-sergeantries. The lords and
their retinue resided either in inland castles or in the acropolis of their main city.
Whatever the case, many of them also owned or held property in urban centres.
Economic pursuits, namely trade, banking and the exercise of crafts induced a far
larger number of Latin commoners, mostly Italians, to settle in the main ports and
some inland cities of Latin Greece. The strong political links existing between the
Kingdom of Naples and the Principality of Morea since the late 1260s and the
military support provided by the former to the latter fostered economic inter-
course between these regions, afforded opportunities for the merchants and bank-
ers active in the kingdom to extend their business to the principality, and enhanced
the immigration of knights and commoners from southern and central Italy to the
Peloponnese. On the other hand, Venetian seaborne trade, Venice's rule over
Modon and Coron and its presence in a quarter of the city of Negroponte and in
neighbouring islands account for the concentration of Venetian settlers in these
areas. Venetians, however, also established themselves elsewhere, as in Chiarenza,
Argos and Nauplia. Finally, the Catalan conquest of the duchy of Athens in 1311
resulted in immigration from Aragonese territories and in strong economic ties
with them. These various factors account for the diversity of the Latin population
established in Greece and the complexity of western involvement in the economy
of this region.

The Latin conquest of western Romania brought about a redistribution of real
estate in favour of the Latins, who took hold of imperial lands and those of absen-
tee landlords. In addition, they confiscated some of the property belonging to, or
held by local ecclesiastical institutions and members of the former Byzantine so-
cial elite, the archontes, remaining under their rule. This development, however,
did not alter the nature of the region's predominantly agrarian economy. Land re-
mained the main source of income, wealth and taxation. The conquerors, whether
feudal lords, the Venetian state or the Catalans, displayed pragmatism and flexibil-
ity in their approach to local administrative, fiscal and legal institutions and prac-
tices. To a large extent they preserved the agrarian and social infrastructure in-
herited from the Byzantine period, while adapting it to the political regime they
had introduced. In feudalized areas, however, the privatization of former state

6 David Jacoby, Social Evolution in Latin Greece, in: Kenneth M. Setton (ed.), A History of
the Crusades, vol. VI (Madison, Wisconsin 1969-1989) 175-221; David Jacoby, From Byzan-
tium to Latin Romania: Continuity and Change, in: Mediterranean Historical Review 4
(1989) 1-44, repr. in: Benjamin Arbel, Bernard Hamilton and David Jacoby (eds.), Latins and
Greeks in the Eastern Mediterranean after 1204 (London 1989); David Jacoby, La dimen-
sione demografica e sociale, in: Giorgio Cracco and Gherardo Ortalli (eds.), Storia di Venezia,
vol. II (Roma 1995) 681-711. Note, however, the presence of commoners from France, Ger-
many and England in fourteenth century Patras: Ernst Gerland, Neue Quellen zur Ge-
schichte des lateinischen Erzbistums Patras (Leipzig 1903) 89.
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rights must have been hardly felt at the level of daily life. The basic continuity of
the Byzantine infrastructure, which provided the framework for agricultural ex-
ploitation and taxation, is well illustrated by. the structure of the large estates of
Frankish Morea, numerous agricultural contracts, as well as Venetian and Catalan
documents. Yet the flight of some archontes and the loss of property suffered by
others who remained under Latin rule sharply reduced the financial capacity of
the members of this group. The Latins also put an end to the dominant role of the
local Byzantine elite in the sponsoring and financing of various economic activ-
ities in agriculture, manufacture and trade.

This role is well illustrated for the eleventh and twelfth century. Indeed, the
archontes of Thebes may be safely credited with the development of the silk in-
dustry in their city, which became the major industrial centre in western Byzan-
tium and competed successfully with Constantinople in the quality and sophisti-
cation of its fabrics. They apparently acted as entrepreneurs, encouraging sericul-
ture in their own region, providing capital for the industrial infrastructure, and
attracting highly-skilled labour. In addition, they had a predominant share in the
trade in Theban silk fabrics, either selling them to Venetian merchants or expor-
ting them on their own to Constantinople and other Byzantine cities. Local ar-
chontes presumably fulfilled a similar role in other centres of silk manufacture. In
addition, the archontes assumed the role of intermediaries between rural pro-
ducers and the marketing network, as in the Peloponnese. For instance, those of
Sparta sold locally or exported olive oil produced on their own and most likely
also on other estates8. The diminished economic role of the archontes after 1204
provided an opportunity for the Latins to step in and exploit the resources of the
territories under their rule.

On a more general level, the events of 1204 resulted in the collapse of the cen-
tralized system of imperial supervision over the economy of western Romania and
definitively abolished the restrictive control of the Byzantine state over specific
branches of manufacture and trade. Thus, for instance, before the Fourth Crusade
the export of raw silk and several types of silk fabrics from the Empire was either
prohibited or severely limited. In addition, Latins were apparently barred from
investments in the Byzantine silk industry9. The contrast with developments in
the aftermath of the Latin conquest is striking. The political fragmentation of
Latin Romania stimulated competition. It prevented the Latin lords from limiting
western access to raw silk or silk fabrics manufactured on their respective terri-
tories or from supervising the distribution of these commodities. It was in their
best interest to provide foreign traders with direct access to sources of production
and markets, attract investments, enhance foreign purchases, and thereby ensure
themselves of increased revenues from trade and customs dues. In short, there was

Jacoby, From Byzantium to Latin Romania, esp. 26-32.
s See David Jacoby, Silk in Western Byzantium before the Fourth Crusade, in: Byzantinische
Zeitschrift 84/85 (1991-1992) 470-488, 492.
9 Ibid. 490-492.
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a striking departure from traditional Byzantine policies and practices, clearly not
limited to silk, which substantially furthered Latin penetration into the economy
of the region.

This last process had in fact begun much earlier, though on a more modest scale.
It was fostered by the conjunction of two important developments, one proper to
Byzantium and the other to the pattern of seaborne trade of the western maritime
powers in the Mediterranean. Since the first half of the eleventh century the By-
zantine social elite and the urban middle stratum, the latter particularly in Con-
stantinople, enjoyed an accumulation of wealth generating a change in behaviour-
al patterns and a rise in the consumption of luxury products. The increasing de-
mand for silks in this framework stimulated an expansion of the Empire's silk in-
dustry and a diversification of its products, which henceforth also included lower-
grade silk fabrics. The rise and development of new centres of silk manufacture in
the western provinces of the Empire since the eleventh century, particularly at
Thebes, Corinth and Patras, as well as in the islands of Andros and Euboea, was
clearly oriented toward the supply of the Byzantine internal market, primarily the
Empire's capital. The higher standard of living of a section of the urban popu-
lation in Constantinople was also illustrated by the growing consumption of
foodstuffs imported from remote provinces10.

The seaborne trade of Venice, Amalfi, Pisa and Genoa in the Eastern Mediter-
ranean was closely linked to this general evolution'. It was not limited to the ex-
change of goods between these cities and Romania, as commonly believed. Since
the second half of the eleventh century Venetian merchants and carriers took ad-
vantage of their sailing between Venice and Constantinople to engage in business
operations in the main ports of call along their way. They increasingly conveyed
agricultural, pastoral and industrial commodities between the provinces and the
capital of the Empire and thus progressively expanded their operations within the
internal trade and shipping networks of Byzantium. For instance, in the twelfth
century the Venetians were involved in complex business ventures involving silk
fabrics and presumably also other commodities between Thebes, the Pelopon-
nese, Thessalonica and Constantinople. In addition, they exported oil from the
Peloponnese and cheese from Crete to the Byzantine capital. This development
partly accounts for the Venetian dominance among foreign traders active in the
Peloponnese and neighbouring territories, located along their main sailing route,
before the Fourth Crusade. The first stage of Venetian commercial expansion
within Romania was followed by a second one, when the Venetians gradually ex-
tended the geographic range of their operations in this region by connecting them
with others in the Levant and in Egypt in the early twelfth century. Thus, for in-
stance, Venetian merchants exported Byzantine silk fabrics and cheese to Egypt.
Somewhat later Pisan and Genoese merchants active in Egypt and the Levant

10 Ibid. 472-473, 494.
" For what follows, see ibid. 493-500; David Jacoby, La Venezia d'oltremare nel secondo
Duecento, in: Cracco and Ortalli, Storia di Venezia, vol. 2, 263-299.
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similarly expanded their trade to Romania. This general development was greatly
enhanced by the establishment of Latin rule and privileged commercial outposts
in the Levant in the wake of the First Crusade. In this period, then, the formerly
loosely connected trade links between the West, Romania and the Near East were
integrated within a triangular system, each of these regions interacting with the
others and enhancing commerce and shipping between them with its own prod-
ucts. The existence of this triangular network was of substantial importance for
Latin migration, settlement and economic activity in the areas of western Ro-
mania, especially after the Fourth Crusade.

Seaborne trade between the West and the Byzantine Empire before 1204 was
primarily based on the circular, cyclic and seasonal migration of travelling mer-
chants returning to their base of departure. In addition, however, this trade also
generated linear migration leading to the temporary or permanent settlement of
small numbers of Latins in some key points within the Empire, the most impor-
tant of which in western Romania were Thebes, Corinth and the city of Euripos,
later known as Negroponte. The location of this region along the main waterways
linking Venice and other western ports to both Constantinople and the Levant
was of major importance in this respect. After 1204 the function of western Ro-
mania as a transit area within the triangular trade system of the Eastern Mediter-
ranean further enhanced circular and linear migration. Three new factors substan-
tially contributed to this process: the opening of the region to the Latins and the
latter's easier access to local resources, including the products of the rural hinter-
land, the presence in the region of a resident Latin population and clientele, and
new patterns of western demand. The latter derived from some general develop-
ments in the West since the twelfth century, which essentially consisted in a rise in
purchasing power of an ever larger section of the population, in particular within
the urban class, a growing inclination toward the display of luxury as a status sym-
bol, and a refinement in daily life.

The conjunction of these factors called for a larger and more variegated supply
of commodities, among which the share of finished products grew consistently.
Yet it also provided the background to the rise of the Italian cotton and silk indus-
tries in the twelfth and their substantial growth in the thirteenth century, and to
the accrued western demand for a diversified supply of industrial raw materials,
which included high-grade dyestuffs used in all western textile industries. Latin
Greece contributed its share to this supply. It exported to Italy raw silk, wool, lo-
cally manufactured textiles, hides, in addition to wine, raisins, oil, cheese, honey,
as well as salt since the 1280s. This traffic was largely in the hands of Italian car-
riers from southern Italy, Genoa and especially Venice. The Latins, in particular
those settled in western Romania, also increasingly intruded since the thirteenth
century into short-haul and regional trade and transportation, and even the in-
digenous Greeks relied ever more on their ships. The enhanced demand in Italy
for the products of western Romania, the intensification of commercial exchange
between the two regions, the growing share of Italian vessels in this traffic and,
finally, the activity of Italian travelling merchants and settlers led to a decisive
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change in the orientation of western Romania's economy. Prior to the Fourth
Crusade its surpluses of agricultural, pastoral and industrial products primarily
supplied the internal Byzantine market, particularly Constantinople. By contrast,
in the thirteenth century the region became increasingly integrated within a trade
network largely geared toward the West, a shift substantially furthered since the
second half of that century by Venetian presence and activity in the region. In-
deed, the seaborne trade and shipping of Latin Greece were increasingly subordi-
nated to the requirements, routes and seasonal rythm of long-distance maritime
trade dominated by Venetian merchants and carriers. These took advantage of Ve-
nice's naval and diplomatic protection and the logistical infrastructure offered by
its colonies and commercial outposts.

The expanding volume of Latin mercantile migration, settlement and economic
activity in western Romania was channeled to specific locations. Not surprisingly,
Modon, Coron and Negroponte, regular stopovers for vessels sailing between
Italy and the Eastern Mediterranean, were among the main beneficiaries of these
developments. They supplied services to transiting merchants and ships, mainly
Venetian. In addition, they functioned as warehouses, distribution centres and
transshipment stations for commodities in transit or collected from nearby areas.
Finally, they served as bases for western penetration into the hinterland. The same
holds true of Patras and Corinth, both included in the Principality of Morea12.
These two ports acted as outlets for their own silk fabrics and the produce of their
fairly rich countryside'3. The evolution of Frankish Corinth in the thirteenth and
fourteenth century is now better known, thanks to recent excavations and strat-
ified coin finds". The city enjoyed a lively economic activity, at any rate from the
1250s until the Catalan attack of 1312, judging by coins issued in Corinth itself by
William II or in Chiarenza by this prince and his successors, building activity, and
the import of pottery from northern and central Italy, in addition to Venice. All
these suggest an increasing role of the city as regional commercial centre, its firmer
integration within the western trade system, and a growing affluence15. The pres-

1' For Patras, see Bun, La Moree franque, 449-453, and Elene Saranti-Mendelovici, A pro-
pos de la ville de Patras aux 13c-15` siecles, in: Revue des etudes byzantines 38 (1980) 219-
232, none of whom, though, deals in a satisfactory way with the city's economy. Various as-
pects of the latter are examined by Gerland, Neue Quellen.
13 David Jacoby, Silk Production in the Frankish Peloponnese: the Evidence of Fourteenth 9F
Century Surveys and Reports, in: Haris A. Kalligas (ed.), Travellers and Officials in the Pel-
oponnese. Descriptions - Reports - Statistics, in Honour of Sir Steven Runciman (Monem-
vasia 1994) 44-48, 54-55, 59-61. See also below.
14 For the history, see Bon, La Moree franque, 474-475. Archeological reports are by Charles
K. Williams, II and Orestes H. Zervos, Corinth, 1990: Southeast Corner of Temenos E, in:
Hesperia 60 (1991) 19-44, 51-58; Frankish Corinth: 1991, in: Hesperia 61 (1992) 133-191;
Frankish Corinth: 1992, in: Hesperia 62 (1993) 1-52; Frankish Corinth: 1993, in: Hesperia 63
(1994) 1-56; Frankish Corinth: 1994, in: Hesperia 64 (1995) 1-60.
15 Williams in: Hesperia 61 (1992) 176-177, and Hesperia 62 (1993) 33-35, ascribes both the
construction and the import of the pottery to the period beginning in the 1290s, while in:
Hesperia 64 (1995) 16-22, to the late thirteenth century. The historical arguments for this
dating are not convincing, and I shall return to them elsewhere. In any event, the coin finds
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ence of coins issued by the Frankish dukes of Athens until 1311 confirm that Co-
rinth continued to serve as a port of transit. for the lordship of Athens and for
Thebes in particular16. In 1312 the Catalans inflicted heavy damage on Corinth,
attested by written and especially by archeological evidence. In the 1340s and
1350s Corinth suffered from Turkish raids17. The resulting sharp decline in popu-
lation and in the volume of economic activity is illustrated by limited rebuilding of
poor quality, the disappearance of Corinth's silk industry, and the absence of coins
until the 1360s. Moreover, after 1311 the Catalans' use of Livadostro, a city under
their rule, as maritime outlet for the lordship of Athens and particularly Thebes
deflected a portion of their trade from Corinth18. Corinth appears nevertheless to
have witnessed later the transit of commodities produced in its countryside,
namely grain, raisins and grana or kermes, a scarlet dye derived from the dried
bodies of a female insect, as attested for the 1330s by the commercial manual of
Francesco Balducci Pegolotti19. Despite the efforts of Niccolo Acciaiuoli to re-
store the economy of the lordship of Corinth, which he obtained in 1358, the
seigniorial revenue yielded by the city itself in 1365 was still lower than about
121020. Since the 1370s Corinth appears to have recovered and again fulfilled a
fairly important role in trade, as suggested by the large number of Venetian coins
found there21. It is also noteworthy that in 1389 the lord of Corinth, Nerio I Ac-
ciaiuoli, had merchandise "to the value of 12,000 to 15,000 florins", if not more,

point to prosperity beginning earlier. On building activity in the time of William II, see Wil-
liams in: Hesperia 60 (1991) 37-38; Hesperia 61 (1992) 142-146; Hesperia 62 (1993) 20.
16 Evidence on these functions in the preceding Byzantine period in Ralph Johannes Lilie,
Handel and Politik zwischen dem byzantinischen Reich and den italienischen Kommunen
Venedig, Pisa and Genua in der Epoche der Komnenen and der Angeloi (1081-1204) (Am-
sterdam 1984) 195-197.
17 Antonio Rubio i Llucb (ed.), Diplomatari de 1'Orient catala (1301-1409) (Barcelona 1947)
[hereafter: DOC] no. 57, a letter of 1312 by Pope Clement V; Elizabeth A. Zacbariadou,
Trade and Crusade. Venetian Crete and the Emirates of Menteshe and Aydin (1300-1415)
(Venice 1983) 42, 56, 66.
18 On Livadostro, see Kenneth M. Setton, Catalan Domination of Athens, 1311-1388 (Lon-
don 21975) 35, 85, 88. Yet on trade between Thebes and Corinth in the 1330s, see Francesco
Balducci Pegolotti, La pratica della mercatura, ed. Alan Evans (Cambridge, Mass. 1936)
[hereafter: Pegolotti] 119. On the fate of Corinth's silk industry, see Jacoby, Silk Production
in the Frankish Peloponnese, 48-49, 58.
19 Pegolotti, 118, 149, 157, 208, 297.
20 Shortly after 1210 Prince Geoffrey I of Villehardouin granted 400 hyperpers out of the
revenue of the commerchium of Corinth as money-fief: Marino Sanudo Torsello, Istoria del
Regno di Romania, fol. lv., in: Charles Hopf (ed.), Chroniques greco-romanes ine'dites ou
peu connues (Berlin 1873) 100; in 1365 the total seigniorial revenue from the city was only
615 hyperpers: Jean Longnon [et] Peter Topping (eds.), Documents sur le regime des terres
dans la principaute de Moree au XIVe siecle (Paris, La Haye 1969) [hereafter LT] 162. See also
Jacoby, From Byzantium to Latin Romania, 14-15.
21 The earliest is from the time of Doge Andrea Dandolo (1343-1354); the largest numbers
are from the reigns of Andrea Contarini (1368-1382) and Antonio Venier (1382-1400): see
Alan Stahl, The Venetian Tornesello. A Medieval Colonial Coinage (The American Numis-
matic Society, Numismatic Notes and Monographs 163, New York 1985) 24-25, 82, and the
reports mentioned above, n. 14.
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stored in Corinth22. By contrast, Thebes suffered neither from the Latin conquest
of 1209 nor from the Catalan conquest of 1311, and remained the major industrial
centre of western Romania in the thirteenth and fourteenth century. Theban silks,
renowned for their high quality, were exported to the West in the thirteenth and
first quarter of the fourteenth century. In 1300 Venice granted the duke of Athens
exemption from taxes for the transit of twenty pieces of samite he sent to the papal
court. An unpublished commercial manual composed in Florence in the 1320s and
later western sources attest to exports of silk fabrics to the West and Egypt23. Not
surprisingly, Thebes aroused wide interest among Latin merchants and bankers, as
will soon be shown.

In addition to the economic factors considered until now, military factors as
well as political and territorial fragmentation in Latin Greece also contributed to
the development of consumption and trading centres, to changes in the trade net-
work, and to the distribution and concentration of Latin migration and settle-
ment. Andravida, in the midst of the fertile plain of Elis, was one of the major
urban centres of the Peloponnese at the time of the conquest. Its choice as princely
residence shortly afterwards was largely determined by two major considerations.
The extensive pasture land surrounding it enabled the grazing of numerous
horses, a prime military factor initially related to the conquest of the southwestern
Peloponnese and, later, to the maintenance of the principality's cavalry. Secondly,
a short distance only separated Andravida from the most convenient landing place
along the western coast of the peninsula at which military reinforcements and
supplies could be brought in from Italy. The political function of Andravida,
underscored by the convening of the princely court and knightly assemblies, con-
tributed to the establishment of an episcopal see in the city and attracted settlers,
both knights and commoners24.

The connection of the landing place just mentioned with Andravida decisively
contributed to the swift economic and urban growth of a new port, Chiarenza,
which by the mid-thirteenth century had already become the main emporium of
Frankish Morea. Its role as outlet for the growing export of rural products from
its hinterland to Italy and as transit port further contributed to its economic de-
velopment25. The princes had a mansion in the city, at which Isabella of Villehar-

22 These sums appear in a proposal submitted to Venice by Nerio's brother, Donato: Jean
Alexandre Buchon (ed.), Nouvelles recherches historiques sur la principaute francaise de
Moree et ses hautes baronnies, vol. 2/1 (Paris 1843-1845) 238.
23 Jacoby, Silk in Western Byzantium, 464 and n. 63; for the 1230s and 1240s, see below 118-
119; for 1300: Elena Favaro (ed.), Cassiere della Bolla Ducale - Grazie - Novus Liber (1299-
1305) (Fonti per la storia di Venezia, Sez. I - Archivi pubblici, Venezia 1962) 32 no. 136: pro
faciendo gratia ... de dacio peciarum.XX. de samitis quas idem dominus dux misit ad Ro-
manam curiam per aquas nostras.
24 At the time of the conquest: Jean Longnon (ed.), Livre de la conqueste de la princee de
l'Amoree. Chronique de Moree (1204-1305) (Paris 1911) [hereafter: Chronique de Moree]
pars. 92-93, 105. On the Frankish city: Bon, La Moree franque, 318-320, 547-553, 590-591,
677-678.
25 According to Chronique de Moree par. 110, this was definitely a new port: dou port de
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douin and Philip of Savoy stayed for some time after arriving in the Morea in
130126. From Giovanni Boccacio's story of Alatiel, the daughter of the sultan of
Egypt, we may gather that it was located on a cliff overlooking the shore, possibly
within the castrum or citade127. Some knights and barons also had houses in the
city 228, and the princely court was occasionally convened there, all of which en-
hanced Chiarenza's economic activity. The city maintained its expansion and
prosperity as long as the favorable geo-political conditions that enabled its rise
persisted. It may have already begun to decline in the late fourteenth century. Ac-
cording to an estimate made in 1391 for Amadeo of Savoy, who aspired to become
prince of Frankish Morea, there were only about 300 households or between
1,200 and 1,500 inhabitants in Chiarenza29. Finally, two more urban centres en-
joying a limited growth should be mentioned in this context. Political factors pro-
moted the development of Athens, its lord residing on the Acropolis, and that of
Naxos, capital of the duchy bearing that name, which had the advantage of being
accessible from the sea.The presence of the rulers, their court and administration
attracted Latin settlers and stimulated economic activity.

Some of the cities just mentioned were not only trading and consumption
centres, but also functioned as financial markets. In the thirteenth century credit
required for commercial and non-commercial purposes in western Romania was
mainly supplied by resident Italian merchants and bankers. The connection be-
tween trade and credit in Latin Romania is well illustrated since an early date. The
Venetian Matteo di Manzolo at first conducted trade from Venice with the Aegean
island of Melos, which belonged to the Duchy of Naxos ruled since 1207 by a

Saint Zacarie, la ou la ville de Clarence est ores, i.e. now. On the city: Bon, La Moree franque,
320-325, 602-607; Elene Saranti-Mendelovici, He mesaionike Glarentza, in: Diptycha he-
taireias byzantinon kai metabyzantinon meleton 2 (1980-1981) 61-71, both without suffi-
cient considerations about the economy. The transit function of Chiarenza in the 1330s is
well conveyed by Pegolotti, 117: Et se la mercatantia the mettessi in Chiarenza non la volessi
vendere in Chiarenza e volessila trarre di Chiarenza per portarla in altra parte a vendere, si la
puoi trarre senza pagare niuno diritto.

# 26 Chronique de Moree pars, 848-867, esp. 858; Alfred Morel-Fatio (ed.), Libro de los fechos
et conquistas del principado de la Morea compilado por comandamiento de Don Fray Johan
Ferrandez de Heredia (Publications de la Societe de l'Orient latin, Serie historique 4, Geneve
1885) pars. 506-513, esp. 509.
27 Vittore Branca (ed.), Decamerone in: Tutte le opere di Giovanni Boccacio, vol. 4 (Milano
1974-1983) 169-171, Second Day, Seventh Tale. As shown recently, the story is not based on
historical facts yet contains some trustworthy elements, among them on Chiarenza, reflect-
ing Boccacio's years in Naples from 1326 to 1339, his friendship there with Niccolo Ac-
ciaiuoli, and his acquaintance with Florentine merchants and bankers active in the Morea; the
Decamerone was completed between 1349 and 1351: see Peter Schreiner, Ein Mord in Gla-
rentsa: der Decamerone von Boccacio and die Peloponnes im 14. Jahrhundert, in: Hero Hok-
werda, Edme R. Smits and Marinus M. Woesthuis (eds.), Polyphonia Byzantina. Studies in
Honour of Willem J. Aerts (Groningen 1993) 251-255. For the location of the citadel, see
Bon, La Moree franque, Album, plate 22.
28 LT 48 1. 29, house of Lise du Quartier prior to 1337; 196 11. 19-23, house of Lorenzo
Acciaiuoli in 1379, which he may have inherited from his father Niccolo.
29 Text in Bon, La Moree franque, 692.
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branch of the Venetian Sanudo family. He settled in Melos some time before 1219,
yet by 1222 had returned to Venice. In 1239 he apparently resided and traded in
Negroponte, where he served as agent for Angelo Sanudo, duke of Naxos, and
acted as guarantor for a loan which the latter received from Andrea Ghisi, another
Venetian30. Thebes was yet another important banking centre, in which credit
played an important role in the financing of the local silk industry31. Since 1255
both Guy I of la Roche, lord of Athens, and Venice sided with the barons of
Euboea who refused to acknowledge the suzerainty of the prince of Morea, Wil-
liam II, over the island32. It is not surprising, therefore, that after arriving in Ne-
groponte at the head of a Venetian military contingent Marco Gradenigo should
have turned to Thebes to finance his activity. In December 1255 he borrowed the
sum of 2,740 hyperpers from a group of seven of the city's Latin burgenses, long-
term or permanent residents, among whom we find one hailing from Brindisi and
three others bearing the surname Grasso. In May 1256 three members of the con-
sortium gave power of attorney to three merchants from Piacenza, whith whom
they obviously conducted business, to obtain the reimbursement of their share of
the loan from the Commune of Venice". One of these individuals, Rinaldo Bec-
cario, had been living for many years in Venice, from where he operated as far as
Greece 34

Chiarenza, however, became the major credit centre of Latin Greece in the sec-
ond half of the thirteenth century. A number of merchants hailing from Italian
inland cities and settled in Chiarenza were involved in trade and in credit oper-
ations. Two of them known by name, both Sienese, warrant our attention. They
were granted fiefs in Frankish Morea as partial or full repayment for large loans
made to Prince William II or to Angevin baillis who ruled the principality after the
prince's death in 1278. One of them was Petrono of Siena, established at Chia-
renza since about 1260. In 1293 Prince Florent of Hainault intervened on his be-
half after the authorities of Ancona had confiscated a sum of 1,400 florins belong-
ing to him, from which we may gather that his inclusion within the knightly class
of Frankish Morea did not prevent him from pursuing his commercial and finan-
cial dealings35. The same holds true of Mino Mainetti, or Manetti, another Sienese

so For the career of Matteo di Manzolo: Raimondo Morozzo della Rocca and Antonino Lom-
bardo (eds.), Documenti del commercio veneziano net secoli XI-XIII (Torino 1940) [here-
after DCV] nos. 558, 583, 592, 606, 607, 628, 640, 643, 646, 756, 765, 774 (1245, with reference
to 1239); see also Jacoby, La Venezia d'oltremare nel secondo Duecento, and for the loan, #
idem, La feodalite, 271-272.
31 For details, see below 118-119.
32 Background in Jacoby, La feodalite, 24, 190-193.
33 DCV no. 833. In this document the surname Grasso is spelled `Grasius'. It is attested in
both Venice and Genoa: see below, n. 86.
34 Rinaldo Beccario de confinio Sancti Eustadii in Venice appears as quondam de Placentia,
nuns Venecia commorante as early as January 1247 (and not 1246, as indicated by the edi-
tors): ibid. no. 778.
3' Charles Perrat et Jean Longnon (eds.), Acres relatifs a la principaute de Moree, 1289-1300
(Collection de documents inedits sur I'histoire de France, Serie in 8°.6, Paris 1967) 70-71 no.
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residing at Chiarenza. Some time before 1294 he was rewarded with a fief in the
principality and full exemption from commercial taxes on land and maritime
trade36. We lack any information, however, about the commodities these Sienese
handled.

The business methods of Italian bankers settled in Latin Greece, the links be-
tween them and their colleagues, and the particular circumstances necessitating
large non-commercial loans in this region are strikingly illustrated by the unpub-
lished will of the Sienese Azzolino Rustichino, drafted in the latter's residence in
the city of Negroponte by a Sienese notary on 11 October 1312. This individual
apparently belonged to the rich and influential Sienese mercantile and banking
family of the Piccolomini37. Since he does not mention this family in his will, he
may have been acting on his own. Azzolino had a personal account book, in
which he registered in detail his financial operations. He explicitely mentions one
of them prout continetur distinte in libro meo, which clearly points to his activity
as a merchant-banker38. In the preceding years Azzolino had conducted his major
dealings with Walter, count of Brienne and Lecce, duke of Athens from the
summer of 1309 to his death at the hands of the Catalan Company on 15 March
1311. In the spring of 1310 Walter of Brienne had hired this military contingent in
order to re-establish the protectorate held since 1303 by his predecessor Guy II of
La Roche over the Greek state of Thessaly, and waged with it a successful cam-
paign that enabled him to extend his rule northwards, beyond the territory of
southern Thessaly already in his hands. The financing of this costly military ven-
ture compelled Walter to borrow heavily. His inability to muster all the necessary
resources induced him after the campaign to retain in his service only two
hundred horsemen and three hundred foot soldiers of the Company, and to dis-
miss the others without paying the arrears he owed them for four months. This
step led to his confrontation with the Company, his violent death, and the loss of

67: quod dictus Petronus jam suns anni triginta et plus elapsi qui pheudetarius et homo poster
ligius extiterat et burgensis [Clarentie].
36 Perrat et Longnon, Actes relatifs a la principaute de Moree, 97-98 no. 94; he appears as
mercator and habitator of Chiarenza, a term generally pointing either to a fairly recent settle-
ment or to temporary residence. The Manetti were among the families of Siena legally ex-
cluded from the popolo and later from government, although exceptionally one of its
members served on the Council of the Nine in 1304: William M. Bowsky, A Medieval Com-
mune. Siena under the Nine, 1287-1355 (Berkeley 1981) 72.
37 I wish to thank here Dott. Mario Borracelli, Siena, who has kindly sent me a transcription
of this precious document, preserved at the Archivio di Stato of Siena, which he plans to pub-
lish. He has also suggested the link with the Piccolimini family. A contract by Ranieri di Rus-
tichino Piccolimini in 1258 indeed points to the name `Rustichino' in the family: Edward D.
English, Enterprise and Liability in Sienese Banking, 1230-1350 (Cambridge, Mass. 1988)
47-48. On the Piccolimini, see ibid. 22-25, 85-93.
38 In Venice the bankers' ledgers were cosa publica and had the same authority as notarized
documents: see Reinhold C. Mueller, The Role of Bank Money in Venice, 1300-1500, in:
Studi Veneziani, n.s. 3 (1979) 49-50, 59. This appears to have also been the rule elsewhere.
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his duchy39. As surety for a loan he received from Azzolino the duke pledged
13,905 florins on the income of his French lordship of Brienne, in Champagne40.

After Walter's death his widow, Jeanne of Chatillon, possibly held out for some
time on the Athenian Acropolis before fleeing to the city of Negroponte, like
many other Frankish residents of the duchy41. She granted Azzolino a confirma-
tion of the duke's pledge42, and obtained from him another loan, for which she
owed 8,000 hyperpers. It would seem that as surety for one of the loans either
Walter of Brienne or his widow had deposited with the Sienese banker a gold
crown adorned with perls and precious stones, which presumably belonged to the
duke, a garland, the nature of which is not specified, and jewels worth 800 hy-
perpers which possibly were Jeanne's own. The Sienese banker had entrusted
these pawns to Agostino Sassi for sale, because neither the duke nor the duchess
were in a position to reimburse the loans and he apparently needed cash43. Signifi-
cantly, Azzolino Rustichino had been appointed baiulus or administrator of the
Duchy of Athens, presumably by Walter during his brief rule or else by Jeanne
before she left Negroponte for Naples, in the hope that his business experience
would be most useful once the territory were recovered from the Catalans. It was
also a convenient way to enable him the recovery of his loans directly from the
revenue of the duchy44.

39 Longnon, L'empire latin de Constantinople, 295-299; on Walter of Brienne: Setton, Cata-
lan Domination of Athens, 6-13; on political and territorial aspects: David Jacoby, Catalans,
Turcs et Venitiens en Romanie (1305-1332): un nouveau temoignage de Marino Sanudo Tor-
sello, in: Studi Medievali, 3a serie 15 (1974) 226-232, repr. in: idem, Recherches sur la Medi-
terranee orientale du XIIe au XVe siecle. Peuples, societes, economies (London 1979) V.
40 Walter paid four ounces a month to heavily armed horsemen, two to light cavalrymen and
one to foot soldiers: E. B. (ed.), Cronica de Ramon Muntaner, Text i notes, vol. 6 (Colleccio
popular Barcino, Barcelona 1927-1952) 106, chap. 240. If the two hundred horsemen whom
the duke retained in his service after six months of campaign were of the first category, their
wages would have swallowed up the entire loan, since they totalled 4.800 ounces (200 x four
ounces a month x 6) or 24.000 florins. On the exchange rate of one ounce: 5 florins, see below
116.
41 Morel-Fatio, Libro de los fecho, pars. 552-554. Setton, Catalan Domination of Athens, 13,
wrongly believes that the duchess fled to the Morea. Negroponte, however, was a far more
likely destination, considering its proximity to Athens and the arrival there of Frankish refu-
gees (cuncti fideles latini) from the duchy, mentioned by Clement V in 1313: DOC nos. 60
and 318, a reference of 1371 to their numerous descendants in the island. Finally, Azzolino's
residence is yet another argument in favour of Negroponte.
42 Azzolino's will mentions two letters, one from the duke and the other from Jeanne.
43 This individual had died in the meantime, and the objects were to be delivered by the
executors of his will to those of Azzolino. In January 1321 Jeanne's son Walter of Brienne
came of age and was compelled to assume liability for the debts incurred by both his parents
with respect to their Greek lands, according to two documents published by Andre du
Chesne (ed.), Histoire de la maison de Chastillon sur Marne (Paris 1621) Preuves, 212-214.
The first of these documents also appears in DOC no. 112. For their correct dating, see Lut-
trell, The Latins of Argos and Nauplia, 35 n. 3.
'44 While at Naples Jeanne was sending reinforcements to her lordship of Argos and Nauplia
by March 1312: Karl Hopf, Geschichte Griechenlands vom Beginn des Mittelalters bis auf
unsere Zeit, in: Ersch and Gruber, Allgemeine Enzyklopadie der Wissenschaften, vol. 85
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Azzolino Rustichino was a wealthy man, judging by his yet unrecovered loans,
the large liquid capital he owned, and his numerous legacies reaching a total of
several thousand florins. Incidentally, one of these consisted in 100florins prom-
ised to the Hospitallers pro passagio de ultramare. Yet, apart from using his own
resources in business, he took advantage of his business connections to enlarge the
capital at his disposal. His legacies to ecclesiastical institutions in Athens, Negro-
ponte, Chiarenza and particularly Siena, as well as to individuals in this city and
Thebes, point to these connections. He appointed Vanne di Tese Tolomei, a rich
and influential member of this family in Siena, as one of the three executors of his
will in Italy, France and elsewhere in the West45. Two mercantile and banking
companies formed by the Tolomei were operating at that time, yet had run into
serious difficulties46. He owed 100 Sienese pounds to Guccio Viviano of Siena,
who belonged to the Vignari family, several members of which served on the
Council of the Nine ruling the city in that period4'. Azzolino further acknow-
ledged a small debt to Elabruccio Saracen of Thebes, most likely a member of the
Sienese Saraceni family which played a prominent role in Siena's trade, banking
and government in the late thirteenth and fourteenth century48. When the Catalan
Company invaded the Duchy of Athens in 1311 the Saraceni of Thebes, like many
other Latins settled in the duchy, fled to Negroponte where they are later attested
as a prominent and rich family49. Azzolino also acknowledged a debt of
300 florins to the Florentine Cerchi Bianchi mercantile and banking company (so-
cietas), active in this period in Greece50. In short, he had business connections

(Leipzig 1867-1868) 411. On 22 November of the same year she appointed her own father
Walter of Chatillon baiulus and procurator of all the Brienne possessions, thus also those in
Greece, presumably after learning of Azzolino's death: text in Nicolas Vigner (ed.), Histoire
de la maison de Luxembourg (Paris 21619) 245. Walter appears in this capacity, though with-
out explicit reference to the title, in several documents of 1314 and 1318: DOC nos. 63, 65,
93.
45 On this individual, see Bowsky, A Medieval Commune, 113,274; idem, The Finance of the
Commune of Siena (Oxford 1970) 147 n. 101.
46 See English, Enterprise and Liability, 79-100.
47 Bowsky, A Medieval Commune, 73, 97 and 267-268, on the name Viviano in the family.
48 English, Enterprise and Liability, 65 n. 27, 95 n. 42, 98 n. 51, 109.
49 Saraceno de' Saraceni appears as burgensis of Negroponte in 1359 and as civis of the city in
1381: DOC nos. 239 and 467, respectively. In 1381 he was among the prominent individuals
to whom Pedro IV of Aragon recommended his representative in Greece. In 1370 he was
awarded full Venetian citizenship, presumably in return for financial and possibly also diplo-
matic support to Venice: Ferdinand Gregorovius, Geschichte der Stadt Athen im Mittelalter
von der Zeit Justinian's his zur tiirkischen Eroberung, vol. 2 (Stuttgart 1889) 210 and n. 1:
nostre civitatis Negropontis burgensis [i.e., he lived in the Venetian part of the city] origina-
rius civis prefatae civitatis [i.e. of Venice]. Gregorovius rightly suggested that the family orig-
inated in Siena. Setton, Catalan Domination of Athens, 186, errs in assuming that it was
Venetian. Saraceno's daughter Agnes wedded Nerio I Acciaiuoli, who became lord of Athens
in 1388, and like him died in 1394. His son Pietro was also involved in the affairs of the re-
gion: ibid. 186, 191, 198.
so On which see also below 113-114.
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with members of prominent mercantile and banking families of Siena and Flo-
rence, and his ventures also extended to the West.

The loans offered by Azzolino were substantial. Since the mid-thirteenth cen-
tury, however, there was an increasing demand in Latin Greece for large-scale
non-commercial credit, which individual bankers were unable to meet. These cir-
cumstances opened the way to Italian mercantile and banking companies holding
more liquid assets, enjoying a superior business organization, and operating in a
wider geographic setting. These companies, which began to appear in the West in
the early thirteenth century, shared several features. They were founded and main-
tained their headquarters in inland cities of central Italy, from where they grad-
ually expanded the range of their activity as far as Flanders and England. They
were corporate bodies endowed with a continuous legal identity that transcended
the temporary partnerships binding their respective members. Their operation
was based on a network of permanent agencies established outside the home-city,
run by partners or by factors, salaried employees, who were formally empowered
to act on behalf of the company they represented. The branches of the company
were practically autonomous in their dealings, yet coordinated their business with
their headquarters by correspondence and by messengers. The company also em-
ployed local correspondents at places where it had no permanent branch. After
being stationed for some years at one location, partners and factors were trans-
ferred to another branch, as if rotating around their head-office, or returned to the
latter. This rotating migration constituted a third type of mercantile mobility, in
addition to circular and linear migration, already noted earlier51.

There is yet another feature common to the Italian mercantile and banking
companies that should be stressed. They initially engaged in long-distance com-
mercial and financial operations exclusively linked to western overland trade and
consistently abstained from direct investments in shipping, a principle upheld
throughout their existenceS2. This last feature goes far to explain their absence
from the Eastern Mediterranean region up to the 1240s. Since then, however, they
extended their activity to the crusader Levant and to Frankish Greece. Factors and
circumstances common to both areas account for this development. The heavy
expenditure for military purposes incurred by rulers, feudal lords and governors
in the Eastern Mediterranean required credit on a massive scale53. In addition, the
financial operations of the Papacy, which essentially consisted in the transfer of
funds to the papal treasury, were carried out on a fairly regular basis with the help

51 On the structure, legal continuity, operation, personnel and account books of the com-
panies, see Armando Sapori, Storia interna della compagnia mercantile dei Peruzzi, in: idem,
Studi di storia economica (secoli XIII-XIV-XV) (Firenze 31955-1967) 653-694; idem, 11 per-
sonale delle compagnie mercantile del medioevo, in: ibid. 695-763.
52 In this respect the business methods of the mercantile and banking companies of Italian
inland cities contrasted sharply with those of the merchants of maritime cities such as Venice,
Genoa and Pisa.
53 See David Jacoby, Migration, Trade and Banking in Crusader Acre, in: Lenos Mavromatis
(ed.), The Balkans and the Eastern Mediterranean (Athens 1997) [in press].
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of Italian mercantile and banking houses since the 1230s5't. This last type of oper-
ations led to the establishment of business relations with Latin church dignitaries.

The presence of Italian mercantile and banking companies in Latin Greece is
documented since the 1270s. The earliest evidence in this respect appears to be in-
cluded in a letter of 1273 sent by King Charles I of Sicily to Prince William II of
the Morea, in which he asked to dispense justice to a Pisan citizen having a claim
contra Scottum vel personas alias. This may well be a reference to the Scotti com-
pany, yet it is unclear where it was based since firms bearing that name existed in
both Piacenza and Siena55. In any event, neither the nature nor the scope of the
company's business in Greece is known. The cash book of an unidentified Sienese
company covering the years 1277-1282 provides more reliable and detailed in-
formation and offers a glimpse into the management of mercantile and banking
companies in general at that time. This company, which had many dealings with
another Sienese firm, the Tolomei, combined trade in local commodities such as
wool, linen and felt, and in imported woolens from the Low Countries with ex-
tensive money-lending in central and southern Italy56. Yet it also engaged in large-
scale operations in Romania, as implied by a reference to its Livro de la ragione di
Romania, or `account book of Romania', that unfortunately has not survived".
Several precise references in the extant cash book of the company point to the
existence of a branch at Chiarenza, which served as a base for financial and com-
mercial dealings in the Peloponnese and possibly also in neighbouring areas. Fac-
tors and messengers travelled, apparently quite regularly, between Siena and Chia-
renza via Pisa, Barletta or Naples58. In June 1278 Uguccio da Chiarenza brought

54 Glenn Olsen, Italian Merchants and the Performance of Papal Banking Functions in the
Early Thirteenth Century, in: David Herlihy, Robert S. Lopez and Vsevolod Slessarev (eds.),
Economy, Society and Government in Medieval Italy. Essays in memory of Robert L. Rey-
nolds (Kent, Ohio 1969) = Explorations in Economic History 7 (1969) 43-63; English, En-
terprise and Liability, 9-40.
55 Riccardo Filangieri et al. (eds.), I registri della cancelleria angioina, vol. 10 (Napoli 1950-)
93 no. 373 (29 June 1273): lacobo Alfei, procuratori Bergii quondam Symeonis de Quarto,
civi pisano. On the Scotti in Siena, see English, Enterprise and Liability, 16, 35, 46; on those of
Piacenza, see Pierre Racine in: Piero Castignoli and Maria Angiola Romanini (eds.), Storia di
Piacenza, vol. II, Dal vescovo conte alla signoria (996-1313) (Piacenza 1984) 198, 221-222,
301-346.
56 Guido Astuti (ed.), II libro dell'entrata e dell'uscita di una compagnia mercantile senese del
secolo XIII (1277-1282) (Documenti e studi per la storia del commercio e del diritto com-
merciale italiano 5, Torino 1934) X-XXII, for the nature of the company, its account book
and the range of its activities; see IX, for the dating of the book's sections. On relations with
the Tolomei, see Robert-Henri Bautier, Les Tolomei de Sienne aux foires de Champagne
d'apres un compte-rendu de leurs operations a la foire de Provins en 1279, in: Recueils de tra-
vaux offerts a M. Clovis Brunel, vol. 1 (Paris 1955) 110, repr. in: idem, Commerce mediterra-
neen et banquiers italiens au Moyen Age (Aldershot, Hampshire 1992) VIII.
57 Astuti, Il libro 121 (August 1278).
58 Ibid. 251: merchandise brought from Romania in May 1282; 306: via Pisa to Romania in
May-June 1278; 351: via Barletta to Chiarenza in October 1278; 482: via Pisa to Chiarenza in
March 1280; 484: a letter received by messenger from Chiarenza via Naples in March or April
1280.
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to Siena a fardello of an unspecified merchandise. Since the term was often used
for the standard parcel of raw silk, it would seem that the company occasionally
imported this commodity from Greece59. Another item in the account book refers
to Meo Tancredi da Chiarenza, who owed the company a large sum, part of which
he reimbursed in April 128060

The extant cash book of the Sienese company warrants our attention for yet an-
other reason. It lists in great detail the daily movement of money, separating debit
and credit entries, the former registered in the front half and the latter in the rear
half of the ledger. In order to obtain the weekly balance the smaller total of either
debit or credit was transferred to the other section. The cash book thus displays an
innovative method of double-entry book-keeping, invented in Tuscany somewhat
earlier, about the mid-thirteenth century, and perfected since". We may be sure
that the same method was appplied in the Romania account book and in the office
of the company at Chiarenza. It follows that since the last quarter of the thirteenth
century the Italian mercantile and banking companies introduced new forms of
business management into Latin Greece, the wider implications of which will be
examined below. Their activity in Frankish Morea is well conveyed by Marino Sa-
nudo the Elder, a Venetian author of the first half of the fourteenth century. In the
time of Prince William II, he writes, "there was so much courtesy and kindness
that not only the knights but also the merchants went around without cash (...)
and with a simple handwritten note of theirs, cash was delivered to them"62. This
flowery description points to the existence of individual accounts and to the grant
of both consumption and commercial loans by mercantile and banking com-
panies.

Several of these companies based in Florence extended their business to Latin
Greece about 1300, yet it is unclear whether all of them had resident agents in
Chiarenza, the centre of their activity in the region63. The Cerchi Bianchi appear

" On the fardello, see Jacoby, Silk Production in the Frankish Peloponnese, 48 n. 26.
60 Astuti, Il libro 111, 159, and 250, a payment partly made in torneselli piccioli di Chiarenza
in March 1282.
61 Periodical balances were apparently also established in the same period by the Tolomei,
and most likely other Italian companies operating at the fairs of Champagne: Bautier, Les To-
lomei de Sienne, 114-116. They must have been based on a system similar to the one applied
in the account-book of the Sienese company. On the evolution of double-accounting, see Fe-
derigo Melis, Aspetti delta vita economica medievale (Studi nell'archivio Datini di Prato), vol.
1 (Siena 1962) 391-434, esp. 399-400.
62 Marino Sanudo Torsello, Istoria, fol. Iv., in: Hopf Chroniques, 101-102: Net suo tempo fu
net principato tanta cortesia e amorevolezza, the non solamente li cavallieri ma anche It mer-
cadanti andavano sit e giuso senza denari ... e con it semplice loro scritto di mano se li dava
denari.
63 Yves Renouard, Le compagnie commerciali fiorentine del Trecento (Dal documenti
dell'Archivio Vaticano), in: Archivio Storico Italiano 96 (1938) 41-68, 163-179, and Sapori,
II personale, in: Studi, 717-754, have collected extensive information on the branches and
personnel of these firms. However, this information is clearly incomplete since it does not
include the agencies of the companies in Latin Greece, except for one case: see below.
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as papal collectors in Frankish Morea between 1303 and 130564 and, as noted ear-
lier, are mentioned in 1312 in the will of Azzolino Rustichini. A factor (procurator
et gestor negotiorum) of the Mozzi firm conducted in 1306 large-scale trade in
Chiarenza, totalling a value of 3,857 hyperpers at one point, as well as in Corinth
and Negroponte. In 1312 two partners of the firm were entrusted by a former in-
habitant of Prato who had settled in Patras to obtain the reimbursement of
500 florins, owed to him by a member of the Bardi firm stationed at Chiarenza6s
In 1310-1311 they had dealings with the archbishop of Patras, one of the leading
barons of Frankish Morea since about 1278, who also acted as papal collector in
Latin Romania, and in 1313 with the Latin Patriarch of Constantinople, who
resided on Venetian soil. The Scali dealt with the bishop of Coron in 1326 and the
Bonaccorsi with the archbishop of Catalan Thebes in 133066. The growing eco-
nomic activity in Corinth from the mid-thirteenth century to 1312 attracted sev-
eral Italian mercantile and banking companies, the operation of which in turn
stimulated the local economy. The reckoning counters or jetons of some of these
companies, which were presumably represented by resident factors, have been
found in recent excavations within a fairly reduced space, which suggest a concen-
tration of their activity in a specific area of the city67. Three of the jetons were is-
sued by the Sienese Tolomei company, to which we shall return below. A fourth
has been ascribed to the Cerchi, whose activity in Greece from 1303 to 1312 has
already been noted above, yet this attribution is not warranted". Another jeton
bearing the letter B has not been securely identified for the time being69

64 Silvano Borsari, L'espansione economica fiorentina nell'Oriente cristiano sino alla meta
del Trecento, in: Rivista Storica Italiana 70 (1958) 499 and n. 3.
65 Robert Davidsohn, Forschungen zur Geschichte von Florenz, vol. 3 (Berlin 1901) 98 no.
511, and 125 no. 636: the sum was to be obtained from Benghe Cini domini Jacobi de Bardis,
sotius of Cino Tiglamochi de Florentia in terra Chiarentie provincie Romanie. On the status
and responsabil1ties of the procurator or factor, see Sapori, Il personale, in: Studi, 699-704;
English, Enterprise and Liability, 57.
66 Borsari, L'espansione economica fiorentina, 503-504. Shortly before 1278 the archbishop
of Patras, who held eight fiefs, acquired the barony of Patras with its twenty-four fiefs and
thus became the most prominent baron of Frankish Morea: Bon, La Moree franque, 106, 114,
146, 453-457.
67 See Williams in: Hesperia 61 (1992) 178. It should be noted that written sources do not
offer any evidence about the activity of the companies in Corinth.
68 For the Tolomei, see Zervos, ibid. 186 and 190 no. 45; C. Piton, Les Lombards en France et
a Paris, II. Jetons des Lombards aux XIVe et XVe siecles. Lents marques, leurs poids-mon-
naies etc., vol. 2 (Paris 1892-1893) 98 no. 196. For the attribution to the Cerchi, see Williams
and Zervos in: Hesperia 62 (1993) 34, 47 and 51 no. 76, yet the letter inscribed on both faces
of the jeton is G, as suggested by a comparison with figures in Piton, Les Lombards, 83 no.
121, 91 no. 162, 100 no. 203. The lower part of the letter C has a different shape: see ibid. 91
nos. 160-161. The alternative identification with the Riccardi of Lucca is most unlikely, since
there is no evidence for the operation of this company in Greece nor, for that matter, else-
where in the Eastern Mediterranean.
69 Zervos, in: Hesperia 61 (1992) 186 and 190 no. 44, tentatively ascribes the jeton bearing a
large letter B on both faces to the Biccherna `family' of Siena, yet the Biccherna was the lead-
ing Sienese financial magistracy, the activity of which was limited to the city itself and did not
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The largest and richest Florentine companies attested in Latin Greece were the
Bardi, Peruzzi and Acciaiuoli, each of which had its own permanent branch and
resident personnel at Chiarenza. Those of the Bardi and Peruzzi are attested since
1301 and 1303, respectively 70. In 1317 both companies agreed to carry out finan-
cial operations on behalf of the papacy in several countries of the Eastern Mediter-
ranean, including Frankish Morea, Negroponte and the ecclesiastical province of
Neopatras in central Greece. These contracts were renewed in the following years,
yet none of the two firms managed to exercise this activity on a regular base in
Latin Greece71. The Acciaiuoli also engaged in such transfers, in 1321 from Cata-
lan Thebes, on behalf of its archbishop, and in 1338 from unidentified places in
Romania72. Piero Guicciardini was their factor at Chiarenza in May 1337, July
1341 and February 1342, and most likely remained there during all these years. In
1341 Pope Benedict XII ordered the archbishop of Patras to deliver 2,000 florins
to him, in order that the sum be transferred to the papal treasury, yet the Ac-
ciaiuoli company collapsed before the money reached Avignon73.

include banking: see Bowsky, The Finance of the Commune of Siena, 1-15, and L. Borgia et
al., Le Biccherne. Tavole dipinte delle magistrature senesi (secoli XIII-XVIII) (Roma 1984)
1-10. One of the alternative suggestions, the Bardi, is rather unlikely. As for the Bonsignori,
they had another mark on their jeton: see Piton, Les Lombards 98 nos. 193-194, and for their
heraldic standard, see Borgia, Le Biccherne, 341, and examples in figs. 5, 58, 67. Another
jeton remains unidentified: Zervos, in: Hesperia 63 (1994) 52 no. 80. Its cross-like monogram
bears some resemblance with the one in Piton, Les Lombards, 94 no. 174. The most recent
find appears in Hesperia 64 (1995) 55, no. 109.
70 Borsari, L'espansione economica fiorentina, 498-499. Mazzetto de' Peruzzi was stationed
at Chiarenza: Riccardo Predelli e Pietro Bosmin (eds.), I libri commemoriali della Repubblica
di Venezia. Regesti (1293-1787), vol. 1 (Reale deputazione veneta di storia patria. Monumenti
storici, Ser. 1, Documenti, Venezia 1876-1914) 26 (lib. 1 no. 108). The presence of branches in
Chiarenza is not explicitely attested, yet is implied by the operations carried out by these
companies. On the Bardi branch in 1312 and on those of the two firms in 1315, see above 114
and below 116, respectively.
71 Text in Yves Renouard, Les relations des papes d'Avignon et des compagnies commer-
ciales et bancaires de 1316 a 1378 (Paris 1941) 620-623, and see 163.
72 Borsari, L'espansione economica fiorentina, 504 and 500, respectively.
73 For 1337, Petrus Guizardinus de Aczarolis: LT 53 1. 16; for 1341-1342: Renouard, Les re-
lations des papes d'Avignon 166. Presumably after the collapse of the bank in 1343 Piero re-
turned to Italy, where he is attested in 1353: Emile-G. Leonard, Histoire de Jeanne lere, refine
de Naples, comtesse de Provence (1343-1382), vol. 3 (Monaco, Paris 1932-1937) 503-504 no.
1. In 1360 Niccolo suggested that Piero together with Andrea Buondelmonti should accom-
pany the newly elected archbishop of Patras, Giovanni Acciaiuoli, to his see: ibid. 643-644,
no. 95: Ludovico Tanfani, Niccola Acciaiuoli. Studi storici fatti principalmente sui docu-
ments dell'Archivio fiorentino (Firenze 1863) 42 and 108, states that on 17 February 1341, in
anticipation of his departure from the Morea to Italy, Niccolo appointed in Chiarenza Silves-
tro Baroncelli, Jacopo di Donato Acciaiuoli and Manente di Gherardo Buondelmonti as his
representatives in charge of the Moreot estates he had obtained somewhat earlier from Ca-
therine of Valois. This would imply that they were stationed at Chiarenza: see Anthony Lut-
trell, Aldobrando Baroncelli in Greece, 1378-1382, in: Orientalia Christiana Periodica 36
(1970) 278-279, repr. in: idem, Latin Greece XII. It should be stressed, however, that the
three were Niccolo's personal representatives, and not those of the bank. Moreover, they ap-
parently were to deal with his affairs in Italy, and not in the Morea, as we may gather from the
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The three major Florentine companies also engaged in the transfer of funds for
# lay rulers. In 1312 or early in 1313 the Bardi granted Prince Philip of Taranto two

loans totalling 5,500 gold ounces for the defence of his Greek possessions. They
were to be delivered in the Morea and reimbursed at the rate of five florins per
ounce, or 27,500florins74. In 1315 the agents of the Bardi and the Peruzzi in Cy-
prus undertook to hand over in Chiarenza half the dowry promised to the infante
Ferdinand of Maiorca after his marriage to Isabel of Ibelin, namely 50,000 white
besants of Cyprus. Yet, since they were not sure that their respective branch in
Chiarenza would have sufficient liquid capital, they promised that the missing
part of the sum would be handed over by their colleagues in Messina. The other
half of the dowry was to be paid either in that city or in Chiarenza75. Eight years
later the Acciaiuoli company provided loans and provisions to Prince John of
Gravina, which enabled his expedition in the Morea in 1325-132676. The Tolomei
of Siena, whose presence in Corinth before 1312 has been mentioned above, ap-
parently also participated in the financing of the military effort. In return John of
Gravina, while in the Morea, awarded in 1325 or 1326 to Diego Tolomei feudal
property in the villages of Mandria and Sperone, the latter including salt pans77.

The Bards, Peruzzi and Acciaiuoli pursued their banking operations in Frankish
Morea until their failure in 1343. The houses belonging to the Peruzzi company at
Chiarenza are recorded in the ledgers of the company covering the last eight years
of its operation78.

The Acciaiuoli, however, managed to supplant all their rivals in Frankish
Morea. Their close relations with the Angevin court of Naples and the princes of
the Morea enhanced their standing and enabled them to extend their landed, fi-
nancial and commercial interests in both Italy and the principality. Their acquisi-
tion of estates in Frankish Morea is of particular interest in our context. While in

fact that the first among the three was in Florence in May 1341: Renouard, Le compagnie
commercials fiorentine, 49.
74 Regestum Clementis Papae V ... curia et studio monachorum ordinis S. Benedicti, vol. 8
(Romae 1885-1892) 170-174 no. 9260 (22 April 1313) and 273-275 no. 9621 (1st September
1313). Gherardo Lanfredini, Rinaldo Lottertnghi and Dino Forzetti, representatives of the
company, appear in this context. The second and the third among them are also known from
other sources: see Sapori, II personale, in: Studi 750 no. 292, from 1310 to 1320, and 736 no.
89, from 1310 to 1338.
75 Louis de Mas Latrie, Nouvelles preuves de l'histoire de Chypre, in: Bibliotheque de
l'Ecole des Chartes 34 (1873) 51-52, repr. in: idem, Histoire de Pile de Chypre, vol. 4 (Fama-
gusta 1970). The infante was about to leave for Frankish Morea in an attempt to conquer it.
76 Hopf, Geschichte, 423-424.
77 Buchon, Nouvelles recherches historiques, vol. 2/1, 45, 46-47, 68. In 1342 Niccolo Ac-
ciaiuoli transferred the salt pans he held in Sperone, some of which he had bought from
Diego Tolomei, to the princely court in return for a fief he received in the area of Corinth:
ibid. 111. Sperone was situated on the western coast of the Peloponnese to the north of An-
dravida: LT, 235-236. My dating of John of Gravina's grant relies on the Angevin register,
destroyed in World War IT, quoted by Hopf, Geschichte Griechenlands, 408 n. 11, although
he cites other registers on 423 n. 70.
71 Armando Sapori (ed.), I Libri di commercio dei Peruzzi (Milano 1934) 21-22, 154, 276,
once in 1335 and twice in 1343, when the houses were sold for 150 florins.
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the Morea Prince John of Gravina granted in 1325 or 1326 feudal property in the
villages of Lichina and Mandria to the Acciaiuoli company represented by Dar-
dano di Tingo degli Acciaiuoli, its director, and five other members (cives et mer-
catores florentini, socii de societate Aczarellorum de Florencia). The grant of this
fief to the Acciaiuoli did not entail the customary personal link deriving from the
lord-vassal relationship, the company being a corporate body, and was thus
clearly a novelty in the feudal setting of Frankish Morea. The company trans-
ferred its rights to Niccolo Acciaiuoli in 1334, a transaction confirmed in the fol-
lowing year by Catherine of Valois and her husband Robert of Taranto. Somewhat
later, in any case before 22 January 1336, Niccolo Acciaiuoli also purchased from
Diego Tolomei his portions of Mandria and Sperone79. The acquisition of the two
fiefs, each of which included a section of the village of Mandria, consolidated Nic-
colo's position in the Morea, which was further enhanced by several grants made
by Robert of Taranto and Catherine of Valois between 1332 and 1342, presumably
in partial return for loans by the Acciaiuoli reaching some 40,000 gold ounces or
200,000 florins. About 1354 Niccolo had assembled vast holdings in Frankish
Morea80. His varied activities in the Kingdom of Naples and in Frankish Morea
did not prevent him from maintaining a stake in his family's company. While re-
siding temporarily in the Morea from October 1338 to June 1341 during the ex-
pedition of Catherine of Valois, Niccolo served as one of the two factors or agents
of the Acciaiuoli branch operating at Chiarenza, the other being Piero Guicciar-
dini, whom we have already encountered".

19 Several documents from 1334 to 1336: Buchon, Nouvelles recherches historiques, vol. 2/1,
32-51. John of Gravina's grant to the bank included salt pans in Sperone: ibid. 111. It must
have been made about the same time as the one to Diego Tolomei: see above 116. The
members of the Acciaiuoli bank cited in these documents are also known from other sources:
see Renouard, Le compagnie commerciali fiorentine, 48-50. Dardano di Tingo thus remained
director longer than assumed by Renouard. The other members were Bivigliano di Manetto
de Marocello, apparently identical with Bivigliano di Manetto Buonricoveri; Acciaiuoli di
Niccolo degli Acciaiuoli, probably director of the company in 1337; Giovanni di Bonac-
corso; Lorenzo di Giovanni di Bonaccorsi, a close relative of the former; and Bannus olim
Bandini, who does not appear in Renouard's list.
so Borsari, L'espansione economica fiorentina, 486-487, 490, 497-501, 503; Bon, La Moree
franque, 209-211, but loans to John of Gravina were not included in this sum. Their total
amount is stated in 1342: Buchon, Nouvelles recherches historiques, vol. 2/1, 112-113.
Grants of fiefs from 1336 to 1338 and a survey of Niccolo's fiefs in 1354 or shortly afterwards
in LT 19-116, 125-130 nos. I-IV, VI.
11 According to a list of branches dated 20 January 1341, which mentions Niccolo among the
partners: Buchon, Nouvelles recherches historiques, vol. 1 46 n. 1. Niccolo also appears
among the eighteen members providing a loan to the Commune of Florence in 1343: ibid. 47
n. In his will of 28 September 1338, drafted in the first person before his departure for the
Morea, Niccolo provided that 500 florins should go to the bank because the latter had run
into expenses for his personal affairs, yet should it turn out that he does not have to reim-
burse this sum, the money should be distributed as alms: Tanfani, Niccola Acciaiuoli 32, and
for the date, 37. Yet this clause does not appear in the will drafted by a notary two days later:
text in Buchon, Nouvelles recherches historiques, vol. 2/1, 161-198. Niccolo was a partner of
the bank until its collapse. In the framework of the bankruptcy proceedings engaged by the
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The information bearing on the activity of the Italian mercantile and banking
houses in Latin Greece is scanty, fragmentary and highly selective, since it largely
refers to credit and the transfer of funds. Although the companies also engaged in
trade in the region, like some of the Sienese individuals mentioned above, only few
notarial charters document their share in this field. It is noteworthy that the firms
generally abstained from carrying cash from one place to another. Instead, they
transferred funds by investing them in merchandise which they dispatched to spe-
cific destinations. This practice, common in the West, was most likely also the rule
in Latin Greece. In any event, it is clear that the Italian mercantile and banking
companies, in particular those represented by resident agents, contributed deci-
sively to the influx and movement of liquid capital in Latin Greece and thereby
stimulated the economy of this region.

The Italian intrusion into the economy of Latin Greece was not restricted to
trade and banking. It also extended to industrial production, as illustrated by the
treaty concluded in 1240 between Genoa and the lord of Athens, Guy I of La
Roche, whose territory included Thebes, the major silk manufacturer of western
Romania. The treaty points to the free export of Theban silk textiles by Genoese
and other merchants, in sharp contrast to the severe restrictions enforced in
Thebes in this respect in the Byzantine period. Yet it also reveals that the Genoese
were deeply involved in the local manufacturing process, as Guy I refers to silk
fabrics woven by them or woven by others for themS2. Considering the general
context of silk manufacture in this period, both in Greece and Italy, it appears that
the Genoese did not participate directly in industrial production in Thebes.
Rather, they acted as entrepreneurs financing the activity of a number of local silk
workshops producing cloth exclusively for them. They supplied these workshops
with raw materials or the capital required for their purchase and the payment of
the workers' wages, and received the finished products in return. In addition, they
ordered silk textiles from other Theban workshops without financing their oper-
ation. In both cases, though, they must have provided specifications for the fabrics
they commissioned in order to ensure that these be easily marketable in the West.
Before 1204 the Byzantine imperial court had acted similarly when ordering spe-
cific silks from Thebes for its own use83. In fact, the Genoese entrepreneurs had
taken over the economic role fulfilled in the Byzantine period by the Greek arch-
ontes who had contributed to the development of the Theban silk industry". Sev-
eral factors explain their success in this field. They handled liquid capital on a
larger scale than the archontes who had retained part of their assets under Frankish

commune of Florence in 1345 a mansion in the city belonging to him was sold to Gherardo di
Buondelmonti and Andrea di Ranieri Buondelmonti: see Tanfani, Niccola Acciaiuoli, 46.
82 Liber jurium Reipublicae Genuensis, vol. I (Historiae patriae monumenta, vol. VII, Au-
gustae Taurinorum 1854) cols. 992-993 no. 757: de pannis sericis ab eisdem Ianuensibus vel
pro eis in terra nostra textis seu compositis, ipsi lanuenses nobis solvere teneantur id quod abaliis exigi solitum est et haberi.
ss Jacoby, Silk in Western Byzantium, 488-490.
84 See above 100.
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rule. Moreover, they were familiar with western trade and shipping networks in-
volved in silk marketing. And, finally, they also filled the void left by the Frankish
lords established in Thebes who, imbued with knightly values, abstained from di-
rect involvement in the urban economy85.

By 1240 the Genoese were already engaged for some time in the export of
Theban silk fabrics and in silk entrepreneurship in Thebes, since the treaty of that
year renewed a previous agreement, the date of which is unknown. We may safely
assume that particularly their involvement in entrepreneurship induced a number
of them to settle in Thebes, whether temporarily or permanently. Is is not ex-
cluded that the three members of the Grasso family attested as burgenses of the
city in 1255 were among them86. Incidentally, there is further evidence for Gen-
oese presence and activity in the same region in that period. A Genoese consul is
attested in 1236 in the city of Negroponte, several Genoese merchants conducted
business in this locality between 1245 and 1251, and there possibly was a Genoese
community there87. A settlement pattern linked to silk manufacture in Thebes ap-
pears all the more plausible in view of the one existing in the Byzantine period. In-
deed, Venetian merchants trading in local silks resided in Thebes almost without
interruption from about 1071 to the time of the Fourth Crusade88. Some are also
attested in the city after 1204 (according to unpublished documents that will be
examined). Even if one takes into account the fragmentary state of our sources for
this period, it is likely that their activity in Thebes diminished with the rise of the
Venetian silk industry, which already by the mid-thirteenth century was produc-
ing several types of Byzantine silk fabrics. In the first half of the thirteenth century
it may have become more profitable to ship raw silk from Greece to Venice than to
take advantage of the skills of the Theban silk workers and export their high-
quality finished products to the West. A similar development appears to have oc-
cured with respect to the Genoese. The Theban silks they exported to Genoa pre-
sumably encountered stiff competition from the sophisticated fabrics produced at

85 On this whole issue, with full references, see David Jacoby, Silk crosses the Mediterra-
nean, in: Sandra Origone (ed.), Le vie del Mediterraneo. Idee, uomini, oggetti (secoli XI- #
XVI) (Genova 1997) [in press].
86 See above 107 . The surname Grasso appears in several Genoese notarial charters of the
twelfth century. Guglielmo Grasso, the famous pirate who operated in the 1180s and 1190s,
served as Admiral of the Kingdom of Sicily and became Count of Malta, belonged to the
Genoese clan of della Volta: David Abulafia, Henry Count of Malta and his Mediterranean
Activities: 1203-1230, in: Anthony T. Luttrell, Medieval Malta: Studies on Malta before the
Knights (London 1975) 108-109, repr. in: David Abulafia, Italy, Sicily and the Mediterra-
nean, 1100-1400 (London 1987) III; Gerald W. Day, Genoa's Response to Byzantium, 1155-
1204. Commercial Expansion and Factionalism in a Medieval City (Urbana and Chicago
1988) 151. On the other hand, some time before 1215 the Venetian Giovanni Grasso was ap-
parently active in Negroponte, thus in the vicinity of Thebes: DCV, no. 559. However, there
is no later evidence bearing on members of these families in the area.
17 Michel Balard, Les Genois en Romanie entre 1204 et 1261. Recherches sur les minutiers
notariaux genois, in: Melanges d'archeologie et d'histoire, publies par l'Ecole Francaise de
Rome 78 (1966) 480.
88 Jacoby, Silk in Western Byzantium, 479, 494-496.
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Lucca, the leading silk manufacturer of the West in that period. Precisely these
marketing problems may have prompted the Genoese request of 1240 for a reduc-
tion of the customs dues on the export of Theban silks. In any event, the refusal of
Guy I of La Roche to grant it must have hastened the gradual contraction of Ge-
noese investments in the production of Theban silks, until these ceased com-
pletely. It would seem that the Genoese merchants increasingly engaged in the ex-
port of silk from Latin Greece, as noted below.

The growing Italian demand for industrial raw materials since the thirteenth
century requires some further consideration. It clearly stimulated an expansion of
their production in Latin Greece, a development confirmed by their export to
Italy. Yet this export also had an adverse effect: it deprived the local industries of
an ever larger share of their supplies and ultimately reduced their production. The
export of silk and dyestuffs from Chiarenza and Patras in Frankish Morea, the
Venetian ports of Modon and Coron, Byzantine Monemvasia and Negroponte is
fairly well documented by notarial documents and by several fourteenth century
commercial manuals89. Not surprisingly, Lucca and Venice were the main desti-
nations of the raw silk, silk cocoons and dyestuffs exported from western Ro-
mania in this period. The importance of Lucca in this context is illustrated by Luc-
chese and Genoese notarial documents of the second half of the thirteenth cen-
tury, some of which mention the import of seta chiarentana and seta de Patrasso,
silk from Chiarenza and Patras, respectively90. In addition, a Pisan commercial
manual composed in 1278 states that in della Morea si pesa libra lucchese. Con-
sidering the context in which this reference appears, the connection of the Luc-
chese unit with silk is obvious, since there could have been no other reason for its
adoption in the Frankish Peloponnese9t. Despite the absence of direct evidence,
then, we may safely conclude that after 1204, at any rate in the first half of the thir-
teenth century, the bulk of silk exports from Frankish Morea went to Lucca via
Southern Italy, a traffic still attested with respect to Naples as late as the 1380s92. It
is a fair guess that Genoese merchants and carriers, the main suppliers of Lucca in
raw silk, had a major share in this trade even before 1274, the year since which
their activity in Chiarenza is documented by notarial charters93. Their visits in this
port in the first half of the fourteenth century, which were most likely connected

89 On the role of some of these ports in this respect, seeJacoby, Silk Production in the Frank-
ish Peloponnese, 43-48, 54-57, 59-6 1.

References in Telesforo Bini, I Lucchesi a Venezia. Alcuni studi sopra i secoli XIII e XIV,
vol. 1 (Lucca 1853) 49, 51, with correct identifications by Salvatore Bongi, Della mercatura
dei Lucchesi nei secoli XIII e XIV (Lucca 1858) 36-37.
91 Roberto Lopez and Gabriella Airaldi (eds.), Il pin antico manuale italiano di pratica della
mercatura, in Miscellanea di studi storici, vol. II (Collana storica di fonti e studi, diretta da G.
Pistarino 38, Genova 1983) 127 fol. 360 11. 15-23. In the fourteenth century the Lucchese silk
pound was also utilized in Florence and Pisa: Pegolotti, 197, 204.
92 See Jacoby, Silk Production in the Frankish Peloponnese, 47-48, 54, 61.
93 On the Genoese role in the silk supply of Lucca from other sources, see Jacoby, Silk
crosses the Mediterranean: see above n. 85.
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with silk, are also illustrated by Giovanni Boccacio's story of Alatiel in the De-
camerone, already mentioned earlier94.

A Venetian commercial manual completed in the 1320s at the latest, the Zibal-
done de Canal, reveals that the silk weight used at Coron was different from the
one common in Frankish Morea, clearly because this port was under Venetian rule
and exported silk mainly to Venice95. Since the second half of the thirteenth cen-
tury the expanding silk industry of Venice was absorbing growing quantities of
silk and kermes produced in the Peloponnese, including in the region of Co-
rinth96. Adverse conditions caused by Catalan and Turkish raids explain the pau-
city of information in the following decades. Venetian interest in the dyestuff was
undoubtedly among the factors prompting the resumption of Venetian trade with
Corinth since the 1360s, documented by finds of Venetian coins'. Acorn cups
used in dyeing and tanning were yet another industrial raw material exported
from Latin Greece and much in demand in Venice 95. The supply of this city's in-
dustries in raw materials from Latin Greece was one of the incentives leading Ve-
nice to integrate Chiarenza and Patras within the Venetian network of long-dis-
tance seaborne trade in the early fourteenth century. Instead of sailing directly
from Coron or Modon to Venice, a number of Venetian state galleys returning
from Constantinople, Cyprus and the Levant were ordered each year to load the
merchandise of travelling and resident Venetian traders at Chiarenza and, occa-
sionally, also at Patras99

The Italian presence and economic activity in Latin Greece also affected the ex-
ploitation of rural resources. We have already noted that the integration of Italians
within the knightly class of Frankish Morea began in the second half of the thir-
teenth century with grants of princely fiefs to merchants and bankers from central

9' Branca, Decamerone, 165-168. This is yet another trustworthy element in the story that
may be added to those mentioned by Schreiner: see above, n. 27.
95 Alfredo Stussi (ed.), Zibaldone da Canal, manoscritto mercantile del sec. XIV (Fonti per la
storia di Venezia, Sez. V - Fondi vari, Venezia 1967) 58 fol. 35 v. 1. 19; for the dating of this
work, see David Jacoby, A Venetian Manual of Commercial Practice from Crusader Acre, in:
Gabriella Airaldi e Benjamin Z. Kedar (eds.), I comuni italiani nel regno crociato di Gerusa-
lemme (Collana storica di fonti e studi, diretta da G. Pistarino 48, Genova 1986) 404405,
410, repr. in: David Jacoby, Studies on the Crusader States and on Venetian Expansion
(Northampton 1989) VII.
9' See Jacoby, Silk Production in the Frankish Peloponnese, 45-47, 61. On Corinth, see
above 103-104.
97 See the reports mentioned above, n. 14. The price of kermes from Corinth is recorded in
1396: Federigo Melis (ed.), Documents per la storia economica dei secoli XIII-XVI (Firenze
1972) 304 no. 87.
's In Frankish Morea: IT, 113 1. 10 (1354); 146 Il. 17-18 (1361). Export from Greece: Stussi,
Zibaldone da Canal, 58-59; Pegolotti, 146, 149, 159, 198; Luttrell, The Latins of Argos and
Nauplia, 38; Freddy Tbiriet, Regestes des deliberations du Senat de Venise concernant la Ro-
manie, vol. 1 (Paris, La Haye 1958-1961) nos. 156 (from Byzantine Mistra) and 595 (from
Negroponte). See also below 125.
'9 Jacoby, Silk Production in the Frankish Peloponnese, 54-55, 59-60, yet it is obvious that
the export of other commodities was also taken into account: see Stussi, Zibaldone da Canal,
58-59; Pegolotti, 145, 149.
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Italy. Next to them we find some Venetians. Lorenzo Tiepolo, son of Doge Gia-
como, held a fief in Frankish Morea in the vicinity of Coron, apparently since
1262, yet left before 1268, when he himself was elected doge of Venice. In the late
thirteenth century the lord of the Aegean islands of Tinos and Mykonos, Bartolo-
meo I Ghisi, scion of a Venetian family, held for some time the barony of Cha-
landritsa after his marriage to the heiress of this fief. In 1377 the Venetian Pietro
Cornaro married Marie of Enghien, heir to the lordship of Argos and Nauplia.
Though of French origin, the Enghien had married into the Neapolitan nobility.
In the meantime, as a result of Angevin rule over the principality, the number of
Italian fiefholders had grown substantially with the grant of Moreot fiefs to royal
and princely vassals and office holders, as well as to merchants and bankers resid-
ing or operating in the kingdom of Naples100. Other Italians, including some
members of the Florentine Medici family, were enfeoffed by the barons of Frank-
ish Morea101. Some of the Italian fiefholders were settled in Frankish Morea, while
others were absentee lords who managed their estates with the help of Italian
agents residing temporarily or permanently in the Morea. Thus, for instance, in
1360 Averardo de' Medici, member of the well-known Florentine family, admin-
istered the lordship of Argos and Nauplia on behalf of Guy of Enghien, and in
1377 Louis of Conversano served in the same capacity as tutor of Guy's
daughter102. Whatever the case, it is clear that both landholders and the higher
echelon of their Italian agents considered the acquisition of fiefs, whether in re-
turn for credit or as a result of purchase, to be a profitable investment. All of them
were imbued with the same capitalistic spirit. Their main concern was profit, and
they were keenly aware of the economic benefits deriving from a market and ex-
port-oriented exploitation of their estates. While relying on the Byzantine agrar-
ian and social infrastructure of the countryside, they believed that profit could be
generated and expanded by improved management, the use of seigniorial author-
ity to take full advantage of human and animal labour, in addition to proper in-
vestments, a more selective approach to production, a concentration on cash
crops, the introduction of new types of culture and new farming methods achiev-
ing a rise in output. They also advocated and implemented an enhanced commer-
cialization of the estates' produce. Both the Italian fiefholders and their agents
shared yet another feature: they were highly experienced in business adminis-
tration and in accounting103

10o Jacoby, La feodalite, 84-85, 195, 213, 237-238; Borsari, Studi sulle colonie veneziane,
110-111; Raymond J. Loenertz, Les Ghisi, dynastes venitiens dans I'Archipel, 1207-1390
(Firenze 1975) 105-108; Luttrell, The Latins of Argos and Nauplia, 39-45.
10' In the fief of Argos and Nauplia: Jacoby, La feodalite, 214, 217-219. On the Medici, see
also next note.
102 Luttrell, The Latins of Argos and Nauplia, 39, 50-52; Jacoby, La feodalite, 214-217, and
316-317 no. III. For the estates of Marie of Bourbon and the Acciaiuoli, see below.
103 For instance, among those enfeoffed by John of Gravina we find Nicola de Boiano, a
high-ranking financial official at the royal court of Naples and a relative of the official later
found in the Morea. He died at the latest in 1342 and Niccolo Acciaiuoli obtained his land:
Buchon, Nouvelles recherches historiques, vol. 2/1, 111, and see LT 144 n. 2.
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The commercial approach of the Italian lords and agents and their familiarity
with sophisticated management techniques are perfectly illustrated by the four-
teenth century surveys of some feudal estates of Frankish Morea, one of them be-
longing to Marie of Bourbon and several others to members of the Acciaiuoli
family. Shortly before 1354 Jacobo Buzuto from Brindisi, chief administrator of
the fiefs held by Niccolo Acciaiuoli in Frankish Morea, repaired and enlarged a
tower at Christiana that apparently served as a center of seigniorial administration
and as residence for seigniorial officials on inspection tours. He also restored vine-
yards and renewed the operation of salt pans that had been neglected"'. In 1354 or
shortly afterwards it was suggested to Niccolo Acciaiuoli to establish a massaria, a
large farm of a type common in southern Italy, on particularly fertile seigniorial
land in northern Messenia. This could be achieved, so he was advised, by increas-
ing the number of his oxen and taking advantage of both the compulsory labour
services owed by the local peasants and the hiring of fugitive peasants established
in the vicinity. The same agent prompted Niccolo Acciaiuoli to order the peasants
of Grebeni to put to work all their oxen when delivering their corvee on seign-
iorial land and raise thereby the latter's productivitylos The Moreot estates of
Marie of Bourbon were in particularly bad shape in 1361. Nicola de Boiano exten-
sively recorded disagreements and litigation with other feudatories with respect to
her assets and rights, and took firm action to regain whatever had been lost106

. He
expressed his dissatisfaction with the performance of several of Marie's officials in
charge of local affairs and removed them, as well as those exceeding their compet-
ence, appointing trustworthy and experienced men instead107. He was particularly
distressed by the behaviour of Bernardo Toscano, the leaseholder of Grizi, who
instead of locally employing the villeins' work force let it to individuals in the
Venetian area of Modon, obviously because it provided him with a more direct
and larger income. In order to correct the situation in Grizi Nicola de Boiano tem-
porarily suspended the peasants' obligation to perform their corvee and ordered
them to restore the lord's buildings and vineyards, so that the village should be in
good shape when it reverted to direct seigniorial management. In addition, he re-
newed the operation of the local salt pans108. He took measures to prevent the
flight of the villeins belonging to Marie of Bourbon, "because I do not want that in
my time your villeins should run away". If security conditions permitted he in-

104 LT 71 11. 2-5; 77 11. 6-7; 87 1. 18. On the tower, see Peter Lock, The Frankish Towers of
Central Greece, in: The Annual of the British School of Archaeology at Athens 81 (1986)
110, yet I ascribe a somewhat different function to it.
105 LT 126 11. 14-18; 127 Il. 4-6; 128 11. 5-8; 129 1. 25 to 130 1. 6. The reference to the villein's
oxen is on 128 11. 9-12; note particularly the following: lo signore poria con ragione coman-
dare li soy villani the ano lo potere the ciachuno facesse li bovi como sono tenuti.
106 LT 144-155, passim. He was determined to expose all the excesses of Centurione Zacca-
ria, one of the most powerful lords of the principality, e se questo non probo, yo vollyo per-
dere la capu: ibid. 151 11. 26-30.
107 See e. g. LT 145 1. 20 to 1461. 4; 147 11. 23-24; also 148 11. 23-28, on the appointment of an
official who was to replace him during his absence.
108 LT 147 11. 14-22.
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tended to travel by sea to the area of Vasilika and Corinth, in the northeastern Pe-
loponnese, in order to find leaseholders who would resume the cultivation of land
abandoned by villeins put to flight by Turkish incursions. "Better to have some-
thing than to loose everything", he added. In one village he realized that a specific
plot of seigniorial land was unsuitable for the growing of wheat, and decided that
it should be converted into a vineyard109. Aldobrando Baroncelli, whose family
had close connections with other Florentine families settled in the Kingdom of
Naples, the Buondelmonti and the Acciaiuoli, served in Greece from 1379 to 1382
at least as agent for Angelo and Lorenzo Acciaiuoli) to In 1379 he promised to in-
crease the yield from the village of Sperone, which belonged to Lorenzo, by the
proper use of beasts of labour and seeds"'.

The creation of new sources of revenue may be illustrated by the attention de-
voted to intensive cultivation relying on manure and irrigation. This type of culti-
vation was already practiced in the Byzantine period112 yet appears to have been
extended after 1204, particularly on seigniorial land on which new crops were
grown. Both manure and irrigation were used in 1337 in the farming of a garden at
Kotychi, in the plain of Elis, carried out by compulsory peasant labour113. Since

this garden yielded an exceptionally high income, it must have been similar to the
fourteenth century irrigated cardina or orchards attested in Crete, in which the
growing of vines on treillis and particularly various fruits was being expanded
under special lease contracts. Among these fruits we find cherries, marasca or sour
cherries, pomegranates, peaches, pears, lemons and thick-skinned citrons' 14. Irri-
gation was also mandatory for the cultivation of the seigniorial orange grove lo-
cated in 1354 in the fertile area of Petonil15. Incidentally, this is the earliest known
evidence for the growing of sour oranges in Greece. Like sugar cultivation
brought from the Levant or Cyprus to Crete, the introduction of citrus into Ro-
mania, whether from these same areas or Italy, clearly took place after the Latin

109 LT 148 11. 4-22, where vaxalli is used for villain (as in 1354, ibid. 68 11. 2-3: basallos seu vil-
anos); 151 11. 19-25; 147 11. 12-13: ca ave tristu terrinu per blava.
10 On his career and his family's connections, see Luttrell, Aldobrando Baroncelli, 273-300.
In the 1320s and 1330s, though, several Baroncelli had been partners in the Peruzzicompany:
see Renouard, Le compagnie commercials fiorentine, 171-172.
... LT 197 11. 6-7: ed io m'ingiegniero anchora di farllo megllio valere e con bestiame e con
semente, come la vostra signioria vedera.
112 Alan Harvey, Economic Expansion in the Byzantine Empire, 900-1200 (Cambridge
1989)127-133.
13 LT 3811. 6-7: ortus inrriguus qui redit anuatim, excepto servicio hominum et fimo qui ibi-
dem ponitur, yperpera octuaginta; for the location, see ibid. 236.
"' Salvatore Carbone (ed.), Pietro Pizolo, notaio in Candia (1300, 1304-1305) (Fonts per la
storia di Venezia, Sez. III - Archivi notarili, Venezia 1978-1985) nos. 445, 911, 990, all refer-
ring to the Cretan village of Macrendigho, south of Candia, in 1300 and 1304; see also below,
n. 117. Water distribution was carried out on specific days secundum consuetudinem loci. See
also Mario Gallina, Una society coloniale del Trecento. Creta fra Venezia e Bisanzio (Depu-
tazione di storia patria per le Venezie, Miscellanea di studi e memorie 28, Venezia 1989) 19-
21,43-44,57-58.
115 LT 113 1. 18: arbores arangorum curie.
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conquest"'. These luxury crops were highly appreciated and fetched a high price
on the market. Two Cretan contracts testify that their cultivation, in particular
that of citrus, was still fairly limited. In one instance the obligations of the lessee of
two gardens included the yearly delivery of sixteen thick-skinned citrons, while in
another the lessee was to hand over every year a full basket of each fruit he grew
and, in addition, four lemon trees or saplings at the request of the lessor"'. Large
landlords could more easily than peasants invest resources in the building of ex-
pensive irrigation systems and take advantage of the water flowing through their
estates or along their borders, two factors indispensable for the growing of luxury
crops. It may be safely assumed, therefore, that the introduction of the sour or-
ange at Petoni was due to the initiative of a seigniorial official managing this vil-
lage after it had been handed over to Niccolo Acciaiuoli in 1338.

The Italian estate managers also took steps to increase production and storage
facilities and enhance the commercialization of surpluses. Some time before 1354
Jacobo Buzuto repaired an oil press and a wine cellar at Christiana. The construc-
tion of a wine cellar at Grizi was suggested, because this village produced large
quantities of wine that could easily be conveyed to the market. On the other hand,
the sale of the wine produced at Petoni was seriously hampered because the village
was isolated and land transportation was difficult. It would be wise, therefore, to
keep this wine for the use of the lord and his family. An additional fish-pond was
envisaged for Pillar 18. In 1361 Nicola de Boiano reported that because of misman-

116 On the earlier diffusion of citrus cultivation, see Andrew M. Watson, Agricultural Inno-
vation in the Early Islamic World. The Diffusion of Crops and Farming Techniques, 700-
1100 (Cambridge 1983) 42-50, 89-90, 168 n. 21; Eliyahu Ashtor, Essai sur l'alimentation des
diverses classes sociales dans I'Orient medieval, in: Annales, Economies, societes, civili-
sations 23 (1968) 1025-1026. On the whole the growing of citrus fruit in Latin Greece has
been hitherto overlooked.
117 Carbone, Pietro Pizolo, no. 911; Antonino Lombardo (ed.), Zaccaria de Fredo, notaio in
Candia (1352-1357) (Fonti per la storia di Venezia, Sez. III - Archivi notarili, Venezia 1968)
no. 82. In 1300 a resident of Candia was nicknamed `Citron', presumably because of his sour
temper: Carbone, Pietro Pizolo no. 363. From this amusing instance we may gather that the
fruit was already known in Crete at that time, yet citrus growing in general was still fairly li-
mited in Romania. Pegolotti 294, includes cederni or citrons in a list of commodities, yet
without referring to their origin or destination. The extract of a Greek account book from
Rhodes dated to the last two decades of the fourteenth century mentions two shipments in-
cluding a total of 600 lemons (lemoni), 40 oranges ([n]erantzi) and 6 thick-skinned citrons
(kitron), possibly originating in the island of Kos: Peter Schreiner (ed.), Texte zur spatbyzan-
tinischen Finanz- and Wirtschaftsgeschichte, in: Handschriften der Biblioteca Vaticana
(Studi e Testi 344, Citta del Vaticano 1991) 70 and 73 11. 46-47 (text and trans.), 66-67 (dat-
ing), 78 (commentary). Significantly, citrus fruit does not appear in fourteenth century com-
mercial manuals. Yet later, about 1450, citrons (cedri) and oranges (melaranci) were exported
from Coron and Modon: Giorgio di Lorenzo Chiarini, El libro di mercantantie et usanze de'
paesi, ed. Franco Borlandi (Torino 1936) 55. In the fifteenth century it was customary in
Naxos for the duke's vassals to deliver to him each Christmas an orange as recognitive pay-
ment: examples in 1435 and 1453 in: Perikles G. Zerlentes (ed.), Grammata frankon doukon
tou Aigaiou pelagou (1433-1564), in: Byzantinische Zeitschrift 13 (1904) 145 (porno uno di
neranzo), 150 (unum pomum ranceum), and see Jacoby, La feodalite, 285.
118 LT 71 1. 5; 130 11. 10-11; 128 11. 14-16; 130 1. 6.
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agement wine, salt, and 1,106 modii of acorn cups from the previous year's yield
had remained unsold119 These export commodities had presumably not been of-
fered for sale in time to be shipped to Venice by the autumn convoys sailing west-
ward. Aldobrando Baroncelli found in 1379 that much wine was getting spoiled at
Santo Archangelo because of the absence of a wine cellar, and decided to build
one, while at Andravida he built and put into operation a mill, for which he
bought a grinding stone"'

There is yet another aspect of the Italian agents' activity in Latin Greece that de-
serves close attention. In 1361 Nicola de Boiano was unable to gather reliable in-
formation about the management of Vostitsa and concluded that he had to com-
pile a new survey of the estate121. In 1379 Aldobrando Baroncelli emphasized that
the report he was presenting was systematic, detailed and comprehensive, which
indeed it was. He listed separately revenue and expenditure, item by item, and
computed them; in addition, he recorded the assets in deposit. Aldobrando twice
alluded to an account book, in which he must have used a sophisticated method of
daily accounting 122. The nature of this book is suggested by the work of the Italian
official who, in 1365, established the yearly financial balance of the lordship of
Corinth belonging to Niccolo Acciaiuoli. His registration and compilation in-
cluded double, entry book-keeping in a more advanced form than in the Sienese
account book of 1277-1282, mentioned earlier, receipt and expenditure being
placed on opposite pages. This bilateral form was common at that time in Italian
mercantile and banking companies 123

The Italians thus introduced into Latin Greece innovative methods in the ex-
ploitation and management of agricultural and other resources. Non-Italian bar-
ons and knights and Greek feudatories holding fiefs in Frankish Morea were in
close touch with them. They met at their lord's court or with their lord's Italian
agents, several of them had houses in the ports of Frankish Morea and the neigh-
bouring Venetian territories, and they conducted business with Italian traders and

bankers124. As a result, they must have increasingly adopted the market and ex-

119 LT 146 H. 17-18; 148 11. 1-3.
120 LT 205 11.22-27; 20611. 18-21; 2151.16.
121 LT 146 1. 6: Conveneme omne cosa fare da novu li inventarii, zo the avete en queste parti.
122 LT 196 11. 11-13: e per cierto io ci metto uno ordine si chiaro the per cierto vi piacera, e
vedrete insino a uno danaro quello checci e. The reports alluded to are LT 199-215 nos. XI-
XII. On silk and cash in deposit at Motion: ibid. 215 11. 4-5, 19-20. References to the account
book: ibid. 207 1. 3; 215 It. 2-3.
123 LT 158-192 no. IX; see introduction 158, and 1871. 20. For a Venetian example dated to
the period from 1340 to 1363, see Sandra Origone, Peter Schreiner, Annotazioni di conto
veneziane net Vaticano Ottobiano Greco 14, in: Romische Historische Mitteilungen 29
(1987) 281-314. See also above 112.
124 David Jacoby, The Encounter of Two Societies: Western Conquerors and Byzantines in
the Peloponnesus after the Fourth Crusade, in: American Historical Review 78 (1973) 891-
902, repr. in: idem, Recherches sur la Mediterranee orientate II. See also idem, From Byzan-
tium to Latin Romania, 6-8; idem, Jean Lascaris Calopheros, Chypre et la Moree, in: Revue
des etudes byzantines 26 (1968) 207-211, repr. in: idem, Societe et demographie a Byzance et
en Romanie latine (London 1975) X.
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port-oriented economic approach of the Italians and have been influenced by their
improved estate management. The Italian business approach also spread to By-
zantine Morea. Frankish lords and their Byzantine counterparts maintained per-
manent contact in various ways. In some areas of the Peloponnese the feudal lords
of the principality and archontes or ecclesiastical institutions of Byzantine Morea
shared the revenue of villages situated along the common borders of the two
political entities, the so-called "casaux de parson". This arrangement involved
agreements between the parties concerned and ensured them an intimate know-
ledge of agricultural work and management in these villages125. In addition, By-

zantine archontes attended seasonal fairs held in Frankish Morea. In June 1296, for
instance, one of them visited the fair of Vervena, in Arkadia, in order to sell his raw
sills, presumably because western traders attended this fair126. The Byzantine

province in the Peloponnese was also connected with its neighbours and Italy by
maritime trade. According to an anonymous commercial manual compiled in Flo-
rence about 1320, the inhabitants of Monemvasia had earned a bad reputation for
occasionally taking hold of the merchandise brought to their city by foreign
traders, yet these nevertheless visited the port127. Merchants from Monemvasia are
attested in Venetian Crete in 1336-1337128, and passing ships sailing between Italy
and the eastern Mediterranean lands anchored sometimes at Monemvasia129.

It is time to conclude. In the thirteenth and fourteenth century the temporary
or permanent presence of an increasing number of Latins in Greece, mainly in
coastal cities, and the activity of Italian merchants and bankers, whether visitors
or residents, contributed to the infusion of liquid capital from the West and to its
free flow between the various sectors of the economy. As a result Latin Greece ex-
perienced an ever stronger economic interaction between the rural area, the cities,
and long-distance maritime trade. The Italian merchants and bankers also intro-
duced new forms of business management, credit and marketing, which stimu-
lated a growth in agricultural and pastoral productivity and output, generated a
restructuring of production and trade and, more generally, boosted the economy
of Latin Greece. The intimate interconnection between the various types of mi-
gration we have noted, settlement and economic evolution is thus obvious.

125 See David Jacoby, Un regime de coseigneurie greco-franque en Moree: les casaux de par-
con', in: Melanges d'archeologie et d'histoire, publics par I'Ecole francaise de Rome 75 (1963)
111-125; repr. in: idem, Societe et demographic VIII. In 1295 the Greek archon Photios
visited the villages located in the area of Corinth which he shared with the Franks: Chro-
nique de Moree pars. 663-664.
126 Ibid. pars 802-803.
12' Firenze, Biblioteca Marucelliana, ms. C 226, fol. 53v, where incidentally an interesting re-
mark is made about imports to Monemvasia: Portaxi a vendere in Malvagia niente, perche
habitatori di detta terra sono mala gente.
128 Raimondo Morozzo della Rocca (ed.), Lettere di mercanti a Pignol Zucchello (1336-1350)
(Fonti per la storia di Venezia, Sez. IV - Archivi privati, Venezia 1957) nos. 1-2.
129 Genoese evidence: Michel Balard, Escales genoises sur les routes de I'Orient mediterra-
neen au XIVe siecle, in: Recueils de la Societe Jean Bodin, 32, vol. 1 (1974), Les grandes es-
cales, 248-249, 262.
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Silk crosses the Mediterranean

In the Middle Ages silk first reached the La-
tin West in the form of finished products. Writ-
ten sources, extant silk textiles and silk tern-Iino-
logy point to a continuous flow of silk fabrics in
the period extending from the seventh to the
mid-thirteenth century."' These silks were hi-
ghly valued for their textures, their interwoven
or embroidered decorative patterns made of
silk, gold or other materials, their occasional
decoration with pens or precious stones and, fi-
nally, their colors. The provenance of these silks
and the itineraries along which these travelled
varied over the centuries. From Byzantium, the
Levant and its huge Asian hinterland, the Cau-
casus, and Spain, their main areas of origin, the
silks were either directly conveyed across the

Mediterranean, or else followed the land routes
connecting the Black Sea via Central Europe to
the Latin West. The fabrics arrived in this re-
gion as gifts, tributes or commercial commodi-
ties. The continuity and importance of trade
within the flow of silks, already well attested by
written sources since the late eighth century,
has been generally overlooked.!"' Since the late
eleventh century, however, the direct Mediterra-
nean link rapidly gained in importance and by
the following century became the dominant fac-
tor in the channeling of silk fabrics to the Latin
West. The expansion of the main Italian mariti-
me powers in the Mediterranean played a major
role in this shift. It also contributed decisively to
the transfer of the silk technology and the raw

(1) This is a pre Iiin inary draft of a coin prehensive study on the transfer of silk from the Eastern Mediterranean to the La-
tin West in the Middle Ages and on the economic context of this process. For lack of space I have purposely limited the chro-
nological and geographical scope of this paper. On an earlier period, see the short survey by D. Claude, Der Handel iui westli-
chen Alittelmeer wahrend des friihen MitteGdlers, in Unlersuchungen zu Handel and lrerkehr der vor- and fningeschichtlic/u Zeit in Ablittel-
mid Nordeuropa, Teil 11 = "Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Gottingen", Philologisch-historische Klasse,
Dritte Folge, 144 (1985), pp. 85-87. The following abbreviations are used below: ASG= Archivio di Stato, Genova; "BEC" = "Bi-
hliot.hi que de I'Ecole des Chartes"; CDG = C. imperiale di Sant'Angelo (ed.), Codice dipomalico delta repubblica di Genova, Ro-
ina, 1936-1942; MGH= Monumenta Gennaniae Historica; Pegolotti = Francesco Balducci Pegolotti, La pratira della rnerratura, ed.
A. Evans, Cambridge, Mass.. 1936; SS= Scnptores; TTh = C.L. Fr. Tafel and G.M. Thomas (ells), Urhunden zur rilieren Handels -
und Staatsgeschirhte deiRepublik lrenedig, Wien, 1856-1857.

(2) The importance of trade in silks imported to the Latin West has been rightly stressed by E. Sabbe, L'iniportation des tis-
sus orientaux en Europe orcidentale an haul moyen ige (IXe et Xesier/es), in "Revue beige de philologie et d'histoire", 14 (1935), pp.
811-848, 1261-1288, and esp. 829-830,1275-1288. This pioneering study, which deals exclusively with France, the Low Coun-
tries and Germany, requires various emendations and additions. It should also he supplemented by Italian. Byzantine and
Arab sources, not used by the author, which clearly point to the continuous commercial import of silk fabrics. On some tenth
and eleventh century gifts and tributes from Byzantium to the West, see D. Jacoby, Silk in Western Byzantium before the Fourth
Cnisade, in "Byzantinische Zeitschrift", 84/85 (1991/1992), p. 489. Islamic Spain produced 'eastern' silk fabrics: see below.
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materials that enabled the rise and growth of in-
dustrial silk manufacture in the Latin West, whi-
ch began in Lucca.

The diffusion of silk fabrics in the Latin We-
st was at first restricted to rulers, lay and chur-
ch dignitaries and ecclesiastical institutions,
who received them as gifts or could afford to
purchase them.13) The so-called "lamb-stuff"
preserved in the collegiate church of Notre Da-
me at Huy, Belgium, is a seventh century piece
apparently originating in Bokhara, where silk
weaving was practiced since the pre-Islamic pe-
riod, at first with Chinese silk. The Huy silk as
well as other pieces of the same provenance
and period are samite, a strong and glossy cloth
in twill weave.j41 The Lombard ruler of Bene-
vento, Arechi II (758-787), presented the con-
vent of Santa Sofia in his city with purple silks

of Byzantine origin and with others, named
lyric.., of unknown provenance."' Pieces of silk
and others of half-silk, made of silk and cotton,
originating in Khorasan and dated to the late
eighth century were. inserted between the pa-
ges of the Bible of Theodulf, a manuscript pro-
duced in the last years of Charlemagne (768-
814)."' Theodulf, who was bishop of Orleans
(788-821), hints at Arab imports of silks to Ar-
les.01 In his Gesta Karolini May ai, Notker Balbu-
Ins reports that while hunting in the Friuli
Charlemagne disapproved of his companions
dressed as on festive days in precious silk gar-
ments acquired at Pavia.je' His successor Louis
the Pious (814-840) granted many silks to the
dignitaries of his court, churches and monaste-
ries, among them pieces of sendal (cindatuttt),
a lightweight silk cloth in tabby weave."Va-

(3) For examples, see below. A Muthesius, The Impact of the Mediterranean Silk Trade on Western Europe before 1200 A.D., in
Textile in Trade. Textile Society of America, Biennal Symposium., Washington, 1990, p. 130, contends that the Papacy in the eighth
and ninth century imparted a strong taste for the use of silks in the churches of Rome, which spread to other churches in the
West. However, the diffusion of these fabrics in ecclesiastical institutions began much earlier and, independently from possi-
ble papal influence, was promoted by their utilization in the households of the western social elite.

(4) On this and other pieces from the same region and period: D.G. Shepherd and W.B. Henning, Zandaniji Identified?,
in Aus der Welt derlslamischen Kunst. Festschrft fi rErnstKu/utelztua 75. Geburtstagam 26.10.1957; Berlin, 1959, pp. 15-40; D.G.
Shepherd, Zo.ndaniji Revisited, in M. Flury-Lemberg and K. Stolleis (eds.), Doc onenta Textilia. Festschrift fir Sigfrid Muter-Chri-
stensen, Berlin, 1951, pp. 105-122, on two further examples ascribed to the ninth century, see A. Stauffer, Die mittelalterlichen
Textilien von St. Servatius in Maastricht (Schriften der Abegg-Stiffung, VIII), Riggisberg, 1991, pp. 117-118, nos. 52-53. See also
IC Rihoud et G. Vial, Quelques considerations techniques concenrant quaire soieries connues, in Flury-Lemberg and Stolleis, Documren-
ta Textilia, pp. 129-151, and esp. pp. 144-149, on samite and its evolution.

(5) Tro slatio S. Aferr uii, in MGH, SS renrm langobardicarumr at italicannm sae... III-IX, p. 577: de/nupureis gausapis [= altar cloths]
(...) et tells Phocaico stagmine textis, "woven with the thread of Phocis"; although there is no further evidence on silk manufacture
in this region of Greece, the text hints at a Byzantine product: see jacoby, Silk in Western Byzantium, pp. 454-455. The Translatio is
dated to 768: see A. Potthast, Wegroeiser durch die Ceschichtsruerke des europdischen Mittelalters his 1500', Berlin, 1896, 11, p. 1481. Tyria
are mentioned in S. Borgia (ed.), Memorie storiche delta pontificia cittb di Benevento dal secolo' VIII at X17II, Roma, 1763-1764, 1,
p.271. They were named after the city of Tyre, famous for its production of 'murex purple and the dyeing of textiles with this
colorant, an activity attested up to the Arab conquest.: see G. Steigenvald, Die Purpursorten im Preisedild Diokletians vomJa/rre 301, in
"Byzantinische Forschungen", 15 (1990), pp. 229-237; see also below, n. 61. By the eighth century tyria had already become a ge-
neric term for a type of purple cloth, the origin of which cannot he established unless explicitely stated.

(6) See It Pfister, Les tissus orientaux de la Bible de Thiodulf in Coptic Studies in Honour of WE. Crum, Boston, 1950, pp. 501-
529. These silks may have travelled to the West via Constantinople. Half silks from Khoras5n are attested in this city in the late
ninth century: A.A. Vasiliev, Harun ibn-Yahia and his Description of Con.slanfinople, "Seminariunt Kondakovianum", 7 (1932), p.
158, and for the dating of this text, pp. 149-152.

(7) Theodulfus, Carniina contra indices, in MGH, Poetae latini aevi carolini, ed. E. Duemmler, Berolini, 1SS1, I, p. 499, vv.
211-212.

(8) tNotheri Balbuli Gesta Karoli Magni imperatoris, 11, 17, ed. H.F. Haefele, MGH, SS, N.S. XII, Berlin, 1959, p. 86, 11. 15-17:
Ceteri Deco, utpole ferialis diems, et qui modo de Papia venissent, ad quant Venetid de transmarinis prMibus omnes o ientalium divitias ad-
veclassent, For the dating of this work to 886-887, see ibid., pp. XII-XVI. The authenticity of the anecdote has been disputed,
yet the use of silks at that period is well documented.

(9) Gesta abbatum Fontonellen.sium, cap. 17, ed. S. Loewenfeld, MGH, SS rerun germanicarum in usurp scholarvm, 28, Hanno-
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rious silk fabrics, including some dyed in pur-
ple, were recorded among the gifts received by
Pope Gregory IV (827-844)."°' The will of Veni-
ce's dope Giustiniano Particiaco, mentioned
silk fabrics (pallia) belonging to the basilica of
San Lorenzo in Venice.tt"

While Venice's links with Byzantium are well
known, its early commercial relations with the
Islamic world have not drawn sufficient atten-
tion."" The activity of Venetian merchants in
the Eastern Mediterranean turned them into
major importers of both Byzantine and Islamic
silk textiles. Notker Balbulus, who presumably
wrote in 886-887, mentions various silks and ty-
ria purpura among the oriental luxury wares the
Venetians brought to Pavia, from where they
were conveyed further north."" The continuity
of this trade is attested by Abbot Odo of Cluny

in his vita of St. Gerald of Aurillac, presumably
composed between 936 and 942, which may also
illustrated conditions about half a century ear-
lier."" It is further confirmed by the Honoranlie
civitatis Papie, compiled about 1010-1020 yet al-
so reflecting an earlier period,"') and by an in-
quiry conducted by Doge Otto Orseolo (ca.
1009-1026)."" Liutprand of Cremona, who visi-
ted Constantinople in 949-950 and again in 968,
is more specific about the export of high-grade
silks from Byzantium to Italy by Venetian and
Amalfitan merchants."" One of the provisions
of the chrysobull issued by the co-emperors Ba-
sil II and Constantine VIII to Venice in 992 ap-
pears to have been directly related to this trade,
in which Latin merchants from Bari and el-
sewhere in Southern Italy, such as Gaeta, as well
as Jews from this region were also involved.""

verge, 1886, p. 53. For numerous other examples of eastern silks documented in the West in this period, see Sabbe, L'inrpmta-
tion ties tissus orientaux, as above, n. 2. A small number of rich merchants, such as those mentionned ibid., p. 1237, could also
afford silk fabrics for personal use.

(10) L. Duchesne (ed.), Le LiberPontifecalis. Texte, introduction el commentaire, Paris, 1955-1957, II, pp. 77-78: vestis de lire",
blattea bizantea, oloverunr. On the first cloth, see above, n. 5; on the others, see below, no. 38 and 37, respectively.

(11) A. Gloria (ed.), Codice diplomatico padovano do! secolo sesto a lotto l'undicesinm (Monumenti storici pubblicati dalla De-
putazione veneta di storia patria, ser. I - Documenti, 2), Venezia, 1877, p. 14, no. 7; F. Gaeta (ed.), S. Lorenzo (Fonti'per la sto-
ria di Venezia, Sez. H - Archivi ecclesiastici - Diocesi Castellani), Venezia, 1959, p. 7, no. 1. On pallium for silk fabric, see also
below, n. 14.

(12) 1 shall deal with them in a forthcoming study. See lately J: CL. Hocquet, Mirthodologie de l bistone despairs et nresmes. Le
commerce maritime enhe Alesandrie et Peuise durant !e bar! Moyen Age, in Mercali e rnen-canti nell'alto inedioevo: fared euroasiatica e Pa-
rea mediterranea ("Settimane di studio del centro italiano sull'alto medioevo", 40), Spoleto, 1993, pp. 847-383.

(13) See above, n. 8. Notker's testimony is certainly valid for his period.
(14) S. Geraldi comilis, Aureliaci firndatoric vita, I. cap. 27, in Patrologia latina, CXXXIII, col. 658: note vet pallia vel pigraento-

nnn species; for the dating of this text, see F.L. Ganshof. Note sur run passage de In vie de Saint Geraud d Aurillar, in Mb langes offeris

n Al. Nicolas forgo parses arnis tie France et de langue francaise, Paris, 1933, pp. 298-299. The text refers to a Venetian merchant ac-
tive at Pavia who was familiar with the prices of silk cloth in Constantinople, and obviously imported them.

(15) C. BrUhl, C. Violante, Die "Honorantie civitatis Papie". Trarultnption, Edition, Kommentar; Koln-Wien, 1983, p. 18, 11. 53-
67, and commentary on p. 40 to line 56. For the layers of the text and their dating, see ibid., pp. 77-85. The Venetians were lia-

ble to yearly collective payments in kind, including a precious silk piece (pallium ummn optinnnn) and, in addition, a pnr lma
for the wife of the royal nragister carnereat Pavia. The groups of merchants from Salerno, Gaeta and Amalfi each similarly deli-
vered this item, which the editors consider a figured silk fabric. Accordingly, they correct pigmata (parattue) into figmenta: text
ibid.. p. 18, 11. 66-78 and 71 and correction on p. 19; see commentary to these lines on pp. 45-46. However, the association of
pigrnata with an ivory comb and a mirror seems rather to point to pignrenta or colors, in this case for make-up, its the right ver-
sion; see also Odo of Chilly, above, it. 14. The paratura would thus clearly not he a silk fabric.

(16) Johannes Diaconus, Chroninem venetuna in G. Monticolo led.), Ceonaclte venezione antichissinre, I (Fonti per Ia scoria
d'italia, 38), Roina, 1890, pp. 178-179; on the identification of the localities mentioned, see Briihl-Violante, Die "Honorantie ri-
vitatisPapie", pp. 43-44.

(17) Liutprand v. Cremona, Opera, Relatio de legalione ronstanlinopolitana, cap. 53, 55, ed. J. Becker (MGH, SS rearm genna-
nicmwn in usum scholanwa 41), Hannover and Leipzig, 1915, pp. 204 and 205.

(18) Ed. by A. Pernisi, Venezia e Bisanzio net strata Xl, in La lrenezia del Mille. (Scoria della civilta veneziana, X), Firenze,
1965, pp. 155-16(I, esp. 157. The passage in the new edition by M. Pozza, G. Ravegnani (eds.). Pacta venetn, 11, I traaati con Bi-
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Since the tenth century the participation of
Amalfi in the import of Byzantine and Islamic
silks was furthered by its continuous trade rela-
tions with Byzantium and the Islamic countries
of the Levant, the Maghreb and Spain." It is
noteworthy that "Greek", i.e. Byzantine silks are
documented in Christian Spain since the early
part of that century, and that in 997 a minister
of the Caliphate of Cordoba granted two gar-
ments of Runni or Byzantine brocade.j20t On the
other hand, Spanish silks were recorded
in Rome in the time of Pope Leo IV (847-
855).t1n Silk manufacture in Islamic Spain was
strongly influenced by the Near East and so-
me of its fabrics imitated eastern types.'24' Since
Amalfitan merchants are attested in the Ca-

liphate of Cordova in 942,'211 it is quite possible
that throughout this period they served as inter-
mediaries in a two-way Mediterranean traffic
in precious silks.

In Italy the Amalfitans sold silk fabrics to
lay and ecclesiastical customers visiting Pavia,
Rome and Amalfi itself, and they were most likely
the suppliers of Spanish and Byzantine silks
to the papal court and several monasteries.""
In 1067 Abbot Desiderius of Monte Cassino
bought at Amalfi various Byzantine silks, among
them exanneta and a tunica diaspitin, the latter
made of "diasper" cloth.""

The few examples adduced so far, chosen at
random from among a large number of cases,
illustrate the wide geographical range and the

sanzio, Venezia, 1994, p. 23, requires further emendations; see my review of this volume in "Mediterranean Hi-
storical Review", 9 (1994). My interpretation of this difficult text differs from that proposed up till now. For its relation to silk

g exports from Byzantium, see D. Jacoby, The Jews and the Silk Industry of Constantinople, in A. Lambropoulou (ed.),
OHOEhraikh; parousiva sto;neJlladiko; cw'ro, 4oB<19oB ayw;naB [The Jewish Presence in the Greek Space, 4th49tlr Centuries],
Aqhna 1994 [in press]. On the Gaetaus, see also Jacoby, Silk in Western Byzantium, p. 460. They also traded with Pavia in this
period: see above, n. 15.

(19) See M. Balard, Amalfi et Byzance (r-XI e siecles), "Travaux et memoires", 6 (1976), pp. 87-92, yet the presence of Amal-
fitans in Constantinople in 944 does not necessarily imply the existence of a colony in the city; S. Borsari, Venezia e Bisanzio net
XII secolo. I rapporti economici (Deputazione di storia patria per le Venezie, Miscellanea di studi e memorie, 26), Venezia, 1988,
pp. 7-8; B. Figliuolo, Amalfi a it Levante net nredioevo, in G. Airaldi e B.Z. Kedar (eds.), I comuni italiani net Regno crociato di Gerv-
salemme (Collana storica di fonti e studi, diretta da Geo Pistarino, 48), Genova, 1986, pp. 581-600, 609-611, with reference to
the influence of Sasanian and Egyptian textiles on Carnpania in the tenth and eleventh century, ibid., pp. 596-597. On silks
imported from Islamic Spain and the Maghreb, see also A. Schaube, Handelsgeschichte der romanisehen VJlker des Mittelmeergebiets
his zumEnde derKreuzziige, Mimchen, 1906, pp. 33, 35, 40, and following note.

(20) See U. Monneret de Villard, La tessitura palennitana sotto i Aormanni e suoi rapporti con l'arte bizantina, in Miscellanea
Giovanni Mercati (Studi e Testi, 123), Citta del Vaticano, 1946, ICI, pp. 474-475; a source of 914 mentions pallium grecum el alias
duos in Grecia factos; see also R.B. Serjeant, Islamic textiles. iviaterial for a History up to the Mongol Conquest, Beirut, 1972, p. 169.

(21) Duchesne, LeLiberPontifiralis, 11, pp. 107-135, passim, and esp. 122 and 128: vestedespanisco, despanisca.
(22) See the sources in Serjeant, Islamic textiles; pp. 89, 165-170; A. Guillou, La soie du katepanat d7talie, in "Travaux et me-

moires", 6 (1976), pp. 71-72. On Spanish fabrics up to the late twelfth century, see F.L. May, Silk Textiles of Spain Eighth to Fif-
teenth Century, New York, 1957, pp. 1-55. Imported Spanish silks produced from the ninth to the thirteenth century appear in
Stauffer, Die mittelalterlic/tert Textilien von St. Senratius in Maastricht, passim. On silk and silk textiles in Tunisia, see Serjeant, Isla-

g uric textiles, pp. 177-180-181, and S.D. Goitoin, A Mediterranean Society. The Jewish Communities of the Arab World as Portrayed, in
the Documents of the Cairo Geniza Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1968, 1, pp. 102, 223-224.

(23) Ibn Ha}yan de Cordoba, Gronica del Califa Abderrahman III an-A'asir entre las ones 912 y 942 (al-Mugtabis V), ed. and
trans. byJ. Viguera y F. Corriente, Zaragoza, 1981, Arabic text, pp. 322 and 327; trans. pp. 358-359 and 365.

(24) In 1025 an Amalfitan living in Naples willed to his daughter two pieces or clothing imported from Spain (duns flectas
spaniras), presumably made of silk as they appear among silken objects: B. Capasso, Monumenta ad Neapolitani Ducatus histo-
rime periinentia, Napoli, 1881-1892, II/ 1, p. 252, no. 402. For Pavia, see above, n. 15. St. Gerald of Aurillac bought in Rome silk
fabrics presumably imported by Amalfitan merchants: source above, n. 14. Ganshof, Note sunun passage de la vie deSaint Giraud
d'Awillac, pp. 304-305, suggests that these were Islamic fabrics, since they were cheaper than those purchased by a Venetian
in Constantinople, yet only a comparison of the prices of two similar fabrics makes sense. It is a fair guess that those offered
by the Amalfitans had been smuggled out of Constantinople and had evaded customs dues.

(25) Monasterii casinensis Leonis (Ostiensis] Chronica, 111, 18, ed. W. Wattenbach, MGH, 5S, VII, p. 711; on these Byzantine
silks, see below.
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complexity of the trade network supplying silk
fabrics to the West up to the eleventh century.
From Italy these silks spread further north,
along the same routes as other eastern textiles
and oriental spices imported from the Eastern
Mediterranean." Three factors appear to have
hightened western awareness to the luxuries of-
fered by the eastern Empire and the Islamic Le-
vant and generated an increase in silk imports
since the tenth century: the intensification of
political and economic relations between By-
zantium and the West, beginning with the Otto-
nian emperors; growing pilgrimage to the Holy
Land, which partly led through Byzantine terri-
tory; and, finally, the expansion of trade
between Italy and the Eastern Mediterranean,
as well as along the routes connecting the Black
Sea with the Baltic region."" The fragmentary
evidence for this period prevents any asses-
sment of the rythm or volume of silk imports to
the West. Byzantine textiles, however, undoub-
tedly constituted the overwhelming majority
among them.

It is generally believed that the Byzantine state
exercised a monopoly over the production and
commercialization of silk textiles manufactured
in the Empire up to the early thirteenth century.
Moreover, it has been argued that the Empire ex-
ploited silks as an economic weapon to further its
political interests and obtain military assistance

from foreign rulers and powers.120' This recon-
struction is clearly unwarranted and may be sa-
fely dismissed for the period beginning in the
tenth century, and possibly even for an earlier
one. First, there is no evidence that a partial or
total ban on the export of Byzantine silks was
ever decreed. We have already noted above that
western commercial imports of Byzantine and
Islamic silks are well documented since the ei-
glhth century. Various types of Byzantine silk fa-
brics and unworked silk were being sold in Syria
by 969/970, clearly with the approval of the im-
perial authorities.' " Moreover, even if the By-
zantine government had enforced a ban on the
export of silks, it would have been unable to
prevent their smuggling out of the Empire."
Nor would such a ban have deprived the West
from Islamic silks, the acquisition of which ob-
viously diminished the effectiveness of any By-
zantine pressure exerted by the withholding of
silk fabrics. Significantly, both Byzantine and
Islamic incised twills woven in the first half of
the eleventh century have been found in we-
stern churches, to which some of them may have
been offered by the German Emperor Henry II
(1002-1024).1"' Finally, a close look at Byzantine
sources reveals that by the tenth century there
was no general imperial monopoly on silks. The
state's supervision was restricted to precious fa-
brics required by the imperial court for its own

(26) For textiles, see Sabbe, L'importation des tissus orientaux, as above, n. 2; more generally, C. Violante, La society milanese
ne/feta precomunale,` Roma-Bari, 1974, pp. 3-50.

(27) On Ottonian-Byzantine relations, see for example K.N. Ciggaar, The Empress Theophano (972-991): Political and Cultu-
ral Implications of her Presence in Western Europe, in particular far the County of Holland, in V.D. van Aalst, IN. Ciggaar, Byzantium
and the Low Counties in the Tenth C'enlusy. Aspects of Art and History in the Ottonian Era, Hernen (Netherlands), 1985, pp. 54-60,
with references to previous studies. On medieval pilgrimage prior to the First Crusade, see the brief and insufficient survey by
S. Runciman, A History of the Crusades, Cambridge, 1953-1954, 1, pp. 43-50, There are many studies on the north-south trade
axis in Eastern Europe which, however, is not of our concern here.

(28) Muthesius, The Impart of the Mediterranean Silk Trade, pp. 126, 130, goes so far as to claim that Byzantium "in return
for silks, demanded Western military and naval aid", a gross misunderstanding of the subtle diplomatic game in which silks
were used, yet never were the determinant factor. The author's use of historical evidence in this study is marred by several er-
rors and overstatements.

(29) See Jacohy, Silk in Western Byzantium, pp. 459-460.
(30) For evidence, see above, nn. 17, 1S and 24. On the types of fabric Liutprand attempted to export, see Jacohy, Silk in

Western Byzantium. pp. 457-453, 490.
(31) See A. Muthesius, The Silk over the Spine of the Alondsee Gospel Leciionarnt in "The Journal of the Walters Art Gallery", 37

(1978), pp. 60-66.
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use and for distribution to various dignitaries
and institutions, whether Byzantine or foreign.
These silks, therefore, remained outside the
commercial circuit. Western rulers and dignita-
ries were nevertheless eager to obtain them, in
particular those dyed in purple or bearing im-
perial designs, depictions or inscriptions." 21 In
addition to these precious and other figured or
plain silk textiles, the authorities strictly supervi-
sed the diffusion of another category of expen-
sive silks, though without hampering their ex-
port or that of other silk fabrics, provided due
official authorization to this effect had been ob-
tained."" The particular prestige enjoyed by the
Empire undoubtedly promoted the growing dif-
fusion of Byzantine silks in the West.

Not surprisingly, the West borrowed its ear-
liest silk terminology from Byzantium rather than
from the Islamic world. Holosericus as an adjective
was used by the second half of the fourth century
for high-grade textiles made exclusively of silk.'"
The term appears later in Rome from the seventh
to the ninth century"" About 790 Charlemagne
offered two pallia oloserica to the monastery of St.
Goat, which also received a garment made of that

fabric from a Frisian merchant who had been sai-
ling on the Rhine?) The Codex Theodosianus has a
section entitled De vestibus holoveris, devoted to
purple-dyed fabrics, and a notice belonging to the
time of Pope Anastasius 11 (514-523) mentions
pallia olovera blattea."" Greek blattion and Latin
blatta were originally the teens applied to murex
purple and later to purple silks in general, as in
the item just quoted, yet by the ninth century blat-
tia was used both in Byzantium and the West as a
generic term for silks, regardless of their color.
Indeed, blattia in colors other than purple are re-
corded in Rome in the late eight or early ninth
century, and before 1045 Petrus Damiani stated
that blathon palliuni dicitur."e' A somewhat similar
semantic evolution took place with diaspruna;
from Greek diaspron "double white", presumably
pointing to the dyeing of the cloth in a double
white bath, or to a two-tone white cloth; however,
diasprum lost this specific meaning and by the
tenth century was the denomination of a type of
silk textile known in the West."'' Cendatum and va-
riants such as cindaturn and cendalum, or sendal,
are documented in the West since the first half of
the ninth century."" The name of this fabric deri-

(32) For some of these textiles, see A. Muthesius, A Practical Approach to the History of Byzantine Silk Weaving, in "Jahrbuch
der 6sterreichischen Byzantinistik", 34 (1984), pp. 235-254; eadem, Silken Diplomacy, in J. Shepard and S. Franklin (eds.), By-
zantine Diplomacy. Papers from the Twenty-Fourth Spring Symposium of Byzantine Studies, Cambridge, March 1990, Aldershot (Ham-
pshire), 1992, pp. 237-248.

(33) SeeJacoby, Silk in Western Byzantium, pp. 466-467, 488-500; however, on p. 491, 1. 12, in n. 220, and on p. 500, 1. 23,
instead of'hyperpers', read 'nomismata'.

(34) Aelii Lampridii, Antoninus Heliogabalus, cap. 26, in E. Hohl (ed.), Scriptores historiae Augus/ae (Bibliotheca scriptorum
graecorum et romanorum, Teuhneriana), Lipsiae, 1965, 1, p. 242: putts Romanorum holoserica vesle ususfertur; also Codex Theo-
dosianus, XV, 9.

(35) Duchesne, Le LiberPant fcalu, 1, p. 363: olosirinnn, and 11, p. 4: veste alba olosirica, at Rome respectively in the time of
Benedict 11 (684-685) and Leo III (795-816).

(36) Wandaberti Miracula S. Goaris, ed. O. Holder-Egger, MGH, SS, XV/1, Hannoveriae, 1887, pp. 367 and 370.
(37) CodexTheodosianus, X, 21, 3; Duchesne, LeLiberPontificaCu, I, p. 271.
(38) As color: Steigenvald, Die Purpursorten, pp. 223-253; Gesta abbaturn Fontane/lensium (as above, n. 9). On the semantic

evolution in Byzantium, seeJacoby, Silk in Western Byzantium, p. 458, n. 29; in the West: Duchesne, LeLiberPonlifscalis, ll, p. 13:
leoronblatea, or leukon Million, 'white silk textile', under Leo 111 (795.816); MGH, Die Briefe der deutschen Kaiserzeit. IV. Die Briefe
desPetrusDmniani, ed. P. Reindel, Mimchen, 1983-1993, 1, p. 149, 1. 23, no. 14. See also a Genoese document of 1201 explain-
ing that panni senci blatia dicuntur: CDG, 111, p. 195.

(39) Ge.sta pontificunt Autissiodorensiurn, ed. L.M. Duri, in Biblio/Leque histoique de l'Yonne, I, Auxerre, 1850, cap. 64, and
above, n. 25, for diaspitin. See D. King, Surla signification de diaspntm, in "Bulletin de liaison du Centre international d'etudes
ties textiles anciens", 11 (1960), pp. 42-47, and for two-tone white, A. Muthesius, The Byzantine Sill? Industry: Lopez and beyond,
in 'Journal of Medieval History", 19 (1993), p. 55;.see also below, n. 60.

(40) See above, n. 9.
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ved from Greek sendes, a term documented in
tenth century Byzantium, rather than directly
from the Arabic sundus, attested for the same pe-
riod."" Samite was known in the West as
examitum, the Latin version of Greek hexamiton,
"six-threaded" weave. We have noted that samite
apparently reached the West since the eighth
century,"" yet the term examitum is apparently not
documented in Italy before the eleventh century,
though it must have been used earlier."" In 876
the bishop of Constance, Salomon II, sent as gift
to Louis the German several overseas items,
among them a piece of silk described as
polimitum. The term, from Greek polymiton "multi-
ple-threaded" weave, is already attested in Roman
sources.for woolens, yet was later applied to
silks."" More complex is the case of siglaton, a silk
fabric of Byzantine origin adorned with roundels
enclosing birds, animals or designs, which was
either monochrome or dyed in several colors. It
is impossible to determine whether this fabric
reached the Latin West from Byzantium or from
Islamic Spain, as the cloth was manufactured in
both these areas."4 Indeed, the Arab geographer
al-Idrisi, who between 1139 and 1154 compiled
in Palermo his Kitab Rudjar, orBook of Roger"
records siglaton among the fabrics produced in
Almeria before the city's conquest by the Chri-
stians in 1147.1461 It is also mentioned in the Casti-
lian Poenza del Mio Cid, the original version of whi-
ch is dated to about 1140, and in Spanish docu-
mentary sources since about 1150. 1171

Since the first half of the eleventh century the

Byzantine social elite and the urban middle stra-
tum, the latter particularly in Constantinople,
enjoyed an accumulation of wealth that genera-
ted changing consumption patterns and a
growing inclination toward the display of luxury
as a status symbol. The increasing demand for
silks in this framework stimulated an expansion
of the Empire's silk industry and a diversification
of its products. The rise and development of new
centers of silk manufacture in the western provin-
ces of the Empire since the eleventh century, par-
ticularly at Thebes, Corinth and Patras, as well as
in the islands of Andros and Euboea, was clearly
oriented toward the supply of the Byzantine in-
ternal market. This trend was also illustrated, yet
in a different way, by sericulture in Calabria, the
expansion of which about the mid-eleventh cen-
tury was largely geared to the supply of raw mate-
rial to the Empire's manufacturers, primarily in
Constantinople. By the twelfth century Thebes
had become the major silk center in western By-
zantium and competed successfully with Constan-
tinople in the quality and sophistication of its
products, which were highly valued by the impe-
rial court, the West and the Seldjuks in Asia Mi-
nor. Yet the Byzantine silk industry also catered to
a larger clientele and manufactured less expensi-
ve silk fabrics, including relatively cheap ones ma-
de of floss silk and half-silks combining silk with
cotton. Since the second half of the eleventh cen-
tury Venetian, and since the twelfth Genoese
merchants were increasingly involved in the
marketing of these silks within the Empire and in

(41) See Jacoby, Silk in Western Byzanlium,.pp. 458-460.
(42) See above, n. 4.
(43) SeeJacoby, Silk in Western Byzantium, p. 460 and n. 37; also above, n. 25.
(44) MGH, Leges, Sectio V/1, Formulae Merovingiciet Karolini Aevi, ed. K Zeumer, Hannoveriae, 1882, p. 415, n. 29: palliolum

colons prasini et aliud polimitum. On the Roman period, see M.-Th. Schmitter-Picard, Sericarii, in Melanges d'arrhiologie et d'kistoi-
re offerts a CharlesPicard a t'occasion de sort 65e anniversaire, 11, "Revue arch eologiclue", 6e serie, 30 (1949), pp. 954-956. See also
demita or dinrita in a Genoese document of 1174: Jacoby, Silk in Western Byzandium, p. 461, n. 42.

(45) On this cloth, see references injacoby, Silk in Western Byzantium, p. 460, n. 36; G. Colin, Latin sigillatus > ramansigla-
ton et escarlat, in "Romania", 56 (1930), pp. 178-182. On two colored Islamic siglaton in the early eleventh century, see S.D.
Goitein (trans.), Letters of MedievalJetvislt Traders, Princeton, NJ., 1973, p. 77.

(46) Trans. in Serjeant, Islamic textiles, p. 170. For a later reference to Almeria's silks, see below, n. 55.
(47) R. Menendez Pidal, Cantar del Mio Cid, Texto, gramdlica y vocabulario,' Madrid, 1944-1946, 111, vv. 2574, 2721, 2739,

2744; docmnentan' evidence: ibid., II, pp. 573-574. See also D.F. Lomax, The Date of the "Poema del Mio Cirl ", in A.D. Dever-
mond (ed.), "olio Cid"Studies, London, 1977, pp. 73-81; the only extant manuscript of this work was executed in 1207.
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their export to the West and the Levant.13 Their
acquaintance with Byzantine silks clearly promo-
ted the latter's diffusion in the Latin West.

Yet the decisive factors in this respect appear
to have been generated by some long-term eco-
nomic and social processes, which spread from
Italy to other areas of the West since the ele-
venth century. Some of these processes recall si-
milar; yet earlier developments in Byzantium.
Essentially they consisted in a sustained demo-
graphic growth, somewhat slowed down since
the 1280s, the urban concentration of the po-
pulation, a rise in purchasing power and in the
standard of living and, finally, a refinement in
daily life. All these features, which affected an
ever larger section of the population, were
furthered by the development of the western
monetary economy. The rise in consumption is
illustrated by the expansion of the western woo-
len and cotton industries, the diversification
and refinement of their products, and the
growing volume of internal trade in the- latter
since the twelfth century, an aspect somewhat
neglected because of the focus of historians on
long-distance commerce."" To he sure, silk tex-
tiles remained an expensive commodity, affor-
dable to a limited clientele only, yet the number
of customers was rising fast. The western com-
mercial demand was no more restricted to ru-
lers, members of the nobility, church dignitaries

and ecclesiastical institutions, as in the previous
period. It also extended to townspeople.

It is against this background that we witness a
progressive growth in western imports of eastern
silk fabrics, beginning in the early eleventh cen-
tury. Since 1071 at the latest up to the Fourth Cru-
sade Venetian traders were continuously present
in Thebes. Their activity in this inland city was re-
lated to the export of silk fabrics of various quali-
des as far as Constantinople in the east and Venice
in the west. A century later, in 1171, Genoa failed
in its attempt to gain access to the precious silk fa-
brics of Thebes, the marketing of which was con-
trolled by the imperial government. However, by
then the Genoese were already trading for several
decades in other silks, including the samite and
sendal produced in the Aegean island of Andros,
and had thereby contributed to their diffusion in
the West.j501 Literary works circulating among the
western nobility such as the Castilian Poettta del 7nio
Cid of about 1140,151 as well as the Roman de Troie,
composed by Benoit de Saite-Maure about 1160,
mention the sendal manufactured in Andros.j5p
Samite without indication of origin also appears in
German epic works, such as Hartmann von Aue's
Arisen. Heinlich, composed about 1195.153 Tristan et
Iseut, composed by the Norman poet Beroul at the
latest about 1180, refers to a piece of dark grey silk
cloth brought from the city of Nicaea, located in
northwestern Asia Minor."" In his Erec et Enide

(48) Seejacoby, Silk in Western Byzantium; on Calabria, pp. 471, 475-476, 478, and on cheaper silks, pp. 473-475.
(49) There are numerous studies on woolens. On cotton textiles, see M.F. Mazzaoui, The Italian Cotton Industry in the Later

Middledget, 1100-1600, Cambridge, 1951, pp. 59-126, 166-168,
(50) For what follows on Anch-os, theVenetians and the Genoese, see Jacoby, Silk in Western Byzantium, pp. 460-461, 466-

467, 479, 491-492, 494-500; see also below, n. 57, evidence for about 1135, and M. Chiaudano, M. Moresco (eds.), Il rartolare di
Giovanni Scriba, Torino, 1935, I, it. 47h (p. 25), unam cooperturarn de rendal veteralrn], in 1156.

(51) Men endez Pidal, Cantar del Min Gid, v. 1,971: mantas e pielles [_ pallia] a buenos cendales d it [ n] dria.
(52) L. Constans (ed.), Le Roman rte Troie, III, Paris, 1907, p. 276, vv. 19,968-19,969; for the dating, see G. Raynaud de La-

ge, in J. Frappier, R.R. Grimm (eds.), Grundriss der rot anischen Literalurll4 Le roman arlhurien jusgu'ir la fin du XIIIe siecle, Hei-
delberg, 1978-1984, N/ I, pp. 178-180, and J. Frappier et R. de Lage, ibid., pp. 145-148. On other western literary works refer-
ring to Andros, see also V. Crescini, cendales d7ldria, in "Atti del R. Istituto veneto di scienze, lettere ed arti", in 76/2 (1917),
pp. 914-915,

(53) See A. Schultz, Das htdjsche Leben zur Zeil der Minnesinger," Leipzig, 1889, 1, pp. 332, 343-344; G. Taubert, Enolihnnng
van Textilien in mittelhorhdruisrhen Eden, in Flwy-Lemherg and Stolleis, Dorumenta Textilia, pp. 14-15.

(54) S. Gregori (ed.), The Romance ofTrictran by Beroul, Amsterdam Atlanta, Ga., 1992, vv. 4125 and 4129: Un trap de sole a
penile bis/ (...) /Li dras fu arhate en r\-iques. The suggested datings of this work van' between 1165-1170 and 1176-1150, while the
manuscript belongs to the second half of the thirteenth century: see ibid., pp. XXVI1-XXIX and IX, respectively.
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Chretien de Troyes, a contemporary of Beroul,
mentions a diasper fabric "made in Constantino-
ple" and a silk cloth from Thessaly.tss) It is obvious
that in these and many other cases the poets cho-
se place names that fitted the required rhyme.
However, in order to sound truthful and impress
their audience they had to refer to fabrics that we-
re known in the West, as duly attested by the An-
dros silks.

It is particularly noteworthy that since the
first half of the eleventh century silk textiles also
appear in Italian urban households, a clear in-
dication of their widening market. A dowry pro-
vided in Gaeta in 1003 mentions a piece of sen-
dal from Andros, while in 1021 a woman living
in Bari owned a piece of sendal of unknown ori-
gin. In 1017 and 1048 newly-wed women in Bari
received from their respective husband a kerch-
ief made of silk or adorned with this material,
among other marriage gifts. In 1025 an Amalfi-
tan living in Naples willed to his daughter va-
rious pieces of silk, including two "Greek" ker-
chiefs, clearly of Byzantine origin.""

In a letter written about 1135 preserved in a
stylized version, a Genoese woman asked her hu-
sband, a merchant active at that time in Byzan-
tium, to send her a piece of sendal and another

of samnite, both manufactured in Andros. These
silks were clearly intended for personal use, and
not for sale, as we may gather from the enumera-
tion of the other objects she requestedi57
Although quantitative data are totally lacking,
the evidence adduced above clearly points to the
growing western import and diffusion of Byzanti-
ne silks in the twelfth century.

The crusades, the existence of the Latin sta-
tes in the Levant, and the increase in the flow of
pilgrimage in the twelfth and particularly the
thirteenth century enhanced western acquain-
tance with Near Eastern silk fabrics and stimula-
ted their diffusion in the West.") Many silk fa-
brics (oloserici) and precious garments were in-
cluded among the booty collected by the crusa-
ders after their conquest of Antioch in 1098.15"
The city was a major manufacturer of silk fa-
brics, which pursued its activity in this field up
to the end of the Latin period in 1268. In 1153
Venice obtained from the prince of Antioch,
Reynald, a reduction of the dues on the export
of the city's silk fabrics, which presumably
included the diasprum Antiochenurn, a type
known in the West, as noted earlier."" About
the same time the Arab geographer al-Idrisi,
who as noted above wrote between 1139 and

(55) Chretien de Troyes, Erec and Enide, ed. and trans. by C.W. Carroll (Garland Library of Medieval Literature, Series A,
25), New York-London, 1987, vv. 96-97: sot cote dun diopre noble/ gui fu fez an Coslantinoble; vv. 2,369-2,370: une coute de paile/
qui venue estoil de Tessaile. The base manuscript of this edition belongs to the early thirteenth century. A silk fabric from Alme-
ria appears in a digression included in an isolated contemporary version, quoted ibid., p. 321, v. 2,361: fu de soie d ilmaurie.

(56) Tabulariun Casinense, Codex diplomaticus Cajetanus, Montecassino, 1887-1892, II, p. 164, n. 275: zendatum deAndre: Co-
dice diplomatico barese, ed. G.B. Nitto di Rossi e F. Nitti cli Vito, Trani, 1897-1941, I, respectively p. 17, n. 10, p. 16, n. 9 and p.
38, n. 22 (faciolum curt serico); Capasso, Monumenta ad Aeapolitani Ducalus historiam pertinentia. II/1, p. 252, n. 402 (duas faccio-
las gricisca, which appear among silken objects). In 1012 a Gaetan acting as guarantor for a house and a plot of land pledged
silver, cotton and du [sic for duo] panni de siricu negoliantile [sic]: Tabularium Casinense, Codex diplornalicus Cajetanus, 1, p. 233,
n. 123, and p. 234, n. 124.

(57) W. Wattenbach (ed.), Iteraustriacum, 1853, in "Archiv Fir Kunde i sterreichischer Geschichts-Quellen", 14 (1855), p.
80. n. XIX.

(58) On the growth of pilgrimage, see D. Jacoby, Pelerinage medieval et sanctuaires de Tear Sainte: In perspective ve»itienne, in
"Ateneo veneto", 173 (N.S. 24) (1986), pp. 27-31, repr. in Id., Studies on the Crusader States and on Venetian Expansion,
Northampton, 1989, n. IV.

(59) Guillaume de Tyr, Chronique, 5, 23 and 6, 22, ed. R.B.C. Huygens (Corpus Christianorum. Continuatio Mediaevalis,
LIII-LIII A), Turnhout, 1986, pp. 303 and 337-338.

(60) TTh, I, p. 133. This type of cloth was also recorded later: see E. Molinier, Inventaire du l:? or du Saint Siege sons Bonifa-
ce 1711(1295), in "BEG", 46 (1885), p. 25, n. 587; p. 33, n. 990: de dyaspro violaceo; and note esp. p. 29, n. 937: unavr huricellam

de diaslno albo antiorlreno anliguanr, which may thus have been manufactured in Antioch more than a century earlier.
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1154, reported that Antioch manufactured 'At-
tabf, Dastuwa'1 or Tustari Isfahani silk gar-
ments, thus imitating silk and half-silk Iraqi and
Persian textiles."" This is not surprising, since
Antioch had been under Islamic rule from
636/637 to 969 and again from 1084 to 1098:
However, more that two centuries of Byzantine
dominion, from 969 to 1084, appear to have al-
so left their mark on Antioch's silk manufactu-
re. By the first half of the thirteenth century An-
tioch's silk wimples or women's head coverings,
presumably similar to the Byzantine kerchiefs
common then in Egypt, and other items made of
silk cloth were exported to Acre, either for local
consumption or on their way to the Wes L.1121 For
several centuries the geographic position and
historical fate of Antioch had apparently indu-

ced its silk workers to borrow weaves, designs
and colors from both Byzantium and theIsla-
mic Near East. The crusader conquest, the set-
tlement of a fairly large Latin population in the
Levant, and the intensification of trade between
this region and the West added a vast new
market for Antioch's own products and those
reaching it from its Asian hinterland. Other Le-
vantine centers of silk manufacture also seem to
have benefited from these developments.

The booty collected by the Muslims after Sa-
ladin's conquest of Acre in July 1187 included
red siglolfin, or siglaton, a silk fabric we have al-
ready encountered?" It may be safely assumed
that this was a foreign product, as silk manufac-
ture is not attested by the fairly large number of
sources bearing on twelfth and thirteenth cen-
tury Acre. By the late twelfth century this city

(61) Trans. in Setjeant, Islamic Textiles, p. 114, and see n. 5; for the original products, see ibid., pp. 28-29, 41-44, 82-85. Al-
Icb-fsirecords the garments made of white cloth from Tyre, yet without specifying the latter's nature: trans. ibid., p. 118. This
cloth has been considered a silk fabric by W. Heyd, Histaire du commerce du Levant an moyen age, Leipzig; 1885-1886, I, p. 179,
and others following him. Significantly, though, the twelfth century bishop and chronicler William of Tyre, who was obviously
well informed, mentions industrial activities, yet no silk manufacture in his description of the city: Chronique, 13, 3, ed. Huy-
gens, 1, pp. 589-590. The same holds true of thirteenth century Venetian sources, including the extensive survey of Venetian
property and interests in Tyre and its rural hinterland, which mentions weavers without specifying the material they handled:
0. Bergg6tz, Der Bericht des Marsilio Zorzi. Codex Querini-Stampalia 11'3 (1064) (Kieler Werckst6cke, Reihe C: Beitrage zur eu-
ropiischen Ceschichte des frithen and hohen Mittelalters, herausgegeben von Hans Eberhard Mayer, Band 2), Frankfurt am
Main, 1990, pp. 135-171, and 140, 201, for the texarini; previous ed. in TTh, II, pp. 354-388. Heyd (as above) seems to imply
that Tyre continued to dye fabrics with murex purple and refers to Benjamin of Tudela as his source, yet the Jewish traveller
does not record purple in his description of the city. Schaube, Handelsgesc/zichte, p. 161, claims that murex purple was among
the products of crusader Tyre. However, in his survey of Tyre's ancient history William of Tyre (C/rronique, 13, 1, ed. Huygens,
I, p. 584) mentions that murex purple dyeing was first applied there, hence even in his own days purple-dyed fabrics were cal-
led 'tyria', yet he does not refer to the pursuit of this activity in his time. On tyria, see above, n. 5. Nevertheless, in the twelfth
and thirteenth century Egyptian fishers, including Jews, still collected the murex mollusk along the Levantine coast: see Ja-
coby, Silk in Western Byzantium, p. 493. On raw silk in relation to Tyre, see below.

(62) Come Beugnot (ed.), Livre des Assises de la Cour des Bourgeois, in Recueil des hi.storiens des croisades, Lois, II, Paris, 1843,
p. 179, par. 8: de la robe que almrtent Its marchans d'Antioc/te, si coume sont guimhles et messares, et mitres euvres qui soot de see labourees
et de fill, thus also silk yarn. The extant version of the Livre was compiled in the 1260s: see]. Riley-Smith, The Feudal Nobility and
the Kingdom ofJervsalem, 1174-1277, London, 1973, pp. 85 and 268, n. 186, yet the custom tariff was clearly older. I have been
unable to determine the meaning of messares, but assume the word stands for other pieces of mercery. On the latter, see Pego-
lotti, p. 419, s.v. Fregi. On silken kerchiefs of the Rumi type in Egyptian dowries, see Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, I, p. 46,
and IV, pp. 167, 191, yet mandil Rumi was not a European, but a Byzantine kerchief. It would seem that Goitein was not aware
that Arabic mandil derived from medieval Greek mandelion or mantelion, i.e. napkin, kerchief, and not from a Latin root: see
E.A. Sophocles, Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine period (from B.C. 146 to A.D. 1100), Cambridge, 1914, p. 732; an exam-
ple in a Greek inventory: Ch. Diehl, Le tresoret la bibliot/trgae dePatmos an commencement du J3esiecle, "Bvzantinische Zeitschrift",
1 (1892), p. 514. In Egypt the expensive silk kerchiefs must have been imported, while the cheaper ones were presumably lo-
cal imitations of Byzantine weaves and designs; some of them were made of linen in Tinnis: see Goitein, A Mediterranean So-
ciety, IV. pp. 167, 191.

(63) Ihn al-Athir, Histoire des Atabecs de Alasul, in Recueil des Historiens des Croisades, Historiens orientaux, 1, Paris, 1872, p. 689.
On this cloth, see above. it. 45.
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was the most important market of the crusader
Levant, catering to the needs of its own popula-
tion and those of the numerous Westerners visi-
ting it. In addition; Acre also became the main
depot and transshipment station for Near Ea-
stem commodities collected along the Levanti-
ne coast and intended for export to the West.'"
It is in this period that Arabic terms entered the
western silk terminology. Silk textiles from Bagh-
dad appearing as panni de Bagadello were ship-
ped in 1160 from Genoa to Valencia and others
to Ceuta.jfi°' Tristan et Iseut, composed by the Nor-
man poet Beroul at the latest about 1180; refers
to silk fabrics brought from Baghdad,"" and a
document of 1197 mentions various silk fabrics,
among them one de baldekino, the name of which
was derived from this city."" On the other hand,
a precious cloth from Alexandria, riche paisle d'rl-
lixandre, appears in Erec et Enide.16"

The thirteenth century evidence on western
imports of silks from the Levant is more abun-
dant. A Genoese charter of 1212 mentions pur-
pura una de Ultramare.(" In 1222 a Genoese re-

ceived a piece of cendati grane obertini [sic] de Ul-
trarnare, or a kermes-dyed sendal, and two pieces
of purple silk cloth, most likely manufactured
in Tripoli, like the camlet mentioned in the sa-

Some 4;000 looms producing
silks and camlet, precisely the fabrics mentio-
ned in the Genoese charter just adduced, were
operating in the city in 1289, when it was con- #
quered by the Muslims."" By 1222 the Venetians
were purchasing silk and silk fabrics in Beirut.°s1
The Venetian maritime statutes of 1233 and
1255 mention the shipping of these same com-
modities from the Levant, without referring to
specific cities."" It is clear, though, that Acre
was among them. In 1239 an agent of Frederick
II bought there pieces of sendal, the provenan-
ce of which is not stated."" In 1236 merchants
from Marseilles, Montpellier and other Pro-
ven4al cities, who were exporting silk and silk
fabrics from the Seljuk Sultanate of Iconium
and the Levant, obtained from King Henry I of
Cyprus a reduction of dues imposed on the
transit of these and other commodities through

(64) D. Jacohy, L'evolutian tthaine el la fonction miditerranienne dccre a l'upoque des croisades, in E. Poleggi (ed.), Citla portuali
del Mediterraneo, storia e ardteologia. Atli del Cmwegno Internazionale di Genova 1985, Genova, 1989, p. 100.

(65) Giovanni Scriba (as above, n. 50), I, nos. 626, 771. A load of indici de Bagadello is sent from Genoa to Palermo in 1161:
ibid., II, n. 1004. Pegolotti, pp. 33, 78, 87, 207, 295, 105.306, 371, mentions indaco baccadeo, di Baldacca, di Gabbadco.

(66) Gregory, The Romance of Tristan by Beroul (see above, n. 54), vv. 3,903-3,904: La mine out de soie dras. / Aporti furent de
Baudas.

(67) F. Ughelli (ed.), Italia sacra, 2nd ed. by N. Nicoleti, Verietiis, 1717-1722, VII, B.275. For additional references see
Francisque-Michel, Recherches sur le commerce, la fabrication et !'usage des itoffes de soie, d'or et d'argent et autres tiss s pricieux en
Orient et en Occident, principalement en France pendant It Moyen Age, Paris, 1852-1854, I, pp. 91-94, 102; A. Schultz, Das hofische Le-
ben, I, pp. 332, 336.

(68) Chrt tien de Troyes, Erec and Enide, v. 1981.
(69) R. Doehard (ed.), Les relations commerciales entre Genes, la Belgique et l'Outremont, Bntxelles-Rome, 1941, II, n. 342.
(70) A. Ferretto (ed.), Liber magistri Salmonis (1222-1226), in "Atti della Society ligure di storia patria", 36 (1906), n. 395.

Grana or kermes was a high-quality, solid scarlet colorant obtained from an insect and only used for the dyeing of high-grade
yarns: see Jacoby, Silk in Western Byzantium, p. 483.

(71) A1-Makrizi, Histoire des sultans manelouls de l'Egppte, ed. and trans. M.E. Quatrem%re, Paris, 1837-1845, II/I, p. 103.
Burchard of Mount Sion, who visited the Levant between 1280 and 1283, mentions Tripoli's silk industry without providing
any figure: J.M.C. Laurent (ed.), Peregnnationes medii aevi quatuor.' Burrhardus de Monte Sion, Ricoldus deMonte Cntuis. Odoricus de
Foro julii, Wilbrandus de Oldenborg, Lipsiae, 1864, p. 28; for the dating, see A. Grabois, Christian pilgrims in the thirteenth century
and the Latin Kingdom of ferusalem: Burchard of Mount Sion, in B.Z. Kedar, HE. Mayer, R.C. Smail (eds.), Out renter. Studies in the
History of the Kingdom ofjerusalem, presented tojoshuaPrmver,Jerusalem, 1972, pp. 287-285.

(72) TTh, II, p. 233: seta el opera sete.
(73) R. Predelli e A. Sacerdoti (eds.), Gli statuti marittimi veneziani fino at 1255, Venezia, 1903, p. 73, para. 2, and p. 161,

para. GV: seta et opera sere.
(74) J.L.A. de Huillard-Breholles (ed.), Hisloria diplomalica-Frederici secundi, Parisiis, 1852-1961, V, p. 587: emptos fuisse in

Aeon ad opus curie nostrepannos the lana, hucaranos; cehdalos et camellalos.
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the island."s! A French poem composed about
1260 describes Lucca as "adorned with precious
fabrics of outremer", or the Levant, "that were
so beautiful and expensive, that in the whole
world they have no equal"."" The reference of
the author to the use of Levantine silks in Lucca
is rather puzzling and either rests on a misun-
derstanding, or simply is a figment of his imagi-
nation. Indeed, by that time Lucca's silk indu-
stry was producing precious and sophisticated
silks on a large scale and it is excluded, therefo-
re, that the city should have imported Levanti-
ne silks, let alone be decorated with then.""

Two more regions closer to the West warrant
our attention. Sericulture was practiced in
Southern Italy in the late tenth and the ele-
venth century in the Principality of Benevento,
the areas of Naples and Volturno, and on a
fairly large scale on Byzantine territory."s' As no-
ted above, its expansion in Calabria about the
mid-eleventh century was largely geared to the
export of silk to Byzantine manufacturers
further east. The Norman conquest of Southern
Italy, completed by 1071, did not sever this re-
gion's commercial links with Byzantium. To be
sure, to some extent the recurrent tension
between the Normans and the Empire must ha-
ve hampered trade relations between them. It
may be safely assumed, though, that Southern
Italy continued to supply the Empire in silk un-
til new economic developments in the West,
examined below, diverted the export of this
commodity to other destinations.17" The export

of raw material must have restricted the output
of the indigenous industry, about which we have
only sparse information. It is possible that Oria
and some other Apulian cities produced silks in
the tenth century. If we are to believe some
twelfth and thirteenth century French chansons
de geste, this also was the case in Otranto, which
presumably pursued an activity began earlier.""
A silk fabric manufactured at Gaeta is duly atte-
sted in 1028"" Despite some export, it would
seem that the industry of Southern Italy prima-
rily supplied the regional demand for silks. As
for Muslim Sicily, it produced silk, partly expor-
ted, and manufactured silk fabrics varying in
quality, including expensive ones, part of which
were shipped to Egypt, the Maghreb and Isla-
mic Spain."" In any event, the varied products
of both Southern Italy and Sicily were clearly in-
ferior in quality to high-grade Byzantine and
Islamic silks.

This is confirmed by some twelfth century de-
velopments in the Norman kingdom of Sicily,
which comprised both these regions. There is
good reason to believe that the red samite fabric
of the coronation mantle of King Roger II, used
in 1128, as well as some other royal silks now pre-
served in Vienna, originated in Thebes. We have
already noted the importance of this city's silk
production in the twelfth century. The acquain-
tance of the Norman court with Byzantine silks,
in particular those of Thebes, goes far to explain
the policy adopted by King Roger II in Greece with
respect to.silk manufacture. After occupying The-

(75) H.E. Mayer, Marseilles Levantehandel and ein akkonensisches Fd1scheratelier des 13. Jahrhvnderts (Bibliothek des Deut-
schen Historischen Institute in Roin, Band XXXVIII), TUhingen, 1972, p. 194: de la terre del sollan de Come o d'outre part deca mer
(...) de chacune rote de soie (...) et de drops de sale.

(76) Llueque se fail atorner/De cltieres roubles d'outremer./ Qui tart estoit et We et rice/ Qu'en lot le none n'ont cite bisse, in Li biaus
desconneus, quoted in V. Gay, Glossaire archiologique du moyen age. et de to Renaissance, Paris, 1887-1928, I, p. 573. I have not had
access to the edition by A. Pucci, Canzone ai Lvcchesi, Lucca, 1868.

(77) See below, pp. 57 and passim.
(78) Guillou, La sole du katipanal, pp. 74-75.
(79) See Jacohy, Silk in Western Byzantium, pp. 478-479, 497-498. Guillou, La sole du katipanat, p. 84, wrongly assumes an in-

terruption of trade following the Norman conquest.
(80) Ibid., p. 79.
(81) Tabulariunr Casinense, Coded diplomatinu Cajelanus,11, pp. 298-299, n. 153: fondata serica bona gaylanisca.
(82) Jaeohy, Silk in Western Byzantium, pp. 463-464.
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bes and Corinth in 1147, the Norman forces ab-
ducted the Greek and Jewish silk workers of these
cities, both male and female, who were apparen-
tly integrated within the existing royal silk work-
shop at Palermo. The deportation involved a
major technological transfer from Byzantium to
Norman Sicily. The transplanted workers substan-
tially raised the quality of the silk textiles produ-
ced tip till then in the island, and imparted their
skills to local workers. However, their manufactu-
re of high-grade silks imitating Byzantine weaves,
designs and colors seems to have been mainly, if
not exclusively intended for royal consump-
tion."" Many, if not all the numerous garments
made of purple silk found at the king's palace of
Palermo in 1161 were most likely products of the
royal workshop, in which Muslim embroiderers
continued to work."' In a letter written in 1190
Hugo Falcandus provides an impressive picture
of the variety of silk fabrics of Byzantine types
produced in this atelier.'"" After capturing Paler-
mo in 1194 Henry VI of Hohenstaufen took hold

of the treasury of his Norman predecessors, whi-
ch included royal silk vestments that were later
used at the coronation ceremonies of the Ger-
man emperors.''

Silk manufacture in Sicily presumably conti-
nued also outside the royal workshop. The
treaty of 1162 between Frederik I and Genoa re-
fers to coins, bullion and silk fabrics handled by
the Genoese in the island."') Silken garments,
the provenance of which is unknown, were
being sold by Amalfitan merchants at Palermo
in 1189 and seized by Pisans in a Genoese wa-
rehouse at Messina in 1194.011 It is not excluded
that some of these commodities had been local-
ly manufactured, while others were imports.
However, it would seem that apart from the sup-
ply of the royal court in silk fabrics, the Norman
rulers saw no reason to stimulate silk manufac-
ture in their kingdom.''' They apparently pre-
ferred the export of raw materials over that of
finished products, since it generated more inco-
me for their treasury.'90'

(83) On the deportation and its consequences: ibid., pp. 464-466. It has been suggested, recently anew, that the descrip-
tion of the three hundred virgins toiling in a weaving workshop appearing in Yvain, a work of the second half of the twelfth
century by Chretien de Troyes, is a reference to the deportees in Palermo: K.N. Ciggaar, Chretien de Troyes of la "nratiere byzanti-
ne": les demoiselles du Chateau de PesmeAventure, in "Cahiers de civilisation medievale", 32 (1989), pp. 325-331. Y.G. Lepage, En-
core les trois cents pucelles (Chretien de Troyes, Yvain, v. 5298-5324), ibid., 34 (1991), pp. 159-166, considers the depiction fanciful.
One might add to his arguments that Yvain does not mention silk weaving and that both in Greece and at Palermo men were
employed alongside women in this activity, on which see Jacoby, Silk in Western Byzantium, pp. 467-468, 485-488.

(84) G.B. Siragusa (ed.), La Historia o Liber de Regno Sicilie a to epistola ad Petnrrn Panonnitane ecclesie thesaurarium di Ugo Fal-
candd (Fond per la storia d'Italia, 22), Roma, 1897, p. 56: purpuras vestesque regias. A Muslim embroiderer is attested in 1184:
RJ.C. Broadhu-st (trans.), The Travels oflbnJubayr, London, 1952, p. 341.

(85) Letter of Hugo Falcandus in Siragusa, La Histotia, pp. 178-180: amita, dimita, triamita, examita, diarodm, diapisti, the
latter being diaspri. Significantly, all these weaves had Greek names. It is noteworthy that the imperial silk factory
of Constantinople similarly produced a wide range of products: see jacohy, Silk in Western Byzantium, p. 474.

(86) See above, n. 83.
(87) COG, 1, p. 398.
(88) Letter of Hugo.Falcandus in Siragusa, La Historia, p. 183; L.T. Belgrano e C. Imperiale di Sant'Angelo (eds.), Annali

genovesi di Caffaro e de'suoi continuatari, Roma, 1890-1929, II, p. 49.
(89) E. Kislinger, Dentenna and die byzantinische Seidenproduktion, in "Byzantinoslavica", 54 (1993), pp. 46-47, 49-51, consi-

ders it 'logical' that Roger II should have settled Jewish silk workers abducted from Greece at San Marco d'Alunzio, where
they supposedly joined local Jewish silk workers. However, no sources are adduced to support this hypothesis, and the presen-
ce of Jews at San Marco at a later period does not prove their involvement in silk production, definitely not in the period co-
vered here. It should be stressed that al-Idrisi mentions the production of much raw silk in the countryside of San Marco,
thus hinting at the Val Dementia, without referring to silk fabrics: P.A. Jauhert (trans.), Geographic d'Edrisi, Paris, 1836, 11, p.
80. This is in accord with the Jewish documents dealing with this area, on which see Jacoby, Silk in Western Byzantium, p. 463,
n. 60. Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, IV. p. 193 and 416, n. 319, only mentions Demenna carpets possibly made of silk.

(90) D. Abulafia, The Two Italics. Economic Relations between the Norton Kingdom of.Sirily and the Northern Communes, Cam-
bridge. 1977, pp. 217-219, 255-256; Id., The Crown and the Economy under Roger II and his Successors, in "Dumbarton Oaks Pa-
pers", 37 (1983), pp. 7-8, repr. in Id., Italy, Sicily and the Mediterranean, 1100-1400, London, 1987, it. 1.
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The Fourth Crusade and the dismem-
berment of the Byzantine Empire or Rom-
ania in 1204 had a major impact on the
long-term economic evolution of the terri-
tories bordering the Eastern Mediterranean
and the Black Sea. They opened these territo-
ries to western merchants and capital on a scale
unknown earlier, and generated a restructuring
of their production and trade patterns. This was
particularly the case in the former western pro-
vinces of the Empire, some of which remained
under Latin rule for more than two centuries.
Their economy, previously oriented toward
Constantinople, was henceforth closely integra-
ted within a trade network primarily geared
toward the West.j91' With respect to silk, two de-
velopments deserve our attention. First, the La-
tin conquest resulted in the collapse of the cen-
tralized system of imperial control over the pro-
duction and marketing of expensive silk texti-
les, apparently maintained both in Constantino-
ple and the Empire's provinces up to the early
thirteenth century.j92j Secondly, the political and
territorial fragmentation of Latin Romania sin-
ce 1204 prevented the restoration of this con-
trol system. The existence side by side of nume-
rous small political entities created a climate of
economic competition between them. None of
their Latin lords could afford to limit western
access to the silk fabrics produced on his own
territory, nor restrict their distribution, as there
were good chances that western merchants
would supply themselves elsewhere. In order to
increase their fiscal revenue, it was thus in the
best interest of these lords to open their territo-
ries to western merchants and encourage their
trade in silk textiles, as well as their involvement
in the latter'9 manufacture.

The former western provinces of Byzantium
which had come under Latin rule pursued the
manufacture of silk textiles in the thirteenth
century. In 1209 both the lord of Frankish. Mo-
rea, Geoffreyl of Villehardouin, and the lord of
Euhoea or Negroponte, Ravano dalle Carceri,
pledged that each year they and their successors
would deliver pieces of gold-interwoven silk to
Venice. The following year the archbishop of
Patras, Antelmus, made a similar promise to the
abbot of Cluny."" The commercial export of
these high-grade fabrics to the West is duly atte-
sted at a later period. Yet the Peloponnese also
manufactured cheaper rough fabrics made of
spun silk. This cloth, known by its Greek name
koukoulariko, was included for instance in the
cargo of a Venetian ship about to sail from Nau-
plia to Apulia in 1273} '

Western penetration in Latin Romania was
not restricted to trade. It also extended to the
manufacturing of silk fabrics. This is illustrated
by the treaty concluded in 1240 between Genoa
and the lord of Athens, Guy I of La Roche, who-
se territory included Thebes, a major center of
silk manufacture in the twelfth century, as no-
ted above. The treaty of 1240 does not refer to
any administrative impediments of Genoese
purchases of certain types of silks, since those
enforced in Thebes in the Byzantine period had
clearly been lifted. The main concern of the Ge-
noese was the reduction of custom dues on
their exports of silk textiles. Guy I of La Roche
refused to yield to their demand and insisted
that the Genoese pay the same amount as other
merchants. The export of silk fabrics from The-
bes was thus not exclusively in Genoese hands.
Yet the treaty of 1240 also reveals that the Ge-

(91) D. Jacohy, From Byzantium to Latin Romania: Continuity and Change, in "Mediterranean Historical Review", 4 (1989),
pp. 28-29; also published with same pagination in B. Arhel, B. Hamilton and D. Jacohy (eds.), Latins and Greeks in the Eastern
Mediterranean after 1204, London, 1989.

(92) See above, p. 54 and passim.
(93) SeeJacoby, Silk in Western Byzantitun, p. 469.
(94) T h, III, p. 275: cocularios. On this type of cloth, see Jacohy, Silk in Western Byzantium, p. 474 and n. 118. For the da-

ting of the case, see G. Morgan, The Venetian Claims Commission of 1278, in "Byzantinische Zeitschrift", 69 (1976), p. 429, n. 60,
and the note to this document on p. 437, yet the date is stated according to Venetian style and in fact refers to 1273.
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noese were deeply involved in the local manu-
facturing process, as Guy I -refers to silk fabrics
woven by them or woven by others for them on
his territory, a distinction of major importan-
ce.' It is practically excluded that Genoese arti-
sans should have settled in Thebes and have di-
rectly participated in its silk manufacturing, sin-
ce it would have been difficult, if not impossible
for them to integrate into the high-grade silk
production of this city. Moreover, had they ne-
vertheless worked and perfected their skills in
Thebes, one would have expected a contempo-
rary development and improvement in silk ma-
nufacture in Genoa itself, of which there is no
trace. ""

It follows that the Genoese described as ma-
nufacturing silks in Thebes in fact fulfilled
another role. They apparently acted as entre-
preneurs who, in conformity with common
practice, financed the activity of a number of lo-
cal silk workshops producing cloth exclusively
for them. They presumably provided these
workshops with silk, cocoons, and dyes or else
advanced capital to purchase these raw mate-
rials and pay the workers' wages, receiving the
finished products in return. In addition, the Ge-
noese purchased silk textiles from other The-
ban workshops without financing their opera-
tion. In both cases, though, they must have spe-
cified the weaves, designs and colors of the fa-
brics they commissioned, in order to ensure

that they be attuned to the taste of their own
prospective customers in the West and thus be
easily marketable. Most likely the Genoese en-
trepreneurship entailed the temporary or even
permanent settlement of some merchants in
Thebes. This is also suggested by the presence
of a Genoese consul in the city, attested by the
treaty of 1240. Incidentally, the relationship of
the Genoese entrepeneurs with the workshops
of Thebes recalls to some extent the attitude of
the Byzantine imperial court in the twelfth cen-
tury, which ordered specific fabrics for its own
ceremonial, political and diplomatic uses. Given
the circumstances in Thebes about 1240, one
could consider the textiles either as woven or
"composed" by the Genoese themselves. In any
event, the Genoese entrepreneurship implied a
much deeper involvement in Theban silk eco-
nomics than the Venetian one prior to 1171,
since the Venetians were then restricted to the
purchase of silk fabrics."" In fact, the Genoese
entrepreneurs had taken over the economic ro-
re fulfilled prior to 1204 by some Greek archon-
les, members of the local elite."" They also filled
a void left by the Frankish lords established in
Thebes after the Latin conquest who, imbued
with knightly values, abstained from direct in-
volvement in the urban economy, in contrast to
their Byzantine predecessors:"9' Nor were the
remaining Greek archontes living under Frankish
rule capable of competing with the Genoese en-

(95) Liber jurium Reipntblicae Genuensis, I (Historiae patriae monumenta, VII), Augustae Taurinorum, 1854, col. 992-993, n.
757: de pannis seicis ab eisdem Ianuensibus vel pro eis in ten'- nostra text is set cout(ositis, ipsi lanuenses nobis solvere teneantur id good
ab aliis exigi solitum est et haberi. E. Basso, Le relazioni fra Genova e gli stab latini di Grecia nei secoli XIII--VII, in F. Fuida, L. Valma-
rin (eds.), Studi balcanici, pubblicati in occasione del VI Congresso internazionale dell'Association internationale d'Etudes
Sud-Est Europeennes, 1989, Roma, 1989, p. 23, assumes that seta di Romania mentioned in 1269 was a Theban fabric, yet the
reference is to raw silk, the exact provenance of which is not stated.

(96) The recent study by P. Spagiari, Cartulari notarili a produzione serica a Genova nel Y11I secolo, in the catalogue Seta a Ge-
nova, 1491-1991, Genova, 1991, pp. 13-17, is unfortunately marred by numerous misreadings and erroneous interpretations of
documents and therefore unreliable. I will return to this subject elsewhere.

(97) One may wonder whether the obligation of the Genoese to pay the same customs dues as others (see above, n. 95)
was related to the nature of the silks, or whether it hints at non-Genoese assuming a similar financial involvement in manufac-

Wre.
(98) On whom see jacohy, Silk in Western Byzantium, pp. 476-480, 492.
(99) On the Frankish lords, see D. Jacoby, Knightly Values and Class Consciousness in the Crusader States a(lheEastern lblediter-

ranean, in "Mediterranean Historical Review", 1 (1986), pp. 158-186, repr. in Id., Studies, n. 1; on Thebes in particular, see pp.
169-170. The attitude of the knights with respect to economic involvement changed later, in the fourteenth century.
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trepreneurs, who had the advantage of hand-
ling liquid capital on a larger scale than the lo-
cal lords and of being familiar with the western
network of silk marketing.'`00r

The silk-related activity of the Genoese mer-
chants and entrepreneurs in Thebes must have
begun many years before 1240, since the treaty
of that year renewed a previous agreement. Ob-
viously, the Genoese considered it highly profita-
ble to take advantage of the skills of the Thehan
silk workers and to export their high-quality fini-
shed products to the West, included there
among the panni de Romania registered in nota-
rial documents and inventories.j10U However, sin-
ce their presence in Thebes is not documented
at a later period, we must assume that it ceased
some time after 1240.1°" It is likely that at Genoa
the Theban silks could not withstand in the long
run the competition of the sophisticated fabrics
manufactured at Lucca."0Jt Moreover, it would
seem that over time the export of raw materials
from Greece to the expanding silk centers of the
West became more lucrative than the marketing
of fabrics.""" There is no evidence to suggest that
Genoese merchants or entrepreneurs fulfilled
any role in the transfer of silk technology from
Thebes to Italy.""' Nor do we know whether fo-
reign entrepreneurs conducted operations simi-
lar to those of the Genoese in Thebes or elsewhe-
re in the former Byzantine provinces.

The increasing imports from the Eastern
Mediterranean in the twelfth century did appa-

rently not satisfy the rapidly growing demand
for silks in the West. It should he stressed that
the expansion of this demand occured precisely
in a period witnessing a similar process in By-
zantium, which must have necessarily restricted
the Empire's exports of silk fabrics. Nor did the
flow of silks from the Levant, it would seem,
meet Western needs. Because of their Eurocen-
tric approach, modern historians generally assu-
me that the twelfth and thirteenth century Le-
vant exported the bulk of its industrial products
to the West, and that this was particularly the ca-
se with the Latin states in the region. It is ob-
vious, though, that many of these products were
absorbed by the huge Asian hinterland, prima-
rily those manufactured in accordance with the
latter's demand, such as the Islamic silks produ-
ced in Antioch, already mentioned above. The
contribution of Southern Italy and Sicily to the
western market was impaired by other factors.
We have already noted their limited manufactu-
ring capacity of these regions and, in any event,
their silk products were apparently of lower
standard than those coming from Romania and
the Levant, except when manufactured in the
royal workshop at Palermo. These general cir-
cumstances go far to explain a major develop-
ment in the provisioning of the western market.
Simultaneously with the continuing import of
eastern silk textiles, the twelfth century witnes-
sed the rise of an indigenous silk industry in
continental Italy. Various explanations have

(100) The arc/tontes of Thebes were among those who welcomed the Latin emperor Henry when he entered Thebes in
# 1209: Henri de Valenciennes, Histoire de l'nnpereurHenri de Constantinople, ed. J. Longnon, Paris, 1948, para. 672. This implies

that involvement in silk manufacture, despite their diminished resources. On the Frankish policy toward these archontes, see
D. Jacoby, The Encounter of Two Societies: Western Conqueros and Byzantines in the Peloponnesus after the Fourth Crusade, in "Ameri-
can Historical Review", 78 (1973), pp. 889-903, reps. in Id., Recherchrs sur la Miditerranie. orientale du XIIQ au XVe siecle. Peoples,
sociitis, iconomies, London, 1979, n. 11.

(101) For instance, see Molinier, Inventaire du trisor, in "BEC", 46 (1885), p. 19, n. 816; p. 41, nos. 1108, 1114.
(102) By contrast, notarial charters attest Genoese activity in Chiarenza since the 1270s: see below, n. 149.
(103) On which, see below, p. 58 and passim.
(104) On these two issues, see below.

(105) On the absence of contemporary development in Genoa, see above. M.F. Mazzaoui, Artisan Migration and Technology
in the Italian Textile Industry in the Late Middle ages (1100-1500), in R. Comba, G. Piccini, G. Pinto (eds.), Stnttture familiari, epide-
ntie, ntigrazioni nell1talia rnedievale, Napoli, 1984, p. 524, rightly insists on the role of merchants and entrepreneurs in techno-
logy transfers.
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been offered for the(emergence of this industry,
as well as for the origin of its skilled workers, in-
dustrial implements and technology. This is not
the proper framework for a discussion of these
vexing issues. The task is easier, though, with re-
spect to the sources and varieties of raw mate-
rials upon which western silk manufacturers re-
lied. By contrast to the wide diffusion of silk tex-
tiles, raw materials were channeled to a small
number of specific locations. It is impossible to
undertake here a full investigation of the supply
networks supporting them. Instead, we will fo-
cus on those providing silk to Lucca, the first
city to produce silks on an industrial scale and
for a long time their leading producer in the
Latin M'est.dbon

It is common belief that a silk industry was
operating in Lucca by the second half of the
eleventh century, as the German romance Ruod-
lieb, composed in that period, mentions the pur-
chase of silken ribbons in the city.""" While
their domestic production is not excluded, it is
obvious that the manufacture of silk fabrics re-
quired a large and steady supply of raw silk of
superior quality, sophisticated looms, and hi-
ghly skilled workers. There was no sericulture in
Lucca's vicinity, and hardly any in Central and
Northern Italy in the twelfth and thirteenth

century. The attempts to promote it, as in
the area of Bologna, appear to have been
rather unsuccessful. Since 1284 we find
in Lucca some seta lombarda di fiegio, Lom-
bard silk apparently produced in small quanti-
ties and used for friezes only, presumably becau-
se of its low quality. Similarly, the silk reeled
from cocoons and the floss silk originating in
the countryside of Modena that arrived in Luc-
ca in 1294 were not suitable for the manufactu-
re of high-grade fabrics. Lucchese raw silk does
not appear on the market before 1335, and
even later the city mainly relied on foreign pro- *
duce.1081 It is obvious, therefore, that as an in-
land city Lucca heavily depended on maritime
transportation for its provisioning in raw silk
and high-grade dyes, which were Mediterranean
commodities. The evidence in this respect, avai-
lable since 1157, provides an approximate date
for the initial phase of the Lucchese silk indu-
stry. This date is seemingly supported by the ab-
sence of any reference to silks in the treaty of
1153 between Lucca and Genoa.""' In any
event, an impressive development of Lucca's
silk industry took place in the following deca-
des, since by the early thirteenth century its fa-
brics had already established their reputation.

(106) Numerous studies dealing with the Lucchese silk industry or referring to it include unwarranted reconstnrctions of
the early stage of its development. F. Edler de Roover, Lucchese Silks, in "Ciba Review", 80 (1950), pp. 2902-2930, has given vi-

de credence to some of them, as illustrated by various studies since hers. A thorough investigation of the subject is still wan-

ting.
(107) Guillou, La soie du hatipanat, pp. 75-76, rightly criticizes the prevailing view in this respect, expressed for instance by

Ch. Meek, The Trade and Industry of Lucca in the Fourteenth Century, in "Historical Studies. Papers read before the Irish Confe-

rence of Historians", VI (1968), p. 42.
(108) See T. Bini, I Lucchesi a Venezia. Alcuni studi sopra i secoli XIII e XIV, Lucca, 1553, 1, pp. 42-44, 51; S. Bongi, Della mer=

cattua dei Lucchesi nei secoli X111 e XIV, Lucca, 1858, pp. 30-32, 35; Guillou, La sole on katepanat, pp. 74-75; for the area of Bolo-
gna. see M.F. Mazzaoui, The Emigration of Veronese Textile Artisans to Bologna in the thirteenth century, in "Atti e memorie delta Ac-
cademia di agricoltura, scienze e lettere di Verona", serie VI, 19 (1967-1968), p. 6, n. 13, and F. Battistini, Lagelsibachicoltura e
to lrathira delta seta in Toscana (sect. XIII-X111I1), in S. Cavaciocchi (ed.), La sela in Europa, seer.. XIII-XX (Istituto Internazionale
di Storia Economica "F. Datini", Prato, Serie 11 - Atti delle "Settimane di Studi" e altri Convegni, 24), Firenze, 1993. pp. 294-
295; R: H. Bautier, Les relations econontiques des Occidentaux avec Its pays d'Orient au moyen age. Points de tine et documents, in M.

Mollat (ed.), Societes et compagnies de comrnerce en Orient et dons IOcean indien (Actes du Se Congres international d'histoire rnari-

tiine, Beyrouth, 1966), Paris, 1970, p. 291, n. 1, claims without any explanation that the appellation seta lombarda di fregio re-

fers to a silk type, and not to origin. On freglo or fiirium as embroidery, see Molinier, Inventaire du tresor, in "BEC", 46 (1885),

pp. 20-21, nos. 330-327, and p. 21, n. 1.
(109) For 1157, see below, p. 73, and for the treaty, below, n. 117.
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A few examples will illustrate their wide dif-
fusion, variety and sophistication. Genoese con-
tracts drafted in 1201 mention the shipment of
sendal to Provence, Montpellier and Barcelona,
as well as to Sicily. In 1205 the Lucchese Rusti-
chello Ganchi sailed to Messina with two pieces of
yellow samite."'°' Although the provenance of the-
se fabrics is not stated, we may safely assume that
they were manufactured in Lucca.""' Indeed, in
1205 and 1206 the Lucchese Filippo Balbo sold
numerous pieces de cen.dalis grossis, thirty of them
in a single month to a Genoese draper, and a deal
in gold thread among some Lucchese was also re-
corded in Genoa in this period.""Moreover,
Lucca's gold and silver-interwoven sendal, in ad-
dition to a simpler type of this cloth regularly rea-
ched Castile by the early thirteenth century, as
implied by the list of maximum prices issued in
1207 by King Alfonso VII at the Cortes of Tole-
do.,"" On a single day in 1234 the English court
ordered 300 pieces of cendalli de Ladles to be bou-
ght on the London market. 11141 It is clear that
many more pieces were available and that, in ad-
ditionto the royal court, the Lucchese merchants
had also other prospective customers in mind.
About 1243 the emperor of Nicaea, John III Va-
tatzes, imposed on his subjects the exclusive use
of indigenous silk textiles and prohibited the wea-

ring of clothes made of foreign silk fabrics. Since
those manufactured in Italy were specifically
mentioned in the imperial decree, we may be su-
re that by then Lucchese silks were reaching Asia
Minor.""' It is also noteworthy that before 1231
silk workers in Milan and Modena had begun
producing Lucchese types of silks, and in this sa-
me year the commune of Bologna attracted eigh-
teen silk workers from the three cities, in return
for extensive privileges and financial support.
The fifteen workers from Lucca and Milan are
uniformely described as factores, laboratores el magi-
stri fendalontm de Lucca."'b' All these testimonies
imply that the Lucchese silk industry developed
and produced high-grade fabrics much earlier
than generally assumed and require a thorough
reassessment of the hypothetical contribution of
Sicilian silk workers to this process, generally da-
ted to the thirteenth century.

The Lucchese silk industry would not have
achieved an increase in output, nor a rise in the
quality of its products without an adequate supply
of silk and other raw materials, a subject to which
hitherto no proper attention has been devoted.
The close political relations between Genoa and
Lucca since 1153 were of crucial importance in
this respect and, more generally, for the develop-
ment of the Lucchese silk industry.' ... ) The exten-

(110) M.W. Hall-Cole, H.C. Krueger, R.G. Renert, R.L. Reynolds (eds.), t\olai liguri del sec. XII, V. Giovanni de Guiberto (1200-
1211), Torino, 1939, I, nos. 17S (peciant [instead of postam] . I de cendatis), 226 (in cendatis), 402 and 1103 (xarnitos.If. jalnos).

(111) Earlier, in 1160, a merchant from Avignon took silken blankets from Genoa to Montpellier, and in 1179 the Luc-
chese Coena, based in Genoa, sent silk fabrics to Sicily: Giovanni Scriba (as above, n. 50), 11, p. 308, no. XVI, and ASG., Sezio-
ne Manoscritti, Diversorum notariorum [hereafter: Mss.], no. 102, fol. 21 r. It is impossible to determine whether these silks were
manufactured in Lucca.

(112) Giovanni de Guiberto (as above, n. 110), II, nos. 1439, 1686, 1796, and 1, no. 1146. See also H.C- Krueger, R.L. Rey-
nolds (eds.), Notai /iguri del sec. XII e del sec. XIII, VI. Lanfranco (1202-1226), Genova, 1953, 1, no. 574, and It, no. 1353: a Luc-
chese delivering unam peciam [instead of postam] cendati crossi et duns subtitles in Genoa in 1210, and a deal involving petias sex
cendati de Luca in 1225.

(113) F J. Hernandez (ed.), "Las Cores de Toledo de 1207", in Las Crates de Castilla y Leon en Ia Edad Media. Congreso cienti-
fiea sabre la histaria de las Caries de Ca.stilla y Leon, Valladolid, 1988, 1, p. 241. The more expensive types of Lucchese sendal are
indirectly attested by the entry following them: El otro cendal de Luca.

(114) See D. King, Types ofSi/k Cloth used in England 1200-1500, in Cavaciocchi, La seta in Europa, p. 458.
(115) L. Schopen, I. Bekker (eds.), Nicephoi Gregorae Histo iae Byzantinae (Corpus Scriptorum Historiae Byzantinae),

Bonn, 1829-1854, I, pp. 43-44 (1.11.6). 1 will examine silk production in the Empire of Nicaea in a forthcoming study.
(116) See Mazzaoui, The Emigration of Veronese Textilednisans, pp. 2-6, 40, 43-45, nos. 60, 67-69, 123-124, 127-135.
(117) The treaty of 1153 is the only one mentioning textiles, pannos albos et blavos et apersatos, clearly not silk fabrics: CDG,

1, pp. 287-288.
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sive commercial and maritime networks of Genoa
throughout the Mediterranean turned this city in-
to a depot and transit station for raw materials re-
quired by the- Lucchese silk industry and, to some
extent, also for the latter's finished products. The
economic activity of the Lucchese in Genoa was
partly. related to silk. Since the 1180s a growing
number of them settled in the Ligurian empo-
rium, while maintaining close relations with Luc-
ca.t"" Not surprisingly, therefore, most relevant
information about silk supplied to Lucca is to be
found in Genoese and Lucchese notarial docu-
ments. In Genoa the series of notarial chartula-
ries begins in 1155, though wide gaps exist for
the following period. In Lucca some scattered evi-
dence from 1220 and the following years has
been preserved, yet the earliest extant chartulary
of a local notary, which incidentally records seve-
ral transactions in raw silk, is dated 1246."10) Mo-
reover, numerous Genoese and Lucchese docu-
ments referring to silk fail to mention the latter's
origin or quantity, simply stating that tantam setam
has been handled by the parties to the registered
contract."" The loss of earlier documentation,
the fragmentary state of the extant sources and
the incomplete nature of the information they of-
fer on silk seriously impair any reconstruction of
the early growth of Lucca's silk supply network.

It is noteworthy that the West imported so-
me raw silk before the rise of its silk industry,
presumably for embroidery or other domestic
uses. The industrial production of textiles, how-
ever, required far larger amounts. The earliest
evidence regarding silk in Genoa is at first glan-
ce disconcerting. In 1157 a mixed shipment
from Genoa: to Palermo included two loads of
cocoons of unknown origin, one of them high-
grade.' ." In 1161 and 1163 we find instances of
silk apparently imported to Genoa from Spain
and forwarded to Bugia, Tunis and Alexandria, #
respectively.' ... I In 1162 a pound of high-grade
expensive silk was shipped from Genoa to Va-
lencia."") Silk of unknown provenance went to
Sicily in 1161 and 1179, although this island was
then a silk produce F.11211 Despite these transac-
tion, presumably determined by specific busi-
ness considerations or the specific grade of the
silk, we may safely assume that the bulk of the
raw material imported in this period by Genoa
was forwarded to Lucca. Sicily and Southern
Italy were then the areas closest to Genoa in
which silk was available. We have noted that
before coming under Norman rule both these
areas exported their surpluses to various destina-
tions. They apparently continued to practice se-
riculture on a large scale in the twelfth century,

(118) G. Petti Balbi, La presenza lucchese a Genova in etc rnedioevale, in R. Mazzei e T. Fanfani (ed.), Lucca-e l'Europa degli af-
jari, scroll YV-XVII, Lucca, 1990, pp. 29-35.

(119) R.S. Lopez, The Unexplored Wealth of the Notarial Archives in Pisa and Lucca, in Melanges d'histoire du Moyen Age didiis a
la mimoire de Louis Halphen, Paris, 1951, p. 422. A thorough exploration of Lucchese and Genoese notarial charters for eviden-
ce on silk is required.

(120) Nevertheless, it is sometimes possible to infer the provenance of the silk from earlier documents drafted by the sa-
me notary: see P. Racine, Le marchiginois de In sole en 1288, in "Revue des etudes sud-est europeennes", 8 (1970), pp. 405-406.

(121) Giovanni Scuba (as above, n. 50), I, no. 287: cuculli optimi. In each case the weight is stated, which excludes the ex-
planation of the term as 'capuccio", suggested by the editors, 11, p. 338. On trade in cocoons, even over long distances, see D.
Jacoby, Silk Production in the Frankish Peloponnese: the Evidence ofFouteenth Century Surveys and Reports, in H. Kalligas (ed.), Tra-
vellers and Officials in the Peloponnese. Descriptions - Reports- Statistics, in honour of Sir Steven Runcimon, Monemvasia, 1994, pp. 45-
46, 53, 57, 60-61; Jaeoby, Silk in Western Byzantium, p. 484, n. 183.

(122) Giovanni Scriba (as above, n. 50), II, nos. 812, 882, 1132. For the Spanish provenance, see convincing arguments in
Schauhe, Handelsgeschiclde, pp. 160, 284 and 286. The import of high-grade Spanish silk to Egypt is documented about a cen-
tury earlier: see Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, 1, p. 223.

(123) Giovanni Scriba (as above, n. 50), 11, no. 1011; see Schauhe, Handelsgeschichte, p. 322.
(124) Giovanni Scriba (as above, n. 50), II, no. 857. Despite some doubts expressed by Abulafia, The Two Italics, pp. 120-

121, 219, the contract refers to silk (and not silk goods) to be delivered in Messina. For 1179: A.S.G., Mss., no. 102, fol. 18r,

no. 2. Note in 1161 the shipment of cotton, possibly Egyptian, to Sicily, a producer of this commodity: Abulafia, ibid., p. 219.
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yet since their silk industry remained fairly mo-
dest, it was to be expected that they would con-
tinue to offer raw silk for sale. The overall eco-
nomic policy of the Norman rulers favoring the
export of raw materials could only foster the
shipping of silk to foreign manufacturers. J125)

These general conditions appear to have
been duly exploited by Genoese and Lucchese
merchants. The Genoese pursued a vigorous
commercial activity in Sicily in the second half
of the twelfth century. Since the 1180s they we-
rejoined there by Lucchese traders, who either
acted in conjunction with them or conducted
business on their own. Raw cotton and raw silk
were among the island's commodities these
merchants wished to purchase. Their acquisi-
tions in the island were partly financed by pro-
ceeds from the sale of imported woolen, cotton
and linen textiles of varying provenance, or
even that of silk fabrics manufactured in Lucca
itself"126' We have already noted the apparent
export of Lucca's silks to Sicily in 1201 and
1205.1"'1 It may be safely assumed that with the
expansion of the Lucchese silk industry the ex-
port of raw silk from Southern Italy was increa-
singly deflected from its previous course, toward
Byzantine silk centers, in favor of Lucca. To be
sure, silk from Cosenza and Calabria is not atte-
sted in Lucca before 1248 and 1295, respecti-
vely." It is difficult to believe, however, that the
Genoese and Lucchese silk merchants should
have failed to take advantage of the resources of
these areas at an earlier date. The absence of
evidence in this respect may he ascribed to two
factors: first, the unstable political conditions
existing in the Kingdom of Sicily since the

death of William II in 1189 until Frederick II as-
sumed effective power in his realm in 1220, a si-
tuation that undoubtedly reduced the volume
of Genoese and Lucchese trade, including the
purchase of raw silk in the realm; and, more ge-
nerally, the fragmentary nature of the sources
and of the information these provide, already
stressed above. It is not clear whether we face
the same problem of documentation with re-
spect to the Levant. The Venetians are known
to have imported silk from this region in the
twelfth century,"" yet no similar evidence regar-
ding the Genoese has survived, despite the Tat-
ter's intense commercial activity in the Eastern
Mediterranean. It is a matter of speculation,
therefore, whether they abstained at that stage
from importing raw silk from this region.

While the Lucchese manufacturers surely
preferred silk produced in areas fairly close to
Genoa, the transportation of which was cheap-
er, they had apparently no choice but to acquire
silk from additional sources. It would seem,
though, that general economic considerations
carried more weight in this respect. Since the
late twelfth century western textile manufactu-
rers sought not only to meet a growing demand,
but also to cater to the varying taste and econo-
mic capability of an ever wider clientele.j70' The-
se developments, which affected also the produ-
cers of silks, required a diversification in raw
materials, among them of superior quality, a
more systematic and continuous purchase po-
licy, and an intensification of imports. As a re-
sult, there was a progressive extension of the
geographical area from which these imports
took place. In March 1191 we witness for the fir-

(125) These issues are discussed above.
(126) Ahulafia, The Two Italics. pp. 255-261, and see also pp. 218-219. In England and Flanders the Lucchese merchants

operated along similar lines, selling their own silk fabrics and purchasing local wool.
(127) See above, n. 110.

(128) Bini, ILucchesi a 1'enezia, 1. pp. 49-50; Bongi, Della mercatura dei Lucchesi, p.34, n. 1. Incidentally, a royal monopoly
on the acquisition of raw silk From producers and its sale to customers was enforced in the Kingdom of Sicily since 1231: E.
Ivinkelman, Acta imperii inedita Saeculi VIII, Innsbruck, 1330, I, p. 614, no. 785.

(129) See above, n. 60.

(130) See Mazzaoui, The Italian Cotton Industry pp. 87-89, 96-100, who focuses on cotton.
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st time the arrival in Genoa of raw silk from a
region located beyond the lands bordering the
Eastern Mediterranean. A load of 168 pounds
of seta marchexana, in all likelihood apparently
originating in Marv Shahidjan,, Khorasan, was
sold by a Lucchese to two partners, one of
whom also was a Lucchese.t13.) The import of silk
from a region as distant as Khorasan seems to
imply that the basic supply of Lucca coming
from Southern Italy, Sicily and the Levant was
neither sufficient, nor satisfactory in grade. The
political 'evolution in the Kingdom of Sicily in
this period, mentioned above, may have been
partly responsible for this situation.

We have no information about the itinerary
followed by the Khorasan silk on its way to Ge-
noa. This is not the place to reconsider whether
or not the Genoese were allowed to sail into the
Black Sea before 1204."32' However, it is no-
teworthy that, except for a small number of
them visiting Constantinople, they were practi-
cally excluded from the Byzantine Empire
between 1182 and 1192, thus precisely in the pe-
riod. in which the silk from Khorasan arrived at
Genoa.""' Yet there were more compelling rea-
sons, of an economic nature, for this silk to
avoid Constantinople. After leaving Khorasan it
must have proceeded to Tahriz and Sivas, the
Seldjuk capital in Asia Minor, then via Kayseri
and Konya to the Mediterranean coast, which it
most likely reached at Antalya. The importance

of this overland route across Asia Minor since
the late twelfth century is illustrated in various
ways. Several caravanserais were constructed
between Kayseri and Konya, presumably in the #
reign of Qilidj Arslan II (1155-1192), and a new
market in this city is documented in 1201-1202.
Two imposing khans were added by the Seldjuks
between Sivas and Kayseri, one between 1232
and 1236 and the other between 1230 and 1240.
Growing commercial traffic from Trebizond,
Lesser Armenia and Persia intersected at Sivas,
which according to the Arab historian Ibn al-
Athir was a thriving market by 1205-1206. A lar-
ge hospital was built in the city in 1217-1218. An-
talya, an important port of call between Alexan-
dria and Constantinople on the southern coast
of Asia Minor, was then the Mediterranean ou-
tlet of the routes crossing Asia Minor.n331

Antalya, called Satalia in western sources,
was visited by Genoese merchants since 1156
and presumably even earlier."35) Apparently so-
me of them settled there, whether permanently
or for a number of years, as we may gather from
the surname of Raimondo de Satalia, attested in
Genoa in 1191 and 1192, thus precisely in the
period in which the Khorasan silk arrived in Ge-
noa."" In 1207 the Seldjuks conquered Antalya
and thereby consolidated its role in land tra-
de.""' The ongoing activity and presence of Ge-
noese merchants in the city, confirmed by a #
charter of 1212 and the appearance of Nicola

(131) M.W. Hall, H.C. Krueger, R.L. Reynolds (eds.), Notai liguri del sec. XI1, H. Guglielmo Cassinese (1190-1192), Torino,

1938, 1, pp. 104-105, no. 256. In all likelihood this silk is the one recorded in 1288 tinder the names merdacesi and mercadanzia

at Lucca and Genoa: see, respectively, Bautier, Las relations economiques des Occidentaw<, p. 291, n. 1, and Racine, Le ntarclee ge-
nois de la soie, pp. 406, 407, 417; see also below, n. 168. In the fourteenth century it appears as merdacascia and niordecascio: Pe-

golotti, pp. 208, 298, 300. On its origin, see Heyd, Histoire du commerce, p. 673. Marv Shahidjan was not in Sogdiana, as stated #
by several authors. On the silk of Khoras5n, see Serjeant, Islamic Textiles, pp. 87, 89-92.

(132) S. Origone, Bisanzio e Geneva, Genova, 1992, p. 75, n. 41, sums tip the discussion but refrains from taking a stand.

(133) D. Jacoby, Conrad, Marquis of Nlontferrat, and the Kingdom ofJerusalem (1187-1192), in G. Pistarino (ed.), Atli del Con- 9E

gresso Internazionale 'Dai jeudi monferrini e dal Piemonte ai nuovi rnondi oltre gli Oreani ", Alessandria, 1993, pp. 222-223. A Genoese
ship presumably on her way to Satalia was robbed nearby shortly before 1174: CDG II, p. 216, note.

(134) See Cl. Cahen, Le commerce anatolien au debut du XIIIe siecle, in Milanges Louis Hal/hen, pp. 92-101, esp. 92-93, 96, re-

pr. in Id., Turcobyzantina et Oriens Clu'istiania, London, 1974, no. XII; also Batnier, Les relations economiques des Occidenlaux, pp.

280-282.
(135) Giovanni Scriba (as above, it. 50), 1, nos. 126-127.
(136) Guglielmo Cassinese (as above, it. 131), I, no. 713, and 11, no. 1795).
(137) See Calien, Le commerce anatolien, p. 93.
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de Satalia in Genoa in 1216, may have been par-
tly linked to the silk trade."3B' Pisans and Vene-
tians were also active at Antalya, the latter appa-
rently continuously visiting the city in the first
half of the thirteenth century. Silk is not recor-
ded among the tax-exempted commodities in
the treaty of 1220 between Venice and the
Seldjuks.""' Yet we may assume that the Vene-
tians handled this commodity, like the Pro-
vencal merchants who by 1236 were regularly
shipping silk from Seldjuk territory to the West
via Cyprus, most likely from Antalya.111'1 It is im-
possible to determine whether Khorasan silk
continued to be imported after its first appea-
rance in Genoa in 1191 up to 1288, when it is
again documented in Italy. In any event, it is su-
rely along the same land route across Asia Mi-
nor that additional varieties of high-grade silk
from inner Asia travelled to Lucca since 1230,
namely seta gangia, leggia and giorgiana, silk
from the areas of Gandja, Lahidjan and
Djurdjan, respectively to the southwest, south
and south-east of the Caspian Sea. The last va-
riety is also documented in a Lucchese chartu-
lary of 1246.""I'

The western search for new sources and hi-

gher grades of raw materials for the Lucchese
silk industry was significantly furthered by the
political developments of the early thirteenth
century. The opening of former Byzantine terri-
tories to western penetration in the wake of the
Fourth Crusade, noted above, intensified the
search for raw silk, cocoons and kermes. The lif-
ting of restrictions on the export of these raw
materials from Romania was of particular bene-
fit for the development of the western silk indu-
stries.""' There is fairly abundant information
in this respect for the thirteenth century. Ge-
noese merchants are attested in Latin Thessalo-
nica in 1206 and at various occasions in Con-
stantinople yet, considering the nature of the
relations between Venice and Genoa from 1204
to 1261, their activity in the Latin Empire could
only have been intermittent. It was presumably
more consistent in other areas of Romania, su-
ch as Negroponte or Euboea, as well as in the
Byzantine empire of Nicaea.1 13) There is eviden-
ce to suggest that Lucchese merchants were
buying silk in this territory since the 1240s, if
not earlier.'19.I Unfortunately, many documents
referring to silk from Romania offer no indica-
tion about its precise origin. Such is the case,

(138) Lanfranco (as above, n. 112), nos. 717, 754: II, nos. 1303-1304. For 1212, see M. Balard, Les Ginois en Ramanie entre
1204 et 1261. Recherches sur les minutiers notariaux genois, in "Melanges d'archeologie et d'histoire, publies par l'Ecole Frangaise
de Rome", 78 (1966), p. 475.

(139) On western presence at Antalya, see Cahen, Le commerce anatolien, pp. 96-99, and Venice's maritime statutes of 1233
and 1255: Predelli e Sacerdoti, Gli statuti maritimmi veneziani, pp. 60-61, para. 27, and pp. 134-135, para. 70. The treaty of 1220:
TTh, II, pp. 221-225, esp. 222; see also M.E. Martin, The Venetian-Seljuk Treaty of 1220, in "English Historical Review", (1980),
pp. 321-330, esp. 325-326.

(140) See above, n. 75.

(141) See Bini, I Lucchesi a Venezia, I. pp. 45-46, for gange and giorgiana, and in 1246 testitorii giorgiani jacti, or silk ready for
weaving; Lopez, The Unexplored Wealth, p. 422, where 'Georgian' should be replaced by 'Djurdjan'; M. Balard, La Romanie gi-
noise (.17e - debut du A'Ve siecle) (Bibliotheque des Ecoles francaises d'Athenes et de Rome 235), Rome, 1978, II, pp. 725-726
and n. 40, 730, for leggia in 1238, 1244, 1253, yet the suggested itinerary via Lesser Armenia is unlikely for this period: see be-
low. Identification of the last of these silk types by Bauder, Les relations iconomiques des Occidentaux, p. 291, who, however, wri-
tes 'Gorgan'. On this high-grade ibrism silk, see Serjeant, Islamic Textiles, pp. 69-70, 71, 80-81.

(142) For instance, in December 1210 two individuals, one of whom a Lucchese, bought in Genoa 6 centenaria and 53
pounds gone de Romania: Lanfranco (as above, n.,112), 1, no. 915.

(143) Evidence and background in Balard, Les Ginois en Roneanie entre 1204 et 1261, pp. 467-502, whose assumption about
a Genoese colony in Constantinople in this period, ibid., p. 479, is unwarranted; see the careful assessment in this respect by
S. Origone, Die Vertrhge der ersten Hdlfle des 13Jahrhunderts ztoischen Genua and Venedig, "Mitteilungen des Bulgarischen For-
schungsinstitutes in Osterreich", 8 (1986), p. 92.

(144) The silk cloth bought in Nicaea, mentioned about 1180, implies sericulture in northwestern Asia Minor, anyhow
documented by other sources: see above, nn. 54 and 109. for my forthcoming study.
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for'instance, with a Genoese charter of 1262
dealing with the price of this silk.'")

The information concerning the Peloponne-
se is more abundant and precise. The Venetian
ports of Modone and Corone in the south of
the peninsula, as well as Chiarenza and Patras
in the Frankish principality of Morea served as
the main outlets for the shipment of silk, silk
cocoons, dyes and silk textiles produced in the
region.""' These commodities followed two
major itineraries, one to Venice and the other
to Southern Italy, from where a large portion of
them was conveyed further north, Lucca clearly
being one of their main destinations.""" Indeed,
Lucchese documents of the second half of the
thirteenth century mention the import of seta de
Patrasso and seta chiarentana, silk from Patras
and Chiarenza, respectively.Q4. Several Genoese
charters drafted since 1274 record commenda
contracts and the export of western woolen fa-
brics to Chiarenza.""91 The operation of the Ge-
noese merchants in this city apparently followed
the pattern already encountered in Sicily in the
twelfth century, the import of finished textiles
financing, partly at least, the purchase of raw
silk for the supply of Lucca and some minor silk
centers of Northern Italy. Genoese activity in
Chiarenza must have. begun many years before
the 1270s, when it is first documented. This is
already implied by the Genoese presence in
Thebes before 1240, examined above. Moreo-
ver, the decisive importance of Lucca as the

main importer of Peloponnesian silk is revealed
by a Pisan commercial manual, composed in
1278, which states that in della Morea si pesa.libra
lucchese. While there is no explicit reference to
silk at that point, the following three items in
the manual deal specifically with this commo-
dity. The connection of the Lucchese weight
with silk is thus obvious, as there was no other
reason for its adoption in the Peloponnese."5o
The so-called Zibaldone da Canal, a Venetian
commercial manual completed in the 1320s at
the latest, reports that a different silk pound
was used at Corone, clearly because this port
was under Venetian rule and exported silk
mainly to Venice.""' It follows that the Lucchese
weight system was customary for silk in the
Frankish Peloponnese. Despite the absence of
direct evidence, then, we may safely conclude
that after 1204 the bulk of the silk exports from
this area went to Lucca via Southern Italy. At
any rate, this was certainly the case in the first
half of the thirteenth century, before the expan-
ding silk industry of Venice began to absorb a
growing proportion of silk, cocoons and dyes
produced in Greece. Western silk manufactur-
ers continued to import Levantine silk in the
thirteenth century. Cargoes dispatched from Ty-
re and Beirut are attested in 1202 and 1222, re-
spectively,1152' yet it is mainly at Acre that Levan-
tine silk appears to have been concentrated for
shipping to the West. This is hinted by the Ve-
netian maritime statutes of 1233 and 1255. By

(145) A.S.G., Cartolari notarili [hereafter: Cart.], no. 71, fol. 126v-127r.
(146) On the role of these ports at a later period, seeJacoby, SilkProduction in the Frankish Peloponnese, quoted above, n. 121.

(147) The supply network of the Venetian silk industry requires a separate treatment.
(148) Bini, I Lucchesi a Venezia, I, pp. 49, 51, with correct identifications by Bongi, Della mercatura dei Lucchesi, pp. 36-37.

(149) See Balard, LaRomaniegenoise,'I, pp. 163-164 and n. 211; charters of 1287 explicitely mention woolens.

(150) R. Lopez - G. Airaldi (ed.), Il piu antico manuale italiano di pratica della mercatura, in Miscellanea di studi storici, Il (Col-

lana storica di fonti e studi, diretta da G. Pistarino, 38), Geneva, 1983, p. 127, Fol. 360, 11. 15-23, In the fourteenth century

the Lucchese silk pound was also utilized in Florence and Pisa: Pegolotti, pp. 197. 204.

(151) A. Stussi (ed.), Zibaldone da Canal, ntanoscritto mercantile del sec. XIP (Fonti per la scoria di Venezia, Sez. V - Fondi va-

ri), Venezia, 1967, p. 58, fol. 35v. I. 19; for the dating of this work, see D. Jacohy, A 1%enetian Manual of Commercial Practice from

Crusader Acre, in Airaldi e Kedar, I comuni italiani, pp. 404-405, 410, repr. in Jacohy, Studies, no. VII. On the export of silk to

Venice, see Jacohy, Silk Production in the Frankish Peloponnese, n. 20.

(152) A.S.G., Mss., no. 102, fol. 23Sv., for Tyre, from which it was exported, yet one should remember that there was no

sericulture around this city: see above, n. 61; for Beirut, see above, n. 72.
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this time silk yarn from Antioch was regularly
arriving at Acre.""' A ship sailing from this port
to Marseilles in 1248 had on board 20 1/2
pounds de serico torto de ultramare tincto diversis co-
loribus, or dyed twisted silk ready for weaving."")
Significantly, Ogerio Riccio had taken advanta-
ge of his post as Genoese consul in Acre before
July 1249 to get acquainted with the Levantine
market. The following year, after returning to
Genoa, he was importing various commodities
from the Levant, including silk.""'

The evidence bearing on the provisioning of
silk to Lucca via Genoa in the first half of the
thirteenth century, largely culled from the nota-
rial records of the two cities, is rather fragmen-
tary and does not provide a clear picture of the
evolving trade pattern.""' The sources neverthe-
less reveal some general trends. There appears
to have been continuity in the imports from Ca-
labria,'157' as well as from the Levant.115B' Yet poli-
tical circumstances in the Eastern Mediterra-
nean created favorable conditions for a substan-
tial extension of the geographical network of
western silk provisioning. This process began in
the late twelfth century with the establishment
of Seljuk rule in Asia Minor, which enhanced
the intensification of land trade in this region.
The Fourth Crusade generated some structural
changes in the silk economy of Romania. It not

only facilitated western access to the silk pro-
ducts of the region, but also resulted in an im-
portant shift in the nature of silk exports to the
West, which previously were restricted to fini-
shed products and after 1204 combined textiles
with raw materials. There is good reason to be-
lieve that the growing western demand for raw
silk in the thirteenth century stimulated the ex-
pansion of sericulture in Southern Italy, the re-
gions of Romania under Latin rule, the Byzanti-
ne empire of Nicaea, Turkish Asia Minor and
the Levant.' '59 While this process was beneficial
for western wilk manufacturers, increasing we-
stern purchases deprived the local silk indu-
stries of these regions from a growing share of
their raw materials.

The establishment of Mongol rule over large
areas of Asia greatly promoted trade, inclu-
ding in silk, along the east-west land route
crossing this continent. The western section of
this route, however, was diverted from its pre-
vious course through Asia Minor toward Antalya.
As a result of favorable political relations
between Lesser Armenia and the Mongols since
the 1250s, this route now converged on Laiazzo,
in Lesser Armenia, which became its main Me-
diterranean outlet.""' Indeed, the silk from
Gandja and Djurdjan reaching Genoa since
1258 travelled via Laiazzo.'161) In addition, Chi-

(153) See above, n. 62.
(154) L. Blancard (ed.), Documents inidits surle commerce deMarseille.. an moyrn age, Marseille, 1884-1885, no. 957.
(155) A.S.G., Cart., no. 27, fol. 42r, and 117v, about an accomendatio in silk to Genoa in 1250. There has been much con-

fusion about Ogerio Riccio's term of office as consul at Acre. By July 1249 he had been replaced by Guglielmo de Bulgaro,
while his partner as co-consul Simone Mallocello continued to serve. All the references to Ogerio Riccio point to the past: C.
Desimoni (ed.), Quatre titres des propnitis des Ginois a Acre et a Tyr, "Archives de l'Orient Latin", 2/2, (1884), pp. 215-218, 222.

(156) This is even the case with the richer evidence provided for 1288 by Racine, Le marc/tiginois de to soie, pp. 403417,
which is based on a single notary.

(157) Despite the absence of documents up to the 1240s: see above, n. 128.
(158) See above, pp. 59-60. The silk from this region appears later as seta soriana: Bini, I Lucchesi a Venezia, I, p. 50.
(159) A similar development occured with respect to cotton in the same period. One should remember that the eleventh

century extension of sericulture in Calabria also came in response to a growing demand of manufacturers.
(160) On Laiazzo's role, see Heyd, Histoire du commerce, 11, pp. 73-92; Jacoby, A Venetian Manual, pp. 412-413, 416-417;

Bautier, Les relations iconamiques des Occidentaux, pp. 290-291, who also deals with the political background.
(161) See Balard, La Romanieginoise, II, p. 727, n. 46, a reference to canzia in 1258; R.S. Lopez, Nuove luci sugli Italiani in

Estremo Oriente prima di Colombo, repr. in Id., Su e giii per la sto is di Genova (Collana storica di fond e studi, diretta da Geo Pista-
rino, 20), Genova, 1975, p. 129, no. 2, in 1259, and ibid., p. 101 and n. 33, where instead of 'Georgia' read 'Djurdjan'; see also
above, n. 141.
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nese silk (seta catuia) arrived in this city since
1256, if not somewhat earlier, from where it was
conveyed to Genoa.11fi2I Much attention has been
devoted to.this silk, yet one should not forget
that Central Asian silk preceded it in Genoa by
several decades. Finally high-grade silk from
Mamistra in Lesser Armenia was also shipped
westwards in 1259.1"" Significantly, in Laiazzo
silk appears to have been mainly handled by Ge-
noese merchants. While some amounts may ha-
ve found their way to the fairs of Champagne,
the bulk' of it was certainly conveyed to Lucca,
as implied by Lucchese purchases documented
in Genoa since 1259, and to some minor Italian
centers of silk man ufactu re. "'I

It is impossible to determine the itinerary
followed by the seta iurea originating in Georgia,
recorded in Lucca in 1256.1"'' Since the Genoe-
se were then absent from Constantinople and
the Black Sea,""' it may have travelled from the
Caucasus to Trebizond and from there to Laiaz-
zo, or else via Tabriz to this port, before procee-
ding to Genoa and Lucca. Alternatively, it may
have been handled by intermediaries, such as

the Lombards, Pisans, Proven4aux and Anconi-
tans active at that time in Latin Constantinople #
in 1261 resulted in the opening of the Black Sea
to Genoese merchants and, more generally, in a
substantial expansion of western trade in the re-
gion in the following decades. Within this fra-
mework an increasing flow of silk from the Cau-
casus began to arrive at Black Sea ports,""' from
where it was conveyed via Constantinople to Ge-
noa. Moreover, some I{horasan silk, which pre-
viously had travelled by way of Laiazzo only, al-
so reached the Black Sea and was shipped from
the Crimea along the same maritime lane.""'
The opening and consolidation of this route
was the last major stage in the establishment of
the complex network of silk supply linking the
Eastern Mediterranean to the West in the thir-
teenth century. The detailed reconstruction of
this network and of the chronology of its deve-
lopment is essential for an understanding of the
growth of western silk manufacture in this pe-
riod. This reconstruction, however, still awaits a
thorough investigation of notarial records.

(162) Lopez, Nuove fuel sugh Italiani, pp. 100-101, and Doehard, Les relations commerciales, II, no. 986, a deal in Chinese silk

concluded in Genoa on 16 January 1257. Since long-distance shipping came to a standstill in the winter, the silk must have ar-

rived in 1256.
(163) Lopez, Nvove luci sugli Italiani, p. 101, n. 59. A Florentine commercial manual of the 1320s refers to the ntolto finissi-

ma seta of Lesser Armenia, quasi della inigliore the sir in ogni parte Bautier, Les relations econorniques des Occidentaux, p. 318.

(164) On this issue 1 suggest a middle course between the interpretations of Lopez, iVuove luci sugli Italiani, pp. 100-101,

129-130, nos. 2-3, and Bautier. Les relations economiques des Occidentaus, pp. 290-291.

(165) Bini, I Lucchesi a lrenezia, 1, p. 50, reads diuria. For its identification, see Racine, Le raarchegenois de la sole, p. 405, and

for 1288, ibid., pp. 415, 417; see also Balard, La Romanie genoise, 11, p. 726, n. 45, for evidence since 1264.

(166) On the reduced presence of the Genoese in-the Latin Empire, see above, n. 138. Since 1256 the armed conflict #
between Genoa and Venice in the Levant and at sea excluded all Genoese activity in Constantinople, conu-olleo by Venice, or

the Black Sea.
(167) On the activity of these Latins, see M.E. Martin, The First LYnetians in the Black Sea, in O. Lampsidis (ed.), in The By-

zantineBlack Sea= Archeion Poitou, 35 (1979), pp. 117-119.
(168) G.I. Bratianu (ed.), dotes des notaires genois de Pera el de Caffa de la fin du treizieme siscle (1281-1289), Bucaresc, 1927,

nos. 200, 209, 211, 213, and p. 337, no. 163, all of 1289.
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The Jews and the Silk Industry of Constantinople

Some time after the middle of the twelfth century the Jew Benjamin son of
Jonah left his residence at Tudela, a city of Navarra in Spain, for a long
journey that lasted several years. In the course of his travels he visited shortly
after 1160 some twenty-five Jewish communities in the Byzantine empire,
about which he has left us precious information. In three of these communi-
ties, namely those of Thebes, Thessalonica and Constantinople, he found
Jews employed in the silk industry.' Silk textiles played an important sym-
bolic role in the ceremonial of the imperial court and the Church, as well as
in the Empire's political relations with foreign rulers and powers. In addition,
they served as a status symbol in Byzantine society and in terms of value
constituted the most important export commodity of Byzantium.2

Benjamin of Tudela's references to the Jewish silk workers are very brief.
They are nevertheless of considerable importance because, strangely, after
the sixth century there is not a single Byzantine source directly attesting that
Jews took part in the Empire's production of silk textiles. This is all the more
surprising with respect to Constantinople, the major Byzantine center of silk
manufacture in the four centuries following the loss of the eastern provinces
to the Muslims. The apparent silence of the Byzantine sources in this respect
has given rise to various explanations, which will be examined below in due
course. Yet at this point it is already important to note that Benjamin of

I M.N. Adler (ed.), The Itinerary of Benjamin of Tudela, London, 1907 [hereafter: BT],
Hebrew text, pp. 12-16; for my own English translation of the relevant passages, see below. I
shall deal elsewhere with the dating of Benjamin's journey through the Empire.

2 See R.S. Lopez, `Silk Industry in the Byzantine Empire', Speculum, 20 (1945), p. 25-41,
repr. in idem, Byzantium and the World Around It: Economic and Institutional Relations,
London, 1978, no. III. The sources translated by M. Hamidullah, `Nouveaux documents sur les
rapports de l'Europe avec I'Orient du moyen age', Arabica, 7 (1960), pp. 281-291, 293-297,
deal in fact with Byzantine silk fabrics sent to Muslim rulers. Several studies on silk in the
relations between Byzantium and the West by A. Muthesius have been reproduced with some
modifications in her Studies in Byzantine and Islamic Silk Weaving, London, 1995, and the
subject is also treated in eadem, Byzantine Silk Weaving AD 400 to AD 1200, edited by E.
Kislinger and J. Koder, Vienna, 1997; however, see my review of this study in Byzantinische
Zeitschrift, 92 (1999), pp. 536-538. D. Jacoby, `Silk in Western Byzantium before the Fourth
Crusade', Byzantinische Zeitschrift, 84/85 (1991-1992), pp. 452-500, offers a different ap-
proach with an emphasis on silk economics.
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Tudela's account is not the only testimony about the activity of Jewish silk
workers in Constantinople. Some Byzantine, western and Jewish sources -
most of the latter still unpublished documents from the Cairo Genizah or
synagogue archive - shed more light on these workers, whether directly or
indirectly, and enable a better knowledge of their activities.

With the meagre information at our disposal we have to address three
major issues:

1. Since when were Jews employed in the silk industry of Constantinople?
2. What were their precise occupations in the framework of this industry?
3. What happened after the 1160s to the Jewish silk workers of the capital,

about whom we hear no more?

Byzantine sources from the fourth to the sixth century seem to imply that
Jews were involved in the manufacture of silk fabrics, though it is not clear in
what capacity, and that they excelled in the production of purple and red
dyes. These sources have been adduced to suggest that Jews continuously
participated in the activity of the Empire's silk industry.' However, a docu-
mentary gap of several centuries after these testimonies precludes any sweeping
generalizations in this respect. Moreover, the information adduced is not
relevant for Constantinople and, therefore, does not contribute to the clarifi-
cation of the issues examined here.

There is nevertheless some early evidence pointing to the connection of
Jews with silk fabrics apparently manufactured in the Empire's capital. A
hagiographic work composed about 640, the Doctrina Jacobi nuper baptizati,
mentions the activity of the Jew Jacob, who served as the agent of a Greek
merchant. In 632 Jacob sailed on behalf of his employer from Constantinople
to the province Africa in order to sell several garments, the total value of
which was 144 nomismata. The whole operation was conducted in secrecy, in
order to avoid official control of the merchandise. The nature of the fabric
from which the garments were made is not stated, yet their high cost, the
peculiar itinerary followed by Jacob, as well as the circumstances of his
transactions imply that these were silk vestments, the export of which from

3 See E. Kislinger, `Jndische Gewerbetreibende in Byzanz', in A. Ebenbauer / KI. Zatloukal,
Die Juden in ihrer inittelalterlichen Uinwelt, Wien-Koln-Weimar, 1991, p. 106; A. Muthesius,
`The Hidden Jewish Element in Byzantium's Silk Industry: A Catalyst for the Impact of
Byzantine Silks on the Latin Church before 1200 A. D.?', Bulletin ofJudaeo-Greek Studies, 10
(Summer 1992), pp. 22-23, 24-25, repr. in eadem, Studies in Byzantine and Islamic Silk
Weaving, no. XV; see my negative assessment of this study in Jacoby, `Silk in Western Byzan-
tium', p. 482, n. 169, and p. 487, n. 199.
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Constantinople was either prohibited or heavily taxed. The Jew Jacob was
thus involved in the illicit export and sale of silken garments, yet not in their
manufacture.4

Further information about Jews connected with silk is to be found in the
extant version of the `Book of the Eparch' ('Emta@Jxtxbv BLOMov), a collec-
tion of provisions regulating the activity of a number of professional guilds in
the Empire's capital.5 Whatever the nature and date of this version and the
circumstances in which it was compiled, the original text clearly belongs to
the early tenth century and reproduces provisions sanctioned and enforced by
the imperial government.6 One of these provisions prohibited the metaxopratai
or silk merchants from selling metaxa, i.e. silk or cocoons, either to Jews or
to merchants in order to prevent the export of these commodities from the
city (`EPQalot; vl Tp; 'cb StaIttitgaoxety ci)ti y ti=ll; mtAe(a;).7
It has recently been argued that these Jews and merchants - whose identity is
not specified, yet obviously were not Jewish - came to Constantinople from
the provinces. The provision just mentioned seems thus to conform with the
diffident and restrictive imperial policy toward provincial subjects, illustrated
by the `Book of the Eparch' and other sources.8 It should be stressed, how-

4 Doctrina Jacobi nuper baptizati, ed. and trans. V. Deroche in Travaux et Memoires, 11
(1991), pp. 72, 127-129, 215-219 (I, 3 and 40-41; V, 20); commentary by G. Dagron, `Juifs et
Chretiens dans I'Orient du Vile siecle', ibid., pp. 234-246, and for the dating of the work, pp.
246-247. For the dating of Jacob's journey, see also D. Jacoby, `The Jews of Constantinople
and their Demographic Hinterland', in C. Mango and G. Dagron (eds.), Constantinople and its
Hinterland (Papers from the Twenty-Seventh Spring Symposium of Byzantine Studies, Oxford,
April 1993), Aldershot, 1995, p. 222.

5 J. Koder (ed. and trans.), Das Eparchenbuch des Leons des Weisen. Einfiihrung, Edition,
Ubersetzung and Indices (Corpus Fontium Historiae Byzantinae, XXXIII), Wien, 1991 (hereaf-
ter: EB).

6 Recent discussion by J. Koder, `Uberlegungen zu Aufbau and Entstehung des Eparchikon
Biblion', in J. Chrysostomides (ed.), KAOHFHTPIA. Essays presented to Joan Hussey for her
80th Birthday, Camberley, Surrey, 1988, pp. 85-97, and J. Koder, EB, pp. 20-41; P. Speck,
`(Erlassenes?) Gesetz oder ein weiteres Schulbuch? Uberlegungen zur Entstehung des
Eparchenbuchs', in idem (ed.), Varia III (HomtXa Bu avtitva, 11), Bonn, 1991, pp. 293-306,
has raised various objections to Koder's conclusions. I shall return to these issues in my
forthcoming book on Byzantine silk.

7 EB 6.16. Other closely related provisions forbade the secret sale of metaxa by the
rnetaxopratai or the katartarioi (on whom see below), respectively, to individuals unauthorized
to buy it: EB 6.13, 7.5. D. Simon, `Die byzantinischen Seidenzunfte', Byzantinische Zeitschrift,
68 (1975), pp. 25-26, 30, 39, stresses that inetaxa also stands for cocoons, yet raises unfounded
doubts about their trade in the Empire; on this trade, see Jacoby, `Silk in Western Byzantium',
p. 484 and n. 183.

8 On this policy, see N. Oikonomides, 'Le marchand byzantin des provinces (IXe-XIe s.)', in
Mercati e mercanti nell'alto medieovo: 1'area euroasiatica e I'area inediterranea (Settimane di
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ever, that the residents of the provinces appear in other regulations of the
`Book of the Eparch' as Ei ottxot or as being `40ev, literally `outsiders' or
`[coming] from the outside', i.e. aliens, who reach Constantinople either to
sell their merchandise or to buy there goods.' These terms or expressions are
applied neither to the Jews, nor to the merchants mentioned in our regulation,
and we may thus safely assume that the individuals to whom it refers were
inhabitants of Constantinople.

The purpose of the ban, then, was to prevent these individuals from selling
silk as raw material to other merchants coming to the city either from the
provinces or from foreign countries.)0 In other words, the Jews and non-
Jewish merchants we are dealing with, who were familiar with the local
supply network and market conditions, acted as middlemen in business ven-
tures leading to the illicit export of silk from the city and, most likely, also
from the Empire. This export ran counter the principles of the silk marketing
system which the authorities sought to enforce in Constantinople. According
to these principles, reflected by the `Book of the Eparch', the city was to
import raw materials, namely silk and cocoons, dyes and mordants, as well as
finished products, yet should have exported exclusively the latter." t This
explains the ban on the export of silk in the chapter devoted to the guild of
the silk merchants.

The specific reference to Jews in this context implies that the latter had
acquired a share in the illicit export of silk sufficient to warrant the attention

studio del Centro italiano sull'alto medioevo, 40), Spoleto, 1993, pp. 655-656; D. Jacoby, `The
Byzantine Outsider in Trade (c.900-c.1350)', in D. C. Smythe (ed.), Strangers to Themselves:
The Byzantine Outsider (Papers from the Thirty-Second Spring Symposium of Byzantine
Studies, University of Sussex, Brighton, March 1998), Aldershot, 2000, pp. 132-134.

9'E> cxnxoi: EB 6.9, 8.3, 8.7, 8.8; e4o0ev: EB 4.1, 6.5, 7.1, 7.2. In 5.5, however, this last
expression is used for the Syrian importers whose sojourn in Constantinople was limited to
three months, and in 20.2 for foreigners in general, although the latter were usually called
1e0vLxol, as in 8.5 and 8.7.

to This interpretation is enhanced by a comparison with other regulations prohibiting the sale
of slaves trained in a branch of silk manufacture to the members of these two groups,
and'e0vi,xoi, which are explicitely mentioned: EB 8.7. See also EB 4.1, prohibiting the sale of
specific silk wares termed kekolymena (xex&,vlu>va) to residents of the provinces, in order to
prevent their export from the Empire.

11 Import of silk and cocoons: EB 6.5; see also 7.1 and 7.2. The metaxopratai were not
allowed to travel outside the city to buy them: EB 6.12. Note that the Syrians imported silk
fabrics and clothing, yet no silk or cocoons; in addition, they brought spices, perfumes and
dyeing materials which they sold to the iuvQc4 of or perfumers: EB 5.1, 2, 4, and 10.1. The use
of mordants, essential for the fixing of colours, has been overlooked for the period examined
here, yet see now Jacoby, `Silk in Western Byzantium', pp. 483-484. On the export of silk
fabrics and garments from Constantinople: EB 4.1, 4.4, 4.8, 5.5, 8.5.
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of the imperial authorities. They acted individually or may have established a
trade network of their own, fostered by ethnic solidarity and facilitated by the
common use of Hebrew, which connected them with Jewish merchants visit-
ing Constantinople. There is good reason to believe that the Jews of the city
selling silk maintained particularly close links with the Jewish merchants
known as al-Radhaniyya, or Radhanites, whose activity and itineraries in the
ninth and early tenth century are documented by two contemporary Persian
authors. These merchants, some of whom knew Greek, traveled between the
West and the Far East. A number of those returning from China by way of
Egypt reached Constantinople, where they sold their merchandise. There is
no information about the commodities they bought in the city for export to
the West, yet we may postulate that these included silk textiles. In addition,
from the `Book of the Eparch' we may gather that they illegally purchased
raw silk for export either with the help of local middlemen, among them
Jewish co-religionists, or directly from the metaxopratai.12 Various provi-
sions of the `Book of the Eparch' appear to have already been enforced in the
ninth century," among them possibly the one dealing with Jews engaged in
the illicit export of silk. Significantly, though, the `Book of the Eparch' does
not refer to these Jews as merchants, despite their involvement in trade. It
follows that they were not professional traders, contrary to the non-Jewish
merchants appearing in the same regulation. This conclusion is of major
importance in our context, as we shall soon realize.

Later tenth-century sources reveal that Jewish merchants from Southern
Italy regularly visited Constantinople and suggest that some of them par-
ticipated in the silk trade. In 992 the co-emperors Basil II and Constantine
VIII responded favorably to Venice, which had complained about the exac-
tions and the arbitrary treatment inflicted by Byzantine officers upon its
citizens. The emperors restored the customary passage fee levied at Abydos
from Venetian ships sailing through the Straits of the Dardanelles on their
way to and from Constantinople. In addition, they promised the orderly
conduct of fiscal, administrative and judicial procedures applied to Venetian
merchants. On the other hand, Venetian ships returning from Constantino-
ple were limited to the transportation of Venetian traders and their goods.
They were prohibited from carrying Amalfitans, Jews and Lombards, i.e.
Latins, living in Bari and elsewhere in the province of Langobardia, nor
were they allowed to take the merchandise of these individuals on board

12 See D. Jacoby, 'Les Juifs de Byzance: une communaute marginalisee', in Ch. A. Maltezou
(ed.), OL Jceec0caQLaxot Gto (ISevva I'ov7,av6Qn- Xow), Athens, 1993, pp. 135-
137, with references to the sources. On the metaxopratai, see also above, p. 3.

13 See my forthcoming book mentioned above, n. 6.
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their vessels.14 The prohibition, which for unknown reasons was not to be
applied to Greeks,15 was directed against members of non-Greek groups
residing in the Empire's Italian provinces. It concurred with the general
attitude of the imperial government toward its provincial subjects, already
mentioned above.16 The existence of Jewish communities in tenth-century
Byzantine Italy is well documented."

It has not been noted hitherto that the prohibition on transportation men-
tioned in the chrysobull of 992 concerned exclusively Venetian ships returning
from Constantinople to the West, and not vessels sailing in the opposite
direction.18 This distinction is of major importance for a proper understand-
ing of the provision. It was to be expected that the implementation of the
procedures mentioned in the charter would reduce Byzantine inspection of
the cargo on board Venetian vessels and, therefore, the authorities feared that
other imperial subjects would take advantage of this fact. Clearly, the main
concern of the emperors in that context was to prevent their Italian subjects
from smuggling goods out of the capital under Venetian cover and from
defrauding thereby the state treasury. 19 In exchange for imperial favors, then,

14 Ed. by A. Pertusi, `Venezia e Bisanzio nel secolo XI', in La Venezia del Mille (Storia della
civiltd veneziana, X), Firenze, 1965, pp. 155-160, esp. 157. The passage has been re-edited
with corrections by M. Pozza - G. Ravegnani (eds.), Pacta veneta, IV, I trattati con Bisanzio,
Venezia, 1994, p. 23, yet requires further emendations; see my review of this volume in
Mediterranean Historical Review, 9 (1994), pp. 140-141. My interpretation of this difficult text
differs from that proposed until now. While there appears to have been a return to custom with
respect to tolls, the text does not warrant the assumption that the prohibition to take on board
non-Venetians had already been enforced previously, except for the Jews, on whom see below;
nor is it plausible that the ban on transportation concerned cargo only, as in that period
merchants always accompanied shipped goods: contra Pertusi, `Venezia e Bisanzio nel secolo
XI', pp. 124-125 and 148, n. 31. V. von Falkenhausen, `Die Stadte im byzantinischen Italien',
Melanges de l'Ecole frangaise de Roine, Moyen Age, 101 (1989), pp. 405-406, rightly stresses
that the limitation did not apply to the subjects of the Lombard principalities of Benevento,
Capua and Salerno, which were not under Byzantine rule.

15 Their exceptional status in this respect has already been noted by A. Schaube,
Handelsgeschichte der romnanischen Volker des Mittelmeergebiets his rum Ende der Kreuzziige,
Munchen, 1906, p. 28, yet von Falkenhausen (see previous note) does not mention it. She
apparently believes that the text refers to all the residents of the theme of Langobardia.

16 See above, p. 3.
17 See J. Starr, The Jews in the Byzantine Empire, 641-1204 (Texte and Forschungen zur

byzantinisch-neugricchische Philologie 30), Athens, 1939, pp. 37-41.
18 Incidentally, there also was a distinction between the toll paid by ships sailing toward and

from Constantinople, respectively: see next note.
19 The issue was not a possible reduction of state revenue resulting from the transportation of

these imperial subjects, since all western ships were apparently bound to pay a sum of 15 solidi
as passage fee on their return voyage: see above, n. 14.
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the Venetians were compelled to agree to the restriction imposed upon them
and to forgo the income deriving from transportation services previously
offered to Byzantine subjects residing in Southern Italy. It is impossible to
determine whether or not this was a new disposition. In any event, from the
governmental point of view the ban was all the more imperative because in
the past the imperial control over exports had not always been effective, nor
had it been strictly enforced. When Liutprand of Cremona first visited Con-
stantinople in 949, the supervision over outbound Venetian and Amalfitan
goods, including silk fabrics, appears to have been rather lax. When he
returned to the Empire in 968, the Byzantine officers whom he encountered
pointed to the implementation of thougher measures to curb illicit exports.20

From the chrysobull of 992 we may gather that Latins other than Venetians
or Amalfitans, for instance Gaetans, as well as Jews, were also involved in
the export of silk textiles from Constantinople, rather than silk which pre-
sumably was already produced by then in Southern Italy.21 At first glance the
reference of that document to the Jews is somewhat surprising, since a decree
issued in 960 by Doge Pietro IV Candiano prohibited Venetian vessels from
carrying them. To be sure, this provision was related to the slave trade in the
Adriatic, in which Jews participated. It is not excluded, though, that it was
also intended for journeys to and from Constantinople, as this city is men-
tioned in the decree in relation to another issue. 22 In any event, the explicit
reference to Jews in the chrysobull of 992 implies that the ban issued some
thirty years earlier in Venice was not being effectively implemented.

While the `Book of the Eparch' mentioned Jews trading in silk as raw
material, the document of 992 hinted at their participation in the shipment of
silk fabrics from Constantinople to Italy. Neither source, however, nor any
other one mentions Jews active in the production of silk textiles in the tenth-

20 Liutprand v. Cremona, Opera. Relatio de legatione constantinopolitana, cap. 53 and 55,
ed. J. Becker (Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Scriptures rerum germanicarum in usum
scholarum, 41), Hannover and Leipzig, 1915, pp. 204-205.

21 On Amalfitan exports of silk fabrics from Constantinople to Southern Italy in this period
and somewhat later, see Schaube, Handelsgeschichte, p. 35. Gaetan merchants already traveled
to Constantinople by the mid-tenth century: Liutprand v. Cremona, Opera, Antapodosis, V. 21,
p. 143; see also M. Merores, Gaeta im friihen Mittelalter (8. his 12. Jahrhundert). Beitrage zur
Geschichte der Stadt, Gotha, 1911, p. 96; Schaube, Handelsgeschichte, pp. 35-36, para. 22.
There is evidence on sericulture in Southern Italy since the first half of the eleventh century:
see Jacoby, `Silk in Western Byzantium', pp. 463, 475-476.

22 Ed. in Fr. Tafel and G. M. Thomas (eds.), Urkunden zur dlteren Handels- and
Staatsgeschichte der Republik Venedig, Wien, 1856-1857, 1, pp. 19-25, esp. 20-21. On the
context of this slave trade, see Ch. Verlinden, L'esclavage dans I'Europe medievale, 71, Italie -
Colonies italiennes du Levant - Levant latin -Empire byzantin, Gent, 1977, pp. 115-117, 131-
132.
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century Empire.23 In the absence of evidence in this respect, it has been
suggested that Jews did not engage in this period in silk manufacture because
of official religious and racial discrimination, illustrated by the attempts of
the first Macedonian emperors, Basil I (867-886) and his son Leo VI (886-
912), at forcibly converting all the Jews of the Empire to the Christian faith.
By contrast, according to this line of argument, the more favorable attitude of
the Comnenian dynasty promoted the large-scale employment of Jews in the
silk industry since the late eleventh century.24 This assumption may be safely
dismissed for several reasons. First, it was in the best interest of the state to
promote the Byzantine silk industry; moreover, there is no evidence whatso-
ever that Jews were ever barred from a specific occupation in the Empire;`
and, finally, some sources that will soon be examined imply that Jews worked
in silk manufacture, including in Constantinople, prior to the reign of Alexius
I Comnenus which began in 1081.

Before dealing with this period, however, it may prove useful to examine
Benjamin of Tudela's references to silk. His testimony in this respect has
been largely misunderstood, since most scholars have no direct access to the
original Hebrew version of his account and rely on translations, most of
which are inaccurate. Benjamin was most explicit about Thebes and men-
tioned its Jewish silk workers immediately after stating the size of the local
Jewish community, in contrast to the description pattern he used with respect
to other Jewish communities. This suggests that a large number among the
Jews of Thebes were involved in one way or another in the production of silk
textiles. The Jewish traveler was impressed by the skills of the local Jewish
workers and claimed that they were `the best craftsmen in the land of the
Greeks [= the Empire] at making silk and purple garments'.26 It should be
stressed that Benjamin did not refer to the manufacture of silk fabrics, but to
that of garments. Consequently, the Jewish craftsmen to whom he was allud-
ing were tailors. The tailoring of silk vestments in Thebes in the twelfth
century is confirmed twice by the Byzantine chronicler Niketas Choniates:
first, in his references to the Byzantine silk workers deported in 1147 to
Sicily by the Normans and, secondly, in his allusion to the annual delivery of
Theban silk vestments to the imperial court, attested for 1195.227 Attention

23 Incidentally, the evidence adduced in the past to prove that Jews were employed in the silk
industry of the Peloponnese in that period turns out to be irrelevant: see Jacoby, `Silk in
Western Byzantium', p. 455.

24 See Lopez, `Silk Industry in the Byzantine Empire', pp. 23-24. On the persecutions, see
Jacoby, 'Les Juifs de Byzance', pp. 124-125.

25 Ibid., pp. 133-134.
26 BT, Hebrew, p. 12.
27 See Jacoby, `Silk in Western Byzantium', pp. 462-463, 466-467.
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should be drawn to Benjamin of Tudela's distinction between purple and
other silk garments. Those belonging to the first group were made of purple
silk fabrics, some of them being dyed with purple extracted from the murex
mollusk. This coloring agent, the most costly and prestigious dye produced at
that time, was reserved for imperial garments.28 The handling of the prestig-
ious purple-dyed fabrics intended for the emperor and of other less costly silk
textiles commissioned by the imperial court was clearly in the hands of
highly qualified artisans.

The Jewish traveler was less explicit in his statements about Jewish silk
workers elsewhere in the Empire. When referring to those of Thessalonica he
merely recorded that `they are engaged in the silk craft', and with respect to
the Jews of Constantinople, he stated that `amongst them are silk artisans'.29
Judging by the textual context in which they appear, it would seem that the
Jewish silk artisans of these two cities represented a smaller segment of their
respective Jewish population than in Thebes.30 Benjamin added two remarks
about Constantinople that warrant our attention. He noted the silk vestments
worn by the rich men of the city, which displayed `woven and embroidered'
designs. In addition, he reported that `each year all the revenue from the
whole country of Greece [= the Empire] is brought' to the new palace built by
Emperor Manuel I, `and towers are filled with it, with silk and purple gar-
ments and gold'.3I Benjamin most likely obtained his information from local
Jewish silk workers who delivered silk fabrics and garments to the imperial
warehouses.32 He did not hint at their specific occupations. However, as the
coupling of silk and purple garments also appears in his description of Thebes,
we may postulate that at least some of the Jewish artisans of Constantinople
were tailors manufacturing high-grade silk garments, like those of the Boeotian
city.

We have already noted that in 1147 the Normans abducted silk tailors from
Greece to Sicily. Weavers, however, formed the most important group of silk
artisans among the deportees. Jews are not specifically mentioned among
them, yet their transfer from Thebes to Sicily implies that at least some of
them exercised the same crafts as their Greek fellow-captives, namely weav-
ing.33 This assumption is supported by Jewish sources. Precious information

28 Ibid., pp. 455-458, 481-483, 488, 490.
29 BT, Hebrew, pp. 13 and 16, respectively.
31 See Jacoby, `Silk in Western Byzantium', p. 486.
31 BT, Hebrew, pp. 15-16. A Milanese author of the 1170s was also impressed by the silk

displayed in Constantinople, the city being in deliciis affluens, pollens in edificiis, in sericis
vernans: L. Savioli (ed.), Annali bolognesi, Bassano, 1784, II, p. 56.

32 Jacoby, `Silk in Western Byzantium', pp. 489-490.
33 Ibid., pp. 466, 468, 485-486.
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about Jewish silk weavers in the Empire is to be found in two Bible commen-
taries composed in Hebrew by Karaite scholars. The Karaites constituted a
Jewish sect advocating the literal exegesis of the Hebrew Bible and rejecting
the Rabbinical tradition recorded in the Talmud. Karaite and Rabbanite Jew-
ish communities existed side by side in several Byzantine cities in the eleventh
and twelfth century, and this was also the case in Constantinople, as attested
by Benjamin himself.34

The earliest among the two Karaite works, which is still unpublished, was
composed by Jacob ben Reuben in the second half of the eleventh or in the
first half of the twelfth century. It is based on an earlier, eleventh-century
work, the dating of which is of particular importance in our context since it
preceded by several decades, if not by a whole century, the testimony of
Benjamin of Tudela. It is impossible to determine the exact location at which
it was composed.35 However, in view of the information collected by its
author on silk-related matters and his Greek glosses bearing on this subject,
he most likely resided in a major Byzantine silk center. The second commen-
tary was compiled by Yehudah ben Elijah Hadassi in the second half of the
twelfth century in Constantinople, and is thus more or less contemporaneous
with Benjamin of Tudela's visit in the city.36 Both works examine the biblical
prohibition about the wearing of sha'atnez, a hybrid cloth combining two
kinds of fibers and therefore considered ritually impure.37 The author of the
second biblical commentary fully endorsed this prohibition, yet nevertheless
stated that `the making and weaving and buying and selling [of it] in order to
earn [a living] is permitted'. To be sure, in this context he did not allude to

34 On the Karaites and their communities in the Empire, see Z. Ankori, Karaites in Byzan-
tium. The Formative Years, 970-1100, New York - Jerusalem, 1959, in particular pp. 87-168,
yet about Constantinople and Thessalonica, see D. Jacoby, `The Jewish Community of Con-
stantinople from the Komnenan to the Palaiologan Period', Vizantyskij Vreme nik, 55 (1998),
pp. 32-35, and Jacoby, `The Jews of Constantinople and their Demographic Hinterland', pp.
225-227.

35 Jacob ben Reuben, Sefer ha-Osher (MS. Lund, Universitetsbibliotek L. O. 5, dated 1302),
commentary on Deuteronomy 22:11; for the date of this unpublished manuscript, see N. Aloni,
`Five Hebrew Manuscripts in the Library of Lund (Sweden)', Alei Sefer, 5 (1977), pp. 10-11
[Hebrew]. The sources, nature and dating of this work are discussed by Ankori, Karaites in
Byzantium, pp. 174-175, 196-198, who used a later copy, MS. Leiden, Warner no. 8.

36 Yehudah ben Elijah Hadassi, Eshkol hak-Kofer, ed. published in Gozlow, 1836, fol. 24b,
Alphabets 42-43, and fol. 92a, Alphabet 241. On the dating of the second work, see Ankori,
Karaites in Byzantium, p. 442.

37 On sha'atnez, see Encyclopaedia Judaica, XIV, Jerusalem, 1971, coll. 1213-1214. The
prohibition originally applied to a mixture of wool and linen, yet was later extended to other
materials and to uses other than wearing; see also S. B. Bowman, The Jews of Byzantium,
1204-1453, University of Alabama, 1985, pp. 119-121.
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silk, yet elsewhere in his work he referred to silk worms and to the manufac-
ture of silk fabrics. He was thus keenly aware of the Byzantine context in
which he lived and of the practical implications of his discussion of sha 'atnez.
Indeed, this discussion was relevant to silk, since the Byzantine silk industry
produced half-silks combining silk with linen or cotton and thus mixing
fibers of animal and vegetable origin.38

The first of the two Karaite Bible commentaries just mentioned also offers
indirect evidence about Jewish involvement in the dyeing of silk with murex
purple. It uses some Greek terms transcribed into Hebrew characters which
are connected with this dyestuff. Specifically, it mentions that porphyra , the
murex mollusk, is a GxouM xt or worm found in the sea, in order to stress
that the color derived from it is an animal dye, and twice reports the pouring
of hot water on the shells in order to extract from them the coloring agent.39

The brief description offered by the Karaite author does not concur with the
one provided by Pliny the Elder, our main source for the reconstruction of
that process. It is nevertheless likely that the author acquired his information
from Jewish purple dyers, yet apparently failed to reproduce it entirely or
accurately.41 Purple dyeing in Byzantium was not exclusively performed with
murex purple, and even dyers working for the imperial court utilized substi-
tute purples. We do not know which colorants were used by a Jewish dyer,
attested by a Genizah letter dated to c. 1082-1094, who worked for a private
customer at an unknown location in the Empire. 41 The testimony bearing on
his activity is nevertheless precious, since it corroborates the indirect evi-
dence about Jewish silk dyers offered by the Karaite work, the model of
which was composed in the eleventh century, as noted above. The same work
also refers to Jewish embroiderers executing motifs designed by Gentiles, i.e.

Christians in the Byzantine context. It is not excluded that economic consid-
erations compelled Jews to adorn textiles not only with secular, but also with

38 On Byzantine half-silks, see Jacoby, `Silk in Western Byzantium', pp. 474-475.
39 Jacob ben Reuben, Sefer ha-Osher, commentary on Exodus 25:4.
40 On the production of purple colors in Antiquity, including murex purple, see G. Steigerwald,

`Die antike Purpurfirberei nach dem Bericht Plinius' des Alteren in seiner "Naturalis Historia"',
Traditio, 42 (1986), pp. 1-57, and idein, `Die Purpursorten im Preisedikt Diokletians vom Jahre
301', Byzantinische Forschungen, 15 (1990), pp. 219-276, which supersede all previous stud-

ies on the subject. On the Talmudic description, which also includes the testing of the dye, see I.
Herzog, `Hebrew Porphyrology', London 1913, ed. M. Ron, 1986, in E. Spanier (ed.), The
Royal Purple and the Biblical Blue. Argaman and Tekhelet. The Study of Chief Rabbi Dr. Isaac
Herzog on the Dye Industry in Ancient Israel and Recent Scientific Contributions, Jerusalem,
1987, p. 99. There is no evidence about Jewish purple fishers in the Empire, as for twelfth-

century Egypt: see Jacoby, `Silk in Western Byzantium', p. 493 and n. 232.

41 See ibid., pp. 482-483.
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Christian motifs, in the same way as they prompted them to manufacture and
handle fabrics combining two different types of yams, contrary to biblical
prescriptions.42 Silk fabrics were most likely included among the embroi-
dered materials.43 We have already noted that the location at which this
Karaite biblical commentary was composed remains unknown. In any event,
there is good reason to believe that its references to silk, dyeing and embroi-
dery were also relevant for Constantinople.

From the sources examined so far we may already draw two conclusions.
First, Jews worked in the silk industry of Constantinople since the eleventh
century, thus long before the visit of Benjamin of Tudela; secondly, these
Jews were involved in several stages of the industrial process, namely the
dyeing of silk fibers or fabrics,44 their weaving, and the tailoring of garments.
It remains to determine in what framework they exercised their respective
crafts. In tenth century Constantinople the manufacture of silk fabrics and
vestments took place either in imperial or in private workshops.45 Although
not documented, the continuous existence of imperial ateliers since the tenth
century, when they are last attested, until the Fourth Crusade may be taken
for granted. Indeed, there was no reason for them to disappear. Benjamin of
Tudela would not have failed to mention the employment of Jews in an
imperial establishment of Constantinople, had this been the case, all the more
so since in Thebes, where no such atelier existed, Jews exercised their activ-
ity in private workshops.46 We may thus conclude that, similarly, the Jewish
silk workers of Constantinople exercised their craft in private ateliers.

From the tenth century `Book of the Eparch' we know that workers en-
gaged in silk manufacture in the private workshops of the capital could
register in the guild of the serikarioi , who basically were silk weavers,47 or
that of the katartarioi , who apparently dealt with the degumming of raw

42 Commentary on Exodus 38:23. Contrary to Ankori, Karaites in Byzantium, p. 174, n. 24,
the text definitely alludes to the execution of Christian designs by Jews.

43 On embroidered silks, see above, p. 9.
44 The Jewish dyer mentioned earlier" handled a silk fabric: see above, p. 11. Yet mostly

dyeing took place before weaving: see Jacoby, `Silk in Western Byzantium', pp. 458, 472, n.
108, 481-485.

45 On the imperial workshops: Constantine Porphyrogenitus, Three Treatises on Imperial
Expeditions, ed. and trans. J. Haldon (Corpus Fontium Historiae Byzantinae, XXVIII), Wien,
1990, pp. 108-110, Text C, lines 225-260; Lopez, `Silk Industry in the Byzantine Empire', pp.
6-7.

46 On Thebes, see Jacoby, `Silk in Western Byzantium', pp. 467-468.
47 Imperial officers affixed lead seals to their fabrics and inspected their looms: EB 8.3. In

this context `Webkontrolleur' for .tvrotirk as suggested by Simon, `Die byzantinischen
Seidenzunfte', p. 24, is more appropriate than `Fadeninspektor', as in Koder's translation. On
looms, see also EB 8.12 and 13.
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silk.48 Interestingly, the mid-eleventh century legal compendium known as
Peira mentions together the guilds (GtoVa'teta) of the metaxopratai, the
prandiopratai or merchants of foreign manufactured silk goods, and that of
the dyers.49 This last body is one of several corporations absent from the
extant version of the `Book of the Eparch', which clearly does not contain the
regulations of all the guilds existing in tenth-century Constantinople. In any
event, Jewish silk workers or dyers do not appear as guild members in the
`Book of the Eparch', nor in any other source. One might argue that there
was no reason to single them out within these corporative bodies, yet it is
more likely that they were barred from entering them. There was at least one
compelling reason preventing Jews from enlisting in the Constantinopolitan
guilds: at various occasions these bodies performed religious functions in
which Jews could definitely not participate, as in the church of Hagia Sophia.so

In order to explain the absence of Jewish silk workers from the guilds of
Constantinople, it has been suggested that they were enrolled in a separate
Jewish guild.51 A novel issued by Emperor Manuel I Comnenus in 1148

48 See Simon, `Die byzantinischen Seidenzunfte', pp. 24-33, 45. According to Simon, loc.
cit., pp. 35-36, 39-40, the nnelathrarioi , mentioned in EB 6.15, possibly had a guild of their
own. The underlying assumption is that all silk workers belonged to guilds, which was clearly
not the case: see my forthcoming study mentioned above, n. 6. A. Muthesius, `The Byzantine
Silk Industry: Lopez and beyond', Journal of Medieval History, 19 (1993), pp. 29-40, repr. in
eadem, Studies in Byzantine and Islamic Silk Weaving, no. XVI, offers some useful suggestions
about the technical aspects of silk production, yet her data and her interpretations of guild
regulations are far from reliable, for instance with respect cocoons, on which see above, n. 7;
consequently, her study should be used with extreme caution. The relation between guilds and
division of labor in the industrial process has not yet been fully clarified and requires further
research.

49 Peira 51.7, in J. and P. Zepos, Jus graecoromaon, Athens, 1931, IV, p. 213; see also The
Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, ed. A.P. Kazhdan, Oxford, 1991, III, pp. 666-667, s. v. Dyer.

50 On these functions, see P. Schreiner, `Die Organisation byzantinischer Kaufleute and
Handwerker', in H. Jankuhn and E. Ebel (eds.), Untersuchungen zu Handel and Verkehr der
vor- and fruhgeschichtlichen Zeit in Mittel- and Nordeuropa, VI: Organisation der
Kaufmnannsvereinigungen in der Spdtantike and in friihen Mittelalter (Abhandlungen der
Akademie der Wissenschaften in Gottingen, Philos.- histor. KI., 3. Folge, 183), Gottingen,
1989, pp. 47-48; S. Vryonis, Jr., `Byzantine AHMOKPATIA and the Guilds in the Eleventh
Century', Dumbarton Oaks Papers, 17 (1963), pp. 300, 302 and n. 47, 303-304, 309, repr. in
idea, Byzantium: Its Internal History and Relations with the Muslin World, London, 1971, no.
III.

51 See Lopez, `Silk Industry', pp. 23-24, esp. 24, n. 4. Lopez' hypothesis becomes a fact in
Ankori, Karaites in Byzantium, pp. 140-143, 145-146, 149-150, 172, 176-177, though still
without any documentary basis. The same holds true of the statement by A. Sharf, Byzantine
Jewry front Justinian to the Fourth Crusade, London 1971, pp. 117-118, that by the eleventh
century the guilds of silk workers in Thebes and Thessalonica `had a substantial Jewish
membership'.
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records the formula of a Jewish oath resting on an existing copy of the `Book
of the Eparch' (7taQc ¢ov most likely
preserved at the Eparch's office.52 This Jewish oath, so runs the argument,
may have been related to the entrance ceremony of a new guild member, like
the oath imposed on those joining the guild of notaries.53 However, both the
nature and purpose of the two oaths widely differed. In addition, we have to
remember that in the twelfth century the Eparch still retained wide jurisdic-
tion in civil litigation and criminal matters, in addition to market control.54
And, finally, the inclusion of the oath in the emperor's rescript was prompted
precisely by a civil suit opposing a converted Jew of Attaleia to his former
community. It follows that the Jewish oath appeared in a copy of the `Book
of the Eparch' existing in 1148 because it was used in regular court proceed-
ings in the capital, without any connection whatsoever with guild membership.
In any event, it is inconceivable that in the Byzantine Empire, in which the
official policy towards the Jews was strongly influenced by the negative
attitude of the Church,55 the state should have established, recognized or
tolerated non-Orthodox professional guilds, let alone Jewish ones.

We may now return to the Jews mentioned in the `Book of the Eparch'
who, while not being professional merchants, nevertheless sold silk as raw
material to aliens exporting it from Constantinople. Two questions arise in
that context: what was the precise occupation of these Jews, and how did it
enabled them to get hold of the silk they handled. The silk supply to the
workshops of the capital was chanelled through an institutionalized and state
controlled network, in which guild members only participated. The
metaxopratai or silk merchants shared with the wealthy katartarioi a virtual
monopoly in the purchase of imported raw silk and cocoons and in the
distribution of these commodities in Constantinople. In the second stage,
only individuals belonging to three groups were allowed to acquire the raw
materials for processing: the serikarioi, the poor katartarioi, and the
melathrarioi , who presumably dealt with the spinning of waste and floss
silk.56 It should be stressed that these silk workers were not professional

52 The Jewish oath has been re-edited and discussed by E. Patlagean, `Contribution juridique
a 1'histoire des Juifs dans la Mediterranee medievale: les formules grecques de serment', Revue
des etudes juives, 4e serie, 4 (1965), pp. 138-140, 143-147, repr. in eadem, Structure sociale,

famille, chretiente d Byzance, London, 1981, no. XIV.
53 The formula appears in EB 1.3.
54 See P. Magdalino, The Empire of Manuel I Komnenos, 1143-1180, Cambridge, 1993, p.

230.
55 See Jacoby, 'Les Juifs de Byzance', pp. 117-126.
56 EB 6.8, 7.2 and 6.9, 8.8, 6.15, respectively. On the melathrarioi, see Muthesius, `The

Byzantine Silk Industry', pp. 32-33. In the Empire the fabric made from spun waste or floss
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merchants. Nevertheless, the `Book of the Eparch' expressly refers to
katartarioi illegally selling silk or cocoons without processing them or acting
as strawmen for archontes or powerful and rich men of the capital.57 It
appears, then, that weavers, degurnmers and spinners of waste and floss silk
bought silk or cocoons and took advantage of their skills to process these
commodities and sell them with added value to unauthorized buyers. Among
these were members of the social elite and foreign traders, the latter surely
preferring semi-processed or processed silk to cocoons. We may infer, there-
fore, that the Jews connected to the illicit export of silk belonged to one or
several of the three groups of silk workers just mentioned. The presence of
Jewish silk weavers in tenth-century Constantinople does not come as a
surprise, if we remember that they are attested there in the eleventh century.58
To these artisans we may now tentatively add degummers and spinners. It
still remains to determine, though, how these Jewish workers could acquire
silk or cocoons from the metaxopratai or the katartarioi , despite not being
registered in one of the silk workers' guilds.

A careful reading of the sources reveals that the manufacture of silk textiles
in Constantinople was not restricted to guild members. Hired workers (uuaO)'to t)
also participated in this process by exercising their crafts in the workshops of
the serikarioi. For instance, weavers were engaged on a monthly basis to work
the looms of their employers.59 Salaried workers were also active in the ateliers
established by members of the social elite. The latter used the services of guild
members, whether metaxopratai or katartarioi, to acquire within the institu-
tionalized and state sanctioned trade network the silk they needed in order to
produce fabrics and garments for sale.60 Yet, in addition, there were independ-
ent dyers, weavers and tailors not registered in a guild nor working in the
atelier of a guild member or an archon, who executed on their own or on other

silk was called koukoularikon: see Jacoby, `Silk in Western Byzantium', pp. 474, 496. A red
garment made of this fabric is mentioned in a Jewish marriage contract drafted in 1022 at
Mastaura, in the Meander valley, Asia Minor: new edn. by N. De Lange, Greek Jewish Texts
from the Cairo Genizah (Texte and Studien zum Antiken Judentum, 51), Tnbingen, 1996, p. 6,
line 30.

57 EB 7.1. Similarly, some metaxopratai sold silk or cocoons directly to these individuals or
bought the merchandise on their behalf: EB 6.10. We may postulate the identity of archontes,
dynatoi and plousioi, three terms appearing in these and other provisions: see Simon, `Die
byzantinischen Seidenzunfte', pp. 40-44.

58 See above, p. 10.
59 EB 8.7, 8.10 and 8.12. On the hiring of artisans, see also Simon, `Die byzantinischen

Seidenzunfte', pp. 34-35, who convincingly argues that the serikopratai were identical with the
serikarioi.

11 EB 6.10 and 7.1, 8.2, 4.2, respectively.
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premises the work commissioned by serikarioi, archontes, entrepreneurs,mer-
chants or other customers, the latter in order to supply their own needs.61 These
craftsmen either took advantage of their private connections to purchase the
raw material they needed, or else were supplied with some or all of them by
those ordering the work. A contractual relationship between independent crafts-
man and customer is illustrated by the case of the Jewish silk dyer already
mentioned above, who was active in the Empire between c. 1082 and 1094. A
customer entrusted him with the dyeing of a precious silk fabric, and he thus
worked by the piece.62

Once we take into consideration the activity of hired and independent silk
workers in the context of silk manufacture and trade in Constantinople, it is
possible to explain the provision of the `Book of the Eparch' concerning the
Jews who sold silk to aliens. It appears that these were independent workers
who acquired silk and cocoons, yet instead of utilizing all the raw material in
their own ateliers sold semi-processed or processed silk to foreign traders. It
is not excluded, however, that these as well as salaried Jewish silk workers
also acted as intermediaries on behalf of guild members, whether metaxopratai,
serikarioi or katartarioi, or else members of the social elite, merchants or
entrepreneurs eager to profit from this illicit trade. These individuals may
have used the Jewish silk workers as middlemen because of their easy access
to foreign Jewish merchants. Whatever the case, by prohibiting the sale of
silk to Jews and non-licensed merchants the imperial authorities attempted to
close a loophole in the institutionalized network of silk supply. It is doubtful
that the regulation could have ever been effectively enforced. In any event, it
must have restricted the scope of the Jewish workers' initiative in silk pro-
duction and increased their dependence on the supply of raw materials by
customers, as well as on salaried work offered by employers such as the
serikarioi and the archontes. Finally, it should be stressed that the provision
concerning the Jews in the `Book of the Eparch' is important in yet another
way. It enables us to push back from the eleventh to the tenth century the date
at which Jewish silk workers, among them weavers, dyers and possibly also
degummers and spinners, are first documented in Constantinople, despite the
absence of any direct reference to them. It is not excluded that they were to

61 M. Kaplan, `Du cocon an vetement de soie: concurrence et concentration dans l'artisanat
de la soie a Constantinople aux Xe-XIe siecles, in EY*YXIA. Melanges offerts a Helene
Ahrweiler (Byzantina Sorbonensia, 16) Paris, 1998, I, pp. 315-327, the latest author dealing
with silk manufacture in Constantinople, fails to recognize the existence and activity of these
independent workers. The whole issue of guild membership, hired workers and independent
artisans will be examined elsewhere.

62 See above, p. 11.
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be found in the city even earlier, as some regulations of the `Book of the
Eparch' were already implemented by the ninth century.63

There is convincing evidence pointing to Jewish migration from Islamic
countries into Byzantine Asia Minor and from this region toward Constanti-
nople in the late tenth and early eleventh century.64 Since the latter period
social and economic factors generated a rising demand for silks in the Empire
and necessitated an expansion of the work force in the capital's industry.65 It
is likely, therefore, that silk weavers and dyers were to be found among the
Jewish immigrants settling in the city at that time. From later Genizah docu-
ments and other sources we may gather that until 1147 more of these workers
joined the Jewish artisans employed in the silk industry of Constantinople.
However, after the deportation of the Jewish silk workers from Thebes to
Norman Sicily, which took place in that year, there appears to have been an
emigration of Jewish silk artisans from the capital to the Boeotian city.66

The silk weavers and tailors whom Benjamin of Tudela met in Constanti-
nople shortly after 1160 exercised their craft, like the Jewish tanners, in the
Jewish quarter located in the suburb of Pera. The Jewish traveler would not
have failed to point to another location, had they worked elsewhere. It would
seem, then, that these artisans operated independent workshops manufactur-
ing textiles and garments, possibly for the imperial court, as implied by
Benjamin's knowledge about the delivery of silks to the latter's warehouses,
in any event for the open market. Unfortunately, the Jewish traveler does not
specify whether the merchants and the rich men he encountered in the Jewish
quarter were involved in any way in silk production or trade.67 The Jewish
quarter did not outlast the Fourth Crusade. It was destroyed by fire in 1203 in
the course of the siege of Constantinople by the Latins. Shortly afterwards
some of the surviving Jews settled within the city itself, where they are
attested between late 1205 and early 1207.68 It is hardly plausible that all the

63 See my forthcoming study mentioned above, n. 6.
64 See Jacoby, `The Jews of Constantinople and their Demographic Hinterland', pp. 223-

225.
65 See Jacoby, `Silk in Western Byzantium', pp. 472-475, 477-478; also, yet without specific

reference to silk, H. Ahrweiler, `Recherches sur la societe byzantine an XIe siecle: nouvelles
hierarchies et nouvelles solidarites', Travaux et Memoires, 6 (1976), pp. 99-124. Incidentally,
the silk workers from Muslim countries settling in the Empire may have contributed to the
dissemination of silk terminology, designs and technology, and to the production in the Empire
of some types of Muslim weaves and clothing pieces: on terminology in particular, see Jacoby,
`Silk in Western Byzantium', p. 458 and notes 32, 36.

66 Jacoby, `Silk in Western Byzantium', pp. 485-487.
67 BT, Hebrew, p. 16. On the imperial warehouses, see above, p. 9.
68 Jacoby, `The Jewish Community of Constantinople', pp. 36-39.
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Jewish silk workers active in 1203 should have perished in the fire that
destroyed their quarter in that year, yet they are nevertheless not attested in
Constantinople in the following period. On the other hand, the sources of the
Palaeologan period mention Jewish tanners, like Benjamin of Tudela, as well
as furriers working in the city.69 The silence of the sources about Jewish silk
workers appears to be related, therefore, to the fate of the entire silk industry
of Constantinople after the Fourth Crusade.

There is good reason to believe that this industry did not survive the
catastrophe that hit the city in 1203-1204. Huge fires inflicted heavy damage
on the industrial infrastructure of Constantinople. The prandiopratai or re-
tailers of foreign silk clothes had their shops in a segment of the Embolos,70
which was destroyed, and though we have no indication about the location of
silk workshops in the city, we may assume that they too suffered heavily.71
The Latin conquest was followed by a massive exodus of the city's popula-
tion.72 While this movement was primarily motivated by the reluctance of
Greeks to live under Latin rule, it also appears to have been generated by
other factors. From the eleventh century until 1203 the growth of the silk
industry in the city was promoted by the emperors, who subsidized produc-
tion in their own workshops, as well as by the growing demand for various
grades of silk fabrics, supplied by private manufacturers to the wealthy local
elite and to a clientele belonging to lower social strata.73 These two economic
factors stimulating the silk industry disappeared in 1204. The impoverished
Latin emperors were not in a position to re-activate the imperial workshops
or to uphold their existence, the new Latin elite did not have resources
comparable to those of their Byzantine predecessors, and the decline in
population further restricted the market for cheaper grades of silk textiles.74
Under the circumstances existing after the Latin conquest of 1204, the silk
workers who wished to pursue their highly skilled activity had no choice but
to leave the city and find employment elsewhere. It would seem, then, that

69 D. Jacoby, 'Les quartiers juifs de Constantinople a l'epoque byzantine', Byzantion, 37
(1967), pp. 189-205, repr. in idem, Societe et demographic d Byzance et en Romanie latine,
London, 1975, no. II.

70 EB 5.2.
71 See Th. F. Madden, `The Fires of the Fourth Crusade in Constantinople, 1203-1204: A

Damage Assessment', Byzantinische Zeitschrift, 84/85 (1991-1992), pp. 72-93, esp. 79-83, 91
and map on p. 93. However, this study does not deal with the economic impact of the fires.

72 For the time being, see Jacoby, `The Jewish Community of Constantinople', pp. 38-39;
see also below, n. 74.

73 See above, p. 17.
74 I shall return to the subject in a forthcoming study on the economic evolution of Constanti-

nople in the Latin period.
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many silk workers, Greeks as well as Jews, left Constantinople, whether
immediately or shortly afterwards.

The evidence bearing on silk in the Empire of Nicaea lends strong support
to the assumption that these workers headed toward the remaining Byzantine
territories in western Asia Minor. Sericulture appears to have been extensive
in this region in the thirteenth century. The expansion of the silk industry in
Nicaea between 1208 and 1261, the period during which the city served as
capital of the Empire, was clearly stimulated by the encouragement and
support provided by the emperors and the demand of the social elite.75 This
development is indirectly confirmed by Theodore Metochites. In his Enco-
mium of Nicaea ("NLxaeiS"), composed presumably in 1290, he mentions
silk deliveries to the imperial court.76 It is fair to assume that the production
of high-grade silks in Nicaea after the Fourth Crusade would not have been
possible without the arrival of expert silk workers from Constantinople,
among them Jews who, as suggested above, had apparently delivered some
of their products to the imperial, warehouses before 1203. From Theodore
Metochites we learn that Nicaea retained its silk industry and continued to
supply the needs of the imperial court after the recovery of Constantinople in
1261. In other words, there was no transfer nor any return of silk artisans or
workshops from Nicaea to Constantinople, in any event within the thirty
years extending from that date to the composition of the Encomium of
Nicaea.77

We may now sum up our findings. The evidence gathered above reveals that
the twelfth-century account of Benjamin of Tudela is not the only source
documenting the connection of Jews with the silk industry of Constantinople.
Jewish involvement in the silk trade is sparsely attested. On the other hand,
there appears to have been a more or less continuous participation of highly
skilled Jewish artisans in the various stages of the capital's silk manufacture,
even the most sophisticated ones, as well as in the production of silk gar-
ments since the tenth century, if not earlier, until 1203. The Jewish workers,

75 On the Empire of Nicaea, see M. Angold, A Byzantine Government in Exile: Government
and Society under the Lascarids of Nicaea (1204-1261), Oxford, 1975. On the city of Nicaea,
see C. Foss, Nicaea. A Byzantine Capital and its Praises, Brookline, Mass., 1996, pp. 57-73. I
shall deal extensively with sericulture and silk manufacture in the Empire of Nicaea in my
forthcoming book mentioned above, n. 6.

76 Theodore Metochites: Nicene Oration, new ed. and trans. by Foss, Nicaea, pp. 190-192,
chap. 18, lines 12-17. For the dating of this text, see l. 5evicenko, Etudes sur la polemique entre
Theodore Metochite et Nicephore Chounmos, Bruxelles, 1962, pp. 137-140.

77 See previous note.
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however, never gained access to the silk guilds and remained in a state of
economic dependency with respect to the guild members, archontes and
entrepreneurs employing them. The subordinate position of the Jewish silk
weavers was reinforced at one point in the ninth or early tenth century, when
the imperial government denied them the right to buy silk. The number of
Jewish silk workers in Constantinople presumably increased as a result of
immigration from Asia Minor and Muslim countries from the end of the tenth
century until 1147, yet apparently decreased afterwards. The Latin siege and
conquest of Constantinople in 1203-1204 generated the emigration of silk
workers, including Jews, from the capital to the Byzantine state of Nicaea
and prompted thereby the expansion of the industry in that region. The
successors of these workers continued to ply their trades in Nicaea even after
the restoration of Byzantine rule over Constantinople in 1261. Unfavorable
economic conditions appear to have prevented the renewal of silk manufac-
ture in the capital.78 These developments explain why Jewish silk workers are
no more attested in Constantinople after 1204, neither during its occupation
by the Latins which lasted until 1261, nor in the following Palaeologan
period.

78 On this subject, see my forthcoming study mentioned above, n. 6.



ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA

Only mistakes impairing the understanding or accuracy of text and notes are cor-
rected below. For that reason the faulty division of words into syllables, maintained
by editors and printers despite proper corrections of the proofs, has not been revised.
Such mistakes as well as others are numerous in article X, for which no proofs were
available. The bibliographical information has been updated wherever possible.

II - Byzantine Crete in the Navigation and Trade Networks of Venice
and Genoa

p. 519, n. 6, lines 3-4: instead of Venice: Society and Crusade. Studies in Honor of
Donald Queller [in press] read E.E. KITTEL and Th. F. MADDEN (eds.), Medieval
and Renaissance Venice, Urbana and Chicago, 1999, pp. 49-68.

p. 523, n. 19, line 3: insert 1, before p. 47.
p. 530, para. 2, lines 15-16: My statement that the Genoese first appeared in Roma-

nia at the time of the First Crusade should be corrected in the light of a recently
published Genizah letter written at Alexandria in the summer of 1062, which
mentions Cretan and Genoese traders acting together: ed. and Hebrew trans. by M.
Gil, Beanalkhut Yishma `el bi-tegufat ha-geonim [= In the Kingdom of Ishmael],
Jerusalem, 1997, IV, pp. 445-450, no. 749, lines 1-6; English trans. by S.
Simonsohn, The Jews of Sicily, Volume I, 383-1300, Leiden, 1997, pp. 314-316,
no. 145. The letter implies that Crete was already serving as a transit station
between Genoa and Alexandria by the 1060s.

III - Les Juifs de Byzance: une communaute marginalisee

p. 149, n. 105, line 1: instead of Avaxagtcread 'AvaxaQcmc
p. 149, n. 105, line 2: before pp. 259-260 insert 1984,
p. 150, text, line 6 from the bottom: instead of consiles read conciles
p. 150, n. 106: add, pp. 26-33.

IV - The Jews of Constantinople and their Demographic Hinterland

p. 223, n. 3: the study by Jacoby is reproduced as article III in this volume.
p. 227, line 5: instead of 1093 read 1092
p. 227, n. 22: instead of (1994) [forthcoming] read (1998), pp. 32-34. This study is

reproduced as article V in this volume
p. 227, n. 26: the study mentioned as being `in press' has not been published as

announced and appears for the first time as article XI in this volume.
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p. 228, n. 27: this study is reproduced in D. Jacoby, Trade, Commodities and Shipping
in the Medieval Mediterranean, Aldershot, Variorum Reprints, 1997, as article VII.

p. 228, n. 34, line 1: between 152 and For the dating insert, 11. 21-22; revised text and
trans. in C. Foss [and] J. Tulchin, Nicaea. A Byzantine Capital and Its Praises
(Brookline, Mass., 1996), p. 208, 1. 12-p. 210, 1. 17.

V - The Jewish Community of Constantinople from the Komnenan to
the Palaiologan Period

p. 32, n. 7: this study is reproduced as article III in this volume.
p. 32, n. 8: this study is reproduced as article IV in this volume.
p. 39, n. 59: the study mentioned, as being 'in press' was not been published as

announced and appears for the first time as article XI in this volume.

VI - The Venetian Presence in the Latin Empire of Constantinople
(1204-1261): the Challenge of Feudalism and the Byzantine Inheritance

p. 153, n. 40, line 4: instead of second read first.
p. 169, line 14: instead of Jacobus or Giacomo read Johannes or Giovanni.
p. 184, n. 146: instead of 109-109 read 108-109.
p. 185, n. 150, line 4: instead of 1558, and 114 read 1560 and 11 7
p. 187, line 16: instead of Giacomo read Giovanni, the latter maintaining his resi-

dence in Constantinople.
p. 189, line 14: read Thiband V of Champage.

VII - Venetian Settlers in Latin Constantinople (1204-1261): Rich or
Poor?

p. 184, n. 9: the study is reproduced as article VI in this volume.
p. 185, n. 16, line 3: instead of Takacs (eds.) read Takacs (eds.).
p. 198, n. 81, lines 3-4: between Petrion and All the debts insert J.-M. Martin, E.

Cuozzo, Bernadette Martin Hisard, "Un acte de Baudouin II en faveur de l'abbaye
cistercienne de Sainte-Marie De Percheio (octobre 1241)", Revue des Etudes
Byzantines, 57 (1999), pp. 211-223, suggest a different localisation of the monas-
tery, namely within the Patriarchate (pp. 227-228).

p. 200, n. 88, lines 5-6: instead of Eastern Mediterranean, Athens, 1997, nn. 46-49
(in press) read Eastern Mediterranean, 12th-17th Centuries] (The National Hel-
lenic Research Foundation, Institute for Byzantine Research, Byzantium Today, 2),
Athens, 1998, p. 117.

p. 203, text, line 3 from bottom, instead of pullion read bullion.

VIII - From Byzantium to Latin Romania: Continuity and Change

p. 35, n. 16, line 1: instead of Gregory read Gregory II.
p. 44, n. 116, line 5: delete 159.
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IX - Italian Migration and Settlement in Latin Greece: The Impact on
the Economy

p. 99, n. 6: the second study by Jacoby is reproduced as article VIII in this volume.
p. 100, n. 8: this study is reproduced in D. Jacoby, Trade, Commodities and Shipping

in the Medieval Mediterranean, Aldershot, Variorum Reprints, 1997, as article VII.
p. 103, n. 13: this study is reproduced in D. Jacoby, Trade, Connnodities and Ship-

ping, as article VIII.
p. 104, text, last line: instead of florins read ducats.
p. 105, line 2: instead of 1209 read 1204.
p. 106, line 2: instead of 1301 read late in 1302.
p. 106, n. 26: add New dating late in 1302 by Andreas Kiesewetter,, Das Ende des

Livre de la conqueste de I'Annoree (1301-1304). Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des
frankischen Griechenland zu Beginn des 14. Jahrhunderts, in: Byzantiaka, 16
(1996), 157-161, 184.

p. 107, n. 30, line 4: after Duecento insert 70Q;
p. 111, n. 53, line 2: instead of The Balkans and the Eastern Mediterranean (Athens

1997) [in press]. read The Balkans and the Eastern Mediterranean, 12th-17th
Centuries (Athens 1998), 114-119.

p. 116, line 2: instead of Prince Philip of Taranto read Prince Philip I of Taranto.
p. 117, line 9, instead of husband read son.
p. 119, n. 85: instead of Sandra Origone (ed.), Le vie del Mediterraneo. Idee, uomini,

oggetti (secoli XI-XVI) (Genova 1996) [in press]. read Gabriella Airaldi (ed.), Le
vie del Mediterraneo. Idee, uomini, oggetti (secoli XI-XVI) (University degli studi
di Genova, Collana dell'Istituto di storia del medioevo e della espansione europea,
n. 1) (Genova 1997), 68-70, reproduced as article X in this volume.

p. 125, n. 116: add Sugar cultivation failed in Crete: see David Jacoby, La production
du sucre en Crete venitienne: 1'echec d'une entreprise economique, in: Chryssa
Maltezou, Th. Detorakes, Chr. Charalampakes (eds.), POAQNIA. Tc4i1 e'cov M.I.
Mavovaaxa [Rhodonia. Homage to M.I. Manoussakas], Rethymno (Crete), 1994,
I, 167-180.

p. 127, lines 9-10: instead of Byzantine read some.

X - Silk Crosses the Mediterranean

p. 55, n. 2: the study by Jacoby is reproduced in D. Jacoby, Trade, Commodities and
Shipping in the Medieval Mediterranean, Aldershot, Variorum Reprints, 1997, as
article VII.

p. 57, col. 1, line 4: between Giustiniano and mentioned insert Partecipazio, drafted
in 829, listed a piece of sendal adorned with gold embroidery and perls. Somewhat
later, in 853, the will of the bishop of Olivolo, Orso Partecipazio

p. 58, n. 18, line 2: after (1994), add pp. 140-142.
p. 58, n. 18, lines 3-5: instead of in A. Lambropoulou ... [in press] read published for

the first time as article no. XI in this volume.
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p. 58, n. 22, lines 5-6: instead of S.D. Goitoin... until end of note read S.D. Goitein,
A Mediterranean Society. The Jewish Communities of the Arab World as Portrayed
in the Documents of the Cairo Geniza, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1967-1993, I,
pp. 102, 223-224.

p. 65, col. 1, line 8: instead of Arabic terms read terms derived from Arabic place
names

p. 65, n. 64: this study is reproduced in D. Jacoby, Trade, Commodities and Shipping,
as article V.

p. 67, n. 87: add New ed. by D. Puncuh, I Libri lurium delta Repubblica di Genova, I/
2 (Fonti per la storia della Liguria, IV), Genova, 1996, p. 22, no. 285.

p. 68, n. 91: this study is reproduced as article VIII in this volume.
p. 69, n. 95, line 3: after haberi add ; new ed. by Sabina Dellacasa, I Libri lurium

delta Repubblica di Genova, 114 (Fonti per la storia della Liguria, XI), Genova,
1998, pp. 38-40, no. 671

p. 70, n. 100, lines 2-3: between implies and involvement insert some of them at least
retained part of their property and possibly continued their

p. 71, col. 1, lines 13-16: instead of the first city to produce silks on an industrial
scale and for a long time their leading producer in the Latin West. read the first city
in the Latin West to produce sophisticated silks on an industrial scale and for a
long time their leading producer in that region.

p. 71, col. 2, line 6: instead of friezes read embroidery.
p. 72, col. 1, line 19: instead of Alfonso VII read Alfonso VIII
p. 73, col. 2, line 12: instead of Bugia read Bougie
p. 73, n. 117: add New ed. by A. Rovere, I Libri lurium delta Repubblica di Genova,

I/1 (Fonti per la storia della Liguria, II), Genova, 1992, pp. 236-237, no. 162.
p. 73, n. 121: the study by Jacoby is reproduced in D. Jacoby, Trade, Commodities

and Shipping in the Medieval Mediterranean, Aldershot, Variorum Reprints, 1997,
as article VIII.

p. 75, text, col. 1, lines 4-5: instead of in all likelihood originating in Marv Shahidjan,
Khorasan, read possibly originating in Marv, Turkmenistan,

p. 75, col. 2, two last lines: instead of by a charter read in 1210 and
p. 75, n. 131, lines 5-6: instead of On its origin... 89-92 read Heyd, Histoire du

commerce, II, p. 673, followed by several other authors, mentions Marv Shahidjan
as place of origin, which is impossible since Marv is in Turkmenistan and Shahidan
at a distance of several hundred km. in Afghanistan.

p. 75, n. 133: instead of G. Pistarino read L. Balletto. The study is reproduced in D.
Jacoby, Trade, Commodities and Shipping, as article IV.

p. 76, text, col. 1, lines 3-4 from bottom: instead of southwest, south and south-east
read west, south-southwest and south-southeast

p. 76, n. 141, line 2: between `Djurdjan' and M. Balard insert or Gorgan in Iran
p. 76, n. 141, lines 5-6: instead of who, however, writes read who correctly refers to
p. 79, col. 2, lines 2-3: between Constantinople in and 1261 insert the Black Sea.167

In any event, the Byzantine recovery of Constantinople in
p. 79, n. 166, line 1: instead of above, n. 138. read the article by Balard mentioned

above, n. 138, and for Constantinople in particular D. Jacoby, "Venetian Settlers in
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Latin Constantinople (1204-1261): Rich or Poor?" (reproduced as article VII in
this volume), pp. 198-199.

For an extensive treatment of Genoese and Venetian involvement in silk trade and
production until the first half of the fourteenth century, see now D. Jacoby, "Genoa,
Silk Trade and Silk Manufacture in the Mediterranean region (ca. 1100-1300)", in
A.R. Calderoni Masetti, C. Di Fabio, M. Marcenaro (eds.), Tessuti, oreficerie,
miniature in Liguria, XIII-XV secolo (Istituto internazionale di Studi liguri, Atti
dei Convegni, III), Bordighera, 1999, pp. 11-40, and D. Jacoby, "Dalla materia
prima ai drappi tra Bisanzio, it Levante e Venezia: la prima fase dell'industria
serica veneziana", in L. Mola, R.C. Mueller, C. Zanier (eds.), La seta in Italia dal
Medioevo al Seicento. Dal baco at drappo, Venezia, 2000, pp. 265-304.
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Individuals and families are listed either under their name, surname (dynastic, topographi-
cal, or other), or the name of their lordship. Names having both a French and an English
version appear under the latter (e.g. Marie under Mary, Egypte under Egypt), yet the names
of Italian individuals are italianized (e.g. Pietro instead of Peter). The terms Arabs, Franks,
Greeks, Latins and Muslims, mentioned throughout several studies, as well as the names of
ecclesiastical institutions, except for religious orders, have been omitted. All geographic
names are included, except often recurring ones such as Aegean, Greece, Levant, Mediterra-
nean, Romania and the West. Location is according to present state boundaries, except for
Asia Minor, Cilician Armenia, Crete, Epirus and the Peloponnese. Location outside Byzan-
tium or former Byzantine territories is given only when necessary. Important subjects are
also included in the index.

Abbreviations: A. M. = Asia Minor; Byz. = Byzantine; CP = Constantinople; co. = com-
pany; emp. = emperor; empr. = empress; fam. = family; Flor. = Florentine; Gen. = Genoese;
Jew. = Jewish; k./K. = king/Kingdom of, Pelop. = Peloponnese; q. = queen of; res. = resident
of; Sien. = Sienese; Ven. = Venetian.

Abydos (A. M.): VI 164; XI 5; see also
Dardanelles

Acciaiuoli, Flor. banking co.:
IX 115-18, 122, 124

Acciaiuoli di Nicola: IX 117
Angelo: IX 124
Dardano di Tingo: IX 117
Donato, brother of Nerio I: IX 105
Giovanni, archbishop Patras: IX 115
Jacopo di Donato, representative of

NicolaAcciaiuoli in Morea:
IX 115

Lorenzo: IX 106, 124
Nerio I, lord Athens and Corinth:

IX 104-5, 110
Niccolo, lord in Morea: VIII 15, 30;

IX 104, 106, 115-17, 122-3,
125-6

Acre/Akko (Israel): 11529, 536-7;
IV 222; VII 204; X 64-5, 77-8

Adramyttion (A. M.): I 90; 11 535;
VI 164-5

Adrianople (Turkey): 11 524; VI 143,
150-51, 156

Adriatic Sea: 1153 1; XI 7
Aelia Capitolina: III 110; see also

Jerusalem
Africa: IV 222; XI 2; see also Maghreb

Agnes of France, Byz. empr., later wife
of Theodore Branas: VI 151

Alamanno da Costa, Gen. corsair: 11 537
Aleppo (Syria): I 90; sultan of. VI 188
Alexandria (Egypt): I 88-9, 91-4; 115 18,

521-4,526,528-30,534,
536-7; V 34, 36; VIII 28, 43;
X 65, 73, 75

Alfonso VIII, k. Castile: X 72
Allemano, Enrico, res. CP: VI 164
Almeria (Spain): X 61, 63
Amadeo of Savoy, claimant to Frankish

Morea: IX 106
Amalfi, Amalfitans: I 91-4; 11 523-4;

V 34-5; IX 101; X 57-8, 63, 67;
X15,7

Anastasius II, pope: X 60
Anastasius of Sinai, St., theologian:

III 140-41
Anatolia: see Asia Minor
Ancona, Anconitans: IX 107; X 79
Andravida (Pelop.): IX 105, 116, 126
Andreas, archbishop Bari: IV 226
Andros, island (Greece): 11 533; IX 101;

X 61-3
Angelus, Byz. imperial dynasty

Alexius III, emp.: VI 148;
VIII 16
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Constantine: 11 535
Anjou (France): VI 189
Antalya: see Attaleia
Antelmus, Latin archbishop Patras: X 68
Antioch, city, principality of: I 94;

11529, 532; III 122-3, 143;
IV 223; V 35; X 63-4, 78

Apokaukos, Byz. governor Crete: 11 535
John, archbishop Naupactus: VIII 34

Apulia: 11 529; III 133; X 66, 68
archontes: 11 520; VIII 4, 6-12, 18-19,

22,24,26-9,33,35;
IX 99-100, 127; X 69-70;
XI 15-16, 20

Arechi 11, Lombard duke, later prince
Benevento: X 56; see also
Benevento

Argolid (Pelop.): VIII 35
Argos (Pelop.): IX 98-9, 109, 122
Arkadia (Pelop.): VIII 35; IX 127
Armenians: III 132
Asbestas, Gregory, archbishop of

Syracuse: III 125-6, 141-2
Ascalon (Israel): V 33
Asia Minor: I passim; 11523, 528, 531;

III 124, 126, 128; IV 221-8;
V 38; VI 165-6, 173, 175;
VIII 40; X 61-2, 72, 75-6, 78;
X117,19-20

Athanasios I, Patriarch CP: III 132, 139,
146

Athens: III 143; V 37; VI 173; VIII 13,
15-16, 26, 35; IX 98-9, 104-10,
118

Attaleia (A. M.): I 87-8, 91; III 130;
IV 225; V 36; X 75-6, 78; XI 7

Attica (Greece): VIII 1, 3, 26; IX 97-8
Aurius: see Orio
Avignon: IX 115; X 72

Ayas: see Laiazzo

Babylonia: III 151
Badoer, Giacomo, Ven. merchant CP:

IV 230
Baghdad: IV 227; X 65
Balbo, Filippo, Lucchese merchant: X 72
Baldwin I, Latin emp. CP (= Baldwin IX

of Flanders): VI 143, 148, 151,
164

Baldwin II, Latin emp. CP: VI 148, 189;
VII 193, 199, 201-2

Balsamon, Theodore, Byz. canonist: I 90
banking: VII 196-203; IX 107-118, 127;

see also Acciaiuoli, Bardi,
Bonaccorsi, Bonsignori, Cerchi
Bianchi, Peruzzi, Riccardi,

INDEX

Scali, Scotti, Tolomei
Bandini, Bannus di, member of

Acciaiuoli co.: IX 117
Bar Hebraeus (Gregory Abu'l-Faraj),

Syriac scholar, historian: IV 223
Barastro, Giovanni, Ven.. res. CP: VI 164
Barbadico/Barbarigo, Giovanni, Ven.

res. CP: VI 164
Barberio, Pietro, res. CP: VII 195
Barcelona: IV 230; X 72
Bardi, Flor. banking co.: IX 114-16
Bari: 194; 1153 1; III 130, 137; IV 226;

X 57, 63; XI 5
Barletta: IX 112
Baroncelli, Flor. family: IX 124

Aldobrando, representative of
Angelo and Lorenzo Acciaiuoli
in Morea: IX 115, 124, 126

Silvestro, representative of Nicola
Acciaiuoli in Morea: IX 115

Barozzi, Angelo, Patriarch Grado:
VI 185

Pangrazio, his brother: VI 185
Bartolomeo, priest and notary, res.

Venice: VI 167
Basil I, Byz. emp.: III 124-6; IV 223;

XI 8
Basil II, Byz. emp.: 1 89; III 137; X 57;

XI 5
Becani, Megalotto, res. CP: VI 164
Beccario, Rinaldo, res. Venice: IX 107
Beirut: X 65, 77
Belgium: X 56
Bello, Raimondo, Ven. res. CP: VII 192,

197, 201
Rosa, his wife: VII 192

Benedict, cardinal Santa Susanna: V 37
Benedict XII, Pope: IX 115
Benevento, principality of. X 66; see

also Arechi II
Benjamin of Tudela, Jew. traveller:

III 121, 129, 134, 148-51, 153;
IV 227-8; V 31-3, 36, 38-9;
X 64; XI 1-2, 8-10, 12, 17-19

Benoit of Sainte-Maure, author of
Roman de Troie: X 62

Beroul, Norman poet: X 62-3, 65
Black Sea: IV 229; V 35; VII 182, 186;

VIII 32; X 55, 59, 68, 75, 79
Blanche of Castile, q. France:

VII 199-200
Boccacio, Giovanni: IX 106, 121
Bodrum (A. M.): 1 90
Boeotia (Greece): III 133; VIII 1, 3;

IX 97-8
Boiano (Boyano), Nicola de, representa-



tive of Mary of Bourbon in
Morea: VIII 13, 37; IX 122-3,
125-6

Bokhara (Uzbekistan): X 56
Bollani, Pasquale, res. CP: VII 193, 196
Bologna: VI 161; X 71-2
Bon/Bono, Giovanni, res. CP: VI 185;

VII 197
Marco, Ven. res. CP: VII 197

Bon de Monz, Tuscan banker CP:
VII 200

Bonaccorsi, Flor. banking co.: IX 114,
116

Lorenzo di Giovanni, member of
Acciaiuoli co.: IX 117

Boniface of Montferrat, Latin k.
Thessalonica: VI 150

Bonsignori, Sien. banking co.: IX 115
Book of the Eparch/Prefect: I 86;

III 135-136; IV 227; XI 3-5, 7,
12-17

Borion (Lybia): III 123
Bosphorus: VII 191
Bougie (Algeria): X 73
Branas, Theodore, Byz. ruler of

Adrianople: VI 143, 151, 156
Brienne: see Walter V
Brindisi: IX 107, 123
Brissano, Leonardo, res. CP: VII 195
Bugari, Vitale, res. CP: VII 194-5
Bulgaro, Guglielmo de, Gen. consul

Acre: X 78
Buondelmonti, Flor. family: VII 200;

IX 124
Andrea: IX 115
Andrea di Ranieri: IX 118
Gherardo: IX 115, 118
Manente di Gherardo, representative

of Nicola Acciaiuoli in Morea:
IX 115

Buonricoveri, Bivigliano di Manetto,
Flor., member of Acciaiuoli co.:
IX 117

Burchard of Mount Sion, author of
pilgrimage guide: X 65

Buzuto, Jacobo, representative of Nerio
Acciaiuoli in Morea: IX 123,
125

Caesarea (Israel): III 111-12; VII 199
Caffaro, Gen. historian: 11 533
Cairo: I 83, 84, 88, 92-3; 11523, 528-9;

IV 221, 224; V 32
Cairo Genizah: I passim; II 521-3, 525,

528; III 127, 135; IV 221,
227-8, 230-31; V 32; X 58;

INDEX 3

XI2,11,17
Calabria: 11537; X 61-2, 66, 74, 78
Calcina, Pietro de la, res. CP: VII 188
Campania (Italy): X 58
Candia/Candida (Crete): 11520, 522,

529, 533-5, 537; VI 158, 184;
VIII 36-7; IX 124-5; see also
Guglielmo de

Canea (Crete): VIII 31
Cappadocia (A. M.): 1 89
Caracalla, Roman emp.: III 120
Carea/Karea (A. M.): VI 181
Carlassar (Dalmatia): VI 178

Micha da, notary: VI 178
Carthago: III 126, 134
Casole, Greek monastery of (Terra

d'Otranto, Italy): V 37
Caspian Sea: X 76
Catalonia, Catalans, Catalan Company:

IV 229-30; VIII 31; IX 98-100,
103-5, 108-10, 114-5, 121

Catherine of Valois, titular Latin empr.
CP, wife of Philip I of Taranto:
IX 115, 117

Caucasus: X 55, 79
Cephalonia, island (Greece): VIII 13
Cerchi Bianchi: Flor. banking co:

IX 110, 114
Ceuta: X 65
Chalandritsa (Pelop.): IX 122
Chalcedon, Church council of III I11,

139
Chalkoutzes, Michael, archon Euboia:

VIII 35
Champagne: VII 200; X 79
Chandax: see Candia
Charlemagne: X 56, 60
Charles I of Anjou, k. Sicily: VIII 7;

IX 97, 112
Charles II, k. Sicily: VIII 7
Cherson (Crimea, Ukraine): III 127, 145
Chiarenza/Clarence (Pelop.): VIII 31;

IX 99, 103, 105-8, 110, 112-17,
120-21; X 70, 77

China: X 56, 78-9; XI 5
Chios, island, city (Greece): I 92; 11 533;

III 128-9; IV 230; V 37
Chomatianos, Demetrios, archbishop

Ohrid/of Bulgaria: III 132
Chonae/Chonai (A. M.): III 123, 154;

IV 227
Choniates, Michael, archbishop Athens:

III 143; VIII 26, 35
Niketas, Byz. historian, his brother:

XI 8
Chretien of Troyes, French poet: X 63, 67
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Cilician Armenia: X 76, 78-9
Cistercians: VII 198; VIII 41
citizenship, nationality, naturalization:

III 163; VI 163
Clarence: see Chiarenza

Cluny, abbey (France): X 57, 68; see
also Odo

Comnenus, Byz. imperial dynasty
Alexius I: I 94; 11 524; III 127;

V 33-4; XI 8
Andronicus 1: III 122;
Isaac: III 122
John II: 11524, 526, 532; VIII 8
Manuel I: I 90; 11 526-7, 533-4,

538; III 121, 148-9, 152;
IV 227; V 32; VI 150; VIII 11,
16; XI 13

commodities:
cheese: I 92; 11519, 521-2, 526-9,

535-6; VIII 28, 30; IX 101-2;
citrus IX 124-5
cotton (raw material, cloth,

industry): I 86; IX 102; X 56,
61-3, 73-4, 78

dyestuffs: I 8; VIII 30; IX 102, 104,
120-21, 126; X 56-7, 60-61,
64-5, 71, 76-78; XI 2, 8-9, 11

glass (ingredients, vessels, industry):
VIII 27, 31

linen: 185-6; IX 112; X 64, 74
mastic: I 92
medicinal plants: 192
oil: 11 528-9; VIII 28, 30;

IX 100-102, 125;
perfumes: I 89
salt: VI 179; IX 102, 116, 123,

125-6;
silk (raw material, cloth, industry):

185-6, 95; 11525, 533;
III 134-6; IV 222, 227-8;
VI 181; VIII 27, 31;
IX 100-105, 107, 113, 118-21,
127; X passim; XI passim

spices: I 89, 93; X 59
sugar (cane, processed sugar,

industry): IX 124
grain, wheat: 11520, 532, 535;

VI 150, 178; VIII 26, 28, 30;
IX 104, 124;

wine: I 95; 11520, 526, 529; VIII 26,
30; IX 102, 124-6

wool (raw material, cloth, industry):
11520, 535; VIII 26-7;
IX 102, 112; X 61-2, 74, 77

Constantine I, Byz. emp.: III 106, 111,
113, 127, 139; IV 221

INDEX

Constantine V, Byz. emp.: III 115
Constantine VII Porphyrogenetus, Byz.

emp.: III 126
Constantine VIII, Byz. emp.: I 90;

III 137; X 57; XI 5
Constantine IX Monomachus, Byz.

emp.: III 128, 132; IV 224
Constantine X: see Doukas
Constantinople: 187-8, 90-95; 11518,

521-9, 531-5, 538-9; 111107,
116, 127-8, 130-36, 142,
146-8, 151, 153; IV passim;
V passim; VI passim;
VII passim; VIII 1, 6, 11, 24, 28,
32; IX 97-8, 100-103, 114,
121; X 56-8, 61-3, 67-8, 75-6,
79; XI passim

Byz. Patriarchs of CP: see
Athanasios I, Gregory II of
Cyprus, Luke Chrysoberges

Latin Patriarch of CP: VI 143
see also Book of the Eparch, Golden

Horn, Pera
Contarini, Andrea, Ven. doge: IX 104
Cordoba, Caliphate of. X 58
Corfu, island (Greece): 11525, 531;

VI 157, 184, 197; VIII 6
Corinth: VIII 14, 27, 30-31, 44;

IX 101-5, 114, 116, 121, 124,
126-7; X 61, 67

Cornaro/Corner, Ven. fam.
Niccolo, res. CP: VII 198
Pietro, lord Argos and Nauplia:

IX 122; see also Mary of
Enghien

Coron (Pelop.): 1113, 11, 16-17, 21, 37;
VI 176; VIII 11, 37; IX 98-9,
103, 120-22, 125; X 77

Correr, Angelo, Ven. res. CP: VII 197
Cosenza (Italy): X 74
Cranea/Kranea (A. M.): VI 181
Crete: II passim; III 148, 152; IV 229;

VI 149-50, 157-62, 164,
183-4, 188 198; VIII passim;
IX 98, 101, 124-5, 127

Crimea (Ukraine): X 79
Crusades

First: I 94; 11 530; III 127; V 33-5;
VI 145; VIII 102; X 59, 63-4

Fourth: 11520, 540; III 152; IV 230;
V 31, 36-7, 40; VI passim;
VII 182; VIII 1-2, 11, 17, 21,
28; IX 7-8, 100-103, 119;
X 62, 67, 76, 78; XI 12, 17-19

Cutrullus (Koutroules), Stephanus,
Greek officer, Frankish Morea:
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VIII 12
Cyclades, islands: 11533

battle of. I 90
Cyprus: 11537; III 122, 127; VIII 24;

IX 116, 121, 124; X 65, 76
Cyrenaica: III 123-4

Dalle Careen, Ravano, lord of Euboea:
VIII 11; X 68

Dalmatia: VI 172, 178
Damascus: V 39
Damaskinea (A. M.): VI 181
Dandolo, Ven. fam.

Andrea, doge: IX 104
Enrico, doge: VI 144-6, 150, 152,

154-5,157,159,168,188-9,
193-4

Marino, podesta CP: VI 168, 183,
189, 193

Raniero, vice doge: VI 156, 183, 194
Dardanelles: 11521; VI 164, 166-7, 178,

191; VII 184; XI 5
Demenna (Sicily): X 67
Desiderius, abbot Monte Cassino: X 58
Djurdjan: see Gorgan
Dolfin, Ranieri, Ven. envoy to CP:

VI 168
Dominicans: VIII 24, 41
Dona, Andrea, Ven. res. CP: VII 192
Doukas, Byz. imperial dynasty

Alexius V Mourtzouphlous, emp.:
VI 148

Constantine X, emp.: III 128
Michael VII, emp.: III 122

Durazzo (Albania): 11 524
Alessio da: VI 164
Teodoro da: VI 164

Dyrrachion: see Durazzo

Egypt: I passim; 11521, 523, 525,
528-32, 534, 537; III 107-8,
116, 127, 135; IV 226-8, 231;
V 32-5; VIII 28; IX 101, 105-6;
X 58, 61, 64, 66, 73; XI 3

Elis (Pelop.): IX 105, 124
Elisha/Elias bar Shinaya, Nestorian

scholar, archbishop ofNisibin:
III 119-20, 149

Embriaco, G., Gen.: II 531
Enghien, of. see Guy, Mary
England: VI 188; IX 99, 111; X 74
Epirus: VIII 24; see also Naupactus
Escot: see Scotto
Euboea: see Negroponte
Euripos: see Negroponte
Eusebius, bishop Caesarea: III 111-12

5

Eustathius, archbishop Thessalonica:
III 133

Eustratios, St.: III 145

Falier, Ven. fam.
Benedetto, Patriarch Grado: VI 153,

185; VII 190
Otto, merchant: 11 529

Fatimids: see Egypt
Ferbitore, Armanno, res. CP: VI 164
Ferdinand of Maiorca, claimant to

Frankish Morea: IX 116
Ferro, Ven. fam.

Angelo, res. CP: VII 201-3
Giovanni, res. CP: VII 191, 201-3
Vitale, res. CP: VII 191, 202

Firmano, Berardo, res. CP: VII 193
Flanders: IX Ill; X 74
Florence, Florentines: IX 105, 110-11,

113,115,117-18,120,122,
124, 127; X 77

Florent of Hainault, prince Frankish
Morea: VIII 7; IX 107

Forzetti, Dino, member of Bardi co.:
IX 116

France: IX 98-9, 110; X 55
Franciscans: VIII 24
Frederick I of Hohenstaufen, emp.: X 67
Frederick II of Hohenstaufen, emp.:

X 65, 74
Frisia (Netherlands): X 60
Friuli (Italy): X 56
Fustat (Old Cairo): see Cairo

Gaeta, Gaetans: X 57-8, 63, 66; XI 7
Galata: see Pera
Galilee: III 105
Gallipoli (Turkey): VI 146, 150-51, 160,

164-6,182,187,191,193,196
Ganchi, Rustichello, Lucchese merchant:

X 72
Gandja (= Caca, Azerbaijan): X 76, 78
Gaul: III 134
Gausoni, Ven. fam.

Giovanni, merchant: VII 204
Marco, podesta CP: VII 187-8

Genoa, Genoese: 11518, 530-35,
538-40; IV 229-30; V 37,
39-40; VII 198-9; IX 101-2,
107, 111, 118-20, 127; X 62-3,
65-79

Georgia: X 76, 78-9
Georgius the Monemvasiote, res. CP:

VII 193
Gerald ofAurillae, St.: X 57-8
Gerard of Stroem, Flemish (?) knight: VI
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155, 162-3
Germany: IX 99; X 55, 62, 67, 71
Ghisi, Ven. fam.

Andrea: IX 107
Bartolomeo I, lord Tinos and

Mykonos, baron Chalandritsa:
IX 122

Gisberto, Biagio, Ven. res. CP: VII 194,
198

Golden Horn: III 131; VI 153; VII 187,
189-90, 196-7; see alsoCon-
stantinople

Gorgan, Iran: X 76, 78
Gradenigo, Ven. fam.

Giacomo, res. CP: VI 187, 190
Marco, military commander: IX 107

Grado, Patriarch, patriarchate of:
VI 153, 160, 183, 185, 193;
V11184-5,189-90,194-7,202;
see also Barozzi, Angelo; Falier,
Benedetto; Querini, Leonardo

Grasso, Giovanni, Ven.: IX 119
Grasso, Guglielmo, Gen., count Malta:

IX 119,
Grasso: Gen (?) res. Thebes: IX 107
Grebeni (Pelop.): IX 123
Gregory II of Cyprus, Patriarch CP:

VIII 35
Gregory IV, pope: X 57
Grillo, Enrico, Gen. merchant: 11 537
Grimaldi, Gen. ambassador to CP: 11 535
Grizi (Pelop.): IX 123, 125
Guccio, Viviano, Sien. merchant: IX 110
Guglielmo da Candida, Gen. merchant:

11533-4,536,539
Guglielmo, Gen. merchant Egypt: I 537
Guicciardini, Piero, member of

Acciaiuoli co.: IX 115, 117
Guy of Enghien, lord Argos and Nauplia:

IX 122

al-Hakim, Fatimid caliph Egypt: I 87-8;
IV 223

Hadrian, Roman emp.: III 110-11
Hagios Nikolaos (Crete): VIII 38-40
Halmyros (Greece): 11 534; VI 153
Hartmann von Aue, German poet: X 62
Helen, mother of Constantine I: III 1 1 1
Hellespont, Straits of see Dardanelles
Henry I, k. Cyprus: X 65
Henry II, emp.: X 59
Henry VI of Hohenstaufen, emp., k.

Sicily: X 67
Henry of Hainault, Latin emp. CP: VI

147-9,151,156-7,164-6,
173-4, 192; X 70

INDEX

Heraclea (Turkey): VI 150
Heraclius, Byz. emp.: 111 124, 149;

IV 222-3
Hohenstaufen, of: see Frederick I,

Frederick II, Henry VI
Holy Land: 11525, 536; III 111-12, 153;

V 32-3; X 59; see also Palestine
Honorius III, pope: VIII 38
Hospitallers (Order of St. John): VIII 22;

IX 98, 110
Hugo Falcandus, historian: X 67
Huy (Belgium): X 56

Ibn al-Athir, Arab historian: X 64, 75
Ibn al-Faqih, Persian geographer: III 136
Ibn Battuta, Arab traveller: IV 230
Ibn Hayyan of Cordoba, Arab historian:

X 58
Ibn Jubayr, Arab traveller: I 93;

11535-6,540
Ibn Khurdadhbeh, Persian geographer:

III 136
Iconium (A. M.): X 65; see also Konya,

Seljuk
al-Idrisi, Arab geographer: 11528, 537;

X 61, 63-4, 67
Indian Ocean: 11 523
industries, manufacture (except sugar,

silk, wool, for which see'com-
modities'): III 133, 142-3;
IV 227-8; V 31-2, 39-40;
VIII 27, 30-31; IX 100, 118,

Inmestar (Syria): III 149
Innocent III, pope: V 37
Innocent IV, pope: VIII 25
Ioannina (Greece): III 120, 129
loannitsa, tsar Bulgaria: VI 151, 154,

160
Iran: I 89; see also Persia
Iraq: I 86, 89
Isabel of Ibelin, wife of Ferdinand of

Maiorca: IX 116
Israel b. Nathan, J. resident CP: IV 224
Istria (Croatia): VI 162
Italy: I 94; 11523, 533; III 127, 137;

VI 172; VIII 17, 30; IX 98-9,
102-3, 105, 110-12, 116, 118,
120-24, 127; X 57-9, 62, 66,
70-77; XI 5-8

Jacob, Jew. merchant CP: III 149;
IV 222; XI 1-2

Jacob ben Reuben, Jew. Karaite scholar,
Byz.: XI 10

al-Jazari, Arab historian: V 39-40
Jeanne of Chatillon, wife of Walter V of
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Brienne: IX 109
Jerome, St., Roman Church father:

111 144
Jerusalem, city: I 84, 88, 92, 94;

111 109-11, 115-17, 124;
IV 224-7, 231; V 33-6; Latin k.
of.: VI 145, 147, 155-6, 179,
196

Jews: I passim; 11 521-3, 528, 530;
III passim; IV passim; V passim;
X 57, 64, 67; XI passim

Joanna of Anjou, q. Naples: IX 97
John I Tzimiskes, Byz. emp.: I 87;

IV 223
John III Vatatzes, Byz. emp. Nicaea:

VI 165-6; X 72
John Chrysostomos, bishop of CP:

III 114, 140
John of Brienne, k. Jerusalem, later

Latin emp. CP: VI 152, 162, 165
John of Gravina, prince Frankish Morea:

IX 116-17, 122
John Straboromanos, Byz. governor

Crete: 11 535
Judea: III 110
Julian the Apostate, Roman emp.: III 106
Julius Caesar: III 109
Justin II, Byz. emp.: III 148
Justinian I, Byz. emp.: III 111, 118, 120,

124, 152

Kallergis, Greek fam. Crete
Alexius: VIII 9, 24, 36, 41

Karaites: I 87-8; III 152; IV 225-227,
231-2; V 32-4, 36, 38, 40;
XI 10-12

Kayseri (A. M.): X 75
Khazars: III 124-5; K. of. IV 223
Khorasan (Iran): X 56, 75-6, 79
Khusrau, Nassir-i, Persian traveller: 1 93
Kiev (Ukraine): V 35-6
Kokalas, courtier of Andronic II: III 149
Konya (A. M.): X 75

Seljuk sultan of VI 195; see also
Iconium, Seljuk

Kotychi (Pelop.) IX 124
Kranidion (Pelop.): VIII 35
Krisa (Greece): III 133
Kyme (Greece): VIII 35

La Roche, of, lords in Greece
Guy I, lord Athens: IX 107, 118,

120; X 68-9
Guy II, duke Athens: IX 108
Otto, vassal of Geoffrey I: VIII 14

Lahijan (Iran): X 76
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Laiazzo (Cilician Armenia): X 78-9
Lampsakos (A. M.): VI 154, 164-192,

195-8; VII 184; VIII 38
Lanfredini, Gherardo, member of Bardi

co.: IX 116
Langobardia, Byz. province: XI 5
Laodicea/Laodikeia/Latakia (Syria):

I 94; IV 223
Lascaris/Laskaris, Byz. imperial

dynasty: VI 175
Theodore I, emp.: VI 165-6, 174,

194
Theodore II, emp.: III 125

Latakia: see Laodicea
Lavra, monastery on Mount-Athos:

VI 174, 177
Leo III, Byz. emp.: III 124; IV 223
Leo IV, pope: X 58
Leo VI, Byz. emp.: III 124; IV 223; XI 8
Lesser Armenia: see Cilician Armenia
Lichina (Pelop.): IX 117
Liutprand, bishop Cremona: X 57, 59;

XI 7
Livadostro (Greece): IX 104
Lombards: X 79; XI 5; see also

Langobardia
London: X 72
Longo, Luca, res. CP: VII 186

Maria, his wife: VII 186
Lotteringhi, Rinaldo, member of Bardi

co.: IX 116
Louis IX, k. France: VII 199, 202
Louis of Conversano, administrator,

lordship of Argos and Nauplia:
IX 122

Louis, k. Germany: X 61
Louis I the Pious, emp: X 56
Low Countries: IX 112; X 55
Luca, chancellor of Ven. podesta CP:

VI 186
Lucca (Italy): IX 114, 120; X 56, 66,

70-79
Luke Chrysoberges, Patriarch CP:

VIII 16
Lycia (A. M.): I 90, 94
Lydia (A. M.): I 84

Macedonia: 11 532
Macrendigho (Crete): IX 124
Macricampo/Makrikampo (A. M.):

VI 181
Maeander, river, valley of (A. M.): I 84;

XI 15
Maghreb: X 58, 66; see also Africa
Mainetti: see Manetti
Mairano, Romano, Ven. merchant:
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II 529; VII 196
al-Makhzumi, author of Egyptian fiscal

treatise: II 529, 536
Makrembolites, Demetrios, Byz. envoy

to Genoa: 11 533
Theodoros, res. CP: VIII 6

al-Maqrizi, Arab historian: 11 536
Mallocello, Simone, Gen. consul Acre:

X78
Mallone, Ansaldo, Gen. consul: 11 532
Mamistra (Cilician Armenia): X 79
Mandria (Pelop.): IX 116-7
Manetti, Sien. fam.: IX 108

Mino, Sien. res. Chiarenza: IX 107
Manzikert (A. M.): I 88; III 128; IV 226
Manzolo, Matteo di, Ven. res. Melos:

IX 106-7
Marmara, sea of. III 131; VI 150
Marocello, Bivigliano di Manetto da,

member of Acciaiuoli co.:
IX 117

Marseilles: X 65, 78
Martinacio, Giovanni, res. CP: VII 183,

185
Giovanni, namesake, res. Venice:

VII 184
Marv (Turkmenistan): X 75
Mary of Bourbon, titular Latin empr. CP:

VIII 13; IX 122-3
Mary of Brienne, wife of Baldwin II:

VII 199-201
Mary of Enghien, daughter of Guy, wife

of Pietro Cornaro: IX 122
Mastaura (A. M.): I 84-8; XI 15
Matthew, St., apostle: III 108, 142
Maximos the Confessor, St.: III 125
Medici, de', Flor. banking co.: IX 122

Averardo, administrator, lordship of
Argos and Nauplia: IX 122

Melings: VIII 4; see also Slavs
Melitene (A. M.): I 89
Melito of Sardis, early Church writer:

III 108
Melos/Milos, island (Greece): 11 537;

VIII 25, 42; IX 106-7
Messenia (Pelop.): VI 176; VIII 3,

11-13, 15-18, 21, 23, 34, 36,
39, 41; IX 123

Messina: IX 116; X 67, 72-3
Metochites, Theodore, Byz. statesman:

IV 228; XI 19
Michael II, Byz. emp.: III 115
Michael III, Byz. emp.: III 125
Michael Italikos, Byz. writer: 11 527
Michael the Syrian, Jacobite Patriarch of

Antioch: III 139

INDEX

Michiel, Ven. fam.
Giacomo, res. Venice: VI 187;
Giovanni, podesta CP: VII 184, 192

migration and settlement: I 86-89;
11 526-7, 540; III 127-9;
IV passim; V 32, 37-40; VI 151,
182-9; VII passim; VIII 25;
IX 98-9; X 67, 72; XI 17-20

Milano: X 72
Miletos (A. M.): VI 181
Milopotamo (Crete): VIII 24
Misito, Greek family in Pelop; VII 35

Nicholas: VIII 8, 35
John II: VIII 8

Misr: see Cairo
Modena: X 71-2
Modon (Pelop.): 11 525; VI 176; VIII 3,

11, 16-17, 21, 37; IX 98-9, 103,
120-21, 123, 125-6; X 77

Molin, da, Ven. family
Giacomo, envoy to CP: VI 167-8
Leone, merchant: 11 521-2

Monemvasia (Pelop.): VII 191; IX 120,
127

Montpellier: X 65, 72
Morea, Frankish principality of: VI 168,

175, 179, 197; VII 200;
VIII passim; IX passim; X 68,
76-7

Morosini, Ven. Fam.
Marino, doge: VII 187
Albertino, podesta CP: VII 198

Moses: III 143
Murmurus (Mourmoures), Johannes,

Greek officer, Frankish Morea:
VIII 12-13

al-Musabbihi, Arab historian: 11 528
Myconos/Mykonos, island (Greece):

VIII 21; IX 122
Myra (A. M.): I 90, 94

Nahray b. Nissim, Jew. banker Egypt:
191

Nanni, Donato, res. CP: VII 193
Giacomo, res. CP: VII 193
Pietro, res. CP: VII 193

Naples, city, K. of: IX 99, 106, 109, 112,
116-17, 120, 122, 124; X 58,
63, 66

Naupactus/Naupaktos (Greece): VIII 34
Nauplia (Pelop.): IX 98-9, 109, 122;

X 68
Navarino (Pelop.): VIII 15
Navarra: XI 1
Navigaioso, Paolo, Ven. res. CP: VII 186

Giacomina, his wife: VII 186



Naxos, island, duchy of (Greece): VIII 6;
IX 106-7, 125

Negroponte, island (= Euboea), city of:
11 534; IV 229; VI 197;
VII 183, 188-9 192-3, 199-200;
VIII 1, 3, 6, 20, 22, 24-5, 31,
33-6, 38, 42, 44; IX 97-9,
101-3,107-10,114-15,
119-21;X61,68,76

Neopatras (Greece): IX 115
Nicaea (A. M.), Byz. empire of, city:

III 125; IV 228; V 38; VIII 24;
X 62, 72, 76, 78; XI 19-20

Nicephorus II Phocas, Byz. emp.: I 87;
IV 223

Nicholas of Myra, St.: 194
Nicholas of Otranto, abbot, writer,

diplomat: V 37-8, 40
Niketas, archbishop Chonai: III 143
Nikolakos of Patras, Greek castellan in

Frankish Morea: VIII 12
Nikomedeia (A. M.): VI 165
Niola, da, Ven. family

Arnaldo (Rainaldus): res.
Negroponte: VII 189, 200

Giacomo, res. Negroponte: VII 189
Guglielmo, res. Venice: VII 188
Raimondo, brother of Arnaldo:

V11189
Stefano, grandson of Gugliemo, res.

CP: VII 188
Nioles: see Niola
Norfolk (England): VI 188
Normans in Italy, Sicily: X 66-7, 73;

XI 8-9, 17
North Africa: 11 529; see Maghreb
Notker Balbulus, historian: X 56-7

Oderzo (Italy): VI 162
Odo, abbot Cluny: X 57
Ohrid (Macedonia): III 132
Olkos (A. M.): VI 165-6, 179
Oria (Italy): 111 130; X 66
Orio, Ven. family

Giovanni, merchant: 11 526
Pietro, merchant: 11 525

Orleans: X 56
Orseolo, Ottone, Ven. doge: X 57
Orsini, Riccardo, count Cephalonia:

VIII 13
Otranto (Italy): X 66

Palaeologus, Byz. imperial dynasty:
IV 229; XI 18, 20

Andronicus II, emp.: III 129, 149;
IV 229; V 37

INDEX 9

John VIII, emp.: VIII 25
Michael VIII, emp.: III 131;

IV 228-9; V 37, 39-40; VI 148
Palermo: X 61, 65, 67, 70, 73
Palestine: 1 86-7, 92; Ill 105-6, 110,

112-13, 118, 129, 133, 151,
153; IV 222, 228, 231; see also
Holy Land

Paphlagonia (A. M.): V 38
Paris (France): VII 200
Partecipazio, Ven. fam.

Giustiniano, doge: X 57
Orso, bishop Olivolo: X 57

Patmos, island (Greece): II 521; VIII 27,
40, 42

Patras (Pelop.): VIII 17; IX 99, 101-3,
114-15, 120-21; X 61, 68, 77

Paul, St., apostle: III 107
Pavia: X 56-8
peasantry: III 133; VI 152, 170,

174-182; VIII 4, 6, 10-17,
20-24,26,30

Pedro IV, k. Aragon: IX 110
Pegolotti, Francesco Balducci, author of

trade manual: 11 538; IX 104
Peloponnese: 11519, 525, 529, 531, 533,

537; VIII passim; IX passi n;
XI 13

Pera, suburb of CP: III 122, 131, 150;
IV 225, 227-30; V 31-3, 36-9;
XI 17

Peruzzi, Flor. banking co.: IX 115-16
Mazzetto: IX 115

Persia, Persians, Sasanian: III 116, 119;
X 58, 64, 75; XI 5; see also
Iran

Persian Gulf: I 89
Petoni (Pelop.): IX 124-5
Petrono da Siena, res. Chiarenza: IX 107
Petrus Damiani, cardinal: X 60
Philanthropenos, Alexios, Byz. general:

III 122
Philip I of Taranto, husband of Catherine

of Valois, prince Frankish
Morea: IX 116

Philip II, k. France: 11537
Philip of Courtenay, son of Baldwin II,

titular Latin emp. of CP:
VII 200-201

Philip of Savoy, prince Frankish Morea:
IX 106

Philippopolis (= Plovdiv, Bulgaria):
11 527

Phocis (Greece): X 56
Phoenicia: V 35
Photios, Greek archon in Pelop.: IX 127
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Phrygia (A. M.): III 142; IV 227
Piacenza: VII 200; IX 107, 112
Piccolimini, Sien. family: IX 108
Pietro IV Candiano, Ven. doge: XI 7
Pietro, Donato, res. CP: VII 193
Piacenza: IX 107
pilgrimage, pilgrims: 190, 93; 11 530;

X 59, 63, 65
Pilla (Pelop.): IX 125
Pino, Judo, Ven. res. CP: VII 191-2
Piper, Lanfranco, Gen. consul: 11 532
Pisa, Pisans: 11 532; V 39; IX 101,

111-12, 120; X 67, 76-7, 79
Pistello, Domenico, res. CP: VII 185
Planoudes, Maximos, Byz. scholar: V 39
Pliny the Elder, Roman naturalist and

writer: XI 11
Po, river: VI 161
Prato (Italy): IX 114
Prodromos, Theodore, Byz. poet: 11 527;

see also Ptochoprodromos
Propontis: see Marmara
Provence, Provengaux: VII 188; X 72, 79
Psellos, Michael, Byz. writer: I 95
Ptochoprodromos, Byz. poet: 11527; see

also Prodromos, Theodore

INDEX

Qilidj Arslan II, Seljuk sultan Iconium:
X75

Quartier, Lise du, noble lady in Morea:
IX 106

Querini, Ven. fam.
Giberto, res. CP, later Venice:

VI 167, 169, 171, 183-7,
190-91, 201; VII 184-5, 192,
194-6, 203

Giberto, namesake, res. Corfu:
VI 184

Giovanni, son of Paolo I, res. CP:
VI 169, 183-4, 187, 201

Leonardo, patriarch Grado, brother
of Giberto I: VI 183, 185;
VII 184-5, 195

Niccolb, son of Giberto I, res. CP:
VI 184, 186-8; VII 184-6

Niccold, namesake, res, CP:
V11193-4,197-8,203

Ottaviano, podesta CP: VII 183
Paolo I, brother of Giberto 1, res. CP,

later Venice: VI 167, 169,
183-4,187,201

Paolo, namesake, envoy to CP:
VI 183

Pietro, son of Giberto I, res. CP, later
Venice: VI 184, 186-8;
VII 184-5

Radhanites: XI 5
Reynald of Chatillon, prince Antioch:

X 63
Ranfredo, Bonifacio di: 11 532
Red Sea: I 89
Rhaidestos/Rodosto (Turkey):

VI 150-51, 154, 158-60, 177-8,
181-2, 190, 192-3, 195-6;
VII 197

Rhine, river: X 60
Rhodes, island (Greece): 11 519,523,

525, 535, 537; III 127; VIII 22,
24; IX 125

Riccardi, Lucchese banking co.: IX 114
Riccio, Ogerio, Gen. consul Acre: X 78
Richard I, k. England: 11 537
Robert of Taranto, prince Morea, titular

Latin emp. CP, son of Philip I
and Catherine of Valois: IX 117

Robert of Courtenay, Latin emp. CP:
VI 148

Rodosto: see Rhaidestos
Roger II, k. Sicily: 11 528; X 66-7
Roger of Hoveden, English historian:

11 540
Romano, Marco, Ven. res. CP: VII 186
Romanus I Lecapenus, Byz. emp.:

III 125; IV 223
Rome, city, Roman emp,: III 110, 118;

V 37; X 56, 58, 60
Rum, Rumi (= Byzantium, Christian

West, Christians and Jews from
Christian lands): I 85, 89, 93;
11 528; see also Seljuks

Russia, Russians: V 32, 34-6
Rustichino, Azzolino, Sien. banker res.

Negroponte: IX 108-11, 114;
see also Piccolimini

Saladin, sultan Egypt: X 64
Salerno: X 57
Salmaza, Benedetto de, res. CP: VII 196
Salomon II, bishop Constance: X 61
Salomon the Egyptian, Jew. physician of

Manuel I: IV 227; V 32
Salomon, k. Israel: III 116
Samaritans: III 119, 126
San Marco d'Alunzio (Sicily): X 67
Santo Archangelo (Pelop.): IX 126
Sanudo, Ven. fam.

Angelo, duke Naxos: IX 107
Marco I, duke Naxos: VIII 6, 35
Marino `the Elder', historian, author

of crusading treatise: VIII
24-5, 41; IX 113

Saraceni, de', Sien. fam.: IX 110



Agnes, daughter of Saraceno, wife
of Nerio I Acciaiuoli: IX 110

Elabruccio, res. Thebes: IX 110
Pietro, son of Saraceno: IX 110
Saraceno, res. Negroponte: IX I10

Sassi, Agostino, Sien. (?) banker: IX 109
Satalia, de: Nicola: X 75-6

Raimondo: X 75
see also Attaleia

Scali, Flor. banking co.: IX 114
Scotto, Sien. banking co.: VII 200, 203;

IX 112
Andrea, merchant, res. CP: VII 199
Bonencontre, merchant: VII 199
Giovanni, merchant, res. CP: VII

199
Niccolo, merchant, res. CP: VII 199

Seljuks: I 88-9; IV 226-7; V 33; X 61,
65, 75-6

Seleucia (A. M.): I 85, 92, 95
Shahidan (Afghanistan): X 75
Sicily: 11528, 530, 534, 536-7; IV 228;

VI 172; VIII 29-30; IX 119;
X 66-7, 70, 72-5, 77; XI 8-9,
17

Siena, Sienese: VII 199-201; IX 108-14,
118, 126

Signolo, Ven. fam.
Domenico, res. CP: VI 160, 164
Giorgio, res. CP: VII 193, 196

Sivas (A. M.): X 75
Skorta (Pelop.): VIII 13, 31
Slavs: VIII 3-6; see also Melings
Soranzo, Antonio, Ven. podesta CP:

VII 191
Spadario, Otto, res. CP: VII 194-5
Spain: III 128; X 55, 58, 61, 66, 73; XI 1
Sparta (Pelop.): 11 528; III 123, 147,

149; VIII 27; IX 100
Sperone (Pelop.): IX 116-17, 124
St. George of Skorta (Pelop.): VIII 12-13
St. Goar, monastery (Germany): X 59
Staniario, Ven. fam.

Maria (Mariota), wife of Zaccaria:

VII 182
Zaccaria, res. CP: VII 182, 185

Stephen the Martyr, St.: II 526
Storlato, Marino, Ven. envoy to CP, later

podesta CP: VI 163, 168
Strobilos (A. M.): I 90
Succugullo, Ven. fam.

Giovanni, res. CP: VI 167, 169,
187-8, 201

Leonardo, res. Venice, VI 188
Marco, son of Stefano, res. Venice:

VI 188

INDEX 11

Pantaleone, res. CP: VI 188
Stefano, res. Venice, VI 188

Sulimanus, Basilius, res. CP: VII 191
Demetrius, from Monemvasia, res.

CP: VII 191
Symeon the Stylite the Elder, St.: III 123
Synnada (A. M.): III 142
Syria, Syrians: 186-8, 93; 11524,

530-31; 111 107-8, 110, 113,
116; IV 223-4, 228, 230;
VII 185; X 59

Tabriz (Iran): X 75, 79
Tancredi, Meo, res. Chiarenza: IX 113
taxation: 11524, 526, 529, 532, 536,

539; VI 170, 174-182;
VIII 10-17, 20-23; IX 99, 120;
X 58, 63, 65, 68-9, 76

Taygetus, Mount (Pelop.): VIII 4
Tenos/ Tinos, island (Greece): VIII 21;

IX 122
Terraferma, continental hinterland of

Venice: VI 145; see Veneto
Tertullianus, Roman Church father:

III 108
Thebes (Greece): 11524, 527; III 133,

147; IV 228; V 37-8; VI 188;
VIII 27; IX 100-102, 104-5,
107,110,114-15,118-19;
X 61-2, 66-70, 77; XI 1, 8-9,
12-13,17

Theodosius II, Byz. emp.: III 113, 123,
127, 130, 144; IV 221

Theodulf, bishop Orleans: X 56
Theophylactus, bishop of Ohrid/of

Bulgaria: VIII 20
Thessalonica: 188, 92; III 127-8, 133,

149; IV 227, 231; V 33-8;
VIII 15; IX 101; X 76; XI 1,
9-10, 12-13

fair of St. Demetrios at: V 35
Thessaly: 11522, 532; VIII 20; IX 108;

X 63
Thibaud V, count Champagne: VI 189
Thrace: I 90; 11527, 532; V 38;

VI 150-51, 153, 164-6
Tiepolo, Ven. family

Giacomo, podesta CP, later doge:
VI 158, 160, 163, 169-71,
177, 188, 192-5, 201; VII 190

Lorenzo, doge: VI 161, 166;
VII 202; IX 122

Tinnis (Egypt): I 85; X 64
Titino, Ven. family

Domenico, merchant: 11526
Michele, merchant: 11 525-6
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Tobias b. Moses, Jew. res. CP, later
Jerusalem: IV 225

Toledo (Spain): X 72
Tolomei, Sien. banking co.: IX 110,

112-14, 116
Diego, res Frankish Morea:

IX 116-17
Vanne di Tese, res. Siena: IX 110, 112

Toscano, Bernardo, leaseholder in
Frankish Morea: IX 123

trade and shipping: 188-95; II passim;
III 135-7; IV 222, 224;
V 34-6; VI 177-8, 182, 190;
VII 181-90, 198-204;
VIII 14-15, 27- 32; IX passim;
X passim; XI 2-7, 14-19

Trebizond (A. M.): I 89; X 75, 79
Trevisano, Olurado, res. CP: VII 195
Tripoli (Lebanon): I 93; X 65
Tumba, da, Ven. family

Giovanni, res. CP: VII 193
Stefano, res. CP: VII 191

Tunis: X 73
Tunisia: X 58
Turks: IX 104, 121, 124
Tyre (Lebanon): V 33; VI 145, 152,

155-6, 196; X 56, 64, 77
Tzetzes, John, Byz. poet: III 150

Uguccio da Chiarenza: IX 112

Valencia (Spain): X 65, 73
Vasilika (Pelop.): IX 124
Vassilopoulos, Greek officer, Frankish

Morea: VIII 12
Vendilino, Leonardo, Ven. res. CP:

VI 160, 164
Veneto: VI 162; see also Terraferma
Venice, Venetians: 194; 11 518-19,

521-2,524-6,529-30,538,
540; IV 229-30; V 34-5, 39-40;
VI passim; VII 182-6, 188,
194-5,198-9,201-2,204;
VIII Passim; IX 98-9, 101-3,
105-8, 110-11, 119-22;
X 57-8, 62-5, 68, 74-7, 79;
XI 5-7

Venier, Ven. family
Antonio, doge: IX 104

INDEX

Giacomo, merchant: 11 529; VII 188
Giovanni, res. CP: VII 186-7
Marco. son of Giovanni: VII 187-8,

193; VIII 36
Michele, res. CP: VI 164
Stefano, son of Giovanni: VII 187-8
Vitale, res. CP: VII 191
Zoe, wife of Marco: VIII 36

Vervena (Pelop.): VIII 31; IX 127
Vienna (Austria): X 66
Vignari, Sien. family: IX 110
Villehardouin, of

Geoffrey I, prince Frankish Morea:
VIII 14, 44; IX 104; X 68

Isabel, daughter of William II:
VIII 7; IX 105-6

William II, prince Frankish Morea:
VIII 7, 42; IX 97, 103, 107,
112-13

Viviani, Guccio, Sien. banker: IX 110;
see Vignari

Viviano, Giacomo, notary CP: VII 194-5
Vlachs: 11522, 527
Volta, della: Genoese fam.: IX 117
Volturno (Italy): X 66

Walter of Chatillon, father of Jeanne of
Chatillon: IX 110

Walter V, Count of Brienne and Lecce,
Duke of Athens: IX 108-9

Walter VI, son of Walter V: IX 109
William, archbishop Tyre, historian:

X 64
William II, k. Sicily: X 74

Yehuda ben Elijah Hadassi, Jew. Karaite
scholar, Byz.: XI 10

al-Zahir, Fatimid caliph Egypt: I 90
Zara (= Zadar, Croatia): VI 178
Zane, Pietro, Ven.: VII 198
Zeno, Ven. fam.

Marino, podesta CP: VI 146-9,
153-6,161,185,193-5

Ranier, doge: VI 153; VII 204
Ziani, Pietro, Ven. doge: VI 158, 167,

169, 177, 183-4, 192; VII 190
Zorzi, Marsilio, Ven. bailo Acre: VI 156
al-Zuhri, Arab geographer: II 529




